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1 Introduction

1.1 About this manual
This manual describes the PAL System and its related design-dependent subclasses,
such as PAL RTC, PAL RSI or PAL LSI and provides all information required for safe in-
stallation, initial operation and maintaining the system in good working order. It is aimed
for specially trained service technicians of CTC Analytics.
Read this manual and the additional booklet "Safety Information and Warnings for Users
of the PAL System" carefully before installing and running the device. Pay special atten-
tion to the safety precautions and warnings. Store the manual in close vicinity of the de-
vice, so that it can be consulted at any time.
In all cases follow the instructions provided in the documentation of further components
that are also part of the complete system, especially of the GC or LC or of the control
software like PAL Sample Control or the PAL Method Composer.

1.2 Intended Use
The brand name "PAL System" encompasses an entire product family. The following de-
scription of intended use applies to the product group "PAL System" and its related de-
sign-dependent subclasses, such as PAL RTC, PAL RSI, PAL LSI or PAL DHC.
If the PAL System is distributed through OEM partners, the product and/or model name
may be replaced with the distributor"s own trade name but the original "Intended Use" re-
mains valid.
The PAL System is an X-, Y-, Z-robotic system offering a high degree of flexibility and
functionality.
The PAL System is intended to be used mainly as an autosampler or sample preparation
device for all relevant applications in chemical and physical analysis.
Typical applications include:

• Environmental analysis
• Quality control in the chemical and pharmaceutical industries
• Drug discovery
• Metabolic studies on agrochemicals or pharmaceutical products
• Clinical chromatographic analysis

The above list of typical applications is not exhaustive.
The classical use of the PAL System has been chiefly as an autosampler in chromatogra-
phy, with gas chromatography (GC) and high-pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) be-
ing the two main applications.
Sample preparation steps such as filtration, purification or separation by solid phase ex-
traction (SPE), derivatization, etc. are possible in combination with chromatographic or
other techniques.
The PAL System can also be used for a variety of other techniques or areas of applica-
tion. X-, Y-, Z-robotic systems are typically used where sample transport, liquid handling
or sample preparation need to be automated. Well known examples include tablet disso-
lution testing, viscosimetry, etc.
Operation of the system is restricted to qualified personnel with the appropriate specialist
knowledge in the fields of safe handling of working materials and safety and health at
work.
To a large extent, the users themselves will determine which substances or liquids the
system will come into contact with, as well as the applications for which the PAL System
will be used.
The PAL System has been developed following the ISO Guide 13485.
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1.3 Disclaimer and Restrictions on Use
CTC Analytics AG assumes no responsibility for sample placement, syringe insertion,
reagent and wash solvent selection, and other related preparatory tasks. The inadvertent
switching of samples or omission of an item cannot be detected or prevented by the PAL
System. The PAL System boundary is defined by the placement of samples in the fully
prepared system.
It is the user"s (operator"s) responsibility to set method parameters (variables) according
to the technique used and as required by the application.
It is the user"s (operator"s) responsibility to handle hazardous chemicals or biological
compounds including (but not limited to) bacterial or viral samples and the associated
waste safely and according to international and local regulations.
By definition, CTC Analytics AG also excludes the use of PAL Systems directly on living
animals or humans, for example in patients (invasive devices).
In addition, the PAL System may not be used in an environment in which explosion pro-
tection is required for safety reasons.
CTC Analytics AG assumes no responsibility for the integration of the PAL System soft-
ware into an overriding system of a third party, such as a CDS (Chromatography Data
System). In particular, the additional treatment of commands, data, or any other informa-
tion sent or received from the overriding system is the sole responsibility of the third party.
CTC Analytics AG assumes no responsibility for any script, cycle, or method (any logical
operation of commands) developed by a third party. The actions and movements of the
robotic system as well as error treatment is the sole responsibility of the originator and
user of the particular script.
The "Intended Use" described above is valid only for the product group "PAL System"
and does not apply to the earlier models of the "PAL System" product family, such as the
product groups "PAL" and "PAL-xt", which include for example the models COMBI PAL,
HTS PAL or PAL COMBI-xt and PAL HTS-xt.
The PAL System, like all CTC Analytics products, must only be used in the manner de-
scribed in the PAL System User Manual and the corresponding CTC Analytics User Man-
ual for the other CTC Analytics products.
CTC Analytics assumes no responsibility for any other usage which may result in damage
to the product or personal injury.
CTC Analytics assumes no responsibility for any damages caused, in whole or in part,
through improper use of the PAL System, unauthorized alterations, adjustments or modi-
fications to the PAL System, or failure to comply with procedures in the PAL System Man-
ual and the other CTC Analytics User Manuals.
CTC Analytics assumes no responsibility for any usage of the PAL System which violates
applicable rules, laws or regulations.

1.4 Product Warranty and Disclaimer
CTC Analytics AG reserves the right to make improvements and/or changes to the prod-
uct(s) described at any time without prior notice.
CTC Analytics AG makes no warranty of any kind pertaining to this product, including but
not limited to implied warranties of merchantability and suitability for a particular purpose.
Under no circumstances shall CTC Analytics AG be held liable for any coincidental dam-
age or damages arising as a consequence of or from the use of this document.
© 2011 - 2017 CTC Analytics AG. All rights reserved. Neither this publication nor any part
hereof may be copied, photocopied, reproduced, translated, distributed or reduced to
electronic medium or machine readable form without prior written permission from CTC
Analytics AG, except as permitted under copyright laws.
CTC Analytics AG acknowledges all trade names and trademarks used as the property of
their respective owners.
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Statement of Limited Product Warranty

What does this Warranty cover?
CTC Analytics AG only warrants that its products comply with CTC Analytics AG"s speci-
fications.
This warranty covers defects in or failures of the PALrobot and major accessories, such
as Peltier Stack and Valve Drives, occurring as a result of normal use or manufacturing
defect. "Normal use" means the use of the products in conformance with (i) all applicable
local, state or federal laws, codes and regulations and (ii) the maintenance guidelines
outlined in the PAL User Manual and the operating instructions provided by CTC Analyt-
ics AG.

What is NOT covered by this Warranty?
This warranty does not cover defects or failures resulting from damage caused by acci-
dents, neglect, misuse or abuse, including (but not limited to):

• Improper or unauthorized maintenance, service or repair.
• Failure to follow the operating instructions provided by CTC Analytics AG.
• Improper or insufficient ventilation.

In addition, this warranty does not cover:
• Force Majeure: CTC Analytics AG is not liable for any events beyond reasonable con-

trol, including, but not limited to, fire, storm, flood, earthquake, explosions, riots,
strikes, labor disputes, transportation embargoes or other contingencies beyond the
control of CTC Analytics AG (i.e. "acts of God" or "Force Majeure").

• Defects and failures caused by any other circumstances on which CTC Analytics AG
does not have any influence.

• Exposure to corrosive compounds.
• Parts exposed directly to liquids, such as valves, valve rotors or other valve compo-

nents, tubing, syringes or any other part considered as a consumable and wear part.
• Minor defects or deviations from the product specifications, which are immaterial or

negligible with respect to the value or the functioning of the product.
• Any requests, claims or whatsoever, for the reimbursement of subsequent damages,

lost profits or damages as a result of an interruption in operation.

What is the Period of Coverage?
This warranty remains in effect for a period of one year from the date of installation. Addi-
tionally, the warranty request must be filed within the aforementioned warranty period.

What will CTC Analytics do to correct Problems?
CTC Analytics AG is represented by an authorized distributing or OEM partner in each re-
spective country. These partners must be contacted by phone to request technical assis-
tance or to diagnose the nature and possible cause of any malfunction. If we determine
that the problem appears to result from a defect in the instrument or a module and if the
defect is covered by this warranty, any necessary replacement module(s) will be shipped
to the user"s location. The replacement modules and shipping costs will be covered.
The replacement of a module does not extend the warranty period as set out under topic
number 82.

What will CTC Analytics NOT do?
A service representative will not be sent to perform service work at a customer"s location
before confirmation by the responsible CTC Analytics" manager that this is necessary.
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Only if the problem cannot be resolved with telephone support and replacement of mod-
ules will a service representative be dispatched on site. CTC Analytics AG will not replace
"consumable" parts, as explained above under topic "What is NOT covered by this War-
ranty".

How can you obtain Technical Assistance?
To obtain technical assistance, call the CTC Analytics representative from whom the in-
strument was originally purchased.
Please be prepared to provide the serial number of the instrument and discuss the prob-
lem in detail, and be willing to perform recommended tests and adjustments to help us
determine the probable cause and find a solution to the problem.

What must you do to keep the Warranty in effect?
To keep this warranty in effect, the user must take care to avoid accidents, misuse and
abuse, as described under "What is NOT covered by this Warranty?"
The maintenance guidelines outlined in the PAL User Manual must be followed. Preven-
tative Maintenance (PM) or any service or repair task on the instrument must only be car-
ried out by authorized CTC Analytics personnel.

Normal responsibilities of the User
The user must report any problem with the equipment immediately after discovery to the
representative of CTC Analytics AG and assist technical support personnel in diagnosing
and attempting to resolve the instrument malfunction. It is expected that the user will co-
operate by installing any replacement parts (modules) that have been sent and will return
any exchanges or unused replacement parts to the representative of CTC Analytics AG,
or according to prior agreement.

How do local Laws of various Countries or States relate to this Warranty?
This warranty statement from CTC Analytics AG gives the user specific rights. The user
may also have other rights which vary from country to country or from state to state.

How does this Warranty relate to Warranty Statements of various
distributing or OEM partners?
This warranty statement from CTC Analytics AG gives the user specific rights. If the war-
ranty statement from your retailer, distributor, or OEM is broader, the added value of that
warranty may be valid for the user. This, however, is not the responsibility of CTC Analyt-
ics AG, but solely that of the specific distributor or OEM partner.

1.5 Safety Information
Make sure that you follow the precautionary notices presented in the booklet "Safety In-
formation and Warnings for Users of the PAL System" and in any additional documenta-
tion. Safety and other special notices include the following:
Notice on the Proper Use of CTC Analytics Instruments.
In compliance with international regulations: Use of this instrument in a manner not speci-
fied by CTC Analytics AG could impair the safety and protective features of the instru-
ment.

Warning Explanations
DANGER, WARNING, CAUTION and NOTICE are standardized signal words for identify-
ing levels of hazard seriousness of risks related to personal injury and property damage.
All signal words, which are related to personal injury are accompanied by the general
safety sign.
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For safety it is important to read and fully understand the table with the different signal
words and their definitions.

Sign Signal Word Definition Risk level
Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not
avoided, will result in death or serious injury.

★★★★

Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not
avoided, may result in serious injury or death.

★★★☆

Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not
avoided, may result in minor or moderate injury.

★★☆☆

Indicates possible material damage, but no
practices related to personal injury.

★☆☆☆

Table 1: Safety definitions

Supplementary safety information symbols may be placed in a rectangular panel on the
left to the signal word and the supplementary text.

Commonly Used Safety Symbols
Symbol Description

Caution, or Refer to User Manual

Risk of Needle-stick Puncture

Hot Surface or High Temperature

Danger of Crushing to Fingers and Hands

Laser Warning, Barcode Reader

Biological Hazard

Risk of Electrical Shock (High Voltage)

Risk of Explosion

The "light bulb" symbol highlights information necessary to prevent
damage to software, loss of data, invalid test results or instrument dam-
age. It might contain information that is critical for optimal performance
of the system or other important information about a task.
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1.6 General Conventions
Instructions
Instructions are displayed according to the following schema:

ü Prerequisites
1. Step 1
2. Step 2
ð Intermediate result

3. Step 3
4. ...

ð Result

Paths
The navigation paths to a certain command or item are shown according to the following
schema. Each path is specified originating from the "Start Screen" - the very first screen
of the PALfirmware shown on the PALterminal after the instrument has booted. In the
preceding line is written, if the path shall be followed in User mode or Extended User
mode.

Path (in User mode or Extended User mode):
Start Screen ➨ Options ➨ Maintenance ➨ Create Configuration Backup

Holding down the Back button continously will always bring you back to
the Start Screen.

Description of the menu items (options and parameters)
All menu items are explained together with their description in table form.
The items and parameters that are only available in the "Extended User" level are marked
in green italic font as shown in the example table below.
The other items shown in the descriptive tables in black are accessible in the "User" level
as well as in the "Extended User" level.

Item Description
Check Teaching This task serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-,

and Z-positions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point
is off, return to the "Setup" Menu for readjustment of the
teaching position. Please note that this action can be done
under the "Extended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Setup PALmodule This task allows to select the "Cover Plate Type", to reserve
one or more vials as a source vial (e.g. for a reagent), and to
define the Vial Type for the 6 positions.Details are described
below.

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined for the
so-called 3-corner teaching.

Activate Standby Temper-
ature

This task activates the newly-set Standby Temperature.

Check Agitator This task starts the spinning motion of the Agitator. It may be
used to test the Agitator function or to optimize the spinning
speed for particular applications.

Table 2: Example table to illustrate the different notation of items that are accessible in "User" as
well as in "Extended User" access level and those that are only accessible in "Extended User"
level.
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Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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2 Product Description

2.1 Various Models of the PAL System
Three different models of the PAL System are available:
The PAL LSI System can adapt to various Modules and Syringe sizes. The X-Axis length
is limited to the standard length of 850 mm and the compact length of 530 mm. A tool-
change is not possible, the only available tool is the LS-Syringe.
The PAL RSI System can adapt to various Modules and Syringe sizes. All four different
length of the x-Axis are available (530 mm, 850 mm, 1200 mm and 1600 mm). Only a
manual change of the tool is possible.
The PAL RTC System can adapt to all PALmodules and PALtools. All four different
length of the x-Axis are available (530 mm, 850 mm, 1200 mm and 1600 mm). Using the
Park Station; an automated PALtool change of up to three different tools is supported.

2.2 Introduction to the PAL System
The "Prep and Load" System, the PAL System, offers the user high flexibility in various
applications. Beyond the liquid sample injection or headspace injection techniques, a
unique automated tool changer (PAL RTC - Robotic Tool Change) is provided, increasing
throughput and allowing sample preparation steps before the injection cycle. The new
versatility and seminal technical aspects are highlighted.
The PAL System is the third generation of the successful and well known PAL System.
This generation provides several advantages for the user, providing greater flexibility and
security for routine and research applications:

• System Setup using the Virtual PALterminal software (or optional PALterminal).
• Guided teaching wizards for PALtools and PALmodules.
• The future-oriented "PAL Servo Drive" is a new control concept for motors with a high

intelligence, providing high security on X-,Y-, and Z-positioning at any time.
• The communication bus "PALbus" increases the flexibility for adding so-called Active

PALmodules and to control these modules in a bidirectional manner. The bidirectional
communication allows control of the module at any given time or position. Data stored
in a log-file not only gives the user a high degree of security but also facilitates the
tractability of cycle performance, providing easy access to essential information which
may be requested by inspection authorities.

• A unique Park Station allows an automated change of Tools (syringes with different
volumes or different tool types) for advanced sample preparation, liquid handling (di-
lutions), derivatization steps or any other time-consuming repetitive step. This added
versatility alongside the increase in throughput is significant benefits for the user.
(Only PAL RTC)

• New optional hardware PALmodules, e.g. the Vortex Mixer for efficient phase mixing,
expands the range of applications and adds to the system"s versatility.

• A large range of syringe volumes is available for liquid or gaseous sample injection
for different GC-injector types (split/splitless, on-column, etc.) and GC-columns (from
micro capillary to packed columns) enhancing the available options for the user.

• A large range of vial sizes or Microtiter Plates can be used in various Tray Holders.
• Vial Bottom Sensing allows aspiration of the very last drop in a vial. (Only PAL RSI

and PAL RTC)
• Barcode Reader with dual scan module for barcode identification in any position.
• Number of Valve Drives to be controlled through PALbus unlimited.
• A wide range of injection, switching and selector valves in a practically unlimited num-

ber can be installed.
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• Up to three Valve Drives can be easily stacked for space-saving installation without
extra brackets.

• Valve Drive with extended torque range of up to 4 Nm.
• Valve Switch Time reduced to 100 ms.
• PALseal, a newly-designed needle seal for the valve inlet port. The seal created from

the contact between the front of the needle face against the PEEK side increases the
seal"s robustness, lengthens its lifespan, and minimizes carry-over.

The PAL System can be set up and configured using either the PALterminal or the Virtual
PALterminal (PC software). The options and parameters are identical but the handling dif-
fers between the PALterminal (Scroll Wheel and "Enter" button) and the normal control
within the software. The setup procedure is described in the section "Installation" of the
PAL System.
All operations for routine sample processing are carried out using the PAL3 Sample Con-
trol PC software.
The PAL System can be integrated with a wide range of CDS (Chromatography Data
System) software.

2.3 System Overview
The basic PALrobot consists of X-, Y-, Z-Axes, the power supply unit (PALpower), the
control unit (PALterminal), a minimum of one PALtool (or installed Syringe Adapter in
case of the PAL LSI) and a flexible number of modules, attached to the X-Axis. The hous-
ing of the X-Axis contains the electronic and the mainboard (PALcontrol). On its rear side
of the X-Axis the various connections of the system can be found. The holder for the
PALterminal can be attached to the right, or to the left side of the X-Axis. (Note that the
use of the PALterminal is optional - it is also possible to use the Virtual PALterminal in-
stead.) For the safety of the user the safety guard has to be mounted to the X-Axis. If the
PAL System is not fixed ona HPLC or GC instrument, the standard legs are used. For the
fixation on a HPLC or GC instrument special mounting kits are available.

Illustration 1: Basic PALrobot with main components

The PALhead contains the PALtool fixed to the Z-Axis.
The basic PAL System setup consist of the following parts:
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• PALbase: X-,Y-Axis with built-in electronic and PALcontrol, with basic PAL Firmware
loaded.

• PALhead: Entire unit with complete Z-Axis and PALhead Cover installed.
• PALpower: PAL Power Supply including power cable (AC) and DC cable.
• PALterminal including Terminal Holder.

For a PAL RTC the basic setup is enhanced by a minimum of the following modules:
• Park Station (Active PALmodule with three slots only available for the PAL RTC).
• Wash Module; type can vary with the PALrobot configuration.
• Tray Holder or Tray Plate
• PALtool: At least one PALtool e.g. Syringe Tool is part of the basic configuration for

the PAL RTC or PAL RSI. For the PAL LSI a Syringe Adapter is already installed in
the PALhead instead.

The basic PAL RTC configuration including the Active PALmodule "Park Station" is
shown in the figure below.

Illustration 2: Basic PAL RTC System for GC Technique.

The PAL RSI model differentiates from the PAL RTC model in following points:
• A Park Station or Change Station is not supported.
• The special mode to transport a vial, the "Needle Transport" is not possible. By de-

sign the Needle Guide cannot be blocked.
The basic PALrobot configuration, model PAL RSI is shown in the figure below.

Illustration 3: Basic PAL RSI System for GC Technique.

The PAL LSI model differentiates from the PAL RTC model in following points:
• A Park Station or Change Station is not supported.
• The PALtool is replaced by a simplified "Syringe Adapter". The Syringe Adapter is

fixed installed in the PALhead, the syringe itself is replaceable.
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• Syringe selection is limited to volume, needle length and techniques. Syringe volumes
from 1.2 to 100 µL for liquid injection technique with a syringe needle length of 57 mm
are useable only.

• The PAL LSI is not equipped with a gas purge line. Headspace or other applications
which require gas supply, such as the SPME technique, cannot be conducted.

• The special mode to transport a vial, the "Needle Transport" is not possible. By de-
sign the Needle Guide cannot be blocked.

Illustration 4: Basic PAL LSI System for LC Technique.

A Park station for the automatic tool change is only available with the PAL RTC. The PAL
RSI offers the possibility for a manual tool change, while the PAL LSI comes with a fixed
syringe adapter instead of a tool.

Connections on the rear side of the instrument

Illustration 5: Connections on the rear side of the X-Axis

Connector Description
1 "S1"-button for resetting the IP-address to

the default number.
2 The Status-LED
3 Connector for the PALterminal.
4 USB port for connecting a USB-stick.
5 LAN connector for ethernet cable
6 PALbus for connecting PALmodules
7 Interface e.g. for connecting to a GC or

HPLC instrument.
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Connector Description
8 Buzzer for acoustic signals e.g. prior to

movements of the PAL head.
9 Fuse.
10 Power for connecting the power supply.

2.4 Interfaces
The specifications of the external connectors of the PALcontrol board are listed below:

2.4.1 Terminal
Connector Type: Displayport
Labeling: Terminal

PIN Signal Name
1 TxOut0-
2 Term_nPresent
3 TxOut0+
4 TxOut1-
5 GND
6 TxOut1+
7 TxOut2-
8 GND
9 TxOut2+
10 TxClkOut-
11 GND
12 TxClkOut+
13 +3.3 VDC
14 GND
15 +3.3 VDC
16 GND
17 Term_RxExt
18 +3.3 VDC
19 GND
20 Not connected

2.4.2 USB Host
Connector Type: USB Type A

Labeling: 

PIN Signal Name
1 +5VDC
2 Data-
3 Data+
4 GND
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2.4.3 Ethernet
Connector Type: RJ45

Labeling: 

PIN Signal Name
1 TX+
2 TX-
3 RX+
4 NC
5 NC
6 RX-
7 NC
8 NC

2.4.4 PALbus
Connector Type: Mini Delta Ribbon 14 Pol
Labeling: PALbus

PIN Signal Name
1 TXD
2 NC
3 +36VDC
4 +36VDC
5 +36VDC
6 +36VDC
7 +36VDC
8 RXD
9 nAlarm
10 GND
11 GND
12 GND
13 GND
14 GND

2.4.5 Interface
Connector Type: DSUB-15 Female
Labeling: INTERFACE

PIN Signal Name
1 TTLOut1
2 TTLOut3
3 SW-Out1 (Relais1A)
4 SW-Out1 (Relais1B)
5 SW-Out2 (Relais2B)
6 OptoIn+
7 TTLIn1
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PIN Signal Name
8 GND
9 TTLOut2
10 GND
11 TTLIn2
12 SW-Out2 (Relais2A)
13 TTLIn3
14 OptoIn-
15 +5VDC

2.4.6 Fuse: T6.3; 250 V
Parameter Value
Rated Current 6.3 A
Rated Voltage 250 V
Fuse Dimensions 5 x 20 mm

2.4.7 Power
Connector Type: KYcon KPJX-3S-S
Labeling: POWER

PIN Signal Name
1 +36 VDC
2 GND
3 NC

2.5 LEDs
There are two LEDs on the instrument showing the status during the booting process as
well as during operation. One is located at the front of the housing on the right edge, the
other one is located at the rear side of the housing on the left edge. The color and status
of the LEDs varies with the status of the instrument (booting or in operation).

LED on the front side of the instrument

Illustration 6: LED on the front side

During Booting Process
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LED Color LED status PALsystem Status
green blinking fast Application "busy"

steady on Application "ready"
blue blinking Updating Software

yellow blinking Application software initialized (start loading software)
blinking fast PALsystem booting
steady on Software failed to start application

Application software is not installed
Fatal error

During Operation

LED Color LED status PALsystem Status
green steady on PALsystem Ready / Idle

blinking PALsystem working
blue steady on Manual operation (waiting for inputs)

blinking Backup / Restore executed
yellow steady on Activity execution error

Fatal error
blinking Configuration error

LED at the rear side of the instrument

Illustration 7: LED on the rear side

During the PALsystem boot up, the following status changes can be observed:

LED Color LED status PALsystem Status
green steady on PALsystem "ready"

blinking Application software is being initialized
red steady ON PALsystem booting

blinking fast Software OS is being initialized

2.6 Establishing Communication with Computer
The PALrobot can be connected to a PC in three different ways:

• directly using a Peer-to-Peer connection
• integrated into an existing network using DHCP
• integrated into an existing network using a fixed IP address
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The following chapter describes how to establish a peer-to-peer connection. Please con-
tact your system administrator for assistance if your PALrobot shall be integrated into an
existing network - the MAC address, usually needed for this purpose can be read out us-
ing a peer-to-peer connection.

2.6.1 Peer–to–Peer Connection
The PALsystem is pre-configured to use a static IP address.
To set the initial Ethernet settings, a network computer in the same IP Subnet needs to
be prepared:

• IP Address: 192.168.99.210
• Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.0
• Default Gateway: do not enter

1. Setup a network computer using the settings mentioned above. (If the computer is
already part of your network, it might be necessary to change its LAN-settings
temporarily to the above mentioned settings for the duration of the setup proce-
dure - the settings can be set back to the initial values afterwards.)

For the IP Address use the proposed number as shown in the figure
above. If for any reason a deviation is required, do not use following
numbers of the previous address package:
192.168.99.0 Reserved for Net address
192.168.99.255 Reserved for broadcast address
192.168.99.230 Reserved for PALrobot

2. Connect the PALrobot to the PC using an Ethernet cable. Make sure the LAN-
LED is lit when connected to the powered-on computer. TIP! If no communica-
tion can be established, use a Cross Adapter for the LAN cable. The adapter
can be connected on either side.

3. Open a web-browser on the PC and enter http://192.168.99.230. Now you
can access the settings of the PALrobot:

Illustration 8: LAN Communication Settings.

4. Change the IP Address if necessary.
5. Note the MAC Address for the network integration.
6. Click "Apply" to confirm the changes and to apply the network settings.
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7. When you have completed the setup steps, you can deploy the PALrobot in your
network. If needed, you can now reconfigure your computer back to its original
TCP/IP settings.

Adapting the network settings using the PALterminal
For setting up the network using the PALterminal, follow the instructions as described in
"Extended User Level, Menu Item Service – Installation".
The computer settings as described above have to be met.
The PALrobot Network default settings are displayed in the figure below.

Illustration 9: PALrobot Network Settings.

2.6.2 Restoring Factory Default Network Settings
It is sometimes necessary to restore the PALrobot factory default network settings in case
you move the PALrobot to a new network or lose the IP address of the robot.
To restore the factory default settings without knowing the IP address, you must use the
Reset Button on the rear panel (PALcontrol board) (blue colored button marked "S1").

Illustration 10: Reset Button "S1".

Perform the following steps to achieve a reset:
1. Power OFF the PALsystem;
2. Use an appropriate tool in order to press the Reset Button;
3. Power ON the PALrobot, with the Reset Button pressed, and hold the Button for at

least 10 to 15 seconds. LED color: Red steady on. After approx. 6 to 8 seconds
the LED will start to blink for a short time. Keep the button pressed for another 5
seconds.
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4. The LED will start blinking eight times within one or two seconds. A second rush
of blinking of the LED after this indicates that the system has been reset to factory
default settings.

5. Release the button - at the moment when the PALsystem does power up, the soft-
ware booting process changes the LED color to green (blinking).

6. The IP address has been set back to the default address: 192.168.99.230 with the
subnet mask 255.255.255.0.

2.6.3 Corporate Network Setup
Setup within a corporate network requires the support of the system administrator who
has local administrator privileges for Windows and network setup.
Installing the PALrobot as part of an analytical system into a corporate network does not
require any special precautions. Use the state-of-the-art technique available.
For operation of the PALrobot, an Ethernet (TCP/IP) is required. The computer in use has
to be equipped accordingly. LAN or Ethernet IEEE 802.3 Industry Standard 10/100 Base-
T.
The network interface of the PALrobot supports network connections Auto-MDI(X) of a
switch which follows the protocol 1000Base-T standard.
The PAL3 Firmware has been designed to accept a moderate latency time, however if
the latency time in a network clearly exceeds 500 msec it should be inspected closely.
For following network ports has to be access provided:

Port Description
64000 PALrobot Communication
64001 Integration Driver Routing Port
8194 PALrobot Data Subscription
80 Web Interface

For further details see also "Hardware and Software Requirements [} 369]".
For troubleshooting the LAN communication, see "Troubleshooting [} 693]", and "PAL3
Firmware Related Points [} 702]".
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2.7 PALterminal
Overview

Illustration 11: The PALterminal

1 Display showing the screen menu
2 Menu Button Left - for selecting the function shown on the display above of the but-

ton (e.g. opening the Options menu)
3 Menu Button Right - for selecting the function shown on the display above of the

(e.g. starting the procedure Check)
4 Stop button for aborting a run. A running activity (e.g. the filling of a syringe) will be

completed previous to the abortion
5 Back button for returning to the previous screen, or if pressed continuously for re-

turning to the start screen
6 Enter button for confirming a selection
7 Scroll wheel for choosing an option from a menu or gradually changing a value

The PALterminal is used for setting up the PALsystem during installation, for trou-
bleshooting or testing. Instead of the PALterminal also the Virtual terminal (a software
simulation of the PALterminal) can be used. The concept of the virtual terminal is identical
to the one of the PALteminal.
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The two menu buttons are associated to the function that is shown on the display directly
above of the buttons. For the left menu button this is most often the Options menu which
can be opened using this button. The Options menu offers access to additional com-
mands and menus. The right menu button is also dynamic allocatable and used for sev-
eral standard commands like OK, Next etc.
The Back button will get you back to the previous screen, or, if pressed continuously
back to the start screen. The Stop button is used for abortion of a run by aborting the on-
going activity at the first possibility. The behavior is closer to an actual abort of the run,
but the stop itself occurs after an activity has completed its tasks, for example after filling
a syringe.

The term "Stop" usually relates to the controlled end of a process, for ex-
ample finishing the processing of a sample from the sample list. The au-
tomated run is paused and the user has the possibility to interfere with,
make corrections to, continue with or stop the run completely. The STOP
button as used with the PALrobot can terminate the process during a
run.

The Scroll Wheel is used to navigate through all kinds of lists and to select a certain item
or command. Rotate the outer knob to scroll through items in a menu and press the inner
knob (Enter button) to confirm a selection.

2.7.1 The Menu Screen
Different menu screens are displayed, depending on the PALrobot operating state and
the particular function being accessed by the operator.
All menu screens have the same basic format. The uppermost line is the Status bar; the
selected section, icons, the status led and time are displayed.
The Content area shows the list of items and menus. The functions associated to the
menu buttons are displayed in the Menu bar. See figure below.

Illustration 12: Structure of the PALsystem Menu Screen.

2.7.2 Selecting an Item or Command from a List
The selected item within a list or menu is always highlighted in turquoise color. Using the
scroll wheel you can navigate through the list to select an other item.
If a list is to long to be displayed in total, a small arrow on top and/or bottom of a list indi-
cates that only a part of the list is shown on the display.
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1. Use the scroll wheel to navigate through all items of a list.
ð The currently selected item is highlighted in turquoise color.

2. Confirm your selection by pressing the Enter button.

2.7.3 The Options Menu
The Options menu is the starting point to navigate through the different areas (Setup, Lo-
cal Scripts, Maintenance etc.) of the PALfirmware if invoked from the start Screen:

Illustration 13: Options menu invoked on the Start Screen.

A small arrow behind an item in the Options menu indicates the availability of one or
more submenus.

1. Press the left menu button to open the Options menu.
ð The Options menu is shown and the function of the left menu button is changed

to Select.
2. Use the scroll wheel to select an item from the menu.
3. Press Select or Enter to confirm the selection.
ð The command is executed, or - if available - the items of the next submenu are

shown.
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Illustration 14: Submenu of Setup menu.

4. Navigate through all menus and submenus until you reach the parameter you
would like to adapt.

2.7.4 Choosing a Value from a Drop-down List

Choosing a value from a drop-down list
Many values like rack types, vial types etc. are predefined within the firmware and can be
selected from a drop-down list. An arrow behind a list item indicates that one or more
subparameters are available.

Illustration 15: List item with subparameters.

1. Select the list item and confirm your selection with Enter.
ð The available subparameters will be shown. (In case more layers with subparam-

eters are available for a list item, the first step has to be repeated until no arrow is
shown behind the parameter.)

Illustration 16: Subparameters.
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Parameter values that are shown in grey (instead of black) are read-only
and cannot be adapted.

2. Select the parameter whose value shall be adapted with the scroll wheel and con-
firm your selection with Enter.

ð A drop-down list opens, showing the selectable values. (The small arrow on top
and bottom of a drop-down list indicate that only an extract of a longer list is
shown - use the scroll wheel to navigate through the whole list.

Illustration 17: Parameter values in drop-down list.

3. Select a value from the drop-down list and confirm your selection with Enter.
ð The value is accepted and the drop-down list closed.

Illustration 18: New value for the parameter is set.

2.7.5 Entering Text on the PALterminal
Texts for item names are being edited on the PALterminal char by char. The selected
char is always highlighted in turquoise. Each text string is limited to a length of 15 charac-
ters and has to start with a letter.

1. Use the scroll wheel to scroll through the single characters of a name.
ð The selected character is highlighted in turquoise.
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Illustration 19: Selecting a single character.

2. Press Enter to confirm your selection.
ð On the right side of the screen an alphabetical list of characters is displayed.

Illustration 20: Editing a character.

3. Use the scroll wheel to select the desired character. Press the right menu button
to toggle between capital letters, small letters or numbers and special characters.

4. Press Enter to confirm your selection.
ð The selected character in the name is replaced.

5. Proceed with the next character that needs to be adapted.

Illustration 21: The next character is selcted.

6. Via the Options menu single characters can be inserted or deleted and it is possi-
ble to delete the whole text string at once.
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Illustration 22: The Options menu for entering editing text strings.

2.8 Virtual PALterminal
With every PALrobot, the Virtual PALterminal Software is provided. As indicated by its
name, this software replaces the actual hardware, the PALterminal. However, the PALter-
minal is still available as an option.
The functionality of both the hardware "PALterminal" and the "Virtual PALterminal soft-
ware" are basically the same. Menus, selection of PALmodules, definition of attributes or
feeding parameter values are identical. The only difference is the handling itself. When
using the PALterminal, it is obvious that the Scroll Wheel, Enter Button, Menu Buttons,
etc. have to be used. If the software "Virtual PALterminal" is in operation, then the key-
board functions are used.
For example, when the position of a PALmodule has to be defined, the X-, Y-, and Z- val-
ues are changed by moving up and down the arrow key.
To open a pull-up menu, use the ENTER key and in menu items where e.g. a name has
to be given, the same context menu to enter a number or character will appear; see ex-
ample below. Use the mouse cursor, not the standard keyboard keys, to select the name.

Illustration 23: Example Context Menu to enter a Password.

2.9 Status Bar Symbols
The following symbols may be displayed in the Menu Screen Status Bar:
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Symbol Description
Green status light, blinking
- PALrobot is working (moving), Execution mode. PALterminal is par-
tially blocked to specific actions.
Green status light, steady on
- PALrobot is ready in Standby. Idle Mode.
Yellow status light, blinking
- PAL3 Firmware is booting.
- Configuration error during operation.
Yellow status light, steady on
- A problem has been detected which cannot be resolved by the ro-
botic system. Examples: Bent needle, collision, etc. (mechanical prob-
lem), missing PALtool, etc. detected at the moment of sample execu-
tion. A software run-time error can also cause a status light change to
"steady-on yellow.
Blue status light, blinking
- The PALrobot is in the process of software "Update" or "Backup".
(For the processes "Copy Backup" and "Restore" the Status light re-
mains on "Green".)
Blue status light, steady on
- The PALrobot is in a safe state (power reduced to a minimum) and
requires e.g. a manual movement of the PALhead to the "Teach Point".
TIP! If an error is detected at the same time that an action is re-
quired according to the status defined by the "Blue Status Light",
then by default the yellow status light will dominate.
USB Symbol
- A USB device is connected to PALcontrol. (PCB on backside of PAL-
robot.)
Message (Envelope) blinking
- Pending Message
Examples: Error message after software upgrade or if a PALdevice
has not been taught yet.
- Service Issue
Examples: PALdevice not detected on the PALbus, defective or miss-
ing.
In the "User" Access Level only the message symbol is displayed. To
view and process the system message(-s) the operator has to change
the access level to "Extended User".
Key
- Indicator for Access Level "Extended User"
Flat Wrench
- Indicator for Access Level "Service"

The LED light on the side cover of the X-axis will show the identical status to that of the
Status Light displayed on the PALterminal.
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Illustration 24: Status LED at X-Axis Side Cover.

2.10 Content Area Symbols
Within the Content Area of the PALTerminal, icons for the different tools, modules (active
and passive) and I/O Signals are shown. The table below provides an explanation of the
available symbols.

Start Screen Icon PALmodule Description
PALtool and Tool Change Station

LS Tool, Syringe Tool for liquid injections

HS Tool; Headspace Tool (only PAL RSI and PAL RTC)

SPME Fiber Tool; (only PAL RSI and PAL RTC)

SPME Arrow Tool (only PAL RSI and PAL RTC)

Dilutor Tool, Tool for Dilutor Module (only PAL RSI and PAL
RTC)
LCMS-P Tool, Tool for LCMS-P Module (only PAL RSI and
PAL RTC)
ITEX Tool (only PAL RSI and PAL RTC)

COC Tool (only PAL RSI and PAL RTC)

Pipette Tool (only PAL RTC)

Gripper Tool (only PAL RSI)

Park Station; Active PALmodule for automated PALtool
change. (only PAL RTC)

Active PALmodule
Agitator

Vortex Mixer

Heatex Stirrer Module
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Start Screen Icon PALmodule Description
Barcode Reader

Peltier Stack 2DW

Peltier Stack 6DW

Stack 2DW

Stack 6DW

Stack 12MT

Valve Drive

Fast Wash Module

Extension Module

SPME Fiber Conditioning Module / SPME Arrow Conditioning
Module (only PAL RSI and PAL RTC)
OC Injector (On-column Injector) (only PAL RSI and PAL
RTC)
LCMS Wash Module (only PAL RSI and PAL RTC)

Dilutor Syringe Module (only PAL RSI and PAL RTC)

DeCapper Module

Centrifuge Module 2 mL

Centrifuge Module Combi

Passive PALmodule
Tray Holder (rectangular) or Tray Plate

Liquid Cooled Tray Holder (Traycooler)

Standard Wash Module (5x10 mL Vials)

Large Wash Module (2 x 100 mL bottles and 1 Waste Posi-
tion)
Solvent Module (Solvent reservoir Module for 3 x 100 mL bot-
tles)
Rack, rectangular (Rack to hold vials with volume from 1 to 40
mL)
Vials, set of vials

Vial, single vial (Vial Type CV)

Solvent Reservoir Bottle (Vial Type SR)

Injector (GC Injector)

MHE Module (only PAL RSI and PAL RTC)
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Start Screen Icon PALmodule Description
Tool Adapter Station

Synchronization and Signals
Input and Output Signals

Input Signal (GC Ready)

Output Signal (Injected)

Chromatographic System (GC) or (LC)Specified synchroniza-
tion of Input and Output Signals, Cryo Trap, and Delay Time
for "Fake Injection" for an analytical system (GC or LC).

General Icons
Logo for PAL System

PALrobot or PALsystem (RobotArmLeft)

PALhead (Injection Unit) (only PAL LSI and PAL RSI)

2.11 Access Levels
The PAL3 Firmware is designed with three different "Access Levels". Each level allows
the user to access its own discrete items and sections of the Software. The purpose of
this distinction is to display only specific items and sections of the Software for each level.
Settings which need to be changed rarely, such as those set during installation of the
PAL System, are hidden for "Level 1 Users" ("User Level") and revealed at "Level
2" ("Extended User Level").This distinction between "User" and "Extended User" levels
contributes to the user friendliness of the PAL System.
Besides being user-friendly, the distinction allows the "Extended User" level to be re-
served for a person responsible for the system, or for a specific group of users. This pro-
tective feature enhances the reliability of the system and the lab environment in which the
PAL System is used. Accidental changes can be minimized or avoided.
A third level, "Service", is reserved for the service technician. This level is mainly used
during the installation phase or when repairing the PALrobot.

User Level
The "User Level" is the normal working level recommended for routine use. This level is
assigned as the default level.
The prerequisites for operating with the "User Level" are that the PALrobot has been
completely assembled, the required active and passive PALmodules are activated and all
positions have been taught to the system. The synchronization signals have to be
matched with the analytical system (e.g. the ready and start signals).
In other words, the system has to be completely installed, tested and verified for use in
combination with the required analytical system e.g. a GC system (gas chromatographic
system). When these prerequisites are fulfilled and a routine run has to be started, the
control of the PALrobot is completely "in the hands" of the CDS (Chromatography Data
System). The user may check parameters such as the "Standby Temperature" of the Agi-
tator through the Virtual Terminal or PALterminal. All other functionalities, such as the
number of samples, how to treat a sample, the injection technique, etc. are under the
control of the CDS.
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Extended User Level
The key symbol displayed in the status bar indicates that the "Extended User Mode" is
selected.
The "Extended User Level" provides the same basic functionality as the "User Level" but
certain parameters of the PAL3 Firmware can be adjusted, such as those which may be
used for new modules, X-, Y-, Z-Axes position teaching, changing a sync signal, etc.
It is highly recommended to operate the PALrobot in the "User Level" and only for special
cases to activate the "Extended User Level". Nevertheless, the important points relevant
to the "Extended User Level" should be known by the user and are described below.

Please note that the PALrobot is always started in the "User" access
level. If the "Extended User" mode is required, the user has to change
the access level.

Service Level
Accessing the "Service Level" requires a software key which is only provided for trained
and authorized service technicians.
The "Service Level" provides full access to the PALrobot. This level is reserved for quali-
fied service engineers only. This level will be required for any major repairs such as when
a PALdevice (active module) needs to be replaced.
The operating instructions for the "Service" access level are described in the PAL3 Ser-
vice Manual.

2.11.1 Changing Access Level
Using the "Virtual Terminal", the Access levels can be changed by pressing the two char-
acters "A" and "B" simultaneously at the keyboard.
If the PALrobot is equipped with a PALterminal, press the two "Menu Buttons" simultane-
ously to access the screen as shown in the figure below on the right. The "User" Access
Level is the default level.

Illustration 25: Changing access level. Illustration 26: Selcting the Extended User
Level.

Select the required level and press Enter to activate it. The asterisk indicates the current
active level. When the "Extended User" Access Level is selected, a password can be set;
see figures below.
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Illustration 27: Setting password in Extended
User Level.

Illustration 28: Setting password for the Ex-
tended User Level.

Select "Set Password" from the pull-up menu. Place the cursor on the first digit and press
the ENTER Button. A pop-up menu opens providing numerals from 0 to 9 for selection.
Accepting the password by pressing "Ok" stores it. The password can be changed or re-
set as long as you are working under the "Extended User" level.
When the "User" level is active and one wishes to return to the "Extended User" level, fol-
low the dialog shown below:

Illustration 29: Entering a password to access
'Extende User Level'.

Illustration 30: Change password.

Please note that the "Ok" is grayed-out (inactive) as long as the correct password is not
entered.
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Illustration 31: Entering the password. Illustration 32: Reset the password.

In case a password is forgotten, restore the PAL3 Firmware. Use a
backup file which does not yet contain the password. Be aware that
changes made to the PALrobot or any changes in settings made after the
installation of the backup file to recover the forgotten password will no
longer be active.

A password cannot be set when operating under the "User Level".
The "Service Level" is only accessible with the software key, provided with a PAL Service
USB stick.
This key is provided to trained and authorized service technicians only.

If the terminal is not in use (Virtual Terminal or PALterminal), a time-out
function begins and after 60 minutes of inactivity the software reverts au-
tomatically to the default "User Level".

2.11.2 Example of Differences in Access Levels

Illustration 33: "Access level" "User". Illustration 34: Access Level "Extended User".

The main difference between the two access levels is that the menu item "Service" is not
available in the "User" mode.
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If the terminal is not in use (Virtual Terminal or PALterminal), a time-out
function begins and after 60 minutes of inactivity the software reverts au-
tomatically to the default "User Level".
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3 Technical Data

3.1 Footprint (Instrument dimensions with standard
legs)

compact x-axis standard x-axis xtended x-axis xpanded x-axis
Working
Space

Width 420 mm
(16.8 in.)

Width 735 mm
(28.9 in.)

Width 1090 mm
(43.0 in.)

Width 1511 mm
(60.4 in.)

Depth 255 mm
(10.0 in.)

Depth 255 mm
(10.0 in.)

Depth 255 mm
(10.0 in.)

Depth 255 mm
(10.0 in.)

Height 420 mm
(16.8 in.)

Height 420 mm
(16.8 in.)

Height 420 mm
(16.8 in.)

Height 420 mm
(16.8 in.)

Footprint
(with stan-
dard legs)

Width 600 mm
(24.0 in.)

Width 915 mm
(36.6 in.)

Width 1270 mm
(50.8 in.)

Width 1768 mm
(70.7 in.)

Depth 795 mm
(31.8 in.)

Depth 795 mm
(31.8 in.)

Depth 795 mm
(31.8 in.)

Depth 795 mm
(31.8 in.)

Height 770 mm
(30.8 in.)

Height 770 mm
(30.8 in.)

Height 770 mm
(30.8 in.)

Height 770 mm
(30.8 in.)

3.2 Weights of the System
PAL with X-Axis length of 530 mm

Weight of Entire Unit without optional Mod-
ules (including standalone mounting kit,
standard tool and power supply)

RTC: 14.94 kg (32.94 lbs) (including park
station)
RSI: 12.24 kg (26.98 lbs)
LSI: 11.99 kg (26.43 lbs)

Weight PALbase (X-,Y-Axes) 6.15 kg (17.5 lbs)
Weight PALhead (Z-Axis) (including cover,
excluding tools/syringes)

RTC: 4.75 kg (10.5 lbs)
RSI: 3.21 kg (7.08 lbs)
LSI: 3.16 kg (6.75 lbs)

PAL with X-Axis length of 850 mm

Weight of Entire Unit without optional Mod-
ules (including standalone mounting kit,
standard tool and power supply)

RTC: 16.75 kg (36.93 lbs) (including park
station)
RSI: 14.05 kg (30.97 lbs)
LSI: 13.8 kg (30.42 lbs)

Weight PALbase (X-,Y-Axes) 7.96 kg (17.5 lbs)
Weight PALhead (Z-Axis) (including cover,
excluding tools/syringes)

RTC: 4.75 kg (10.5 lbs)
RSI: 3.21 kg (7.08 lbs)
LSI: 3.16 kg (6.75 lbs)

PAL with X-Axis length of 1200 mm
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Weight of Entire Unit without optional Mod-
ules (including standalone mounting kit,
standard tool and power supply)

RTC: 18.79 kg (41.42 lbs) (including park
station)
RSI: 16.09 kg (35.47 lbs)
LSI: 15.84 kg (34.92 lbs)

Weight PALbase (X-,Y-Axes) 10.0 kg (22.0 lbs)
Weight PALhead (Z-Axis) (including cover,
excluding tools/syringes)

RTC: 4.75 kg (10.5 lbs)
RSI: 3.21 kg (7.08 lbs)
LSI: 3.16 kg (6.75 lbs)

PAL with X-Axis length of 1600 mm

Weight of Entire Unit without optional Mod-
ules (including standalone mounting kit,
standard tool and power supply)

RTC: 21.12 kg (46.56 lbs) (including park
station)
RSI: 18.42 kg (40.61 lbs)
LSI: 18.17 kg (40.06 lbs)

Weight PALbase (X-,Y-Axes) 12.3 kg (27.1 lbs)
Weight PALhead (Z-Axis) (including cover,
excluding tools/syringes)

RTC: 4.75 kg (10.5 lbs)
RSI: 3.21 kg (7.08 lbs)
LSI: 3.16 kg (6.75 lbs)

3.3 General Technical Data
Protection class (a) Class I
Over voltage category (b) Category II
Pollution degree (c) 2
Moisture protection (d) Normal (IPXO)
Voltage 36 VDC
Fuse (PALcontrol Board) T6.3 A/250 V

PAL Power Supply PNo.: NN-02-XX
Input line voltage Grounded AC, 100 to 240 V
Input line frequency 50 - 60 Hz
Input power 3 A
Output voltage 36 VDC
Output current 5.55 A
Rated Power 200 W (max.)

a: Protection Class I:
Protection Class describes the insulating scheme used in the instrument to protect the
user from electrical shock. Class I identifies a single level of insulation between live parts
(wires) and exposed conductive parts (metal panels), in which the exposed conductive
parts are connected to a grounding system. In turn this grounding system is connected to
the third pin (ground pin) on the electrical power plug.
b: Over Voltage Category II:
Over Voltage category II pertains to instruments that receive their electrical power from a
local level such as an electrical wall outlet.
c: Pollution Degree 2:
This is a measure of pollution on electrical circuits that may produce a reduction of the di-
electric strength or surface resistivity.
Degree 2 normally refers only to non-conductive pollution.
Occasionally, however, a temporary conductivity caused by condensation is to be ex-
pected.
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d: Moisture Protection:
Normal (IPXO) – IPXO means that there is NO Ingress Protection against any type of
dripping or sprayed water. The X is a place holder to identify protection against dust, if
applicable.

3.4 Sound Pressure Level
Sound Pressure Level Measured values:

PAL System (basic unit): 64 dBA
PAL System with Agitator: 66 dBA
PAL System with Vortex Mixer without sample vial: 67 dBA
PAL System with Vortex Mixer with 20 ml sample vial in-
serted: 78 dBA
One meter from the equipment in the direction of maximum
sound pressure level.
Limit < 85 dBA
dBA = "A weighted" sound pressure level

3.5 Environmental Conditions
Environmental Rating Extended
Operating temperature range 5 to 40 °C (41 to 104 °F)
Non-operating (storage) temperature range -30 to +65 °C (-22 to 149 °F)
Maximum Relative Humidity 80 %, non-condensing
Work Environment Indoor Use
Altitude Up to 3000 m above sea level
Mains Voltage Variation +/- 10%
Vibration Negligible
Static electricity Negligible

The non-operating conditions should be understood as the conditions
for transport or storage of the PALsystem or parts of it over a short time
frame. For transport by air, the altitude limit can be exceeded. The pre-
condition for storage and transport is that no liquids are contained within
any part of the entire system.
After storage at lower temperatures, it is mandatory to allow a warm-up
time for the components to reach ambient temperature of approximately
20 °C before the system is powered up and put into operation. In circum-
stances where the PALsystem has been exposed to a temperature lower
than -30 °C, it is recommended to clean the mechanical parts which have
originally being greased, such as the Guide Rollers, the Rail or Guide
Rod. After cleaning, re-apply grease using the dedicated PAL Lub
grease.

3.6 Specifications
The detailed specifications for the various optional modules and tools
are covered in the corresponding module section.
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Sample Capac-
ity

Compact X-
Axis
Length 530 mm

Standard X-
Axis
Length 850 mm

Xtended X-Axis
Length 1200
mm
(only PAL RTC
and PAL RSI)

Xpanded X-Axis
Length 1620
mm
(only PAL RTC
and PAL RSI)

Sample Capacity 2 Tray Holders
Up to:
420 1 mL vials
324 2 mL vials
90 10/20 mL
vials
6 MT/DW plates

4 Tray Holders
Up to:
840 1 mL vials
648 2 mL vials
180 10/20 mL
vials
12 MT/DW
plates

6 Tray Holders
Up to:
1260 1 mL vials
972 2 mL vials
270 10/20 mL
vials
18 MT/DW
plates

9 Tray Holders
Up to:
1890 1 mL vials
1458 2 mL vials
405 10/20 mL
vials
27 MT/DW
plates

Sample Capacity
Temperature
Controlled(4 –
40 °C)

1 Peltier Stack
Up to (with
6DW):
420 1 mL vials
324 2 mL vials
90 10/20 mL
vials
6 MT/DW plates

Max. 3 Peltier
Stacks
Up to (with
6DW):
1260 1 mL vials
972 2 mL vials
270 10/20 mL
vials
18 MT/DW
plates

Max. 4 Peltier
Stacks
Up to (with
6DW):
1680 1 mL vials
1296 2 mL vials
360 10/20 mL
vials
24 MT/DW
plates
9216 samples
(with 384 well
MTPs)

Max. 6 Peltier
Stacks
Up to (with
6DW):
2520 1 mL vials
1944 2 mL vials
540 10/20 mL
vials
36 MT/DW
plates
13824 samples
(with 384 well
MTPs)
Max. 27648
samples with 6 x
Peltier Stack
12MT and 384
MTPs.

Table 3: Sample Capacity for Tray Holders and Stacks

Liquid Injection Range
0.1 – 10"000 µL

Replicate Injections
No limitation on the number of replicates which can be performed

Headspace Injection Range (only PAL RTC and PAL RSI)
100 – 5"000 µL

Heated Syringe Temperature (only PAL RTC and PAL RSI)
The temperature of the HS Tool (Headspace Syringe) can be controlled from +40 to 150
°C.

Performance Specifications
The performance specifications for the PAL System are not part of the PAL User Manual.
The performance specifications are being published separately.
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3.7 Limitations
The following limitations are known at the moment of the release of this edition of the
PAL3 User Manual:

• It is not allowed to mount or unmount a tool manually. Always mount/unmount tools
through the Park Station. In case of emergency, this is allowed as long as the power
is turned off. (only PAL RTC)

• It is not allowed to manually move the PALhead into a Park Station by disabling the
axes. (only PAL RTC)

• Vial Adapters for Vial Types of 2 or 10 mL are not actively recognized by the PALsys-
tem – whether or not they are installed.

• For Vial transport, magnetic caps must be used; available for 2 mL, 10 mL and 20
mL. Consider the maximum weight of the object to be transported. (Needle Transport
is not available for the models PAL RSI and PAL LSI.)

• Transport of 2 mL vials is not possible with a large magnetic ring.
• The maximum height of the vial (or any item) being transported has to be considered.

(Total height of 100 mm is a guideline).
• Racks which contain Vials with different heights have to be positioned such that the

lower needle guide of the PALtool can always reach the first or last row of the adja-
cent Rack.

• In the same Rack are vials of the equal size (height) accepted.
• The Peltier Stack Modules requires a separate PALpower (Power Supply Module).
• The reservoir solvent bottles for the Fast Wash Module should not be placed lower

than 50 cm from the level of the Micro Pumps.
• Syringe Needles with an outer diameter larger than 1.15 mm cannot be used in com-

bination with the Fast Wash Module. (Needle Gauge 19 = 1.06 mm.)
• See also the limitations as described with each description of the active PALmodules.
• The wetted parts of the Micro Pumps from the Fast Wash Module are PEEK and

Kalrez® (FFKM). Do not use any solvent or combinations of solvents which may dam-
age the material, see Fast Wash Module [} 77] for details.

• The PALseal inserted in the Injection Valve inlet port is made out of PEEK. Do not
use any solvent or combinations of solvents which may damage the material; see
Valve Drives and Valve Types [} 121] for details.

• The PAL LSI is a dedicated system for liquid injection only.
• The PAL LSI has no gas purge line installed. The headspace and SPME techniques

are not supported with the PAL LSI model.
• The PAL LSI does not support the On-column Injector (OCI) from Thermo Fisher Sci-

entific.
• The PAL LSI does not provide Automated "Bottom Sensing".
• The PAL LSI Syringe Adapter does not contain by default the "Stack Drawer Magnet"

which is required to open a Peltier Stack Drawer. (The magnet has to be ordered op-
tionally if a Peltier Stack system is required in the PALsystem configuration.)

• PAL RSI and PAL LSI: The Fast Wash Module can be used for a washing procedure
only. Aspirating solvent from the Fast Wash Module using the activity "Aspirate" can-
not be performed.

• PAL RTC and PAL RSI: Automated "Bottom Sensing" is prohibited by PAL3 Firmware
for following Syringes:

– Syringe Type with Needle Gauge 26P/23P (Plunger in the Needle)
– Syringes with Gauge 26S/26 and/or Needle Length of 85 mm

• PAL RTC and PAL RSI: For correct Robotarm Calibration (Calibrate PALdrives) a
mounted tool with an installed syringe/plunger is required. For the PAL RSI, the oper-
ator has to check manually if the syringe plunger has been coupled correctly.
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• PAL RTC and PAL RSI: For the LCP Tool only one Syringe Volume (100 μL) is avail-
able.

• PAL RSI and PAL LSI: The use of a Park Station is prohibited by the software.
• PAL RTC and PAL RSI: The Valve of the Dilutor Syringe Module is designed to bear

a backpressure of approximately 3 bars. In case of a higher backpressure leakage of
the valve may occur.

• PAL RTC and PAL RSI: The Manifold of the LCP Tool is made of PEEK.Warning: Do
not bring tetrahydrofuran (THF), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), chlorinated organic sol-
vents, concentrated mineral acids such as nitric, phosphoric or sulfuric acids, or any
related compounds, in contact with PEEK.

• PAL RTC and PAL RSI: The 7-Port Ceramic Dilutor Valve should not be operated
with highly pure water – otherwise a degradation of the Ceramic Structure may result.

• PAL RTC and PAL RSI: The Size of the Dilutor Syringe is limited to the following as-
sortment of offered Syringe Sizes: 0.1 mL, 1 mL, 5 mL, and 10 mL.
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4 Active PAL Modules
The PAL System is based on a completely new platform for control of the motors and
modules. The control communication is done via the "PALbus" serial protocol for all active
devices. An "Active PALmodule" is defined as a module that sends or receives specific
commands and checks.
A typical example is the motor for the X-Axis which has to be accelerated to a certain
speed and stopped after a defined travel distance. With the new intelligence feature built
into the motor, the position is recorded at every point of its trajectory and is reported back
to the processor via the PALbus using the X-Drive (PAL Servo Drive X-Axis).
Another example is an Agitator where the temperature and motor for sample agitation
have to be controlled and monitored.
The user can easily distinguish the difference between "active" and "passive" devices by
checking for any serial connectors at the device. See the example below, which shows on
the left the Tray Holder (Passive PALmodule) and on the right the Valve Drive (Active
PALmodule). Every Active PALModule has two connectors for daisy chaining to the next
module.

Illustration 35: Example of "Passive" and "Active" PALmodules.

PALdevice Firmware is always included in (or is part of) the basic PAL3 Firmware.
When the Module is connected to the PALbus, the device is recognized and made avail-
able for use via serial control. A PALmodule ID# is automatically provided and stored.
Loading or activating a specific Firmware Object is not necessary.
An active device can be de-activated but not deleted. A deactivation is done by discon-
necting the serial cable. The device ID# is stored and if the device is re-activated, the
same device ID# will be re-assigned.

It is not possible to delete an active device.
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4.1 Agitator

Illustration 36: Active PALmodule: Agitator .

The "Agitator" is an active PALmodule which can be used for heating and shaking (orbital
interval shaking). Its main function is to speed up the formation of the equilibrium be-
tween two phases which can be used for applications such as static headspace, ITEX
(dynamic headspace) or SPME (solid phase micro extraction). The Agitator can also be
used for chemical derivatization reactions, liquid/liquid extractions, etc.
The Agitator is fully integrated in the PAL System (PALbus) as an active module. Tem-
perature and shaking parameters can be individually controlled.

4.1.1 Agitator Technical Data
Part Number PNo. Module: NH-01-0X (X = OEM specific brand)
Sample Capacity Six heated vial positions for 2 / 10 / 20 mL vials. (Spacers for

2 mL and 10 mL are optionally available.)
Temperature Control 30°C – 200°C Selectable in 1°C increments.
Agitation Orbital interval shaking, speed selectable from 250 to 750

rpm.
Electrical Connectors PALbus (2 connectors for daisy chaining).
Dimensions in mm (inches)
Width 114 (4.45)
Depth 180 (7.09)
Height 176 (6.93)
Weight in kg (pounds)
Agitator (incl. Cable and
6x10 mL vial spacers)

2.38 (5.25)

4.1.2 Installation of the Agitator Module
1. Loosen the two Torx screws on the two Agitator mounting brackets;
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Illustration 37: Installing the Agitator Module to the X-Axis

2. Be sure that the clamps fit completely into the grooves. Alternately tighten the two
Torx screws until the two mounting clamps are firmly in place;

3. Double check whether the Agitator clamps are correctly attached to the X-Axis. (See
"Assembling the PAL3 System [} 372]")

In order to define the X-Axis position to install the Agitator Module one has to consider
the "Home Position" as well. If the Agitator is installed at the far left side of the X-Axis
the "Home Position" should be changed. For further details see "Teach Home Position
[} 671]" (Service | Installation | Teach Home Position).

4.1.3 Electrical Connections
NOTICE
Risk of short circuit.
The PAL System might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before making any electrical connections.

NOTICE
Risk of overloading the PALbus.
An unstable system may result.

1. If an Agitator module and a Heatex Stirrer module are present in your
system, make sure to connect them to different PAlbus connectors (the
PAL System is equipped with two PALbus connectors).

Connect the supplied Agitator control cable from the connector on the rear side of the Ag-
itator to the PALcontrol interface jack marked with "PALbus", or if this is already occupied,
to another Active PALmodule with an open jack. For details see the figure below.
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Illustration 38: Daisy-chaining the Agitator to the PALbus

4.1.4 Agitator Position Teaching
For teaching the Agitator a special teaching tool (see figure below) is provided. The
teaching tool, with the integrated lunette for teaching, has to be placed in the front left po-
sition of the Agitator as indicated in. Open the white Agitator cover manually and block it
open with a screwdriver, fitting it into the side of the cover. Insert the teaching tool in posi-
tion No. 1.

 CAUTION
Risk of hot machine parts!
Minor burns can result.

1. Do not touch hot parts or surfaces.
2. Let the Agitator Module cool down before teaching the module.

Make sure to remove the teaching tool and the screwdriver after teaching
of the Agitator Module.

Illustration 39: Teaching Position for Agitator
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In order to define the X-Axis position to install the Agitator Module one
has to consider the "Home Position" as well. If the Agitator is installed at
the far left side of the X-Axis the "Home Position" should be changed.

Using the "Perforated Cover" of the Agitator, it is mandatory to teach the
position very carefully to the point. Any deviation may cause needle or
fiber breaking.

See chapter "PALmodule Teaching step-by-step [} 403]" for an explanation of how to
teach the Agitator Module.

4.1.5 Operation Instructions
 CAUTION

Risk of hot machine parts and vials.
The Agitator can be operated at a maximum temperature of 200 °C. If oper-
ated at this temperature, its outer surface will reach approx. 70 °C. The
chamber for the vials as well as the contained vials will be at the selected
operating temperature.

1. Do not touch the outside of the Agitator during operation.
2. Let the Agitator cool down before reaching into it or removing vials man-

ually.

4.1.5.1 Initial Operation
After setting up the entire PAL System it is advisable to check the functionality of each
PALmodule. The Agitator can be checked by using the PALterminal, without any control
from the CDS software.
Follow the path described below in Extended User Mode to check the initial operation.
Start Screen ➨ Agitator ➨ Options

Illustration 40: Agitator Options Menu

The list item "Setup Module" is required for the selection of the Agitator cover type and/or
if Agitator vial positions are reserved for one or more source vial(-s) as e.g. for a reagent.
Details are described below.
When the Standby Temperature is changed, the newly-selected temperature is not imme-
diately active. Use the pull-up menu "Options" and select "Activate Standby Tempera-
ture". This second step activates the new Standby Temperature.
To check the functionality of the Agitator drive, select the list item "Check Agitator". A dia-
log opens to select the speed and the mode (On).
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Agitator List Items
Item Description
ActualTemperature Reads out the actual temperature of the

module; read-only function.
MaxTemperature Sets the upper temperature limit.The Maxi-

mum Temperature which can be set is 200
°C, but this parameter is often defined by
the specific needs of the application.

Min Temperature Sets the minimal temperature limit (minimal
temperature).

StdbyTemperature The Standby Temperature can be adjusted
to the application"s requirements. Setting
the Standby Temperature using this func-
tion does not yet activate the newly-se-
lected temperature. To activate it, go to the
pull-up menu "Options" and select "Activate
Standby Temperature"; see description be-
low.The Standby Temperature is activated
when the PALrobot is powered up. In rou-
tine use, the Standby Temperature is acti-
vated after a job has been terminated. The
Standby Temperature is typically lower than
the application temperature.

Temp Setpoint Shows the actual target temperature. Read-
only.

Vial Type Pos. X The Vial Type for ‚Position X" is displayed.
Read-only. The Vial Type can be set with
the task Setup Modules.

Actual Position Reads out the position of the Agitator; read-
only function.

Cover Plate Type NotSpecified If defined as "NotSpecified"
an execution of the run is prohibited.
Standard Used for Agitator lid without
holes.
Perforated Used for Agitator lid with 6
holes. This "perforated" Lid is mandatory for
PAL RTC and PAL RSI in combination with
SPME technique.

Stdby Temp Control If switched off, the module will not go to
standby temperature if idle.

Temp. Sensor Offset The Offset temperature used, if a tempera-
ture calibration has been performed. Possi-
ble values are between -10 °C and +10 °C.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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Agitator "Options" Pull-up Menu Items
Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the

PALmodule.This task serves as a quick
check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teach-
ing point is off, return to the Menu "Setup"
for readjustment of the teaching position.
Please note that this action can be done un-
der the "Extended User Level" but not under
"User Level".

Setup Module This task allows to select the "Cover Plate
Type", to reserve one or more vials as a
source vial (e.g. for a reagent), and to de-
fine the Vial Type for the 6 positions.Details
are described below.

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can
be defined again, for teaching.

Activate Standby Temperature This task activates the newly-set Standby
Temperature.

Check Agitator This Task starts the spinning motion of the
Agitator. It may be used to test the Agitator
function or the spinning speed for particular
applications.Settings are:Option: On; Off;
HomeSpeed: Select the required speed,
range 250 to 750 rpmPress "Run" to start
the Agitator. To stop the motion, press "Op-
tions" again, select "Check Agitator" and set
the parameter "Option" to "Off". Press
"Run".

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Detailed Description of "Setup Module" Parameters "Reserved Positions"
and "Vial Type"
With the list item "Setup Module" it is possible to reserve one or more positions in the Agi-
tator for a source vial as for example to be able to provide an internal standard solution, a
reagent solution for a derivatization, or any other solution as require by a specific applica-
tion. The reservation for a vial starts with "Vial Position 6" and counts backwards. If "Vial
Position 6" is reserved, the first five positions are available for sample vials.
The vial size is selectable for the free available positions and separately for the reserved
vials(-s). Please note that for the reserved vials is only one vial size selectable.
The effect in the routine work is that a vial overlapping, to optimize the throughput, will be
possible only within the free available sample vial positions.
The behavior of the two "Activities" from the script language has to be mentioned in this
context:

• Activity "TransportVial": Allowed for free available and for reserved vial positions.
• Activity "MoveToObject": Allowed for "reserved" vial positions only.

The reason for the limitation is because in the overlapping mode is the sample vial posi-
tion managed by the scheduler.
Examples of "Free available" and "Reserved" Vial Positions are given below, see screen-
shots.
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Parameter Possible Values
Cover Plate Type NotSpecified an execution of a run is not possible as long as

the Cover Plate Type is "NotSpecified" | Standard for a lid
without holes |  Perforated for lid with holes (madatory setting
for SPME technique)

Reserved Positions 0 | 1 (Pos. 6) | 2 (Pos. 5-6) | 3 (Pos. 4-6) | 4 (Pos. 3-6) | 5
(Pos. 2-6)

Vial Type Pos. 1-6 The Vial Type can be specified separately for each reserved
position and once for all unreserved positions.

Table 4: Parameters "Setup Module"

4.1.5.2 Routine Operation

 DANGER
In case of a single fault situation where the temperature control
of the Agitator fails, there is the potential danger that the device
will heat up in an uncontrolled manner until it reaches the cut-
off temperature of the over-temperature fuse, in this case, 240
°C.
A fire may result.

1. Based on this single fault scenario, when working with flammable sol-
vents, the user must ensure that the solvent used has a fire point which
is 25 °C higher than that of any of the heated surfaces that it could po-
tentially come in contact with.

NOTICE
Depending on the application conditions, high pressure can
build up in the vials - especially at the maximum temperature of
200 °C.
Vials may break during operation.

1. Use high quality glass vials only.
2. Handle vials with care.
3. Check all vials for damage before use.
4. Do not use any damaged vials.
5. Whenever a temperature greater than 60 °C is applied, consider the va-

por pressure of the solvent used to ensure that no excessive pressure
builds up.

6. Do not reuse headspace vials. During the process of washing the vial,
micro-cracks can form which will weaken the glass wall and increase
the chances of the vial breaking.

If the PALmodule Agitator is part of the cycle used to run samples in routine work, such
as the typical headspace cycle, the necessary parameters to operate the Agitator are se-
lectable through "Activities".

4.1.6 Limitations
Currently, the following limitations are known:

• Temperature range +30 to 200°C
• Cooling not possible (active cooling)
• Cycling of temperature within the analytical run not possible, due to thermal inertia for

cooling down
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• The PAL RSI System requires mandatorily the "Perforated Lid". Reason: For SPME
application.

• Due to the power consumption of the Agitator it is not possible to operate more than
one Agitator connected to one and the same PALbus of the PAL System. Since the
PAL System offers two PALbus connectors no more than two Agitator Modules can
be operated on one PAL System at once.

4.1.7 Maintenance and PM (Preventative Maintenance)
Regularly performed maintenance ensures the accuracy and precision of the PAL Sys-
tem. Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures are given below to ensure smooth,
uninterrupted operation.
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use cor-
rosive solvents, you may need to perform the maintenance procedure more frequently.

4.1.7.1 Maintenance

 CAUTION
Risk of hot machine parts!
Minor burns can result.

1. Do not touch hot parts or surfaces.
2. Before any repair step is initiated, power down the PALrobot and ensure

that the temperature inside the unit is below 50 °C to avoid any burns.

Maintenance Step Interval
Cleaning the outside of the Agitator:Use
only a soft lint-free cloth dampened with
mild soap and water.

Weekly or as needed.

Check opening and closing of the lid.Move
the lid manually back and forth to ensure
smooth movement.

Weekly or as needed.

See as well Maintenance [} 715] for further information.

4.1.7.2 Replacing the Top Cover of the Agitator

 CAUTION
Risk of hot machine parts!
Minor burns can result.

1. Do not touch hot parts or surfaces.
2. Before any repair step is initiated, power down the PALrobot and ensure

that the temperature inside the unit is below 50 °C to avoid any burns.

1. Open the top cover halfway.
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2. Release the spring from the screw on the underside of the cover and keep hold of
the spring.

3. Take the top cover away while keeping hold of the spring.
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4. Slide the new top cover (1) into the two guide grooves (2) until it is in "half-closed"
position while still holding the spring in place.

5. Clip the spring to the screw on the underside of the top cover.
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6. Check the new top cover for smooth movement by opening and closing it several
times manually. The cover shall open without any restriction and close by itself.

4.1.7.3 Preventative Maintenance (PM)
The PM is described in the dedicated PM document. It is recommended to perform the
PM test at least once a year. The major points tested for the Agitator are the heating, the
movement of the block and the general cleanliness and condition.
As a standard procedure, replacement of the Agitator belt is recommended.
Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an annual preventative mainte-
nance on the PALrobot, including the PALmodule Agitator.

4.1.8 Troubleshooting
This section lists the most important points to enable the user to overcome a faulty or
problematic situation.

 CAUTION
Risk of hot machine parts!
Minor burns can result.

1. Do not touch hot parts or surfaces.
2. Before any repair step is initiated, power down the PALrobot and ensure

that the temperature inside the unit is below 50 °C to avoid any burns.

Observation Recommended Action
Module does not respond
to initiation step.

• Check control cable connections.
• Check the availability of the Agitator module within the

software. If not available, is the PALrobot configuration
laid out for liquid injection only? If necessary load a
backup file prepared for the liquid and headspace tech-
nique.

• Check for "Pending Message" and if necessary take cor-
rective actions.
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Observation Recommended Action
Module responds to the
initiation step but the
block does not turn.

• Check the condition of the Agitator belt. If necessary, re-
place it; see PM recommendations.

Heating of module does
fail.

• Check if the standby Temperature can be altered. If this is
not possible, check following points:

– Temperature display -999 °C: PT 1000 defective.
– Pending Message at power-up of system: Heating

cartridge or over temperature fuse defective.
Vial broken; spill in the
Agitator compartment.

Power down the PALrobot and disconnect the Agitator mod-
ule. Carefully investigate the damage and try to clean the
compartment as well as possible. If in doubt, contact your
CTC Analytics representative. Be prepared to provide all in-
formation concerning the type of solvent and extent of the
spill.

Spring from opening push
piece is either bended or
broken

Replace top Cover of the Agitator.

4.2 Vortex Mixer

Illustration 41: Vortex Mixer Module

The "Vortex Mixer" is an active PALmodule which can be used for intensive shaking (or-
bital interval shaking) at ambient temperature. Its main application is the automated liq-
uid/liquid extraction of two immiscible solvent phases. An emulsion is temporarily formed
which will break after the shaking stops. One vial at time can be treated. The Vortex
Mixer is designed to accept four different vial sizes: 2, 10, 20 and 40 mL. See figure be-
low.
The Vortex Mixer is fully integrated in the PAL System (PALbus) as an active module.
Shaking speed can be selected by the user. Temperature control of the module is not
possible.
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Illustration 42: Vortex Mixer Vial Size Positions

4.2.1 Vortex Mixer Technical Data
Part Number PNo. Module: NM-01-0X (X = OEM specific brand)
Sample Vial Dimensions 2 mL Vial ∅ 11.5 ± 0.5 mm; height 34 mm (incl. magnetic cap)

10 mL Vial ∅ 23 ± 0.5 mm, height 48 mm (incl. magnetic cap)
20 mL Vial ∅ 23 ± 0.5 mm, height 78 mm (incl. magnetic cap)
40 mL Vial ∅ 27.5 ±1 mm, height 100 mm (incl. magnetic cap)

Sample Capacity 1 vial treated at once
Agitation Orbital interval shaking, speed selectable from 250 to 2000

rpm.
Electrical Connectors PALbus (2 connectors for daisy chaining)
Material Vial receiver and mask: Delrin

Cover: Acrylate
Collection pan: Aluminium (volume 40 mL)

Dimensions in mm (inches)
Width 82 (3.23)
Depth 180 (7.09)
Height 177 (7.0)
Weight in kg (pounds)
Vortex Mixer (incl. Cable) 2.10 (4.63)

4.2.2 Installation of the Vortex Mixer Module
Installation of the Vortex Mixer Module.
1. Loosen the two Torx screws on the two Vortex Mixer mounting brackets;
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Illustration 43: Installing the Vortex Mixer

2. Be sure that the clamps fit completely into the grooves. Alternately tighten the two
Torx screws until the two mounting clamps are firmly in place;

3. Double check whether the Vortex Mixer clamps are correctly attached to the X-Axis.
( See also "Assembling the PAL3 System [} 372]".)

4.2.3 Electrical Connections
NOTICE
Risk of short circuit.
The PAL System might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before making any electrical connections.

Connect the supplied Vortex Mixer control cable from the connector on the rear side of
the module to the PALcontrol interface jack marked with "PALbus", or if this is already oc-
cupied, to another Active PALmodule with an open jack. For details see figure below.

Illustration 44: Daisy-chaining the Vortex Mixer to the PALbus

4.2.4 Vortex Mixer Position Teaching
The teaching position for the Vortex Mixer is defined at the rear position at right hand side
as shown in the figure below.
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Illustration 45: Vortex Mixer Teaching Position

See Chapter "PALmodule Teaching step-by-step [} 403]" for information about how to
teach the Vortex Mixer.

4.2.5 Operation Instructions
NOTICE
The Vortex Mixer can be operated at a maximum speed of 2000
rpm. Operating at this speed places very high stress on the
glass vial.
Vials may break during operation.

1. Use high quality glass vials only.
2. Handle vials with care.
3. Check all vials for damage before use.
4. Do not use any damaged vials.
5. Do not wash and recycle used vials. During the process of washing the

vial, micro-cracks can form which will weaken the glass wall and in-
crease the chances of the vial breaking.

6. Do not mix a solid material with a liquid at high speeds - otherwise this
will likely cause cracking of the vial

4.2.5.1 Initial Operation
After setting up the entire PAL System it is advisable to check the functionality of each
PALmodule. The Vortex Mixer can be checked by using the PALterminal, without any
control from the CDS software.
Follow the path as described below in Extended User Mode to check the initial operation.
Start Screen ➨ Vortex Mixer ➨ Options
To check the functionality of the Vortex Mixer, select the list item "Check Vortex Mixer". A
dialog opens to select the mode (On/Off/Home) and the speed.

Vortex Mixer List Item
Item Description
Actual Position Reads out the position of the Vortex Mixer;

read-only function.
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Vortex Mixer "Options" Pull-up Menu
Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the

PALmodule.This task serves as a quick
check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teach-
ing point is off, return to the Menu "Setup"
for readjustment of the teaching position.
Please note that this action can be done un-
der the "Extended User Level" but not under
"User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can
be defined again, for teaching.

Enable PALdrive This task enables the Vortex-Drive.
Disable PALdrive This task disables the Vortex-Drive.
Check Vortex Mixer This Task starts the spinning motion of the

Vortex Mixer. It may be used to test the
mixer function or the spinning speed for
particular applications.Settings are:Option:
On; Off; HomeSpeed: Select the required
speed, range 250 to 2500 rpmPress "Run"
to start the Vortex Mixer.
To stop the motion, press "Options" again,
select "Check Vortex Mixer" and set the pa-
rameter "Option" to "Off". Press "Run".

Items displayed in and green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User"".

4.2.5.2 Routine Operation

NOTICE
The Vortex Mixer can be operated at a maximum speed of 2000
rpm. Operating at this speed places very high stress on the
glass vial.
Vials may break during operation.

1. Use high quality glass vials only.
2. Handle vials with care.
3. Check all vials for damage before use.
4. Do not use any damaged vials.
5. Do not wash and recycle used vials. During the process of washing the

vial, micro-cracks can form which will weaken the glass wall and in-
crease the chances of the vial breaking.

6. Do not mix a solid material with a liquid at high speeds - otherwise this
will likely cause cracking of the vial

If the PALmodule Vortex Mixer is part of the cycle used to run samples in routine work,
the necessary parameters to operate the Vortex Mixer are selectable through "Activities".

4.2.6 Limitations
Currently, the following limitations are known:

• No heating or cooling possibilities operates only at ambient temperature.
• The mixing speed is limited to 2000 rpm.
• The mixing time is limited to 100s.
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4.2.7 Maintenance and PM (Preventative Maintenance)
Performing maintenance regularly will help ensure the accuracy and precision of the PAL
System. Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures to ensure uninterrupted opera-
tion are given below.
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use ag-
gressive solvents, you may need to perform maintenance procedures more frequently.

4.2.7.1 Maintenance

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Maintenance Step Interval
Cleaning the outside of the Vortex Mixer:
Use only a soft lint-free cloth dampened
with mild soap and water.

Weekly or as needed.

See as well "Maintenance [} 715]" for further information.

4.2.7.2 Preventative Maintenance (PM)
The PM is described in the dedicated PM document. It is recommended to perform the
PM test at least once a year. The major points tested for the Vortex Mixer are the move-
ment of the block and the general cleanliness and condition.
As a standard procedure, replacement of the toothed drive belt is recommended.
Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an annual preventative mainte-
nance on the PALrobot, including the PALmodule Vortex Mixer.

4.2.8 Troubleshooting
This section lists the most important points to enable the user to overcome a faulty or
problematic situation.

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Observation Recommended Action
Module does not respond to initiation step. • Check control cable connections.

• Check the availability of the Vortex
Mixer module within the software. If not
available, load a backup file prepared
with Vortex Mixer PALdevice Firmware.

• Check for "Pending Message" and if
necessary take corrective actions.

Module responds to the initiation step but
the block does not turn.

• Check the condition of the Vortex Mixer
belt. If necessary, replace it; see PM
recommendations.

Mixing of module does fail. • Check for a "Pending Message" at
power-up of system: Vortex-Drive may
have failed.
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Observation Recommended Action
Vial broken, spill in the Vortex Mixer collec-
tion pan.

• Power down the PALrobot and discon-
nect the Vortex Mixer module. Carefully
investigate the damage and try to clean
the compartment as well as possible. If
in doubt, contact your CTC Analytics
representative. Be prepared to provide
all information concerning the type of
solvent and the extent of the spill.

4.3 Barcode Reader

Illustration 46: PALmodule Barcode Reader

The Barcode Reader is an active PALmodule which is used to decode and read bar-
codes, applied in horizontal bars on vials of 1 to 20 mL volume.
The Barcode Reader is fully integrated in the PAL System as an active module.

4.3.1 Barcode Reader Technical Data
Part Number PNo. Module: NM-02-0X (X = OEM specific brand)
Approved Vial Sizes 1, 2, 10, 20 mL
Supported Barcode Symbols See Supported Types of 1 D Barcode Symbols [} 69]
Approved Barcode Label See Approved Barcode Labels [} 70]
Electrical Connectors PALbus (2 connectors for daisy chaining)
Dimensions in mm (inches)
Width 30 (1.18)
Depth 273 (10.75)
Height 128 (5.04)
Weight in kg (pounds)
Barcode Reader Module (incl.
Cable)

0.83 (1.83)

4.3.1.1 Safety Information
Safety Warning for Class 1 Laser Product
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 CAUTION
The installed Laser device is a Class 1 Laser Product. Class 1
Laser devices are not considered to be hazardous when used
for their intended purpose. Use of controls, adjustments or per-
formance of procedures other than those specified herein may
result in hazardous laser light exposures.

The selected Laser Class 1 for the PALmodule Barcode Reader complies with the follow-
ing regulations:

• 21 CFR1040.10 and 1040.11 except for deviations pursuant to Laser Notice No. 50,
dated July 26, 2001.

• EN60825-1:2014
• IEC60825-1:2014

The software contains a built-in safety time limit such that the laser scanning mechanism
cannot be operated in AIM mode for more than 5 continuous seconds.

4.3.2 Supported Types of 1 D Barcode Symbols

Bar Code Symbologies:
Barcode
Type

Description Min.
Length

Max.
Length

Barcode Symbologies

UPC-A Universal Product Code, 12
numerical digits. 11 usable
digits +1 check digit.

12 12

UPC-E Universal Product Code,
Zero-compressed UPC
code, 7 numerical digits. 6
usable digits + 1 check digit.

6 6

EAN-13 European (International) Ar-
ticle Number, 13 numerical
digits. 12 usable digits + 1
check digit

12 12

EAN-8 Derived from the longer Eu-
ropean Article Number
(EAN-13), 8 numerical digits.
7 usble digitis + 1 check
digit.

7 7

Code-128 High density barcode for al-
phanumerical codes, sup-
porting all 128 ASCII charac-
ters.

1 Unlim.
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Barcode
Type

Description Min.
Length

Max.
Length

Barcode Symbologies

EAN128/
GS1-128

Alpha-numerical codes, sup-
porting all 128 ASCII charac-
ters.

1 48

Code 39
3 of 9

Alphanumeric code, consist-
ing of uppercase letters (A-
Z), numeric digits (0-9) and
some special characters
(-, ., $, /, +, %, and space).

1 Unlim.

2 of 5 Inter-
leaved

Numerical characters. 1 Unlim.

ISBT 128 Used for labeling of human
blood.

1 Unlim. Application specific bar-
codes.

Illustration 47: Key for Bar Code Symbologies

1D Barcode: 1 Dimensional or Linear Barcode

4.3.3 Approved Barcode Labels
The Barcode labels should be made of polyester and not paper. Polyester can withstand
high temperatures (Agitator 200 °C maximum) and the barcode lines will be printed
clearly.
Labels from Brady Corp. are recommended; type THT.
The printer must be a thermo-transfer printer with a resolution of 300 dpi or higher, such
as the BP 200X Brady Printer.

For more details contact Brady Corp. directly: www.bradycorp.com or any other appropri-
ate supplier.
The minimum length of the barcode is 18 mm if used with a 20 mL vial. This dimension
refers to the actual barcode length and not the label itself. The label has to be adapted
accordingly. Please note that this is the minimum length; whenever possible use larger di-
mensions for reliable processing of the barcodes.

4.3.4 Installation of Barcode Reader Module
1. Loosen the Torx screw on the Barcode Reader mounting bracket.

http://www.bradycorp.com
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Illustration 48: Installing Barcode Reader Module to the X-Axis

2. Be sure that the clamp fit completely into the grooves. Tighten the Torx screw until
the mounting clamp is firmly in place.

3. Double check whether the Barcode Reader clamp is correctly attached to the X-Axis.
(See "Assembling the PAL3 System [} 372]".)

4.3.5 Electrical Connections
NOTICE
Risk of short circuit.
The PAL System might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before making any electrical connections.

Connect the supplied Barcode Reader control cable from the connector on the rear side
of the Barcode Reader module to the PALcontrol interface jack marked with "PALbus", or
if this is already occupied, to another Active PALmodule with an open jack. For details
see figure below.

Illustration 49: Daisy-chaining the Barcode Reader to the PALbus

4.3.6 Barcode Reader Module Position Teaching
The Barcode Reader Teaching Position is located as indicated below.
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Illustration 50: Teaching Position for Barcode Reader Module.

See Chapter "PALmodule Teaching step-by-step [} 403]" for information about how to
teach the Barcode Reader.

4.3.7 Operation Instructions
Initial and Routine Operation.

 CAUTION
The installed Laser device is a Class 1 Laser Product. Class 1
Laser devices are not considered to be hazardous when used
for their intended purpose. Use of controls, adjustments or per-
formance of procedures other than those specified herein may
result in hazardous laser light exposures.

4.3.7.1 Initial Operation
After setting up the entire PAL System, it is advisable to check the functionality of each
PALmodule. The Barcode Reader can be checked by using the PALterminal, without any
control from the CDS software.
The Barcode Reader module consists of two scanners (front and rear) which, by default,
are activated one after the other. The vial (with attached barcode label) is passed through
the module, while first the front scanner is activated for reading the barcode. If the front
scanner can read and decode the barcode symbols, the rear scanner will not be acti-
vated. If not the vial is passed through the module once again, but now in opposite direc-
tion with the rear barcode reader activated. If the barcode is positively interpreted the
process is ended. The total number of tries (each with front and rear scanner) can be
configured via the parameter "retries", which is accessible in Extended User Mode. Each
retry will be carried out with minimum speed (5 mm/s). For the initial try the speed can be
configured via the parameter "Speed" in Extended User Mode. If both scanners cannot
read the barcode after the configured number of tries, an error exception is executed. The
error handling itself is part of the CDS software and in most cases the user can select
one of the following options:

• Continue with sample handling but stamp the field "Sample ID" with an error comment
"BC not readable".

• Stop the process of data handling; stop the entire Sample List.
This approach of using two scanners confers the advantage that the vial with the barcode
label does not need to be oriented directly towards the scanner. Respecting the minimum
length of 19 mm for the barcode allows the vial be positioned randomly in the rack and
the barcode label will be successfully interpreted.
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Beneath this "Single" mode of the Barcode Reader Module the module
can also be switched to "Dual" mode. In Dual mode both scanners (front
and rear) are switched on at the same time while the vial is passed
through the Barcode Reader Module. This mode can only be switched on
by a service technician in service mode.

Follow the path as described below in Extended User Mode to check the initial operation.
Start Screen ➨ Barcode Reader ➨ Options

Barcode Reader List Items
Item Description
Scanner Select Scanner #1 or #2.
Beep After Decode If this parameter is activated, a "Beep" tone

is triggered for verification of a successful
read-out.

Speed Used to specify the speed of vial, while
passing the scanner. The default speed is
10 mm/s.
[5..30mm/s]
Note: This speed only applies for the initial
try of scanning the barcode (with front and
rear scanner). Each retry is performed with
the minimum speed of 5 mm/s.

Retries [0..5]
In Single Mode each try consists of a back
and forth passing of the vial, while on the
way forth the front scanner is activated and
on the way back the rear scanner. The
number of retries can be configured, while a
value of "0" means no retry will be per-
formed.
The default value is "1".

Barcode Reader "Options" Pull-up Menu
Item Description
Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can

be defined again, for teaching.
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the

PALmodule.This task serves as a quick
check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teach-
ing point is off, return to the Menu "Setup"
for readjustment of the teaching position.
Please note that this action can be done un-
der the "Extended User Level" but not under
"User Level".

ScanBarcode This task allows the operator to manually
hold a vial with an attached barcode label
within the laser beam to test the unit.A suc-
cessful reading of the barcode will trigger a
"beep" tone, assuming that this parameter
is activated.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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4.3.7.2 Routine Operation

If the PALmodule Barcode Reader is part of the cycle used to run samples in routine
work, such as the typical liquid injection or headspace cycle, the necessary parameters to
operate the Barcode Reader are selectable through "Activities".
The standard cycles for the PAL System always contain the Barcode Reader option as a
default. If the module Barcode Reader is not connected or inactive, the cycle will skip the
activation of the reader.

4.3.8 Limitations
Currently, following limitations are known:

• 2D Barcodes are not supported. See Barcode Label Size [} 75] .
• Part with barcode label has to be transported to the Barcode Reader Module: Cur-

rently is a limitation that Well Plates cannot be transported. See Multidimensional Bar-
codes [} 75].

• Positioning and size of barcode labels have to match. See Barcode Label Positioning,
Size, and Code Density [} 74] and Barcode Label Size [} 75].

4.3.8.1 Barcode Label Positioning, Size, and Code Density
• The Barcode Label has to be placed on the vial such that the barcode bars are hori-

zontally positioned.
• Maximum tilt of the barcode label: +/- 20°.
• Label Width: The barcode label width (length of the bars/spaces) has to be at least

18mm.
• Minimal barcode density (minimal width of a bare or a space): 5 mil (0.005”) /

0.127mm
• The allowed area for the placing of the label is given in the figures below.

All specifications apply for 20ml vials or smaller.

Illustration 51: Examples of Barcode Label Positioning and Label Size
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Illustration 52: Maximum tilt of the Barcode Label on Vial

4.3.8.2 Multidimensional Barcodes
The scan engine used for the Barcode Reader Module is designed as a one-dimensional
(1D) scanner. Two-dimensional barcodes (2D) cannot be decoded.

4.3.8.3 Barcode Label Size
The minimum length of the barcode is 18 mm if used with a 20 mL vial. Please note that
this refers to the actual barcode length and not the label itself.

4.3.9 Maintenance and PM (Preventative Maintenance)
Performing maintenance regularly will help ensure the accuracy and precision of the PAL
System. Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures to ensure uninterrupted opera-
tion are given below.
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use ag-
gressive solvents, you may need to perform maintenance procedures more frequently.

4.3.9.1 Maintenance

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Maintenance Step Interval
Cleaning the outside of the Barcode
Reader:Use only a soft lint-free cloth damp-
ened with mild soap and water.

Weekly or as needed.
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See also "Maintenance [} 715]" for further information.

4.3.9.2 Preventative Maintenance (PM)
The PM is described in the dedicated PM document. It is recommended to perform the
PM test at least once a year. The major point tested for the Barcode Reader is the suc-
cessful reading and interpretation of a barcode label. The general cleanliness and condi-
tion of the module are also verified.
Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an annual preventative mainte-
nance on the PALrobot, including the PALmodule Barcode Reader.

4.3.10 Troubleshooting
This section lists the most important points to enable the user to overcome a faulty or
problematic situation.

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Observation Recommended Action
Module does not respond to initiation step. • Check control cable connections.

• Check the availability of the Barcode
Reader module within the software. If
not available, is the PALrobot configura-
tion laid out for a cycle excluding the
Barcode Reader? If necessary load a
backup file prepared for the Barcode
Reader device.

• Check for "Pending Messages" and if
necessary take corrective actions.

Barcode not readable. • Check the horizontal orientation of the
barcode lines.

• Check the type of barcode symbol. See
Approved Barcode Labels [} 70] for ap-
proved barcodes.

• Check the barcode length, minimum 18
mm for use with a 20 mL vial.

• Check the label quality.
• Check the print quality of the barcode

lines.
• Check the density of the barcode lines.
• Check if the barcode is 1D; 2D bar-

codes cannot be decoded.
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Observation Recommended Action
Barcode not identified. • Is a barcode label attached?

• Is the barcode oriented such that the
bars are in a horizontal direction? Any
shifted angle?

• Is the label of correct quality? - White
background for contrast?

• Is it burned (blackened) from elevated
temperatures, e.g. Agitator?

• Is the surface wet (moisture), is there a
reflection?

4.4 Fast Wash

Illustration 53: Fast Wash Module

The Fast Wash Module is an active PALmodule. Communication and control of the Mod-
ule is provided through the PALbus from the PALsystem. Two Micro Pumps actively de-
liver the required flow of two different wash solvents. The syringe is washed by inserting
the needle into a liner; the provided wash solution is aspirated and dispensed. The nee-
dle is washed outside during this process. The dispensed solvent passes from the over-
filled liner into an internal flow channel to the waste outlet. This wash process can be re-
peated. The wash solvent can also be changed by moving the syringe to the second
wash port and starting the wash process over again. The advantage of this wash module
concept is that the PALhead does not need to move to the waste position to eject the
wash solvent.

4.4.1 Fast Wash Technical Data
Part Number PNo. Module: NM-06-01
Micro Pump 2 Micro Pumps for two different Wash Solvents. Solenoid di-

aphragm pumps, self-priming. Tube connectors: UNF ¼”-28
Flow Rate of Micro Pumps: approx. 60 µL/sec
Position of Wash Bottle: Height at same level as Micro Pumps
or maximum 50 cm (20 inches) lower.

Solvent Reservoir Kit Two PFA Tubes incl. Glass Frits
Two Glass bottles; 1000 mL
Part Number PAL DilAspKit

Transfer Tubing Kit Two pcs. 1/8” FEP tubes incl. connection fittings
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Fast Wash Module Wash Module Block: PVDF
2 Wash Ports: Wash1 and Wash 2 for two different Wash Sol-
vents
1 Waste Port
Wash Liner: Insert Adapter with insert diameter 1.15 mm.
Liner internal diameter 1.6 mm.

Wetted Parts Tubing from Wash Bottle to Pump (DilAspKit): PFA (Tubing)
and Glass filter, pore size 40 µm (Frit)
Micro Pump: PEEK (pump body) and Kalrez®/FFKM (Gasket)
Transfer tubing from Pump to Wash Module: FEP
Wash Module: Stainless steel (insert adapter) and PEEK
(liner)
Waste Tube: Polyethylene (PE)

Electrical Connectors PALbus (2 connectors for daisy chaining)
Dimensions in mm (inches)
Width 60 (2.36)
Depth 315 (16.73)

including cable connectors 380 (15.0)
Height 135 (5.3)

including tube connectors 185 (7.3)
Consider bench space for the two Wash Solvent reservoir bottles, size 1000 mL (or as
required)
Weight in kg (pounds)
Fast Wash Module 0.750 (1.65)
Associated cables (2
pieces)

0.15 (0.33)

Solvent Reservoir Kit
(PAL DilAspKit)

1.30 (2.87)
including 2 Reservoir bottles 1000 mL

4.4.2 Installation of the Fast Wash Module
NOTICE
Safety Warning: Observe the appropriate safety measures if a
Fast Wash Module is installed in combination with a gas chro-
matograph. Do not position the module and specifically the
Waste Line above a heated zone. Tightly secure the Waste Line
using a cable binder or similar item.

Installation of the Fast Wash Module is described below:
1. Connect the solvent lines from the Solvent Reservoir Kit (PAL DilAspKit) to the "Inlet"

connectors of the Micro Pump.
2. Loosen the Torx screw on the mounting bracket for the module.
3. Attach the Fast Wash Module to the X-Axis as close as possible to the Injection

Valve. This will minimize the time required to move between the two positions.
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Illustration 54: Installing Fast Wash Module to the X-Axis

4. Be sure that the clamp fits completely into the grooves. Tighten the Torx screw until
the mounting clamp is firmly in place.

5. Double check whether the Fast Wash Module clamp is correctly attached to the X-
Axis (See Assembling the PAL3 System [} 372]).

6. The four dummy plugs at the front and rear positions of the Wash Module Block are
meant to be used for a waste line from an Injector Valve. This allows the use of a
shorter length of tubing – compared to guiding the waste line all the way into a waste
reservoir – and also allows a neater arrangement around the injector valve and Fast
Wash Station. See figure below as an example. The waste solvent is directed into the
Wash Block and onto the waste outlet (Waste Tube).

Illustration 55: Guiding injector valve waste line to the wash module block.

The connections are prepared for a nut with a thread 1/8" UNF28. Typi-
cally used waste line from an Injector Valve has an outer diameter of
1/16" (1.58 mm). Select the appropriate nuts to connect the waste line to
the Wash Block.
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4.4.3 Electrical Connections
NOTICE
Risk of short circuit.
The PAL System might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before making any electrical connections.

1. Connect the supplied Fast Wash Module control cable from the connector on the rear
side of the module to the PALcontrol interface jack marked with "PALbus", or if this is
already occupied, to another Active PALmodule with an open jack. For details see fig-
ure below.

Illustration 56: Daisy-chaining the Fast Wash Module to the PALbus

4.4.4 Fast Wash Module Position Teaching
The Fast Wash Module Teaching Position is located as indicated below.

Illustration 57: Teaching Position for Fast Wash Module.

See Chapter "PALmodule Teaching step-by-step [} 403]" for information about how to
teach the Fast Wash Module.
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4.4.5 Operation Instructions

4.4.5.1 Initial Operation
After setting up the entire PAL System, it is advisable to check the functionality of each
individual PALmodule. The Fast Wash Module can be checked directly using the PALter-
minal, without any control from the CDS software.
Follow the path as described below in Extended User Mode to check the initial operation.
Start Screen ➨ Fast Wash ➨ Options

It is recommended to create a backup file when a PALmodule has been
added or moved within the PALsystem. See "Creating a Backup File
[} 687]".

Fast Wash Module Parameters for Position "Wash"
Item Description
MaxFlowRate The "Maximum Flow Rate" is indicated.

Read only parameter.
Default value 60 µL/s.

PostRinseLiner This parameter allows a rinsing of the liner
after the syringe needle has been removed
from the Fast Wash Module. Please note
that this extra rinsing step will consume
wash solvent. Ensure that there is sufficient
wash solvent available before initiating this
step.
Default Value 1.

PreRinseLiner This parameter allows a rinsing of the liner
before the syringe needle has been re-
moved from the Fast Wash Module. Please
note that this extra rinsing step consumes
wash solvent. Ensure that there is sufficient
wash solvent available before initiating this
step.
Default Value 0.

Def Ndl Penetr Depth The default value of the syringe needle pen-
etration depth in the liner of the correspond-
ing Wash position is set by this parameter.
Default value: 25.0 mm.

Depenetration Speed This parameter allows the user to select the
required speed for pulling the syringe nee-
dle out of the Fast Wash Liner.
Default value 100 mm/s.

Max Ndl Penetr Depth The maximum allowed Needle Penetration
Depth can be defined.
The maximum needle penetration must not
exceed the length of the syringe needle,
considering the loss of approx. 12 mm due
to the needle guide, etc. For a typical nee-
dle length of 57 mm, or 85 mm for a long
needle, the maximum penetration depth
must not exceed 45 or 73 mm, respectively.
Default value: 78.0 mm.
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Item Description
Penetration Speed The syringe needle penetration speed is set

by this value.
Default value 40 mm/s.

Z Tolerance A tolerance window to give a plus/minus
range (expressed in mm) within which the
PALhead must expect an object.
If the value of this item is > 0, this triggers a
relative detection mode and the sensor from
the injection unit needle guide is active.
If the value of this item is set to "0", the sen-
sor of the needle guide is turned off and the
syringe slider moves to an absolute value,
the Z-Axis position as specified for the ob-
ject.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

The actual "Needle Penetration" is the sum of the "Needle Penetration"
value as set plus the so-called "Void Distance" which is defined by de-
fault with 15.0 mm.
Needle Penetration 25.0 mm + Void Distance 15.0 mm = Actual Needle
Penetration 40 mm.
The parameter "Void Distance" is accessible in "Service" level.

Fast Wash Module Parameters for Position "Waste"
Item Description
Max Ndl Penetr Depth The maximum allowed Needle Penetration

Depth can be defined as a safety measure
so that the user cannot destroy the needle
tip by going too far down.The maximum
needle penetration must not exceed the
length of the syringe needle, considering
the loss of approx. 12 mm due to the needle
guide, etc. For a typical needle length of 57
mm, or 85 mm for a long needle, the maxi-
mum penetration depth must not exceed 45
or 73 mm, respectively.
Default value: 60.0 mm

Def Ndl Penetr Depth The default value of the syringe needle pen-
etration depth in the Waste position is set
by this parameter.
Default value: 20.0 mm.

Depenetration Speed This parameter allows the user to select the
required speed for pulling the syringe nee-
dle out of the Waste position.
Default value 100 mm/s.

Diameter Specific for Waste.Defines the diameter of
the reservoir container.
Default value: 20.0 mm.

Height Specific for Waste.Defines the height of the
reservoir container.
Default value: 80.0 mm.
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Item Description
Penetration Speed The syringe needle penetration speed is set

by this value.
Default value 40 mm/s.

Vial Type None: This task is selectable, however if
selected in combination with a Wash Mod-
ule is an error message (Pending Message)
propagated. Incompatible Type.
WastePort: This type is used for the "Fast
Wash" and Large Wash Module.
WasteVial: This type is used for Standard
Wash Module.
WasteInset: This type is used for Standard
Wash Module with inserted Waste Line
Adapter.

Volume Specific for Wash and Waste Vial.
Z Tolerance A tolerance window to give a plus/minus

range (expressed in mm) within which the
PALhead must expect an object.
If the value of this item is > 0, this triggers a
relative detection mode and the sensor from
the injection unit needle guide is active.
If the value of this item is set to "0", the sen-
sor of the needle guide is turned off and the
syringe slider moves to an absolute value,
the Z-Axis position as specified for the ob-
ject.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Pull-up Menu items for Fast Wash Module
"Options" Pull-up Menu for Fast Wash (X)
Start Screen ➨ Fast Wash ➨ Options

Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the

PALmodule.This task serves as a quick
check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teach-
ing point is off, return to the Menu "Setup"
for readjustment of the teaching position.
Please note that this action can be done un-
der the "Extended User Level" but not under
"User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can
be defined again, for teaching.

Check Pump Activity to check the pumps.
Each pump can be checked for a certain
FlowRate and a certain Volumeof liquid.
The parameter PumpIndex specifies the
pump (Wash1 or Wash2) and the Parame-
ter Option determines, if the pump shall be
switched on, or off.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
"Options" Pull-up Menu for Wash (X)
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Start Screen ➨ Fast Wash ➨ Wash (X) ➨ Options

Item Description
PrimeWashLiner This parameter allows the priming of the

Fast Wash Liner of the selected Wash Port.
This task can be helpful when the solvent
has to be changed, or for troubleshooting
purposes.

Duration This parameter defines the priming time.
Default value: 10.0 s.

Reset to Default Resets the selected PALmodule parameter
to default value.

"Options" Pull-up Menu for "Waste"
Start Screen ➨ Fast Wash ➨ Waste ➨ Options

Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the

PALmodule.This task serves as a quick
check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teach-
ing point is off, return to the Menu "Setup"
for readjustment of the teaching position.
Please note that this action can be done un-
der the "Extended User Level" but not under
"User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can
be defined, for teaching.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

4.4.5.2 Routine Operation
For routine operation, it is advisable to observe the following general rules as known for
the HPLC technique:

• Always filter freshly prepared washing solvents. Recommended mesh size: 0.47 mm
or finer.

• If pure water is used, be aware of possible biological growth. To avoid biological
growth, one can add an organic modifier. The maximum concentration allowed de-
pends upon the application, but it should not exceed 15 vol% of methanol, 10 vol%
acetonitrile, or 5 vol% 2-propanol.

• After refilling or changing the solvent(-s) in the reservoir bottle, always use the prim-
ing functionality to ensure that all lines are completely bubble-free and that the sol-
vent has been properly exchanged. The path for rinsing is described above.

If biological samples are analyzed, ensure that the first wash step is performed with aque-
ous solvent. The second wash step can be done with an organic solvent, but the final
wash step has to be with an aqueous solvent again. Not observing this procedure may
lead to protein precipitation and as a consequence, clogging of the lines. The final wash
step is important to prepare the system for the next sampling, and to ensure that the nee-
dle is free from protein precipitate.

 WARNING
When filling-up standard reservoir or replacing a solvent such
as a washing solvent, remove the solvent reservoir bottle from
the system to avoid a possible spill over the instrument. De-
pending on the physical, chemical hazardous properties of the
solvent use the appropriate protective measure for handling.
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4.4.6 Limitations
Currently, following limitations are known:

• The reservoir solvent bottle should not be placed lower than 50 cm from the level of
the Micro Pumps. Depending on the viscosity and boiling point of the solvent, it is
possible that the flow of the solvent may be less than the specified 60 µL/s, or cavita-
tion may cause a solvent and air mix. In the worst case, an aspiration could fail.

• Needles with an outer diameter larger than 1.15 mm cannot be used. The needles
commonly used for chromatography, Gauge 26 (0.47 mm), Gauge 23 (0.63), Gauge
22 (0.72 mm), and Gauge 19 (1.06 mm) are suitable. The limit of 1.15 mm corre-
sponds to needle Gauge 19 or lower.

• The wetted parts of the Micro Pumps from the Fast Wash Module are PEEK and
Kalrez® (FFKM). Do not use and solvent or combinations which are critical to the ma-
terial.

• The Fast Wash Module cannot be used for GC applications using liquid and
headspace scripts. The only allowed use is for HPLC application, combination with
"Valve" and "LcInjectors".

4.4.7 Maintenance and PM (Preventative Maintenance)
Regular maintenance helps to ensure the accuracy and precision of the PAL System.
Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures are given below to ensure smooth, unin-
terrupted operation.
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use cor-
rosive solvents, you may need to perform the maintenance procedure more frequently.

4.4.7.1 Maintenance

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Maintenance Step Interval
Clean the outside of the instrument.
Use only a soft, lint-free cloth dampened
with mild soap and water.

Weekly or as needed.

Check the integrity of the lines and connec-
tions.

Daily or as needed.

Check the flow of the solvent and check for
any blockage.

Daily or as needed.

Check the cleanliness of the solvent frit in
the solvent reservoir bottle.

Daily or as needed.

For further information, see also "Maintenance [} 715]".
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4.4.7.2 Preventative Maintenance (PM)
The PM is described in the dedicated PM document. It is recommended to perform the
PM test at least once a year. The major point tested for the Fast Wash Module is its gen-
eral cleanliness and condition.
Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an annual PM on the PALrobot, in-
cluding the Fast Wash Module.

4.4.8 Troubleshooting
This section lists the most important points to enable the user to overcome a faulty or
problematic situation.

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Observation Recommended Action
Syringe Needle bending. Check the teaching position for X-, Y-, and

Z-Axes.
Solvent flow not sufficient. Check the position of the solvent reservoir

bottles. Level should not be lower than 50
cm from the Micro Pump of the module.
Check the cleanliness of the solvent frits.

Air bubbles in solvent lines. Check the solvent levels in the reservoir
bottles.
Check the position of the solvent reservoir
bottles. Level should not be lower than 50
cm from the Micro Pump of the module.
Check the cleanliness of the solvent frits.
Check the flow by using the task "Prime-
WashLiner".

Solvent flow blocked. Check the position of the solvent reservoir
bottles (see point above).
Check the solvent level in the reservoir bot-
tles.
Check the cleanliness of the solvent frits.
Check the integrity of the lines and connec-
tions.
Activate the priming function (path de-
scribed above) and check systematically for
the blockage.

Waste line blocked. Check the position of the Waste line in the
waste container. Is the end of the line within
the liquid or above it?
Check for any particles which may hinder
free flow of the solvent.

Wash Block leaking. Check the composition of the wash sol-
vents. Be aware of the material used for the
various parts of the Fast Wash Module. See
the description of the wetted parts in the
section "Specifications". For example, is
PEEK material compatible with the applied
solvent(-s)?
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Observation Recommended Action
Fast Wash Module not available for the
PALsystem.

Check the electrical connections from the
module to the PALbus (or daisy chaining to
the next module).

4.5 HF Fast Wash

Illustration 58: HF Fast Wash Module

The HF Fast Wash Module is a more powerful version of the standard Fast Wash Mod-
ule. With its increased maximum flow rate it can also be used as a Solvent Filling Station.
For being able to reach the required higher flow rates, two solenoid diaphragm pumps are
used.
In contrast to the Fast Wash Module, which is operated by setting the pump capacity to a
specific flow rate, the HF Fast Wash module is operated by setting the pump capacity to
a flow Factor in the range between 60% and 100%. These percentage values of the Flow
Factor correspond to the voltage, the pumps are operated with. (60% = 14.4 V, 100% =
24.0 V)
The Default Flow Factor is set at 60% (14.4V), which also represents the minimum set-
ting. The Flow Factor can be increased to a maximum of 100%, but this can lead to liquid,
sprinkling of out of the module with opened Valve.
The fine-tuning of the flow rate can be done using the two needle valves (one for each
wash position), which are located between the pump outlets and the inlets to the Wash
Module Block.
The HF Fast Wash Module is an active PALmodule. Communication and control of the
Module is provided through the PALbus from the PALsystem. Two solenoid diaphragm
pumps actively deliver the required flow of two different wash solvents. The syringe is
washed by inserting the needle into a liner; the provided wash solution is aspirated and
dispensed. The needle is washed outside during this process. The dispensed solvent
passes from the overfilled liner into an internal flow channel to the waste outlet. This
wash process can be repeated. The wash solvent can also be changed by moving the sy-
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ringe to the second wash port and starting the wash process over again. The advantage
of this wash module concept is that the PALhead does not need to move to the waste po-
sition to eject the wash solvent.

4.5.1 HF Fast Wash Technical Data
Part Number PNo. Module: NM-06-03
Pumps 2 solenoid diaphragm pumps, self-priming for two different

Wash Solvents.
Flow rate range: 100 mL/min at atmospheric pressure (Pump
itself, no connections to HPLC system)
Tube connectors: UNF ¼”-28

Solvent Reservoir Kit (2
pcs)

1000 mL borosilicate glass bottle including:
• Screwcap
• Glass Filter, 40 µm pore size (1000-SV)
• Aspiration Tubing (PFA)

Transfer Tubing Two pcs. 1/8” FEP tubes incl. connection fittings, length 21
cm (needle valve to Wash Module Block)
Two pcs. 1/8” FEP tubes incl. connection fittings, length 9.5
cm (pump to needle valve)

Waste Tubing To connect to the Waste Port.
Fast Wash Module Wash Module Block: PVDF

2 Wash Ports: Wash1 and Wash 2 for two different Wash Sol-
vents
1 Waste Port
Wash Liner: Insert Adapter with insert diameter 1.15 mm.
Liner internal diameter 1.6 mm.

Wetted Parts Tubing from Wash Bottle to Pump (DilAspKit): PFA (Tubing)
and Glass filter, pore size 40 µm (Frit)
Pumps: Ryton PPS and Kalrez (FFPM)
Needle valves: PEEK and ETFE (Ferrules)
Transfer tubing from pump to needle valve: FEP
Transfer tubing from needle valve to Wash Module: FEP
Wash Module: Stainless steel (insert adapter) and PEEK
(liner)
Waste Tube: Polyethylene (PE)

NOTICE! Do not bring tetrahydrofuran (THF), dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO), chlorinated organic solvents, concen-
trated mineral acids such as nitric, phosphoric or sulfuric
acids, or any related compounds, in contact with PEEK. 

Electrical Connectors PALbus (2 connectors for daisy chaining)
2 x M12, 4 position, male, reserved for future use

Dimensions in mm (inches)
Width 60 (2.36)
Depth 315 (16.73)

including cable connectors 380 (15.0)
Height 135 (5.3)

including tube connectors 185 (7.3)
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Consider bench space for the two Wash Solvent reservoir bottles, size 1000 mL (or as
required)
Weight in kg (pounds)
Fast Wash Module 1.05 (2.31)
Associated cables (2
pieces)

0.15 (0.33)

Solvent Reservoir Kit
(PAL DilAspKit)

1.30 (2.87)
including 2 Reservoir bottles 1000 mL

4.5.2 Installation of the Fast Wash Module
NOTICE
Safety Warning: Observe the appropriate safety measures if a
HF Fast Wash Module is installed in combination with a gas
chromatograph. Do not position the module and specifically the
Waste Line above a heated zone. Tightly secure the Waste Line
using a cable binder or similar item.

Installation of the HF Fast Wash Module is described below:
1. Connect the two pump outlets with the inlets of the neddle valves, using the shorter

tubes (9.5 cm in length). See (A) in illustration below.
2. Connect the two outlets of the needle valves with the inlet of the Wash Module Block,

using the longer tubes (21 cm in length). See (B) in illustration below.
3. Connect the solvent lines from the Solvent Reservoir Kit to the "Inlet" connectors of

the solenoid diaphragm pumps. See (C) in illustration below.

Illustration 59: Connecting the tubing.

4. Loosen the Torx screw on the mounting bracket for the module.
5. Attach the HF Fast Wash Module to the X-Axis as close as possible to the Injection

Valve. This will minimize the time required to move between the two positions.
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Illustration 60: Installing HF Fast Wash Module to the X-Axis

6. Be sure that the clamp fits completely into the grooves. Tighten the Torx screw until
the mounting clamp is firmly in place.

7. Double check whether the HF Fast Wash Module clamp is correctly attached to the X-
Axis (See "Assembling the PAL3 System [} 372]").

8. The four dummy plugs at the front and rear positions of the Wash Module Block are
meant to be used for a waste line from an Injector Valve. This allows the use of a
shorter length of tubing – compared to guiding the waste line all the way into a waste
reservoir – and also allows a neater arrangement around the injector valve and Fast
Wash Station. See illustration below as an example. The waste solvent is directed
into the Wash Block and onto the waste outlet (Waste Tube).
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Illustration 61: Guiding injector valve waste line to the wash module block.

The connections are prepared for a nut with a thread 1/8" UNF28. Typi-
cally used waste line from an Injector Valve has an outer diameter of
1/16" (1.58 mm). Select the appropriate nuts to connect the waste line to
the Wash Block.

4.5.3 Electrical Connections
NOTICE
Risk of short circuit.
The PAL System might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before making any electrical connections.

Description how to establish electrical connections:
1. Connect the supplied HF Fast Wash Module control cable from the connector on the

rear side of the module to the PALcontrol interface jack marked with "PALbus", or if
this is already occupied, to another Active PALmodule with an open jack. For details
see illustration below.
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Illustration 62: Daisy-chaining the HF Fast Wash Module to the PALbus

4.5.4 Fast Wash Module Position Teaching
The HF Fast Wash Module Teaching Position is located as indicated below.

Illustration 63: Teaching Position for the HF Fast Wash Module.

See Chapter "PALmodule Teaching step-by-step [} 403]" for information about how to
teach the HF Fast Wash Module.
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4.5.5 Operation Instructions

4.5.5.1 Adjusting the flow rate

 CAUTION
Risk of liquid spilling out of the Wash Module Block.
Liquid, spilling out of the Wash Module Block, may damage the instrument
or the chromatographic system.

1. When adjusting the flow rate, start with a low setting of the Flow Factor.
2. Run the pump(s) only for a limited time while keeping track of the flow

rate during adjustment of the flow rate.
3. Never let the pump(s) run continuously and unattended.
4. Depending on the physical, chemical hazardous properties of the sol-

vent use the appropriate protective measure for handling.

The adjustment of the flow rate requires for each pump a combination of setting the pa-
rameter "Def. Flow Factor" to a reasonable value and manually adjusting the needle valve
for the fine-tuning.
The adjustment is done in the Options submenu "Check Pump" (Start Screen > HF Fast
Wash > Options > Check Pump)

Illustration 64: Options menu "Check Pump".

After the suitable value for the parameter FlowFactor for each pump has
been determined, it is necessary to transfer this values to the HF Fast
Wash Module parameters section in extended user mode. Start Screen >
HF Fast Wash X > Def. Flow Factor (X)

It is not possible to use both pumps at the same time with different Flow
Factors - neither within the functionality "Check Pump", nor while using
any other activity. If a different Flow Factor is specified for the second
pump, while the first pump is still running, this Flow Factor will also be
applied to the first pump.

With the parameter "PumpIndex" one of the two pumps can be selected for adjustment.
The maximum value for the flow rate can be adjusted using the parameter "FlowFactor"
for each pump.
Possible values are in the range between 60% and 100%. (60% equals an operating volt-
age of 14.4 V, while 100% equals an operating voltage of 24.0 V.)
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With the parameter "Duration" a time span for the pump to run can be determined. If the
pump is switched on by setting the parameter "Option" to "On", the pump will be switched
off automatically after the defined time span elapsed. If "Duration" is set to "0", the pump -
once started with "Option" = "On" - will run until it is switched off manually by setting "Op-
tion" to "Off".
Using the parameter "Option" the selected pump can be switched "On" or "Off".
By pressing "Run" the selected pump will be started using the adjusted FlowFactor, or
stopped (depending on the value for "Option").

For the adjustment of the flow rate proceed as follows
1. To avoid any unwanted change of the settings, the needle valves are protected

with a cap. (Position 2; in the illustration below.) To get access to the needle
valves for adaption, this cap has to be removed first. Remove the two screws (Po-
sition 1; in illustration below). Afterwards take the cap away:

Illustration 65: Getting access to the needle valves.

2. It is recommended to adapt the flow rates of the two pumps one after the other.
3. Disconnect the tubing from the Wash Module Block, and lead it into a measuring

cylinder
4. Turn on the Pump with Options > Check Pump > Run
5. Default values are recomended (Flow Factor = 60%, Duration = 10s)
6. Let it run and determine the flow rate, e.g.: 2000ul in 10s = 200ul/s
7. Repeat steps 3-5 with adjustment of the needle valve to reach your desired flow

rate
8. Retighten the tubing of the first pump to the Wash Module Block.
9. Accordingly, you can continue steps 3-7 with the second pump

10. Fix the protective cap for the needle valves.
11. Transfer the determined values for the Flow Factors to the HF Fast Wash Module

parameters section in extended user mode. Start Screen > HF Fast Wash X >
Def. Flow Factor (X)
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4.5.5.2 Initial Operation
After setting up the entire PAL System, it is advisable to check the functionality of each
individual PALmodule. The HF Fast Wash Module can be checked directly using the
PALterminal, without any control from the CDS software.
Follow the path as described below in Extended User Mode to check the initial operation.
Start Screen ➨ HF Fast Wash X ➨ Options

It is recommended to create a backup file when a PALmodule has been
added or moved within the PALsystem. See Creating a Backup File
[} 687].

HF Fast Wash Module Parameters
Item Description
Wash 1 The set of parameters for the Wash 1 position. For details see ta-

ble below.
Wash 2 The set of parameters for the Wash 2 position. For details see ta-

ble below.
Waste The set of parameters for the Waste position. For details see table

below.
Def. Flow Factor 1 The Flow Factor for Pump 1 for all activities that do not specify the

flow factor (CleanSyringe, CleanInjector etc.).
Range [60%..100%].The default value is 60 %.
The flow factor corresponds to the voltage, the pumps are oper-
ated with. 60 % equal a voltage of 14.4 V, 100 % equal a voltage
of 24.0 V.

Def. Flow Factor 2 The Flow Factor for Pump 2 for all activities that do not specify the
flow factor (CleanSyringe, CleanInjector etc.).
Range [60%..100%].The default value is 60 %.
The flow factor corresponds to the voltage, the pumps are oper-
ated with. 60 % equal a voltage of 14.4 V, 100 % equal a voltage
of 24.0 V.

Def. Rinse Duration 1 The Duration for all rinse/prime activities for pump 1 that do not
specify a duration (RinseWashLiner etc.).

Def. Rinse Duration 2 The Duration for all rinse/prime activities for pump 2 that do not
specify a duration (RinseWashLiner etc.).

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

HF Fast Wash Module Parameters for Position "Wash"
Item Description
Maxflow rate No functionality - always "0".
PostRinseLiner This parameter allows a rinsing of the liner after the syringe nee-

dle has been removed from the Fast Wash Module. Please note
that this extra rinsing step will consume wash solvent. Ensure that
there is sufficient wash solvent available before initiating this step.
Default Value 1.

PreRinseLiner This parameter allows a rinsing of the liner before the syringe nee-
dle has been removed from the Fast Wash Module. Please note
that this extra rinsing step consumes wash solvent. Ensure that
there is sufficient wash solvent available before initiating this step.
Default Value 0.
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Item Description
Def Ndl Penetr Depth The default value of the syringe needle penetration depth in the

liner of the corresponding Wash position is set by this parameter.
Default value: 25.0 mm.

Depenetration Speed This parameter allows the user to select the required speed for
pulling the syringe needle out of the Fast Wash Liner.
Default value 100 mm/s.

Max Ndl Penetr
Depth

The maximum allowed Needle Penetration Depth can be defined.
The maximum needle penetration must not exceed the length of
the syringe needle, considering the loss of approx. 12 mm due to
the needle guide, etc. For a typical needle length of 57 mm, or 85
mm for a long needle, the maximum penetration depth must not
exceed 45 or 73 mm, respectively.
Default value: 78.0 mm.

Penetration Speed The syringe needle penetration speed is set by this value.
Default value 40 mm/s.

Z Tolerance A tolerance window to give a plus/minus range (expressed in mm)
within which the PALhead must expect an object.
If the value of this item is > 0, this triggers a relative detection
mode and the sensor from the injection unit needle guide is active.
If the value of this item is set to "0", the sensor of the needle guide
is turned off and the syringe slider moves to an absolute value, the
Z-Axis position as specified for the object.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

The actual "Needle Penetration" is the sum of the "Needle Penetration"
value as set plus the so-called "Void Distance" which is defined by de-
fault with 15.0 mm.
Needle Penetration 25.0 mm + Void Distance 15.0 mm = Actual Needle
Penetration 40 mm.
The parameter "Void Distance" is accessible in "Service" level.

HF Fast Wash Module Parameters for Position "Waste"
Item Description
Max Ndl Penetr
Depth

The maximum allowed Needle Penetration Depth can be defined
as a safety measure so that the user cannot destroy the needle tip
by going too far down.The maximum needle penetration must not
exceed the length of the syringe needle, considering the loss of
approx. 12 mm due to the needle guide, etc. For a typical needle
length of 57 mm, or 85 mm for a long needle, the maximum pene-
tration depth must not exceed 45 or 73 mm, respectively.
Default value: 60.0 mm

Def Ndl Penetr Depth The default value of the syringe needle penetration depth in the
Waste position is set by this parameter.
Default value: 20.0 mm.

Depenetration Speed This parameter allows the user to select the required speed for
pulling the syringe needle out of the Waste position.
Default value 100 mm/s.

Diameter Specific for Waste.Defines the diameter of the reservoir container.
Default value: 20.0 mm.
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Item Description
Height Specific for Waste.Defines the height of the reservoir container.

Default value: 80.0 mm.
Penetration Speed The syringe needle penetration speed is set by this value.

Default value 40 mm/s.
Vial Type None: This task is selectable, however if selected in combination

with a Wash Module is an error message (Pending Message)
propagated. Incompatible Type.
WastePort: This type is used for the "Fast Wash" and Large
Wash Module.
WasteVial: This type is used for Standard Wash Module.
WasteInset: This type is used for Standard Wash Module with in-
serted Waste Line Adapter.

Volume Specific for Wash and Waste Vial.
Z Tolerance A tolerance window to give a plus/minus range (expressed in mm)

within which the PALhead must expect an object.
If the value of this item is > 0, this triggers a relative detection
mode and the sensor from the injection unit needle guide is active.
If the value of this item is set to "0", the sensor of the needle guide
is turned off and the syringe slider moves to an absolute value, the
Z-Axis position as specified for the object.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Pull-up Menu items for HF Fast Wash Module
"Options" Pull-up Menu for HF Fast Wash (X)
Start Screen ➨ HF Fast Wash X ➨ Options

Item Description
Reset to Default. Resets the selected parameter to its default value.
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task serves

as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-positions are de-
fined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, return to the Menu
"Setup" for readjustment of the teaching position. Please note that
this action can be done under the "Extended User Level" but not
under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined again, for
teaching.

Check Pump Activity to check the pumps, run them manually or adjust the flow
rates.
Each pump can be checked for a certain FlowFactor and a cer-
tain Duration.
With the parameter "Duration" a time span for the pump to run can
be determined. If the pump is switched on by setting the parame-
ter "Option" to "on", the pump will be switched off automatically af-
ter the defined time span elapsed. If "Duration" is set to "0", the
pump - once started with "Option" = "on" - will run until it is
switched off manually by setting "Option" to "off".
The parameter PumpIndex specifies the pump (Wash1 or Wash2)
and the Parameter Option determines, if the pump shall be
switched on, or off by pressing "Run".

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
"Options" Pull-up Menu for Wash (X)
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Start Screen ➨ HF Fast Wash X ➨ Wash (X) ➨ Options

Item Description
PrimeWashLiner This parameter allows the priming of the

Fast Wash Liner of the selected Wash Port.
This task can be helpful when the solvent
has to be changed, or for troubleshooting
purposes.

Duration This parameter defines the priming time.
Default value: 10.0 s.

Reset to Default Resets the selected PALmodule parameter
to default value.

"Options" Pull-up Menu for "Waste"
Start Screen ➨ HF Fast Wash X ➨ Waste ➨ Options

Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task serves

as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-positions are de-
fined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, return to the Menu
"Setup" for readjustment of the teaching position. Please note that
this action can be done under the "Extended User Level" but not
under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined, for teach-
ing.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

4.5.5.3 Routine Operation
For routine operation, it is advisable to observe the following general rules as known for
the HPLC technique:

• Always filter freshly prepared washing solvents. Recommended mesh size: 0.47 mm
or finer.

• If pure water is used, be aware of possible biological growth. To avoid biological
growth, one can add an organic modifier. The maximum concentration allowed de-
pends upon the application, but it should not exceed 15 vol% of methanol, 10 vol%
acetonitrile, or 5 vol% 2-propanol.

• After refilling or changing the solvent(-s) in the reservoir bottle, always use the prim-
ing functionality to ensure that all lines are completely bubble-free and that the sol-
vent has been properly exchanged. The path for rinsing is described above.

If biological samples are analyzed, ensure that the first wash step is performed with aque-
ous solvent. The second wash step can be done with an organic solvent, but the final
wash step has to be with an aqueous solvent again. Not observing this procedure may
lead to protein precipitation and as a consequence, clogging of the lines. The final wash
step is important to prepare the system for the next sampling, and to ensure that the nee-
dle is free from protein precipitate.

 WARNING
When filling-up standard reservoir or replacing a solvent such
as a washing solvent, remove the solvent reservoir bottle from
the system to avoid a possible spill over the instrument. De-
pending on the physical, chemical hazardous properties of the
solvent use the appropriate protective measure for handling.

4.5.6 Limitations
Currently, following limitations are known:
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• It is not possible to use both pumps at the same time with different Flow Factors. If a
different Flow Factor is specified for the second pump, while the first pump is still run-
ning, this Flow Factor will also be applied to the first pump.

• Needles with an outer diameter larger than 1.15 mm cannot be used. The needles
commonly used for chromatography, Gauge 26 (0.47 mm), Gauge 23 (0.63), Gauge
22 (0.72 mm), and Gauge 19 (1.06 mm) are suitable. The limit of 1.15 mm corre-
sponds to needle Gauge 19 or lower.

• The wetted parts of the Pumps and needle valves from the HF Fast Wash Module are
Ryton PPS, PEEK, ETFE and Kalrez® (FFKM). Do not use and solvent or combina-
tions which are critical to the material.

• The HF Fast Wash Module cannot be used for GC applications using liquid and
headspace scripts. The only allowed use is for HPLC application, combination with
"Valve" and "LcInjectors".

4.5.7 Maintenance and PM (Preventative Maintenance)
Regular maintenance helps to ensure the accuracy and precision of the PAL System.
Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures are given below to ensure smooth, unin-
terrupted operation.
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use cor-
rosive solvents, you may need to perform the maintenance procedure more frequently.

4.5.7.1 Maintenance

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Maintenance Step Interval
Clean the outside of the instrument.
Use only a soft, lint-free cloth dampened
with mild soap and water.

Weekly or as needed.

Check the integrity of the lines and connec-
tions.

Daily or as needed.

Check the flow of the solvent and check for
any blockage.

Daily or as needed.

Check the cleanliness of the solvent frit in
the solvent reservoir bottle.

Daily or as needed.

For further information, see also "Maintenance [} 715]".

4.5.7.2 Preventative Maintenance (PM)
The PM is described in the dedicated PM document. It is recommended to perform the
PM test at least once a year. The major point tested for the Fast Wash Module is its gen-
eral cleanliness and condition.
Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an annual PM on the PALrobot, in-
cluding the HF Fast Wash Module.
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4.5.8 Troubleshooting
This section lists the most important points to enable the user to overcome a faulty or
problematic situation.

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Observation Recommended Action
Syringe Needle bending. Check the teaching position for X-, Y-, and

Z-Axes.
Solvent flow not sufficient. Check the cleanliness of the solvent frits.
Air bubbles in solvent lines. Check the solvent levels in the reservoir

bottles.
Check the cleanliness of the solvent frits.
Check the flow by using the task "Prime-
WashLiner".

Solvent flow blocked. Check the position of the solvent reservoir
bottles (see point above).
Check the solvent level in the reservoir bot-
tles.
Check the cleanliness of the solvent frits.
Check the integrity of the lines and connec-
tions.
Activate the priming function (path de-
scribed above) and check systematically for
the blockage.

Waste line blocked. Check the position of the Waste line in the
waste container. Is the end of the line within
the liquid or above it?
Check for any particles which may hinder
free flow of the solvent.

Wash Block leaking. Check the composition of the wash sol-
vents. Be aware of the material used for the
various parts of the Fast Wash Module. See
the description of the wetted parts in the
section "Specifications". For example, is
PEEK material compatible with the applied
solvent(-s)?

Fast Wash Module not available for the
PALsystem.

Check the electrical connections from the
module to the PALbus (or daisy chaining to
the next module).
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4.6 Stacks

Module Stack 6DW Module Stack 12MT

The Stacks 6DW and 12MT are active PALmodules. Communication and control is pro-
vided through the PALbus from the PALsystem.
The Tray Holder of the 6DW Stack is in the form of a Stack with three drawers containing
two Slots each to position Well Plates (Deep Well or MicroTiter Plates) or Racks with the
same footprint as a Well Plate.
The Tray Holder of the 12MT Stack is in the form of a Stack with three drawers containing
two Slots each to position Well Plates (MicroTiter Plates).

4.6.1 Stack Module Technical Data
Stack 6DW Stack 12MT

Part Numbers PNo. Module: NP-02-01 PNo. Module: NP-01-01
Sample Capacity • Six Racks for 54 2 mL

vials (VT54) or
• Six Racks for 15 10 mL

vials (VT15) (maximum
total vial height 47 mm)
or

• Six Racks for 70 1 mL
vials (VT70) or

• Six Deepwell Plates or
Microtiter Plates with 96
or 384 positions

12 Microtiter Plates with 96
or 384 positions

Electrical Connectors PALbus (2 connectors for daisy chaining)
Dimensions in mm (inches)
Width 156 (6.15) 156 (6.15)
Depth 360 (14.18)[including cable

connectors 415 mm (16.4)]
360 (14.18)[including cable
connectors 415 mm (16.4)]

Height 227 (8.94) 227 (8.94)
Weight in kg (pounds)
Stack 5.26 (11.6) 6.35 (14.0)
Associated cable 0.15 (0.33) 0.15 (0.33)

4.6.2 Installation of the Stack Modules
1. Loosen the two Torx screws on the two mounting brackets for the module;
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2. Lift up the PALsystem and position the X-Axis above the mounting clamps of the
Stack Module such that they fit easily into the grooves at bottom side of the X-
Axis;

3. Be sure that the clamps fit completely into the grooves. If necessary, lift up the
Stack Module holding it at the lower front side, to press the clamps into the
grooves. Alternately tighten the two Torx screws until the two mounting clamps
are firmly in place;

4. Double check whether the Stack clamps are correctly attached to the X-Axis (See
Section "Assembling the PAL3 System [} 372]").

Installing the Stack 6DW to the X-Axis Installing the Stack 12MT to the X-Axis

The Syringe Holder of the PAL LSI is not equipped with the "Stack
Drawer Magnet". If the PAL LSI has to be operated in combination with
the Stacks, the "Stack Drawer Magnet" has to be added as an option. See
figure below.

Illustration 66: Optional Stack Drawer Magnet for PAL LSI Syringe Adapter.

4.6.3 Electrical Connections
NOTICE
Risk of electrical damage.
The PAL System might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before making any electrical connections.

1. Connect the supplied Stack 6DW control cable from the connector on the rear
side of the module to the PALcontrol interface jack marked with "PALbus", or if
this is already occupied, to another Active PALmodule with an open jack. For de-
tails see figure below.
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Daisy-chaining the Stack to the PALbus

4.6.4 Stack Module Position Teaching
The Teaching Position for the modules is located as indicated in the figure below.

Module Stack 6DW Module Stack 12MT

The drawer of the Stack has to be opened manually for teaching.
If required by the application, attach the vial transport ring to the lower
needle guide for teaching.

See Chapter 7.7.2: "PALmodule Teaching step-by-step" [} 403] for an explanation of how
to teach the stacks.

4.6.5 Operation Instructions
Initial and Routine Operation:

4.6.5.1 Initial Operation
After setting up the entire PAL System, it is advisable to check the functionality of each
individual PALmodule. The Stack can be checked by using the PALterminal, without any
control from the CDS software.
Follow the path described below in Extended User Mode to check the initial operation:
Start Screen ➨ Stack ➨ Options
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Assigning a new Tray Type (Rack or Well Plate Type)
See chapter "Assigning a new Tray Type (Rack or Well Plate Type) [} 414]".

Creating a new Well Plate (Tray Type) use following path:
See chapter "Creating a new Well Plate (Tray Type) [} 418]".

Stack Module List Items
Item Description
Drawer (#) This parameter allows editing the list items of the "Drawer".See

below "List Items Drawer".
CloseSpeed Speed for closing the Drawer.

Range 15 % … 100 %.
OpenSpeed Speed for opening the Drawer.

Range 15 % … 100 %.
List Items "Drawer"
Slot 1 / Slot 2 Defines the position of the Tray.
Drawer State The status of the drawer can be checked. Two positions are

recognized by the sensors: "Closed" and "Opened".
Status "Opening" indicates an error. Read-only.

SlotCount Indicates the total number of Slots available in the Stack Mod-
ule. Read-only.

Magnet Location It is possible to use either the magnet plate on the right-hand
side or the magnet plate on the left-hand side of the drawer for
opening and closing. The actual setting is displayed. Read-
only.

List Items "Tray"
CapType Read-only. The parameter can be set in the class "Rack Item".
RackType Defines the pattern and sampling sequences of sample loca-

tions within a Rack.
WellPlate Type Defines the pattern and sampling sequences of sample loca-

tions within a Well Plate.
Rack Item Defines the Vial specifications.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level Extended User.
The position of the drawer is recognized by a sensor and interpreted by the software as
open or closed:

An "Opening" drawer status indicates an undefined status, or could also
signal a defective PCB or sensor. Check whether the status changes af-
ter manually opening and closing the drawer.

NOTICE
A Stack module can adapt to Racks made for different vial sizes.
When the different racks are used, consider the different vial
heights and ensure that the Stack Drawer Magnet, attached to
the lower needle guide, does not catch at the front row of vials
from behind the rack.
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Pull-up Menu items for Stack 6DW
Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-po-
sitions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off,
return to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching
position. Please note that this action can be done under the
"Extended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined
again, for teaching.

Use magnet plates on left-
hand / right-hand side

Determines, if the magnet plate on the left-hand side or the
magnet plate on the right-hand side of the drawer front shall
be used for opening and closing the drawer.

Items displayed in "italic" and green font are only visible in the access level "Extended
User".

Item Description
New Rack This task allows creation of a new Rack.
New Well Plate This task allows copying of the present Well

Plate.
Delete Tray Type [Rack(#)] This task allows deleting the present Tray

Type. Example "Rack 1".

Items displayed in "italic" and green font are only visible in the access level "Extended
User".
Another "Options" pull-up Menu is available when the list item "Rack(#)" is selected:

Item Description
Check Needle Penetration This task allows adjustment of the Needle

Penetration Depths in the vial. Manually
turn the needle as far down in the vial as re-
quired. The cut-out in the Tray Holder frame
as well as in the Rack allows visual control
of the needle tip.
The value found is not stored automatically.
This task allows for a check only. If the nee-
dle penetration depth should be changed,
select the parameter "Rack Type" to enter
the newly-established Needle Penetration
value.

Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the
PALmodule.This task serves as a quick
check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teach-
ing point is off, return to the Menu "Setup"
for readjustment of the teaching position.
Please note that this action can be done un-
der the "Extended User Level" but not under
"User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can
be defined, for teaching.

Items displayed in "italic" and green font are only visible in the access level "Extended
User".
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4.6.5.2 Tray Type Naming Convention
Tray Type Tray Description
ITSP DW96 Well Plate Type. Deep Well Plate DW96. 96 positions (8 x 12); Pat-

tern: Regular.Plate Height: 43.0 mm; Well Cavity Depth: 39.0 mm;
Dedicated Plate for ITSP technique.

ITSP MTP96 Well Plate Type. Microtiter Plate MT96. 96 positions (8 x 12); Pattern:
Regular.Plate Height: 14.6 mm; Well Cavity Depth: 10.9 mm; Dedi-
cated Plate for ITSP technique.

ITSP Tray96 Rack with same footprint as Well Plate. Dedicated Rack for ITSP
technique.

R32 LiqCooled Rack with footprint for LiqCooled Tray Holder;32 positions (4 x 8);
Pattern Regular;for 20 mL vials with OD 23 and height 78 mm.

R60 Rack with footprint for entire Tray Holder (passive Tray Holder with 3
Slots);60 positions (6 x 10); Pattern Staggered+;for 10 and 20 mL
vials with OD 23 and height 47/78 mm;
Viewing window in position 60 (for needle penetration check).

VT12 Rack with same footprint as Well Plate; 12 positions (3 x 4); Pattern:
Staggered+for 40 mL vials with OD 27 mm and height 100 mm.

VT15 Rack with same footprint as Well Plate; 15 positions (3 x 5); Pattern:
Regularfor 10 and 20 mL vials with OD 23 mm and height 47/78 mm.

VT54 Rack with same footprint as Well Plate; 54 positions (6 x 9); Pattern:
Regularfor 2 mL vials with OD 12 mm and height 34 mm.

VT70 Rack with same footprint as Well Plate; 70 positions (7 x 10); Pattern:
Regularfor 1 mL vials with OD 7.5 mm and height 45 mm.
Viewing window in position 68 (for needle penetration check).

DWP96 Well Plate Type. Deep Well Plate DW96. 96 positions (8 x 12); Pat-
tern: Regular.Plate Height: 43.0 mm; Well Cavity Depth: 39.0 mm;
Well Cavity Diameter: 7.0 mm.

MTP96 Well Plate Type. Microtiter Plate MT96. 96 positions (8 x 12); Pattern:
Regular.Plate Height: 14.6 mm; Well Cavity Depth: 10.9 mm; Well
Cavity Diameter: 7.0 mm.

MTP384 Well Plate Type. Microtiter Plate MT384. 384 positions (24 x 16); Pat-
tern: Regular.Plate Height: 14.4 mm; Well Cavity Depth: 11.5 mm;
Well Cavity Diameter: 3.7 mm.

The Tray Types specially marked in red font are not suitable for the Stack 6DW Module.
The size of the Rack or the height of the vials is the limitations. For the Peltier Stack
MT12 only the MTP96 and MTP384 Microtiter Plates are suitable.
Please note that a Stack module can adapt to Racks made for different vial sizes. When
the different racks are used, consider the different vial heights and ensure that the Stack
Drawer Magnet, attached to the lower needle guide, does not catch at the front row of
vials from behind the rack.

4.6.5.3 Routine Operation

4.6.6 Limitations
Currently, following limitations are known today:

• Stack 6DW: Total vial height limited to 47 mm (including cap).
• Stack 12MT: Only Microtiter plates can be used.
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4.6.7 Maintenance and PM (Preventative Maintenance)
Regular maintenance helps to ensure the accuracy and precision of the PAL System.
Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures are given below to ensure smooth, unin-
terrupted operation.
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use cor-
rosive solvents, you may need to perform the maintenance procedure more frequently.

4.6.7.1 Maintenance

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Maintenance Step Interval
Clean the outside of the instrument.
Use only a soft, lint-free cloth dampened
with mild soap and water.

Weekly or as needed.

Clean and dry the inside of the instrument if
necessary, including compartments, rolls
and rails. Use only a soft, lint-free cloth.

Daily or as needed.

Clean and grease the rolls and the rails. Once a year, if the system is not exposed to
acidic vapor. If acids are used for the sam-
ple solution and the Stack is exposed to the
vapor, cleaning should be done more fre-
quently, as required.

Verify the position and condition of the stop-
per and holding magnet of the drawer(-s)

Monthly or as needed.

Recommended Grease and Supplier
Grease: PAL Lub Kit: approx. 8 g grease and brush
Grease Temperature Range: -130 to +150/+200 °C
Supplier: CTC Analytics AG

For further information see as well Section "Maintenance [} 715]".

4.6.7.2 Preventative Maintenance (PM)
The PM is described in the dedicated PM document. It is recommended to perform the
PM test at least once a year. The major point tested for the Stack Module is its general
cleanliness and condition.
Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an annual PM on the PALrobot, in-
cluding the Stack module.

4.6.8 Troubleshooting
This section lists the most important points to enable the user to overcome a faulty or
problematic situation.

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.
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Observation Recommended Action
The Drawer does not open or not close reli-
ably.

Manually check the movement of the
drawer. Are any restrictions felt? If yes, in-
vestigate for the reason. Clean the rolls and
rails, grease these parts again and check
the movement after cleaning. If still not sat-
isfactory, is there mechanical damage? If
this is confirmed contact your CTC Analyt-
ics representative for technical assistance.

Opening of the drawer is not reliable. Besides the points discussed above, an-
other reason for problems with opening of
the drawer could be the Stack Drawer Mag-
net, mounted to the lower needle guide of
the PALtool. Is the magnet out of alignment,
is its attachment no longer square? If not,
try bringing it back to square. Other possi-
bilities are that the protective foil for the
magnet is damaged, the magnet is cor-
roded or the PALtool has been exposed to
higher temperatures and the magnetic force
has been lost. Check manually if it is possi-
ble to open the drawer. If it is obvious that
the Stack Drawer Magnet is the source of
the problems, ask your CTC Analytics rep-
resentative for technical assistance.

Drawer does not stay in closed position. The drawer is kept in position by a magnet
installed at the rear of the unit (inside of the
compartment). If this magnet has become
loose, it is possible that the drawer slides
out of the closed position in a random man-
ner. If this is the case, ask your CTC Analyt-
ics representative for technical assistance.

4.7 Peltier Stacks
The Peltier Stacks are active PALmodules. Communication and control is provided
through the PALbus from the PALsystem. The Tray Holder is in the form of a Stack with
one or more drawers containing two Slots to position Well Plates (Deep Well or MicroTiter
Plates) or Racks with the same footprint as a Well Plate (only 2DW and 6DW).
All Peltier Stacks are equipped with a Peltier Element which allows it to be heated to 40
°C or cooled to +4 °C. The temperature control is provided through the PALbus communi-
cation from the PALsystem.
Three different types of cooled stacks (called Peltier Stacks) are available:
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Peltier Stack 2DW

Illustration 67: Module Peltier Stack 2DW

Peltier Stack 6DW

Illustration 68: Module Peltier Stack 6DW
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Peltier Stack 12MT

Illustration 69: Module Peltier Stack 12MT

4.7.1 Peltier Stacks Technical Data
Peltier Stack 2DW Peltier Stack 6DW Peltier Stack 12MT

Part Number PNo. Module:
NC-06-01

PNo. Module:
NC-05-01

PNo. Module:
NC-04-01

Sample Capacity • Two Racks for 54
2 mL vials (VT54)
or

• Two Racks for 15
10 mL vials
(VT15) (maxi-
mum total vial
height 47 mm) or

• Two Racks for 70
1 mL vials (VT70)
or

• Two Deepwell
Plates or Mi-
crotiter Plates
with 96 or 384
positions

• Six Racks for 54
2 mL vials (VT54)
or

• Six Racks for 15
10 mL vials
(VT15) (maxi-
mum total vial
height 47 mm) or

• Six Racks for 70
1 mL vials (VT70)
or

• Six Deepwell
Plates or Mi-
crotiter Plates
with 96 or 384
positions

12 Microtiter Plates
with 96 or 384 posi-
tions

Temperature Control 4°C – 40°C in 0.1 °C increments Peltier element for the cooling
device
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Temperature Cooling The specification for the Peltier Stack temperature cooling is de-
fined as:
T∆ = ≥ 14.0 °C within 60 minutes.
T∆ = T Ambient temperature – T Peltier Stack

with T∆max = 22°C (e.g. for an ambient temperature of 32°C as a
minimum a temperature 10°C can be reached)
The value of TPeltier Stack can be checked in the Extended User Mode
under the parameter "Peltier Temp".

Electrical Connectors PALbus (2 connectors for daisy chaining)
Dimensions in mm
(inches)
Width 197 (7.78) 197 (7.78) 197 (7.78)
Depth 425 (16.73)

480 mm (18.9) in-
cluding cable con-
nectors

425 (16.73)
480 mm (18.9) in-
cluding cable con-
nectors

425 (16.73)
480 mm (18.9) in-
cluding cable con-
nectors

Height 103 (4.06) 230 (9.06) 230 (9.06)
PALpower
Width 102 (4.02)
Depth 185 (7.28)
Height 60 (2.36)
Weight in kg (pounds)
Peltier Stack 3.57 (7.87) 8.07 (17.8) 6.35 (14.0)
PALpower 1.00 (2.20)
Associated cables 0.50 (1.10)
Bench space At least 50 mm (2 inches) at the rear, space for air circulation. Ac-

cess to power switch(es) and power cord(s).

4.7.2 Installation of a Peltier Stack Module
NOTICE
The Peltier Stacks 6DW and 12MT are too heavy to be mounted
freely suspended to the X-Axis.
The PAL System or instruments the PAL system is mounted on might get
damaged.

1. Always support the Peltier Stacks 6DW and 12 MT with a suitable pillar
if they don"t rest on a flat surface like a table.

Peltier Stack 2DW Peltier Stack 6DW Peltier Stack 12 MT

1. Loosen the two Torx screws on the two module mounting brackets.
2. For the 6DW and 12MT modules: Lift up the PALsystem and position the X-Axis

above the mounting clamps of the Stack Module such that they fit easily into the
grooves at bottom side of the X-Axis.
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3. For the 2DW module: Lift up the module and position it below the X-Axis such that
the mounting clamps fit easily into the grooves at bottom side of the X-Axis.

4. Be sure that the clamps fit completely into the grooves. If necessary, lift up the
Stack Module holding it at the lower front side, to press the clamps into the
grooves. Alternately tighten the two Torx screws until the two mounting clamps
are firmly in place.

5. Double check whether the clamps are correctly attached to the X-Axis (See Sec-
tion "Assembling the PAL3 System [} 372]").

NOTICE
Hot Air from the GC oven.
The Peltier element of the Stack 2DW might get damaged.

1. Do not install the Peltier Stack 2DW directly above the ventilation flap of
the GC oven.

The Syringe Holder of the PAL LSI is not equipped with the "Stack
Drawer Magnet". If the PAL LSI has to be operated in combination with
the Peltier Stacks, the "Stack Drawer Magnet" has to be added as an op-
tion. See figure below.

Illustration 70: Optional Stack Drawer Magnet for PAL LSI Syringe Adapter.

4.7.3 Electrical Connections
NOTICE
Risk of electrical damage.
The PAL System might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before making any electrical connections.
2. Make sure the device complies with the local voltage range before con-

necting. The allowed voltage range for the module can be checked on
the type plate.

3. The external power supply must be equipped with a ground connection.
4. Use a plug-in location which allows to disconnect the device at any time.

1. Connect the Peltier Stack control cable from the connector on the rear side of the
module to a PALcontrol interface jack marked with "PALbus", or if they are already
occupied, to another Active PALmodule with an open jack. For details see figure
below.

2. Connect the DC-cable of the PALpower Module (Power Supply) to the corre-
sponding port on the back of the Peltier Stack module.

3. Connect the power-cord to a wall outlet.

Peltier Stack 2DW Peltier Stack 6DW/12MT
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4.7.4 Peltier Stack Position Teaching
The Teaching Position for the Peltier Stack modules is located as indicated in the table
below.

Peltier Stack 2DW Peltier Stack 6DW Peltier Stack 12MT

The drawer of the Stack has to be opened manually for teaching. If re-
quired by the application, attach the vial transport ring to the lower nee-
dle guide for teaching.

See Chapter "PALmodule Teaching step-by-step [} 403]" for an explanation of how to
teach a module.

4.7.5 Operation Instructions

4.7.5.1 Initial Operation
After setting up the entire PAL System, it is advisable to check the functionality of each
individual PALmodule. The Peltier Stack can be checked by using the PALterminal, with-
out any control from the CDS software.
Follow the path described below in Extended User Mode to check the initial operation:
Start Screen ➨ Peltier Stack ➨ Options

Assigning a new Tray Type (Rack or Well Plate Type)
See chapter "Assigning a new Tray Type (Rack or Well Plate Type) [} 414]".

Creating a new Well Plate (Tray Type)
See chapter "Creating a new Well Plate (Tray Type) [} 418]".

Peltier Stack List Items
Item Description
Drawer (#) This parameter allows editing the list items of the "Drawer".See

below "List Items Drawer".
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Item Description
Actual Temperature This parameter is for information only.
Max Temperature The Maximum Temperature which can be set is 40 °C, but this

parameter is often defined by the specific needs of the user.
Min Temperature This parameter allows setting the minimum temperature.
Stdby Temp Control If switched off, the module will not go to standby temperature if

idle.
Standby Temperature The Standby Temperature can be adjusted according to the

application"s requirements. Setting the Standby Temperature
using this function does not yet activate the newly-selected
temperature. To activate it, go to the pull-up menu "Options"
and select "Activate Standby Temperature"; see description be-
low. The Standby Temperature is activated when the PALrobot
is powered up. In routine use, the Standby Temperature is usu-
ally activated after a job has been terminated. The Standby
Temperature is typically around ambient temperature, this
helps to dry out the internal parts of a Peltier Stack (eliminating
condensation).

Temp Setpoint Shows the actual target temperature. Read-only.
Close Current The force used for closing the drawer. (400 mA is the default

value and represents the lowest force.)
Range 400 ... 800 mA.

CloseSpeed Speed for closing the Drawer.
Range 15 % … 100 %.

Drawer Sensors Activate or Disable the sensors detecting if the state of the
drawer (opened/closed).
Range Activated /Disabled.

Fan Speed This parameter shows read-only information, and can be used
for diagnostic purposes.

Open Current The force used for opening the drawer. (400 mA is the default
value and represents the lowest force.)
Range 400 ... 800 mA.

OpenSpeed Speed for opening the Drawer.
Range 15 % … 100 %.

Peltier Temperature The temperature of the peltier element in °C.
Temp. Offset The Offset temperature used, if a temperature calibration has

been performed.
Range -10 °C ... +10 °C. Read-only.

List Items "Drawer"
Slot 1 / Slot 2 Defines the position of the Tray.
Drawer State The status of the drawer can be checked. Two positions are

recognized by the sensors: "Closed" and "Opened".
Status "Opening" indicates an error. Read-only.

SlotCount Indicates the total number of Slots available in the Stack Mod-
ule. Read-only.

Magnet Location It is possible to use either the magnet plate on the right-hand
side or the magnet plate on the left-hand side of the drawer for
opening and closing. The actual setting is displayed. Read-
only.

List Items "Rack"
CapType Read-only. The parameter can be set in the class "Rack Item".
Rack Item Defines the Vial specifications.
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Item Description
RackType Defines the pattern and sampling sequences of sample loca-

tions within a Rack.
Current Index
WellPlate Type Defines the pattern and sampling sequences of sample loca-

tions within a Well Plate.
Current Index The current position (counter) on the rack.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level Extended User.
When the Standby Temperature is changed under the Peltier Stack List Item, the newly-
selected temperature is not immediately active. Use the pull-up menu "Options" and se-
lect "Activate Standby Temperature". This second step activates the new Standby Tem-
perature.
The position of the drawer is recognized by a sensor and interpreted by the software as
open or closed:

An "Opening" drawer status indicates an undefined status, or could also
signal a defective PCB or sensor. Check whether the status changes af-
ter manually opening and closing the drawer.

NOTICE
The Peltier Stack module 2DW and 6DW can adapt to Racks
made for different vial sizes. When the different racks are used,
consider the different vial heights and ensure that the Stack
Drawer Magnet, attached to the lower needle guide, does not
catch at the front row of vials from behind the rack.

Pull-up Menu items for Peltier Stacks
Item Description
Reset to default Resets the selected parameter to the default value.
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-po-
sitions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off,
return to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching
position. Please note that this action can be done under the
"Extended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined
again, for teaching.

Use magnet plates on left-
hand / right-hand side

Determines, if the magnet plate on the left-hand side or the
magnet plate on the right-hand side of the drawer front shall
be used for opening and closing the drawer.

Activate Standby Tempera-
ture

This task activates the newly-set Standby Temperature.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level Extended User.
When the Standby Temperature is changed under the Peltier Stack List Item, the newly-
selected temperature is not immediately active. Use the pull-up menu "Options" and se-
lect "Activate Standby Temperature". This second step activates the new Standby Tem-
perature.
"Options" pull-up menu for list item "Slot(#)":

Item Description
New Rack This task allows creation of a new Rack.
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Item Description
New Well Plate This task allows copying of the present Well

Plate.
Delete Tray Type [Rack(#)] This task allows deleting the present Tray

Type. Example "Rack 1".

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level Extended User.
"Options" pull-up menu for list item "Rack(#)":

Item Description
Check Needle Penetration This task allows adjustment of the Needle

Penetration Depths in the vial. Manually
turn the needle as far down in the vial as re-
quired. The cut-out in the Tray Holder frame
as well as in the Rack allows visual control
of the needle tip.
The value found is not stored automatically.
This task allows for a check only. If the nee-
dle penetration depth should be changed,
select the parameter "Rack Type" to enter
the newly-established Needle Penetration
value.

Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the
PALmodule.This task serves as a quick
check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teach-
ing point is off, return to the Menu "Setup"
for readjustment of the teaching position.
Please note that this action can be done un-
der the "Extended User Level" but not under
"User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can
be defined, for teaching.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level Extended User.

4.7.5.1.1 Direct access path for Peltier Stack "List Items"
The List Items for the Peltier Stacks can be accessed directly from the Start Screen:
Follow the path described below in Extended User Mode to check the initial operation.
Start Screen ➨ Peltier Stack (x)

4.7.5.2 Tray Type Naming Convention
Tray Type Tray Description
ITSP DW96 Well Plate Type. Deep Well Plate DW96. 96 positions (8 x 12); Pat-

tern: Regular.Plate Height: 43.0 mm; Well Cavity Depth: 39.0 mm;
Dedicated Plate for ITSP technique.

ITSP MTP96 Well Plate Type. Microtiter Plate MT96. 96 positions (8 x 12); Pattern:
Regular.Plate Height: 14.6 mm; Well Cavity Depth: 10.9 mm; Dedi-
cated Plate for ITSP technique.

ITSP Tray96 Rack with same footprint as Well Plate. Dedicated Rack for ITSP
technique.

R32 LiqCooled Rack with footprint for LiqCooled Tray Holder;32 positions (4 x 8);
Pattern Regular;for 20 mL vials with OD 23 and height 78 mm.
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Tray Type Tray Description
R60 Rack with footprint for entire Tray Holder (passive Tray Holder with 3

Slots);60 positions (6 x 10); Pattern Staggered+;for 10 and 20 mL
vials with OD 23 and height 47/78 mm;
Viewing window in position 60 (for needle penetration check).

VT12 Rack with same footprint as Well Plate; 12 positions (3 x 4); Pattern:
Staggered+for 40 mL vials with OD 27 mm and height 100 mm.

VT15 Rack with same footprint as Well Plate; 15 positions (3 x 5); Pattern:
Regularfor 10 and 20 mL vials with OD 23 mm and height 47/78 mm.

VT54 Rack with same footprint as Well Plate; 54 positions (6 x 9); Pattern:
Regularfor 2 mL vials with OD 12 mm and height 34 mm.

VT70 Rack with same footprint as Well Plate; 70 positions (7 x 10); Pattern:
Regularfor 1 mL vials with OD 7.5 mm and height 45 mm.
Viewing window in position 68 (for needle penetration check).

DWP96 Well Plate Type. Deep Well Plate DW96. 96 positions (8 x 12); Pat-
tern: Regular. Plate Height: 43.0 mm; Well Cavity Depth: 39.0 mm;
Well Cavity Diameter: 7.0 mm.

MTP96 Well Plate Type. Microtiter Plate MT96. 96 positions (8 x 12); Pattern:
Regular. Plate Height: 14.6 mm; Well Cavity Depth: 10.9 mm; Well
Cavity Diameter: 7.0 mm.

MTP384 Well Plate Type. Microtiter Plate MT384. 384 positions (24 x 16); Pat-
tern: Regular. Plate Height: 14.4 mm; Well Cavity Depth: 11.5 mm;
Well Cavity Diameter: 3.7 mm.

The Tray Types specially marked in red font are not suitable for the Peltier Stack Mod-
ules. The size of the Rack or the height of the vials is the limitations. For the Peltier Stack
MT12 only the MTP96 and MTP384 Microtiter Plates are suitable.

4.7.5.3 Routine Operation

Temperature Control
As described in the "Specifications" section, the cooling/heating capacity of a temperature
control device based on the Peltier technique is always relative to room temperature. The
maximum temperature difference that can be reached between the device and ambient
temperature is limited. PAL Stack/Tray Cooler modules can attain a minimum of 14 °C
(T∆) below ambient temperature.
The controller allows the user to set a range of temperatures:

• Stack Cooler: +1 to 45 °C
This temperature range which can be selected is greater than the actual specified limits
(+4 to 40 °C). This allows the desired temperature to be reached more easily when the
ambient temperature is too high or too low. For example, setting the heating to a higher
temperature could be important for metabolism or kinetics studies at the human body
temperature of 37 °C.
The cooling option is usually necessary to protect the sample from higher ambient tem-
peratures during the analytical run time. Peltier Stack modules are rarely used to store a
sample at a given temperature for prolonged periods.
The displayed temperature represents the temperature in the compartment and not in the
sample liquid. To verify the temperature independently, insert a temperature probe at the
front of the compartment by removing one plastic screw from the front cover. Position the
probe in the middle of the drawer where the Tray separator projects upwards. Tape the
probe to the metal plate of the drawer.
To reach +4 °C in the analytical solution, program a set value lower than +4 °C. The ma-
terial used to contain the sample may be glass, polypropylene, polyethylene, or similar
polymer products. All of these have excellent insulating properties.
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If the sample has to be cooled as low as +4 °C, it is advisable to cool the sample Tray
first in a refrigerator before the Tray is placed into a Peltier Stack module. This shortens
the cool-down time.

Temperature Alarm
A fuse to prevent overheating is built in for unattended automated runs.
The Peltier element will turn off automatically at +72 ± 5 °C.

 CAUTION
A damaged over-temperature fuse must be replaced by an au-
thorized representative of CTC Analytics.

Temperature Stability
The Peltier Stack module is basically a thermostatted sample tray that keeps the analyti-
cal sample below or above ambient temperature.
CTC Analytics recommends that the user observe the following the guidelines:

• Switch on the Peltier Stack at least 30 minutes before an analytical operation at +10
°C or 75 minutes before an operation at +4 °C.

• For high-throughput analyses – at a typical cycle time of 60 seconds or less per anal-
ysis – leave the drawers open between injections.

• For longer cycle times, it is recommended to use the PAL System option to close the
drawer after each sampling.

Closing the drawer after each sampling or closing it only after a job (sequence) is com-
pleted is selectable under the "Activities" used for a cycle.

Condensation Build-up
Condensation build-up is directly related to the ambient temperature and humidity (dew
point). Long-term tests have shown very little condensation build-up in an environment
with relative humidity up to 60 % and ambient temperatures of 22 +/- 2 °C.
Condensation at the bottom of the compartments will be channeled to the drain outlet la-
beled "Condensation Drain". The outlet is plugged with a paper filter. This helps to evapo-
rate the collected water in the drain line using the excess heat from the Peltier element. A
drain line from the outlet to a reservoir bottle is not necessary under normal conditions.
Safety Warning:

 DANGER
Risk of explosion.

1. Never use any flammable or explosive gas such as hydrogen as purge
gas.

2. If a purge gas is used as described below, it is the user"s responsibility
to ensure that a two-stage safety pressure regulating device is installed
between the gas supply and the Stack Cooler.

If the Peltier Stack is operated under severe conditions, a flow of clean and dry (oil-free)
air or nitrogen could be used to dry the compartments continually. Connect the corre-
sponding gas line to the Swagelok fitting (1/8”) at the rear of the Peltier Stack labeled
"Purge Gas". A flow of approximately 300 to 400 mL/min is required to keep the compart-
ments moisture-free.
If acidic vapor phase is anticipated due to the application, it is recommended to use the
same gas line connection to purge a stream of inert gas, such as nitrogen or helium, into
the compartments. A stream of a few mL/min can help to avoid corrosion of the rolls. CTC
Analytics recommends checking the lines regularly for condensation build-up.
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It is good practice to clean the inside of the Stack Cooler when changing analytical sam-
ples. It is advisable to dry out the Stack Cooler at ambient temperature at regular inter-
vals. Open the drawers 1 to 5 cm to allow air circulation. The compartment drying fre-
quency depends greatly on the ambient conditions.

4.7.6 Limitations
Currently, following limitations are known:

• Temperature range 4 to 40 °C
• Peltier Stack 2DW and 6DW: Total vial height: 47 mm (including cap)
• Do not install the Peltier Stack 2DW directly above the ventilation flap of the GC oven.

4.7.7 Maintenance and PM (Preventative Maintenance)
Regular maintenance helps to ensure the accuracy and precision of the PAL System.
Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures are given below to ensure smooth, unin-
terrupted operation.
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use cor-
rosive solvents, you may need to perform the maintenance procedure more frequently.

4.7.7.1 Condensation Build-up
Condensation build-up is directly related to the temperature and relative humidity in the
ambient air (dew point). Long-term tests have shown very little build-up of condensation
in an environment with relative humidity up to 60 % and ambient temperatures of 22 ± 2
°C. If condensation is observed, clean the compartment on a regular basis as needed.

4.7.7.2 Maintenance

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Maintenance Step Interval
Clean the outside of the instrument.
Use only a soft, lint-free cloth dampened
with mild soap and water.

Weekly or as needed.

Clean and dry the inside of the instrument if
necessary, including compartments, rolls
and rails. Use only a soft, lint-free cloth.

Daily or as needed.

Clean and grease the rolls and the rails. Once a year, if the system is not exposed to
acidic vapor. If acids are used for the sam-
ple solution and the Stack Cooler is ex-
posed to the vapor, cleaning should be
done more frequently, as required.
A positive stream of inert gas, such as nitro-
gen, clean and dry air or helium, can pre-
vent corrosion. See section "Condensation
Build-up" above.

Verify the position and condition of the stop-
per and holding magnet of the drawer(-s)

Monthly or as needed.
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Recommended Grease and Supplier
Grease: PAL Lub Kit: approx. 8 g grease and brush
Grease Temperature Range: -130 to +150/+200 °C
Supplier: CTC Analytics AG

There are no operator-serviceable or replaceable parts inside the power
supply.
In case of failure, contact your representative of CTC Analytics.

For further information see as well section "Maintenance [} 715]".

4.7.7.3 Preventative Maintenance (PM)
The PM is described in the dedicated PM document. It is recommended to perform the
PM test at least once a year. The major point tested for the Peltier Stack Module is its
general cleanliness and condition.
Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an annual PM on the PALrobot, in-
cluding the Peltier Stack module.

4.7.8 Troubleshooting
This section lists the most important points to enable the user to overcome a faulty or
problematic situation.

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Observation Recommended Action
A Drawer does not open
or not close reliably.

Manually check the movement of the drawer. Are any restric-
tions felt? If yes, investigate for the reason. Clean the rolls
and rails, grease these parts again and check the movement
after cleaning. If still not satisfactory, is there mechanical
damage? When this is confirmed contact your CTC Analytics
representative for technical assistance.

Opening of the drawer not
reliable.

Besides the points discussed above, another reason for prob-
lems with opening of the drawer could be the Stack Drawer
Magnet, mounted to the lower needle guide of the PALtool.Is
the magnet out of alignment; is its attachment no longer
square? If not, try bringing it back to square. Other possibili-
ties are that the protective foil for the magnet is damaged, the
magnet is corroded or the PALtool has been exposed to
higher temperatures and the magnetic force has been lost.
Check manually if it is possible to open the drawer. If it is ob-
vious that the Stack Drawer Magnet is the source of the prob-
lems ask your CTC Analytics representative for technical as-
sistance.

Drawer does not stay in
closed position.

The drawer is kept in position by a magnet installed at the
rear of the unit (inside of the compartment). If this magnet has
become loose, it is possible that the drawer slides out of the
closed position in a random manner. If this is the case, ask
your CTC Analytics representative for technical assistance.
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Observation Recommended Action
Peltier Stack cannot be
cooled or heated any-
more.

Check all cables and their connections. Can the module be
recognized by the software (PALbus)? Is the Standby Tem-
perature set properly?If these points are confirmed, check the
Actual Temperature or if any error message occurred. It is
possible that the fan is no longer working or there is a blown
over-temperature fuse. Check for a "Pending Message" and if
necessary take corrective actions. When in doubt, ask your
CTC Analytics representative for technical assistance.

Power Supply Problem Is the Peltier Stack connected to the same PALpower as the
PALrobot? If yes, use the second PALpower module, pro-
vided with the Peltier Stack.
Is the PALpower connected, turned on and the green LED ON
(at outlet side)?
If these points are verified but the problem remains, ask your
CTC Analytics representative for technical assistance.

There are no operator-serviceable or replaceable parts inside the power supply. In case
of failure, contact your CTC Analytics representative.

4.8 Valve Drives

4.8.1 Valve Drives Module Description

Illustration 71: PALdrive with adapter for
Valco/VICI valves.

Illustration 72: PALdrive with adapter for
Rheodyne valves.

The actual Valves are not part of the Valve Drive Kit. They are shown in-
serted into the Valve Drives here to illustrate the differences between the
two versions.

4.8.2 Valve Drive Technical Data
Valve Drive Module specifications, dimensions, weights, operating and environmental re-
quirements:

LC Valve Drive for Valco/VICI Valves: NV-01-01
LC Valve Drive for Rheodyne Valves: NV-01-02
Kit Waste Tubing
Kit Needle seal
Column Holder for Valve Drive with clamps
for columns OD 4.6mm
LcInjector Needle Guide for PAL System,
stainless steel, Gauge 22, used for Valco/
VICI and Rheodyne injection valves
Electrical Connectors PALbus (2 connectors for daisy chaining)
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Maximum Torque 4 Nm

4.8.2.1 Dimensions and Weights
Dimensions in mm (inches)
Width 60 (2.36)
Depth 200 (7.87) for NV-01-01(Valco/VICI

Adapter)
230 (9.06) for NV-01-02 (Rheodyne
Adapter)
[Valve Drive without Valve installed; add ap-
prox. 50 mm for the cable connectors at the
back of unit]

Height 72 (2.83) for Valve Drive unit itself
84 (3.31) including Mounting Claw

Weight in kg (pounds)
Valve Drive 2.0 (4.41)

[Valve Drive itself without cables and Valve]

4.8.3 Installation of the Valve Drive Module and the Valves

4.8.3.1 Installation of the Valve Drive Module(-s)
This section describes the installation of a single Valve Drive or a combination of several
Valve Drives.

This section is valid for the installation of a Valve Drive used either for an
"Injection Valve", "Switching Valve" or the "Column Selector Valve". The
specific information relating to the Column Selector Valve and its use are
described in detail in Section Operation Instructions [} 134].

1. Loosen the Torx screw on the module mounting bracket.
2. Be sure that the clamps fit completely into the grooves. Tighten the Torx screw until

the two mounting clamps are firmly in place.
3. Double check whether the Valve Drive module clamps are correctly attached to the X-

Axis (See Section "Assembling the PAL3 System [} 372]").
4. The installation of stacked Dual or Triple Valve Drives is explained in detail below.

Illustration 73: Installing Single Valve Drive
Module.

Illustration 74: Installing stacked Dual Valve
Drives for Injector Valve.

• Remove the mounting claw from the lower Valve Drive module by opening the two
screws. After removing the plate with the claw, reinsert the two screws. The screws
attach the upper cover to the front cover of the module.

• Slide the upper module (with the mounting claw) into the guidance shaft (dove tail) of
the lower module.
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• Tighten the screw in the front (as indicated below) to fix the position of the Valve
Drive modules as required for the application. Positioning two or three Valve Drives
one on top of the other depends upon the application. If two injection valves are re-
quired, ensure that there is enough space for accessing both valve inlets. If the appli-
cation requires one injection valve and one or two switching valves, then the switch-
ing valves can been stacked as shown in the example below.

• In all cases, make sure to reserve enough space for the injection loop and the plumb-
ing tubes.

Illustration 75: Side view of two stacked Valve
Drives.

Illustration 76: Fixing Screw for stacked Valve
Drives.

Illustration 77: Side view of Valve Drives with
two Injection and one Switching Valves.

Illustration 78: Side View of Valve Drives with
one Injection and two Switching Valves.

4.8.3.2 Installing the Valves

 WARNING
The combination of a PAL System with an LC/MS System also
requires that the safety measures described by the LC/MS Sys-
tem manufacturer be followed. Detailed instructions for the
safety grounding on the LC/MS system are outlined in the corre-
sponding operating/installation manual.
CTC Analytics recommends using a grounding cable connected on one side
to the Injection Valve, Loop or any other suitable direct metallic contact, and
on the other side to an appropriate ground point on the LC/MS System. This
supplementary grounding measure will support the safety strategy of the
LC/MS System manufacturer.

4.8.3.2.1 Valve Types and Characteristics

Introduction
This section covers the various Valve Types and two-way switching valves (TwoPosition-
NPortValve) used for sample injection. For each Valve Type the variations are listed; in
addition, the Valve is displayed from the front, the back and the Actuator Shaft position. In
addition, the plumbing is illustrated and the settings for the switching angles are given.

• The "Injection Valve" is used to load the injection loop with sample solution followed
by injection into the HPLC system.

• The "Switching Valve" is a two way switching valve with N-ports (TwoPositionNPort)
typically used for applications such as "back-flush", "heart-cut", etc.
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• The "Selector Valve" consists of an Actuator connected to two Valves. The lines of
the first valve port are connected to the corresponding ports of the second valve. A
typical application using the Selector Valve is "Column Selection". The "Selector"
Valve Types are explained and documented in Point 9.10.

Illustration 79: Parts of the Valve Drive Module.

Additional information is available in the poster "Tips & Hints for HPLC
Technique" provided by CTC Analytics.

The connections between the three parts of the Valve Drive Module are explained in the
table below.

Valve Drive Definition of the Valve Drive itself. The
Valve Type is linked to it.

Valve Type The "Valve Type" is linked to the class
"Valve Drive".
The following basic valve types are avail-
able:

• Injection Valve
• TwoPositionNPort (Switching Valve)
• Selector Valve

Each Valve Type is predefined with a spe-
cific PNo, and in turn, is categorized as one
of the basic Valve Type classes. For exam-
ple, the C2V-2206D-CTC Valve Type is
classified as an Injection Valve, the
V72VX-1670D-CTC is a Switching Valve
and the C5F-1004D-CTC is a Selector
Valve Type.
All "Injection Valves" are further identified
by the parameter "LcInjector".

LcInjector This software class defines the inlet adapter
which is used to guide the syringe needle
into an Injector Valve port.

Table 5: Dependences within the Valve Drive Module.

4.8.3.2.2 Valve Type Cheminert 6-Port
Manufacturer: Valco/VICI
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Cheminert 6-Port Variations
Stator | RotorMaterial Bore size mm Remarks
N60 | Valcon H 0.75 Flow rate 5 to 100 mL/

min340 bar (5000 psi)
N60 | Valcon H 0.40 Flow rate 0.5 to 5.0 mL/

min340 bar (5000 psi)
N60C | Valcon E3 0.25 Ultra High Pressure. 1000

bar (15000 psi)
N60C | Valcon E3 0.15 Ultra High Pressure. 1275

bar (18500 psi)

Valve Installation and Plumbing for Cheminert 6-Port Valve Types

Valve Installation

Illustration 80: Cheminert 6-Port Valve Initial Situation for Installation.

Cheminert 6-Port Valve Plumbing Schematic

Illustration 81: Plumbing Schematic for Cheminert 6-Port Valve.
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Cheminert 6-Port Valve

Valve Positions | Switching Angles | Default Values
Position Switching Angles

Positions (degrees)
Rotor Connections LED Status

Active
Load Loop

-60.00 Port 2 and 3
Port 4 and 5
Port 6 and 1

ON

Stand-by
Inject

0 Port 1 and 2
Port 3 and 4
Port 5 and 6

OFF

The following default values are assigned to the Cheminert 6-Port Valve:
• Home Position: Inject
• Move Delay: 100 ms
• Switch Time: 100 ms
• Sync Pin Logic: checked

4.8.3.2.3 Valve Type Rheodyne PD 718-110 6-Port Valve
Manufacturer: Rheodyne

Rheodyne PD718-110 Variations
Stator | RotorMaterial Bore size mm Remarks
Stainless steel SupraLife™
coated RPC-13

0.28 Ultra High Pressure 1200
bar (17400 psi)
MBB between port 2 and 5.

Valve Installation and Plumbing

Valve Installation

Illustration 82: Rheodyne PD718-110 6-Port Valve Initial Situation for Installation.
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4.8.3.2.4 Valve Type Rheodyne PD 718-110 6-Port Plumbing Diagram

Illustration 83: Plumbing Schematic for Rheodyne PD718-110 6-Port Valve.

4.8.3.2.5 Valve Type Rheodyne PD 718-110 6-Port Valve

Valve Positions | Switching Angles | Default Values
Position Switching Angles

Positions (degrees)
Rotor Connections LED Status

Active
Load Loop

+30.00 Port 1 and 2
Port 3 and 4
Port 5 and 6

ON

Stand-by
Inject

-30.00 Port 1 and 6
Port 2 and 3
Port 4 and 5

OFF

The following default values are assigned to the Rheodyne PD718-110 6-Port Valve:
• Home Position: Inject
• Move Delay: 100 ms
• Switch Time: 100 ms
• Sync Pin Logic: checked

4.8.3.2.6 Valve Type Cheminert 10-Port Valve Type
Manufacturer: Valco/VICI

Cheminert 10-Port Variations
Stator/Rotor Material Bore size mm Remarks
N60C | Valcon E3 0.25 Ultra High Pressure.

1000 bar (15000 psi)
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Valve Installation and Plumbing

Valve Installation

Illustration 84: Cheminert 10-Port Valve Initial Situation for Installation.

Cheminert 10-Port Valve Plumbing Schematic
The plumbing of a 10-Port Valve depends on the application. A general plumbing diagram
cannot be provided.

Illustration 85: Plumbing Schematic for Cheminert 10-Port Valve.

Valve Positions | Switching Angles | Default Values
Position Switching Angles

Positions (degrees)
Rotor Connections LED Status

Active
Load Loop

-36.00 Port 1 and 2
Port 3 and 4 etc.

ON

Stand-by
Inject

0 Port 1 and 10
Port 2 and 3 etc.

OFF

The following default values are assigned to the Cheminert 6-Port Valve:
• Home Position: Inject
• Move Delay: 100 ms
• Switch Time: 50 ms
• Sync Pin Logic: checked
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4.8.3.2.7 Valve Type Rheodyne PD718-202 10-Port Valve
Manufacturer: Rheodyne

Rheodyne PD718-202 10-Port Variations
Stator | Rotor Material Bore size mm Remarks
TitanHT™ SPC-3 | RPC-13 0.15 Ultra High Pressure.

1200 bar (17400 psi).

Valve Installation and Plumbing

Valve Installation

Illustration 86: Rheodyne PD718-202 10-Port Valve Initial Situation for Installation.

Valve Type Rheodyne PD718-202 10-Port Valve Plumbing Schematic
The plumbing of a 10-Port Valve depends upon the application. A general plumbing dia-
gram cannot be provided.

Illustration 87: Plumbing Schematic for Rheodyne PD718-202 10-Port Valve.

Valve Switching Angles | Positions | Default Values
Position Switching Angles

Positions (degrees)
Rotor Connections LED Status

Active
Load Loop

+18.00 Port 1 and 2
Port 3 and 4 etc.

ON

Stand-by
Inject

-18.00 Port 1 and 6
Port 2 and 3 etc.

OFF

The following default values are assigned to the Rheodyne PD318-202 10-Port Valve:
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• Home Position: Inject
• Move Delay: 100 ms
• Switch Time: 50 ms
• Sync Pin Logic: checked

4.8.4 PALseal

4.8.4.1 Installing and Replacing the PALseal

4.8.4.1.1 Introduction
PALseal is a newly-designed needle seal for the valve inlet port. PALseal uses the seal
created from the contact between the front of the needle face against the PEEK side
which increases its robustness, lengthens its lifespan, and minimizes carry-over.

Illustration 88: PALseal

The PAL Needle Seal from the previous generation of the PAL and PAL-xt Systems was
designed such that the seal between the syringe needle and the valve inlet is established
by a ferrule pressing against a polymer tube (FEP). The inserted syringe needle is low-
ered beyond this sealing point, thereby enabling the sample liquid to be forced into the
valve inlet port. See figure below.
The newly-designed PALseal uses the added advantage of the PALServoDrive to main-
tain the current which applies a constant force to the syringe needle face against the
PALseal.
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Illustration 89: PAL and PAL-xt Systems Illustration 90: PAL3 System "PALseal"

4.8.4.1.2 Installing and Replacing the PALseal
1. Installing the PALseal:

Insert the PALseal into Port #1 of the Injection Valve. Tighten the Valve Inlet Adapter
securely to ensure that the PALseal is tightly positioned;

2. Replacing the PALseal:
The PALseal will be held tightly in its position and cannot be easily grasped and re-
moved. In order to remove a PALseal from the Valve Port, use an appropriate tool
such as pointed tweezers. Insert the tool tip into the PALseal and move it sideways
out of position in order to break the seat.

Illustration 91: Inserting PALseal in Valve Port.
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4.8.4.1.3 Interval for Replacing the PALseal
How frequently the PALseal should be replaced depends on the number of penetrations,
the quality or condition of the syringe needle tip, and the solvent used. It is highly recom-
mended to observe the points described below and gain experience with the PALseal ac-
cording to the application and routine environment.
The lowest acceptable frequency is to replace the PALseal once a year. This could be
done during the annual PM check of the entire system.

Factors Influencing the Frequency of PALseal Replacement
• Any sharp edges at the face of the syringe needle have to be avoided.

When in doubt replace the syringe to avoid any damage to the PALseal. The standard
syringe needle point style for the HPLC Technique is Point Style 3 (Hamilton) or Point
Style "LC" (SGE).

NOTICE
Do not use any syringe needle point styles typically used for the
GC Technique. Example: Hamilton point styles No. "2" or "AS".
The sharp edges could destroy the sealing surface of the PALseal.

• Carry-over.
In case of any possible contamination of the PALseal, replace the PALseal.Contami-
nation can occur if the seal is not properly made and the sample liquid flows back-
wards to contaminate the PALseal and/or the valve port itself. Check on a regular ba-
sis for any signs of contamination by running a test to estimate the carry-over value.

• Solvents Used.
The PALseal is made out of PEEK. PEEK is a well-known material for the HPLC tech-
nique, and with certain compounds it lacks stability. Do not use following solvents in
combination with the PALseal:

– Tetrahydrofuran (THF)
– Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO)
– Chlorinated organic solvents
– Concentrated mineral acids such as nitric, phosphoric or sulfuric acids
– Any compounds related to those in this list; when in doubt, refer to the material

safety and stability data before using a specific compound.

4.8.5 Electrical Connections
NOTICE
Risk of electrical damage.
The PAL System might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before making any electrical connections.
2. Make sure the device complies with the local voltage range before con-

necting.
3. The external power supply must be equipped with a ground connection.
4. Use a plug-in location which allows to disconnect the device at any time.

If more than one Valve Drive module is connected to the system, it is recommended not
to daisy chain the cables from one module to another. If all the modules are connected in
this manner, the numbering of the Valve Drives that is automatically provided by the soft-
ware during system power-on will occur at random and not necessarily with the logic re-
quired by the application and the user.
The electrical connections described are valid for each Valve Type, including the Injec-
tion, Switching, and Column Selector Valves.
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1. Single Valve Drive configuration: Connect the supplied Valve Drive control cable from
the connector on the rear side of the module to the PALcontrol interface jack marked
with "PALbus", or if this is already occupied, to another Active PALmodule with an
open jack.

2. Multiple Valve Drives configuration:
– Connect the control cable as described above to the Valve drive which will carry

the identification #1. Power-up the system; the ID for #1 will be provided automati-
cally.

– Turn-off the system and connect the control cable from the Valve Drive ID1 to the
drive which will be defined as Valve Drive #2. Power-up the system again; the ID
will be provided to the Valve Drive #2.

– Repeat the steps above until all Valve Drives are connected and are assigned the
required ID#.

Powering-up the PALsystem can be done at a later stage of installation. It
is important to understand that daisy-chaining of multiple Valve Drives
has to be done according the description above, in order to avoid ran-
dom numbering of the Valve Drive modules.

Illustration 92: Electrical Connection to a Single Valve Drive.

Illustration 93: Electrical Connection to Multiple Valve Drives (daisy chaining).
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4.8.6 Operation Instructions

4.8.6.1 Valve Drive Position Teaching

The teaching of the positions is only required if an "Injection Valve" has
been defined. If a "Switching Valve" or a "Column Selector Valve" has
been configured, a so-called "Obstacle" must be defined. For details see
"Defining a Software Obstacle [} 140]".

Syringe Needle Penetration in Injection Valve
For sample injection, the system begins from the X, Y, and Z positions of the teaching
point for the Injection Valve, and from there uses a “search mode” until resistance is en-
countered before penetrating the syringe needle. At this point a constant sealing force is
applied through the "PAL Servo Drive Z-Axis".
This sealing force is by default 15.0 N. This value ensures that a good seal is achieved
but needle bending is prevented. It is not recommended to change the parameter value
"Sealing Force".

Valve Drive Teaching Position

Illustration 94: Teach Position for Injection Valve.

See Chapter "PALmodule Teaching step-by-step [} 403]" for an explanation of how to
teach the Valve Drive.

The "LcInjector" Parameter "Position Tolerance"
The "LcInjector" parameter "Position Tolerance" checks the difference between the taught
X- and Y-Axes positions against the actual positions each time the PALhead moves to
the "LcInjector". If the difference is greater than the "Position Tolerance" of 2.0 mm (de-
fault value) then the PALsystem stops immediately. This is a safety feature to avoid nee-
dle bending.

If the "LcInjector Type" is changed, e.g. from "LcInjector" to "TwoPos-
NPorts" (Switching Valve), the teaching positions will be deleted. These
positions, or an "Obstacle" position, have to be re-defined. For details on
"Obstacle" see "Defining a Software Obstacle [} 140]".
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4.8.6.2 Initial Operation
After setting up the hardware of the PALsystem, it is required to teach the X-, Y-, and Z-
positions of the PALmodule. The configuration with the Valve Types and other related pa-
rameters have to be assigned. After finishing these tasks it is advisable to check the func-
tionality of each individual PALmodule. The Valve Drive can be checked using the PAL-
terminal, without any control from the CDS software.
Start Screen ➨ Valve Drive ➨ Options

4.8.6.3 Various Valve Type Configurations
The configuration of an Injection Valve consists of the following three software classes:

• Valve Drive
• Valve Type: Injector Valve
• LC Injector Type

The class "LC Injector Type" defines the syringe needle inlet adapter which is mounted
on the Valve inlet port (normally port #1). See figures below.
When the valve is defined as a Switching Valve, typically used for applications such as
back-flush, on-line SPE, or heart-cut, then the software class "LC Injector Type" is not ap-
plicable. Only "Valve Drive" and "Valve Type" are therefore required in this case. Usually
the Switching Valve Type is used in combination with an Injection Valve; see figures be-
low.
The same logic applies to the Column Selector. The Column Selector Valve is described
below under Point 9.11.

Illustration 95: Valve Type "Injector Valve". Illustration 96: Valve Type "Switching Valve"
in lower position.

Illustration 97: Flow Schematic for Column Selector Valve.
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4.8.6.4 PAL3 Firmware Items for Valve Drives and Valves

Valve Type "Injector Valve"
Item Description
Menu Items
"Valve Drive (x)"
LcInjectorValve This parameter opens the class LC Injector Valve.
Show Location Activating this parameter lights up the blue LED in the front of the

PAL Drive. This helps to identify the Valve Drive if more than one
is installed.

Actual Position This parameter shows the actual position of the Valve Drive Shaft.
Valve Type Selects the Valve Type as requested for the application. The most

common Valve Types are pre-configured. Selecting a Valve Type
defines the class of valve in use: Injection Valve, Switching Valve,
or Column Selector Valve. The class cannot be changed; the
Valve Type is fixed to the Valve Use. See the valve description un-
der each class of "Valve Type".Path: Start Screen ➨ Options ➨
Setup ➨ PALmodules ➨ Valve Types
Start Screen ➨ Options ➨ Setup ➨ PALmodules ➨ Valve
Types
Please note that the generic templates (InjectorValve"", "TwoPosi-
tionNPorts", and "ColSel6") should not be used. The templates
have default parameters assigned which may not correspond with
the installed Valve Type.

Menu Items
"LcInjectorValve(x)"
Home Position The "Home Position" is the position when the PALsystem is pow-

ered up. The position is indicated as read-only.
Active Load Position The valve position "Active Load" position (angle) is indicated as

read-only.
LC Injector Type The "valve inlet" adapter which guides the syringe needle into the

valve is selectable. LcInjector: Default value for standard syringe
application.LcInject20mLFC: Injector type used if "Foil Cutter" is
installed.

Move Delay This timer starts at the moment when the syringe plunger comes
to a stop after filling of the loop. After this delay time, the valve is
switched to the "Inject" position.This is a read-only value. If a
longer delay time is required, it is possible to change the value in
the script.
Default value: 100 ms

Stdby Inject Pos The valve "Standby Inject" position (angle) is indicated as read-
only.

Switch Time The actual time required to switch between the "Injector" or
"Switching" valve positions is indicated as read-only.

Sync Pin Logic The signal logic of the synchronization of a TTL signal from the
Valve Drive to a CDS can be defined with this parameter. Please
note that this synchronization should not be confused with the
Ready/Start Signal synchronization. Currently, this option is not
implemented in the Valve Drive.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Item Description
Menu Items "LcInjec-
tor(x)"
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Item Description
Def Ndl Penetr Depth Defines the default value of the Syringe Needle Penetration

Depth.
Default value: 10 mm.

Depenetration Speed Defines the depenetration speed of the syringe needle from
the LC Injector.
Default value: 50 mm/s.

Max Ndl Penetr Depth This parameter defines the maximum depth of the Syringe
Needle Penetration.
Default value: 22 mm.

Penetration Speed Defines the speed at which the syringe needle penetrates into
the LC Injector.
Default value: 50 mm/s.

Sealing Force This parameter defines the sealing force of the syringe needle
on the valve seal. The syringe is moved downwards into the
LC Injector until a touch-down is detected, at this moment the
sealing force is built up to ensure that the sample flows into
the loop without leaking back into the valve.
Default value: 15.0 N.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Valve Type "Switching Valve" or "TwoPositionNPort Valve"
Item Description
Menu Items "Valve Drive
(x)"
SwitchValve This parameter opens the class Switch Valve (TwoPosition-

NPorts).
Show Location Activating this parameter lights up the blue LED in the front of

the PAL Drive. This helps to identify the Valve Drive if more
than one is installed.

Actual Position This parameter shows the actual position of the Valve Drive
Shaft.

Valve Type Selects the Valve Type as requested for the application. The
most common Valve Types are pre-configured. Selecting a
Valve Type defines the class of valve in use: Injection Valve,
Switching Valve, or Column Selector Valve. The class cannot
be changed; the Valve Type is fixed to the Valve Use. See the
valve description under each class of "Valve Type".
Path: Start Screen ➨ Options ➨ Setup ➨ PALmodules ➨
Valve Types
Please note that the generic templates ("InjectorValve",
"TwoPositionNPorts", and "ColSel6") should not be used. The
templates have default parameters assigned which may not
correspond with the installed Valve Type. See table Valve
Type template, Point 9.11.

Menu Items "Switch-
Valve(x)"
Home Position The "Home Position" is the position when the PALsystem is

powered up. The position is indicated as read-only.
Active Load Position The valve position "Active Load" position (angle) is indicated

as read-only.
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Item Description
Move Delay The "valve inlet" adapter which guides the syringe needle into

the valve is selectable. Currently "LcInjector" is the only type
available.
Default Value: 100 ms.

Stdby Inject Pos This timer starts at the moment when the syringe plunger
comes to a stop after the filling of the loop. After this delay
time, the valve is switched to the "Inject" position.This is a
read-only value. If a longer delay time is required, it is possi-
ble to change the value in the script.

Switch Time The valve position "Standby Inject" angle is indicated as read-
only.

Sync Pin Logic The actual time required to switch between the "Injector" or
"Switching" valve positions is indicated as read-only.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Valve Type "Selector Valve"
Item Description
Menu Items "Valve Drive
(x)"
SelectorValve(x) This parameter opens the class "Selector Valve" (Example

ColSel6).
Show Location Activating this parameter lights up the blue LED in the front of

the PAL Drive. This helps to identify the Valve Drive if more
than one is installed.

Actual Position This parameter shows the actual position of the Valve Drive
Shaft.

Valve Type Select the Valve Type as requested for the application. Cur-
rently only one Column Selector Valve Type is available:
ColSel6. This is a Valco/VICI column selector with a Chem-
inert and 6-port valve type. Note: The recommendation is to
connect five columns, and link the sixth position with tubing.
This allows the system to be purged in situations where the
mobile phase has to be changed rapidly, or has to be
washed, neutralized, etc.
The most common Valve Types are pre-configured. Selecting
a Valve Type defines the class of valve used: Injection Valve,
Switching Valve, or Column Selector Valve. The class cannot
be changed; the Valve Type is fixed to the Valve Use. See the
valve description under each class of "Valve Type".
Path: Start Screen ➨ Options ➨ Setup ➨ PALmodules ➨
Valve Types
Please note that the generic templates ("InjectorValve",
"TwoPositionNPorts", and "ColSel6") should not be used. The
templates have default parameters assigned which may not
correspond with the installed Valve Type.

Menu Items "Selector
Valve(x)"
Home Pos. Port The "Home Position" at power-up of the PALsystem is indi-

cated. Read-only value.
Default value: Port 1.

Number of Ports The number of valve ports is indicated. Read-only value.
Default value: 6 ports.
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Item Description
Port Count Direction The direction of the Valve Drive axis is indicated. Read-only

value.
Note: The Selector Valve Assembly is connected to the Valve
Drive. The parameter "Port Count Direction" reflects the Valve
Drive Actuator which is clutched to the Selector Actuator. The
two connected Valves turn in opposite directions, one clock-
wise and the other counter-clockwise.
Default value: Clockwise.

Offset Port 1 This parameter allows for an offset correction. Read-only pa-
rameter.
Default value: 0 deg.

Switch Time The actual time required to switch between the "Injector" or
"Switching" valve positions is indicated as read-only.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Pull-up Menu items for Valve Drive
Item Description
Enable PALdrive This parameter allows the user to "Enable" the Valve Drive

(PALdrive) after the Drive has been "Disabled".
Disable PALdrive Disabling the Valve drive (PALdrive) allows the shaft of the

Valve Drive to be moved manually.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Pull-up Menu items for "Injection" and "Switching Valves"
The Pull-up Menu "Options" contains the same parameters for both the "Injection" and
"Switching" valve types.

Item Description
MoveToStandbyInjectPo-
sition

This parameter allows the valve position to be toggled from
the "Active Position" (or any other position) to the defined
"Standby Position".

MoveToActiveLoadPosi-
tion

This parameter allows the valve position to be toggled from
the "Standby Position" (or any other position) to the defined
"Active Position".

Pull-up Menu items for LcInjector (for Injection Valves only)
Item Description
Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined, for

teaching.
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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4.8.6.5 Parameters for Valve Type Templates

"Injector Valve" and "Switching Valve": TwoPositionNPortValve
Position Switching Angles

Positions (degrees)
LED Status

Active
Load Loop

-60.00 ON

Stand-by
Inject

0 OFF

The following default values are assigned to the Templates:
• Home Position: Inject
• Move Delay: 100 ms
• Switch Time: 100 ms
• Sync Pin Logic: checked

The parameters for the Valve Type Template "Selector Valve" are listed in
the table for the "Selector Valve". See Selector Valve Type Parameters
[} 143].

Defining a new Valve Type Template
The PAL3 Firmware does provide predefined Valve Type templates for the most common
applications. If an application does require another Valve Type, it is possible to copy an
existing Valve Type and assign a new name to it. Important is to understand, that the
"Valve Type Class" is copied with and is not changeable. To start very new, select list
item "New Valve Drive", this gives the choice to select the "Valve Type Class" first. Valve
Type Class: "Injection Valve", "Selector Valve" or "Switching Valve".
Path: (Extended User Mode)
Start Screen ➨ Options ➨ Setup ➨ PALmodules ➨ Valve Types ➨ Options
Select list item "Copy" or to start from scratch, select list item "New Valve Type".

4.8.6.6 Defining a Software Obstacle
A Software "Obstacle" should be defined in case a "Column Selector Valve" is part of the
configuration and in certain cases it is also recommended if a "Switching Valve" is used.
In both cases the X-, Y-, and Z-positions are not known. A teaching is not required since
the PALhead does not need to be moved towards this position. However, this means that
the PALsystem does not recognize that a PALmodule is installed and movement of the
PALhead from one point to the other may cause a collision.
In the case of a staggered setup with an Injection Valve attached below a Switching
Valve, there may not be a risk of collision. But if the Switching Valve is installed to a sep-
arate Valve Drive in addition to that of the Injection Valve, then this position is not known
to the PALsystem. To be on the safe side, it is recommended to define an "Obstacle".
The same logic to define an "Obstacle" applies for the setup of a "Column Selector
Valve". As shown in the figure, the dimensions of the columns and connecting lines can
be wide and there is a potential risk of collision.
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Illustration 98: Injection and Switching Valves
separately installed.

Illustration 99: Setup of a Column Selector
Valve.

Use the following path for defining an obstacle: Start Screen ➨ Options
➨ Setup ➨ PALmodules ➨ Obstacles ➨ Options ➨ New Obstacle.
For a detailed description see "‘Setup’ Menu Item [} 427]".

4.8.7 Column Selector Valve

4.8.7.1 Introduction
The valves described in the previous sections are typically used for sample injection or as
switching valves for heart-cut or similar applications. The valve can switch between two
positions, Load – Inject. A "Selector Valve" can undergo continuous incremental revolu-
tions bi-directionally. This concept makes a wide range of applications possible. The most
common Selector Valve used and described in this section is the "Column Selector
Valve".
Other applications can be implemented by selecting the corresponding valve from the
valve manufacturer. See the specific information provided by the manufacturer.

4.8.7.2 Column Selector Valve
The basic concept for this type of valve is that multiple columns are permanently installed
in the system. The columns are linked to two valves with a special rotor design. A com-
mon inlet flow is guided to the desired column; the outlet flow goes to the second valve
and passes on to the detector. All other connections are dead-ended. See figure below.
The most common application for column selection makes use of two stream selector 6-
port valves. The recommendation is to connect the five columns, leaving the sixth posi-
tion only linked with tubing. This allows the system to be purged in situations where the
mobile phase has to be changed rapidly, or when a wash or neutralization is needed, etc.
The figure below shows this recommended setup, where a tube is installed instead of a
sixth column. The internal diameter of the tubing must be adjusted to the flow rate. See
also the poster from CTC Analytics "Tips & Hints for HPLC Technique".

Illustration 100: Flow Schematic for Column Selector Valve.
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4.8.7.3 Valve Type C5-10006DDG-CTC
Manufacturer: Valco/VICI

C5-Valve Variations
Stator | Rotor Material Bore size mm Remarks
N60 | Valcon H 0.25 Flow rate 0.5 to 5.0 mL/

min70 bar (5000 psi)
N60 | Valcon H 0.40 Flow rate 0.5 to 5.0 mL/

min345 bar (5000 psi)

4.8.7.4 Valve Installation and Plumbing

4.8.7.4.1 Valve Installation
The C5-1006DDG-CTC Selector Valve Option is shipped such that the two stream selec-
tor valve bodies are attached to the Actuator (angular gear). The figure belowshows an
enlarged drawing of the parts.

Illustration 101: C-5 Selector Valves attached to Actuator, Enlarged View.

The connection to the PAL Valve Drive is preconfigured. The adapter ring and the cou-
pling between the Valve Drive and the Actuator (angular gear) are shown in the figure be-
low in an enlarged view. The Actuator is connected to the Valve Drive. Tighten the screw
of the Valve Drive Adapter.

Illustration 102: Coupling of C-5 Selector Valve Assembly to Valve Drive.

4.8.7.4.2 C-5 Selector Valve Plumbing Schematic
The Column Selector Valve Plumbing is made according to the flow schematic shown
above in section "Column Selector Valve". The figure below shows the plumbing on one
of the selector valves, type C-5 Cheminert. The line from Port#1 will be connected to Port
#1 of the second valve. The other lines (columns) will be connected in sequence accord-
ingly.
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Illustration 103: Plumbing Schematic for C-5 Selector Valve.

The final setup with the columns installed will look like the example illustrated in the figure
below.

Illustration 104: C-5 Column Selector with installed Columns.

4.8.7.4.3 Selector Valve Type Parameters
Valve Type No. of Ports Port Count

Direction
Home Posi-
tion

Offset Port
1

Switch
Time

C5-1006DDG-CTC
ColSel6

6 ClockWise 1 0 deg 100 ms

C5F-1004D-CTC 8 ClockWise 1 0 deg 100 ms
Selector Valve
(Template)

8 ClockWise 1 0 deg 300 ms

A PALsystem configuration which includes a Selector Valve requires the
Selector Valve to be defined as software "Obstacle".
For the procedure to define a new Valve Type template, see "Parameters for Valve
Type Templates [} 140]".

4.8.8 Replacing a Valve or Valve Rotor
The replacement of the two Valves, Cheminert and Rheodyne Valves, and the corre-
sponding Valve Rotor is described.
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The replacement of a 10-port Injection Valve or a "Selector" Valve is iden-
tical to the corresponding procedure for a 6-port Valve. Identify the Valve
Drive type and the Valve type itself in order to select the necessary
steps.

Cheminert Type Valve
To replace and/or clean a Cheminert type injection valve, follow the steps shown in the
figure below.

Illustration 105: Replacing the Injection Valve VICI/Valco Cheminert Type.

1. Remove the sample loop, needle guide fitting and connection tubes from the valve
body.

2. Unscrew the Torx screw at the valve adapter, which holds the valve to the valve drive.
3. Check that the valve guide pin remains in its position and observe the guide marks as

shown in the figure above.
4. Install the replacement valve and reassemble following the above steps in the reverse

order.

Rheodyne Valve PD718-110 or PD718-202
To replace and/or clean the injection valve, Rheodyne PD718 type, follow the steps
shown in the figure below.

Illustration 106: Replacing the Injection Valve Rheodyne PD718 Type.
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1. Remove the sample loop, needle guide fitting and connection tubes from the valve
body.

2. Unscrew the threaded plastic sleeve at the valve adapter, which holds the valve to the
valve drive. Pull out the valve body from the drive sleeve.

3. Check that the valve guide pin remains in its position; observe the correct orientation
of the guiding pin as shown above for the Valve Drive position.

4. Install the replacement valve and reassemble following the above steps in the reverse
order.

4.8.9 Routine Operation
For routine operation of the HPLC technique, it is important to follow established good
laboratory practices. Important points, such as use of the appropriate tubing connections,
nuts and ferrules are described below.
There are also other important points to keep in mind. One point is the correct prepara-
tion of buffer solutions. For example, if salted buffer solutions are used, pay special atten-
tion during solution preparation (filtration). After finishing a routine run, the system should
be washed with a neutral solution, such as a mixture aqueous and organic solvent (de-
pending on the application) to eliminate the presence of crystals which could damage the
valve stator and/or rotor.
The poster prepared by CTC Analytics, Tips & Hints in the HPLC Technique, is a practical
guide to check these points. Further information is available from the valve manufacturer
or can be found in the technical literature.

4.8.9.1 Special Considerations for Troubleshooting

Tubing Connections
Special attention must be paid to all tubing connections. Common mistakes in routine
practice are:

• Nut and ferrule not connected tightly, resulting in leakage
• Pilot distance incorrect
• Tubes not cut square
• Wrong type of ferrule or nut used

Illustration 107: Definition of Terms for Tubing Connections.

Disregarding these basic rules could lead to:
• Dead volume
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• Peak deformation or peak splitting
• Carry-over effects
• Loss of peak resolution in the tubing between column and detector

Nut and Ferrule Tightening
Stepwise Tightening
The first important rule when tightening a nut and ferrule is to proceed stepwise:
1. Tighten the nut by hand as much as possible.
2. Continue to tighten using a wrench until resistance is felt. Add one or two quarter

turns to reach the sealing point.
3. Open the connection and remove the assembly to inspect the pilot distance, see fig-

ure above.
4. Install the assembly again and tighten the nut manually at first. Use the wrench to

reach the same sealing or resistance point as in the step before and add one extra
quarter turn to obtain the final seal.

5. Check the seal when liquid is pumped through the system. In case a leak is observed,
tighten once more by another quarter turn. The rule is to always go from leaking to
properly sealed, and never try to release an over-tightened seal.

Do not over-tighten the nut/ferrule. If a connection proves to be leaky, use another quar-
ter turn to tighten. Step-by-step tightening is the correct approach. Over-tightening even
once will damage the seat and the next connection can only be sealed by force. If the
seat is damaged, there is a high chance that the ferrule will stick and cannot be removed
without force or special tools (such as a drill).
If different materials are used, such as polymer tubing and nut together with a stainless
steel ferrule, then over-tightening is always a danger. The sst ferrule (stainless steel) will
bite into the polymer tube and block the flow.
When installing a tube with a narrow bend, typically a loop, it is advisable to fix one con-
nection first without inserting the second nut into its female counterpart. After tightening,
open the connection. Start preparing the second connection without inserting the first nut.
Open the second connection again and check the pilot distance. The last step is to insert
the complete tubing with the two connections and make a final seal as described above.
This stepwise installation of a bent tube is mandatory for PEEKsil tubing (fused silica tub-
ing sheathed with PEEK polymer).

Re-use of Installed Nuts/Ferrules
The second rule to be observed is: Do not re-use a previously-installed nut/ferrule for any
other connection.
Any tube with an installed nut/ferrule used for one purpose should not be installed for any
other application. Cut off a portion of the tube end until straight tubing is reached and re-
move the ferrule.
This rule also applies to loops. Never re-use a loop with another valve or a valve after ex-
changing the stator.
If a finger-tightened nut has been installed, replace that as well. If a stainless steel nut
has been used, ensure that the correct type is used; see details below. Newly installed
finger-tightened ferrules can hold a backpressure of up to 200 bars. This point also ap-
plies to "finger tightened nuts" which have been in use for a long time. Recent develop-
ments of new nuts and ferrules try to overcome this deficiency. Please observe the latest
developments on the market to find a suitable solution.

Pilot Distance Incorrect
When making a new tube connection it is critical to follow these guidelines:
1. Slip the nut and ferrule over the tube. The end of the tube should stick out approxi-

mately 50 mm (2 inches).
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2. Press the tube end firmly into its female counterpart for the connection.
3. Move the nut and ferrule together into the female counterpart for connection. At this

stage is it important to maintain pressure on the tube to avoid the tube slipping back-
wards, out of position.

4. Tighten the nut as described above.

Illustration 108: Pressing the Tube into Place.

Failure to follow this procedure will lead to an incorrect pilot distance, which will result in
actual dead volume (not delay volume).

Tube Not Cut Square
All tubes must be cut absolutely square. Any deviation from square causes a dead vol-
ume which yields carry-over and other chromatographic effects. This applies to stainless
steel, PEEK or Polymer tubing. It is important to use the correct tool for each material
when cutting a tube.
Stainless steel tubes are often cut using pliers. Often, an egg-shaped profile will result,
which will no longer seal and will result in dead volume. Dedicated pliers for HPLC tubing
are available; nevertheless, it is recommended to use precut tubing which is cut smooth,
clean and passivated.
Polymer tubes, such as PEEK, PTFE, PFA, etc., are soft and it is tempting to cut them
with any handy tool. Use only proper tubing cutters, which are commercially available
from many manufacturers. If the blade does not provide a clean, right-angled cut, use a
different technique or tool.
The best and most commonly-used method for cutting tubing of any material is to use a
cutter with an adjustable blade. Carry out the initial turns with the cutter, readjust the
blade a little, turn once more and adjust again until approximately half of the tubing wall is
cut. Hold the tube on both sides of the cut with flat-nose pliers and twist the tube until it
breaks. For polymer tubing, the same can be done by replacing the flat-nose pliers with
tweezers with a flat tip.
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Illustration 109: Illustration of various Tubing Cuts.

Wrong Nuts or Ferrules used
Do not use a nut or ferrule from a vendor other than specified for the product. The figure
below illustrates the resulting dead volume that occurs when an incorrect type is used for
connecting.
The second illustration below shows the various forms of the ferrules from different manu-
facturers. Be aware that some of them are very similar in shape but not similar enough to
use interchangeably.

Illustration 110: Dead Volume created due to wrong Ferrule Type.
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Illustration 111: Ferrule Types from various Vendors.

4.8.10 Limitations
• The PALseal inserted in the Injection Valve inlet port is made out of PEEK. Do not

use any solvent or combination of solvents which are not compatible with PEEK.

4.8.11 Maintenance and PM (Preventative Maintenance)
Regular maintenance helps to ensure the accuracy and precision of the PAL System.
Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures are given below to ensure smooth, unin-
terrupted operation.
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use cor-
rosive solvents, you may need to perform the maintenance procedure more frequently.

4.8.11.1 Maintenance

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Maintenance Step Interval
Clean the outside of the instrument.
Use only a soft, lint-free cloth dampened
with mild soap and water.

Weekly or as needed.

Check the connections for any leaks on a
regular basis.

Daily or as required.

Check for any fluid blockage in the waste
lines and all other tubing on a regular basis.

Daily or as required.

Check the quality of the valve rotor on a
regular basis. Chromatographic dysfunction
may be an indicator.

Annually or more often, depending on the
throughput and quality of sample solution
and mobile phase. As required.

Check the movement of the Valve Drive. Monthly or as required.
Check the PALseal for any leaks. Monthly or as required.
Replace the PALseal. Annually during PM Maintenance or as re-

quired.
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NOTICE
Risk of instrument damage.
There are no operator-serviceable or replaceable parts inside the power
supply. In case of failure, contact your CTC Analytics representative. For
further information, see also Section "Maintenance [} 715]".

4.8.11.2 Preventative Maintenance (PM)
The PM is described in the dedicated PM document. It is recommended to perform the
PM test at least once a year. The major point tested for the Valve Drive and Valves is the
general cleanliness and condition.
Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an annual PM on the PALrobot, in-
cluding the Valve Drive and Valve module.

4.8.12 Troubleshooting
This section lists the most important points to enable the user to overcome a faulty or
problematic situation.

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Observation Recommended Action
Valve Drive does not turn. Check the electrical connection to the PAL-

bus.
Show the "Location" (Blue status light ON at
front of Valve Drive).
Toggle the Valve Drive.
Path: Start Screen ➨ Valve Drive ➨ Valve
Drive ➨ LcInjectorValve ➨ Options
Valve Rotor and/or Stator defective. Disas-
semble the unit and check for any scratches
or deposits.

No peak detected in the chromatogram. Verify the plumbing.
Perform a manual injection and observe the
flow of the sample solution.
Valve Rotor and/or Stator defective. Disas-
semble the unit and check for any scratches
or deposits.
Verify the integrity of the syringe.
Verify the integrity of the valve seal (in-
serted on Port#1).

Carry-over. Check the chemistry of the composition of
the mobile phase, washing solvent and
sample solution.
Verify the plumbing of the valve tubing con-
nections.
Check the integrity of the PALseal.
Verify all the points listed in the poster
"Tips&Hints for HPLC Technique".
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Observation Recommended Action
Bad reproducibility of analytical data. Bad reproducibility can be caused by many

different factors. Verify the following points
with respect to the Valve Drive or Valve:
Check the method parameters, specifically
the syringe filling speed and the speed of
sample injection into the loop.
Verify the time "Move Delay" and expand
the time for testing.
Valve Rotor and/or Stator defective. Disas-
semble the unit and check for any scratches
or deposits.
Other chromatographic parameters that
may affect data reproducibility are de-
scribed in Section "Maintenance [} 715]".

See also Section "HPLC Technique regarding Chromatographic Effects [} 696]".

NOTICE
Risk of instrument damage
There are no operator-serviceable or replaceable parts inside the power
supply. In case of failure, contact your CTC Analytics representative.

4.9 Extension Module

Illustration 112: Active PALmodule "Extension".

The Extension Module is an active PALmodule. Communication and control is provided
through the PALbus from the PALsystem.

4.9.1 Extension Module Technical Data
Electrical Connectors:

2 x PALbus conector
(for daisy chaining of the module)
2 x Analog Input (AnalogIn)
(e.g. for pressure sensors)
3 x Analog Power Output (AnalogOut)
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1 x Temperature Control (TempCtrl3)
4 x Contact Closure (SWOut)
1 x Temperature Sensing (TempIn)
6 x Digital I/O (TTLIn or TTLOut)
1 x Stepper Motor Drive (Motor)
1 x Stepper Motor Drive (Home)
Dimensions in mm (inches)
Width 126 (4.96)

[including cable
connectors 226
mm (8.90)]

Depth 340 (13.39)
Height 33 (1.30)
Weight in kg (pounds)
Extension Module 0.98 (2.16)
Associated cable 0.15 (0.33)

For the situation of the interfaces within the module see the picture below.
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Illustration 113: Interfaces of the Extension Module.

4.9.2 Installation of the Extension Module
The Extension Module is installed to the rear side of the x-Axis.
The installation of the Extension Module is described below:
1. Loosen the Torx screw on the mounting bracket for the module.
2. Be sure that the clamp fits completely into the grooves. Tighten the Torx screw until

the mounting clamp is firmly in place.
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3. Double check whether the Extension Module clamp is correctly attached to the X-Axis
(See Section "Assembling the PAL3 System [} 372]").

Illustration 114: Installing the Extension Module.

4.9.3 Electrical Connections
NOTICE
Risk of electrical damage.
The PAL System might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before making any electrical connections.

How to establish the electrical connections is described below:
1. Connect the supplied Extension Module control cable from the connector on the side

of the module to the PALcontrol interface jack marked with "PALbus", or if this is al-
ready occupied, to another Active PALmodule with an open jack. For details see the
figure below.
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Illustration 115: Electrical Connections of the Extension Module with PALbus.

4.9.4 Operation Instructions
The parameters for the different interfaces are accessible via the start screen using the
access level "Extended User".
Select the "IO Extension 1" module directly from the start screen:
Start Screen > IO Extension
Select from the "Options" pull-up menu the item Setup | PALmodules | I/O Interfaces;
All interfaces that are offered by the Extension Module can be configured as described in
the sections below.

Extension Module List Items
Item Description
AnalogIn1 – Analo-
gIn2

Two analog inputs.

AnalogOut1 – Analo-
gOut3

Up to three analog outputs. "AnalogOut3" can be configured as
"TempCtrl3" by checking the checkbox of the parameter "Use
Temp Ctrl."

Stepper 1 Control for stepper motor.
SWOut1 – SWOut4 Four contact closure interfaces.
TempCtrl3 Heating interface for Temperature Control.
TempIn1 Displays the temperature, as measured by a connected Pt100

temperature sensor. Read-only.
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Item Description
TTL1 – TTL6 Six TTL-interfaces which can be configured either as input (e.g.

"TTLIn1"), or as output (e.g. "TTLOut2"). Configuration is done via
the 6 parameters "TTL1 Dir. – TTL6 Dir".

Function A free definable text which may help to identify the purpose of the
Extension Module. Advantageously the name/description of the
device connected to the Extension Module. Will be part of the
name for the List item of the Stepper motor control.
Note: It is mandatory to specify a text under "Function" for being
able to export or persist a configuration.

TTL1 Dir. – TTL6 Dir. Six parameters that specify the direction ("Input" or "Output") for
the six TTL-interfaces.

Use Temp Ctrl. If the corresponding checkbox is checked, "AnalogOut3" will be
used as "TempCtrl3" for temperature control.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
Importing a predefined configuration from a USB Stick (Extended User Level required)
might be the more common way to set up the Extension Module for a certain task. To Im-
port a Device Configuration enter the Extension Module Pull-Up Menu:

Extension Module "Options" Pull-up Menu
Item Description
Export Device Configuration Exports the configuration of the Extension

Module to a file on a USB Stick.
Import Device Configuration Imports a configuration of the Extension

Module for a certain task from a USB Stick.
Persist Device Configuration The current configuration, as visible on the

Terminal, is made persistent.

Before you can export or persist a device configuration, you need to
specify a name for the configuration using the parameter “Function”.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

4.9.4.1 Analog Inputs
The Extension Module offers two analog inputs, AnalogIn1 and AnlogIn2. These inter-
faces may be used e.g. for the connection of pressure sensors. Just like the Analog Out-
puts, the Analog Inputs need to be assigned to a corresponding signal under the path
Setup | PALmodules | Signals.
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Illustration 116: Analog Inputs Illustration 117: Parameters for Analog Inputs

Analog Input List Items
Item Description
ADC Value The ADC Value (Analog Digital Convert value). This value is di-

rectly calculated from the measured voltage (12 bit) of the at-
tached sensor. Read-only.

Voltage The Input Voltage. Read-only.

4.9.4.2 Analog Outputs
Three analog outputs are available (AnalogOut1 – AnalogOut3). After configuration of
each output it needs to be assigned to a corresponding output signal under the path
Setup | PALmodules | Signals.
A yellow LED indicates an active signal on the corresponding interface. The intensity of
the LED corresponds to the applied voltage.

If the temperature control feature for a Pt1000 temperature sensor shall
be used, the third analog output ("AnalogOut3") can be assigned to the
temperature control by activating the check box of the parameter "Use
temp. Ctrl.". The analog output "AnalogOut3" will then be renamed to
"TempCtrl3" and offer a different set of parameters. Please refer to the
section "Temperature Control" below for more details.

Illustration 118: Analog Outputs Illustration 119: Parameters for Anlaog Out-
puts
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Illustration 120: Parameters for the Analog Outputs in signal diagram.

Analog Output List Items
Item Description
Signal On The ADC Value (Analog Digital Convert value). This value is di-

rectly calculated from the measured voltage (12 bit) of the at-
tached sensor. Read-only.

Burst Duration The duration for a burst with an increased voltage.
Burst Voltage The voltage for the burst.
Current Limit The maximum suppliable current.
Output Voltage The voltage for the output signal.
PowerOff Timeout The duration for the signal to be applied.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

4.9.4.3 Temperature Control
The temperature control of the extension module consists of two interfaces – one for
reading the temperature from a PT1000 temperature sensor (TempIn1) and one for heat-
ing (TmpCtrl3). The parameters for the TmpCtrl3 interface are only accessible, if the ana-
log output "AnalogOut3" has been reconfigured to "TempCtrl3" by activating the checkbox
of the parameter "Use temp. Ctrl."
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Illustration 121: "Use tem. Ctrl." activated Illustration 122: Interfaces "TempCtrl3" and
"TempIn1" become accessible

The only parameter available for "TempIn1" is "Temperature" which displays the read in
temperature delivered by a Pt1000 sensor.
The interface for heating "TempCtrl3" offers a larger set of parameters, which can be
found in the table below.

Temperature Control List Items
Item Description
TempIn1
Temperature The temperature read in from the Pt1000 sensor. Read-only.
TempCtrl3
Actual Temp The actual temperature. Read-only.
Stby Temperature The standby temperature to go to in idle state. (If "Stdby Temp

Control" is checked.)
Temp Setpoint The current target temperature. Read-only.
Calib. Temp. 1 Calibration temperature 1 for the two-point calibration.
Calib. Temp. 2 Calibration temperature 2 for the two-point calibration.
Current Limit The maximum current to be used for temperature control. If ex-

ceeded, an error will occur and the controller will be switched off.
Int. Output Limit Maximum Output Voltage (integral part of PID controller).
Max Temperature Maximum temperature to be set.
Maximum Slope Maximum slope for the nominal temperature curve.
Min Temperature Minimum temperature to be set.
Output Limit Maximum output voltage of the controller.
PID D Flt. Time
Const

Differentiator filter time constant of the PID controller.

PID D Time Const Differentiator time constant of the PID controller.
PID Gain Gain of the PID controller.
PID I Time Integrator time constant of the PID controller.
Stby Temp Control If switched off, the module will not go to standby temperature if

idle.
Temp. Error Limit Maximum tolerable control error (nominal temperature – actual

temperature). If exceeded the temperature control is switched off
with an error.

Temp. Offset Offset of the two-point calibration.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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Temperature Control "Options" Pull-up Menu
Item Description
Activate Standby
Temperature

Sets the connected Hardware to the specified standby tempera-
ture.

4.9.4.4 Contact Closure (SWOut)
Four contact closure interfaces (SWOut1 – SWOut4) are available. A yellow LED indi-
cates a closed contact.

Illustration 123: "SWOut" interfaces. Illustration 124: Parameters of "SWOut"

Item Description
Signal On If checkbox is checked, the signal is switched on.
Low Active Setting the mark to "Low Active" selects this status (logical low, bi-

nary 0). Low Active disabled means that "High Active" (logical
high, binary 1) is active.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

4.9.4.5 Digital I/O (TTLIn or TTLOut)
Each of the six TTL interfaces can be configured either as In- or as Output. The configu-
ration is done via the six parameters (TTL1 Dir. – TTL6 Dir.) which can each be set to "In-
put" or "Output", determining the direction of the interfaces:

Illustration 125: Each TTL Interface can be
set to "Input" or "Ouput"

Illustration 126: Interface "TTL2" configured
as "Input" (TTLIn2)
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A green LED indicates an applied voltage of 5 V.

Item Description
TTLOut
Signal On If checkbox is checked, the signal is switched on.
Low Active Setting the mark to "Low Active" selects this status (logical low, bi-

nary 0). Low Active disabled means that "High Active" (logical
high, binary 1) is active.

TTLIn
Signal On If checkbox is checked, the signal is switched on.
Debounce Time The minimum time span, a signal has to be applied to an input to

be recognized and processed.
Low Active Setting the mark to "Low Active" selects this status (logical low, bi-

nary 0). Low Active disabled means that "High Active" (logical
high, binary 1) is active.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

4.9.4.6 Stepper
The parameters for the control of a stepper motor are accessible from the IO Extension
Module screen:

Illustration 127: "Stepper" Interface selected Illustration 128: Parameters of the "Stepper"
interface

Item Description
Actual Position The current position of the Stepper motor. Read-only.
Acc. Current Stepper current during acceleration. Should be bigger than or

equal to the value for "Move current".
Conversion Factor Conversion factor for the conversion of a user defined unit

into the hardware unit (rad). The factor is [number of user
units / rad].

Dec. Current Stepper current during deceleration. Should be bigger than or
equal to the value for "Move current".

Electr. Constant Electrical constant for the stepper motor. Calculated in con-
text with the BEMF (back electromotive force):
ke = BEMF [Vp-p] / BEMF-frequency [Hz].
(Calculated on one phase of stepper motor in generator
mode.)

Full Step Speed The speed at which the stepper motor switches from micro-
step mode to full-step mode.
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Item Description
Home Dir. Positive Set to "Yes", if the motor shall reach the home position in pos-

itive direction.
Home Position Defines the Home Position for the stepper motor.
Home Speed Speed for automatic homing. If set to "0” no automatic homing

will be performed.
Inverted Direction Determines the direction of the motor rotation. If set to "Yes"

the direction will be inverted.
KThermal Temperature compensation factor for compensating the resis-

tance of the windings.
Max Accelaration Maximum applicable acceleration during one single move-

ment.
Max Deceleration Maximum applicable deceleration during one single move-

ment.
Max Mod. Position Maximum modulo position – if reached the next position will

be set "Min Mod. Position" and vice versa.
Max Position Maximum position of the stepper motor.
Max Velocity Maximum speed of the stepper motor.
Mech. Settl. Time Mechanical Settling Time.
Min Mod. Position Minimum modulo position – if reached the next position will be

set "Max Mod. Position" and vice versa.
Min Position Minimum position of the stepper motor.
Move Current Maximum current for the stepper motor during movement.
No. of Pole Pairs Number of pole pairs. 50 pole pairs correspond to 200 full-

steps per rotation.
Overcurrent Thld. Overcurrent Threshold – if exceeded, the stepper motor will

be switched off and an error message will be triggered.
Phase Inductance Phase inductance of the stepper motor.
Phase Resistance Wire resistance value per phase winding of the stepper motor.
Stall Threshold Stall current threshold – if exceeded, a "StepLoss"-error is

triggered.
Standstill Current Current for dynamically keeping the stepper motor stationary

during operation.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Stepper "Options" Pull-up Menu
Item Description
Enable Stepper Switches the stepper motor on.
Disable Stepper Switches the stepper motor off.
Stop Stepper Stops a running stepper motor.
Home Stepper Performs a homing procedure for the stepper motor.

4.9.5 Limitations
Due to the power consumption of the Extension Module it is not possible to operate more
than one Extension Module connected to one and the same PALbus of the PAL System.
Since the PAL System offers two PALbus connectors no more than two Extension Mod-
ules can be operated on one PAL System at once.
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4.9.6 Maintenance and PM (Preventative Maintenance)
Regular maintenance helps to ensure the accuracy and precision of the PAL System.
Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures are given below to ensure smooth, unin-
terrupted operation.
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use cor-
rosive solvents, you may need to perform the maintenance procedure more frequently.

4.9.6.1 Maintenance

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Maintenance Step Interval
Clean the outside of the Extension Module.
Use only a soft, lint-free cloth dampened
with mild soap and water.

Weekly or as needed.

For further information, see also Section "Maintenance [} 715]".

4.9.6.2 Preventative Maintenance (PM)
The PM is described in the dedicated PM document. It is recommended to perform the
PM test at least once a year. The major point tested for the Stack Module is its general
cleanliness and condition.
Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an annual PM on the PALrobot, in-
cluding the Stack module.

4.10 SPME Conditioning

Two different modules for conditioning are available:
• The SPME Fiber Conditioning Module is an optional device used for conditioning or

cleaning of Smart SPME (Solid Phase Micro Extraction) fibers.
• The SPME Arrow Conditioning Module is an optional device used for conditioning or

cleaning of Smart SPME Arrows.
– A flow of inert gas protects the SPME Arrow / SPME Fiber from degradation when

it is exposed to elevated temperatures. The temperature for conditioning or clean-
ing can be selected.

SPME Fiber Conditioning Module SPME Arrow Conditioning Module
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The Conditioning Modules are fully integrated in the PAL System (PALbus) as active
modules. The temperature setting can be selected by the user.

4.10.1 Conditioning Module Technical Data
SPME Fiber Conditioning
Module

SPME Arrow Conditioning
Module

Part Number NH-02-01 NH-03-01
Temperature Control 30°C – 350°C Selectable in 1°C increments.
Electrical Connectors PALbus (2 connectors for daisy chaining)
Dimensions in mm (inches)
Width 44 (1.73) 44 (1.73)
Depth 190 (7.48) 190 (7.48)
Height 160 (6.30) 166 (6.54)
Weight in kg (pounds)
Conditioning Module (incl.
Cable)

1.08 (2.38) 1.20 (2.65)

4.10.2 Installation of Conditioning Modules
Before beginning the assembly process, determine approximately where the Conditioning
Module will be located.
If there is not enough space between the X-Axis of the PALrobot and the GC top cover,
consider installing the module outside of the GC frame to the far left or far right side.
If the Conditioning Module is to be installed with an existing PALrobot, another hardware
module may need to be shifted. Remember to re-position the modules according to the
PAL System manual.

SPME Fiber Conditioning Module SPME Arrow Conditioning Module
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1. Loosen the Torx screw on the mounting clamp located on the top side of the Con-
ditioning Module.

2. Be sure that the clamp fits entirely into the grooves. Tighten the Torx screw until
the mounting clamp is firmly in place.

3. Double check whether the Conditioning Module clamp is correctly attached to the
X-Axis (See Section "Assembling the PAL3 System [} 372]").

4.10.3 Electrical Connections
NOTICE
Risk of electrical damage.
The PAL System might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before making any electrical connections.

Connect the Conditioning Module control cable from the connector on the rear side of the
module to a PALcontrol interface jack marked with "PALbus", or if both of them are al-
ready occupied to another Active PALmodule with an open jack. For details see figure be-
low.

Illustration 129: Conditioning Module Electrical and Gas Connections
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4.10.4 Gas-Line Connections
 DANGER

Risk of explosion.
1. Do not use hydrogen or any other explosive gas or gas mixtures for the

SPME Fiber Conditioning Module. Recommended gases are helium or
nitrogen.

One end of the supplied black gas tube is connected to the gas purge regulator supplied
with the PALrobot; see Section "Installing the Purge Gas Pressure Regulator (only PAL
RTC and PAL RSI) [} 388]". Remove the blind-plug at the gas purge regulator and con-
nect the corresponding reducing union supplied with the installation kit. The other side of
the gas tube is connected with a 1/8 inch Swagelok nut to the Conditioning Module. The
installation of this second gas line is displayed in the figure below.

Illustration 130: Gas Tube Connection from Pressure Regulator to Conditioning Module

4.10.5 Conditioning Module Position Teaching
The module Teaching Position is located as indicated in the figure below. The teach posi-
tion is located at the larger hole (rear position) on top of the module. The lower needle
guide should be centered in the hole.
For the SPME Fiber Conditioning Module make sure that the SPME Adapter attached to
the Stack Drawer Magnet presses the spring loaded valve completely down. (This valve
is not present for the SPME Arrow Conditioning Module.)

SPME Fiber Conditioning Module SPME Arrow Conditioning Module
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Attach the red vial transport ring to the lower needle guide;
See Chapter "PALmodule Teaching step-by-step [} 403]" for information about how to
teach a Conditioning Module.

4.10.6 Operation Instructions

Gas Flow Setting and Initial Operation

 CAUTION
Risk of hot machine parts!
Minor burns can result.

1. The Conditioning Modules can be operated at maximum temperature of
350 °C. When operated at this temperature, the outer surface will reach
approx. 70 °C. Do not touch the outside of the Conditioning Module.

4.10.6.1 Gas Flow Setting
The gas flow is regulated by the Purge Gas Pressure Regulator. The setting of the sec-
ondary regulator is the same as for Headspace Analysis: approx. 0.5 bar.
The Fiber Conditioning Modules have a built-in, internal flow restriction. The typical flow
rate yields approx. 6 mL/min if only the rear position is used. If both positions are used
(front and rear), the flow is divided approximately in half.
The gas flow for the two positions is pneumatically separated. Both channels can be used
independently of each other.

The restriction is a frit installed in the SwageLok® union at the condition-
ing station housing (connection to the gas tube). In case of blockage,
clean the frit with an intense flow of gas from the reverse side or wash it
in an ultrasonic bath with an appropriate solvent. As a good starting
point, an aqueous mixture of an alcohol is recommended for washing.
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4.10.6.2 Initial Operation
After setting up the entire PAL System it is advisable to check the functionality of each
PALmodule. The SPME Fiber Conditioning Module can be checked by using the PALter-
minal, without any control from the CDS software.
Follow the path described below to check the initial operation.
For the SPME Fiber Conditioning Module:
Start Screen > SPMECondModule > Options
For the SPME Arrow Conditioning Module:
Start Screen > SPMEArrowCondModule > Options

Conditioning Module List Items
Item Description
ActualTemp Reads out the actual temperature of the module; read-only

function.
Gas Valve Indicates, if the gas valve for the purge gas is currently open,

or closed. This is a read-only parameter that is available only
for the PAL SPME Arrow Conditioning Module.

MaxTemperature Sets the upper temperature limit.The Maximum Temperature
which can be set is 350 °C, but this parameter is often defined
by the specific needs for the application.

Min Temperature Sets the minimal temperature limit (minimal temperature).
Stdby Temp Control If switched off, the module will not go to standby temperature

if idle.
StandbyTemperature The Standby Temperature can be adjusted to the applica-

tion"s requirements. Setting the Standby Temperature using
this function does not yet activate the newly-selected temper-
ature. To activate it, go to the pull-up menu "Options" and se-
lect "Activate Standby Temperature"; see description be-
low.The Standby Temperature is activated when the PAL-
robot is powered up. In routine use, the Standby Temperature
is activated after a job has been terminated. The Standby
Temperature is typically lower than the application tempera-
ture.

Temp Setpoint Shows the actual target temperature. Read-only.
Def Ndl Penetr Depth Defines the penetration depth of the SPME Needle in the

module.
Max Ndl Penetr Depth Upper limit of penetration depth of the SPME needle in the

module.
Temp. Offset The Offset temperature used, if a temperature calibration has

been performed. Possible values are between -10 °C and +10
°C.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Conditioning Module "Options" Pull-up Menu
Item Description
Reset to Default Sets the value for the selected item back to the default value.
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task serves

as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-positions are de-
fined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, return to the Menu
"Setup" for readjustment of the teaching position. Please note that
this action can be done under the "Extended User Level" but not
under "User Level".
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Item Description
Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined again, for

teaching.
Activate Standby
Temperature

This task activates the newly-set Standby Temperature.

Open gas valve for 5
minutes

Opens the gas valve for purging the rear conditioning chamber.
This parameter is available only for the PAL SPME Arrow Condi-
tioning Module.

Close gas valve Closes the gas valve for purging the rear conditioning chamber.
This parameter is available only for the PAL SPME Arrow Condi-
tioning Module.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

When the Standby Temperature is changed under the SPME Fiber Condi-
tioning Module List Item, the newly-selected temperature is not immedi-
ately active. Use the pull-up menu "Options" and select "Activate
Standby Temperature". This second step activates the new Standby
Temperature.

It is recommended to create a backup file when a PALmodule has been
added or moved in the PALsystem.

4.10.6.3 Conditioning Module Routine Operation
If a Conditioning module is part of the cycle used to run samples in routine work, such as
the typical SPME cycle, the necessary parameters to operate the module can be selected
under "Activities".
For the SPME Fiber Conditioning Module, the PALhead needle guide with the installed
Stack Drawer Magnet and SPME Adapter will "sit" on the spring-loaded gas valve. At this
point, the gas flow is activated. Leaving this position will close the gas valve, reducing
gas consumption to a minimum. For the SPME Arrow Conditioning Module this "mechani-
cally" operated gas valve is not necessary. The gas flow in this module is regulated using
an internal valve which is operated by the software as soon as a SPME Arrow is inserted.

4.10.6.3.1 Using the Front Position to Condition a spare SPME Fiber / spare
SPME Arrow

The Front Position can not be used for conditioning of Smart SPME Ar-
rows or Smart SPME Fibers!

4.10.7 Limitations
• The front position can not be used with Smart SPME Arrows / Smart SPME Fibers.
• Temperature range +30 to 350°C
• The conditioning Modules are not tested and not validated for HPLC Technique. In-

tended use for GC technique only.
• Due to the power consumption of the module it is not possible to operate more than

one conditioning module connected to one and the same PALbus of the PAL System.
Since the PAL System offers two PALbus connectors no more than two conditioning
modules can be operated on one PAL System at once.
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4.10.8 Maintenance and PM (Preventative Maintenance)
Performing maintenance regularly will help ensure the accuracy and precision of the PAL
System. Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures to ensure uninterrupted opera-
tion are given below.
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use ag-
gressive solvents, you may need to perform maintenance procedures more frequently.

4.10.8.1 Maintenance

 CAUTION
Risk of hot machine parts!
Minor burns can result.

1. Before any maintenance step is initiated, power down the PALrobot. To
avoid any burns be careful when touching the module or parts which
have been inserted into the unit, such as the thermocouple.

Maintenance Step Interval
Cleaning the outside of the conditioning
module: Use only a soft lint-free cloth
dampened with mild soap and water.

Weekly or as needed.

Check opening and closing of the gas purge
valve.

Weekly or as needed.

Check purge gas flow. Monthly or as needed
For the SPME Arrow Conditioning Module:
Check the liners (front and rear position) for
damage or stain and replace if necessary
(see description below).

Monthly or as needed

See as well section "Maintenance [} 715]".

Replacing the liners of a SPME Arrow Conditioning Module
Check the liner of the rear position
Unscrew and remove the screw cap of the rear position (1). The liner will get stuck to the
cap, so it can be pulled out easily – if not it can be “picked up” and pulled out with the
screw cap. Make sure not to lose the black o-ring (2). Replace the liner (3) with a new
one (if necessary) and reassemble the Conditioning Module.

Illustration 131: Replacement of the liner on the rear position.
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Check the liner in the front position

You have to remove the screw cap of the rear position first, to get access
to the screw cap of the front position for removal (see description
above).

Unscrew and remove the screw cap of the front position (1). The liner will get stuck to the
cap, so it can be pulled out easily – if not it can be “picked up” and pulled out with the
screw cap. Make sure not to lose the black o-ring (2). Replace the liner (3) with a new
one (if necessary) and reassemble the Conditioning Module.

Illustration 132: Replacement of the liner on the front position.

4.10.8.2 Preventative Maintenance (PM)
The PM is described in the dedicated PM document. It is recommended to perform the
PM test at least once a year. The major points tested for the conditioning modules are the
heating, purge gas flow, purge gas valve tightness, and general cleanliness and condi-
tion.
Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an annual preventative mainte-
nance on the PALrobot, including the conditioning module.

4.10.9 Troubleshooting
This section lists the most important points to enable the user to overcome a faulty or
problematic situation.

 CAUTION
Risk of hot machine parts!
Minor burns can result.

1. Do not touch hot parts or surfaces.
2. Before any repair step is initiated, power down the PALrobot and ensure

that the temperature inside the unit is below 50 °C to avoid any burns.
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Observation Recommended Action
Module does not respond to initiation step. • Check control cable connections.

• Check the availability of the conditioning
module within the software. If not avail-
able, is the PALrobot configuration laid
out for liquid injection only? If necessary
load a backup file prepared for liquid,
headspace and SPME technique.

Check for a "Pending Message" and if nec-
essary take corrective actions.

No purge gas flow Disconnect the purge gas tube at the mod-
ule side; remove the SwageLok union and
clean the frit installed.

Purge Gas Valve does not open on a SPME
Fiber Conditioning Module.

Manually move the valve pin up and down
to check for any restriction or a broken
spring. When in doubt, contact your CTC
Analytics representative for technical assis-
tance.

4.10.10 SPME Fiber Technique
The SPME Fiber technique is briefly covered in Section 6.5: "SPME fiber Tool" [} 304].

4.11 Centrifuge Modules

Illustration 133: Centrifuge Module with external power supply

The Centrifuge Module is an active PALmodule which can be used for centrifugation of
samples or other compounds in vials. Two different models are available: the "Centrifuge
module 2 mL" and the "Centrifuge Module Combi".
The Centrifuge Module 2 mL supports centrifugation of up to eight 2 mL-vials with a maxi-
mum RCF of 5000*G.
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The Centrifuge Module Combi supports the centrifugation of either up to four 2 ml vials,
two 10 mL vials or two 20 mL vials. The maximum RCF is 2000*G.

4.11.1 Intended use
The purpose of the Centrifuge Module as an optional module of the PAL3 autosampler is
adding centrifugation as additional step to the sample preparation. The Centrifuge Mod-
ule must not be used for microbiological samples (bacteriological cultures, cell cultures)
or flammable or explosive substances or mixtures.

4.11.2 Scope of delivery
Pieces Item Part number
1 Centrifuge Module Centrifuge Module 2 mL:

PAL3-Centrifuge-2mL
Centrifuge Module Combi:
PAL3-Centrifuge-Combi

1 Power Supply PAL3-POWERSUPPLY
1 Power Cable -
1 Daisy chain cable PAL3-BusCable-850

4.11.2.1 Centrifuge Module Technical Data
Centrifuge Module 2 mL Centrifuge Module Combi

Dimensions in mm (inches)
Width 222.6 (87.64)
Depth 326.2 (128.43)

380 (149.61) module including cables
Height 185.0 (72.83)
Weight in kg (pounds)
Centrifuge Module 10.5 (23.2)
Electrical Connectors PALbus (2 connectors for daisy chaining).
Sample Capacity 8 vial positions for 2 mL vials

(magnetic cap only).
4 vial positions for 2 mL vials
(magnetic cap only).
or
2 vial positions for 10 mL
vials (magnetic cap only).
or
2 vial positions for 20 mL
vials (magnetic cap only)

Electrical power supply 36V DC PAL power 200 W

4.11.2.2 Relation between RPM and RCF

Centrifuge Module 2 mL
RPM RCF (x g) RPM RCF (x g)
500 24 4500 1953
1000 96 5000 2411
1500 217 5500 2918
2000 386 6000 3472
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RPM RCF (x g) RPM RCF (x g)
2500 603 6500 4075
3000 868 7000 4726
3500 1182 7200 5000
4000 1543

Centrifuge Module Combi
RPM RCF (x g)
500 22
1000 87
1500 195
2000 347
2500 543
3000 781
3500 1063
4000 1389
4500 1758
4800 2000

4.11.3 Removing the transport lock
The transport lock is a piece of foam that is clamped into the opening of the Centrifuge
Module to avoid movement of the rotor during transport.
It can be removed by pulling it gently out.

NOTICE
Make sure, the transport lock has been removed, before you put
the Centrifuge Module into operation!
Otherwise the Centrifuge Module will not work.

4.11.4 Installation of the Centrifuge Module
 CAUTION

The Centrifuge Module is heavy.
In case the Centrifuge Module slips down, crushed fingers or damage to de-
vices/equipment located below may result.

1. It is recommended to use two people when mounting the Centrifuge
Module device to the X-Axis, moving it on the X-Axis, or removing it
from the X-Axis.

1. Loosen the two Torx screws on the two Centrifuge Module mounting brackets;
2. Carefully lift the Centrifuge Module up and slide the mounting brackets into the

grooves at the bottom of the X-axis (see figure below).
3. Be sure that the clamps fit completely into the grooves. Alternately tighten the two

Torx screws until the two mounting clamps are firmly in place;
4. Double check whether the Centrifuge Module clamps are correctly attached to the X-

Axis. (See Section 7.4: "Assembling PALsystem" [} 372].)
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Illustration 134: Installing the Centrifuge Module to the X-axis of teh PAL System.

4.11.5 Electrical Connections
NOTICE
Risk of electrical damage.
The PAL System might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before making any electrical connections.
2. Make sure the device complies with the local voltage range before con-

necting.
3. The external power supply must be connected to an outlet with a ground

connection.
4. Use a plug-in location which allows to disconnect the device at any time.

1. Connect the supplied Daisy chain cable from the connector on the rear side of the
Centrifuge Module (Pos.1 in figure below) to the PALcontrol interface jack marked
with "PALbus", or if this is already occupied, to another Active PALmodule with an
open jack.

2. Connect the DC-cable of the PALpower Module (Power Supply) to the corresponding
port (Pos. 2 in figure below) on the back of the Centrifuge Module.

3. Connect the power cord to a wall outlet.
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Illustration 135: Electrical connections of the Centrifuge Module.

4.11.6 Centrifuge Module Teaching Position
The teaching position of the Centrifuge Module is shown below:
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Illustration 136: Teaching Position for Centrifuge Module.

See chapter 7.7.2: "PALmodule Teaching step-by-step" [} 403] for an explanation of how
to teach the Centrifuge Module.

It is recommended to create a backup file when a PALmodule has been
added to or moved within the PALsystem.

4.11.7 Operation Instructions

4.11.7.1 Initial Operation
After setting up the entire PAL System it is advisable to check the functionality of each
PALmodule. Some functionality of the Centrifuge Module can be checked by using the
PALterminal, without any control from the CDS software.
Refer to the description of the parameters below for details.

Centrifuge Module List Items
Follow the path Start Screen > Options > Setup > PALmodules > Centrifuge

Item Description
Board This menu is empty.
Drive
Actual Speed
Actual Position

The actual speed of the rotor in RPM. Read-only
The actual position of the rotor in [°]. Read-only

Actual g-Force The actual acceleration.
Actual Rotor Temp. The actual temperature of the rotor in [°C]. Read-only
Actual Speed The actual speed of the rotor in RPM. Read-only
Auto Stop An automatic switch off of the Centrifuge Module after a

certain period of time can be set.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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Centrifuge Module "Options" Pull-up Menu Items
Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-
positions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is
off, return to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the
teaching position. Please note that this action can be done
under the "Extended User Level" but not under "User
Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined
again, for teaching.

Home Centrifuge The drive of the Centrifuge Module is homed.
Start Centrifuge This Task starts the Centrifuge Module with a selectable

speed. It may be used to test the Centrifuge Module func-
tion or the spinning speed for particular applications.
Speed: Select the required speed.
Press "Run" to start the Centrifuge Module. To stop the
Centrifuge Module, choose "Stop Centrifuge".

Stop Centrifuge Stops a running centrifuge module.
Open Cover Opens the Cover of the Centrifuge Module.
Close Cover Closes the Cover of the Centrifuge Module.
Disable Rotor "Disabling the Rotor" allows the manual turning of the ro-

tor. It can be selected, if also the Cover shall be opened.
Disabling of the rotor is started with "Run".

Switch Position The rotor position under the cover can be switched (Index
1 to Index 8).

Reset Emergency Shutdown If an emergency shutdown of the Centrifuge Module has
been triggered, because an imbalance of the rotor has
been detected, an error message is set preventing the
Centrifuge Module from being started again. This error
message (visible as Pending Message) can be reset using
the functionality "Reset Emergency Shutdown".

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

4.11.7.2 Loading the rotor
The loading of the rotor is done automatically using the corresponding activities of the
software script.

Centrifuge Module 2 mL
The weight of each vial is limited to a total of 5 g. This includes the vial, the cap and the
content of the vial.
The actual weight of each vial may vary by ± 5% (± 0.1 g for a 2 mL vial based on a refer-
ence density of 1 g/cm3)
To prevent imbalance, the rotor must always be loaded symmetrically. Only even num-
bers of vials (2, 4, 6 or 8) are allowed for loading the rotor. If an uneven number of vials
has to be centrifuged, a vial of the same weight has to be used as counterweight for the
unpaired vial. The following options for loading the rotor are possible, all other options are
prohibited:
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Illustration 137: Loading options for the rotor (Loaded positions marked green).

Centrifuge Module Combi
The weight of each vial is limited to a total of 5 g (2 mL vials), 22 g (10 mL vials) and 36 g
(20 mL vials). This includes the vial, the cap and the content of the vial.
The actual weight of the dosed volume for each vial may vary by ± 5% (± 0.1 g for a 2 mL
vial, ± 0.5 g for a 10 mL vial, ± 1 g for a 20 mL vial. Based on a reference density of 1 g/
cm3)
To prevent imbalance, the rotor must always be loaded symmetrically. Only even num-
bers of vials (2 or 4) are allowed for loading the rotor. If an uneven number of vials has to
be centrifuged, a dummy vial of the same weight has to be used as counterweight for the
unpaired vial. The following options for loading the rotor are possible, all other options are
prohibited:

Illustration 138: Loading options for the rotor (Loaded positions marked green for 2mL, red for 10
mL and blue for 20mL).

4.11.8 Emergency Shutdown
The Centrifuge Module triggers an emergency shutdown if an imbalance of the rotor
(caused by an irregular loading of the rotor) was detected. In case an emergency shut-
down has been performed, an error message in form of a pending message is generated,
preventing the Centrifuge Module from being started again. A restart of the Centrifuge
Module is only possible, if the cause for the emergency shutdown has been remedied
and the emergency shutdown has been reset in extended user mode via the correspond-
ing command in the "Options" menu of the Centrifuge Module.
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4.11.9 Limitations
– The Centrifuge Module must not be used with flammable or explosive substances or

mixtures.
– The Centrifuge Module must not be used with microbiological samples.
– The Centrifuge Module must not be used with radioactive substances.
– Neither the Centrifuge Module nor parts of it are autoclavable.

4.11.10 Maintenance and PM (Preventative Maintenance)
Regularly performed maintenance ensures the accuracy and precision of the PAL Sys-
tem. Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures are given below to ensure smooth,
uninterrupted operation.
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use cor-
rosive solvents, you may need to perform the maintenance procedure more frequently.

 DANGER
Depending on the used samples or other substances, the instru-
ment may be contaminated.
Cleaning and decontamination may be necessary as a safeguard before the
Centrifuge Module or rotor and any accessory is maintained, repaired, or
transferred.
Please refer to chapter "Working with Hazardous Material, Decontamination
[} 715]" for more information.

4.11.10.1 Maintenance

NOTICE
Risk of device damage!
The device might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot and the Centrifuge Module and disconnect the
power cord before any maintenance step is initiated.

2. Before any other cleaning or decontamination process other than that
recommended by the manufacturer is applied, the user has to check
with the manufacturer that the planned process does not damage the
device.

3. The Rotor is not dishwasher safe - only clean it by hand and disinfect
with liquids.

4. Neither the complete Centrifuge Module nor any parts of it are auto-
clavable - never autoclave the Centrifuge Module or parts of it.

 WARNING
Risk of device damage!
Before using any cleaning or decontamination methods except those rec-
ommended by the manufacturer, check with the manufacturer that the pro-
posed method will not damage the equipment.

Maintenance Step Interval
Cleaning the outside of the Centrifuge Module: Use only a
soft lint-free cloth dampened with 70% ethanol.
The surface must be dried immediately after cleaning.

Weekly
(or as needed)
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 WARNING
Risk of device damage and personal injury!
The Centrifuge Module and the PALSystem might get damaged, personal
injury may result.

1. If you discover any damage or breakage on the rotor or any other safety
relevant part of the Centrifuge Module, or if the safe operation cannot be
guaranteed for any other reason, do not use the Centrifuge Module any
more and turn it off immediately.

See as well Section 12: "Maintenance" [} 715] for further information.

4.11.10.2 Cleaning after glass breakage
After breakage of a vial in the Centrifuge Module or after leakage of a vial, the rotor with
the vial compartments and the accessible interior of the Centrifuge Module housing have
to be cleaned thoroughly. All glass parts have to be removed from the vial compartments
as remaining glass parts will cause further breakage of vials.
Cleaning the rotor and the interior of the Centrifuge Module beneath it: Use only a soft
lint-free cloth dampened with 70% ethanol. The surface must be dried immediately after
cleaning.
After cleaning the rotor and the interior of the Centrifuge Module the rotor and the hous-
ing have to be checked from all sides for damages like corrosion or cracks.
For this tasks the rotor has to be removed - see section "Removing the rotor [} 181]" for
details.

4.11.10.3 Preventative Maintenance (PM)
The PM is described in the dedicated PM document. It is recommended to perform the
PM test for the Centrifuge Module at least once a year as part of the PM for the PAL Sys-
tem. The major points tested for the Centrifuge Module are its performance, the smooth
movement of the rotor, the wear of the drive belt and the general cleanliness and condi-
tion.
Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an annual preventative mainte-
nance on the PALrobot, including the PALmodule Centrifuge.

4.11.10.4 Removing the rotor
There are different reasons for removal of the rotor from the Centrifuge Module housing:

• Checking the rotor and the rotor chamber for damages.
• Cleaning the rotor and the rotor chamber based on regularly maintenance.
• Cleaning the rotor and the rotor chamber in case of a broken vial.

The procedure is in all cases the same. Please follow the instructions below, to remove
the rotor from the Centrifuge Module housing.
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Illustration 139: Removing the rotor from the Centrifuge Module.

ü The PAL System is switched off.
ü The Centrifuge Module is switched off, and the power cord of the Centrifuge Module

is disconnected.
1. Loosen the four screws (a) (Torx 20) and take them away.
2. To remove the lid unit (b), slightly raise it on the front side and slide it out (see il-

lustration (2) above). For the 2 mL-Centrifuge Module continue with Step 4.
3. Loosen the 4 screws (c) and carefully swivel and lift the block (d) slightly - just so

far that the rotor can be taken away without colliding. NOTICE! The block can't be
taken away completely because it is connected to a cable.

4. The rotor is fixed in the rotor chamber with a centric screw (e) (Torx 25). Loosen
and remove the screw (e).
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5. To remove the rotor (f), slightly raise it on the front side and slide it out (see illus-
tration (5) above). NOTICE! Do not disassemble the rotor any further!TIP!  For
the Combi rotor it might be necessary to turn the rotor for being able to re-
move it.

6. Now the rotor (f) as well as the rotor chamber (g) can be cleaned and/or checked
for damages.

To reassemble the Centrifuge Module proceed in reversed order. NOTICE! All screws
have to be tightened hand-tight.
During assembly

1. Check the rotor for smooth and proper running.
2. Check all screws for tightness and proper seating.

4.11.11 Troubleshooting
This section lists the most important points to enable the user to overcome a faulty or
problematic situation.

NOTICE
Risk of device damage!
The device might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before any troubleshooting step is initiated.

Observation Recommended Action
Module does not respond to initiation step. - Check control cable connections.

- Check the availability of the Centrifuge
Module within the software.
- Check for "Pending Message" and if nec-
essary take corrective actions.

Module responds to the initiation step but
the rotor cannot be moved.

- Check if the transport lock is still mounted.
If so, remove the transport lock.

4.11.12 Spare Parts
No spare parts for the centrifuge are available. In case of any damage, the centrifuge has
to be repaired by a CTC representative.

4.12 OC Injector
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Illustration 140: OC Electronic Box

The OC Injector is a GC Injector which allows inserting the syringe needle directly into the
analytical column, the On-column Injector. The Actuator allows the opening and closing of
the On-column Injector when the syringe needle is inserted or removed.
This PALobject "OC Injector" is a combination of the On-column Injector and the Actuator
to open and close the rotary valve of the injector.
The OC Injector is an active PALmodule, which means that the module (OC Electronic
Box) is connected to the PALbus and the cable from the GC Injector is connected to the
box.

The OC Adapter is part of the GC On-column Injector and is not provided
with the PAL System.

4.12.1 Module Description

4.12.2 OC Injector Module Technical Data
The OC Injector Module as provided with the PALsystem consists mainly of an electronic
box and the PALbus daisy chain cable.
The electronic module is laid out to activate the OC Actuator, the injector type manufac-
tured by Thermo Fisher Scientific. A specification as such is not applicable.

PNo. Module: ND-01-01
Dimensions in mm (inches)
Width 44 (1.73)
Depth 190 (7.48)
Height 160 (6.30)
Weight in kg (pounds)
OC Electronic Box (incl. Cable) 1.08 (2.38)

4.12.3 Installation of the OC Injector Module
Installation of the OC Injector Module.
1. Locate the OC Injector Box and the PALbus daisy chain cable.
2. Locate the cable which is connected to the OC Adapter; this should be on hand at the

back of the GC unit.
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Illustration 141: Installing the OC Electronic Box

3. Position the OC Electronic Box preferably to the backside of the GC frame. Use a ca-
ble strap for fixation.

4.12.4 Electrical Connections
NOTICE
Risk of short circuit.
The PAL System might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before making any electrical connections.

1. Connect the supplied control cable (daisy chain cable) from the connector of the OC
Electronic Box to the PALcontrol interface jack marked with "PALbus", or if this is al-
ready occupied, to another Active PALmodule with an open jack. For details see fig-
ure above.

2. Connect the cable from the OC Adapter to the OC Electronic Box as shown in the fig-
ure above.

4.12.5 OC Injector Position Teaching
A teaching for the OC Injector is identical as teaching a standard GC injector, for details
see chapter 7.7.2: "PALmodule Teaching step-by-step" [} 403].

Illustration 142: Teaching Position for a GC OC- Injector
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It is mandatory to remove the Magnetic Ring from the Needle Guide. The
nut from the OCI cannot adapt the large Magnetic Ring. It has been ob-
served that the X-Y-Axes positions (in same cases as well the Z-Axis po-
sition) are changing when the GC itself and the GC-Injector in particular
are heated up. It is highly recommended to check teaching of the injec-
tors again when the GC is ready (heated up to the level as used for rou-
tine runs).

4.12.6 Operation Instructions

4.12.6.1 Initial Operation
After setting up the entire PAL System it is advisable to check the functionality of each
PALmodule. The OC Injector can be checked using the PALterminal, without any control
from the CDS software.
Follow the path described below to check the initial operation.
Start Screen ➨ OC Actuator ➨ Options

OC Actuator List Items
Item Description
DefNdlPenetrDepth The default value for the syringe needle penetration into the

OCI is defined by this parameter. Units: mm
Opened This parameter is a check if the "gas lock" is opened or

closed. If marked as true (check box marked) is the injector
defined as "open".This can be verified by inserting a syringe
manually and if a resistance is noted, is the "gas lock" closed.
If a mismatch is observed, check the settings of the two pa-
rameters "HomingDirection" and "HomingPosition".

ActualPosition This parameter is a read only parameter, it indicates the ac-
tual position. This information can be used for troubleshooting
purposes.

HomingDirection The direction of "homing" can be changed by this parameter.
The motor rotation depends on the make of the OC injector
(Thermo). The default settings match with the released OCI
model, not for the prototype version of the OCI.

HomingPosition This parameter defines the status of the "gas lock" of the OCI
after the homing process.

Max Ndl Penetr Depth The maximum allowed syringe needle penetration is defined
by this parameter. Units: mm

PositionTolerance This parameter checks the difference of the taught X-Y-Axes
positions with the actual position each time the PALhead
moves to the OCI. If the difference is greater than the "Posi-
tion Tolerance" of 1.5 mm (default value) than does the PAL-
system stop immediately. This is a safety feature to avoid
needle bending. See also the note below.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

This is a dedicated device for Thermo Fisher Scientific.
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When the OC-Injector is tested it is necessary to connect tightly the rod
from the injector to the actuator. When the homing process is started it is
necessary that the end-point turning the valve is detected. The motor ro-
tation will be stopped after a few seconds.

OC Actuators "Options" Pull-up Menu List Items
Item Description
Reset to Default Resets the selected PALmodule parameters to default value.
Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, Z-Axes can be defined again,

teaching.
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Check OC Alignment
(only PAL RTC)

This task allows verifying the Needle Penetration in the OC
Injector. The PALhead moves to the OCI teach position,
checks the "Position Tolerance", inserts the syringe needle
and checks for any resistance. If no resistance is felt is the
test positive, the needle can be inserted without bending.

Check OC Injector This task allows verifying the opening and closing of the OC
Actuator.This is a functional test to verify motor rotation and
mechanical movement of the rod.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

4.12.6.2 Routine Operation
If the PALmodule OC Injector is part of the cycle used to run samples in routine work the
necessary parameters to operate the OC Injector Module are selectable through "Activi-
ties".

4.12.7 Limitations
Currently, the following limitation is known:

• The PALmodule "OC Injector" has been designed for use with the Fisher Thermo Sci-
entific OC-Injector device. Use with an OC-Injector from another manufacturer is not
approved or validated.

4.12.8 Maintenance and PM (Preventive Maintenance)
Regular maintenance helps to ensure the accuracy and precision of the PAL System.
Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures are given below to ensure smooth, unin-
terrupted operation.
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use cor-
rosive solvents, you may need to perform the maintenance procedure more frequently.

4.12.8.1 Maintenance

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.
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Maintenance Step Interval
Verify the homing position of the OC Actua-
tor as described above in the section "Oper-
ation".

Weekly or as needed.

For further maintenance steps, consult the
User and Operation Manual from the GC
Manufacturer.

As required.

For further information see as well Section "Maintenance [} 715]".

4.12.8.2 Preventive Maintenance (PM)
The PM is described in the dedicated PM document. It is recommended to perform the
PM test at least once a year. The major point tested for the OC Injector Module is its gen-
eral cleanliness and condition.
Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an annual PM on the PALrobot, in-
cluding the OC Injector Module.

4.12.9 Troubleshooting
This section lists the most important points to enable the user to overcome a faulty or
problematic situation.

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any cleaning or repair step is initiated.

Observation Recommended Action
The OC Actuator does not turn. Verify the electrical connections from the

OC Adapter to the OC Electronic Box.
Verify the connection from the OC Elec-
tronic Box to the PALbus jacket.
Verify any mechanical damage at the OC
Actuator.
Check for a "Pending Message" and if nec-
essary take corrective actions.

Needle Bending Check the teaching position of the OC In-
jector.

Other items observed, such as bad chro-
matographic results, may have other
causes which may affect the injector itself.

Consult the User and Operation Manual of
the GC Manufacturer.

4.13 Dilutor

The PAL Dilutor Module is an optional device for the PAL System. Its main purpose is
typically solvent handling, such as adding a solvent for dilution, a reagent for derivatiza-
tion, spiking with an internal standard, etc. Another widely used application is sampling an
exact volume of an aliquot and pipetting it into another vessel for further processing.
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Illustration 143: Dilutor Single

The PAL Dilutor Module is available in two different versions:

Version Description
Dilutor Single With a 2-port (3P) valve for ¼”-28 fittings.
Dilutor Multi With a 6-port (6+) ceramic valve for ¼”-28 fittings.

4.13.1 Dilutor Module Technical Data
Item Description
Dilutor Valve 2-port (3P) valve for ¼”-28 fittings for Dilutor Single, 6-port

(6+) Ceramic (Alumina) valve for ¼”-28 fittings for Dilutor
Multi
Maximum permissible pressure: 3 bar

Dilutor Syringe 1 mL, Scale 60 mm
Optional 0.1 mL, 5 mL, 10 mL

Transfer tubing PFA tube ID 0.787 mm (1/32”) / OD 1.58 mm (1/16”)
Including Connection Fittings and Guiding Wire
Length of transfer tubing: 1530 mm

Needle Gauge 22, Pst 3, Length 51 mm
Optional: Gauge 23, Pst AS, Length 51 mm

Solvent reservoir kit:
1 pc for Dilutor Single
5 pcs forDilutor Multi

1000 mL borosilicate glass including:
• Glass Filter, 40 µm, pore size (1000-SV)
• Aspiration Tubing (PFA)
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Item Description
Wetted Parts Tubing from Reservoir Bottle to Dilutor Syringe Module:

• Tubing: PFA
• Frit: Glass Filter

Dilutor Syringe Module:
• Syringe: Borosilicate Glass

Valve 2-port:
• PTFE / Kel-F

Valve 6-port:
• Ceramic (Alumina)

Transfer tubing from Pump to LCP Tool:
• Tubing: PFA

Electrical Connectors 2 x PALbus for daisy chaining
M12, 4 position, male, reserved for future use

PAL Firmware Version 2.1.0 or higher
Dimensions in mm (inches)
Width 115 (4.52)

175 (6.89) including cable connectors
Depth 260 (10.24)
Height 430 (16.93)

550 (21.65) including transfer tubing
Bench space Consider bench space for the Wash Solvent reservoir bot-

tles, size 1000 mL (or as required by customer)
Weight in kg (pounds)
Dilutor Syringe Module 1.31 (2.89)
Mounting Bracket 0.220 (0.49)
Associated cable 0.15 (0.33)
Solvent Reservoir Kit Aspiration Kit 0.06 (0.13)

Reservoir Bottle 1000 mL 0.58 (1.28)
Total weight Dilutor Single 2.32 (5.11)
Total weight Dilutor Multi 4.88 (10.76)

4.13.2 Scope of Delivery
The Dilutor Module is shipped in a box separate from the PALsystem. The box also in-
cludes the Solvent Reservoir Kit(s), each consisting of a 1000 mL glass bottle, a glass frit,
and the corresponding Tubing Kit.

Scope of Delivery: Dilutor Single
Description Qty
Dilutor Syringe Module PAL3 1
Syringe for Dilutor Syringe Module 1 mL, Scale 60 mm (pre-
mounted)

1 (premounted)

Dilutor Valve 2-Port (1/4-28”)-Fitting 1 (premounted)
Mounting bracket 1
Dilutor Tool 1
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Description Qty
Solvent Reservoir Kit containing:
1 x Glass Bottle 1000 mL,
1 x Aspiration Tubing Kit, consisting of:
Tubing (PFA)
Glass Frit 40 µm pore size
Nut with feed-through holes

1

Transfer Tubing Kit for Dilutor (1/16”) 1
Needle Gauge 22 Pst 3 (for syringes 0.1 mL – 10 mL)(Set of
3)

3 (1 premounted)

PALbus Daisy Chain Cable, length 850 mm 1

Scope of Delivery: Dilutor Multi
Description Qty
Dilutor Syringe Module PAL3 1
Syringe for Dilutor Syringe Module 1 mL, Scale 60 mm (pre-
mounted)

1

Dilutor Valve 6-Port ceramic (1/4-28”)-Fitting 1
Mounting bracket 1
Dilutor Tool 1
Solvent Reservoir Kit containing:
1 x Glass Bottle 1000 mL,
1 x Aspiration Tubing Kit, consisting of:
Tubing (PFA)
GlassFrit 40 µm pore size
Nut with feed-through holes

5

Transfer Tubing Kit for Dilutor (1/16”) 1
Needle Gauge 22 Pst 3 (for syringes 0.1 mL – 10 mL) 3 (1 premounted)
PALbus Daisy Chain Cable, length 850 mm 1

4.13.3 Installation of the Dilutor Valve
The valve comes premounted to the Dilutor Syringe Module – if for any
reason it is necessary to change the valve, follow the instructions below.

4.13.3.1 Installing the 2-Port Valve
The Dilutor Single comes with a 2-Port Valve, enabling the handling of one solvent/
reagent (one Port is reserved for the Syringe and another one for the Tool). The 2-Port
Valve is fixed to the valve drive of the Dilutor using the two provided screws. The valve
coupling of the valve drive has one flat side, ensuring that the valve cannot be attached
wrongly.
1. Attach the Dilutor Valve to the valve coupling, while slightly turning it to the left or to

the right, until it slides completely on the valve coupling.
2. Turn the valve with the Dilutor Valve coupling until the single port points downwards

and the holes in the housing match with those in the valve.
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Illustration 144: Attaching the Dilutor Valve Coupling.

3. Fix the valve with the two provided screws.

Illustration 145: Fixing the Dilutor Valve with the provided screws.

4.13.3.2 Installing the 6-Port Valve
The Dilutor Multi comes with a 6-Port Valve, enabling the handling of up to five solvents/
reagents (one Port is reserved for the Syringe and another one for the Tool). In most
cases it is recommended to specify one of the five free ports as the waste port for purging
the valve.
The 6-Port Valve is fixed to the valve drive of the Dilutor using the two screws integrated
into the valve. These screws can be accessed from the front of the valve through the
small holes using the provided allen key.

NOTICE
Do not loosen the two screws on the front of the valve - other-
wise the valve may leak.

The valve coupling of the valve drive has one flat side, making sure the valve cannot be
attached wrongly.
1. Attach the valve to the valve coupling, while slightly turning it to the left or to the right,

until it slides completely on the valve coupling.
2. Turn the valve with the valve coupling until the single port points downwards and the

holes in the housing match with those in the valve.
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Illustration 146: Attaching the Dilutor Valve onto the valve coupling.

3. Fix the valve with the two provided screws.

Illustration 147: Fixing the Dilutor Valve with the integrated screws.

4.13.4 Installation of the Dilutor Syringe
The following section describes how to install the syringe to the Dilutor Syringe Module:

The syringe comes premounted to the Dilutor Syringe Module.

1. Screw the Syringe clockwise from below into the lower port of the valve (Step 1 in fig-
ure below).

2. Unscrew the screw from the valve drive and pull the plunger of the screw out, until the
hole in the plunger matches the hole in the valve drive.

3. Fix the plunger with the screw to the valve drive (Step 2 in figure below).
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Illustration 148: Mounting the syringe.

4.13.5 Installation of the Dilutor Syringe Module
The Dilutor Syringe Module is attached to the X-Axis using the provided Mounting
Bracket. With respect to its special assembly method, only one Mounting Bracket can be
installed onto a PALsystem. The Mounting Bracket can either hold up to two Dilutor Sy-
ringe Modules (1) or a combination of one Dilutor Syringe Module and one LCMS-P Tool.
It can only be installed on the left side of the instrument. If you have the Safety Guard al-
ready mounted to the PALsystem, you need to remove it before you can install the
Mounting Bracket for the Dilutor Module. The Safety Guard Bracket on the left side of the
PALsystem will be replaced by the Mounting Bracket, so this also needs to be removed
beforehand.

If two Dilutor Sysringe Modules shall be installed, it is necessary to in-
stall and setup the modules one-by-one. In doing so each Dilutor Syringe
Module can be reliably identified by the user.
1) Switch the PALsystem off.
2) Install the first Dilutor Syringe Module.
3) Switch the PALsystem on and set the first Dilutor Syringe Module up properly .
4) Switch the PALsystem off again and install the second Dilutor Syringe Module.
5) Switch the PALsystem on again and now set the second Dilutor Syringe Module up
properly.

In case only one Dilutor Module will be installed, the front mounting position (close to the
X-Axis) should be used (2).
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Illustration 149: Dilutor Mounting Positions. (Examples for one or two Dilutor Syringe Modules
mounted to the PALsystem)

The following is a description of how to install the Dilutor Syringe Module to the PALsys-
tem:
1. Install the Mounting Bracket for the Dilutor on the left side of the X-Axis. The bracket

is installed underneath the Side Cover of the X-Axis using the two holes at rear side
(1). The two front holes are reserved for the PALterminal mounting bracket.

2. Screw the outer (higher) holder for the Guiding Wire into the bracket (2).

Illustration 150: Installing the Mounting Bracket.

3. Attach the Safety Guard to the Mounting Bracket and fix it with the two provided
Screws. (On the right side of the X-Axis the Safety Guard Bracket is used.)

Illustration 151: Installing the Safety Guard to the Mounting Bracket.
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4. Install the Dilutor Syringe Module to the front position (closer to the X-Axis) of the
Mounting bracket. Use the two provided screws for fixation.

Illustration 152: Installing the Dilutor Syringe Module to the Mounting Bracket.

4.13.6 Installation of the Dilutor Tool
For the installation of the Dilutor Tool, the Park Station has to be placed
on the outermost left position of the X-Axis. The left leg of the PAL Sys-
tem has to be placed on the right side of the Park Station. It might be
useful to connect the Park Station at the end of a daisy chain – in doing
so only one PALbus connector is used and the Park Station can be
placed further left due to the free right connector.

The mounting position of the Dilutor Syringe Module (front or rear) on the Mounting
Bracket corresponds to the position of the Dilutor Tool in the Park Station. If only one Di-
lutor is added to the PALsystem the Dilutor Syringe Module has to be installed on the
front position (close to the X-Axis) of the Mounting bracket. The corresponding Dilutor
Tool is set to Slot 1 of the Park Station. The Guiding Wire is fixed to the lower holder on
the mounting bracket.
If a second Dilutor is added, the second Dilutor Syringe Module has to be installed on the
rear position of the Mounting Bracket. The corresponding tool has to be set in Slot 2 of
the Park Station. See the figures below for the correct assembly of two Dilutor Modules
and the combination of LCMS-P Module and Dilutor Module. The Guiding Wire is fixed to
the higher holder on the mounting bracket.
If a Dilutor Module is installed in addition to a LCMS-P Module, the Dilutor Syringe Mod-
ule has to be installed on the front position of the mounting bracket. The corresponding
Guiding Wire is fixed to the higher holder on the mounting bracket. See figures below for
details.
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Illustration 153: Installation of two Dilutor Modules.

Illustration 154: Installation of one Dilutor Module with a LCMS-P Module.

4.13.6.1 Connecting the Transfer Tubing to the Dilutor Syringe Module
1. Place the end of the Guiding Wire in the lower holder of the Mounting Bracket. (1)
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If a LCMS-P Module is already installed, the Guiding Wire of the Dilutor
has to be placed in the higher holder of the Mounting Bracket instead.

2. Connect the Transfer Tubing to the Dilutor Valve (2).
3. Connect the Aspiration Tubing from the Reservoir bottle to the Dilutor Valve (3).

Illustration 155: Connecting the Tubing to the Dilutor Syringe Module.

The Guiding Wire of a second Dilutor Module has to be placed in the
higher holder of the Mounting Bracket.

NOTICE
The Reservoir bottle(s) should never be placed on a higher level
than the PALsystem itself, to avoid draining of the liquid in case
of any leakage e.g. of the Dilutor Syringe. If the PALsystem is
mounted on a GC system, the Reservoir Bottle(s) should be
placed at the side of to the GC system, away from any heated
zones.

4.13.6.2 Connecting the Transfer Tubing to the Dilutor Tool.
1. Insert the free end of the Guiding Wire into the corresponding holder (1) on the Dilutor

Tool and fix it with the integrated Screw (2).
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Illustration 156: Attaching the Guiding Wire to the Dilutor Tool.

2. Connect the free end of the Transfer Tubing to the needle in the Dilutor Tool (1).
Clamp the tubing in the groove on the back of the tool.

Illustration 157: Attaching the Transfer Tubing to the Needle of the Dilutor Tool.

4.13.7 Electrical Connections
NOTICE
Risk of electrical damage.
The PAL System might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before making any electrical connections.

The following is a description of how to establish electrical connections:
1. Connect the supplied Dilutor Module control cable from one of the daisy chain con-

nectors (1) on the rear side of the module to the PALcontrol interface jack marked
with "PALbus", or if this is already occupied, to another Active PALmodule with an
open jack. For details see figure below.
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The additional round connector (2) is reserved for future use.

Illustration 158: Electrical Connections of the Dilutor Module.

4.13.8 Operation Instructions

4.13.8.1 Setting up the Dilutor Syringe Module
Follow the path as described below in Extended User Mode to check the initial operation.
Start Screen ➨ Dilutor (x) ➨ Options

Dilutor List Items
Item Description
Dil. Bubble Detector The parameters of the Bubble Detector can be adapted.
Dil. Plunger Drive The actual position of the Plunger in [µm]. Read-only.
Dil. Valve Drive Shows the Actual Position [in deg] and the Valve Type of the

Dilutor Valve. Read-only.
Fluid Port 1 - 8 A name for each liquid at the corresponding port can be spec-

ified. The number of Fluid Ports corresponds to the number of
ports of the installed Dilutor Valve.

Syringe Type The type of the Syringe in the Dilutor Syringe Module can be
selected.

Valve Type The Type of the Dilutor Valve in the Dilutor Syringe Module
can be selected.

DilutorValve Shows some Read-only parameters of the Dilutor Valve.
Current Pos. Port The currently selected port.
Home Pos. Port The port defined as Home Position.
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Item Description
Number Of Ports The number of ports.
Plunger Homing Pos. The port used for homing the plunger.
Tool Pos. Port The port the Dilutor Tool is connected to.
Offset Port 1-8 The offset for each port in [deg]
Switch Time The Switch Time for switching between the ports.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Dilutor Syringe Module Options Pull-up menu
Selecting the item "Setup PALmodule" from the Pull-up Menu allows you to setup the Di-
lutor module and the corresponding tool in one menu. Note: All parameters can also be
adapted separately within the corresponding submenus of the Dilutor tool and the Dilutor
module.
Using the "Options" Pull-up menu in the sub-menus "Dil. Plunger Drive" and "Dil. Valve
Drive", the corresponding drive can be disabled / enabled. This functionality may be use-
ful, if the plunger or the valve drive has to be moved manually.

Item Description
Change Syringe The plunger of the Dilutor is moved down to enable the ex-

change of the syringe.
Setup PALmodule Setup the configuration parameters for the Dilutor module and

the Dilutor tool.
Prime Dilutor A selectable Solvent Port of the Dilutor is primed. The Solvent

Port as well as the total liquid volume for priming can be spec-
ified. The number of cycles is calculated by the total volume
divided by the volume of the Transfer Tubing.

Home Plunger The Plunger is moved to the home position and the Z-Axis is
referenced.

Home PALdrive The Dil. Plunger Drive is homed.
Enable PALdrive This task allows the user to "Enable" the selected PALdrive

after it has been "disabled".
Diasble PALdrive This task allows the user to "Disable" the selected PALdrive

to permit moving it manually.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

4.13.8.2 Setting up the Dilutor Tool
Follow the path as described below in Extended User Mode to check the initial operation.
Start Screen ➨ DIL (x) ➨ Options

Dilutor Tool Parameters
Item Description
Location The location of the tool. Read-only.
Dilutor Select the corresponding Dilutor Module, that the tool will be

connected to.
Instrument Length The total length of the instrument without the height of the in-

strument base plate. Read-only.
Length The total length of the instrument including the height of the

instrument base plate. Read-only.
Ndl Guide Type The Type of the Needle Guide can be selected.
Needle Type Select the needle type to be used.
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Item Description
Trsf. Tube Vol. Specify the volume of the Transfer Tubing.

The Volume is calculated using the following formula:
V = π * r2 * l
with
V = volume of the tubing,
r = half of the inner diameter of the tubing,
l = length of the tubing
Typical values for the volume of the transfer tubing are in the
range of 800 µL.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
"Options" Pull-up Menu for Dilutor Tool "DIL (X)"

Item Description
Calibrate PALtool This task allows calibrating the PALtool installed in the PAL-

head.
Check PALtool Calibra-
tion

This task allows checking the calibration point of the PALtool
installed in the PALhead.

Select Tool This task allows selecting another PALtool. The currently at-
tached Tool is first parked and the newly-required tool is
picked up.

Park Tool This task allows a PALtool to be parked without picking up an-
other Tool from the Park Station.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

4.13.8.3 Calibrate Dilutor Tool
For details about the Calibration Process for PALtools see section "Calibrate PALtools" in
"Service Menu Item ‘Installation’ [} 621]".
The "Calibration of PALdrives" is basically a check to determine whether the mechanical
stop points of the various axes can be detected reliably. A clearance distance (offset)
from the mechanical stop point is assigned and stored as the electronic stop point. This
calibration of the axes is mandatory and ensures reliable performance.
This step has to be repeated if a PALdrive has failed, has been replaced or when any
other major error has occurred. This calibration task brings the PALrobot back to reliable
operation.
In Extended User Mode use the following path, and follow the wizard:
Start Screen ➨ DIL (x) ➨ Options ➨ Calibrate PALtool
The wizard will guide you through the calibration process.

It is recommended to create a backup file when a PALmodule has been
added or moved within the PALsystem.

4.13.9 Routine Operation
For routine operation, it is advisable to observe the following general rules as known for
the HPLC technique:

• Always filter freshly prepared washing solvents. Recommended mesh size: 0.47 mm
or finer.
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• If pure water is used, be aware of possible biological growth. To avoid biological
growth, one can add an organic modifier. The maximum concentration allowed de-
pends upon the application, but it should not exceed 15 vol% of methanol, 10 vol%
acetonitrile, or 5 vol% 2-propanol.

• After refilling or changing the solvent(s) in the reservoir bottle, always use the priming
functionality to ensure that all lines are completely bubble-free and that the solvent
has been properly exchanged. The path for rinsing is described above.

If biological samples are analyzed, ensure that the first wash step is performed with aque-
ous solvent. The second wash step can be done with an organic solvent, but the final
wash step has to be with an aqueous solvent again. Not observing this procedure may
lead to protein precipitation and as a consequence, clogging of the lines. The final wash
step is important to prepare the system for the next sampling, and to ensure that the nee-
dle is free from protein precipitate.

NOTICE
When filling-up standard reservoirs or replacing a solvent such
as a washing solvent, remove the solvent reservoir bottle from
the system to avoid a possible spill over the instrument. De-
pending on the physical, chemical, and hazardous properties of
the solvent,use the appropriate protective measures for han-
dling.

4.13.10 Limitations
Currently, the following limitations are known:
The Dilutor Valve is designed to bear a backpressure of approximately 3 bars. In case of
a higher backpressure leakage of the valve may occur.
The 6-Port Ceramic Dilutor Valve should not be operated with highly pure water – other-
wise a degradation of the Ceramic Structure may result.
The Size of the Dilutor Syringe is limited to the following assortment of offered Syringe
Sizes: 0.1 mL, 1 mL, 5 mL, and 10 mL.
The Dilutor cannot be used for the extended X-Axis with a length of 1200 mm.

4.13.11 Maintenance and PM (Preventative Maintenance)
Regular maintenance helps to ensure the accuracy and precision of the PAL System.
Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures are given below to ensure smooth, unin-
terrupted operation.
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use cor-
rosive solvents, you may need to perform the maintenance procedures more frequently.

4.13.11.1 Maintenance

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Maintenance Step Interval
Clean the outside of the instrument.
Use only a soft, lint-free cloth dampened
with mild soap and water.

Weekly or as needed.

Check the integrity of the lines and connec-
tions.

Daily or as needed.
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Maintenance Step Interval
Check the flow of the solvent and check for
any blockage.

Daily or as needed.

Check the cleanliness of the solvent frit in
the solvent reservoir bottle.

Daily or as needed.

Check the integrity of the Dilutor Syringe. Daily or as needed.

For further information, see also Section "Maintenance [} 715]".

4.13.11.2 Preventative Maintenance (PM)
The PM is described in the dedicated PM document. It is recommended to perform the
PM test at least once a year. The major point tested for the Dilutor Module is its general
cleanliness and condition.
Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an annual PM on the PALrobot, in-
cluding the Dilutor Module.

4.13.12 Troubleshooting
This section lists the most important points to enable the user to overcome a faulty or
problematic situation.

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Observation Recommended Action
Syringe Needle bending. Check the teaching position for X-, Y-, and

Z-Axes.
Solvent flow not sufficient. Check the cleanliness of the solvent frits.
Air bubbles in solvent lines. Check the solvent levels in the reservoir

bottles.
Check the cleanliness of the solvent frits.
Check the flow by using the task "Prime-
WashLiner".

Solvent flow blocked. Check the solvent level in the reservoir bot-
tles.
Check the cleanliness of the solvent frits.
Check the integrity of the lines and connec-
tions.
Activate the priming function (path de-
scribed above) and check systematically for
the blockage.

Dilutor Module not available for PALsystem. Check the electrical connections from the
module to the PALbus (or daisy chaining to
the next module).
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Observation Recommended Action
Low Precision in dispensing solvent. Check the backpressure of the Transfer

Line to the Needle. The Dilutor Valve is tight
to approximately 3 – 4 bar.
Check for air bubbles – reduce the speed of
Aspirating/ Dispensing in case of air bub-
bles.

Guiding Wire with Transfer Tubing catches
against other parts of the system.

Check the position of the Dilutor Syringe
Module.
Check if the Guiding Wire is twisted.
Check for a correct installation of the Dilutor
Tool.

Dilutor Syringe worn out within short time. Check for particles in the Dilutor Syringe
and in the Liquid Filter.

4.14 LCMS-P

The PAL LCMS-P Module is an optional module for the PAL System. Its main purpose is
typically to inject high concentration samples with almost no carry-over directly into the in-
jector of a HPLC / UHPLC system.
A highly efficient wash-procedure helps to minimize carry-over almost to zero and injec-
tion times under one minute become possible. The LCMS-P Module consists of a Pump
Module, the LCP Tool, and two Solvent Reservoir Kits, each consisting of a 1000 mL bot-
tle and the corresponding Tubing Kit. The LCMS-P Module can be used together with an
existing Fast Wash Module – or, if no Fast Wash Module is already installed, with a spe-
cial LCMS-P Wash Module which can be ordered separately.

Illustration 159: LCMS-P Module

4.14.1 LCMS-P Module Technical Data
Item Description
Needle Gauge 22, Pst 3, Length 51 mmOptional: Gauge 23,

Pst AS, Length 51 mm
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Item Description
Pump Module 2 solenoid diaphragm pumps, self-priming

Flow rate range: 100 mL/min at atmospheric pres-
sure (Pump itself, no connections to HPLC system)

Transfer tubing PFA tube ID 0.787 mm (1/32”) / OD 1.58 mm
(1/16”)Including Connection Fittings and Guiding
Wire, Length of transfer tubing: 1300 mm

Solvent reservoir kit (2 pcs) 1000 mL borosilicate glass bottle including:
• Glass Filter, 40 µm pore size (1000-SV)
• Aspiration Tubing (PFA)

Wetted Parts Tubing from Wash Bottle to Pump:
• Tubing: PFA
• Frit: Glass Filter

Pumps: Ryton PPS and Kalrez (FFPM)
Transfer tubing from Pump to LCP Tool:

• Tubing: PFA
LCP Manifold: PEEK
Warning: Do not bring tetrahydrofuran (THF),
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), chlorinated organic sol-
vents, concentrated mineral acids such as nitric,
phosphoric or sulfuric acids, or any related com-
pounds, in contact with PEEK.

Electrical Connectors 2 x PALbus for daisy chaining
M12, 4 position, male, reserved for future use

PAL Firmware Version 2.1.0 or higher
Dimensions (LCMS-P Module including mounting) in mm (inches)
Width 63 (2.48)
Depth 270 (10.62)

350 (13.78) including connectors
Height 85 (3.35)

550 (21.65) including transfer tube
Bench space Consider bench space for the Wash Solvent reser-

voir bottles, size 1000 mL (or as required by cus-
tomer)

Weight in kg (pounds)
Pump Module 0.370 (0.82)
Mounting Bracket 0.220 (0.49)
Associated cable 0.15 (0.33)
Solvent Reservoir Kit Aspiration Kit 0.06 (0.13), Reservoir Bottle 1000 mL

0.58 (1.28)

The LCMS Wash Module is not included in the standard delivery. This
Module is optionally available.

4.14.2 Unpacking the Components
The LCMS-P Module is shipped in a box separate from the PALsystem. The box also in-
cludes two Reservoir Kits (1 x 1000 mL glass bottle, a glass frit, and the corresponding
Tubing Kit).
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Scope of Delivery
Description Qty
LCP Tool 1
Pump Module 1
Mounting Bracket 1
Solvent Reservoir Kit containing:
1 x Glass Bottle 1000 mL
1 x Aspiration Tubing Kit, consisting of:
Tube (PFA)
Glass Frit 40 µm pore size
Plug with feed-through holes

2

Transfer Tubing Kit for LCMS-P (1/16”) 1
Syringe gastight 100 µL (1/4-28”)-UNF Thread 1
Needle Gauge 22 Pst 3 (for syringes 5 µL – 100 µL) 3 (1 premounted)

4.14.3 Installation of the Pump Module
The LCMS-P Pump Module is installed using the provided Mounting Bracket. With re-
spect to its special assembly method, only one Mounting Bracket can be installed onto a
PALsystem. The Mounting Bracket can either hold one LCMS-P Pump Module (1) or a
combination of a LCMS-P Pump Module and a Dilutor Syringe Module (2). It can only be
installed on the left side of the instrument.If you have the Safety Guard already mounted
to the PALsystem you need to remove it before you can install the Mounting Bracket for
the Pump Module. The Safety Guard Bracket on the left side of the PALsystem will be re-
placed by the Mounting Bracket, so this also needs to be removed beforehand.
The LCMS-P Pump Module can only be installed to the rear mounting position and al-
ways uses the lower holder for the Guiding Wire.

Illustration 160: LCMS Pump Module Mounting Position. (examples for one LCMS Pump Module
and a combination of one Pump Module and one Dilutor Syringe Module mounted to the PALsys-
tem)

The following is a description of how to install the Pump Module to the PALsystem:
1. Install the Mounting Bracket for the LCP Tool on the left side of the X-Axis. The

bracket is installed underneath the Side Cover of the X-Axis using the two holes at
rear side (1). The two front holes are reserved for the PALterminal mounting bracket.

2. Screw the outer (higher) holder for the Guiding Wire into the bracket (2).
Note: This step is only necessary, if a Dilutor will be added to the PALsystem in addi-
tion to the LCMS-P Module.
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Illustration 161: Installing the Mounting Bracket.

3. Attach the Safety Guard to the Mounting Bracket and fix it with the two provided
Screws. (On the right side of the X-Axis the original Safety Guard Bracket is used.)

Illustration 162: Installing the Safety Guard to the Mounting Bracket.

4. Install the LCMS-P Pump Module to the rear position (farther from the X-Axis) of the
Mounting Bracket. Use the two provided screws for fixation.
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Illustration 163: Installing the LCMS-P Pump Module to the Rear Position of the Mounting Bracket.

4.14.4 Installation of the LCP Tool
For the installation of the LCP Tool, the Park Station has to be placed on
the outermost left position of the X-Axis. The left leg of the PAL System
has to be placed on the right side of the Park Station. It might be useful
to connect the Park Station at the end of a daisy chain – in doing so only
one PAL bus connector is used and the Park Station can be placed fur-
ther left due to the free right connector of the Park Station.

The following is a description of how to install the LCP Tool.
If only the LCMS-P Module is used, without an additional Dilutor Module, the LCP Tool
can be placed on any free slot on the Park Station. If a Dilutor Module is also installed,
the LCP Tool has to be placed in slot 1 of the Park Station while the Dilutor Tool is placed
in slot 2 – this avoids the Transfer Tube with the Guiding Wire of both tools becoming en-
tangled. See figure below for an illustration of the correct installation of the two modules.
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Illustration 164: Installing the LCP Tool.

4.14.4.1 Connecting the Tubing to the Pump Module
1. Attach the Guiding Wire of the Transfer Tubing to the lower holder on the Mounting

bracket. (1).
2. Connect the two Transfer Tubings to the upper ports of the Pump Module (2).
3. Connect the two Aspiration Tubings from the bottles to the lower ports of the Pump

Module (3)
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Illustration 165: Connecting the tubing to thePump Module

4.14.4.2 Connecting the Transfer Tubing to the LCP Tool
1. Insert the Guiding Wire into the corresponding Holder of the Tool and fix it with the in-

tegrated screw. (1).
2. Connect the two Transfer Tubings to the corresponding ports on the Tool (2).

The upper port of the Manifold corresponds to "In 1" on the LCMS Pump
Module, the lower port to "In 2".
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Illustration 166: Attaching the Transfer Tubing to the Dilutor Tool.

4.14.5 Optional Wash Module
A special Wash Station, the LCMS Wash Module (see figure on the left, below), can be
added to the system. If a Fast Wash Module is already installed, this can be used instead
(see figure below on ther right side).
The main difference between both modules is, that the Fast Wash Module is an active
module with two integrated pumps. The LCMS Wash module in contrast is a passive
module which has no integrated pumps – instead the pumps of the LCMS Pump Module
are used.

Illustration 167: The LCMS Wash Module. Illustration 168: The Fast Wash Module.

The LCMS Wash Module, as shown above, offers two Wash positions and one Waste po-
sition for a waste line.
Dimensions and Weights of the LCMS Wash Module

Dimensions (LCMS Wash Module) in mm (inches)
Width 30 (1.18)
Depth 190 (7.48) including connectors
Height 130 (5.12)
Weight in kg (pounds)
LCMS Wash Module 0.360 (0.79)
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Installing the LCMS Wash Module

 WARNING
Observe the safety measures if a Waste Line has to be installed
in combination with a gas chromatograph. Do not position the
entire LCMS Wash Module above a heated zone. Pay special at-
tention to the guidance of the Waste Line. For the gas chro-
matography technique, often highly flammable wash solvents
are used (organic solvents, such as hexane, acetone, esters,
etc.).

1. Loosen the screw from the LCMS Wash Module mounting clamp.
Required Tool: T20; supplied with PALrobot.

2. Attach the LCMS Wash Module assembly to the X-Axis.
3. Tighten the mounting screw.

Illustration 169: Installing the LCMS Wash Module.

Teaching the LCMS Wash Module
Use the Wash position "2" for teaching.
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Illustration 170: Teaching Position for the LCMS Wash Module: Wash2.

Setting up the LCMS Wash Module
Follow the path as described below in Extended User Mode:
Start Screen ➨ LCMS Wash (X) ➨ Options

LCMS Wash Parameters
Item Description
Def Ndl Penetr Depth The default value of the syringe needle penetration

depth in the liner of the corresponding Wash position
is set by this parameter.
Default value: 30.0 mm for Wash positions, 20.0 mm
for Waste position.

Depenetration Speed This parameter allows the user to select the required
speed for pulling the syringe needle out of the LCMS
Wash Liner. Default value 100 mm/s.

Max Ndl Penetr Depth
(editable in User Mode for
"Waste")

The maximum allowed Needle Penetration Depth
can be defined.
The maximum needle penetration must not exceed
the length of the syringe needle, considering the loss
of approx. 12 mm due to the needle guide, etc. For a
typical needle length of 57 mm, or 85 mm for a long
needle, the maximum penetration depth must not ex-
ceed 45 or 73 mm, respectively.
Default value: 46.0 mm.
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Item Description
Penetration Speed The syringe needle penetration speed is set by this

value.
Default value 40 mm/s.

Z Tolerance A tolerance window to give a plus/minus range (ex-
pressed in mm) within which the PALhead must ex-
pect an object.
If the value of this item is > 0, this triggers a relative
detection mode and the sensor from the injection unit
needle guide is active.
If the value of this item is set to "0", the sensor of the
needle guide is turned off and the syringe slider
moves to an absolute value, the Z-Axis position as
specified for the object.
Default value: 5.0 mm.

Diameter Specific for Waste.Defines the diameter of the reser-
voir container.
Default value: 22.0 mm.

Height Specific for Waste.Defines the height of the reservoir
container.
Default value: 15.0 mm.

Vial Type Specific for Waste.
None: This parameter is selectable, however if se-
lected in combination with a Wash Module an error
message (Pending Message) will be propagated. In-
compatible Type.
WastePort:This type is used for the "Fast Wash"
and Large Wash Module.
WasteVial: This type is used for the Standard Wash
Module.
WasteInsert: This type is used for the Standard
Wash Module with inserted Waste Line Adapter.

Volume Specific for the selected Vial Type.
Default value for WastePort: 1.00 L
Default value for WasteVial: 10.0 mL
Default value for WasteInsert: 1.00 L

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Pull-up Menu items for LCMS Wash Module
Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This

task serves as a quick check to determine if the X-,
Y-, and Z-positions are defined correctly. In case a
teaching point is off, return to the Menu "Setup" for
readjustment of the teaching position. Please note
that this action can be done under the "Extended
User Level" but not under "User Level".

Teach PAL module The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be de-
fined again, for teaching.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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4.14.6 Electrical Connections
NOTICE
Risk of electrical damage.
The PAL System might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before making any electrical connections.

The following is a description of how to establish electrical connections:
1. Connect the supplied LCMS-P Module control cable from one of the daisy chain con-

nectors (1) on the rear side of the Pump Module to the PALcontrol interface jack
marked with "PALbus", or if this is already occupied, to another Active PALmodule
with an open jack. For details see figure below.

Illustration 171: Electrical Connections of the LCMS-P Pump Module.

The additional round connector (2) is reserved for future use.

4.14.7 Operation Instructions
There is no setup required for the Pump Module of the LCMS-P Module. The only opera-
tion that can be performed with the Pump Module itself is a functional check. This check
is started from the Options Pull-up Menu of the PALmodules Setup menu.
The LCP Tool is set up in the corresponding menu, accessible either from the Start
Screen (Select LCP (X)) or using Options | Setup | PALmodules | Tools.
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4.14.7.1 Setting up the LCP Tool

Please note that there are two different ways to access the steps for set-
ting up the LCP Tool. One path is by selecting the menu item "LCP x"
from the Start Screen. The second path uses the "Options" menu from
the Start Screen. The entry steps for both paths are explained below.

Follow the path as described below in Extended User Mode:
Start Screen ➨ LCP(x)

LCP Tool Parameters
Item Description
BubbleDetector Set the Mode for the integrated Bubble Detector (Off

| Warning | Error).
Off will switch the Bubble Detector off.
Warning will display a warning without stopping the
run.
Error will display an error message and stop the run.

BubbleFilter The Bubble Filter can be set to a value between 0
and 1000. This Parameter can be seen as a mea-
sure of the sensitivity of the Bubble Detector.

Location The location of the Tool. Read-only.
MaxFlowRate The Maximum Flow Rate of the LCP Tool. Read-

only.
Instrument Length The total length of the instrument without the height

of the instrument base plate. Read-only.
Length The total length of the instrument including the height

of the instrument base plate. Read-only.
Ndl Guide Type Select the Needle Guide Type.
Pump Module Select the Pump Module, linked to the Tool.
Syringe Type Shows the type of the installed syringe.
Travel Limit Left If the LCP Tool is used on an instrument with an X-

Axis longer than 85 cm, the mobility of the LCP Tool
is restricted to the area between 0 and 85 cm caused
by the length of the guiding wire for the tubing. The
"Travel Limit Left" defines the outmost left position
on the X-Axis that can be reached by the LCP Tool.

Travel Limit Right If the LCP Tool is used on an instrument with an X-
Axis longer than 85 cm, the mobility of the LCP Tool
is restricted to the area between 0 and 85 cm caused
by the length of the guiding wire for the tubing. The
"Travel Limit Right" defines the outmost right position
on the X-Axis that can be reached by the LCP Tool.
This value can be slightly adapted, if needed. CAU-
TION! The guiding wire may tear off, if a value
greater than 850 mm is specified. Always make
sure the specified right limit can be reaches with-
out overstretching or tearing off the guiding
wire.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
"Options" Pull-up Menu for LCP Tool "LCP (X)"
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Pull-up Menu items for LCP Tool
Item Description
Calibrate PALtool This task allows calibrating the PALtool installed in

the PALhead.
Check PALtool Calibration This task allows checking the calibration point of the

PALtool installed in the PALhead.
Select Tool This task allows selecting another PALtool. The cur-

rently-attached Tool is first parked and the newly-re-
quired Tool is picked up.

Park Tool This task allows a PALtool to be parked without pick-
ing up another Tool from the Park Station.

Prime Lc-Tool Set up a Priming Run with selectable number of Fill-
ing Strokes and selectable Wash Source.

Reset to Default Resets the selected parameter to its default value.
Filling Strokes Adapt the number of Filling Strokes to a number be-

tween 1 and 10.
Wash Source Select the Wash Source for Priming (1 or 2).

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

4.14.7.2 Calibrate LCP Tool
For details about the Calibration Process for PALtool see section "Calibrate PALtools" in
"Service Menu Item ‘Installation’ [} 621]".
The "Calibration of PALdrives" is basically a check to determine whether the mechanical
stop points of the various axes can be detected reliably. A clearance distance (offset)
from the mechanical stop point is assigned and stored as the electronic stop point. This
calibration of the axes is mandatory and ensures reliable performance.
This step has to be repeated if a PALdrive has failed, has been replaced or when any
other major error has occurred. This calibration task brings the PALrobot back to reliable
operation.
1. Select the access level "Extended User";
2. From the start screen, select the item LCP Tool "LCP (X)"
3. Press "Options", select "Calibrate PALtool" and follow the wizard:

Illustration 172: Start Screen. Illustration 173: LCP Tool Menu.
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Illustration 174: Press 'Options'. Illustration 175: Select 'Calibrate PALtool'.

Illustration 176: Move the PALtool manually
to the Reference Point.

Illustration 177: Set the Reference Point.
press 'Next' to continue.

Illustration 178: Select the Syringe Type. Illustration 179: Select the Needle Guide
Type.
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Illustration 180: Press 'Next'. Illustration 181: Press 'Ok'.

Alternatively, the LCP Tool can also be calibrated from the start screen using the path
Options | Service | Installation | Calibrate PALtools.
The wizard will guide you through the calibration process.

It is recommended to create a backup file when a PALmodule has been
added or moved within the PALsystem.

4.14.7.3 Checking the Pump Module
1. Navigate to the Start Screen.

Illustration 182: Start Screen. Illustration 183: Selct 'Options' Pull-up Menu
Item 'Setup'.
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Illustration 184: Select Menu List Item
'PALmodules'.

Illustration 185: PALmodules 'List Items'.

Illustration 186: Pump Modules Selection. Illustration 187: 'Pump 1' List Items.

Illustration 188: Selct 'Check Pump' from the
'Options' menu.

Illustration 189: Adapt the parameters and
start the check with 'Run'.
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Illustration 190: 'Options' Pull-up menu.

Pump Module Parameters (Prepare CheckPump)
Item Description
MaxFlowRate The "Maximum Flow Rate" is indicated. Read only

parameter.
Flow Rate The Flow Rate for the check run.

Range: 540 µL/s … 720 µL/s
Option Can be set to "On" or "Off".

"Off" will switch a running pump off.
PumpIndex Specifies the pump to be checked.

Range: 1 … 2
Volume The liquid volume to be transferred during the check.

Range: 0 µL … 1.0 L
Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Pull-up Menu items for Pump Module
Item Description
Check Pump Performs a check for a selected pump of the Pump

Module.
Reset to Default Sets the selected parameter back to its default value.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

4.14.8 Routine Operation
NOTICE
When filling-up standard reservoirs or replacing a solvent such
as a washing solvent, remove the solvent reservoir bottle from
the system to avoid a possible spill over the instrument. De-
pending on the physical, chemical, and hazardous properties of
the solvent, use the appropriate protective measures for han-
dling.

The name of the PAL Sample Control Method for the LCMS-P Module is: LC Injection
LCMS Standard General
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For routine operation, it is advisable to observe the following general rules as known for
the HPLC technique:

• Always filter freshly prepared washing solvents. Recommended mesh size: 0.47 mm
or finer.

• If pure water is used, be aware of possible biological growth. To avoid biological
growth, one can add an organic modifier. The maximum concentration allowed de-
pends upon the application, but it should not exceed 15 vol% of methanol, 10 vol%
acetonitrile, or 5 vol% 2-propanol.

• After refilling or changing the solvent(-s) in the reservoir bottle, always use the prim-
ing functionality to ensure that all lines are completely bubble-free and that the sol-
vent has been properly exchanged.

If biological samples are analyzed, ensure that the first wash step is performed with aque-
ous solvent. The second wash step can be done with an organic solvent, but the final
wash step has to be done with an aqueous solvent again. Not observing this procedure
may lead to protein precipitation and as a consequence, clogging of the lines. The final
wash step is important to prepare the system for the next sampling, and to ensure that
the needle is free from protein precipitate.

4.14.9 Limitations
Currently, the following limitations are known:

• The LCP Manifold is made of PEEK.Warning: Do not bring tetrahydrofuran (THF),
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), chlorinated organic solvents, concentrated mineral acids
such as nitric, phosphoric or sulfuric acids, or any related compounds, in contact with
PEEK.

• Only one Syringe Volume (100 µL) for the LCP Tool is available.

4.14.10 Maintenance and PM (Preventative Maintenance)
Regular maintenance helps to ensure the accuracy and precision of the PAL System.
Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures are given below to ensure smooth, unin-
terrupted operation.
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use cor-
rosive solvents, you may need to perform the maintenance procedures more frequently.

4.14.10.1 Maintenance

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Maintenance Step Interval
Clean the outside of the instrument.
Use only a soft, lint-free cloth dampened
with mild soap and water.

Weekly or as needed.

Check the integrity of the lines and connec-
tions.

Daily or as needed.

Check the flow of the solvent and check for
any blockage.

Daily or as needed.

Check the cleanliness of the solvent frit in
the solvent reservoir bottle.

Daily or as needed.

Check the integrity of the LCP Syringe. Daily or as needed.
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For further information, see also "Maintenance [} 715]".

4.14.10.2 Preventative Maintenance (PM)
The PM is described in the dedicated PM document. It is recommended to perform the
PM test at least once a year. The major point tested for the LCMS-P Module is its general
cleanliness and condition.
Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an annual PM on the PALrobot, in-
cluding the LCMS-P Module.

4.14.11 Troubleshooting
This section lists the most important points to enable the user to overcome a faulty or
problematic situation.

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Observation Recommended Action
Syringe Needle bending. Check the teaching position for X-, Y-, and

Z-Axes.
Solvent flow not sufficient. Check the cleanliness of the solvent frits.
Air bubbles in solvent lines. Check the solvent levels in the reservoir

bottles.
Check the cleanliness of the solvent frits.
Check the flow by using the task "Prime Lc-
Tool".

Solvent flow blocked. Check the solvent level in the reservoir bot-
tles.
Check the cleanliness of the solvent frits.
Check the integrity of the lines and connec-
tions.
Activate the priming function (path de-
scribed above) and check systematically for
the blockage.

LCMS-P Module not available for PALsys-
tem.

Check the electrical connections from the
module to the PALbus (or daisy chaining to
the next module).

Guiding Wire with Transfer Tubing catches
against other parts of the System.

Check the position of the LCMS Pump Mod-
ule.
Check if the Guiding Wire is twisted.
Check for a correct installation of the LCP
Tool.

LCP Syringe worn out within short time. Check for particles in the LCP Syringe and
in the Liquid Filter.

Holding Loop on LCP Tool clogged. Check if the fittings are overtightened.
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4.15 Heatex Stirrer

Illustration 191: Active PALmodule Heatex
Stirrer

Illustration 192: Heatex Stirrer Vial- and
Lunette position

The PAL Heatex Stirrer is an active PALmodule which mixes samples rapidly applying a
cycloid shaped mixing pattern (see figure below) without the need for stir bars. For SPME
headspace and immersion sampling the special design ensures that the delicate fiber is
not damaged (see figure below). The temperature can be set in the range of 40 to 150
°C.
The main application of the Heatex Stirrer is the efficient mixing of reagents as required
for sample homogenization, the dissolving of solids or liquid/liquid extraction. For the effi-
cient headspace analysis of liquid samples a rapid exchange between the liquid and the
gas phase (headspace) is accomplished. One vial at time can be treated. The Heatex
Stirrer is designed to accept 2 mL, 10 mL and 20 mL vials. (For 2 mL and 10 mL vials an
adapter is required.).
The Heatex Stirrer is fully integrated in the PAL System (PALbus) as an active module.
Shaking speed and temperature can be selected by the user.

Illustration 193: Cycloidal mixing pattern. Illustration 194: Motion of a liquid (orange)
when applying a cycloidal mixing pattern (yel-
low). The entire volume of the liquid is mixed
efficiently. The integrity of the SPME fiber
(red) is not compromised.

4.15.1 Heatex Stirrer Module Technical Data
Part No. module NM-012-01
Sample Vial Dimensions 20 mL Vial ∅ 23 ± 0.5 mm, height 78 mm

(incl. magnetic cap) (2 mL and 10 mL Vials
can be used with adapter inset)
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Sample Capacity 1 vial
Agitation Cycloid shaped mixing, speed selectable

from 0 to 1600 rpm (0 to 200 cycloidal
loops).

Electrical Connectors PALbus (2 connectors for daisy chaining)
Material Aluminum, PEEK, Stainless Steel
Dimensions in mm (inches)
Width 85 (3.35)
Depth 188 (7.40)
Height 177 (7.0)
Weight in kg (pounds)
Heatex Stirrer (incl. Cable) 2.60 (5.73)

4.15.2 Installation of the 2 mL and 10 mL Adapters
 CAUTION

Risk of hot machine parts!
Minor burns can result.

1. Do not touch hot parts or surfaces.
2. Before any installation step is initiated, power down the PALrobot, dis-

connect the Heatex Stirrer Module and ensure that the temperature in-
side the unit is below 50 °C to avoid any burns.

4.15.2.1 Installation of the 2 mL Adapter
The 2 mL adapter can be inserted into the Heatex Stirrer Module like a normal 20 mL vial.
A disassembly of the module is not required.

 CAUTION
Risk of hot machine parts!
Minor burns can result.

1. Do not touch hot parts or surfaces.
2. Before any installation step is initiated, power down the PALrobot, dis-

connect the Heatex Stirrer Module and ensure that the temperature in-
side the unit is below 50 °C to avoid any burns.

Proceed as follows:
1. Push back the slider (1) to open the stirring chamber.
2. While holding back the slider (1), insert the adapter (2) from above into the stirring

chamber.
Make sure to slide it down to the bottom of the stirring chamber.

3. Release the slider (1). The upper flange of the adapter (2) should get clamped and
held in place.
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Illustration 195: Installing the 2 mL Adapter.

4.15.2.2 Installation of the 10 mL Adapter
For entering the 10 mL adapter, it is necessary to partially disassemble the Heatex Stirrer
Module.

 CAUTION
Risk of hot machine parts!
Minor burns can result.

1. Do not touch hot parts or surfaces.
2. Before any installation step is initiated, power down the PALrobot, dis-

connect the Heatex Stirrer Module and ensure that the temperature in-
side the unit is below 50 °C to avoid any burns.

Proceed as follows:
1. Loosen the screw (1) on the front of the Heatex Stirrer Module. This screw is holding

the stirring chamber (5) in place.
2. Loosen and remove the two screws (2) holding the lower part of the slider (3).
3. Take away the lower part of the slider (3).
4. Push back the slider (4).
5. While holding back the slider (4), slightly lift up the stirring chamber (5) and carefully

lay it aside of the module. Make sure not to damage the ribbon cable. (It is not neces-
sary to disconnect the ribbon cable from the stirring chamber.)

6. Now the 10 mL adapter (6) can be entered from above into the vial holder (7).
7. Reassemble the Heatex Stirrer Module in reverse order.
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Illustration 196: Installing the 10 mL Adapter.

4.15.3 Installation of the Heatex Stirrer Module
Installation of the Heatex Stirrer Module.
1. Loosen the two Torx screws on the two Heatex Stirrer mounting brackets;

Illustration 197: Installing the Heatex Stirrer.

2. Slight the mounting brackets from below into the grooves underneath the X-Axis.
3. Be sure that the clamps fit completely into the grooves. Alternately tighten the two

Torx screws until the two mounting clamps are firmly in place;
4. Double check whether the Heatex Stirrer clamps are correctly attached to the X-Axis.

(See Section "Assembling the PAL3 System [} 372]".)
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4.15.4 Electrical Connections
NOTICE
Risk of electrical damage.
The PAL System might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before making any electrical connections.

NOTICE
Do not connect a Heatex Stirrer Module and an Agitator module
to the same PALbus!
An unstable system may result.

1. If a Heatex Stirrer module and an Agitator module are present in your
system, make sure to connect those to different PAlbus connectors (the
PAL System is equipped with two PALbus connectors).

Connect the supplied Heatex Stirrer control cable from the connector on the rear side of
the module to the PALcontrol interface jack marked with "PALbus", or if this is already oc-
cupied, to another Active PALmodule with an open jack. For details see figure below.

Illustration 198: Electrical Connections of Heatex Stirrer with PALbus.

4.15.5 Heatex Stirrer Position Teaching
The Heatex Stirrer Teaching Position is located as indicated in the figure below.
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Illustration 199: Teaching Position for Heatex Stirrer.

See chapter 7.7.2: "PALmodule Teaching step-by-step" [} 403] for an explanation of how
to teach the Heatex Stirrer Module.

It is recommended to create a backup file when a PALmodule has been
added or moved in the PALsystem.

4.15.6 Operation Instructions

NOTICE
The Heatex Stirrer can be operated at a maximum speed of 1600
rpm. Operating at this speed places very high stress on the
glass vial. The recommended application for the Heatex Stirrer
is liquid/liquid extraction. If a solid material is mixed with a liq-
uid at high speeds, this will likely cause cracking of the vial

1. Use quality glass vials from reliable suppliers only.
2. Do not wash and recycle used vials; there is a danger of micro-cracks in

the glass.

4.15.6.1 Initial Operation
After setting up the entire PAL System it is advisable to check the functionality of each
PALmodule. The Heatex Stirrer can be checked by using the PALterminal, without any
control from the CDS software.
Follow the path as described below to check the initial operation.
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Illustration 200: Start Screen. Illustration 201: Select 'Options' Pull-up Menu
Item 'Setup'.

Illustration 202: Select Menu List Item
'PALmodules'.

Illustration 203: PALmodules 'List Items'.

Illustration 204: Select 'Heatex Stirrer'. Illustration 205: 'Drive' List Items.
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Illustration 206: Heatex Stirrer List Items.
(contd.)

Illustration 207: 'Drive' List Items.

Illustration 208: 'Heater' List Items. Illustration 209: 'Hetaer' List Items. (contd.)

The path described above requires several "clicks" but for the sake of flexibility, both
ways are described here. The Heatex Stirrer "List Items" can be accessed directly from
the Start Screen.

Illustration 210: Start Screen. Illustration 211: Open Heatex Stirrer 'Options'
Pull-up Menu.

To check the functionality of the Heatex Stirrer, select the list item "Check Heatex Stirrer".
A dialog opens to select the mode (On/Off) and the speed.
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Illustration 212: Options Pull-up Menu List-
Items.

Illustration 213: Check Heatex Stirrer.

Heatex Stirrer List Item
Item Description
Actual Position Reads out the position of the Heatex Stirrer; read-only function.
Actual Temp Shows the actual temperature. Read-only.
Max Temperature This parameter allows setting the maximum temperature.
Min Temperature This parameter allows setting the minimum temperature.
Stby Temp Control If switched off, the module will not go to standby temperature if

idle. Read-only - editable in submenu "Heater".
Stdby Temperatur The Standby Temperature can be adjusted according to the

application"s requirements. Read-only - editable in submenu
"Heater".Setting the Standby Temperature using this function
does not yet activate the newly-selected temperature. To acti-
vate it, go to the pull-up menu "Options" and select "Activate
Standby Temperature"; see description below. The Standby
Temperature is activated when the PALrobot is powered up. In
routine use, the Standby Temperature is usually activated after
a job has been terminated. The Standby Temperature is typi-
cally around ambient temperature.

Temp Setpoint Shows the actual target temperature. Read-only.
Temp. Offset • The Offset temperature used, if a temperature calibration

has been performed (only possible in service mode). Possi-
ble values are between -10 °C and +10 °C.
Note: This value can be modified in Extended User Mode.
If you encounter a linear deviation of the set temperature
compared to the actual temperature you can enter a cor-
rection value for the Temperature Offset, shifting the tem-
perature line for the specified value.

Vial Type Specifies the type of the used vial.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".devia-
tion
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Heatex Stirrer "Options" Pull-up Menu
Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching posi-
tion. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule
(Submenu "Heater")

The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined again,
for teaching.

Enable PALdrive
(Submenu "Heater")

This task enables the Heatex-Drive.

Disable PALdrive This task disables the Heatex-Drive.
Activate Standby Tem-
perature
(Submenu "Heater")

This task activates the newly set standby temperature.

Check Stirrer This Task starts the spinning motion of the Heatex Stirrer. It
may be used to test the Stirrer function or the spinning speed
for particular applications. Settings are: Option: On; Off Speed:
Select the required speed, range 0 to 1600 rpm Press "Run" to
start the Heatex Stirrer.
To stop the motion, press "Options" again, select "Check Hea-
tex Stirrer" and set the parameter "Option" to "Off". Press
"Run".

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

4.15.6.2 Routine Operation

NOTICE
Depending on the application conditions, high pressure can
build up in the vials - especially at the maximum temperature of
150 °C.
Vials may break during operation.

1. Use high quality glass vials only.
2. Handle vials with care.
3. Check all vials for damage before use.
4. Do not use any damaged vials.
5. Whenever a temperature greater than 60 °C is applied, consider the va-

por pressure of the solvent used to ensure that no excessive pressure
builds up.

6. Do not reuse vials. During the process of washing the vial, micro-cracks
can form which will weaken the glass wall and increase the chances of
the vial breaking.

If the PALmodule Heatex Stirrer is part of the cycle used to run samples in routine work,
the necessary parameters to operate the Heatex Stirrer are selectable through "Activi-
ties".

4.15.7 Limitations
Currently, the following limitations are known:

• The mixing speed is limited to 1600 rpm.
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4.15.8 Maintenance and PM (Preventative Maintenance)
Performing maintenance regularly will help ensure the accuracy and precision of the PAL
System. Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures to ensure uninterrupted opera-
tion are given below.
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use ag-
gressive solvents, you may need to perform maintenance procedures more frequently.

4.15.8.1 Maintenance

 CAUTION
Risk of hot machine parts!
Minor burns can result.

1. Before any maintenance step is initiated power down the PALrobot and
ensure that the temperature inside the unit is below 50 °C to avoid any
burns.

Maintenance Step Interval
Cleaning the outside of the Heatex Stirrer:
Use only a soft lint-free cloth dampened
with mild soap and water.

Weekly or as needed.

Cleaning the inside of the housing.
The bottom of the housing comes with an
integrated drip pan (See picture on the
right.)
This drip pan will collect any leaked liquid,
in case a vial gets broken. Since the capac-
ity of the drip pan is limited (around 20 mL)
it is necessary to clean/empty it every time
you notice a broken vial with a loss of liquid.
For cleaning the drip pan, the HeatexStirrer
needs to be diassembled as described in
section "Installation of the 10 mL Adapter".
After disassembly the drip pan can be
cleaned/emptied with an absorbent cloth.

Yearly or as needed.

See as well Section "Maintenance [} 715]" for further information.

4.15.8.2 Preventative Maintenance (PM)
The PM is described in the dedicated PM document. It is recommended to perform the
PM test at least once a year. The major points tested for the Heatex Stirrer are the move-
ment of the block and the general cleanliness and condition.
As a standard procedure, replacement of the toothed drive belt is recommended.
Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an annual preventative mainte-
nance on the PALrobot, including the PALmodule Heatex Stirrer.

4.15.9 Troubleshooting
This section lists the most important points to enable the user to overcome a faulty or
problematic situation.
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 CAUTION
Risk of hot machine parts!
Minor burns can result.

1. Do not touch hot parts or surfaces.
2. Before any repair step is initiated, power down the PALrobot and ensure

that the temperature inside the unit is below 50 °C to avoid any burns.

Observation Recommended Action
Module does not respond to initiation step. - Check control cable connections.

- Check the availability of the Heatex Stirrer
module within the software. If not available,
load a backup file prepared with Heatex
Stirrer PALdevice Firmware.
- Check for "Pending Message" and if nec-
essary take corrective actions.

Module responds to the initiation step but
the block does not turn.

- Check the condition of the Heatex Stirrer
belt. If necessary, replace it; see PM recom-
mendations.

Mixing of module does fail. - Check for a "Pending Message" at power-
up of system: Heatex-Drive may have
failed.

Vial broken, spill in the Heatex Stirrer col-
lection pan.

- Power down the PALrobot and disconnect
the Heatex Stirrer module. Carefully investi-
gate the damage and try to clean the com-
partment as well as possible. If in doubt,
contact your CTC Analytics representative.
Be prepared to provide all information con-
cerning the type of solvent and the extent of
the spill.
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4.16 Decapper

Illustration 214: Active PALmodule: DeCapper with two collecting pans

The "DeCapper" is an active PALmodule which can be used for opening and closing of
vials. Vial sizes of 2 mL to 20 mL are suitable. The DeCapper Module is delivered with to
collecting pans of different sizes. The larger one is intended for vial sizes of 10 and 20 mL
and the smaller one for vial sizes of 2 and 10 mL. If the configuration of the PAL System
does not provide sufficient space for mounting the larger collecting pan, the smaller one
can also be used for all vial types with one restriction: For the 10 and 20 mL vials in the
worst case only one vial can be collected. So, whenever possible, the larger collecting
pan shall be mounted to the DeCapper.
The DeCapper is fully integrated in the PAL System (PALbus) as an active module. The
parameters for opening and closing a vial are adaptable in Extended User Mode.

4.16.1 Scope of Delivery
Pieces Item Part number
1 DeCapper module NM-015-01
1 Collecting pan 20 mL NM-30-145
1 Collecting pan 2 mL NM-30-146
1 Decapper Vial Set for PAL3 Liquid, Headspace &

Combi (CTC Vials)
-

1 Hexagonal socket wrench -
1 Daisy chain cable -
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4.16.2 DeCapper Module Technical Data

4.16.2.1 Dimensions and Weights
Sample Capacity 1 vial position for 2 / 10 or 20 mL vial.
Electrical Connectors PALbus (2 connectors for daisy chaining).
Dimensions in mm (inches)
Width 118 (4.64)
Depth 304 (11.97) module including collecting pan

357 (14.06) module collecting pan and cable
Height 224 (8.82) with collecting pan for 20 mL vials

194 (7.64) ) with collecting pan for 2 mL vials
Weight in kg (pounds)
DeCapper (incl. cable) 3.512 (7.74) module without collecting pan and cable

4.086 (9.01) including 20 mL collecting pan and ca-
ble
3.890 (8.58) including 2 mL collecting pan and cable

20 mL collecting pan 0.502 (1.1)
2 mL collecting pan 0.306 (0.67)

4.16.3 Removing the transport lock
The transport lock is located on the rear-right side of the DeCapper Module. It holds the
moveable part of the DeCapper, the Capping/Decapping unit, in place to avoid the risk of
pinched fingers while manipulating or transporting the DeCapper Module.

NOTICE
Make sure, the transport lock has been removed, before you put
the DeCapper Module into operation!
Otherwise the DeCapper will not work.

1. Loosen the screw (1) and take it away.
2. Take the flat washer (2) away.
3. Keep both parts, the flat washer and the screw for future use.
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Illustration 215: Removing transport lock.

4.16.4 Attaching the Collection Pan
 CAUTION

Risk of pinching fingers in moving clamps of the bracket!
Minor or moderate crushing injury may result.

1. Never operate the DeCapper without a mounted Collection Pan.

The collecting pan will collect the vials that cannot be processed by the DeCapper. Vials
that cannot be capped or decapped, will be dropped and will fall into the collecting pan.

The Collection Pan is part of the safety concept of the DeCapper – with
the mounted Collection Pan the risk of pinching a finger in the moving
bracket from below is avoided.

Two different collecting pans are part of the delivery - a smaller one for collecting 2 mL
and 10 mL vials, and a larger one for collecting 10 mL and 20 mL vials.
Depending on the size of the processed vials, or of the available space on the PAL3 in-
strument, the suitable collection pan has to be attached. (If the available space on the
PAL3 instrument does not allow to mount the larger collecting pan, the smaller one can
also be used for all vials size with restrictions.
To attach a collecting pan to the DeCapper Module, proceed as follows.
1. Remove the two screws (1).
2. Slide the desired collecting pan (2) from below on the DeCapper Module.
3. Shift the collecting pan slightly backwards and make sure it slides over the locking

pins (3) (one on each side of the Decapper module).
4. Fix the collecting pan on the front side of the DeCapper Module by with the two

screws (1). The collecting pan is now firmly held in place.
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Illustration 216: Attaching the collection pan.

4.16.5 Installation of the DeCapper Module
1. Loosen the two Torx screws on the two DeCapper mounting brackets;
2. Be sure that the clamps fit completely into the grooves. Alternately tighten the two

Torx screws until the two mounting clamps are firmly in place;
3. Double check whether the DeCapper clamps are correctly attached to the X-Axis.

(See Section "Assembling the PAL3 System [} 372]".)
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Illustration 217: Installing the DeCapper Module.

If two DeCapper modules shall be installed, it is necessary to install and
setup the modules one-by-one. In doing so each DeCapper module can
be reliably identified by the user.
1) Switch the PALsystem off.
2) Install the first DeCapper.
3) Switch the PALsystem on and set the first DeCapper module up properly .
4) Switch the PALsystem off again and install the second DeCapper module.
5) Switch the PALsystem on again and now set the second DeCapper module up
properly.

4.16.6 Electrical Connections
NOTICE
Risk of electrical damage!
The PAL System might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before making any electrical connections.

1. Connect the supplied DeCapper control cable from the connector on the rear side of
the DeCapper to the PALcontrol interface jack marked with "PALbus", or if this is al-
ready occupied, to another Active PALmodule with an open jack. For details see fig-
ure below.
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Illustration 218: Electrical Connections of DeCapper with PALbus.

4.16.7 DeCapper Position Teaching
The teaching position of the DeCapper module is shown below:

Illustration 219: Teaching Position for DeCapper.
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See chapter 7.7.2: "PALmodule Teaching step-by-step" [} 403] for an explanation of how
to teach the DeCapper Module.

It is recommended to create a backup file when a PALmodule has been
added or moved in the PALsystem.

4.16.8 Operation Instructions
 CAUTION

Risk of pinching fingers in moving clamps of the bracket!
Minor or moderate crushing injury may result.

1. Never operate the DeCapper without a mounted Collection Pan.
2. Keep your fingers away from the bracket during operation.

4.16.8.1 Initial Operation
After setting up the entire PAL System it is advisable to check the functionality of each
PALmodule. The DeCapper can be checked by using the PALterminal, without any con-
trol from the CDS software.
Follow the path described below to check the initial operation.

Illustration 220: Start Page. Illustration 221: Select 'Options' pull-up menu
item 'Setup'.
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Illustration 222: Select menu list item
'PALmodules'.

Illustration 223: PALmodules list items.

Illustration 224: Select module 'DeCapper' Illustration 225: DeCapper list items.

Illustration 226: DeCapper list items. (contd.) Illustration 227: DeCapper list items. (contd.)

The path described above requires several "clicks" but for the sake of flexibility, both
ways are described here. The DeCapper "List Items" can be accessed directly from the
Start Screen.
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Illustration 228: Start Screen. Illustration 229: DeCapper list items.

Illustration 230: DeCapper 'Options' pull-up
menu.

DeCapper List Items
Item Description
Bracket Drive
Actual Position

The actual position of the bracket drive in µm/mm. Read-
only.

Jaw Chuck Drive
Actual Position

The actual position of the jaw chuck drive in µm/mm.
Read-only.

Bracket Speed The speed for opening or closing the bracket.Can be set to
values between 10 and 100%.

Height Check Activates or Deactivates the Height Check. The height
check compares the height of the cap previous to opening
with the height of the cap after opening and closing the
vial. In doing so it can be checked if the vial has been
closed properly. A tolerance for this check can be specified
using the parameter "Height Max. Dev."

Height Max. Dev. Can be set to values between 10 and 100%. This value
specifies the maximum tolerable deviation during the
Height Check. The percentages relate to the height of the
vials thread. This parameter is only taken into account, if
the "Height Check" is activated.
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Item Description
Jaw Chuck Force The force that is used for closing the jaw chuck.Can be set

to values between 40 and 100%. Default value is 80 %.
Jaw Chuck Speed The speed for opening or closing the jaw chuck.Can be set

to values between 10 and 100%. Default value is 100 %.
Screwing Force The force with which a cap screwed on, or unscrewed of a

vial.Can be set to values between 10 and 100%. Default
value is 25 %.

Screwing Speed The speed with which a cap is screwed on a vial.Can be
set to values between 10 and 100%. Default value is 70 %.

Slip Check Activates or Deactivates the Slip Check.The slip check is
performed after decapping and shall ensure that the cap
has not slipped out, but is still held firmly by the jaw chuck.
It is done by slightly trying to close the jaw chuck - if a re-
sistance is detected everything is as it should be and the
cap is still in place in the jaw chuck. If no resistance is de-
tected, and the jaw chuck can be closed easily, the cap
has slipped out and is no longer present within the jaw
chuck.

Unrec. Error Behavior Can be set to "Leave" or "Dispose". The behavior of the
DeCapper in case of a serious error can be determined.
Either the faulty vial is disposed to the collecting pan, or it
is left in place (and a user interaction becomes nec-
cessery).

Unscrewing Speed The speed with which a cap is unscrewed from a vial.Can
be set to values between 10 and 100%. Default value is 70
%.

Waste Type The type of the installed collecting pan – "Small" or
"Large".
"Small" specifies the smaller collecting pan.
"Large" specifies the larger collecting pan.
The default value is "Large".

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

DeCapper "Options" Pull-up Menu Items
Item Description
Calibrate DeCapper During calibration the force is measured that is needed for

opening and closing the bracket and the jaw chuck. These
measured values are used as core values for the calcula-
tion of the actual forces from the percentages specified un-
der the parameters "Jaw Chuck Force" and "Screwing
Force".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined
again, for teaching.

Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task
serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-
positions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is
off, return to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the
teaching position. Please note that this action can be done
under the "Extended User Level" but not under "User
Level".

Home DeCapper The drives of the DeCapper (bracket and jaw chuck) are
homed.

Release Vial The bracket is opened and the vial is released and
dropped to the collecting pan.
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Item Description
Release Cap The jaw chuck is opened and the cap is released.
Dispose From DeCapper The jaw chuck is placed over the vial and both, the bracket

and the jaw chuck are opened. In doing so, the vial and the
cap are dropped into the collecting pan.

Park DeCapper While the DeCapper is parked, the Capping/Decapping
unit is stored in the "Park" position. (The top-rear position –
in this position the Capping/Decapping unit is resting on a
supporting pin.)

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

4.16.9 Manually releasing a clamped vial or cap
 CAUTION

Risk of pinching fingers in moving clamps of the bracket!
Minor or moderate crushing injury may result.

1. Power off the PALrobot before manually moving the bracket or the jaw
chuck.

In case of a malfunction during operation or a power outage it might be necessary to
manually release a clamped vial. Both, the jaw chuck in the capping/decapping unit, as
well as the bracket that holds the vial, can be opened or closed manually.
The set screws for the jaw chuck and the bracket are both covered with a cap, which can
be levered from the housing with a flat screw driver.

4.16.9.1 Releasing a clamped vial from the bracket

 CAUTION
Risk of pinching fingers in moving clamps of the bracket!
Minor or moderate crushing injury may result.

1. Power off the PALrobot before manually moving the bracket.

NOTICE
Risk of device damage!
The device might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before manually moving the bracket.

The cap covering the set screw for the bracket holding the vials, is placed on front of the
DeCapper Module. To release a clamped vial proceed as follows.
1. Lever the cap (1), from the housing using a small flat screw driver and take it away.
2. Use the hexagonal socket wrench and turn the set screw counterclockwise to release

the vial.
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4.16.9.2 Releasing a clamped cap from jaw chuck

 CAUTION
Risk of pinching fingers in moving clamps of the bracket!
Minor or moderate crushing injury may result.

1. Power off the PALrobot before manually moving the jaw chuck.

NOTICE
Risk of device damage!
The device might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before manually moving the jaw chuck.

The cap covering the set screw for the jaw chuck, is placed on top of the capping/decap-
ping unit. It is only accessible if the capping/decapping unit is moved to the front side. To
manually release a clamped cap proceed as follows.
1. Lever the cap (1), from the housing using a small flat screw driver and take it away.
2. Use the hexagonal socket wrench and turn the set screw counterclockwise to release

the cap.

4.16.10 Limitations
The DeCapper can only be used with right-hand threads.
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4.16.11 Maintenance and PM (Preventative Maintenance)
Regularly performed maintenance ensures the accuracy and precision of the PAL Sys-
tem. Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures are given below to ensure smooth,
uninterrupted operation.
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use cor-
rosive solvents, you may need to perform the maintenance procedure more frequently.

4.16.11.1 Maintenance

 CAUTION
Risk of pinching fingers in moving clamps of the bracket!
Minor or moderate crushing injury may result.

1. Power off the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

NOTICE
Risk of device damage!
The device might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Maintenance Step Interval
Cleaning the Collection Pan Weekly or as needed.
Cleaning the outside of the DeCapper: Use only a soft lint-
free cloth dampened with mild soap and water.

Weekly or as needed.

Replacing the rubber buffers of the bracket and/or the jaw
chuck.

Yearly or as needed.

See as well Section "Maintenance [} 715]" for further information.

4.16.11.1.1 Replacing the rubber buffers of the bracket and the jaw chuck
The rubber buffers of the bracket and the jaw chuck have to be checked on a yearly base
and to be replaced, if necessary.
The jaw chuck, holding the vial, is a 2-jaw chuck, while the upper, holding and turning the
cap, is a 3-jaw chuck. For both chuck jaws, the rubber buffers can be replaced.
Follow the instructions given below.

Replacing the rubber buffers of the bracket

 CAUTION
Risk of pinching fingers in moving clamps of the bracket!
Minor or moderate crushing injury may result.

1. Power off the PALrobot before replacing the rubber buffers of the
bracket.

NOTICE
Risk of device damage!
The device might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Power off the PALrobot and disconnect any PALbus cable from the rear side of the De-
Capper Module.
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Unscrew and remove the DeCapper module from the X-Axis.
1. Loosen the four screws (1) and take them away.
2. Remove the cover plate (2)

3. Loosen the four screws (3) and take them away.
4. Take away the two plates (4), holding the buffers in place.

5. Remove the two rubber buffers (5) and replace them with new ones.
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6. Assemble the DeCapper in reversed order. NOTICE! Do not overtighten the screws
during assembly!

Replacing the rubber buffers of the jaw chuck

 CAUTION
Risk of pinching fingers in moving clamps of the bracket!
Minor or moderate crushing injury may result.

1. Power off the PALrobot before replacing the rubber buffers of the jaw
chuck.

NOTICE
Risk of device damage!
The device might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Power off the PALrobot and disconnect any PALbus cable from the rear side of the De-
Capper Module.
Unscrew and remove the DeCapper module from the X-Axis.
1. Loosen and remove the two screws (1) and take away the collecting pan (2).
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2. Move the capping/decapping unit (2) to the front.

3. Remove the cover cap (3) with a flat screw driver.

4. Use the hexagonal socket wrench on the hexagonal screw head (4) to move the jaws
a little bit to the middle of the jaw chuck – this will facilitate the removal of the rubber
buffers later on.
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5. Turn the decapper module upside down and loosen the three screws (5) holding the
rubber buffers in place. (You have to pass the torx screw driver through the lower
opening to get access to the screws – see figure below for details.) NOTICE! The
screws are tightened with a torque of 0.2 Nm. Retighten the screws after re-
placement of the rubber buffers with a torque of 0.2 Nm using a torque wrench.

6. Remove the 3 screws (5).
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7. Remove the three plates (6) that hold the rubber buffers in place.

8. Remove the three rubber buffers (7) and replace them with new ones.

9. Assemble the decapper module in reversed order.
10. After remounting the DeCapper to the X-Axis the DeCapper has to be teached again.
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4.16.11.2 Preventative Maintenance (PM)
The PM is described in the dedicated PM document. It is recommended to perform the
PM test at least once a year. The major points tested for the DeCapper are the smooth
movement of the bracket and the jaw chuck and the general cleanliness and condition of
the module.
Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an annual preventative mainte-
nance on the PALrobot, including the PALmodule DeCapper.

4.16.12 Troubleshooting
This section lists the most important points to enable the user to overcome a faulty or
problematic situation.

 CAUTION
Risk of pinching fingers in moving clamps of the bracket!
Minor or moderate crushing injury may result.

1. Power off the PALrobot before any troubleshooting step is initiated.

NOTICE
Risk of device damage!
The device might get damaged.

1. Power off the PALrobot before any troubleshooting step is initiated.

Observation Recommended Action
Module does not respond to initiation step. - Check control cable connections.

- Check the availability of the DeCapper
module within the software.
- Check for "Pending Message" and if nec-
essary take corrective actions.

Module responds to the initiation step but
the capping/decapping unit cannot be
moved.

- Check if the transport lock is still mounted.
If so, remove the transport lock.

4.16.13 Spare Parts
Sparepart Description
Decapper Clamp-Set Replacement rubbers for the jaw chuck and

the bracket, including replacement screws
and small parts.

Hex4 Socket Wrench Hexagonal 4mm Socket Wrench, female
type

Table 6: Spareparts for the DeCapper.
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5 Passive PAL Modules
The template of a Passive PALmodule is included in (or is part of) the basic PAL3
Firmware.
Using the PALterminal, add the Module by selecting "Options | Setup".
A dialog guides through the screens to define the various Attributes and Parameters.
Once the newly-defined module is stored, it is available for further setup definitions such
as teaching the positions.
A PALmodule ID# is automatically provided and stored as long as the device is in opera-
tion.
A "Passive" PALmodule, is a static device without any intelligence required. Typical ex-
amples are non-temperature programmable Tray Holders, or a GC Standard Wash Mod-
ule.
A Passive PALmodule cannot be deactivated but it can be deleted. The PALmodule ID#
will not be stored. If the same device is re-activated later, another PALmodule ID# will be
randomly provided.
How to physically install, connect and activate an "Active" or a "Passive" PALmodule is
explained in the "Installation" section.
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5.1 Large Wash

Illustration 231: Large Wash Module

All information about the Wash modules can be found in Section "Installing the Wash
Module [} 390]".
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5.2 Solvent Module

Illustration 232: Solvent Module

Information about the Solvent Module can be found under "Setup Menu Item "PALmod-
ules"" [} 427]
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5.3 Standard Wash

Illustration 233: Standard Wash Module

All information about the Wash modules can be found in Section "Installing the Wash
Module [} 390]".
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5.4 Tray Holder

Illustration 234: Tray Holder Module

Information about the Tray Holder can be found under "Installing a Tray Holder or Tray
Plate (Passive PALmodule) [} 392]".
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5.5 Tray Plate

Illustration 235: Tray Plate Module

Information about the Tray Plate can be found under "Installing a Tray Holder or Tray
Plate (Passive PALmodule) [} 392]".

5.6 Liquid Cooled Tray Holder

Illustration 236: Liquid Cooled Tray Holder

The module "Liq Cooled Tray Cooler" is a passive PALmodule. In the bottom section of
the Tray Holder, there is an open tube. The ¼” hose connections for this tube can be
seen at the back of the unit. Liquid from an external bath is circulated into the Tray Cooler
through this tube; the liquid can be either heated or cooled.
Note that the temperature control has to occur in the external circulation bath (tempera-
ture control is not possible with the "Liq Cooled Tray Holder").
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5.6.1 Liq Cooled Tray Holder Module Technical Data
Part Number PNo. Module: NC-02-0X (X = OEM specific

brand)
Sample Capacity Holds one Rack for 32 20/10 mL vials
Temperature Control 4°C – 70°C Controlled through external liq-

uid circulation bath, not provided
Connection Tube Dimensions Stainless steel tube, OD 8 mm (0.3 inch), ID

6 mm (0.24 inch) (open tube, for hose con-
nection)

Electrical Connectors None (passive PALmodule)
Dimension in mm (inches)
Width 134 (5.28)
Depth 375 (14.76)
Height 103 (4.06)
Compartment Width/Depth/Height 110/220/46 (4.33/8.66/1.81)
Weight in kg (pounds)
Liq Cooled Tray Holder 2.50 (5.51)

5.6.2 Installation of Liq Cooled Tray Holder Module
Installation of "Liq Cooled Tray Holder Module.

Illustration 237: Installing the Liquid Cooled Trayholder to the X-Axis

1. Loosen the two Torx screws on the two module mounting brackets.
2. Be sure that the clamps fit completely into the grooves. Alternately tighten the two

Torx screws until the two mounting clamps are firmly in place.
3. Double check whether the Liq Cooled Tray Holder clamps are correctly attached

to the X-Axis. (See Assembling the PAL3 System [} 372]).
4. Connect the hoses from the liquid circulation bath; tighten securely using pipe

clamps.
5. Select the liquid medium for temperature control according to the application"s re-

quirements.

 WARNING
Physical injury caused by leaks or spills or fire may occur.

1. Ensure the quality of the hose and connections, and consider the com-
patibility with the liquid medium being circulated.
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The liquid circulation bath is not part of the delivery.

5.6.3 Liq Cooled Tray Holder Position Teaching
The Teaching Position is located as indicated in the figure below.

Illustration 238: Teaching position for Liquid Cooled Tray Holder Module.

Select Options ➨ Teach PALmodule
See Chapter "PALmodule Teaching step-by-step [} 403]" for information about how to
teach the Liq Cooled Tray Holder.

5.6.4 Operation Instructions
Initial and Routine Operation of "Liquid Cooled Tray Holder".

 CAUTION
Hot surface and hot liquid - The Liquid Cooled Tray Holder can
be operated within a temperature range of +4 to 70 °C.
Minor burns may result.

1. Do not touch hot parts of the Liquid Cooled Tray Holder.
2. Avoid direct contact with hot heating liquid.

5.6.4.1 Initial Operation
After setting up the entire PAL System, it is advisable to check the functionality of each
PALmodule. The Liq Cooled Tray Holder can be checked by using the PALterminal, with-
out any control from the CDS software.
Follow the path as described below in Extended User Mode to check the initial operation.
Start Screen ➨ Liq Tray Holder ➨ Slot1
If no Tray has been assigned to the Slot, the page of "Slot1" will be empty. Assign a "New
Tray" (New Rack or New Well Plate) as described below.
Options ➨ New Rack
If no Tray has been assigned yet, open the "Options" pull-up menu from the page "Slot"
and assign a "New Rack".
Define the Rack Type and the Rack Item. For the Liq Tray Holder is the dedicated Tray
Type "R32 LiqCooled" typically used.
See chapter "Assigning a new Tray Type (Rack or Well Plate Type) [} 414]".
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The "CapType" is available as "read-only". The settings for the "CapType" are made in
the class "Rack Item".

The task "Check Needle Penetration" is available but the Tray "R32 Tray-
Cool" does not contain such a cut-out as shown in the illustration. This
cut-out is available with Tray Type "VT54" where it can be critical to ad-
just the needle penetration in a 2 mL vial.

After the Tray Type has been assigned to the Slot, it is possible to perform a so-called 3-
corner teaching of the Tray (Rack) to eliminate a possible inclination of the Tray in the
Tray Holder.

Liquid Tray Cooler List Items
Item Description
Rack(#) Select the required Rack number to assign the RackType and

VialType.
Rack Type A list with all predefined Rack Types opens up for selection.
Rack Item A list with all predefined Rack Items opens up for selection.

Please note that a passive Tray Holder module can adapt Racks made for different vial
sizes. When the different racks are used, consider the different vial heights and ensure
that the Stack Drawer Magnet, attached to the lower needle guide, does not catch at front
row of vials from behind the rack.

"Liquid Cooler" Tray Holder "Options" List Items
Item Description
Create New Tray Sys-
tem

This Task allows creating a new Tray System.The wizard
guides through the definition of Tray Holder, Tray Slot, Trays,
Tray Type, Rack Item, and Number of Trays required for the
new Tray System.

New Tray Holder This task allows creating a new Tray Holder.
Delete Tray Holder This task allows deleting the present Tray Holder.
New Rack This task allows creating a new Rack.
New Well Plate This task allows creating a new Well Plate.
Delete Rack(#) This task allows deleting the present Rack.
Check Needle Penetra-
tion

This task allows adjusting the Needle Penetration Depths in the
vial. Manually turn the needle as far down in the vial as re-
quired. The cut-out in the Tray Holder frame as well as in the
Rack allows visual control of the needle tip. Note: The value
found is not stored automatically. This task allows a check
only. If the needle penetration should be changed, select the
Rack Type to enter the newly-established Needle Penetration
value.

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined again,
for teaching.

Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task
serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching posi-
tion. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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5.6.4.2 Routine Operation
If the PALmodule Liq Cooled Tray Holder is part of the cycle used to run samples in rou-
tine work, such as the typical headspace cycle, no parameters can be selected by the
user. The cooling occurs via the external circulation bath control; this module is consid-
ered a passive Tray Holder by the PALrobot.

5.6.5 Limitations
Currently, following limitations are known:

• No temperature control via the PALrobot.
• With the PAL LSI are syringe needles with a length of 85 mm not useable. The sy-

ringe adapter is limited to a syringe needle length of 57 mm.

5.6.6 Maintenance and PM (Preventative Maintenance)
Performing maintenance regularly will help ensure the accuracy and precision of the PAL
System. Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures to ensure uninterrupted opera-
tion are given below.
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use ag-
gressive solvents, you may need to perform maintenance procedures more frequently.

5.6.6.1 Condensation Build-up
Condensation build-up is directly related to the temperature and relative humidity in the
ambient air (dew point). Long-term tests showed very little build-up of condensation in an
environment of relative humidity up to 60 % and 22 ± 2 °C ambient temperature. If con-
densation is observed, clean the compartment on a regular basis as needed. Drainage
for condensation is not available; the compartment is a closed system.

5.6.6.2 Maintenance

 CAUTION
Risk of hot machine parts!
Minor burns can result.

1. Do not touch hot parts or surfaces.
2. Before any repair step is initiated, power down the PALrobot and ensure

that the temperature inside the unit is below 50 °C to avoid any burns.

Maintenance Step Interval
Cleaning the outside of the Liq Cooled Tray
Holder: Use only a soft lint-free cloth damp-
ened with mild soap and water.

Weekly or as needed.

Clean and dry the inside of the compart-
ment. (Moisture build-up.)

Daily or as needed.

Check condition of hose and connections. Monthly or as needed.

For further information see as well Maintenance [} 715].

5.6.6.3 Preventative Maintenance (PM)
The PM is described in the dedicated PM document. It is recommended to perform the
PM test at least once a year. The major point tested for the Liq Cooled Tray Holder is its
general cleanliness and condition.
Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an annual preventative mainte-
nance on the PALrobot, including the Liq Cooled Tray Holder.
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5.6.7 Troubleshooting
This section lists the most important points to enable the user to overcome a faulty or
problematic situation.

 CAUTION
Risk of hot machine parts!
Minor burns can result.

1. Do not touch hot parts or surfaces.
2. Before any repair step is initiated, power down the PALrobot and ensure

that the temperature inside the unit is below 50 °C to avoid any burns.

Observation Recommended Action
Syringe Needle bent • Are the X-, Y-, and Z- Positions cor-

rectly taught?
• Check the cover type - is the cover cor-

rect for the desired Rack?

5.7 MHE Adapter

Illustration 239: MHE Module

The Multiple Headspace Extraction (MHE) Module is an add-on module to extend the
range of headspace applications. In classical headspace technique, one sampling is per-
formed per vial. Sample quantification can be inaccurate in the presence of interfering
matrices or in cases where a calibration standard cannot be made using a matrix compo-
sition identical to that of the sample.
The MHE Module consists of a venting tool (MHE Adapter) combined with a MHE
Adapter Holder. The MHE technique requires a series of sampling cycles using the same
vial. First, the vial is pressurized to reach a specific pressure. The vial is then sampled
and vented. The vial is re-pressurized and sampled again. This process is repeated multi-
ple times to obtain the final results.
The MHE Module can be used with any PAL system equipped for static headspace tech-
niques, e.g. the PAL RSI or PAL RTC.
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5.7.1 MHE Module Specifications
Part Numbers PNo. MHE Adapter: NM-03-01

PNo. MHE Adapter Holder: NM-04-01
Needle Gauge 22 (OD 0.72 mm) Needle Point

Style: 5 (Side hole) Material: Stainless steel
316

Needle Penetration 15 mm (maximum penetration)
Gas Pressure 1.0 to 1.5 bar (approx. 15 psi) Purge gas

setting at Pressure Regulator
Dimensions of MHE Adapter in mm (inches)
Width 25 (1.0)
Height 51 (2.0)
Weight of MHE Adapter in kg (pounds)
MHE Adapter 0.027 (0.06)[without vent tubing]
Dimensions of MHE Adapter Holder in mm (inches)
Width 35 (1.4)
Depth 150 (5.9)
Height 110 (4.3) [MHE Adapter inserted]
Weight of MHE Adapter Holder in kg (pounds)
MHE Adapter Holder 0.285 (0.63)[without vent tubing]

5.7.2 Scope of Delivery
The MHE option is shipped in a single box. Check for the following items :
(some parts are preassembled):

1 pc MHE Adapter Holder

1 pc MHE Adapter

1 pc Replacement Needle (NDL MHE-22-5/
B)
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5.7.3 Installation of the MHE Module

5.7.3.1 Installing the MHE Adapter Holder to the X-Axis
Before beginning the installation process, determine the approximate position for the
MHE Adapter Holder.
The recommended position is directly next to the Agitator, but keep approx. 40 mm dis-
tance. If the Agitator is located at the far right side of the X-Axis, the MHE Adapter Holder
should be placed to the left side of the Agitator, or inside the path of travel. Likewise, if
the Agitator is located at the far left, the MHE Adapter Holder should be placed to the
right of the Agitator.

NOTICE
If a venting tube is installed, it is necessary to install the MHE
Adapter Holder as close as possible to the Agitator (or any
other position where the venting of the vial is performed) to pre-
vent the venting tube from catching on the hardware module.

The MHE Adapter Holder must be mounted near the Agitator as described above. Install
the MHE Adapter Holder so that the mounting clamp teeth fit into the grooves on the bot-
tom of the X-Axis. Be sure that the clamp fits completely into the grooves. Tighten the
Torx screw until the mounting clamp is firmly in place.

Illustration 240: Installing the MHE Adapter to the X-Axis.

Double check if the MHE Adapter Holder mounting clamp is correctly attached to the PAL
X-Axis (see section "Assembling the PAL3 System [} 372]").
If the waste tube has to be installed because the application requires it, connect one end
of the waste tube to the MHE Adapter. Insert the other end into an appropriate waste con-
tainer or into an appropriate laboratory venting system, such as a fume hood.

5.7.3.2 Basic Installation of the MHE Adapter

 CAUTION
The MHE Venting Adapter contains a spring-loaded white insert
to protect the needle.
The needle can pierce skin.

1. Use caution when handling the white insert
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The MHE Adapter has a threaded gas vent outlet, allowing an optional
OD 1/16 inch waste tube to be attached. This optional gas venting tube
can be used for applications requiring hazardous or toxic gases.

1. The MHE Adapter is already preassembled. If a venting tube is required, insert the
tube and tighten with the provided nut. A tube flange connection or a flangeless fer-
rule (flat bottom) is recommended.

2. Place the MHE Adapter into the Adapter Holder, making sure that the vent outlet is
positioned within the two pins of the Adapter Holder.

3. Install the red magnetic ring to the PAL Injection Unit.

5.7.3.3 Purge Gas Pressure Setting
The pressure setting for the MHE technique is 1.0 to 1.5 bar (approx. 15 psi). If your sys-
tem was previously used for static headspace applications, you may need to adjust your
pressure regulator.

5.7.4 Operation Instructions

5.7.4.1 MHE Module Position Teaching

The magnetic ring must be mounted at the injection unit to ensure reli-
able transport of the MHE Adapter.

To define the position, complete the following steps:
1. Select the access level "Extended User"
2. From the "Options" pull-up menu, select the item Setup | PALmodules | Tool Adapter

Station | MHE Module
3. Select "Teach PALmodule" from the Options pull-up menu.
4. When the PALhead has been positioned on the Adapter, which is placed in the MHE

Adapter Holder as shown below, the vent outlet should be placed in between the two
pins. Loosen the screw of the magnetic transport ring. This enables the magnets of
the magnetic transport ring to be aligned with the magnets of the MHE Adapter.

5. Define the X-, Y-, and Z- positions common to all objects as described in "PALmodule
Teaching step-by-step [} 403]". The teach position is located at the top of the MHE
Adapter. The lower needle guide should be centered in the Adapter.

Illustration 241: Positioning the Magnetic Transport ring on the MHE Adapter
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Illustration 242: Teach Position for MHE Adapter.

It is recommended to create a backup file when a PALmodule has been
added or moved within the PALsystem.

After setting up the entire PAL System, it is advisable to check the functionality of each
individual PALmodule. The MHE Module can be checked directly using the PALterminal,
without any control from the CDS software.
Checking the functionality using the "MHE Module" item under the Start Screen:
Follow the path as described below in Extended User Mode to check the initial operation.
Start Screen > MHE Module > Options

After completing the "Teaching Wizard", it is possible to adjust the "Z
Tolerance". Please note that the default value of +/- 5.0 mm is commonly
used. This is the only available parameter given for the MHE Module.

MHE Module Parameter Description
Item Description
Z Tolerance A tolerance window to give a plus/minus range (expressed in

mm) within which the PALhead must expect an object.
If the value is > 0, this triggers a relative detection mode and
the sensor from the injection unit needle guide is active.
If the value of this item is set to "0", the sensor of the needle
guide is turned off and the syringe slider moves to an abso-
lute value, the Z-Axis position as specified for the object.

Pull-up Menu items for MHE Module
"Options" Pull-up Menu for "MHE Module (X)"

Item Description
New MHE Module (X) This parameter allows the creation of a new MHE Module.
Delete MHE Module (X) This parameter allows deleting an existing MHE Module.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

"Options" Pull-up Menu for "MHE Adapter (X)"
Item Description
Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined again,

for teaching.
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Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
"Options" Pull-up Menu for List Item "MHE Adapter (X)"

Item Description
Reset to Default Resets the selected PALmodule parameter to default value.

5.7.5 Routine Operation
For routine operation of the MHE Module it is important to understand the principles of
the MHE technique. The basic steps are explained below.

5.7.5.1 MHE Cycle Step-by-Step
• Step 1: The sample vial is placed into the Agitator and the equilibrium is established

(time and temperature controlled).
• Step 2:The vial is pressurized by inserting the headspace syringe needle 22 mm into

the vial. The purge gas is activated for a fixed time of 30 seconds.
(The COMBI PAL pressure regulator must be set to 1.0 – 1.5 bar.)

The COMBI PAL pressure regulator must be set to 1.0 – 1.5 bar.

Illustration 243: Establishing Sample Equilib-
rium

Illustration 244: Pressurizing the sample vial.

• Step 3: The Headspace Syringe Needle is withdrawn from the vial. The gas purge
valve is shut off after withdrawal.
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• Step 4: A sample aliquot is taken up into the syringe according to the sample volume
defined in the sample list.

Illustration 245: Withdrawal of headspace sy-
ringe needle and gas flow shutoff

Illustration 246: Sample volume taken up into
syringe

• Step 5: The sample aliquot is injected into the GC.
• Step 6: The PAL Injection Unit moves the MHE Adapter from the Adapter Holder to

the sample vial in the Agitator.

Illustration 247: Sample injection into GC Illustration 248: MHE Adapter is positioned
above the sample vial

• Step 7: The MHE Adapter needle is inserted into the vial (14 mm). The pressurized
gas is vented to the atmosphere.
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• Step 8: The MHE Adapter is removed from the sample vial and positioned back into
the MHE Adapter Holder. The sample vial will equilibrate to the same conditions as
applied in Step 1. This cycle is repeated as often as defined by the "MHE_Counter"
method variable.

Illustration 249: Venting pressurized gas from
the sample vial

Illustration 250: Equilibrium is established for
the second sampling

After this cycle has been completed, the sample vial is transported back to its original po-
sition in the Rack. The next sample is placed in the Agitator and the cycle will be re-
peated.

5.7.6 Maintenance and PM (Preventative Maintenance)
Regular maintenance helps to ensure the accuracy and precision of the PAL System.
Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures are given below to ensure smooth, unin-
terrupted operation.
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use cor-
rosive solvents, you may need to perform the maintenance procedure more frequently.

5.7.6.1 Maintenance

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any maintenance step is initiated.

Maintenance Step Interval
Clean the outside of the instrument.
Use only a soft, lint-free cloth dampened
with mild soap and water.

Weekly or as needed.

Check the functionality of the spring-loaded
needle.

Monthly or as needed.

Check the magnetic transport of the MHE
Adapter. Check the picking up and returning
of the Adapter into the Holder.

Monthly or as needed.
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Maintenance Step Interval
Check the Vent tubing for integrity. As required.

For further information, see also section "Maintenance [} 715]".

5.7.6.2 Preventative Maintenance (PM)
The PM is described in the dedicated PM document. It is recommended to perform the
PM test at least once a year. The major point tested for the MHE Module is its general
cleanliness and condition.
Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an annual PM on the PALrobot, in-
cluding the MHE Module.

5.7.7 Troubleshooting
This section lists the most important points to enable the user to overcome a faulty or
problematic situation.

NOTICE
Risk of damaging device.
The instrument might get damaged.

1. Power down the PALrobot before any cleaning or repair step is initiated.

Observation Recommended Action
MHE Adapter cannot be picked up from
Adapter Holder.

Verify the installation of the large magnetic
ring as used for the 20 mL vials.

MHE Adapter cannot be returned to the
Holder without collision.

Move the PALhead manually above the
MHE Adapter positioned in the Adapter
Holder. Verify that the Vent outlet of the
MHE Adapter is positioned in between the
two pins. Loosen the screw of the magnetic
ring and allow the magnets to align with
those of the MHE Adapter. Tighten the
screw of the magnetic ring after successful
alignment.

Vent tubing catches during movement. Check the integrity of the tubing.Check the
installation position of the MHE Adapter
Holder. Consider also the distance to the
Agitator.

Gas cannot be vented. Check the MHE Adapter for integrity. Is the
needle damaged or clogged? Is the Vent
Outlet open?

5.7.8 Spare Parts
The spare parts for the MHE Module are listed below and under "Spare Parts [} 727]".

Part No. Description
NM-03-01 MHE Adapter
NDL MHE-22-5 / 5 MHE Needle, Gauge 22, PST 5, 46 mm length.
NM-04-01 MHE Adapter Holder
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Illustration 251: Needle change in the MHE Adapter

5.8 Flow Cell

Illustration 252: PALmodule Flow Cell Holder. (In its maximum extension six Flow Cells can be
mounted.)

The PAL Flow Cell Holder is an optional device used for any "flow-through" sampling ap-
plication. The concept is that the medium which has to be monitored (or analyzed) is
pumped through the cell. The PAL System can take up a sample aliquot from the cell ac-
cording to a given time interval, such as sampling every five minutes for analysis.
Typical applications are

• Waste water analysis
• Surface water analysis
• Drinking water analysis
• Exhaust gas analysis
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• Chemical Reaction, Process Analysis
• Fermenter On-line analysis

The media flowing through the cell can be in gaseous or liquid form.
The Flow Cell Holder comes with one Flow Cell, but can be enhanced to carry up to six
Flow Cells.

5.8.1 Flow Cell Holder Module Technical Data
Part No. module NM-011-01
Description Flow-Through Cell for PAL System consist-

ing of:
1 pc Flow-Cell stainless steel 316
2 pcs Connectors Swagelok ¼”
1 pc Holder 88mm height
4 pcs Inlet septa replacement (Thermo-
green LB-2; Ø10 mm)

Temperature Control none (Temperature control and insulation of
supply line or pipe is part of the indepen-
dent PAL System application.)

Volume of Flow Cell approx. 0.5 mL
Dimensions in mm (inches)
Width 52 (2.05)
Depth 327 (12.87)
Height 112 (4.41)
Weight in kg (pounds)
Flow Cell Module 0.72 (1.59)

5.8.2 Installation of Flow Cell Holder Module
Before beginning the assembly process, determine approximately where the PAL Flow
Cell Holder will be located. Consider the height of the Flow Cell, and ensure there is suffi-
cient space to be able to move a 20 mL vial from the Tray to the Agitator and vice versa if
required and if such components are part of the PAL System configuration.
If there is not enough space between the X-axis and the GC top cover, consider installing
the PAL Flow Cell Holder outside of the GC frame.
If the PAL Flow Cell Holder is to be installed within an existing PAL System, another
hardware module may need to be shifted. Remember to re-position the modules again
according the PAL User Manual.
Installation of the Flow Cell Holder Module.
1. Loosen the Torx screw on the Flow Cell Holder Module mounting bracket;
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Illustration 253: Installing the Flow Cell Holder Module.

2. Be sure that the clamp fit completely into the grooves. Tighten the Torx screw until
the mounting clamp is firmly in place;

3. Double check whether the Flow Cell Holder Module clamp is correctly attached to the
X-Axis. (See Section "Assembling the PAL3 System [} 372]".)

5.8.3 Assembling the PAL Flow Cell Holder

5.8.3.1 Flow Cell Positioning on Holder

5.8.3.1.1 Single Flow Cell Installation
The Flow Cell can be installed on the Holder such that the connections are pointing to the
front or turned by 90° and pointing to the side. This flexibility allows the user to adapt the
set-up according to how the supply lines can be guided to the PAL System without inter-
ference.
The Flow Cell is mounted to the holder with two screws. Open the screws from the bot-
tom side and rotate the cell body in the desired position. Retighten the screws. For a dia-
grammatic explanation, see figure below.
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Illustration 254: Changing Flow Cell Body Position.

5.8.3.1.2 Multiple Flow Cell Installation
The standard PAL Flow Cell Holder is provided with a single Flow Cell installed on the
Holder.
If more than one Flow Cell has to be used, is it possible to install these on a single holder
as shown in the figures below. In such a situation, the possibility of re-orienting the direc-
tion of the cell connections is important.

Illustration 255: Installing six Flow Cells on a Single Holder, side view.
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For example, if the fronts of the cell body connections need to be turned sideways (as
shown in figure below), proceed as described above for the position orientation of a sin-
gle Flow Cell.

Illustration 256: Six Flow Cells installed on a Single Holder, top view.

5.8.3.1.2.1 Supply Line Connections
Connect the supply lines to the Flow Cell by using the provided ¼” Swagelok connec-
tions. The inlet line has to be attached to the lower connection port as shown in figure be-
low.
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Illustration 257: Connection of Supply Lines.

5.8.3.1.2.2 Temperature Control of Flow Cell
The Flow Cells do not contain a built-in heating feature. If an application requires a higher
temperature than ambient, the first step will be to heat the supply lines. The temperature
of the heated line will be partially transferred to the cell body. If this is not sufficient, use
additional insulating material to retain heat or an independent heating device with exter-
nal temperature control.

5.8.3.1.2.3 Flow Control of Media
The flow of the media passing through the cell has to be controlled to avoid turbulence
within the cell. Consider the internal volume of the cell (approx. 0.5 mL) alongside the ex-
pected flow-through time of the media within the cell. If a high sampling rate is expected,
the media should be exchanged within a short time. The residence time in the cell should
be a fraction of the sampling rate to ensure that the aliquot taken for the next analysis has
been refreshed.
Note that the higher the flow is set, the higher the risk of turbulence in the cell.
A restriction of the flow can be archived by several technical solutions. Examples for a liq-
uid medium are:

• Bypass from the main pipe controlled by a needle valve
• Pump installed on the outlet line after the cell
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Also, consider filtering the liquid if applicable (to avoid blockages in the cell or at the point
of restriction caused by particles).
For gas sample analysis, the most convenient way to adjust the flow is by using a flow
controller or a pressure regulator.

5.8.4 PAL Flow Cell Holder Position Teaching
The module Teaching Position is located as indicated in figure below.

Illustration 258: Teaching Position for PAL Flow Cell Holder.

See Chapter 7.7.2: "PALmodule Teaching step-by-step" [} 403] for an explanation of how
to teach the Flow Cell Holder.

5.8.5 Limitations
Currently, no software support for the Flow Cell Holder is implemented. Nevertheless the
Flow Cell Holder can be used with the PAL System, but needs to be defined manually as
Obstacle.
A heating or temperature control of the PAL Flow Cell, supply line or supply pipe is not
provided. If a temperature control or insulation of the supply line is required for specific
applications, it is necessary to obtain the required setup from an external provider.
The Flow Cell itself is made out of stainless steel which is a good heat-conductor and
most likely the Flow Cell does not act as a cold finger if the supply line is heated. The
temperature of the heated lines will passively heat the Flow Cell body as well. Additional
insulative material can also be attached around the Flow Cell to minimize temperature
fluctuations.

5.8.6 Troubleshooting
This section lists the most important points to enable the user to overcome a faulty or
problematic situation. Warning: Safety Warning: Before any repair step is initiated, power
down the PALrobot.

5.8.7 Maintenance and PM (Preventative Maintenance)
Performing maintenance regularly will help ensure the accuracy and precision of the PAL
System. Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures to ensure uninterrupted opera-
tion are given below.
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use ag-
gressive solvents, you may need to perform maintenance procedures more frequently.
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5.8.7.1 Maintenance
Warning: Safety Warning: Before any maintenance step is initiated, power down the PAL-
robot. The PAL Flow Cell Holder has to be maintained on a regular basis. The frequency
of maintenance is highly dependent on the frequency of sampling. The septum is the
most critical part and has to be replaced regularly. As a rule of thumb, the septum has to
be replaced in a similar interval as that for a GC injector. The critical parts for mainte-
nance are listed in the table below.

Maintenance Step Interval
Clean outside of unit. Use only a soft and
lint-free cloth dampened with mild soap and
water.

Weekly or as needed.

Check the inlet and outlet connections for
leaks.

Weekly or as needed.

Replace the septum. Daily or weekly depending on the sampling
rate.

Clean the Septum Nut inside. Solutions with a pH < 2 or > 13 can cause
corrosion if left over a long period.
After finishing a procedure, clean the entire
PAL Flow Cell with an application-compati-
ble solvent and importantly, neutralize the
media.

5.8.7.2 Preventive Maintenance
The PM is described in the dedicated PM document. It is recommended to perform the
PM test at least once a year. Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an
annual preventative maintenance on the PALrobot, including the PAL Flow Cell Holder.

5.8.8 Spare Parts
Part No. Description
n/a Thermogreen LB-2; Ø10 mm

See note below.

Septa for the PAL Flow Cell Holder are sold by several suppliers. The septum "Thermo-
green LB-2" used as a standard septum with the initial setup is sold by Supelco which is
today part of Sigma-Aldrich, amongst other suppliers.
If required by the application, another type of septum can be used. The required dimen-
sions of the septum are commonly-used for GC Injector septum"s. Therefore, a wide
choice of septa types may be substituted for the standard septum. See the supply cata-
logs of the various vendors.
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5.9 Tool Adapter Station

Illustration 259: The single parts of the Tool Adapter Station. 1) Holder, 2) Clip Slot, 3) Clip 20 mL

In contrast to the standard magnet adapter ring that can be fixed to the lower needle
guide of a tool and is held in place by a set screw, the Tool Adapter Station module offers
a more flexible solution for applications that require the transportation of 2 mL vials as
well as 20 mL vials. The magnetic clip is stored in the clip slot and can be picked up from
there automatically with the tool if transportation of 20 mL vials is required. When picked
up, it is clipped on the lower needle guide of a tool and snaps into place. If the 20 mL clip
is not required, it can be stripped of in the Clip Slot again - 2 mL vials can be transported
using the lower needle guide without any clip mounted.

5.9.1 Tool Adapter Station Technical Data
Part No. module PAL3-SlotStation-Dx
Description Consisting of:

1 Holder ( (1) in the picture above)
1 Clip Slot (PAL3-Slot-Dx) ( (2) in the pic-
ture above)
1 Clip for 20 mL vials (PAL3-Clip-Dx) ( (3) in
the picture above)
The Clip Slot and the Clip are available sep-
arately as spare parts.

Dimensions in mm (inches) (assembled)
Width 35 (1.38)
Depth 165 (6.59)
Height 85 (3.35)
Weight in kg (pounds)
Tool Adapter Station (complete) 0.42 (0.93)
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5.9.2 Assembling the Tool Adapter Station Module
To assemble the Tool Adapter Station Module, the Clip Slot needs to be fixed to the
holder:

1. Slide the Clip Slot (2) with the two pins into the holder (1).

Illustration 260: Sliding the Clip Slot onto the Holder.

2. Fix the Clip Slot on the holder by tightening the two set screws (1 + 2) on the bot-
tom side of the holder.
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Illustration 261: Tightening the Clip Slot on the Holder.

5.9.3 Installation of the Tool Adapter Station Module
Before beginning the assembly process, determine approximately where the PAL Tool
Adapter Station will be located. Consider the height of the Tool Adapter Station, and en-
sure there is sufficient space to be able to move a 20 mL vial from the Tray to the Agitator
and vice versa if required and if such components are part of the PAL System configura-
tion.
If there is not enough space between the X-axis and the GC top cover, consider installing
the PAL Tool Adapter Station outside of the GC frame.
If the PAL Tool Adapter Station is to be installed within an existing PAL System, another
hardware module may need to be shifted. Remember to re-position the modules again
according the PAL User Manual.
Installation of the Tool Adapter Station Module.
1. Loosen the Torx screw on the Tool Adapter Station Module mounting bracket;
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Illustration 262: Installling the Tool Adapter Station Module on the X-Axis.

2. Be sure that the clamp fit completely into the grooves. Tighten the Torx screw until
the mounting clamp is firmly in place;

3. Double check whether the Tool Adapter Station Module clamp is correctly attached to
the X-Axis. (See Section "Assembling the PAL3 System [} 372]".)

5.9.4 Teaching the Clip Slot
It is necessary to teach every clip slot sperately, even if more than one clip slot is at-
tached to the Tool Adapter Station.
Teaching of a Clip Slot is done with the clip placed in the Clip Slot.

1. Slide the Clip in the Clip Slot. The exact positioning is achieved by the magnets
within the Clip Slot - make sure the Clip is held in place by the magnetic force. It
may be necessary to turn the clip slightly around it's axes - this will allow the mag-
nets in the clip to be aligned with the magnets in the Clip Slot. The Clip shall be in
the rearmost position in the Clip Slot.
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Illustration 263: Slide the Clip into the Clip Slot until it slips in place by magnetic force.

Illustration 264: The Clip is placed in the Clip Slot.

2. Select the access level "Extended User".
3. From the "Options" pull-up menu, select the item Setup | PALmodules | Tool

Adapter Station | Clip Slot
4. Select "Teach PALmodule" from the Options pull-up menu.
5. Insert the lower needle guide of the tool with the PALhead as far as it will go into

the Clip.
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Illustration 265: Inserting the PALtool with the PALhead in the Clip.

Illustration 266: Corect positioning of the tool for teaching.
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6 PAL Tools (only PAL RTC and PAL RSI)

6.1 Introduction and Basic Information
The PALrobot system requires more information and intelligence on the level of "tools"
than just the syringe identification numbers as used with common autosamplers.
The capability to use a tool for one task, store the tool and select a second tool for the
next task in the cycle sequence necessitates knowledge of the geometry of the syringe
and holder. The location of the syringe holder is tracked at any point in time with a unique
number.
The glossary used for tools and all related terms is briefly described:
A "tool" can be a syringe for liquid injection, a headspace syringe, a SPME Fiber, or a
SPME Arrow.
PALtool is the generic term for the Tool Holder for any kind of tool. Specific PALtool
names are e.g.:

• Liquid Syringe Tool (LS Tool): used for liquid injection with a metallic plunger typically
used for GC technique or with a polymer plunger used for syringes with a larger vol-
ume than 10 µL or for gaseous samples. The syringe is mounted in the "tool bracket",
and the entire assembly is called "Liquid Syringe Tool".

• Headspace Tool (HS Tool): the entire assembly consists of a gas-tight syringe with a
side hole for purging, the syringe heater and the syringe bracket.

• SPME Fiber Tool can adapt a SPME Fiber into the bracket.
• SPME Arrow Tool can adapt a SPME Arrow into the bracket.

The syringe or tool bracket consists of the bracket to insert and hold the syringe or "tool"
in position, the upper and lower needle guide and the PCB "PALtoolSyringe" and in the
cases of Headspace the PCB "PALtoolHeadspace".

Illustration 267: Syringe Tool. Illustration 268: Headspace Tool.

In general, the following attributes are stored with a PALtool:
• Tool ID (Identification Number)
• Maintenance Counter for Couplings (total number of couplings for the tool)
• Maintenance Counter for Plunger movements (total number of plunger strokes for all

syringes used) Maintenance Counter Plunger movements of actual syringe (plunger
strokes of actual syringe)

The same Tool holder is mechanically interchangeable for all syringes in the same class,
with a defined glass barrel diameter and needle length. For example:

• Class: Syringe Tool
• Glass Barrel Diameter: 6.6 mm
• Needle length: 57 mm

This Tool holder type is named: "D7-57". It can be used for the following syringe volumes,
all of which have a needle length of 57 mm: 1.2 , 5, 10, 25, 100 µL
The specific attributes of the syringe can be added to the PALtool at the moment of instal-
lation. The very first time the user selects a PALtool, he has to define which syringe will
be used for this specific PALtool.
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Syringe attributes such as the Syringe Volume, Needle Length, and Plunger type have to
be selected from the filtered pre-selection for the specific PALtool (inserted in the Tool
Change Station). A unique ID is used to monitor the PALtool during the application. This
number is used by the system to verify that the PALtool syringe settings are known and
applicable. If not, a new syringe definition will be required.
This concept allows the user to apply the same Tool holder for different syringe sizes as
long as they are within the same class, with the same glass barrel diameter and needle
length.

Illustration 269: Syringe Tool Needle Length
51 mm (left) and 85 mm (right).

The available PALtools are listed in the specific section for Syringe Tool, Headspace
Tool, etc.

6.1.1 PALtool Identification
The PALtools are labeled at the side and the code allows the user to identify the Tool re-
quired for his/her needs. See the example below.

Illustration 270: Example Labels for: 10 µL Syringe | 2.5 mL Headspace Syringe | SPME Tool

The Tools are branded by the factory for their basic configuration, which means
• Tool Type: e.g. Liquid Syringe (LS); Headspace (HS); SPME Tool, ITEX Tool
• Tool internal diameter to accept Syringe Glass Barrel with defined outer diameter,

e.g. 6.6 or 7.7 mm.
• Length of Needle or distance for Needle Guide.

Any syringe with the same characteristics can be inserted in the tool with the described
preconditions. Labels for the various syringe types are provided. The listing below is not
complete, these are examples only.

Label Description
LS10µL; NL:57 Liquid Syringe ToolSyringe Volume: 10 µL; Needle Length: 57

mm
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Label Description
LS10µL; NL:85 Liquid Syringe ToolSyringe Volume: 10 µL; Needle Length: 85

mm
HS2500µL; NL:65 Headspace ToolSyringe Volume: 2500 µL; Needle Length: 65

mm

Needle Length is defined as "free standing needle length". The maximum
penetration depth of a syringe is tool-dependent and for most standard
tools approximately 12 mm shorter than the needle length.

6.2 Smart Consumables
Beginning with Firmware 3.1 and the PAL Series II, the Smart Consumables have been
introduced to the Smart System and are mandatory for using the PAL System.
The Smart consumables (syringes, SPME Fibers or SPME Arrows) are each equipped
with a Smart chip as part of the plunger head that contains all the relevant data for identi-
fication (type, ID etc.) and use. The usage history like number of penetration or strokes of
a plunger are at any time available on the PAL terminal or SW. The data stored on the
chip is read out by the PAL System as soon as a tool containing a Smart Consumable is
installed in the PAL head.
The Smart Consumables are backward compatible and can also be used with older
Firmware with the restriction that the "Smart"-functionality is not available in those cases.
Smart consumables can be used just like their previous "non-smart" predecessors.
The parameters of the Smart Syringes and of the Smart Fibers and Smart Arrows are
shown in the following two sections. Most of the parameters are "Read-only".

6.2.1 Parameters of the Smart Syringes
Smart Syringes are used for all kinds of tools holding a syringe, like all Liquid Tools,
Headspace Tools, ITEX Tools and LCMS Tools. In addition to the standard sets of pa-
rameters a set of "Smart" parameters can be accessed via the

Parameter Description
Syringe Status Status for suspicious syringes. Possible val-

ues are "Ok", "SuspectOrExpired", or "De-
fective". Users with Standard User rights
are only allowed to change the parameter
from "OK" to "SuspectOrExpired" or from
"SuspectOrExpired" to "Defective". Users
with Extended User Rights can change the
value arbitrary. Will be set to "SuspectOrEx-
pired" if "Expiry Duration (Days)" or "Max.
Strokes Count" is reached.

Data Revision Revision of the actual stored data set.
Syringe Type The type of the syringe e.g. SF-10000-57-

T-19-CO.
ChipID Unique identifier of the Smart Syringe.
Lot Number of the manufacturing lot.
Replacement Plunger Number "0" indicates original plunger, num-

ber "1" indicates first replacement plunger,
number "n" indicates the nth replacement
plunger.

Strokes Count Counted total number of plunger-strokes.
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Parameter Description
Max. Strokes Count The number of strokes, after which the sy-

ringe shall be replaced. "0" means unlimited
strokes. A warning will be displayed on the
PALrobot once the number of strokes is
reached and "Syringe Status" will be set to
"SuspectOrExpired".

First Usage Date of first usage.
Last Usage Date of last usage.
Expiry Duration (Days) Number of days after which the syringe

shall be replaced. "0" means unlimited
days. A warning will be displayed on the
PALrobot once the number of days is
reached.

Dur. < 50°C Total number of seconds, the syringe was
exposed to temperatures below 50 °C. [s]

Dur. > 50°C < 100°C Total number of seconds, the syringe was
exposed to temperatures between 50.1 °C
and 100 °C. [s]

Dur. > 100°C < 150°C Total number of seconds, the syringe was
exposed to temperatures between 100.1 °C
and 150 °C. [s]

Dur. > 150°C Total number of seconds, the syringe was
exposed to temperatures above of 150 °C.
[s]

Bottom Sense Count Total number of performed bottom senses.
Gain Vol. Calib. Gain of the volume calibration.
Offset Vol. Calib. Offset of the volume calibration.
Length Correction Calibration of the offset between the needle

tip and the tip of the tool to retrieve a more
precise penetration depth.
The length of the syringe is used for calibra-
tion.

Syringe Volume The volume of the syringe in [µL].
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Parameter Description
Body Type The body type of the installed syringe. Pos-

sible values are:
NotSpecified = Body type of the syringe is
not provided
LiqFixNdl = Liquid syringe with fixed needle
LiqXchngNdl = Liquid syringe with ex-
changeable needle
HsFixNdl = Headsapce syringe with fixed
needle
XchngHsNdl = Headsapce syringe with ex-
changeable needle
XchngItexNdl = ITEX syringe with ex-
changeable needle
XchngLcMsNdl = LCMS syringe with ex-
changeable needle
FixSidePortInGlas = Glass syringe with
side-port and fixed needle
XchngSidePortInGlas = Glas syringe with
side-port and exchangeable needle
GstLiqFixNdl = Gastight Liquid syringe with
fixed needle
GstLiqXchngNdl = Gastight Liquid syringe
with exchangeable needle
(The list of types will be continuously en-
hanced with upcoming types.)

Needle Fixation The type of the needle fixation. Possible
values are:
NotSpecified
NIP_0
NIP_1
F_5
F_10
F_25
F_1000
HS_1000
F_10000
Glue
XTypeGlue
CrimpGlue
GlueFree
ToolFlange
(The list of types will be continuously en-
hanced with upcoming types.)
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Parameter Description
Needle Coating The type of the needle-coating. Possible

values are:
NotSpecified
NoCoating
Hydrophilic
Hydrophobic
(The list of types will be continuously en-
hanced with upcoming types.)

Needle Length Siehe Pal3 Firmware
Point Style The point style of the needle. Possible val-

ues are:
NotSpecified
Conical (CO)
Flat (FL)
SidePort (SP)
StepNeedle (ST)

Plunger Type The material of the plunger tip. Possible val-
ues are:
NotSpecified
PTFE (T)
Metal (M)
PlgInNeedle (B)
Polyethylene (PE)

Scale Length The scale length. [mm]
Gauge The needle gauge.
Needle Out Dia The outer diameter of the needle. [µm]
Needle Inner Dia The inner diameter of the needle. [µm]
Max Pen Depth The maximum penetration depth. [mm]
Max Pen Velocity The maximum velocity for penetration. [mm/

s]
Def Pen Velocity The default penetration velocity. If no veloc-

ity is specified for penetration, this value will
be used. [mm/s]

Bottom Sense Check Box, showing if Bottom Sensing is
used.

Max Aspirate Flow The maximum aspirate flow rate. [μL/s]
Def Aspirate Flow The default aspirate flow rate. [μL/s] (Fill

Speed)
Def Aspirate Delay The default aspirate delay. [s] (activated at

end of aspiration; Pullup Delay)
Max Dispense Flow The maximum dispense flow rate. [μL/s]
Def Dispense Flow The default dispense flow rate. [μL/s] (Inject

Speed)
Def Dispense Delay The default dispense delay time. [s] (after

the end of dispense, Pst Inj Del)
Def Fill Strokes Count The default fill strokes count. (Fill Strokes)
Def Fill Strokes Volume The default fill strokes volume. [μL]
Gas Inlet Pos The gas inlet position [mm]
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Parameter Description
User Description 1 Free editable.
User Description 2 Free editable.
Remaining Strokes This parameter is only visible, if the param-

eter "Max. Strokes Count" has been set to a
value different from "0". It displays the num-
ber of remaining strokes till the syringe shall
be replaced.

Strokes above Max. This parameter is only visible, if the param-
eter "Max. Strokes Count" has been set to a
value different from "0". It displays the num-
ber of strokes above the specified limit.

Days till Expiry This parameter is only visible, if the param-
eter "Expiry Duration (Days)" has been set
to a value different from "0". It displays the
number of remaining days till the syringe
shall be replaced.

Expired Days This parameter is only visible, if the param-
eter "Expiry Duration (Days)" has been set
to a value different from "0". It displays the
number of usage days above the specified
limit.

Table 7: Parameters for Smart Syringes

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
Items displayed in blue are "read-only".

6.2.2 Parameters of the Smart SPME Arrows and Smart SPME
Fibers
Parameter Description
SPME Status Status for suspicious SPME fibers or SPME

Arrows. Possible values are "Ok", "Suspec-
tOrExpired", or "Defective". Users with
Standard User rights are only allowed to
change the parameter from "OK" to "Sus-
pectOrExpired" or from "SuspectOrExpired"
to "Defective". Users with Extended User
Rights can change the value arbitrary. Will
be set to "SuspectOrExpired" if "Expiry Du-
ration (Days)" or "Max. Strokes Count" is
reached.

Data Revision Revision of the actual stored data set.
Branding Ident Number of the Branding/Data-set.
ChipID Unique identifier of the Smart SPME Arrow

or Fiber
Lot Number of the lot.
Strokes Count Number of times, the fiber or arrow has

been exposed.
Max. Strokes Count The number of exposings, after which the

fiber or arrow shall be replaced. "0" means
unlimited exposings. A warning will be dis-
played on the PALrobot once the number of
exposings is reached and "SPME Status"
will be set to "SuspectOrExpired".

First Usage Date of first usage.
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Parameter Description
Last Usage Date of last usage.
Expiry Duration (Days) Number of days after which the SPME fiber/

arrow shall be replaced. "0" means unlim-
ited days. A warning will be displayed on
the PALrobot once the number of days is
reached.

Value Temp Ab. Max If the SPME fiber/arrow has been exposed
to temperatures above the specified maxi-
mum temperature, the delta between the
highest temperature the fiber/arrow has be
exposed to and the maximum temperature
will be displayed.

Dur. Temp Ab. Max. The cumulated total time, the fiber/arrow
has been exposed to temperatures above
the specified maximum temperature.

Injection Duration The cumulated total time, the fiber/arrow
has been exposed in the injector.

Inj. Cond. Duration The cumulated total time, the fiber/arrow
has been conditioned in the injector.

Dur. < 250°C Total number of seconds, the fiber/arrow
was exposed to temperatures below 250
°C. [s]

Dur. > 250°C < 265°C Total number of seconds, the fiber/arrow
was exposed to temperatures between
250.1 °C and 265 °C. [s]

Dur. > 265°C < 280°C Total number of seconds, the fiber/arrow
was exposed to temperatures between
265.1 °C and 280 °C. [s]

Dur. > 280°C < 295°C Total number of seconds, the fiber/arrow
was exposed to temperatures between
280.1 °C and 295 °C. [s]

Dur. > 295°C < 310°C Total number of seconds, the fiber/arrow
was exposed to temperatures between
295.1 °C and 310 °C. [s]

Dur. > 310°C < 325°C Total number of seconds, the fiber/arrow
was exposed to temperatures between
310.1 °C and 325 °C. [s]

Dur. > 325°C Total number of seconds, the fiber/arrow
was exposed to temperatures above of 325
°C. [s]

Total Cond. Duration The cumulated total time, the fiber/arrow
has been conditioned in the conditioning
module.

Immersion Extr. Count The cumulated total time, the fiber/arrow
has been used for immersion extraction.

Length Correction Calibration of the offset between the SPME
fiber/arrow tip and the tip of the tool to re-
trieve a more precise penetration depth.
The length of the SPME fiber/arrow is used
for calibration.

Phase length Length of the SPME fiber/arrow phase.
Needle Gauge Gauge of the mantle.
Needle Outer Dia. Outer diameter of the mantle.
Needle Length Siehe Pal3 Firmware
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Parameter Description
Max Pen Depth Siehe Pal3 Firmware
Max Pen Velocity Siehe Pal3 Firmware
Def Pen Velocity Siehe Pal3 Firmware
Inner Phase Type of the inner phase.

Only visible for two phase fibers or arrows.
Inner Phase Thick. Thickness of the inner phase. [m]

Only visible for two phase fibers or arrows.
Inner Phase Vol. Volume of the inner phase. [mL]

Only visible for two phase fibers or arrows.
Inner Phase Surf. Surface of the inner phase. [mm²]

Only visible for two phase fibers or arrows.
Middle Phase Type of the middle phase.

Only visible for three phase fibers or ar-
rows.

Thickness Middle Phase Thickness of the middle phase. [m]
Only visible for three phase fibers or ar-
rows.

Volume Middle Phase Volume of the middle phase. [mL]
Only visible for three phase fibers or ar-
rows.

Surface Middle Phase Surface of the middle phase. [mm²]
Only visible for three phase fibers or ar-
rows.

Outer Phase Siehe Pal3 Firmware
Thickness Outer Phase Siehe Pal3 Firmware
Volume Outer Phase Siehe Pal3 Firmware
Surface Outer Phase Siehe Pal3 Firmware
Total Phases Vol. Siehe Pal3 Firmware
Fiber Core Type Siehe Pal3 Firmware
Min Cond Temp Siehe Pal3 Firmware
Max Cond Temp
Recom. Cond Temp The recommended conditioning tempera-

ture. [°C]
User Description 1 Free editable.
User Description 2 Free editable.
Remaining Strokes This parameter is only visible, if the param-

eter "Max. Strokes Count" has been set to a
value different from "0". It displays the num-
ber of remaining strokes till the SPME fiber/
arrow shall be replaced.

Strokes above Max. This parameter is only visible, if the param-
eter "Max. Strokes Count" has been set to a
value different from "0". It displays the num-
ber of strokes above the specified limit.

Days till Expiry This parameter is only visible, if the param-
eter "Expiry Duration (Days)" has been set
to a value different from "0". It displays the
number of remaining days till the SPME
fiber/arrow shall be replaced.
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Parameter Description
Expired Days This parameter is only visible, if the param-

eter "Expiry Duration (Days)" has been set
to a value different from "0". It displays the
number of usage days above the specified
limit.

Table 8: Parameters for Smart SPME Arrows and Fibers

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
Items displayed in blue are "read-only".

6.3 Purge Gas Considerations
A gas flow level greater than 20 mL/min can destroy the bed of the trap, which will result
in non-reproducible trapping efficiency.

6.3.1 Purge Gas Pressure Settings
A gas flow restrictor union for the pressure regulator is integrated within the ITEX Tool.
This restriction allows a flow of approximately 7 mL/min helium or approximately 5 mL/
min nitrogen at a pressure setting of 0.5 bar (at room temperature).

If you already have installed a pressure regulator in the pressure regula-
tor body it is necessary to remove this and replace it with the original
adapter without a built-in flow restriction frit - otherwise the gas flow will
be too low. See figure below.

Illustration 271: Replacing a Flow-restricted Adapter at the Pressure Regulator with the Original
Adapter.

6.3.2 Gas Flow Adjustment
If your system was previously used for static Headspace techniques, you must adjust the
gas flow to ITEX technique requirements. If the original adapter for Headspace (without
flow restriction) is in place, it is likely that the pressure setting of 0.5 bar needs to be low-
ered.
Adjust the gas flow to approximately 4 mL/min +/- 1 mL/min.
This flow of gas will not damage the bed of the trap, but the entire system is purged about
three times per minute. Standard purge time is two minutes. This means that the ITEX
device is purged six times with gas for cleaning purposes.
Gas flow adjustment without an installed restrictor can be done as described below. This
procedure is necessary in case the ITEX Kit is installed, if the restriction frit was not pro-
vided or if it has been lost or is clogged.
1. Release the pressure entirely from the PAL pressure regulator. Use a liquid(e.g. n-

hexane) to check whether any bubbles form.
2. Turn the pressure on very slowly and check for bubble formation in the liquid again. If

a good stream of bubbles is visible, measure the gas flow.
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6.3.3 Purge Gas Type
For gas chromatography, three different carrier gases are typically used: nitrogen, helium,
and hydrogen.
Nitrogen and helium are inert gases and therefore can be safely used also as purge
gases for headspace and ITEX technique.
Because of a slightly lower solubility in water, the preferred purge gas for headspace
analysis is helium. Whenever possible, helium should also be used for ITEX.
If helium is used as a carrier gas, the carrier gas line can be divided and split-up for car-
rier and purge gas.

 DANGER
Hydrogen, widely used as a carrier gas for GC capillary tech-
niques, is a flammable, explosive gas. For safety reasons never
use hydrogen as purge gas.

6.3.4 Purge Gas Quality
The minimum quality level is grade 55 (99.9995 % purity). Grade 59 (99.9999 % purity) or
Grade 60 (99.99990 % purity) are preferable.
Good laboratory practice is to install a charcoal and a moisture filter to ensure that a high
quality of gas is supplied to the GC system.

6.4 Liquid Tools
The Syringe Tool (Syr Tool) is used for liquid or gaseous samples but not for the
headspace technique.
Smart Syringes with a metallic plunger are used for syringe volumes of 1.2, 5 and 10 µL.
This syringe type is used typically for the gas chromatographic technique where ideally
organic solvents, such as Alkanes, Ketenes, Esters or Alcohols are used.

For sample solutions which contain matrix particles or a solvent which
does not form a solvent film in between the syringe plunger and the
glass barrel surface, this plunger type is not recommended. The metal
can "bite" into the glass which will destroy the plunger. Examples of crit-
ical solvents to watch out for are mixtures of water and an organic sol-
vent (e.g. water and ethanol) or DMSO (dimethyl sulfoxide). For such ap-
plications, we recommend using a syringe with a polymer plunger.

More details about the available syringes can be found on our webpage: www.palsys-
tem.com

6.4.1 Description of the Syringe Tool
The Syringe Tool is a single block, easy to use for installing a syringe.
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Illustration 272: Syringe Tool with retaining
nut.

Illustration 273: Contacts for syringe data (a)
and for identification and branding of Syringe
Tool (b).

The four contacts as shown in the figure above are used for grounding, supply of 3.3
VDC to the electronic print (PCB), and for data storage for the identification and branding
of the tool.
The syringe flange is supported by an O-ring (support bearing). At the lower part of the
block a second O-ring is installed which guides and centers the syringe glass barrel and
prevents direct metal contact.

Illustration 274: Support bearing to protect sy-
ringe flange.

Illustration 275: O-ring to protect against
metal contact.

The Magnet Adapter Ring is used to transport vials, for example from a Rack to the Agita-
tor.
The lower needle guide has the Stack Drawer Magnet installed, fixed with two screws.
The magnet is required to open and close a Stack drawer. A dedicated Stack Drawer
Magnet is required for the SPME Tool, see point for SPME Tool below.

Illustration 276: Magnet Adapter Ring and Stack Drawer Magnet installed.

6.4.2 Spare Parts for Syringe Tool
The available spare parts for the Syringe Tool are listed in "Spare Parts [} 727]".
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If a Syringe Tool is mechanically damaged or an electrical or electronic
problem is observed, return the device to your CTC Analytics representa-
tive for repair.

6.4.3 Inserting the Syringe.
1. Remove the Retaining Nut.

Illustration 277: Inserting Syringe in LS Tool.

2. Insert the syringe such that the flat side of the flange matches with the cut-out of the
upper part of the holder; see figures below.
Lower the syringe body carefully to guide the needle tip into the upper and lower needle
guide.
Press the syringe flange firmly into the tool holder;

Illustration 278: Alignment of the yringe flange
with tool holder.

Illustration 279: Inserted syringe, view from
top.

3. Tighten the Retaining Nut to the mechanical stop. Use normal force; do not over
tighten the nut;
4. Check for correct installation. It is important that the needle tip is not visible outside of
the lower needle guide;

Illustration 280: Correct Position of the Sy-
ringe Needle Tip.

Illustration 281: Incorrect Position of Syringe
Needle Tip.
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6.5 Headspace Tools

6.5.1 Headspace Syringes
For detailed information about the available Headspace Syringes refer to our website
www.palsystem.com.

6.5.2 Description of the Headspace Tool
The Headspace Tool is provided as a single block, easy to use to install a smart syringe
and the purge gas line.

Illustration 282: Headspace Tool with Retain-
ing Nut installed.

Illustration 283: Contacts for syringe data (a)
and ID, Branding,Heater and Heater Control
(b).

The 14 contacts as shown in the figure above are used for grounding, supply of 3.3. VDC
to the electronic print(PCP), two heaters and their controls (PT1000).
A Smart Syringe has to be used, providing a complete set of usage and identification data
for the syringe.
Besides the coupling pivots for the needle guide and the tool, the purge gas connector is
directly installed on the cover plate of the tool.
The syringe flange is supported by the polymer counterpart to the retaining nut. This is
the thermal bridge for separating the heating block and the syringe retaining nut.In the
heating cylinder are two O-rings which seal the gas flow to enable a syringe purge. It is
recommended to replace these O-rings during a PM (Preventative Maintenance).

Illustration 284: Cut-out of HS Tool to show Purge Gas Flow and Sealing O-rings.

The Magnet Adapter Ring is used to transport vials, for example from a Rack to the Agita-
tor.
The lower needle guide has the Stack Drawer Magnet installed, fixed with two screws.
The magnet is required to open and close a Stack drawer. A dedicated Stack Drawer
Magnet is required for the Headspace Tool, see drawing below.
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Illustration 285: Magnet Adapter Ring and Stack Drawer Magnet installed.

The Figure above illustrates the situation of the Lower Needle Guide with
attached Magnet Adapter. The PALtool does not reflect the HS Tool.

6.5.3 Spare Parts for Headspace Tool
The available spare parts for the Headspace Tool are listed in Section
13.7 "Spare Parts and Replacement Modules" [} 727].

If a Headspace Tool is mechanically damaged or an electrical or electronic problem is ob-
served, return the device to your CTC Analytics representative for repair.

6.5.4 Inserting the Headspace Syringe
1. Remove the retaining nut from the tool, locate the O-ring and put it over the syringe

glass barrel up to the flange. This is a protection for the glass flange;

Illustration 286: Preparing HS-Syringe for Installation.

2. Insert the headspace syringe into the Headspace Tool. Lower the syringe body care-
fully to guide the needle tip into the upper and lower needle guide;
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3. Press the syringe firmly into position and tighten the syringe flange with the Retaining
Nut until resistance is felt.The plunger is inserted in the syringe barrel; NOTICE! It is
not necessary to pay attention to the position of the syringe barrel side hole.
The heater design with the O-ring sealing allows a circular purge gas flow.

4. Check for correct installation. It is important that the needle tip is not visible outside of
the lower needle guide;

The purge gas adapter mounted on the HS Tool couples with the adapter from the PAL-
head. See the figures below. The coupling is sealed with an O-ring installed in the HS
Tool Purge Gas Adapter.

Illustration 287: HS Tool Purge Gas Adapter. Illustration 288: Purge Gas Coupling of HS
Tool and PALhead.

6.5.5 Removing the Headspace Syringe
Use The Syringe Removal Tool for an easy and safe removal of the sy-
ringe.

1. Remove the retaining nut from the tool.

Illustration 289: Removing Headspace-Syringe.

2. Carefully slide the Syringe Removal Tool from the side under the syringe tip and push
the syringe carefully out of the Headspace tool.

6.6 SPME Fiber Tool
SPME: Solid Phase Micro Extraction
SPME, Solid Phase Micro Extraction, is a solvent-free extraction technique developed by
Professor Janusz Pawliszyn from the University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.
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The key to the SPME technique is that a three-phase equilibrium is established within the
fiber. Compared to the static headspace technique where a two-phase equilibrium is
formed in between the liquid and gas phases, the absorption of the analyte at the fiber
creates a pumping effect resulting in greater detection sensitivity for most applications
with SPME. Selecting a dedicated fiber adds another dimension of "specificity".
A SPME kit is provided with each SPME Option shipped. This kit includes the SPME Tool
for the PAL3 System, the SPME Fibers (a kit with 4 different SPME phases to experiment
with), an SPME Operation User Manual and a CD ROM with various application exam-
ples and references.

The SPME Fiber Holder is a dedicated holder for the PAL System; the
coupling device for the holder has to match. The known SPME Fiber
Holder used for automation in other PAL Systems cannot be used with
the PAL System.

The SPME Tool is a dedicated tool adapted for the PAL3 Smart SPME Fibers.
Supelco, Sigma Aldrich has been since recently the only supplier of the SPME fiber. CTC
Analytics has developed a different type of Fiber Holder which reverses the position of
the fiber in the standby position. See the figures below.

Illustration 290: Smart SPME Fiber 'Standby
Position' and 'Exposed'.

The Combination of the PAL3 SPME Tool with the Smart SPME Fibers is
the only setup that will work with the Series II PAL3 System. Please note
that the holder from Supelco is NOT compatible and can NOT be used in
combination with the PAL SPME tool.
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All PAL Smart SPME Fibers have a standard length of 10 mm, gauge 23 and the core
material is fused silica. They can be used for a wide range of GC injector models. The as-
sortment of the PAL Smart SPME Fibers and the range of applications will be constantly
expanded and developed.

Definition of SPME "Penetration Depth"
Up to PAL 2 Firmware version 1.5.0, the definition of the parameter for SPME "Penetra-
tion Depth" has been defined without including the "Fiber length". Starting with Software
version 1.6.0, the definition has been changed to reflect the total length, including the
"Fiber length". See figure below for illustration.

Illustration 291: SPME "Penetration Depth" Parameter Comparison Software Version 1.5.0 with
1.6.0 (or higher)

This change in the definition is valid for the SPME "Penetration Depth" for the following
classes:

• Vial
• Injector
• SPME Conditioning Module

As a result, it is important to understand that this change in definition will affect several
method parameters for existing methods. When working with Software version 1.6.0, to
achieve the same depth in the fiber exposure as in the previous Software version, the fol-
lowing method parameters have to be changed as shown below in the example of the
CDS "Xcalibur".

Illustration 292: SPME method parameters. Illustration 293: SPME method parameters.

The following Xcalibur method parameters have to be reevaluated and changed accord-
ing to the new settings:

• Class Vial Depth: Parameter "Sampling depth mode"
• Class Injection: Parameter "Injector depth"
• Class Fiber Conditioning | Derivatization Vial: Parameter "Derivatization depth".
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More details on the SPME technique, different fiber phases and the vari-
ous applications are available from Supelco.

PNo Volume
in µL

Needle
Gauge

Needle Length |
useable (mm)

Needle Tip |
Plunger

Tool Adapter

SPME Kit N/A 23 N/A N/A D18/SPME

6.6.1 Description of the SPME2 Tool
The SPME Tool is a single block, easy to use for installing a SPME Holder.

Illustration 294: SPME Tool with Smart SPME
Fiber.

Illustration 295: Contacts for identification and
branding of SPME tool and contact of the
Smart Fiber.

The four contacts as shown in the figure above are used for grounding, supply 3.3 VDC
to the electronic print (PCB), and for the data storage for identification and branding of the
tool.
The contact on top of the Smart SPME Fiber-head is used for the identification of the
SPME Fiber and for the transfer of several data sets that are related to the usage of the
Smart SPME Fiber.
The Magnet Adapter Ring is used to transport vials from a Rack to the Agitator, as an ex-
ample.
The lower needle guide has the Stack Drawer Magnet installed, fixed with two screws.
The magnet is required to open and close a Stack drawer. The Stack Drawer Magnet has
a dedicated design for the SPME Tool. The attached adapter is used to open the spring-
loaded gas valve of the SPME Fiber Conditioning Module.
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Illustration 296: Magnet Adapter Ring and Stack Drawer Magnet installed.

6.6.2 Spare Parts for SPME Tool
The available spare parts for the SPME Tool are listed in "Spare Parts
and Replacement Modules [} 727]".

If a SPME Tool is mechanically damaged or an electrical or electronic problem is ob-
served, return the device to your CTC Analytics representative for repair.

6.6.3 Inserting the Smart SPME Fiber into the SPME Tool
The standby position of the Smart SPME Fiber is identical as compared
to a syringe. If the plunger is in pulled-up position, the Fiber is exposed
out of the sheet needle.

1. Remove the Retaining Nut.
2. Make sure that the Fiber is inside of the sheet needle.
3. Insert the Smart SPME Fiber into the SPME tool; see figure below;
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Illustration 297: SPME2 Holder inserted in SPME2 Tool.

4. Tighten the Retaining Nut to the mechanical stop. Use normal force; do not over-
tighten the nut;

5. Check for correct installation. It is important that the needle tip is not visible outside of
the lower needle guide.
Avoid moving the SPME plunger, the fiber could become damaged.
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Illustration 298: Correct position of the SPME
Needle tip.

Illustration 299: Incorrect position of the
SPME Needle tip.

Configuring the SPME Tool within the Pal Firmware requires adjusting
the "Fiber Alignment" and "Standby Position Offset". For details see sec-
tion "Configure SPME Tool". Path from Start Screen: Pull-up Menu "Op-
tions" | Service | Installation | Configure SPME Tool.

The Smart SPME Fiber is held in position by the SPME Tool and the retaining nut. No O-
rings are necessary to fix or protect the Smart SPME Fiber.

See also
2 Installing the Tool Park Station (only PAL RTC) [} 389]

6.7 SPME Arrow Tool
Beginning with PAL3 Firmware 3.1 the use of Smart SPME Arrows is re-
quired. All "non smart" versions of the PAL3 Arrow will no longer work.
The use of the SPME Arrow Conditioning Module and the Heatex Stirrer
together with the Smart SPME Arrows is essential. The SPME Fiber Con-
ditioning Module cannot be used with SPME Arrows.
Depending on the brand of the used Gaschromatograph (GC), it might be
mandatory to adapt the inlet of the GC prior to the use of SPME Arrows.
Please contact your GC provider for more details. Adaptation kits are
available for the following types of GCs: TMO Trace Ultra / 1300 / 1310,
Agilent GC 6890 / 7890, and Shimadzu GC 2010.
To facilitate the differentiation between the two different thicknesses of
the SPME Arrows, and to help avoiding any mistake, the middle plastic-
part of each Smart SPME Arrow is colored either red for Smart Arrows
with 1.1 mm thickness, or yellow for Smart Arrows with 1.5 mm thick-
ness.

The Smart SPME Arrow is inserted into the SPME Arrow Tool. The figure below shows
the Smart SPME Arrow in the positions “Standby” and “Exposed”. Moving the plunger up-
wards will expose the Smart SPME Arrow.
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Illustration 300: Smart SPME Arrow

6.7.1 Description of the SPME Arrow Tool
The SPME Arrow Tool is a single block, easy to use for installing a Smart SPME Arrow.
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Illustration 301: SPME Arrow Tool with Smart
SPME Arrow.

Illustration 302: Contacts for identification and
branding of the SPME Arrow Tool and for the
transfer of usage and configuration data from
the Smart SPME Arrow.

The four contacts as shown above are used for grounding, supply 3.3 VDC to the elec-
tronic print (PCB), and for the data storage for identification and branding of the tool.
The Smart SPME Arrow is fixed in position by the retaining nut. No O-rings are necessary
to fix or protect the Smart SPME Arrow.
The type and diameter of the Smart SPME arrow are color-coded and can be checked for
the installed Smart SPME Arrow - the color of the plunger head identifies the type of the
used coating material, while the color of the middle plastic part (red or yellow) specifies
the outer diameter of the Smart SPME Arrow..
The Magnet Adapter Ring is used to transport vials from a Rack to the Heatex Stirrer, as
an example.
The lower needle guide has the Stack Drawer Magnet installed, fixed with two screws.
The magnet is required to open and close a Stack drawer.
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Illustration 303: Magnet Adapter Ring and Stack Drawer Magnet installed.

6.7.2 Spare Parts for SPME Arrow Tool
The available spare parts for the SPME Arrow Tool are listed in Section
13.7: "Spare Parts and Replacement Modules" [} 727].

If a SPME Arrow Tool is mechanically damaged or an electrical or electronic problem is
observed, return the device to your CTC Analytics representative for repair.

6.7.3 Inserting the Smart SPME Arrow into the SPME Arrow Tool
The standby position of the Smart SPME Arrow plunger is identical as
compared to a syringe. If the plunger is in pulled-up position, the Arrow
is exposed.
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Remove the retaining nut.
1. Insert the Smart SPME Arrow into the SPME Arrow Tool.

NOTICE! Pay attention to the right orientation of the
Smart SPME Arrow - the upper flange is flattened on
the sides to ensure the right placement.

2. Tighten the retaining nut to the mechanical stop. Use nor-
mal force; do not over-tighten the nut;

Inserting the Smart SPME Arrow into the SPME Arrow Tool.

6.7.4 Ordering Information for PAL Smart SPME Arrow

System requirements
PAL RTC or RSI with firmware 3.1 or higher
PAL SPME Arrow Tool
PAL Heatex Stirrer Module
Adaptation of GC-injector
A PAL SPME Arrow Conditioning Module is highly recommended, the PAL SPME Fiber
Conditioning Module cannot be used with Smart SPME Arrow.
For overlapped extraction, the Agitator Module is required
The PAL SPME Arrows are available in order quantities of one, three or five SPME Ar-
rows per box.
For method development, a set of each fiber type (set of five) is available.
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No. Diameter Phase
Thickness

Color
Code

Set of 1
SPME Ar-
row
Descrip-
tion PNo.

Set of 3
SPME Ar-
rows
Descrip-
tion PNo.

Set of 5
SPME Ar-
rows
Descrip-
tion PNo.

PDMS Smart SPME Arrow (Polydimethylsiloxane)
1 1.1 mm 100 µm Red SARR11-

P-100/20-
P1

SARR11-
P-100/20-
P3

SARR11-
P-100/20-
P5

2* 1.5 mm 100 µm Red SARR15-
P-100/20-
P1

SARR15-
P-100/20-
P3

SARR15-
P-100/20-
P5

Acrylate Smart SPME Arrow (Polyacrylate)
3 1.1 mm 100 µm Gray SARR11-

A-100/20-
P1

SARR11-
A-100/20-
P3

SARR11-
A-100/20-
P5

Carbon WR / PDMS Smart SPME Arrow (Carbon Wide Range / PDMS)
4 1.1 mm 120 µm Light Blue SARR11-C-

WR-120/20
-P1

SARR11-C-
WR-120/20
-P3

SARR11-C-
WR-120/20
-P5

5* 1.5 mm 120 µm Light Blue SARR15-C-
WR-120/20
-P1

SARR15-C-
WR-120/20
-P3

SARR15-C-
WR-120/20
-P5

DVB / PDMS Smart SPME Arrow (Divinylbenzene / PDMS)
6 1.1 mm 120 µm Violet SARR11-

DVB-120/2
0-P1

SARR11-
DVB-120/2
0-P3

SARR11-
DVB-120/2
0-P5

7* 1.5 mm 120 µm Violet SARR15-
DVB-120/2
0-P1

SARR15-
DVB-120/2
0-P3

SARR15-
DVB-120/2
0-P5

DVB/C-WR/PDMS SPME Arrow (Divinylbenzene / Carbon Wide Range /
Polydimethylsiloxane)

8 1.1 mm 120 µm Dark Gray SARR11-
DVB/
CWR120/2
0-P1

SARR11-
DVB/
CWR120/2
0-P3

SARR11-
DVB/
CWR120/2
0-P5

9* 1.5 mm 120 µm Dark Gray SARR15-
DVB/
CWR120/2
0-P1

SARR15-
DVB/
CWR120/2
0-P3

SARR15-
DVB/
CWR120/2
0-P5

PDMS Smart SPME Arrow (Polydimethylsiloxane)
10 1.5 mm 250 µm Black ARR15-

P-250/20-
P1

ARR15-
P-250/20-
P3

ARR15-
P-250/20-
P5

* Smart SPME Arrow wide types - for use with solvents or reagents, that may lead to
moderate swelling of PDMS phases.
Smart SPME Arrow Collection – Development Kit
Smart SPME Arrow Selection of 5 Smart SPME Arrow standard types No.
1, 3, 4, 6 and 10

SARR1115-
SEL5-S1

Smart SPME Arrow Selection of 5 Smart SPME Arrow standard types No.
1, 3, 4, 6 and 8

SARR1115-
SEL5-S2

All SPME Arrows are available in quantities of one, three or five.
Liners in the injector must be selected to fit SPME Arrows with 1.1 mm or 1.5 mm diame-
ter.
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All SPME Arrows have a phase length of 20 mm.
SPME Arrow cannot be used with standard SSL injectors of most GC manufactures. The
use of the specific SPME Arrow Adaptation Kitis mandatory. Please see the list of avail-
able kits below. The SPME Arrow assortment and the range of applications will be con-
stantly expanded and developed.

Ordering information for required parts
Smart SPME Arrow Starter Kit
(injector specific)
PNo.: see below

Starter Kit containing
• SPME Arrow Tool
• Smart SPME Arrow Selection of six different

Smart SPME Arrows
• Smart SPME Arrow Instruction Leaflet
• Adapter Kit for GC injector (details see below)

Heatex Stirrer Module
PNo.: PAL3-HeatexStirrer

For mixing and heating in sample prep and SPME
• Temperature range 30 - 150°C
• Mixing speed up to 1600 rpm (200 cycloidal

loops)
• Optimized for 20 mL vials (for 10 mL vials a spe-

cial adapter is required)

Ordering information for optional modules
SPME Arrow Condition-
ing Module
PNo.: PAL3-SPME-Ar-
rowCond

For the conditioning of SPME Arrow as well as SPME fibers
prior to sample enrichment

• Position for automated conditioning
• Position for manual pre-conditioning
• Automated purge gas valve
• Manual gas valve for pre-conditioning
• Replacement liners for easy maintenance

Agitator Module
PNo.: PAL3-Agitator

The Agitator Module provides 6 positions for 20 mL vials for
incubation and agitation of samples.

• Temperature range 40 -200°C
• Agitation speed 250 - 700 rpm
• Optional adapters for 2 mL or 10 mL vials

Ordering information for starter kits and suitable liners
Starter Kits PAL3-ARR-

Start-GC2010
Starter Kit SPME Arrow for Shimadzu GC 2010 con-
sisting of:
1 Adaption Kit for the split/splitless injector of Shi-
madzu GC 2010 (ARR-SSL-Inj-GC2010), 1 Liner
Nut, 1 Screw Cap,2 SPME Arrow Liner,1 SPME Ar-
row Tool Kit (PAL3-SPME-Arrow-Kit)

PAL3-ARR-
Start-GC6890

Starter Kit SPME Arrow for Agilent GC6890 consist-
ing of:
1 Adaption Kit for the split/splitless injector of Agilent
GC 6890 (ARR-SSL-Inj-GC6890), 2 SPME Arrow
Liners for SSL Injector of the Agilent GC 6890, 1
SPME Arrow Tool Kit (PAL3-SPME-Arrow-Kit)
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PAL3-ARR-
Start-GC7890

Starter Kit SPME Arrow for Agilent GC 7890 consist-
ing of:
1 Adaption Kit for the split/splitless injector of Agilent
GC 7890 (ARR-SSL-Inj-GC7890), 2 SPME Arrow
Liners for SSL Injector of the Agilent GC 7890, 1
SPME Arrow Tool Kit (PAL3-SPME-Arrow-Kit)

PAL3-ARR-
Start-Tr1300

Starter Kit SPME Arrow for Thermo GC Trace
1300/1310 consisting of:
1 Adaptation Kit for the split/splitless injector of
Thermo GC Trace1300/1310 (ARR-SSL-Inj-
Trace1300), 2 SPME Arrow Liners for SSL Injector of
Thermo GC Trace1300/1310, 1 SPME Arrow Tool
Kit (PAL3-SPME-Arrow-Kit)

PAL3-ARR-
Start-TrUltra

Starter Kit SPME Arrow for Thermo GC Trace Ultra
consisting of:
1 Adaptation Kit for the split/splitless injector of
Thermo GC TraceUltra (ARR-SSL-Inj-TraceUltra), 2
SPME Arrow Liners for SSL Injector of Thermo GC
TraceUltra, 1 SPME Arrow Tool Kit (PAL3-SPME-Ar-
row-Kit)

Suitable Liners ARR-Liner-
CondModule

Liner for SPME Arrow Conditioning Module, package
containing 3 pcs

ARR-Liner-
GC2010

SPME Arrow Liner for SSL Injector of SHIMADZU
GC 2010, package containing 3 pcs

ARR-Liner-
GC6890

SPME Arrow Liner for SSL Injector of AGILENT GC
6890, package containing 3 pcs

ARR-Liner-
GC7890

SPME Arrow Liner for SSL Injector of AGILENT GC
7890, package containing 3 pcs

ARR-Liner-
Trace1300

SPME Arrow Liner for SSL Injector of Thermo GC
Trace1300, package containing 3 pcs

ARR-Liner-
TraceUltra

SPME Arrow Liner for SSL Injector of Thermo GC
TraceUltra, package containing 3 pcs

6.8 ITEX DHS Tool (PAL RSI and PAL RTC)
The PAL3 ITEX kit consists of the ITEX Tool, the ITEX Smart Syringe with the ITEX Trap
and the Syringe removal tool.
The PAL ITEX Tool is an additional tool for the PAL Systems to extend the range of
headspace techniques. ITEX can be considered an automated dynamic headspace tech-
nique. In classical headspace technique, one sampling is done per vial. In this device, an-
alytes are adsorbed (loaded) on a sorbent trap contained within a side-hole needle at-
tached to a gas-tight syringe. Following this loading procedure, analytes are thermally
desorbed and led directly into the GC injection port, then analyzed by the required tech-
nique, mainly using GC-MS detection.
Loading takes place by continuously moving the headspace syringe plunger up and
down, passing the headspace gas phase that exists above a sample through the sorbent
trap inside the needle numerous times.
Dynamic headspace extraction increases the concentration of analyte in order to extend
the range of detection as compared to conventional static headspace techniques. Re-
quired levels of detection can be reached by applying more pumping (up and down) cy-
cles. To reach the detection limit in the range of a ppm to ppb concentration, three to
twenty strokes are typically applied and, for the ppt-level of concentration, 40 to 60 pump-
ing strokes may be necessary.
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The PAL ITEX Tool consists of a dedicated gas-tight syringe with an adapter for a re-
placeable side-hole needle and a heated syringe cartridge. The needle includes an inte-
grated trap (standard trap material is Tenax TA) and a trap/desorber heater.

6.8.1 ITEX Syringe
The ITEX Syringe consists of the Syringe barrel, the corresponding plunger and the ITEX
Trap with O-Ring.

Illustration 304: ITEX Syringe.

6.8.2 Description of the ITEX Tool
 CAUTION

The ITEX Toool can be operated at a maximum temperature of
200 °C. If operated at this temperature, its outer surface will
reach approx. 70 °C. Do not touch the outside of the ITEX Tool.
Always let the ITEX Tool cool down before you touch it, or be-
fore you remove the Syringe.

The ITEX Tool is provided as a single block, easy to use to install a syringe and the purge
gas line.
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Illustration 305: ITEX Tool with retaining nut
installed.

Illustration 306: Contacts for ID, Branding,
Heater and Heater control, Fan and Fan con-
trol.

The 14 contacts as shown in the figure above are used for grounding, supply of 3.3. VDC
to the electronic print(PCP), two heaters and their controls (PT1000).
Besides the coupling pivots for the needle guide and the tool, the purge gas connector is
directly installed on the cover plate of the tool.
The syringe flange is supported by the polymer counterpart to the retaining nut. This is
the thermal bridge for separating the heating block and the syringe retaining nut.In the
heating cylinder are two O-rings which seal the gas flow to enable a syringe purge. It is
recommended to replace these O-rings during a PM (Preventative Maintenance).

Illustration 307: Cut-out of ITEX Tool to show Purge Gas Flow and Sealing O-rings.

The heating and cooling functionality for the Trap is integrated in the lower part of the
tool:
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Illustration 308: Cut-out of ITEX Tool to show Trap Heater and Cooler.

The Magnet Adapter Ring is used to transport vials, for example from a Rack to the Agita-
tor.
The lower needle guide has the Stack Drawer Magnet installed, fixed with two screws.
The magnet is required to open and close a Stack drawer.
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Illustration 309: Magnet Adapter Ring and Stack Drawer Magnet installed.

The figure above illustrates the situation of the Lower Needle Guide with
attached Magnet Adapter.

6.8.3 Inserting the ITEX Syringe
1. Assemble the ITEX Syringe with trap/needle, as shown below.

Illustration 310: Assembling the Syringe.

2. Remove the retaining nut from the tool, locate the O-ring and put it over the syringe
glass barrel up to the flange. This is a protection for the glass flange;
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Illustration 311: Inserting the Syringe.

3. Insert the ITEX syringe into the ITEX Tool. Lower the syringe body carefully to guide
the needle tip into the upper and lower needle guide;

4. Press the syringe firmly into position and tighten the syringe flange with the Retaining
Nut until resistance is felt. The plunger is inserted in the syringe barrel; NOTICE! It is
not necessary to pay attention to the position of the syringe barrel side hole.
The heater design with the O-ring sealing allows a circular purge gas flow.

5. Check for correct installation. It is important that the needle tip is not visible outside of
the lower needle guide;

Illustration 312: Correct Position of the Sy-
ringe Needle Tip.

Illustration 313: Incorrect Position of Syringe
Needle Tip.

6.8.4 Removing the ITEX Syringe
Use The Syringe Removal Tool for an easy and safe removal of the sy-
ringe.
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1. Remove the retaining nut from the tool.

Illustration 314: Removing ITEX-Syringe.

2. Carefully slide the Syringe Removal Tool under the syringe flange and pull the sy-
ringe out of the ITEX tool.

The purge gas adapter mounted on the ITEX-Tool couples with the adapter from the
PALhead. See figures below. The coupling is sealed with an O-ring installed in the ITEX
Tool Purge Gas Adapter.

Illustration 315: ITEX Tool Purge gas adapter. Illustration 316: Purge gas coupling of ITEX
Tool and PALhead.

6.8.5 Technical Specifications
Part number of the PAL3 ITEX Kit: PAL3-ITEX-Kit
ITEX Smart Syringe: PAL3-SITEX1300-T

PAL3 ITEX Syringe, Volume 1.3 mL
ITEX Trap: ITEX-2 TrapTXTA

Material: Stainless steel, deactivated by SilTek®
Needle: Injection needle gauge 23 (O.D. 0.63 mm)
Trap: Upper part of needle 3.20 mm O.D.
Standard trap material: Tenax TA
80/100 mesh, fill volume 44 mg
Upper temperature limit: 350 °C

Trap Temperature Range 30°C..350°C
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Agitator Speed for Incubation 60rpm..750rpm
IncubationTemperature 30°C..200°C
SyringeTemperature 40°C..150°C
Penetration Depth 10mm..35mm
Extraction Flow Rates 10uL/s..1000uL/s
Extraction Stroke Cycles 0..1000 (Strokes per Sample)
Extraction Volume 0uL..1300uL
Desorption Flow Rate 5uL/s..1000uL/s
Penetration Speed 1mm/s..100mm/s
Water removal step with adjustable
trap temperatures

40°C..150°C

Ventilated trap for quick sample
processing

fast cooling of trap in less than 2 minutes

6.8.6 Spare Parts for ITEX Tool
The available spare parts for the ITEX Tool are listed in Section 13.7:
"Spare Parts and Replacement Modules" [} 727].

If an ITEX Tool is mechanically damaged or an electrical or electronic problem is ob-
served, return the device to your CTC Analytics representative for repair.
The Trap Cooler and the Trap Heater are available as spare parts and can be replaced
as described below.

Replacing Trap Heater

 CAUTION
Risk of hot machine parts!
Minor burns can result.

1. Do not touch hot parts or surfaces.
2. Let the ITEX Tool cool down before touching the tool.

1. Let the tool cool down.
2. Remove the ITEX Syringe with trap.
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3. Remove the screw marked with ‚open" on
the rear side of the housing.

4. Swivel the cover of the protective hous-
ing to the left (1) and remove it (2)

5. Unplug the connector of the Trap Heater. 6. Remove the Trap Heater
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7. Carefully insert the new Trap Heater.
Make sure the two notches of the Trap
heater appear on the correct place inside of
the holder (see two arrows in the drawing
above).
8. Insert the plug of the Trap Heater into the
socket (only possible in one position).

Replacing Trap Cooler
1. Remove the Trap Heater as described in the section above.

2. Loosen the two screws fixing the Trap
Cooler to the housing, while fixing the corre-
sponding lock nuts with an appropriate
wrench.

3. Unplug the connector of the Trap Cooler.
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4. Remove the Trap Cooler. 5. Install the new Trap Cooler and fix it with
the two scres with lock nuts. Observe the
small arrow on the housing of the Trap
Cooler indicating the correct orientation for
mounting.
6. Insert the plug of the Trap Cooler into the
socket (only possible in one position). Make
sure the cables are stored savely under the
clip in the housing (see arrow in drawing
above).

7. Assemble the ITEX tool in reverse order as described in the two sections above.

6.8.7 PAL3 ITEX Cycle Step-by-Step
Step 1.
The sample vial is placed into the Agitator and the equilibrium is established (time and
temperature controlled).
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Illustration 317: Establishing Equilibrium.

Step 2.
The sample is loaded on the trap by continuously pumping the syringe plunger up and
down (dynamic headspace).
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Illustration 318: Loading Sample on Trap.

Step 3.
Thermal desorption of analyte directly into the GC inlet system.
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Illustration 319: Thermal desorption.

Step 4.
The Trap material is cleaned with inert gas, Trap Cleaning Time/Purge Time.
The Trap temperature can be raised for the cleaning step.
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Illustration 320: Cleaning of Trap.

6.9 LCP Tool
Since the LCP Tool is part of the LCMS-P setup, the tool is explained in section "LCMS-P
[} 205]" under the Active PAL Modules.

6.10 Dilutor Tool
Since the Dilutor Tool is part of the Dilutor setup, the tool is explained in the Section "Dilu-
tor [} 188]" under the Active PAL Modules.

6.11 Pipette Tool

The PAL Pipette Tool is an optional tool for the PAL System. It allows the PAL System to
take advantage of the Air Displacement Pipetting technology in combination with com-
mercially available disposable tips. The main fields of application are the cross contami-
nation-free sample preparation and injection into LC/MS systems.
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Typical applications are
– Serial dilution of liquid reagents
– Sample reformatting
– Multidispensing of different compounds or samples
– Handling of potentially contaminating liquids

Since the tool works with disposable tips, such as used with hand-held pipettes, long-
proven routine-activities, which have to be performed manually on a daily base, can be
transferred to the automation of the PAL System without any adaption.

Illustration 321: Pipette Tool with Tray holder and Tip-Racks

The PAL Pipette Tool is available in two different versions:

Part Description
Pipette Tool 1000 µL For 1000 µL disposable tips
Pipette Tool 200 µL For 200 µL disposable tips

The difference of the two tool versions lies in their different tip adapters and volume
ranges. The type of the tip adapter can be checked in the tool view under the correspond-
ing parameter.
The tool has a tip ejector which can strip-off a pipette tip from the tool after use. The tip
ejector is also used for the detection of a mounted tip.
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6.11.1 Parameters of the Pipette Tool

Illustration 322: Pipette Tool Parameters Illustration 323: Pipette Tool Parameters
(contd.)

Item Description
Location Location (Slot Position) where the specific PALtool is

parked. (Read-only)
Ndl Guide Type This parameter defines whether a 2 mL or 20 mL magnetic

ring is attached to the Needle Guide.
Important: The Needle Guide Type has to be defined, de-
fault value is "NotSpecified".

Tip Adapter The type of the Tip Adapter – corresponds to the type of
the pipette tool (1000 µL or 200 µL). (Read-only)

BacklashCompensationVol-
ume

The volume that is used for backlash compensation (for an
increased reproducibility and precision). Backlash compen-
sation is done for all activities that acquire a liquid volume.
It means that any aspiration is done with an overfill that is
directly afterwards dispensed again.

Instrument Length Defines the total length of the syringe (instrument). (See
figure below.) (Read-only)

Length Defines the total length of the PALtool. (See figure below.)
(Read-only)

Scale Length The Scale Length reflects the maximum stroke of the
plunger. (Read-only)

Tip Adapter Length The length of the Tip Adapter. (See figure below.) (Read-
only)

Volume The liquid Volume. (Read-only)

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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Illustration 324: The different length-parameters of the Pipette Tool (shown with needle guide ele-
vated).

Pull-up Menu items for Pipette Tool
"Options" Pull-up Menu for "PIP 1"

Illustration 325: Pipette Tool "Options" Pull-up Menu.

Item Description
Check PALtool Calibration This task allows checking the calibration po-

sition of the installed PALtool. Please note
that this is a check only, changing the cali-
bration position is not possible using this
task.

Calibrate PALtool Activates the Calibration procedure for the
Pipette Tool.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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6.11.2 Cleaning the Pipette Tool

Autoclaving/Cleaning the Pipette Tool
The inner parts of the Pipette Tool that potentially come in contact with the sample or
other liquids, are autoclavable. To remove those parts proceed as follows:

Illustration 326: Loosen the upper stop nut. Illustration 327: Take away the plunger.
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Illustration 328: Loosen the lower lock nut. Illustration 329: Take away the tip adapter with
the tip ejector.

The following parts are autoclavable:

Illustration 330: Autoclavable parts of the Pipette Tool

Remove any grease from the plunger and from the tip adapter (on the
face side with the seal) with a cloth. Make sure to lubricate both parts
again with some grease after autoclaving.
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Checking the Pipette Tool for tightness
The easiest way to check the reassembled tool for tightness, is done by executing a sim-
ple test-method. Use the activity AspirateTipWithLiquidClass (Water) to fill the
tip with water. If no water has leaked after a waiting time of 30 seconds, all critical parts of
the tool can be considered as tight.

Calibrating the Pipette Tool for the liquid class "Water"
Proceed as follows:

1. Make a copy of the liquid class "Water".
2. In the copied liquid class set "Correction factor" to "1" and "Volume offset" to "0"
3. Execute a single dispense script/method using different volumes of water.
4. Weigh back the target vials to retrieve the weight of the pipetted water.
5. Convert the weights to the corresponding volumes with respect to the tempera-

ture.
6. In a diagram plot the measured values against the set values and calculate slope

and offset for a linear regression curve.
7. Set the "Correction factor" of the liquid class "Water" to the slope and the "Volume

offset" to the offset of the linear regression curve.

6.11.3 Disposable Tips
The Pipette Tool uses common tips, that can be picked up by the tool, and after handling
a liquid can be returned to the original location, or disposed in to a waste container. The
size of the tips corresponds to the type of the Pipette Tool.
The tips are specified with their specific set of parameters under "Rack Items". Each tip
type references the required Tip Adapter on the tool (either 200 µl or 1000 µL) and the re-
quired Rack Type.
Beneath some other parameters, mainly related to the shape and size of the tip, different
forces for the tip-handling can be specified:

• The Pick up force is used by the Robot Arm while driving down with the Tip Adapter
into the tip to pick it up.

• The Drop force is used for placing a tip back into a rack cavity, to detect the surface
of the rack.

• The Strip force is used to strip off a tip from the Tip Adapter of the tool.
• The Detection force is used to check for a mounted tip. (The resistance while push-

ing slightly against the tip is detected - if no tip is mounted, no resistance is detected.)
Should be low to avoid stripping off the tip off during check.
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Illustration 331: Rack Items: Tip Type Illustration 332: Tip Type Parameters

Illustration 333: Tip Type Parameters (contd.) Illustration 334: Tip Type Parameters (contd.)

Tip Type Parameters
Item Description
Detection force Used to check for a mounted tip. (The resistance while

pushing slightly against the tip is detected - if no tip is
mounted, no resistance is detected.)

Dispose in waste If checked, the tips are disposed into a waste container.
Drop force Used for placing a tip back into a rack cavity, to detect the

surface of the rack.
Height The total height of the tip. (See figure below.)
Height in rack The height of upper part of the tip that protrudes the sur-

face of the tip rack. (See figure below.)
Height on tool The height of the lower part of the tip that does not overlap

with the Tool Adapter, while mounted on the tool. (See fig-
ure below.)

Pick up force Used by the Robot Arm while driving down with the Tip
Adapter into the tip to pick it up.

Required rack A suitable Tip Rack can be selected from the drop-down
list.

Required Tool A suitable tool can be selected from the drop-down list.
Strip force Used to strip off a tip from the Tip Adapter of the tool.
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Item Description
Volume, max. The maximum volume for aspiration/dispensation can be

specified.
Volume, min. The minimum volume for aspiration/dispensation can be

specified.
Z Tolerance The tolerance for detetecting the tips in Z-direction.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Illustration 335: Heights of Tip Type.

It is mandatory to set-up a waste container for disposal of stripped-off
tips and a waste position on a wash module for release of excess liquids.
A waste container can be setup-up under Options->Setup->PALmodules->Wash
Modules->New Wash Module->Waste Container.
The teaching position of the Waste Container will be the position used by the Pipette
Tool for stripping the tips off.
Note: We recommend the use of any commercially available waste container for
pipette tips, that fits from its dimensions, especially from the height to the setup of your
PALSystem.

6.11.4 PAL3 Tip-Rack for disposable tips
A PAL3 Tip-Rack is offered for the use of racked tips in SBS format (96 pcs). The carrier
plate with the tips can directly inserted in the PAL3 Tip-Rack without the need for repack-
ing the tips.
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Illustration 336: Inserting the carrier plate with
the disposable tips into the PAL3 Tip-Rack.

Illustration 337: Make sure the clip snaps into
place on both sides.

The PAL3 Tip-Rack can be used for 200 and 1000 µL tips.

Part Description
PAL3 Tip-Rack Rack in standard SBS format for holding

Carrier plates with 96 tips (200 µL or 1000
µl).

Up to three PAL3 Tip-Racks can be used with one PAL3 Tray Holder. The Tip-Racks can
be inserted in free slots on the Tray Holder:

Illustration 338: Inserting the PAL3 Tip-Racks into the Tray Holder.
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Teaching a Tip Rack
The teaching of the Tip Racks should always be done by 3-corner teaching [} 414]. Dur-
ing teaching tips must be present in the corners of the Tip Rack. Teaching is done with
the pipette tool without a tip mounted.
The teach position is exactly above the tip - the tool adapter must not extend into the tip.
See figure below for the exact teaching position.

Illustration 339: Teaching position for 3-point teaching of a Tip Rack.

6.11.5 Setting the Counter (Current Index) to a certain position on
the tip rack
There are to ways for setting the counter to a certain position on the tip rack:
1. via the PALterminal: parameter "Current Index"
2. via the activity SetParameter (target, name, valueInt) with target = name

of the rack, name = name of the parameter ("CurrentIndex") and valueInt = number of
the position on the rack
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6.11.6 Liquids / Liquid Classes
Via the Liquid classes a set of predefined parameters for different liquids can be created.
These parameters influence the internal handling of the pipetting activities with respect to
the characteristics of a certain liquid like its specific gravity or viscosity. A couple of liquids
are already predefined.
Liquid classes can be created, copied, exported and deleted. The predefined liquid
classes are write-protected and cannot be deleted. To edit a predefined liquid class, it is
necessary to copy it first.

The use of liquid Classes for pipetting is not mandatory - it is also possi-
ble to perform pipetting activities without using liquid classes.

Liquid Class Scope
Each liquid class can specify sets of parameters for several volume ranges (Scopes)
while each set of parameters is only valid for the scope it has been specified for. The
scope refers to the sample volume to be aspirated or dispensed - each sample volume
must be within the volume range of a specified scope. A liquid class related activity is not
executed, if no matching scope for an aspiration or dispense volume can be found.
Scopes can be created, copied or deleted within a liquid class.

The Volume ranges of different scopes may not overlap - otherwise a
unique assignment of a volume to a certain scope would not be possible!
When creating a new scope for a liquid class, the scope will initially be
created for the volume range of 0 µL to 200 µL - the volume ranges can
be adapted as parameters within the scope ("Volume, max." and "Vol-
ume, min.").

The parameters of the liquid classes are distributed to four different groups:
• Aspirate - general parameters for the aspiration of a certain liquid volume.
• Dispense - general parameters for the dispensation of a certain liquid volume
• Multi Dispense - a complete set of parameters for dispensing multi times from an ac-

quired liquid volume
• Single Dispense - a complete set of parameters for dispensing only one time from an

acquired liquid volume
Beneath those four groups the parameters "Volume, max." and "Volume, min." are
present, which determine the upper and lower limit of the scope.
The parameter sets for "Aspirate" and "Dispense" are identical, consisting of the following
three parameters:

• Liquid detection - if the checkmark is set, the liquid level is detected automatically
(reserved for future use).

• Liquid offset - the liquid offset is the penetration offset applied during Liquid Track-
ing.

• Liquid tracking - if the checkmark is checked, the penetration depth of the pipette tip
is continuously adapted to the liquid level during aspiration or dispensation of a liquid.

In case no liquid detection is used, vials or well plate cavities will be pen-
etrated to the bottom.

For Single and Multi Dispense in each case the following ten parameters can be speci-
fied:

• Airgap, rear
• Airgap, front
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• Volume, rear
• Volume, front
• Aspirate delay
• Aspirate flow rate
• Dipense delay
• Dispense flow rate
• Correction factor
• Volume offset

The figure below explains the parameters, that are directly related to the different vol-
umes within the pipette tip.

Illustration 340: The liquid class parameters related to liquid- or air-volumes within the pipette tip.

The parameters Aspirate delay and Dispense delay specify a certain time span as a
delay after aspiration or dispensation allowing to compensate for the viscosity of a liquid.
The parameters Aspirate flow rate and Dispense flow rate specify the speed the liquid
is aspirated or dispensed with.
The parameter Correction factor is a dimensionless liquid calibration value and multi-
plied to any liquid volume (but not to the air gaps).
The parameter Volume offset is a liquid calibration value and defines a correction vol-
ume which is added to the aspirated volume.
The screenshots related to the Liquids can be found below.
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Illustration 341: Liquid Class "Default". Illustration 342: Scopes defined liquid class
"Default".

Illustration 343: Parameters for Scope 20µL -
200 µL.

Illustration 344: Parameters for "Aspirate".

Illustration 345: Parameters for "Dispense". Illustration 346: Parameters for "Multi Dis-
pense".
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Illustration 347: Parameters for "Multi Dis-
pense" (contd.).

The parameter sets for "Muti Dispense" and "Single Dispense" are identi-
cal.

Item Description
Scope "0 µL - 200 µL" One or several scopes (volume ranges) can be specified

for a liquid class. Each Scope contains a complete set of
parameters, which are only valid for the specified volume
range. TIP! The volume ranges of different scopes
must not overlap.

Aspirate Contains the parameters "Liquid detection", "Liquid offset"
and "Liquid tracking" for Aspiration.

Dispense Contains the parameters "Liquid detection", "Liquid offset"
and "Liquid tracking" for Dispensation.

Multi dispense Contains a set of parameters for Multi dispense.
Single dispense Contains a set of parameters for Single dispense.
Volume, max The upper limit of the volume range specified for a Scope.
Volume, min. The lower limit of the volume range specified for a Scope.
Liquid detection If the checkmark is checked, Liquid Level detection is

used.
Liquid offset The liquid offset is an additional penetration offset applied

after liquid detection
Liquid tracking If the checkmark is checked, the penetration depth of the

pipette tip is continuously adapted to the liquid level during
aspiration or dispensation of a liquid.

Airgap, front Air gap to protect against droplet formation. Acquired again
after each dispense step of a Multi Dispense

Airgap, rear Air gap to “blow out” fluid residues, for a complete dispen-
sation. Usually used only for Single Dispense.

Aspirate delay Specifies a certain time span as a delay after aspiration al-
lowing to compensate for the viscosity of a liquid.

Aspirate flow rate Specifies the speed the liquid is aspirated with.
Correction factor A dimensionless liquid calibration value and multiplied to

any liquid volume (but not to the air gaps).
Dispense delay Specifies a certain time span as a delay after dispensation

allowing to compensate for the viscosity of a liquid.
Dispense flow rate Specifies the speed the liquid is dispensed with.
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Item Description
Volume offset A liquid calibration value that defines a correction volume

which is added to the aspirated volume.
Volume, front Excess volume e.g. for Backlash Compensation and Prim-

ing. Released into waste directly after aspiration.
Volume, rear Excess volume as reserve for Multi Dispense. Usually not

used for Single Dispense.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

6.11.7 Liquid Level Tracking
If a tip is used for aspiration or dispensation of a liquid, it is possible to use Liquid Level
Tracking.
Liquid Level Tracking means the pipette tool will move continuously up or down (up in
case of dispensation, down in case of aspiration) in Z-direction, following the rising, or
falling liquid level in a vial or wellplate cavity. In doing so the penetration depth can be
kept constant during aspiration or dispensation activities. The penetration depth is speci-
fied using the parameter Liquid Offset in the liquid classes.
For tracking the liquid level e.g. in a vial, the system follows the volumetric geometry of
the vial and adapts the height of the pipette tool simultaneously. Since the exact volumet-
ric geometry of a vial or a wellplate cavity is very important for the exact calculation of the
liquid level, it is referenced using the parameter Interior geometry for Rack Items of type
"vial" and using the parameter Cavity geometry for Tray Types of type "wellplate".
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Illustration 348: Liquid Level Tracking with constant penetration depth during dispensation.

6.11.8 Geometries - Plate/Vial Setting for Liquid Tracking
A volumetric geometry describes the volume of a vial or a wellplate cavity as a function of
a horizontal area at a specific height. If the horizontal area is constant over the total
height, the volumetric geometry corresponds to a cylinder. Since this is a very simple ge-
ometry, it can be described using only one segment. To describe more complex geomer-
tries, several segments can be defined. The segments are defined from the bottom up
and consist each of three areas - bottom, midway and top. For a coherent geometry, the
top area of a segment must always equal the bottom area of the following segment.
Volumetric geometries are template based objects and can be created, copied, exported
and deleted. Several geometries of vials and wellplate geometries are already prede-
fined. For being able to edit those predefined geometries it is necessary to created a copy
first.
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The structure of geometries using the example of a 20CV vial can be seen from the
screenshots below.

Illustration 349: Geomertries menu_Example
20CV Vial

Illustration 350: 20CV Interior

Illustration 351: List Items Segment 1 Illustration 352: List Items Segment 2

Illustration 353: List Items Segment 3 Illustration 354: List Items Segment 4

Please refer to the figure below for an explanation of the different parameters that are use
for the creation of a geometry. As an example the predefined geometry of the 20CV vial
was used. (The area can be calculated based on the diameter, following the equation
Area = π * (d/2)2  .)
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Illustration 355: Parameters used for geometry of the 20CV vial.

Item Description
Segment x Each geometry consists of one or more segments, de-

pending on the complexity of the geometry.
Area, bottom The area in [mm2] on bottom of the corresponding seg-

ment.
Area, midway The area in [mm2] in the middle of the corresponding seg-

ment.
Area, top The area in [mm2] on top the corresponding segment.
Geometry position The bottom position of the corresponding segment.
Height The height of the corresponding segment.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

6.11.9 Pipette Injection Port / Wash Station
For the injection of samples with the pipette tool into a LC system, an Injection port with a
backflush system for the injection valve and the port is available. The pump module, in-
jection valve, tubing and injection port is available as a kit. It is highly recommended to
only perform loop overfill injections. The kit requires 5 µL or 10 µL Cheminert sample
holding loops.
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Illustration 356: The pipette injection port / wash station.

1 Injection port
2 Waste tube
3 Check valve
4 Tubing with Check valve

Teaching the Pipette Injection Port
The Pipette Injection Port is taught without a tip mounted. The tip adapter has to pene-
trate the injection port as far as it will go. Make sure the tip adapter is centered within the
Injection Port. See picture below for details.
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Illustration 357: Teaching the Injection Port.

6.11.10 Activities related to the Use of the Pipette Tool
PickUpTip
ReturnTip
DisposeTip
AspirateTip, DispenseTip
EmptyTip
AirgapTip
MoveToObject, LeaveObject
PenetrateObject, PenetrateWithBottomSense, PenetrateWithConstant-
Force
Depenetrate
InjectSampleLC
Reset
PickToolAdapter
ScrewCap, UnscrewCap
TransportVial, TransportVialHome
ReadBarcode
SetParameter
DispenseTipWithLiquidClass
AspirateTipWithLiquidClass
UseLiquidClass

6.11.11 Limitations
Currently, following limitations are known today:

• The Pipette Tool is only available for the PAL RTC.
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• The Pipette Tool can"t be used with the Agitator Module or the Heatex Stirrer Module.
• It is not possible to transport a vial while a tip is mounted.
• Tracking of the volume contained in a vial is not possible yet.
• For mechanical reasons, the check for a tip loss during sample processing does not

always work reliably for returning tips of the size 1000 µL back to the tip rack. If a reli-
able check is required, it is recommended to dispose the 1000 µL-tips instead of re-
turning them to the tip rack.

6.12 Generic Tool
The generic Tool is thought for customers who would like to develop their own custom-
made tool with a special functionality, like e.g. a gripper for transporting vials. The use of
generic tools requires FW 2.2.X or higher.
As base for the conversion serves a special branded tool blank for a needle length of 85
mm and a syringe diameter of 8 mm. The length of the resulting tool may be in the range
of 55 to 165 mm.
During conversion of the Generic Tool, the following topics must be observed:

Illustration 358: Generic Tool engineering.

• The area, marked in green in the drawing above may be used for any additional con-
struction.

• The Outline and position of the three coupling pins must not be changed.
• The stroke for the needle guide has to be at least 20 mm.
• The stroke of the syringe plunger has to be at least 12 mm.
• The coupling head of the needle guide has to rest mechanically on the black flange

during coupling.
• The mechanical stop for homing the plunger axes has to be defined.

6.12.1 Configuring a Generic Tool
The configuration of a generic tool is done in two main steps:
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The first step is the creation of a Generic Tool Type, specific for the generic tool.
The second step is the assignment of the Generic Tool Type to the Generic Tool.
First step – creation of a Generic Tool Type.
Select the access level "Extended User";

Illustration 359: Start Screen. Illustration 360: Options Pull-up menu 'Setup'.

Illustration 361: Select menu list item
'PALmodules'.

Illustration 362: Modules list item 'Generic
Tool Types'.

Illustration 363: 'New Generic Tool Type'. Illustration 364: Choose a name.
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Illustration 365: Newly created Generic Tool
Type.

Illustration 366: 'Generic Tool Types' Options
pull-up menu.

Illustration 367: "Generic Tool Type" list
items.

Illustration 368: "Generic Tool Type", list
items (contd.).

The following parameters can be adapted:

Item Description
Drive V Home Curr Adjustable homing current of Drive V (Needle

Guide). (default 250 mA)
Drive V Idle Pos Default Position of Drive V (Needle Guide) during op-

eration of the generic tool. (default 0 µm)
Drive V Park Pos Position of Drive V (Needle Guide) while picking or

parking the tool. Measured from the homing point of
the axis at the bottom. (default 0 µm)

Drive W Home Curr Adjustable homing current of Drive W (Plunger). (de-
fault 300 mA)

Drive W Home Dir Homing direction of Drive W (Plunger) – "down" or
"up" (default "down")

Drive W Park Pos Position of Drive W (Plunger) while picking or park-
ing the tool. Measured from the homing point of the
axis at the bottom. (default 0 µm)

Instrument Length Length of the generic tool, measured from the lower
edge of the contact block down to the tip of the tool.
(See figure below.) (default 120 mm)

PlungerPresent Is a plunger present – "Yes" or "No". (default "Yes")
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Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User"

Illustration 369: Measuring the length of the Generic Tool.

Generic Tool Pull-Up menu list items:

Item Description
New GenericToolType Creates a new Generic Tool Type Template.
Copy GenericToolType Creates a copy of the selected Generic Tool Type

Template.
Export GenericToolType Exports the selected Generic Tool Type Template to

a USB stick.
Export All Exports all present Generic Tool Type Templates to

a USB stick.
Delete GenericToolType Deletes the selected Generic Tool Type Template.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User"
Second step – assignment of the Generic Tool Type to the Generic Tool.
On the Start Screen select the Generic Tool. Only two parameters (Generic Tool Type
and Ndl Guide Type) are accessible:

Illustration 370: Assign the Generic Tool Type
to the Generic Tool (GT 1).

Illustration 371: Select the appropriate Needle
Guide Type.

6.13 COC Tool

6.13.1 The Injector for the COC Tool
The COC Tool is used in combination with a special injector for the Agilent GCs.
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The use of the injector is mandatory for a faultless operation. Please
screw the injector on the inlet of your Agilent GC.

Illustration 372: COC Injector.

6.13.2 Description of the COC Tool
The COC Tool is a single block, easy to use for installing a syringe.

Illustration 373: COC Tool with retaining nut. Illustration 374: Contacts for identification and
branding of the COC tool.

The four contacts as shown in the figure above are used for grounding, supply of 3.3
VDC to the electronic print (PCB), and for data storage for the identification and branding
of the tool.
The syringe flange is supported by an O-ring (support bearing). At the lower part of the
block a second O-ring is installed which guides and centers the syringe glass barrel and
prevents direct metal contact.
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Illustration 375: Support bearing to protect sy-
ringe flange.

Illustration 376: O-ring to protect against di-
rect metal contact.

The lower needle guide has the Stack Drawer Magnet installed, fixed with two screws.
The magnet is required to open and close a Stack drawer.

Illustration 377: Stack Drawer Magnet installed.

6.13.3 Spare Parts for COC Tool
If a COC Tool is mechanically damaged or an electrical or electronic
problem is observed, return the device to your CTC Analytics representa-
tive for repair.
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6.13.4 Inserting the Syringe.
1. Remove the Retaining Nut.

Illustration 378: Inserting Syringe in COC Tool.

2. Insert the syringe such that the flat side of the flange matches with the cut-out of the
upper part of the holder; Lower the syringe body carefully to guide the needle tip into the
upper and lower needle guide. Press the syringe flange firmly into the tool holder;

Illustration 379: Alignment of the syringe
flange with tool holder.

Illustration 380: Inserted syringe, view from
top.

3. Tighten the Retaining Nut to the mechanical stop. Use normal force; do not over
tighten the nut;

6.13.5 Teaching the COC Tool
The COC Tool is taught like any other tool. The only difference is that the tip of the lower
needle guide has to penetrate the lunette while the tool is aligned to the guiding rings:
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Illustration 381: Teaching the COC Tool on
the park station.

Illustration 382: The COC Tool placed on the
lunette of the park station.

The pictures above are showing the teaching of the tool with a PAL RTC
on the park station. For the PAL RSI another teach point (the lunette on
another module) has to be used since a park station is not available in
this case.

6.14 Gripper Tool

The Gripper Tool is used for transportation of vials. Since the tool can grab and release
items, the vials don't have to be equipped with a magnetic cap - other than vials that are
transported using the magnet adapter on a PALtool. The Gripper tool can only pick and
place vials from accessible places like racks and trays. For opening the drawers of a
stack, the tool can be equipped with a Stack Drawer Magnet.
Caused by the construction of the tool it is not possible to pick or place vials from or into
modules like the Centrifuge module, the Agitator, or the Vortex Mixer.
The size of the vials that can be transported is limited. The recommended diameter of a
vials that can be transported safely lies between 8 and 20 mm.

Scope of Delivery
Item Number of items Description
Gripper Tool 1 The Gripper tool without any

gripper jaw adapters.
Teaching Adapter 1 The teaching adapter for

teaching objects or calibrat-
ing the tool.

Standard Vial Adapter 11
mm.

2 Two adapters for mounting
to the gripper jaws.

Stack Drawer Magnet for the
Gripper tool

1 A Stack Drawer Magnet to
be fixed to the Gripper tool
for opening and closing the
drawers of stacks.

BN6404 M2.5x6 screws 6 Two screws for fixing the
Stack Drawer Magnet and 4
screws for fixing the Stan-
dard vial adapters to the
gripper jaws of the tool.

Table 9: Gripper Tool Scope of Delivery
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6.14.1 Attaching the 11 mm Standard Vial Adapters to the gripper
jaws of the Gripper tool

1. Attach the two Standard Vial Adapters (1) to the gripper jaws of the tool as shown
in the picture below. The Standard Vial Adapters are fixed using the four BN6404
M2.5x6 screws.

Illustration 383: Fixing the Standard Vial Adapters (1) with four screws (2) to the Gripper
tool

2. To guarantee a proper placement of the adapters press the adapters during fixa-
tion with the screws against the gripper jaws. The right point to press against is
marked with a red arrow in the picture below. The edges of the adapters must rest
at right angles at the edges of the gripper jaws, as marked with red, dotted lines in
the picture below.
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Illustration 384: Alignment of the adapters to the gripper jaws.

ð The properly attached adapters are shown in the picture below.
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Illustration 385: Properly attached standard adapters.

After attaching the Standard 11 mm Vial Adapters to the Gripper Tool, the parameter
"Adapter Type" must be set from "none" to "Vial Adp. 11mm".
The parameters for the Standard Vial Adapter 11 mm are set in the corresponding tem-
plate under Start Screen ➨ Options ➨ Setup ➨ PALmodules ➨ Tools

Illustration 386: Parameters of "Vial Adp.
11mm"-template.

Illustration 387: Parameters of "Vial Adp.
11mm"-template. (contd.)
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Illustration 388: Parameters of "Vial Adp.
11mm"-template. (contd.)

To change the parameters of the template, the template has to be copied and changed,
or a new template has to be generated via "New Tool", based on the "Generic Gripper
Adapter" template.

Item Description
Def. Grab Distance 0µm..10.0000m

Default: 10.0mm
Def. Grip Force 1N..70N

Default: 10N
Def. Rel. Release Distance 1.0mm..10.0000m

Default: 2.0mm
DefaultGripDirection Inward..Outward

Default: Inward
Magnetic Attachement Checked..Unchecked

Default: Unchecked
Offset X -10.0000m..10.0000m
Offset Y -10.0000m..10.0000m
Offset Z -10.0000m..10.0000m
Preload Distance 0µm..10.0000m

Default: 10.0mm
Rest Distance 0µm..10.0000m

Default: 10.0mm
Teaching Allowed Checked..Unchecked

Default: Unchecked

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

6.14.2 Attaching the Stack Drawer Magnet
1. Attach the Stack Drawer Magnet (1) with two BN6404 M2.5x6 screws to the rear

gripper jaw.
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Illustration 389: Attaching the Stack Drawer Magnet.
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Illustration 390: Stack Drawer Magnet attached properly.

6.14.3 Attaching the Teach Adapter
The Teach Adapter is necessary for calibrating the tool on the reference point and for
teaching modules using the Gripper Tool.

Only mount the Teach Adpater while the Gripper tool is mounted in the
PALhead. Select "Mount/Unmount Teach-Adapter" from the Options
menu prior to mounting or unmounting the Teach Adapter.

1. Make sure the Gripper Tool is mounted in the PALhead.
2. Select "Mount/Unmount Teach-Adapter" from the Options menu.
3. Wait until the Gripper Tool is open and screw the Teach Adapter in from below.
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Illustration 391: The Teach Adapter is screwed into the open tool from below.

6.14.4 Parameters of the Gripper Tool

Illustration 392: Gripper Tool Parameters
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Item Description
Adapter Type The type of the mounted adapter - either none or the 11

mm adapter can be chosen.
Location Location (Slot Position or RobotArm) where the specific

PALtool is parked or mounted. (Read-only)
Has Magnet Check this check-box, if the stack magnet is mounted.
Instrument Length Defines the total length of the gripper mechanism without

any eventually mounted adapter. (See figure below.)
(Read-only)

Length Defines the total length of the PALtool. (See figure below.)
(Read-only)

Teaching Adapter Mounted Check-box, if the teaching adapter is mounted the check-
box is checked. (Read-only)

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Illustration 393: The different length-parameters of the Gripper Tool

6.14.4.1 Pull-up Menu items for Gripper Tool
"Options" Pull-up Menu for "GRP 2"

Illustration 394: Gripper Tool "Options" Pull-
up Menu.
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Item Description
Calibrate PALtool Activates the Calibration procedure for the

PALtool.
Check PALtool Calibration This task allows checking the calibration po-

sition of the installed PALtool. Please note
that this is a check only, changing the cali-
bration position is not possible using this
task.

Mount/Unmount Teach-Adapter Opens the gripper mechanism for mounting/
unmounting the Teach-Adapter.

Park Tool This task allows the Gripper Tool to be
parked without picking up another Tool from
the Park Station. (Only PAL RTC)

Release Releases an item.
Select Tool This task allows selecting the Gripper Tool.

The currently attached Tool is first parked,
before the Gripper tool is picked up. (Only
PAL RTC)

Grip Grips an item.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level ‘Extended User’.
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7 Installation of the PAL System

7.1 Hardware and Software Requirements
Computer Hardware Requirements
For operation of the PALsystem in combination with the PAL Sample Control software
and a CDS Software (Chromatography Data-handling System), the software from Mi-
crosoft MS.NET framework version 4.0 (or higher) is required.
The PAL Sample Control software is used to control the interface "DDI" (Direct Driver In-
terface) of the PAL RTC System and establishes the link to various types of "Chromatog-
raphy Data-handling Systems" (CDS) for managing the chromatographic data and infor-
mation.
Follow the PAL Sample Control User Manual and the corresponding User Manual for the
Chromatography Data Handling System software (CDS). The version of the PAL Sample
Control software has to match the version of the PAL3 Firmware.
The computer hardware minimal requirements depends on the Microsoft Windows Oper-
ating System and if applicable on the "MS.NET Framework software" used. See recom-
mendations from Microsoft.
It is also important to consider the minimum requirements for the operation of the Chro-
matography Data System Software (CDS).
For operation of the PALrobot, an Ethernet (TCP/IP) is required. The computer in use has
to be equipped accordingly. LAN or Ethernet IEEE 802.3 Industry Standard 10/100 Base-
T.
The network interface of the PALrobot supports the Auto-MDI(X) protocol.
The requirements for the networking setup are described in the section "Establishing
Communication with Computer".
The USB communication port of the PALrobot is currently not activated (USB Device/
Client Type B).

USB Stick
The USB stick is a commercially available standard USB memory stick with at least 100
MB memory size. No special formatting of the drive (stick) is necessary; on the contrary, it
is mandatory that only one partition is defined. If two partitions are defined, subsequent
errors will occur. Access to the PALsystem will be denied.

Commercially available USB sticks with encrypting software installed,
and secure USB drives, have typically two partitions. This type of USB
drive cannot be utilized in combination with the PAL system.

The following software types of the USB memory drive are compatible with the PALsys-
tem:

• FAT
• FAT32
• The software "NTFS" is NOT supported. If a USB Stick with this software is used, the

stick will not be recognized by the PAL Firmware.
• It is recommended to adjust the "Allocation Unit Size" as large as possible. There is a

dependency observed between the "Capacity Size" and the size of the "Allocation
Unit". Examples: USB Stick Capacity 4 GB with 4 kB Allocation Unit or 16 GB Capac-
ity with 64 kB Allocation Units. These combinations are valid; however a 16 GB Ca-
pacity with 8 kB Allocation Units is not working. The observed effect is that the USB
Stick is not recognized within the 10 seconds time limit.
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PAL Control Software = PAL Firmware

• Recognition Time of the USB Stick.
– PAL Firmware version < 1.5.0 : Time-out after 10 s.
– PAL Firmware version ≥ 1.5.0 : Time-out after 30 s.

After the time-out has occurred an error message is displayed: "InternalStorageCard
not found."

(Definition of Recognition Time: The time used from the moment the stick is connected to
the PALsystem until the USB symbol is displayed on the PALterminal.)

PC Software Requirements
All the software functionalities such as Backup (Restore) or Update for the PAL Firmware
are performed directly via USB interface using the PAL USB Stick. For these purposes,
no specific software on a PC is required.
For the operation of the PALrobot with a CDS (Chromatography Data System), e.g. PAL
Sample Control software or Xcalibur, a software driver is used. The specific requirements
for operation of the integrated PALsystem in the CDS are outlined by the supplier of the
CDS software.
For the operation of the PALrobot in combination with PAL Sample Control, the software
from Microsoft MS.net framework version 4.0 (or higher) is required.

Configuring Windows for PAL Firmware and for the CDS
When configuring the Windows Operating software for the PAL System, it is important to
note that the CDS to be used in conjunction with the PALsystem may require specific set-
tings as well. These settings have to be matched for reliable operation of the analytical
system. See the corresponding sections in the installation manual of the specific CDS.

Firewall or Virus Scanner Settings
In order to reliably operate the PALsystem and the selected Chromatography Data Sys-
tem (CDS), it is necessary to turn OFF any third party Firewall or Virus Scanner soft-
ware.
If for any reason a firewall has to be activated, the TCP Ports 80, 64000, 64001, and
8194 have to be unlocked. For more details see "Corporate Network Setup [} 28]".

Screen Savers
It is highly recommended NOT to use any Screen Savers.

Disabling Power Management

Depending on the Windows Operating System version and the default
settings, the computer may enter standby mode automatically after a
specified time if no mouse or keyboard activity is detected. Using this
"Power Save" mode in a laboratory environment where unattended in-
strument operation is expected day and night will likely result in loss of
data and/or interruptions of specific functions or whole operations.

To disable Windows power management follow the steps below.
1. Select the Windows "Control Panel";
2. Select "System and Security";
3. Select "Power Options";
4. Select from "Power Plan" the menu item "Put the Computer to sleep: Never".
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Depending on the Windows version, the path or wording may differ
slightly. The example given above is based on Windows7.

PAL System Software Description
The various Active PALmodules and PALdevices have to be compatible with the PCB
configuration of the PALcontrol. Any changes or backwards compatibility restrictions are
published in the PALsystem Release History.
The PAL Firmware is the product name for all software and persistent data, which are lo-
cated in the PALcontrol or on the PALdevices. It consists mainly of:

• Operating System (OS)
• PAL Application Software
• PAL Configuration (Persistent Data, Data Base)
• PALdevice Firmware
• Presets (Starting with software version 1.4.0 the "Presets" have been introduced.)

The file extension for the PAL Firmware is "*.cont".

PAL Control Software has been the official description of the software
until software version 1.6.0. Starting with "software" version 2.0 the soft-
ware package has been renamed to "PAL Firmware".
PAL Control Software = PAL Firmware.
For detailed information see "PAL Firmware [} 687]".

7.2 Unpacking the Components
A PAL System is usually shipped in one box. Depending on the configuration and op-
tional modules, the entire system may be shipped in more than two boxes.
The main box contains the PALbase (X-,Y- Axes assembly) and the standard modules
such as the PALterminal, PALpower, Tray Holders, Trays, Wash Module, Safety Guard,
etc.
1. For shipping and protective reasons, the PALhead (entire Z-Axis) is separated from

the cover.
2. Open the boxes and first remove the accessory boxes to be able to compare the

packing list and check for completeness of the shipment;
3. Carefully lift the PALbase and remove it from the box. Hold the Y-Axis in place while

the assembly is being removed from the box. Set the PALbase assembly on a bench;
4. Unpack the remaining box which includes the PALhead and if applicable the other

boxes with any additional accessories included.
5. When placing the PAL System onto a GC, make sure that no objects interfere with

the Y-Axis or the PALhead throughout the entire potential range of movement.

 CAUTION
For your safety, and in compliance with international regula-
tions, the physical handling of this CTC Analytics instrument re-
quires a team effort to lift and/or move the equipment. This in-
strument is too heavy and bulky for one person alone to handle
safely.
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7.3 Installation Quick Reference Guide
The Installation Quick Reference Guide summarizes the important points for the installa-
tion. It is recommended to use this guide as a check list during the installation.
See Additional Information "Installation Quick Reference Guide"

7.4 Assembling the PAL System

7.4.1 Installation of the GC Mounting Kit
1. First mount the correct GC mounting kit onto the GC.

The kit contains a schematic drawing, describing the parts and steps to follow for as-
sembly;

Illustration 395: PAL Mounting Kit attached to GC.

2. Loosen the two mounting clamp Torx screws of the vertical legs;
3. Place the PALbase assembly on top and fit the mounting kit legs into the groove in

the X- Axis.Be sure that the clamps fit completely into the grooves. Alternately tighten
the two Torx screws until the legs are firmly in place.

 CAUTION
For your safety, and in compliance with international regula-
tions, the physical handling of the assembled PALrobot re-
quires a team effort to lift and/or move the unit. The PALrobot is
too heavy and bulky for one person alone to handle safely. Be-
fore lifting or moving the PALrobot, secure all moving parts first
to avoid crushing hands or tipping over of the unit.

Double check whether the leg claws are correctly attached to the X-Axis. (see figures be-
low).
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Illustration 396: Positioning clamp into X-Axis
grooves.

Illustration 397: Fixation of clamp in X-Axis
groove.

Illustration 398: Correct attachement of
mounting claws.

Illustration 399: Incorrect attachement of
mounting claws.

Note for service technicians: Discuss the positions of the PALbase and the various
PALmodules mounted to the X-Axis with the customer, considering the GC configuration.
Open zones should be easily accessible by the PALhead but placing a PALobject above
a heated zone could be dangerous, or at the very least influence the stability of the ana-
lytical sample. Use the figure below as an example for discussion. Consider the space
availability in the lab and to adjoining instruments as well.
The same considerations apply for the HPLC technique. The sample injection valve
should be mounted as close as possible to the column and continued tight to the detec-
tor. In order to save travelling time of the PALhead, install the Wash Module close to the
Injector Valve.

NOTICE
Safety Warning:Do not place a PALmodule, which may contain
flammable solvents, directly above a heated zone. Special atten-
tion has to be paid to the Wash Module and its waste line (if ap-
plicable) and Tray Holders with sample vials inserted.

The three figures below illustrate the major system for GC Technique for each of the dif-
ferent subclasses PAL RTC, PAL RSI and PAL LSI.
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Illustration 400: PAL RTC robot Major System PALmodules for GC Technique.

Illustration 401: PAL RSI robot Major System PALmodules for GC Technique.
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Illustration 402: PAL LSI robot Major System PALmodules for GC Technique.

7.4.2 Installing the PALhead for PAL RTC
Installation of the PALhead should be done carefully. When installing it
for the first time, have someone hold it in place while the mounting
screws are inserted.

Illustration 403: PALhead Internal mechanic Part and Cover.

The PALhead is shipped disassembled; the cover is separated from the mechanical part.

Transport Lock
The Z-Slider is secured with a transport locking device in order to prevent uncontrolled
movement of the slider along the Z-Axis during shipping. It is important to remove the
locking device before installing the Z-Axis to the PALbase.
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Illustration 404: Transport Lock installed in Z-
Axis.

Illustration 405: Cut-out for Location Trans-
port Lock.

1. Locate the "Transport Locking Device" screw and remove the screw and the polymer
spacer. Required Tool: Torx T10; Store the "Transport Locking Device" safely for future
use. If for any reason the PALhead unit has to be returned for inspection or repair, the
"Transport Locking Device" must be reinstalled prior to shipping;

When shipping a PALhead, use the original packing material that came
with the unit. Place the PALhead box into a larger outer box and use ade-
quate padding material for protection. The original box containing the
PALhead was packaged within the large shipping box of the PAL System.
The PALhead box cannot be used on its own. It is not designed as a sep-
arate box suitable for shipping.

2. Hold the PALhead in place against the Y-Axis. Make sure the two locating pins on the
Y-Axis fit into the two guide pin holes on the PALhead;

Illustration 406: Locating Guide Pins at Y-Axis
Cover.

Illustration 407: Locating Guide Holes at PAL-
head.

3. Securely tighten the screw from the PALhead to the Y-Axis.Required Screw driver:
T25. Provided with PALrobot;

Illustration 408: Attaching the PALhead. Illustration 409: Fixation of PALhead to Y-
Axis.

The Ribbon Cables and the Gas Purge Line within the PALhead are al-
ready assembled and fixed. No installation of these parts is necessary.
The Gas Purge Line connects the Y-Axis, sealed by an O-ring, to the
PALhead.

4. Locate the PALhead Cover and put it over the mechanical construction of the PALhead
very carefully to avoid any damage to a ribbon cable, Drive connections and other critical
parts;
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Hold the cover perpendicular to the base and slide it over the mechanics of the PALhead.
Avoid angling the cover against the mechanics as shown in the figure below;

Illustration 410: Put PALhead Cover over Mechanical Construction from the top in Perpendicular
Path.

Illustration 411: Sliding PALhead Cover over Mechanical Construction.

The figure shows the setup typically applied for PAL RTC System used for HPLC tech-
nique. As shown in the illustration is the PALrobot positioned and fixed to "Standard Sup-
port Legs". The height of these supports is matched to adapt a Stack Module such as the
Peltier Stack 6DW Module.
5. Tighten the screw at the backside of the Cover to fix the cover to its mechanical sup-
port.
Required Tool: Torx T20. Provided with PALrobot;
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Illustration 412: Cover Fixation to PALhead.

6. The final assembled basic PALrobot is shown in the figure below.

Illustration 413: Assembled PALrobot, Basic System.

The figure shows the setup typically applied for the PAL RTC system used for the GC
technique. As shown in the illustration is a so-called "mounting kit" fixed to the gas chro-
matograph. For common GC models on the market is dedicated mounting kit available. In
the mounting kit is also a synchronization cable for the "Ready" and "Start" signal syn-
chronization specific for the PAL RTC System and the GC model included. The PALrobot
is fixed to the mounting claws of the support legs as shown in the illustration above.

7.4.3 Installing the PALhead for PAL RSI
Installation of the PALhead should be done carefully. When installing it
for the first time, have someone hold it in place while the mounting
screws are inserted.
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Illustration 414: PALhead Internal mechanic Part and Cover.

The PALhead is shipped disassembled; the cover is separated from the mechanical part.

Transport Lock
The Z-Slider is secured with a transport locking device in order to prevent uncontrolled
movement of the slider along the Z-Axis during shipping. It is important to remove the
locking device before installing the Z-Axis to the PALbase.

Illustration 415: Transport Lock installed in Z-
Axis

Illustration 416: Cut-out for Location Trans-
port Lock.

1. Locate the "Transport Locking Device" screw and remove the screw and the polymer
spacer. Required Tool: Torx T20;
Store the "Transport Locking Device" safely for future use. If for any reason the PALhead
unit has to be returned for inspection or repair, the "Transport Locking Device" must be
reinstalled prior to shipping;

When shipping a PALhead, use the original packing material that came
with the unit. Place the PALhead box into a larger outer box and use ade-
quate padding material for protection. The original box containing the
PALhead was packaged within the large shipping box of the PAL System.
The PALhead box cannot be used on its own. It is not designed as a sep-
arate box suitable for shipping.

2. Hold the PALhead in place against the Y-Axis. Make sure the two locating pins on the
Y-Axis fit into the two guide pin holes on the PALhead;
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Illustration 417: Locating Guide Pins at Y-Axis
Cover.

Illustration 418: Locating Guide Holes at PAL-
head.

3. Securely tighten the screw from the PALhead to the Y-Axis. Required Screw driver:
T25. Provided with PALrobot;

Illustration 419: Attaching the PALhead. Illustration 420: Fixation of PALhead to Y-
Axis.

The Ribbon Cables and the Gas Purge Line within the PALhead are al-
ready assembled and fixed. No installation of these parts is necessary.
The Gas Purge Line connects the Y-Axis, sealed by an O-ring, to the
PALhead.

4. Locate the PALhead Cover and put it from the front over the mechanical construction
of the PALhead.
The cover is positioned such that the latching devices of the cover are positioned in the
cut-outs of the PALhead frame. Push the cover downwards, parallel to the frame to en-
gage the latches;
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Illustration 421: Put PALhead Cover over Mechanical Construction from the top in Perpendicular
Path.

5. Tighten the screw at the backside of the Cover to fix the cover to its mechanical sup-
port.
Required Tool: Torx T20. Provided with PALrobot;

Illustration 422: Cover Fixation to PALhead.

6. The final assembled basic PALrobot is shown in the figure below.
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Illustration 423: Assembled PALrobot, Basic System.

The figure above shows the setup typically applied for the PAL RSI System used for the
GC technique. As shown in the illustration is a so-called "mounting kit" fixed to the gas
chromatograph. For common GC models on the market is dedicated mounting kit avail-
able. In the mounting kit is also a synchronization cable for the "Ready" and "Start" signal
synchronization specific for the PAL RSI System and the GC model included.
The PALrobot is fixed to the mounting claws of the support legs as shown in the illustra-
tion above.

7.4.4 Installing the PALhead for PAL LSI
Installation of the PALhead should be done carefully. When installing it
for the first time, have someone hold it in place while the mounting
screws are inserted.

Illustration 424: PALhead Internal mechanic Part and Cover.

The PALhead is shipped disassembled; the cover is separated from the mechanical part.

Transport Lock
The Z-Slider is secured with a transport locking device in order to prevent uncontrolled
movement of the slider along the Z-Axis during shipping. It is important to remove the
locking device before installing the Z-Axis to the PALbase.
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Illustration 425: Transport Lock installed in Z-
Axis.

Illustration 426: Cut-out for Location Trans-
port Lock.

1. Locate the "Transport Locking Device" screw and remove the screw and the polymer
spacer. Required Tool: Torx T20;
Store the "Transport Locking Device" safely for future use. If for any reason the PALhead
unit has to be returned for inspection or repair, the "Transport Locking Device" must be
reinstalled prior to shipping;

When shipping a PALhead, use the original packing material that came
with the unit. Place the PALhead box into a larger outer box and use ade-
quate padding material for protection. The original box containing the
PALhead was packaged within the large shipping box of the PAL System.
The PALhead box cannot be used on its own. It is not designed as a sep-
arate box suitable for shipping.

2. Hold the PALhead in place against the Y-Axis. Make sure the two locating pins on the
Y-Axis fit into the two guide pin holes on the PALhead;

Illustration 427: Locating Guide pins at Y-Axis
Cover.

Illustration 428: Locating Guide holes at PAL-
head.

3. Securely tighten the screw from the PALhead to the Y-Axis.
Required Screw driver: T25. Provided with PALrobot;

Illustration 429: Attaching the PALhead. Illustration 430: Fixation of PALhead to Y-
Axis.

The Ribbon Cable within the PALhead is already assembled and fixed.
No installation of this part is necessary.

4. Locate the PALhead Cover and put it from the front over the mechanical construction
of the PALhead.
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The cover is positioned such that the latching devices of the cover are positioned in the
cut-outs of the PALhead frame. Push the cover downwards, parallel to the frame to en-
gage the latches.

Illustration 431: Attach the PALhead Cover to the Mechanical Construction.

The figure above shows the setup typically applied for PAL LSI System used for HPLC
technique. As shown in the illustration is the PALrobot positioned and fixed to "Standard
Support Legs". The height of these supports is matched to adapt a Stack Module such as
the Peltier Stack 6DW Module.
6. Tighten the screw at the backside of the Cover to fix the cover to its mechanical sup-
port.
Required Tool: Torx T20. Provided with PALrobot;

Illustration 432: Cover Fixation to PALhead.

7. The final assembled basic PALrobot is shown in the figure below.
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Illustration 433: Assembled PALrobot, Basic System.

The figure above shows the setup typically applied for the PAL LSI System used for the
GC technique. As shown in the illustration is a so-called "mounting kit" fixed to the gas
chromatograph. For common GC models on the market is dedicated mounting kit avail-
able. In the mounting kit is also a synchronization cable for the "Ready" and "Start" signal
synchronization specific for the PAL LSI System and the GC model included.
The PALrobot is fixed to the mounting claws of the support legs as shown in the illustra-
tion above.

7.4.5 Installing the PAL Control Terminal, PALterminal and
Safety Guard
The PALterminal is an optional PALmodule; if it is not part of the system configuration or-
dered, the PALrobot can be controlled using the Virtual PALterminal software.

It is advisable to first install the PALterminal, if it is part of the PALsys-
tem configuration. Then continue with the installation of all the other
PALmodules which are attachable to the X-Axis. The Safety Guard can be
installed at the end when everything else has been tested and completed.
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Illustration 434: Installing PALterminal, selecting side for installation.

Safety Warning:For safety reasons it mandatory to install the Safety
Guard to the PALsystem. The Safety Guard marks the working boundary
of the PALrobot and prevents the user from reaching into the running
system.

Installation of Terminal Bracket and Safety Guard:
1. Install the Safety Guard Brackets on the left and right sides of the X-Axis. The brackets
are installed underneath the Side Cover of the X-Axis using the two holes at rear side.
The two front holes are reserved for the PALterminal mounting bracket.Do not completely
tighten the screw to allow enough play to connect the safety Guard;

Illustration 435: Installing the Safty-Guard
Brackets.

Illustration 436: Connecting the Safety Guard.

2. Connect the Safety Guard to the Brackets by using the screws provided. Keep the
Safety Guard in a square position and alternately tighten the screws from the brackets
and the guard on either side;
3. Install the PALterminal mounting bracket on either the right or left side of the X-Axis.
Use the front holes from the bottom of the X-Axis side cover.
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Illustration 437: Fixation of terminal bracket to
X-Axis.

Illustration 438: Installed PALterminal
bracket.

The PALterminal bracket is assembled for installation on the right side by default. If the
bracket will be installed on the left side, remove the bracket from the holder, reverse it,
and install it to the backside of the holder;

Illustration 439: Reversing Terminal Bracket for Left side installation.

4. Connect the Terminal Cable to the PALcontrol interface jack marked "TERMINAL", see
figure below:

Illustration 440: Connection of PALterminal to PALcontrol.

5. Place the PALterminal onto its mounting bracket as shown in figure below.
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Illustration 441: PALterminal positioned in Terminal Bracket.

7.4.6 Installing the Purge Gas Pressure Regulator (only PAL
RTC and PAL RSI)

Safety Warning: Use an inert gas, such as helium or nitrogen, for the
purge gas. Hydrogen is highly flammable and explosive at certain con-
centrations. Gas quality and requirements are covered in the section
"Troubleshooting".

When working with the connections for the Pressure Regulator, it is
mandatory to always use two flat wrenches as shown in figure below.
Two flat wrenches are provided with the PALsystem.Using only one
wrench increases the chances of damaging or destroying the sealing
gaskets.

Illustration 442: Correct handling using two Flat Wrenches.

Installation of the Purge Gas Pressure Regulator:
1. Attach the OUT-side of the supplied pressure regulator at the rear right hand side of

the PALrobot. (See figure below)
2. Connect a 1/8 inch clean gas supply line to the IN-side of the pressure regulator. Use

a separate gas line to avoid any pressure drop that may affect other equipment (e.g.
GC);
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3. Adjust the pressure of the gas supply source to 1.0 − 1.5 bar. If a gas line is teed-up
from an installed gas chromatograph, the preset secondary pressure will be approx. 5
bar;

4. Adjust the PALrobot gas pressure regulator to approx. 0.5 bar;NOTICE! Pressures
higher than 0.5 bar will not yield higher flow rates through the heated syringe.
The syringe needle is the point of flow restriction in the gas flow system.NO-
TICE! The body of the pressure regulator can withstand up to 10 bar.

5. Check the installed Purge Gas pressure regulator connections for leaks. Avoid any
contamination of the pneumatic system (gas flow) by using liquid soap or similar leak
detection aids;

6. Verify the Purge Gas pressure again during the purge period in a Headspace Cycle.

Illustration 443: Installing Purge Gas Regulator.

7.4.7 Installing the Tool Park Station (only PAL RTC)
If the SPME technique is required, install first the SPME Protection
Adapter before the Tool Park Station is mounted to the PALrobot. See
section below .This is valid for the SPME Tool but not for the new type,
SPME2 Tool. Using SPME2 is the Protection adapter obsolete.

Illustration 444: Park Station with Inserted PALtools (LS and HS Tool).

Installation of the Park Station:
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1. Loosen the two Torx screws on the Park Station mounting brackets; Required Tool:
T20; supplied with PALrobot.

2. Attach the Park Station to the X-Axis; NOTICE! Be aware that the PALtools will be
positioned onto the Park Station Slots and will require a certain space. Position
the Park Station such that there will be enough clearance for the PALtool below
it and no obstacle from a GC device will interfere. Do not position another
PALmodule too close to the Park Station, keep approx. 20 mm clearance on the
left side. This space will be needed for teaching the position.

3. Be sure that the clamp fits completely into the grooves. Tighten alternately the two
Torx screws until the mounting clamp is firmly in place; a square position of the mod-
ule should be achieved.

4. Connect the supplied Park Station control cable from the connector on the rear side
of the Park Station to the PALcontrol interface jack marked with "PALbus", or if this is
already occupied to another Active PALmodule with an open jack. For details see the
section on electrical connections.

Illustration 445: Installing Park Station. Illustration 446: Connecting Park Station con-
trol cable to PALbus.

Installing two Park Stations to the same PALrobot to enhance flexibility
with various PALtools is a possible system configuration.If two Park Sta-
tions are part of the PALsystem configuration connect only the Park Sta-
tion at this moment which shall be identified as Park Station # 1. This
way one has the possibility to select the order. See also Defining Object
Positions - Teaching, Referencing and Calibration [} 397].

7.4.8 Installing the Wash Module
The PALrobot can be equipped with different types of Wash Modules. The Standard
Wash or Large Wash Modules are described in this section but the Fast Wash Module
and the HF Fast Wash Module  are described separately in Section 4: Active PAL
Modules.

Safety Warning:Observe the safety measures if a Waste Line has to be
installed in combination with a gas chromatograph. Do not position the
entire Wash Module above a heated zone. Pay special attention to the
guidance of the Waste Line. For the gas chromatography technique, of-
ten highly flammable wash solvents are used (organic solvents, such as
e.g. Hexane, Acetone, Esters, etc.).

7.4.8.1 Standard Wash Module
The Standard Wash Module is shown below in figure below. This version contains five 10
mL vials. The configuration within the Wash Module is flexible:

• 2 x Wash Vials and 2 x Waste Vials and a Vial dedicated for Internal Standard,
Reagent, etc.This was the standard configuration used with the former PAL Systems,
such the COMBI PAL.
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• 4 x Wash Vials and 1 x Waste Vial.This configuration allows using 4 different Wash
Solvents for critical applications. Consider that the single Waste Vial may be too small
to accept 4 x 10 mL wash solvent volume (in the worst case).

• When the size of the Waste Vial becomes an issue, an option is to replace the Waste
Vial with a drainage adapter which is installed in the Waste Position. See figure be-
low.

Installation of the Standard Wash Module:
1. Loosen the screw from the Wash Module mounting clamp. Required Tool: T20; sup-

plied with PALrobot.
2. Attach the Standard Wash Module assembly to the X-Axis.
3. Tighten the mounting screw.

Illustration 447: Installing the Standard Wash Module.

Converting Standard Wash Module with Drainage Adapter
1. Remove the Waste Vial in position 5.
2. Insert the Drainage AdapterThe drainage adapter has the form of a vial, the material

is PVDF (polyvinylidene fluoride). The same polymer cap (with septum inserted) as
used for the Wash vials can be used for this adapter. The drainage adapter has a
stainless steel nipple attached to the bottom. A waste tube has to be attached.

See safety warning above.

Illustration 448: Standard Wash Module with inserted Drainage Adapter.

7.4.8.2 Installing the Large Wash Module
Installation of the Large Wash Module:
1. Loosen the screw from the Wash Module mounting clamp. Required Tool: T20; sup-

plied with PALrobot.
2. Attach the Standard Wash Module assembly to the X-Axis.
3. Tighten the mounting screw.
4. Place the solvent reservoir bottles onto their holders.
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5. Attach one end of the supplied polyethylene waste tubing to the Wash Module Waste
Port. Place the other end of the tubing into the waste reservoir (not supplied), which is
positioned lower than the Wash Module assembly. Stretch the PE tubing to make
sure that no used wash solvent is trapped before the Waste reservoir.

Illustration 449: Installing the Large Wash
Module.

Illustration 450: Large Wash Module waste
position.

Safety Warning:The Waste reservoir MUST be placed in a lower position
than the Wash Module assembly. Make sure that the waste liquid flows
into the container without restriction. For safety reasons, place the waste
container into a collection pan.

7.4.9 Installing a Tray Holder or Tray Plate (Passive PALmodule)
Two different "Tray Holders" are available:

• Tray Holder: 3 Slots to adapt either 3 Racks or Well Plates or the Rack R60 which
spans over the three slot positions. See figure below on the left.

• Tray Plate: 3 Slots to adapt either 3 Racks or Well Plates but cannot receive the Rack
R60. See figure below on the right.

Installation of a Tray Holder or Tray Plate:
1. Loosen the two Torx screws on the two mounting clamps; Required Tool: T20, sup-

plied with PALrobot.
2. Install the Tray Holder or Tray Plate with the mounting clamp teeth fitting into the

grooves on the bottom of the X-Axis;
3. Alternately tighten the Torx screw(-)s until the two mounting clamps are firmly in

place;
4. Double check if the Tray Holder (Tray Plate) clamps are correctly attached to the X-

Axis.

Illustration 451: Installing a Tray Holder. Illustration 452: Installing a Tray Plate.

Please note that a passive Tray Holder module can adapt Racks made for different vial
sizes. When the different racks are used, consider the different vial heights and ensure
that the Stack Drawer Magnet, attached to the lower needle guide, does not catch on the
front row of vials from the rack behind.
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7.5 Electrical Connections
NOTICE
Always switch OFF the PAL Power Supply module before con-
necting or disconnecting any PALrobot accessory cables!

Installation of the PALpower Module and establishing electrical connections to PALrobot:
1. Locate the PALpower module (Power Supply);
2. Connect the DC-cable to the PALcontrol at the backside of the PALrobot. The jack is

marked with "POWER";
3. Connect the power cable from the PALpower connector built into the switch to the

wall outlet;
4. Make sure that the cable from the PALterminal is correctly connected to the PALcon-

trol board;

Illustration 453: Electrical Connections to PALrobot.

5. Make sure that all Active PALmodules are linked together (daisy chaining) and that
the first module, e.g. the Park Station, is connected to the jack marked with "PALbus"
as shown in the figure below.
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Illustration 454: Daisy Chaining within Active PALmodules and PALcontrol (PALbus).

7.6 PAL LSI Syringe Adapter (PAL LSI only)

7.6.1 Introduction and Basic Information
The PAL LSI model is supplied with one dedicated "Syringe Adapter" for liquid injection to
hold the syringes with the standard syringe needle length of 57 mm and the volumes of
1.2 , 5, 10, 25, or 100 µL.
Other Syringe Adapters neither for different syringe needle lengths, larger volumes, nor
other techniques than liquid injections are not available.
The Syringe Adapter as used for the PAL LSI model is a passive PALmodule. Detailed in-
formation about the syringe and other parameters as e.g. used with the PALtool for the
models PAL RSI or PAL RTC are not available.

Needle Length is defined as "free standing needle length". The usable
length is 12 mm less than the needle length as specified (Needle Guide).

7.6.1.1 Inserting the Syringe.
1. Remove the black polymer Bayonet Nut from the Syringe Adapter;
2. Ensure that the Plunger Adapter is moved-up in a comfortable position which allows

inserting syringe easily. The ejector of the coupling device should be in front (eject)
position;
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Illustration 455: Inserting the Syringe from above.

3. Insert the syringe such that the flat side of the flange matches with the cut-out of the
upper part of the holder; Lower the syringe body carefully to guide the needle tip into
the upper and lower needle guide. Press the syringe flange firmly into the tool holder;

4. Put the Bayonet Nut over the syringe plunger and position it in the groove of the up-
per part of the Syringe Adapter. Tighten the black polymer Bayonet Nut to hold the
syringe tight in correct position;

Illustration 456: Tightening the syringe in Position with the Bayonet Nut.

5. Manually move the Plunger Coupling Adapter downwards until the coupling device
touches the Syringe Plunger Adapter. Press the Plunger Coupling Adapter gently
against the Syringe Plunger until the coupling engages.

7.6.1.2 Removing the Syringe from the PAL LSI Syringe Adapter
The syringe is removed in reversed order from the installation as described above.
1. Manually move the Plunger Coupling Adapter upwards to get enough space to eject

the Syringe Plunger Adapter;
2. Lift up the Releasing Holding Pin of the coupling device and let it spring. The Ejector

is a spring-loaded ball-bearing device; the releasing kick forces the ejection of the Sy-
ringe Plunger Adapter;
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Illustration 457: Moving the Plunger Coupling Device upwards.

3. Disengage the fixation of the syringe by turning the black polymer Bayonet Nut to the
left side.

Illustration 458: Releasing the Fixation of the Syringe.

4. Lift up the syringe carefully out of Syringe Adapter.

Illustration 459: Remove syringe from Syringe Adapter.
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7.6.1.3 Spare Parts for Syringe Adapter
The available spare parts for the Syringe Tool are listed in Spare Parts and Replacement
Modules [} 727].

If a Syringe Adapter is mechanically damaged, return the device to your
CTC Analytics representative for repair.

7.7 Defining Object Positions - Teaching,
Referencing and Calibration

7.7.1 Definitions

7.7.1.1 Teaching – Referencing – Calibration
The term "TEACHING" is used to define the X-, Y-, and Z- Axis positions for each
PALmodule.
A PALmodule is defined as a hardware module which can be mounted to the PALrobot X-
Axis.
Examples are Wash Modules, Tray Holders, Peltier Stack Module, etc.
The teaching process is activated by moving the PALhead to the "Teach Point". The fig-
ures below show examples of teaching the Position for the Peltier Stack 2DW and for a
Tray Holder.

Illustration 460: Teaching position for Peltier
Stack 2DW.

Illustration 461: Teaching position for Tray
Holder or Tray Plate.

The "Teach Point" is marked with the so-called Lunette which is a disc with two concen-
tric rings.

7.7.1.1.1 Teaching – Referencing – Calibration for the PAL RTC
Teaching the Park Station of a PAL RTC
With the concept of the PAL RTC, the PALtool is not part of the PALhead (Z-Axis). Ini-
tially the PALtool is parked in the Park Station. The tool will be picked up from the station
and if the application requires it, the tool can be automatically changed during a cycle.
Teaching the positions of the Park Station is done by teaching the Slot positions and not
the position marked by the Lunette (disc with two concentric rings). This Lunette is used
as the "Reference Point".
Referencing and Calibrating PAL Tools for a PAL RTC
If more than one PALtool is used with the PAL System, it is required to "Reference" and
"Calibrate" the tools.
This allows the system to compensate for minor deviations between one PALtool and an-
other. One tool has to be defined as a "Reference Tool". All the other PALtools used
within the same PAL System will be "CALIBRATED" relative to the "Reference Tool".
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Possible deviations are stored with this specific "Reference" tool. This step is important
for various actions, e.g. to enable reliable grasping of a tool from a slot in the Park Station
and to return it.
The first step is to define the "Reference Point". Since the PALrobot will always be
equipped with at least one Park Station, one of these stations can be used as the "Refer-
ence Point" for the PALtool REFERENCING.
The "Referencing Wizard" will guide the operator to move to the PALtool which will be se-
lected as the "Reference PALtool". The user can select the tool to be used as the Refer-
ence Tool. It is important that all other PALtools which will be used within the PAL System
are calibrated against the Reference Tool.
The figure below illustrates the Reference Point on the Park Station.

Illustration 462: Reference Point at Park Station.

The reference point is defined by moving the PALhead to this point, and the X-, Y-, and
Z-Axis Positions are stored.
The "Teaching", "Referencing" and "Calibrating" procedures are described step-by-step
below, see PALmodule Teaching step-by-step [} 403].

The Reference Point of the Park Station should not be confused with the
Teaching Point. The installed Lunette with the two concentric rings could
mislead the user. The Teach Position for the Park Station is not the
Lunette (disc with two concentric rings; Reference Point) but the actual
slots for the PALtools, which are individually taught.

7.7.1.1.2 Teaching – Referencing – Calibration for the PAL RSI
With the concept of the PAL RSI model, the PALtool is not part of the PALhead (Z-Axis).
Initially the PALtool is installed in the PALhead. The tool can be manually changed if the
application requires it, example a change from liquid injection to headspace technique.
The Reference Point for the PAL RSI System can be theoretically any point within the
working range of the system. It is advisable to select a Lunette (disc with two concentric
rings) of a PALmodule, e.g. from the Fast Wash Module or from the Tray Holder, etc. A
Lunette has the advantage that the two rings provide the precision to center the PALtool
repeatable at the same position. Mark the selected Lunette as used for the "Reference
Point".
If more than one PALtool is used with the PAL System, it is required to "Reference" and
"Calibrate" the tools.
This allows the system to compensate for minor deviations between one PALtool and an-
other. One tool has to be defined as a "Reference Tool". All the other PALtools used
within the same PAL System will be "CALIBRATED" relative to the "Reference Tool".
Possible deviations are stored with this specific "Reference" tool. This step is important
for interchanging the PALtools within the same PALsystem.
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The first step is to define the PALmodule used as the Reference Point. Continue by se-
lecting the "Referencing Wizard". The wizard will guide the operator to move the PALtool,
which will be selected as the "Reference PALtool", to the Reference Point. The user can
select the tool to be used as the Reference Tool. It is important that all other PALtools
which will be used within the PAL System are calibrated against the Reference Tool.
The figure below illustrates the Reference Points for the Tray Holder.

Illustration 463: Reference Point at Tray Holder / Tray Plate.

The reference point is defined by moving the PALhead to this point, and the X-, Y-, and
Z-Axis Positions are stored.
The "Teaching", "Referencing" and "Calibrating" procedures are described step-by-step
below, See section 1.2.

The Reference Point should not be confused with the Teaching Point.

7.7.1.1.3 Teaching – Referencing – Calibration for the PAL LSI
"Referencing" and "Calibration" as known from the PAL RTC or the PAL RSI models is
obsolete because the PAL LSI has a fixed Syringe Adapter, the concept of changeable
tools (PALtool) is not used.
For a short explanation only are the two terms explained below:
“If more than one PALtool is used with the PAL System, it is required to "Reference" and
"Calibrate" the tools.
This allows the system to compensate for minor deviations between one PALtool and an-
other. One tool has to be defined as a "Reference Tool". All the other PALtools used
within the same PAL System will be "CALIBRATED" relative to the "Reference Tool".
Possible deviations are stored with this specific "Reference" tool. This step is important
for various actions, e.g. to enable reliable grasping of a tool from a slot in the Park Station
and to return it.”
The "Teaching", "Referencing" and "Calibrating" procedures are described step-by-step
below, See section 1.2.

It is important to understand that after a replacement of the PAL LSI Sy-
ringe Adapter because of damage (repair) it is necessary to teach all po-
sitions again with the new installed Syringe Adapter. Small variations of
manufacturing tolerances can be absorbed by doing so.

7.7.1.2 Slot Positions
A "Slot" is defined as a position within a PALmodule which can be occupied by a Tray. A
Tray can be a Rack if vials are used, for example Rack VT54, or a Well Plate.
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Tray Holders contain "Slots" for holding Trays and Peltier Stacks contain "Drawer" which
has two "Slots" inside it.
The numbering for Slots is defined from the PALrobot X-Axis to the front. The figure be-
low on the left, illustrates the example of a Tray Holder including the Slots with spaces for
installing three Racks. The figure below on the right shows the same Tray Holder but with
a Rack installed, Type R60, which spreads over the three slot positions. In this case, the
Tray Holder is defined as a holder with a single Slot.

Illustration 464: Tray Holder with 3 SlotsEx-
ample: 2 Racks, Type VT54 installed.

Illustration 465: Tray Holder with 3 SlotsEx-
ample: 1 Rack, Type R60, installed.

The Tray Plate cannot accept a Rack which spans over all three slots as
shown with the Tray Holder in the figure above on the right.

Using the term "Slot" for the Park Station (PAL RTC only), it is obvious that three posi-
tions – or Slots – are available. The numbering concept is kept the same, following from
the back to the front; see the figure below.

Illustration 466: Park Station with 3 Slots for PALtools.(PAL RTC only).

7.7.1.3 Definition of Row and Column
The PAL System uses a constant pattern for the definition of "Column" and "Row". The
concept is identical to that used for spreadsheets, such as Excel. The "Column" always
follows the direction of the Y-Axis and does not depend on the sample order. The defini-
tion is illustrated below with Rack Type R32 LiqCooler and Rack VT54 (which has the
same footprint as a Well Plate).

Illustration 467: Rack Type R32 LiqCooled. Illustration 468: Tray Type VT54.
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Previous versions of the PAL System define Rows and Columns by the
order in which samples are treated. A "Row" is not associated with an X-
or Y-Axis.

7.7.1.4 Definition of Vial or Well Position Pattern
The arrangement of vial or well positions in a rack or well plate can be in a "regular", or
what is often referred to as a "staggered" pattern. A staggered pattern can take two
forms:

• Staggered+: The second row is offset by +x (mm) of the hole pattern
• Staggered-: The second row is offset by –x (mm) of the hole pattern

See the examples below:

Pattern Type "Regular"
The vial or well positions are equally distributed.

Illustration 469: Rack Type R32 LiqCooled. Illustration 470: Tray Type VT54.

Pattern Type Staggered+
The vial or well positions are arranged in a staggered pattern. Example: The Offset of the
second Row is shifted by +50% of the hole pattern. The Offset value is selectable (in
mm).

Illustration 471: Pattern Type ‘Staggered+;Ex-
amples Rack Type R60.

Illustration 472: Pattern Type ‘Staggered
+’Rack Type VT12.

Pattern Type Staggered-
The vial or well positions are arranged in a staggered pattern. Example: The Offset of the
second Row is shifted by -50% of the hole pattern. The Offset value is selectable (in mm).
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Illustration 473: Pattern Type ‘Staggered-;Ex-
ample Tray Type R60demonstrate Pattern
‘Staggered-‘.

Illustration 474: Pattern Type Staggered- Ex-
ample: Tray Type VT12Positions Rearranged
to demonstrate Pattern ‘Staggered-‘.

The figures above illustrate "Pattern Type Staggered-". These Tray Types
are nonexistent; the vial positions have been rearranged only for the pur-
poses of illustration.

7.7.1.5 Definition of Inclination
The PAL3 Firmware allows a correction if the Tray surface is not exactly horizontal and
planar but is inclined along one or more axes. A dialog window appears the moment a
Tray has been checked-out at the corners, asking the user to verify vial positions and
heights. How to correct a possible inclination is explained below.

Illustration 475: Demonstrating a possible Inclination of Tray in the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes.

Illustration 476: Corner Check for Rack R60. Illustration 477: Corner Check for Rack VT15.
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The values for the "3-Corner"calibration are assigned to the Tray linked
to the Tray Holder. It is important that the X-, Y-, and Z-positions of the
Tray Holder are determined first.If for any reason the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions of the Tray Holder are taught again, the "3-Corner" values for each
related Tray are lost. The "3-Corner" calibration has to be repeated again
for each Tray related to the Tray Holder. The reason for this behavior is
the direct relationship of the Tray Holder to the Tray, considered as "par-
ent-child dependency", as expressed in computer programming terms.

7.7.2 PALmodule Teaching step-by-step

7.7.2.1 Introduction
The objective is to define all the Teach Points for all PALmodules installed. Make sure
that the Park Station, the Tray Holder(s), Agitator and Wash Module and any other
PALmodule which is part of the configuration are properly mounted onto the PALrobot X-
Axis.
The following description is an example of how to teach the X-, Y-, and Z-Positions for a
Tray Holder.
The procedure described is the same for all PALmodules.

Illustration 478: Teaching Position, Lunette. Illustration 479: Illustrating the Teaching Posi-
tion.

For a Tray Holder, the teaching position is a disc with two concentric rings. This disk is
called the Lunette. The size of the inner ring corresponds to the size of the Lower Needle
Guide and the outer ring matches the diameter of the Magnet Adapter Ring. The Lower
Needle Guide should be centered in the inner ring or if the Magnet Adapter Ring is in-
stalled, it should match with the outer ring. See the figure above on the right.

The teaching of the X-, Y-, and Z-Positions is only possible with the "Ex-
tended User" Access Level.

Several paths can be used to teach the positions. At the moment of installation the logical
path to choose is "Options | Service | Installation". This path is described below.
When the PALsystem is already setup and the position of a PALmodule is changed, one
can select the path "Options | Setup | PALmodules".
1. Switch ON the PALrobot. The PALrobot goes through the boot-up procedure and will fi-
nally display the PALrobot start screen;
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Illustration 480: Start-up screen PALsystem.

2. If for any reason an error appears during the boot-up procedure an envelope will indi-
cate "Pending Message(-s)" in the Status Line.

Illustration 481: ‘Envelope’ in Status Line. Illustration 482: Example ‘Pending Mes-
sages’.

Verify all connections; try to find the source of the problem and after corrective measures
restart the PALsystem again.
Resolving an error is described in "Starting the PAL3 System [} 680]" or "Troubleshooting
[} 693]".

At the moment of installation, it is mandatory to follow the "Installation
Wizard" step-by-step. The PALdrives and PALtools have to be calibrated
first before any other operation can be done. Therefore it is recom-
mended to complete the entire wizard; the section "Teach PALmodule" is
part of it. To simplify the description, only the task "Teach PALmodule"
is shown below.

3. Select the "Options" pull-up menu, the Menu Item "Service" and the list item "Installa-
tion;
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Illustration 483: Selecting Menu List Item
‘Service | Installation’.

Illustration 484: Installation Wizard ‘Teach
PALmodule’.

4. Follow the "Installation Wizard" step-by-step until the point "Teach PALmodule" ap-
pears.
Activating this wizard section will stop the electric current supply to the PALrobot devices.
This allows the PALhead to be manually moved to any position.
The following dialog appears:
Move the PALhead to the teach point and press "Save" when finished.
An illustration of the PALmodule with an arrow indicating the teach position appears on
the display; this helps the operator to understand the step;

It is advisable to hold the Y-Axis with one hand and with the other hand
to move the tool body in a controlled manner so that the PALhead
reaches the teaching position. Do NOT hold the Needle Guide to move
the PALhead. This part is mechanically flexible and could lead to mis-
alignment.

5. After pressing "Save" the operator has the choice of fine tuning the teaching by press-
ing "Enter". This allows manually adjusting the three axes Y-, X-, and Z;

The PAL RTC offers the additional functionality "Retract Needle Guide"
during the fine tuning of the teaching. Select "Options" > "Retract Needle
Guide" to retract the needle guide for a more accurate teaching with re-
spect to the needle tip. This functionality is also available for the function
"Check Teaching PALmodules".

6. When the teaching of the X-, Y-, and Z-Positions is completed, press "Next";
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Illustration 485: Teach X-, Y-, Z-Positions of
the Barcode Reader Module.

Illustration 486: Press ‘Next’ to Continue with
other PALmodules.

7. The wizard moves automatically to the next PALmodule. The described steps 4 to 6
will be repeated for each PALmodule listed in the configuration of the particular PALsys-
tem.
8. After teaching the position of the individual PALmodule it is not necessary to request a
"Check Position" as used to be the case for the previous PAL System models, such as
the COMBI PAL. With the previous models, the concept of a stepper motor was used.
The risk of losing a step during the teaching process made it necessary to verify each po-
sition at the moment of set up.
The new control concept of the PALrobot with its PAL Servo Drives provides the added
security of knowing each position at any given time. Therefore, checking the teaching po-
sition is no longer necessary.
This saves time for the operator. However, the check can be requested by activating
"Check Teaching PALmodules" if desired;
9. After finishing the teaching of all PAL modules (active and passive modules) one can
verify all positions by performing the wizard step "Check Teaching PALmodules".
The PALmodules are automatically activated in the order listed in the PALsystem configu-
ration.

Illustration 487: Wizard Item ‘Check Teaching
PALmodules’.

Illustration 488: Check Teaching for Agitator
(Example).
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Note: The PAL RTC offers the additional functionality "Retract Needle
Guide" during the check of the teaching positions. Select "Options" –>
"Retract Needle Guide" to retract the needle guide for a more accurate
check with respect to the needle tip.

10. The individual Modules are described below. Only the necessary information specific
to the PALmodule is provided. In general, the user can follow the description above.

7.7.2.2 Park Station (only PAL RTC)
1. Insert the required PALtool(-s) manually into the Park Station as shown in the figure
below.

Illustration 489: Manually inserting the PALtool to the Park Station.

The teaching of the Park Station position is based on the position of the three Slots and
not on the position of the Lunette.

The Lunette installed at the front of the module is the reference point and
is not used for the module teaching procedure.

7.7.2.3 Standard Wash Module
The Teach position for the Standard Wash Module is the position of the front vial
("Waste" or Vial #5). The Lower Needle Guide should be centered in these holes with the
bottom of the lower needle guide lightly touching the surface of the caps.

Illustration 490: Teaching Position for Stan-
dard Wash Module.

Illustration 491: Fine-tuning of Teaching Posi-
tion Vial #1.

For the Standard Wash Module it is sufficient to teach Position # 5 only. As long as the
PALmodule is mounted squarely, this approach is sufficient. When in doubt, there is the
possibility to check each position individually. Select each position of the Standard Wash
Station, Pos1 to Pos5, and check the teach position. If a deviation is found, do the neces-
sary fine-tuning for each position.
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The teaching process for the Standard Wash Module with an inserted
Waste Line Adapter does not differ from the standard module. See figure
below.

Illustration 492: Teaching of Waste Positions with inserted Waste Line Adapter.

 WARNING
Observe safety measures if a waste line has to be installed in
combination with a gas chromatograph. Do not position the
waste line above a heated zone.

7.7.2.4 Large Wash Module
The teaching position for the Large Volume Wash Module is the "Waste" position.
The lower needle guide should be centered in these holes with the bottom of the Lower
Needle Guide slightly touching the surface of the Wash Station assembly.
For the Large Volume Wash Module it is sufficient to teach the "Waste" position only. As
long as the PALmodule is mounted squarely, this approach is sufficient. When in doubt,
there is the possibility to check each position individually. Select each position of the
Standard Wash Station, Pos1 and Pos2, and check the teach position. If a deviation is
found, do the necessary fine-tuning for each position.

 WARNING
Observe safety measures if a waste line has to be installed in
combination with a gas chromatograph. Do not position the
waste line above a heated zone.

Illustration 493: Teaching Position for Large
Wash Module.

Illustration 494: Fine-tuning for Large Wash
Module.

7.7.2.5 Solvent Reservoirs

Solvent Reservoir Module for 3 x 100 mL bottles
The teaching position for the Solvent Reservoir Module 3 x 100 mL is the "third" position.
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The lower needle guide should be centered in these holes with the bottom of the Lower
Needle Guide slightly touching the surface of the reservoir bottle cap.
For the Solvent Reservoir Module it is sufficient to teach Position #3 only. As long as the
PALmodule is mounted squarely, this approach is sufficient. When in doubt, there is the
possibility to check each position individually. Select each position of the Solvent Reser-
voir, Pos1 and Pos2, and check the teach position. If a deviation is found, do the neces-
sary fine-tuning for each position.

Illustration 495: Teach Points for 3 Solvent
Reservoirs.

Illustration 496: Positions 1 to 3 of Solvent
Reservoir Module.

Solvent Reservoir Module for 5 x 10 mL bottles
The teaching position for the Solvent Reservoir Module 5 x 10 mL is the position # 5.
The lower needle guide should be centered in these holes with the bottom of the Lower
Needle Guide slightly touching the surface of the reservoir bottle cap.
For the Solvent Reservoir Module it is sufficient to teach Position #5 only. As long as the
PALmodule is mounted in squarely, this approach is sufficient. When in doubt, there is
the possibility to check each position individually. Select each position of the Solvent
Reservoir, Pos1 to Pos4, and check the teach position. If a deviation is found, do the nec-
essary fine-tuning for each position.

Illustration 497: Teach Positions for 5 Solvent Reservoir; Fine-tuning.

7.7.2.6 Tray Holder or Tray Plate (Passive PALmodule)
The teach position of a Tray Holder is the Lunette, installed at the front of the module.
The Lower Needle Guide should be centered in the inner ring with the bottom of the
Lower Needle Guide slightly touching the surface. If the Magnet Adapter Ring is installed,
the magnet ring should match with the outer ring of the Lunette.
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Illustration 498: Teach Position for Tray
Holder.

Illustration 499: Teach Position for Tray Plate.

7.7.2.7 GC Injector

For certain GC models, centering rings are provided with the GC mount-
ing kit. If such a centering ring is available, it should not only be used for
teaching the injector position but also for routine work. The ring stabi-
lizes the needle guide of the PALhead at the moment of needle penetra-
tion. It acts as a guide tool and prevents needle bending.

For the GC Inj1 (GC Inj2), the teaching position is the appropriate GC Injection port. The
lower needle guide should be centered on the port with the bottom of the lower needle
guide lightly touching its surface.

Illustration 500: GC Injector (GC Inj1) Teaching Point.

7.7.3 PALtool Referencing and Calibration (only PAL RTC and
PAL RSI)

Basic information about the various PALtools and detailed descriptions
of each tool type are given in PAL Tools (only PAL RTC and PAL RSI)
[} 289]. In the following sections it is important to remove the syringe
from the tool holder. This measure prevents any accidental syringe dam-
age. The only exception to this is the SPME Tool. The SPME holder has
to be installed but the Fiber should be removed for protection and safe
handling. The reason for this difference is that the SPME "plunger" is ref-
erenced at its topmost position. The PAL3 Firmware would trigger an er-
ror message if the SPME "Plunger" is not sensed.
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7.7.3.1 Introduction
The terms "Referencing" and "Calibration" are described in Definitions [} 397].
To summarize, one PALtool is used as a "Reference Tool" and all other tools used within
the same PALrobot have to be calibrated relative to the Reference Tool.
This procedure is only necessary if more than one PALtool is used within the same sys-
tem. It is advisable to follow this procedure if for example a Syringe Tool is most often
used, but a Headspace Tool or a SPME Tool is occasionally required for other applica-
tions. If the "Referencing and Calibration" process is done once at the time of installation,
the system will be prepared for a fast turnaround of various applications, as well as for
automated tool changes within a cycle.

The PALmodule which is defined as the "Reference Point" (for the PAL
RTC the Park Station is used) should not change in its position and only
calibrated PALtools should be used. If the referenced module has moved
its position, it is necessary to redefine the Reference Point and recali-
brate all the other PALtools.
If for any reason, the referencing (Set Reference Point) has been re-
peated, it is mandatory to recalibrate all PALtools. Using the step "Set
Reference Point" clears the calibration data for the individual tools. Be-
ginning with PAL Control Software version 1.4.0 a message will appear to
inform the operator of the necessary steps. Previous software versions
will not give any warning.
If by accident the reference tool is slightly damaged (for example, the
lower needle guide assembly is slightly bent) but still functioning, it is
possible to re-calibrate the reference tool and the deviation in the origi-
nal reference point will be stored for future use.

7.7.3.2 PALtool Referencing
The concept of "Referencing" and "Calibration" is described in section "Defining Object
Positions - Teaching,Referencing and Calibration [} 397]".
Follow the "Installation Wizard" for the referencing of the "ideal tool". Select a PALtool
which is most frequently used and define it as "the ideal tool". This PALtool is used for
referencing and all other PALtools used in the PALsystem configuration will be calibrated
relative to this tool.
1. Select the "Options | Service | Installation" Wizard and choose the Wizard List Item
"Set Reference Point".

Illustration 501: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu Item
‘Service | Installation’.

Illustration 502: Wizard List Item ‘Set Refer-
ence Point’.
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During installation of the PALsystem, it is mandatory to follow the "In-
stallation Wizard" step-by-step.

2. Follow the "Installation Wizard" step-by-step until the point "Set Reference Point" ap-
pears.
Activating this wizard section will stop the electric current supply to the PALrobot devices.
This allows the PALhead to be manually moved to any position.

It is advisable to hold the Y-Axis with one hand and with the other hand
move the tool body in a controlled manner until the PALhead reaches the
teaching position. Do NOT hold the Needle Guide to move the PALhead.
This part is mechanically flexible and could lead to misalignment.

The following dialog appears:
Move the PALhead to the reference position and press "Save" when finished.
Move the PALhead to the PALmodule which has been selected as the "Reference Point".
(For a PAL RTC this is the Park Station.)
An illustration of either the Park Station (in case of a PAL RTC) or the Lunette (in case of
a PAL RSI) with an arrow indicating the teach position helps the operator to understand
the step;

Illustration 503: Reference Point for a PALtool
for a PAL RTC.

Illustration 504: Set Reference Point for PAL-
tool for a PAL RSI.

5. After pressing "Save" the operator has the choice to fine tune the teaching by pressing
"Enter". This allows manually adjusting the three axes Y-, X-, and Z;
6. Finishing the wizard by pressing "Ok" moves the PALhead automatically back to the
"Home" Position.

7.7.3.3 PALtool Calibration
The concept of "Referencing" and "Calibration" is described in Section "Defining Object
Positions - Teaching,Referencing and Calibration [} 397]".
Follow the "Installation Wizard" for the "Calibration" of the other PALtools in use.

A PALtool which has not been calibrated cannot be used within the sys-
tem. When a new PALtool is added to the system, its "Calibration" is
mandatory.

1. Select the "Options | Service | Installation" Wizard and choose the Wizard List Item
"Calibrate PALtools".
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Illustration 505: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu Item
‘Service | Installation’.

Illustration 506: Wizard List Item ‘Calibrate
Tools’.

During installation of the PALsystem, it is mandatory to follow the "In-
stallation Wizard" step-by-step.

2. Follow the "Installation Wizard" step-by-step until the point "Calibrate" appears.
Activating this wizard section will stop the electric current supply to the PALrobot devices.
This allows the PALhead to be manually moved to any position.

It is advisable to hold the Y-Axis with one hand and with the other hand
move the tool body in a controlled manner until the PALhead reaches the
teaching position.Do NOT hold the Needle Guide to move the PALhead.
This part is mechanically flexible and could lead to misalignment.

The following dialog appears:
Move the PALhead to the reference position and press "Save".
An illustration of either the Park Station (in case of a PAL RTC) or the Lunette (in case of
a PAL RSI) with an arrow indicating the teach position helps the operator to understand
the step;

Illustration 507: Calibration Wizard Step1.
(PAL RTC)

Illustration 508: Calibration Wizard Step1.
(PAL RSI)

3. After pressing "Save" the operator has the choice to fine tune the teaching by pressing
"Enter". This allows manually adjusting the three axes Y-, X-, and Z;
4. Select the corresponding "Needle Guide Type".
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Please note that if the "Needle GuideType" is defined as "NotSpecified",
execution of the run is prohibited even when the "CapType" is set on
"NoCap" or "NonMagneticCap".

Illustration 509: Calibration Wizard Step2: Se-
lect Ndl Guide Type. After selection press
"Next" to continue.

For a PAL RTC this procedure is repeated for all available tools placed in
the Park Station. By pressing "Change Tool" the wizard automatically
moves the PALhead back to the original Slot, ejects the tool and picks up
the next tool for calibration.

Illustration 510: Calibrating PALtool; Example LS Tool and HS Tool on a PAL RTC.

7. Finishing the wizard by pressing "Ok" moves the PALhead automatically back to the
"Home" Position.

7.8 Assigning a new Tray Type (Rack or Well Plate
Type)
If no Tray (Rack or Well Plate) has been assigned yet to the selected Slot, the pull-up
Menu ‘Options’ will pop up showing the menu items ‘New Rack’ and ‘New Well Plate’.
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Illustration 511: Empty List for Slot Items. Illustration 512: Create a 'New Rack'.

Illustration 513: Assign a Name for the new
Rack.

Illustration 514: Press 'New' to accept the
new created Rack Type.

Illustration 515: List Item 'Slot'. Illustration 516: List Item Rack. CapType
'read only'.
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Illustration 517: Rack Type Selection. Illustration 518: Rack Item Selection.

The 'CapType' is available as 'read-only'. The settings for the 'CapType'
are made in the class 'RackItem'.

After the Tray Type has been assigned to the Slot, it is possible to perform a so-called '3-
corner teaching' for the Tray (Rack or Well Plate) to eliminate a possible inclination of the
Tray in the Tray Holder.
See Definition of Inclination [} 402].

Illustration 519: Pull-up Menu 'Options' for
Tray.

Illustration 520: 1st Teach Point in Rear Cor-
ner Left.
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Illustration 521: Press 'Next' to continue. Illustration 522: 2nd Teach Point in Front Cor-
ner Left.

Illustration 523: 3rd Teach Point in Front Cor-
ner Right.

Illustration 524: 3-Corner Teaching finished.

After the teaching of the Tray (Rack) has been finished, it is possible to fine-tune the Nee-
dle Penetration in the vial. Please note that the cut-out as illustrated in the screenshot be-
low is available with the Tray Type 'VT54'.

Illustration 525: 'Options' Pull-up Menu for
Tray. Select 'Adjust Needle Penetration'.

Illustration 526: Task 'Adjust Needle Penetra-
tion'.
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Please note that the last step, ‘Check Needle Penetration’ can only be
performed if all other PALmodules have been taught. In order to perform
this adjustment, the corresponding Stack Drawer must be opened manu-
ally before this step can be executed. If the drawer is closed at the mo-
ment of execution of the command ‘Move’, an Error Message will appear.
It is recommended to create a backup file when a PALmodule has been
added or moved within the PALsystem.

7.9 Creating a new Well Plate (Tray Type)
Use the following pass:

Illustration 527: Create a 'New Well Plate'
Type.

Illustration 528: Assign a Name to the new
Well Plate.

Illustration 529: List Item 'Slot'. Illustration 530: Select the Well Plate Type.
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Illustration 531: Pull-up Menu ' Options' for
Well Plate.

Illustration 532: 1st Teach Point in Rear Cor-
ner Left.

Press 'Save' after teaching and fine-tuning the PALtool at the right position. Continue with
the teaching wizard to define all three corners of the Well Plate. Finally press 'ok' to finish
the wizard.

7.10 Setup for PAL3 Dual Head Systems
Do not reset the configuration of the PAL3 Dual Head by using the Fac-
tory Settings.

The following sections provide a brief overview about the topics that have to be observed
for the setup of the PAL3 Dual Head System.

7.10.1 Common Frame of Reference (FOR)
For the successful setup of the PAL3 Dual Head it is mandatory to define a common Ref-
erence Point for both, the left and the right PALHead.

Illustration 533: PAL3 Dual Head – both PALHeads referencing on a common Reference Point.

7.10.2 Tool Calibration
Tools that shall be used on both PALHeads have to be calibrated on both PALHeads.
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Illustration 534: Each tool that shall be used with both PALHeads, has to be calibrated with both
PALHeads.

7.10.3 Installation Procedure
To complete the Installation Procedure for the PAL3 Dual Head, the following steps have
to be performed:

• Switch to the Extended User Level
• From the home screen select Setup -> Modules
• Create all passive modules that are present on your PAL System
• Create Signals and chromatographic systems
• From the home screen select Service -> Installation
• Perform all steps of the installation wizard
• After completion of the backup file, the PAL3 Sytem is ready for use.

7.10.3.1 Create all passive modules
It"s good practice to individually name modules that are accessible exclusively by one
PALHead:

Illustration 535: Naming of modules that are accessible exclusively by one PALHead.

• Create a new Tray System: Choose the correct Tray Parameters for your setup and
press “New”.
Don"t forget the GC Injector if present.
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Illustration 536: ‘Service’, ‘Create New Tray
System’.

Illustration 537: Enter the correct parameters.

7.10.3.2 Create Signals and Chromatographic System
• Synchronization Signals: At least 1 Output Signal and 1 Input Signal have to be cre-

ated.
• The creation of a chromatographic system is mandatory.

7.10.3.3 Use the Standard Installation Wizard
• It is mandatory to perform and complete every step (menu) of the installation wizard.
• Start from the top of the list and perform every task one by one. A green checkmark

will mark any successfully performed task.

Illustration 538: ‘Service’, ‘Installation’. Illustration 539: Perform every task in the list
one by one.

7.10.3.4 Set Common Reference Point
The common reference point is first defined for the Left PALHead (LH).
Read the text from the installation wizard very carefully before performing every action.
Wrongly using the Right Head during this process can obviously cause problems.
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Illustration 540: Setting the Common Reference Point with the Left PALHead.

Secondly the common reference point is also defined for the Right PALHead (RH).

Illustration 541: Setting the Common Reference Point with the Right PALHead.

7.10.3.5 Calibrate PAL Tool
All tools which are actually recognized by the PAL System (installed in the PALHeads or
stored in the Park Station(s)) will be considered by the installation wizard. Other tool can
be added and calibrated later.

Tools which will be used in both PALHeads also need to be calibrated in
both PALHeads.
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Illustration 542: Calibrating the tools with the left PALHead.

Choose "Next Tool" as long
you have tools which shall be
used in the RSI Head (LH).
Choose "Finish" to exit the tool
calibration process for the RSI
Head (LH) and to continue with
the process for the RTC Head
(RH).

"Finish", or "Next Tool".

The last Tool present in the
RSI Head (LH) is unmounted.
This Tool will be used for cali-
bration in the RTC Head (RH).

"Move", to release position.
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The RTC Head (RH) will pick
the LS1 Tool up from the Park
Station and calibrate it.

"Change Tool", to automatically
pick up the Tool with the PAL
RTC Head.

7.10.3.6 Teach PAL Modules
Teaching of the modules will be done with the Left PALHead (LH) first.

The text entered during the cre-
ation of the passive modules is
now helpful in identifying which
module has to be taught.

Identification of the passive
modules.

For modules that can not be
accessed with the actual Head,
it is possible to "Skip" this step.

"Skip", to skip teaching of mod-
ules that cannot be accessed
with the actual head.
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The next step is to teach all
modules which were not yet
taught with the RSI Head (LH).

"Change Tool".

7.10.3.7 Finishing the Installation
The goal is that all checkmarks
are present on the installation
Screen.
Note: The Installation Wizard
can be temporarily left. For ex-
ample to configure additional
modules. When you come back
to the Wizard the tick marks
are not present anymore. How-
ever, all steps which were pre-
viously completed are still valid.
You can go directly to the next
menu in the list which you have
not yet performed.

All tasks of the wizard have
been performed successfully.

Go back to the main
screen.The LED symbol has to
be green and no Service Issue
shall be present.

A green LED symbol and the
absence of any service issue
signalizes a successful setup of
the PAL Dual head.

7.10.3.8 Troubleshooting
If there are any troubles regarding a mismatch of branding and type of the heads, the fol-
lowing procedure might be helpful to solve them in most cases:

1. Switch the PAL off and remove both heads.
2. Mount one head to the left position.
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3. Switch the PAL on and resolve all service issues. Rebrand it, if necessary. Exe-
cute "Replace/Change Robot Arm" or "Replace/Change Robot Type", if needed.

ð (It might be necessary to restart the PAL several times until all service issues are
resolved.)

4. Switch the PAL off.
5. Mount the second head on the right position.
6. Switch the PAL on and resolve all service issues. Rebrand it, if necessary. Exe-

cute "Replace/Change Robot Arm" or "Replace/Change Robot Type", if needed.
ð (It might be necessary to restart the PAL several times until all service issues are

resolved.)

7.11 Interfacing the PALrobot to other Devices
Synchronization signals are inputs that tell the PALrobot when to wait or to proceed with
a sample processing step. Output signals are sent from the PALsystem to external de-
vices to indicate the status or completion of particular processing steps.

How to set up the Synchronization Signals from the PALsystem to an
External Device?
The synchronization signals have to be set step-by-step. The first step is to assign an "In-
put" and an "Output" signal. The next step is to establish what type of contact is required
to receive or send a signal: is it TTL (Transister-Transister Logic), a relays contact, an
"Opto coupler" or another type? The required parameters such as "Pulse Duration" and
"Blocking Time" then need to be added. This section will provide information to enable the
user to copy the default signals and add a second output signal if required.
An output signal is required to send a start signal to the external device. Typically the
Switch Out Signal1 (SWOut1) is used for this task.
The assigned signals have to be matched with the pin allocation of the synchronization
cable. See section Interfaces [} 22] for details.
The second step is to synchronize the signal parameters with the other device, e.g. with a
GC System. This step is performed in the section "I/O Interface".
The "Ready" signal from the GC is usually sent to the PALsystem, where a TTL-In signal
is used to receive the "Ready" signal. Depending on the GC manufacturer settings, the
signal is set to "active high" or "active low". This synchronization is matched in the section
"I/O Interface".
The third step is to bundle the required Input and Output Signals for a specific chromato-
graphic system, such as a GC System. This bundle can be configured once and tested in
the combination of the PALsystem and the other device. This bundling is described in the
section "Chromatograph System" as the last step in setting up signals.

7.12 PAL System Upgrade from "Liquid Injection only"
to Headspace Application
When a PALsystem for liquid injection only is installed in the field and new application re-
quirements ask for Headspace Technique, it is possible to upgrade the PALsystem.
For brief overview, the following points have to be considered for "Headspace Upgrade":

• All the parts required for the upgrade from the Liquid to the Headspace Technique are
provided in one kit.

• The field upgrade has to be performed by a trained service engineer.
• If necessary an IQ and OQ procedure for the HS-technique can be requested at the

same time as the upgrade is performed. A request is necessary in order to reserve
enough time for the engineer to perform these procedures.
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8 The menu structure
The ‘Extended User’ access level provides the experienced operator with more possibili-
ties for interacting with the PALrobot compared to the routine access ‘User’ level. This
distinction between the access levels enables the interface to be simplified for routine
work, while providing the experienced user the possibility to fine-tune the PALrobot ac-
cording to the specific requirements of his/her particular applications.
This section describes the various options of the PAL3 Firmware operated either with the
Virtual PALterminal or directly using the installed PALterminal.

The description in this section covers the access levels "User" and "Ex-
tended User".
The menu items specific to the "Extended User" level are specially
marked in green font. The other list items displayed in the Table in black
are accessible in the "User" level as well as in "Extended User".

8.1 "Setup" Menu Item
Setup Menu Items are explained in detail, listed in alphabetical order.

The "Setup" function is available under the "Options" pull-up menu. The
"Extended User" access level provides additional functions in "Setup"
compared to the restricted "User" level.

Press the Options button to open the pull-up menu and select the menu item "Setup".

Illustration 543: Start Screen. Illustration 544: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu.

8.1.1 Setup Menu Item "PALmodules"
Select the menu item PALmodules to open the list of all active and passive PALmodules
(a number of "0" behind a certain module type states that no module of this type is in-
stalled.).
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Illustration 545: Start Screen. Illustration 546: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu.

Illustration 547: Selecting ‘PALmodules’ Illustration 548: List of Active and Passive
PALmodules.

Illustration 549: List of Active and Passive
PALmodules cont.

Illustration 550: List of Active and Passive
PALmodules cont.
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Illustration 551: List of Active and Passive
PALmodules cont.

Agitator & Vortex Mixer

 CAUTION
Hot surfaces - the Agitator can be operated at a maximum tem-
perature of 200 °C. If operated at this temperature, its outer sur-
face will reach approx. 70 °C while the vials inside will be at the
selected operating temperature.
Minor or moderate burns can result

1. Do not touch the outside of the Agitator and do not reach into the Agita-
tor, while it is heated or still hot.

2. Do not try to remove vials manually from the Agitator while it is heated
or still hot.

Illustration 552: Selecting PALmodule ‘Agita-
tors&VortexMixers’.

Illustration 553: Selecting List Item ‘Agitator’.
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When sample vials have to undergo heating and agitation, it is important
to consider the glass quality. Use high quality glass only. Remember that
depending on the application conditions, high pressure can build up in
the vial. Whenever a temperature greater than 60 °C is applied, consider
the vapor pressure of the solvent used to ensure that no excessive pres-
sure builds up. This is important when using a temperature above 100 °C
and especially at the maximum temperature of 200 °C. Be aware that
solid materials can also contain volatile compounds such as water (hu-
midity) which could cause build-up of excess vapor pressure. Do not re-
use headspace vials. During the process of washing the vial, micro-
cracks can form which will weaken the glass wall and increase the
chances of the vial breaking.

Upon selecting the list item Agitator, the following list item parameters are available for
modification :

Illustration 554: Agitator List Items. Illustration 555: Agitator List Items (contd.)

Illustration 556: Agitator List Items (contd.) Illustration 557: Agitator List Items (contd.)
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Illustration 558: Selection for ‘Cover Plate
Type’.

Item Description
ActualTemperature Reads out the actual temperature of the module; read-only

function.
MaxTemperature Sets the upper temperature limit.The Maximum Temperature

which can be set is 200 °C, but this parameter is often defined
by the specific needs of the application.

Min Temperature Sets the minimal temperature limit (minimal temperature).
Standby Temperature The Standby Temperature can be adjusted to the applica-

tion"s requirements. Setting the Standby Temperature using
this function does not yet activate the newly-selected temper-
ature. To activate it, go to the pull-up menu "Options" and se-
lect "Activate Standby Temperature"; see description below.
The Standby Temperature is activated when the PALrobot is
powered up. In routine use, the Standby Temperature is acti-
vated after a job has been terminated. The Standby Tempera-
ture is typically lower than the application temperature.

Vial Type Pos. 1 The Vial Type for "Position 1" is displayed. Read-only.The
Vial Type can be set with the task "Setup Modules".

Vial Type Pos. 2 The Vial Type for "Position 2" is displayed. Read-only.The
Vial Type can be set with the task "Setup Modules".

Vial Type Pos. 3 The Vial Type for "Position 3" is displayed. Read-only.The
Vial Type can be set with the task "Setup Modules".

Vial Type Pos. 4 The Vial Type for "Position 4" is displayed. Read-only.The
Vial Type can be set with the task "Setup Modules".

Vial Type Pos. 5 The Vial Type for "Position 5" is displayed. Read-only.The
Vial Type can be set with the task "Setup Modules".

Vial Type Pos. 6 The Vial Type for "Position 6" is displayed. Read-only.The
Vial Type can be set with the task "Setup Modules".

Actual Position Reads out the position of the Agitator; read-only function.
Cover Plate Type The standard Agitator has a cover without holes to insert di-

rectly the syringe needle. A new type of Agitator is under con-
struction, this version will have holes in the lid. Please note
that currently is only the standard Agitator available.
NotSpecified: If defined as "NotSpecified" an execution
of the run is prohibited.
Standard: Used for Lid without holes.
Perforated: Used for Lid with holes
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Item Description
Stdby Temp Control If switched off, the module will not go to standby temperature

if idle.
Temp. Sensor Gain The coefficient used, if a temperature calibration has been

performed. Possible values are between 0 and 2. Read-only.
Temp. Sensor Offset The Offset temperature used, if a temperature calibration has

been performed. Possible values are between -10 °C and +10
°C. Read-only.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

A job is often described as a sample list or sequence which must be
treated in a certain order. A job can also contain a single sample, often
seen in method development work. In such cases, it is recommended to
set the Standby Temperature to the same temperature which will be used
for the application. Dropping the temperature during runs can be time-
consuming and disruptive.

Agitator "Options" Pull-up Menu
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up following tasks:

Illustration 559: Pull-up Menu ‘Options’. Illustration 560: List Items for Setup PALmod-
ule ‘Agitator’.

Illustration 561: Pull-up Menu ‘Options’. Illustration 562: List Items for ‘Check Agita-
tor’.
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Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Setup PALmodule This task allows to select the "Cover Plate Type", to reserve
one or more vials as a source vial (e.g. for a reagent), and to
define the Vial Type for the 6 positions.Details are described
below.

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined again,
for teaching.

Activate Standby Temper-
ature

This task activates the newly-set Standby Temperature.

Check Agitator This Task starts the spinning motion of the Agitator. It may be
used to test the Agitator function or the spinning speed for a
particular application.Settings are:Option: On; Off; Home-
Speed: Select the required speed, range 250 to 750 rpm-
Press "Run" to start the Agitator.
To stop the motion, press "Options" again, select "Check Agi-
tator" and set the parameter "Option" to "Off". Press "Run".

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
List Items for Setup PALmodule "Agitator"
List Item Agitator "Cover Plate Type":
Select the Cover Plate Type.
The standard Agitator has a cover without holes. The cover has to be opened to access
the vials with the syringe needle. A new type of Agitator Cover with holes (perforated) has
been developed for the various models of the PAL System.
NotSpecified: If defined as "NotSpecified", execution of the run is prohibited.
Standard: Known version of the Agitator (Lid without holes). This lid is replaced by the
new type of cover plate with holes, perforated Agitator Cover type.
Perforated: Used for PAL RTC, PAL RSI, and PAL LSI; new type of Agitator (Lid with
holes).
List Items Agitator "Reserved Positions" and "Vial Type Pos. 1-6":

Illustration 563: List Items for ‘Setup Mod-
ules’.

Illustration 564: Selection for Agitator Cover
Plate.

Reserved Positions:
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Detailed Description of "Setup Module" Parameters "Reserved Positions" and "Vial Type"
With the list item "Setup Module" it is possible to reserve one or more positions in the Agi-
tator for a source vial, for example, to be able to provide an internal standard solution, a
reagent solution for a derivatization, or any other solution as required by a specific appli-
cation. Possible reserved positions for source vials begin at "Vial Position 6" and count
backwards. In this manner, the first positions are made available for the sample vials.
The vial size can be selected for the remaining free positions and can be selected sepa-
rately for the reserved vials(-s). Please note that for the reserved vials, only one vial size
can be selected.
For routine work, the consequence of this is that vial overlapping will be possible only
within the free available sample vial positions to optimize the throughput.
In terms of script language, the behavior of the following two "Activities" can be summa-
rized below:

• Activity "TransportVial": Allowed for available free sample vial positions and for re-
served vial positions.

• Activity "MoveToObject": Allowed for "reserved" vial positions only.
The reason for this limitation is because in the overlapping mode the sample vial position
is managed by the scheduler.
Examples of "Free available" and "Reserved" Vial Positions are given below; see screen-
shots.
If the Vial Type has to be changed during routine application, this can be done at any
time by going to the Start Screen, selecting the menu item "Agitator", scrolling down to
the list item "Vial Type" and selecting another Vial Type.

40-CV: This "Vial Type" is selectable from the list but it does not physi-
cally fit into the Tray of the Agitator. In addition, the only cap type avail-
able at present is the "NonMagneticCap". Because of this, the vial cannot
be transported using magnetic force as is typically used for a headspace
application.

Illustration 565: Reserved Positions: Select-
ing ‘0’.

Illustration 566: Vial Positions 1-6 available.
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Illustration 567: Reserved Position1: Posi-
tion6

Illustration 568: Vial Positions 1-5 available.

Illustration 569: Reserved Positions 3: Posi-
tions 1-3 available for Analysis.

Illustration 570: Select Vial Type for Position
4.

Illustration 571: Vial Type Position 4 selected. Illustration 572: Select Vial Types for Posi-
tions 5 and 6.

Limitations:
Currently, the following limitations are known for the Agitator module:

• Temperature range +30 to 200°C.
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• Cooling is not possible (active cooling).
• Cycling of temperature within the analytical run is not possible, due to thermal inertia

for cooling down.
• The PAL RSI System absolutely requires the "Perforated Lid". Reason: For SPME ap-

plication.

Vortex Mixer

NOTICE
The Vortex Mixer can be operated at a maximum speed of 2000
rpm. Operating at this speed places very high stress on the
glass vials. Use quality glass vials from reliable suppliers only.
Do not wash and recycle used vials; there is a danger of micro-
cracks present in the glass.It is mandatory to use the mixer with
the installed protective cover. During the mixing step it is impor-
tant to keep the PALhead always above the vial to avoid an up-
lift of the vial caused by the spin. Use only one vial at time for
mixing. The recommended application for the Vortex Mixer is
liquid/liquid extraction. If a solid material is mixed with a liquid
at high speeds, this will likely cause cracking of the vial.

Upon selecting the list item Vortex Mixer, the following parameters are available for
modification:

Illustration 573: Selecting PALmodule ‘Agita-
tors&Vortex Mixers’.

Illustration 574: Selecting List Item ‘Vortex
Mixer’
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Illustration 575: Vortex Mixer Parameter avail-
able for read-only.

Item Description
Actual Position Reads out the position of the Vortex Mixer; read-only function.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

NOTICE
When sample vials have to undergo vigorous agitation, it is im-
portant to consider the glass quality. Use high quality glass
only. Do not reuse headspace vials. During the process of
washing the vial, micro-cracks can form which will weaken the
glass wall and increase the chances of the vial breaking.

Vortex Mixer "Options" Pull-up Menu
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:

Illustration 576: Pull-up Menu ‘Options’. Illustration 577: List Items for ‘Check Vortex
Mixer’

Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".
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Item Description
Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined again,

for teaching.
Enable PALdrive This parameter allows the PALdrive of the Vortex Mixer to be

engaged.
Disable PALdrive This parameter allows the PALdrive of the Vortex Mixer to be

disengaged.
Check Vortex Mixer This Task starts the spinning motion of the Vortex Mixer. It

may be used to test the mixer function or the spinning speed
for a particular application.Settings are:
Option: On | Off | Home
Speed: Select the required speed, range 250 to 2500 rpm
Press "Run" to start the Vortex Mixer.
To stop the motion, press "Options" again, select "Check Vor-
tex Mixer" and set the parameter "Option" to "Off". Press
"Run".

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Limitations:
The following limitations are known for the Vortex Mixer Module:

• No heating or cooling possibilities operates only at ambient temperature.
• The mixing speed is limited to 2000 rpm.
• The mixing time is limited to 100 s

Barcode Reader
Upon selecting the list item Barcode Reader, the following parameters are available for
modification:

 WARNING
The installed Laser device is a Class 1 Laser Product. Class 1
Laser devices are not considered to be hazardous when used
for their intended purpose. The following statement is required
to comply with international regulations:
Use of controls, adjustments or performance of procedures other than those
specified herein may result in hazardous laser light exposures.

Illustration 578: Class 1 Laser Warning Label. Illustration 579: Location of Laser Aperture.
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Illustration 580: Selecting List Item ‘Barcode
Reader’

Illustration 581: Selecting Barcode Module.

Illustration 582: Barcode Parameter available
for modification.

Illustration 583: Option ‘Beep after Decode’.

Item Description
BeepAfterDecode A "beep" tone can be activated after positive decoding of the

barcode.

Barcode Reader "Options" Pull-up Menu

Illustration 584: Pull-up Menu ‘Options’. Illustration 585: List Item for ‘Scan Barcode’.
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Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined again,
for teaching.

Scan Barcode This parameter allows a check of the Barcode Reader. Hold a
barcode label in the beam of the laser and activate "Scan Bar-
code". A beep tone signals a successful reading.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Limitations
Currently, following limitations are known for the Barcode Reader Module:

• 2D Barcodes are not supported; see Supported Types of 1 D Barcode Symbols
[} 69].

• Part with barcode label has to be transported to the Barcode Reader Module: Cur-
rently is a limitation that Well Plates cannot be transported.

• Positioning and size of barcode labels have to match; see Barcode Label Positioning,
Size, and Code Density [} 74] and Barcode Label Size [} 75].

Chromatograph System
Upon selecting the list item Chromatograph System, the following parameters are avail-
able for modification:

The Chromatograph System is a bundle of Input and Output Signals ded-
icated for a chromatographic system, e.g. for a GC system. This bundle
must be configured, and for routine use the bundle can be assigned to a
specific chromatographic system. This minimizes erroneous functions
and simplifies the user interface.This is the last step in the setting up and
synchronization of Input/Output Signals between the PALsystem and the
external device. See also the points "I/O Interface" and "Signals" in this
section.

Chromatograph System "GC"
Upon selecting the list item Chromatograph System, the following parameters are avail-
able for modification:
GC1 = Name for GC System No. 1 | (GC) = Class description "GC System".
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Illustration 586: Menu Item ‘Chromatograph
System’.

Illustration 587: Selecting GC1 System.

Illustration 588: Parameters available for
modification.

Illustration 589: Injected Signal is matched
with ‘OutputSignal’.

Illustration 590: ‘Prepare’Signal can be set. Illustration 591: ‘Ready’Signal is matched
with ‘InputSignal’.

Item Description
Cryo Trap Sets start signal for the Cryo Trap, Output signal required.
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Item Description
Fake Inj Delay Sets the delay time until the start of a fake injection.A "Fake

Injection" executes the start of the chromatographic system,
without injection of a sample.

Injected Sets start signal for the chromatographic system, e.g. GC
System1.Output Signal required.

Prepare This functionality is mainly used for Agilent GCs and allows to
trigger the "Prepare" functionality of the GC after the run via
the PALSystem.

Ready A ready signal from another device is expected as an Input
signal.

Chromatograph System "LC"
Upon selecting the list item Chromatograph System, the following parameters are avail-
able for modification:
LC1 = Name for LC System No. 1 | (LC) = Class description "LC System".

Illustration 592: Parameters available for
modification.

Illustration 593: Injected Signal is matched
with ‘OutputSignal’.

Illustration 594: Injected Signal is matched
with ‘OutputSignal’.

Illustration 595: ‘Ready’ Signal is matched
with ‘InputSignal’.

Item Description
"Injected1" to "Injected4" Sets start signal for the chromatographic system, e.g. LC Sys-

tem1.Output Signal required.
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Item Description
Ready A ready signal from another device is expected as an Input

Signal.

The synchronization between the PALrobot and any chromatographic
system has to be checked for each particular system configuration. The
setting of the synchronization signal has to be matched with the pin allo-
cation of the synchronization cable.The original cables are labeled.
Check the labels first before connecting. This is especially important
with the Y-cable configurations where two GCs are connected to a single
PALsystem.

Chromatograph System "Options" Pull-up Menu
Example LC1. Please note that the parameters are identical for the GC and LC System.
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:

Illustration 596: Pull-up Menu "Options".

Item Description
New ChromatographSys-
tem

Creates a new Chromatograph System.

Copy GC1 or LC1 Copies the Chromatograph System.
Delete GC1 or LC1 Deletes the Chromatograph System.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
To add a new Chromatograph System, example for a HPLC system, follow the steps as
described below:

Illustration 597: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu of
Chromatogr. System.

Illustration 598: Select the required ‘Type’.
Example ‘LC’.
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Illustration 599: Name Definition for new Sys-
tem.

Illustration 600: ‘LC System’ created.

Drives (PALdrives)
Upon selecting the list item Drives, the following parameters are available for modifica-
tion:

Illustration 601: Menu Item ‘Drives’. Illustration 602: List Items for Drives.

Illustration 603: List Items for ‘RobotArmLeft’. Illustration 604: List Items for ‘RobotArm-
Left’ (contd.).
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Illustration 605: List Items for ‘RobotArm-
Left’ (contd.).

Illustration 606: Parameter ‘NdlGd Drive’.

Illustration 607: List Item ‘NdlGd Drive’. Illustration 608: Parameter ‘Plunger Drive’.

Illustration 609: List Items ‘Plunger Drive’. Illustration 610: Parameter ‘Tool Control’.
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Illustration 611: List Item ‘LS1 (Example). Illustration 612: Tool Control List Items.

Illustration 613: Selection for Needle Guide
Type.

Illustration 614: List Item ‘Syringe Type’.

Illustration 615: Selection for Syringe Type,
Example for ‘LS Tool’.

Illustration 616: List Item ‘X Drive’.
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Illustration 617: X Drive ‘List Items’. Illustration 618: List Item ‘Y Drive’.

Illustration 619: Y Drive ‘List Item’. Illustration 620: List Item ‘Z Drive’.

Illustration 621: Z Drive ‘List Item’. Illustration 622: List Item ‘Acceleration Fac-
tor’.
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Illustration 623: Acceleration Factor Range. Illustration 624: List Item ‘Default Strategy’.

Illustration 625: Selection for ‘Default Strat-
egy‘.

Illustration 626: List Item ‘Default Waste’.

Illustration 627: Selection for ‘Default Waste’ Illustration 628: List Item 'Homing Strategy'.
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Illustration 629: Selection for 'Homing Strat-
egy'.

Item Description
NdlGd Drive (#)
(PALdriveV)(only PAL
RTC)

Actual Position – read only for information.

Adapter Control
(only PAL LSI)

LS (Liquid Syringe) Parameters:
Instrument Length
Defines total length of the syringe (instrument). Read-only
function.
Length
Defines total length of the Syringe Adapter. Read-only func-
tion.
Ndl Guide Type
This parameter defines if an adapter such as the magnetic
ring or the foil cutter is attached to the Needle Guide.
Important: The Needle Guide Type has to be defined, default
value is "NotSpecified". For more information details see sec-
tion Service Menu Item "Installation" [} 621].
Syringe Type
All syringes with the same geometry (barrel diameter, needle
length) and type used with Syringe Adapter are pre-selected
by the firmware and are selectable for use.

Plunger Drive (#)
(PALdriveW)

Actual Position - read only for information. Check Plunger: Ac-
tivating this parameter allows checking if the Plunger is
present (detected).

Tool Control
(only PAL RSI and PAL
RTC)

Shows which PALtool is assigned and whether it is attached
to the PALhead. The List items of the particular PALtool are
identical with the lists for the PALtool.

X Drive (#) Actual Position – read only for information.
Total Axis Length
The length of the X-Axis, as measured by the system.

Y Drive (#) Actual Position – read only for information.
Z Drive (#) Actual Position – read only for information.
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Item Description
Acceleration Factor This parameter does allow to adjust the acceleration of the

PALdrives.
Please note that a change of the Acceleration Factor does af-
fect all PALdrives of the system.

Default Strategy This parameter defines of the global movement of the PAL-
head across the system platform. The following selections are
possible:
Parallel
This mode allows simultaneous movement of all axes.This
mode is the default mode. When operating the PALrobot in
this mode, the positions and heights of the known PALmod-
ules are respected. The PALrobot changes its strategy auto-
matically to accommodate the existing PALmodules. For ex-
ample, if one PALmodule is higher than another, the PAL-
robot would lower the Z-Axis to the zero position to allow the
modules to cross over. If an external object is within the PAL
platform, e.g. a GC Detector, then the X-, Y-, and Z-positions
of this potential obstacle is not known to the PALrobot. In
such a case, it is necessary to switch the strategy to "Safe
Mode".
Safe
Y-Axis moves from any point first to zero Y (back to the X-
Axis) before the X-movement is started. This mode allows by-
passing an object (such as a large GC detector) which would
be directly in the travel path if the "Parallel" mode is used.
XY-Parallel
X- and Y-movements are performed in "Parallel" mode, while
Z-movements are performed in "Safe" mode. This mode al-
lows to benefit from the speed advantage of the "Parallel"
mode, while it is not necessary to teach every obstacle in Z
plane.

DefaultWaste This parameter allows selecting the corresponding Wash
Module installed.
None
Important: A Waste Module has to be defined; default value
is "None".
The selection allows to define a Waste Positions of the follow-
ing Wash Modules:Fast Wash Module, Large Wash Mod-
ule, or Standard Wash Module.
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Item Description
Homing Strategy The homing strategy determines, in which order the three axis

of the PALhead are being homed. Three different homing
strategies can be selected.
Default
The default order for homing the 3 axis of the PALhead is Z –
Y – X, meaning the Z-Axis (up and down) of the PALhead is
homed first, followed by the Y-Axis (back and forth), while the
X-Axis (right and left) is homed at last.
ZExtendYXY
In case obstacles of the type "Pre-Taught Obstacle", which
are situated behind the X-Axis of the PALrobot have been de-
fined, the default homing strategy may result in a collision be-
tween the Y-Axis and an obstacle behind the X-Axis. To avoid
such collisions the homing strategy "ZExtendYXY" has to be
selected. If "ZExtendYXY" is selected, first the Z-Axis is
homed, then, after extending the Y-Axis forward, the X-Axis is
homed and at last the Y-Axis is homed.
ZXY
The last strategy "ZXY" offers homing in the order Z – X – Y.

Items displayed in green font are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

PALdrives Pull-up Menu "Options"
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:

Illustration 630: RobotArmLeft ‘Options’ Illustration 631: Options Pull-up Menu List
Items.
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Illustration 632: Drives ‘Options’ Example
‘NdlGd Drive’.

Illustration 633: Options Pull-up Menu List
Items.

Illustration 634: Tool Control ‘Options’.Exam-
ple ‘LS Tool’.

Illustration 635: Options Pull-up Menu List
Items. Example ‘LS Tool’.

PALdrives Pull-up Menu "Options"
Item Description
Calibrate PALdrives This task gives the operator the possibility to calibrate the

PALdrives. This task is mandatory after a PALdrive (motor)
has been disconnected. This is a recovery feature.

Exchange Syringe
(only PAL LSI)

This task allows moving the PALhead to the defined position
to change the syringe conveniently.

Teach Exchange Position
(only PAL LSI and PAL
RSI)

LSI:
This task allows defining the syringe Exchange Position.
RSI:
This task allows an "Exchange Position" of the PALtool to be
defined, which can be any X-, Y-, or Z-position.

Teach Home Position This task allows a "Home Position" of the PALhead to be de-
fined, which can be any X-, Y-, or Z-position.
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Item Description
Teach Shutdown Position
(only PAL LSI and PAL
RSI)

This task allows defining the position where the PALhead
shall move before the shutdown of the system is activated.
This is a syringe needle protection feature. The Syringe Slider
moves slowly down after the shutdown, the needle can be
protected by choosing an ideal postion. Example Lower Nee-
dle Guide is positioned on the side of the Agitator Cover, the
syringe needle would be in the air.

Home PALhead This task moves the PALhead to "Home" position and refer-
ences all axes.

Disable PALhead All axes are electrically isolated, enabling the operator to
move the axes manually.

Enable PALhead The axes (PALdrives) are reconnected to mains power again.
Move to Home This task moves the PALhead back to "Home" position, with-

out referencing the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes.
Home PALdrive This task allows the "Home" the selected PALdrive.
Enable PALdrive This task allows to "Enable" the selected PALdrive after it has

been "disabled".
Disable PALdrive This task allows to "Disable" the selected PALdrive to permit

moving the corresponding axis manually.
Reset to Default Resets the selected PALmodule parameter to default value.
Change Tool
(only PAL RSI and PAL
RTC)

This task provides the possibility to change a PALtool on de-
mand.
PAL RSI:
If this task is activated, a wizard is opened explaining the nec-
essary steps for the change of the tool.
PAL RTC:
If this task is activated, a window opens for the "PALtool"; se-
lect the required PALtool and press "Run". The PALhead
moves to an open Slot (starting with Slot1, if occupied it
moves to Slot2 or 3), ejects the attached PALtool and moves
to the Slot where the required PALtool is parked. The new
tool will be attached and the PALrobot will be ready for the
next application.

Park Tool
(only PAL RTC)

This task allows to park the PALtool installed in the PALhead
in an available slot (starting with Slot1, occupied it moves to
Slot2 or 3). Prerequisite is that the Axes are calibrated.

Purge Syringe
(only PAL RSI and PAL
RTC)
Visible only if HS, or
ITEX Tool is installed.

The gas purge valve, used e.g. for cleaning the headspace
syringe, is manually activated. Can also be used to check the
functionality of the purge valve.

Configure SPME Tool
(only PAL RSI and PAL
RTC)
Visible only if SPME
Tool is installed.

This task allows the SPME Tool with Fiber adjustments to be
configured.

Calibrate PALtool
(only PAL RTC)

This task allows calibrating the PALtool installed in the PAL-
head.

Check PALtool Calibra-
tion
(only PAL RTC)

This task allows to check the calibration point of the PALtool
installed in the PALhead.
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Item Description
Select Tool
(only PAL RTC)

This task allows selecting another PALtool. The currently-at-
tached tool is first parked and the newly-required tool is
picked up.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

I/O Interface

The signal settings and synchronization to the external device, such as a
GC System, are provided in this section. This section has been named
"Events" in the documentation for the previous generation of PAL Sys-
tems. It is the second step in the setting up and synchronization of Input/
Output Signals between the PALsystem and the external device. See also
the points "Signals" and "Chromatograph system" in this section.
Starting with PAL3 Firmware version 1.4.0, so-called "Presets" have been
defined. The I/O Interface is predefined with the most commonly-used pa-
rameter settings.

Upon selecting the list item I/O Interface, the following parameters are available for modi-
fication:

Illustration 636: Selecting I/O Interface Menu
Item.

Illustration 637: Menu Item for ‘I/O Interface’.

The selection of the various list parameters is shown below.

Illustration 638: List Items I/O Interface. Illustration 639: List Items I/O Interface.
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Illustration 640: List Items I/O Interface. Illustration 641: List Items I/O Interface.

Illustration 642: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options.

Illustration 643: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options.

Illustration 644: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options.

Illustration 645: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options.
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Illustration 646: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options.

Illustration 647: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options.

Illustration 648: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options.

Illustration 649: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options.

Illustration 650: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options (contd.).

Illustration 651: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options (contd.).
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Illustration 652: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options (contd.).

Illustration 653: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options (contd.).

Illustration 654: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options (contd.).

Illustration 655: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options (contd.).

Illustration 656: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options (contd.).

Illustration 657: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options (contd.).
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Illustration 658: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options (contd.).

Illustration 659: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options (contd.).

Illustration 660: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options (contd.).

Illustration 661: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options (contd.).

Illustration 662: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options (contd.).

Illustration 663: Parameters to the various I/O
Interface Options (contd.).
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List Items for I/O Interface
Item Description
Immediate Ignores any Input or Output Signal.

Signal On
DebounceTime

OptoIn1 "Opto-isolator" or "Optocoupler"
Signal On
Debounce Time
LowActive

PWMOut Pulse-Width Modulation
This signal is used for switching the integrated purge gas
valve.
Signal On
Output Voltage
Note: The default value for the parameter "Output Voltage" is
0 V. For being able to switch the valve the "Output Voltage"
has to be set to 34 V.

Reset Button Reset Button on PALControl Board (blue)
Signal On
Debounce Time

Simulated This signal can be used for testing, or simulation of sending a
signal (Output Signal)
Signal On
TriggerEvent (Out Signals are selectable)
WaitingTime

Software In Software Signal for Handshake with CDS Software
Signal On

Software Out Software Signal for Handshake with CDS Software
Signal On

SWOut1 – SWOut2 Switch-out Signal, Relay contact
Signal On
LowActive

TTLIn1 – TTLIn3 Transistor-Transistor Logic
Signal On
Debounce Time
LowActive

TTLOut1 – TTLOut3 Transistor-Transistor Logic
Signal On
LowActive

BeepVolume Beep Volume on scale 1 to 5 selectable

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

List Item Parameters for I/O Signals
Item Description
Debounce Time Specifies the time for how long the signal should be applied.
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Item Description
LowActive The standby status of a signal from the chromatographic sys-

tem can be "High Active" or "Low Active". Depending on what
has to be applied for the specific system, one has to match
the signal logic to that of the PALrobot.
Setting the mark to "LowActive" selects this status. LowActive
disabled means that "High Active" is selected.
Information on the required signal logic is provided with the
schematic of the sync cable which is part of the GC mounting
kit.

SignalOn The term "SignalOn" means that the signal has been sent or
received.

OutputVoltage An output voltage in the range of 0 to 35 V can be selected.
TriggerEvent Select the desired type of output signal for testing.
WaitingTime Select the waiting time before the signal is activated; delay

time in seconds.
BeepVolume The sound volume for the "Beep" tone can be selected.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

The detailed specifications for the various input and output signals will
be provided in the PAL3 Service Manual.

I/O Interface Options Pull-up Menu
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" from the list item "Beep" opens up all the following
tasks:

Illustration 664: "Options" Pull-up Menu for
"Beep Volume".

Illustration 665: List items for "Beep Utility".

The pull-up menu "Beep" is directly available from all the other list parameters.

Item Description
Reset to Default Resets the selected PALmodule parameter to default value.
Beep Activates a "Beep" sound on the PALrobot. If activated, the

operator can select the "Duration", "Frequency" and the Vol-
ume of the tonal sound.

Duration The time for the tonal sound is selectable from 100 ms to 60
seconds.

Frequency The frequency of the tonal sound is selectable from 100 to
10000 Hz.
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Item Description
Run Activates the tonal sound with the selected parameters for

testing.
Beep Utility This task allows the frequency and the length of the beep

tone to be set.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Injectors

The section "Injectors" is used for the GC Injector, which is a passive
PALmodule, and for the active PALmodule "OC Actuator". The "LC Injec-
tor" is handled in separate class "LC Injector Types" described below.

Injectors (passive PALmodule)
Upon selecting the list item Injectors, the following parameters are available for modifica-
tion:

Illustration 666: Menu Item ‘Injectors’. Illustration 667: List Items Injector.

Illustration 668: Injector List Items.

Item Description
Def Ndl Penetr Depth Allows to the user to define the Needle Penetration Depth in

the Injector.
Max Ndl Penetr Depth Sets the upper limit of "Needle Penetration Depth" into the

GC Injector.
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Item Description
Min Ndl Penetr Depth This parameter defines the minimum Needle Penetration

Depth into the GC Injector.
Warning: This parameter is used for SPME and SPME2 Tools
only. For the LS or HS Tools this parameter is not used. If the
value is set to "0" the PALsystem cannot be started for a
run. An error message will appear.

Position Tolerance This parameter checks the difference between the taught X-
Y-Axes positions against the actual position each time the
PALhead moves to the GC Injector. If the difference is greater
than the "Position Tolerance" of 3.0 mm (default value) then
the PALsystem immediately stops. This is a safety feature to
avoid needle bending. See also the Note below.

Z Tolerance A tolerance window to give a plus/minus range (expressed in
mm) within which the PALhead must expect an object.
If the value of this item is > 0, this triggers a relative detection
mode and the sensor from the injection unit needle guide is
active.
If the value of this item is set to "0", the sensor of the needle
guide is turned off and the syringe slider moves to an abso-
lute value, the Z-Axis position as specified for the object.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

It has been observed that the X-Y-Axes positions (and in some cases the
Z-Axis position as well) can change when the GC itself and the GC-Injec-
tor in particular are heated up. It is highly recommended to check the
teaching positions of the injectors again when the GC is ready (heated
up to the level as used for routine runs).

Injectors "Options" Pull-up Menu
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:

Illustration 669: Options Pull-up Menu. Illustration 670: Pull-up Menu ‘Options’ for In-
jectors.

Item Description
New Injector This task allows a new Injector to be created.
Copy Injector This task allows the selected Injector to be copied.
Delete Injector This task allows the selected Injector to be deleted.
Reset to Default Resets the selected PALmodule parameter to default value.
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Item Description
Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined again

for teaching.
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

OC Injector (active PALmodule) (only PAL RSI and PAL RTC)
This PALobject "OC Injector" is a combination of the On-column Injector and the Actuator
to open and close the rotary valve of the injector.
The Actuator allows the opening and closing of the On-column Injector when the syringe
needle is inserted or removed.
The OC Injector is an active PALmodule, which means that the module (OC Electronic
Box) is connected to the PALbus and the cable from the GC Injector is connected to the
Electronic Box. For details see section OC Injector (only PAL RSI and PAL RTC) [} 183].

The OC Injector Adapter is part of the GC On-column Injector and is not
provided with the PAL System.

Selecting the list item OC Injector opens up the following parameters:

Illustration 671: Menu Item ‘Injectors’. Illustration 672: Selecting OC Injector.
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Illustration 673: List Items for OC Injector. Illustration 674: List items for OC Injectors
(contd.).

Item Description
Def Ndl Penetr Depth The default value for the syringe needle penetration into the

OCI is defined by this parameter. Units: mm
Opened /Closed The status "Opened" Or "Closed" can be changed by this pa-

rameter.
ActualPosition This parameter is a read only parameter, it indicates the ac-

tual position. This information can be used for troubleshooting
purposes.

HomingDirection The direction of "homing" can be changed by this parameter.
HomingPosition The "Homing Position" can be changed by this parameter.
Max Ndl Penetr Depth The maximum allowed syringe needle penetration is defined

by this parameter. Units: mm
Position Tolerance This parameter checks the difference between the taught X-

Y-Axes positions against the actual position each time the
PALhead moves to the OCI. If the difference is greater than
the "Position Tolerance" of 3.0 mm (default value) then the
PALsystem immediately stops. This is a safety feature to
avoid needle bending. See also the Warning Note below.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

It has been observed that the X-Y-Axes positions (and in some cases the
Z-Axis position as well) can change when the GC itself and the GC-Injec-
tor in particular are heated up. It is highly recommended to check the
teaching positions of the injectors again when the GC is ready (heated
up to the level as used for routine runs).

OC Injector "Options" Pull-up Menu
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:
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Illustration 675: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu. Illustration 676: Pull-up Menu Items ‘Options’.

Illustration 677: Menu Item ‘Check OC Injec-
tor’.

Item Description
Reset to Default Resets the selected PALmodule parameters to default value.
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined for
teaching.

Check OC Alignment This task allows verifying the Needle Penetration in the OC
Injector.

Check OC Injector This task allows verifying the opening and closing of the OC
Actuator.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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When testing the OC-Injector, it is necessary to tightly connect the rod
from the injector to the actuator. When the homing process is started,
the valve turning at the end-point must be detected. With PAL3 Firmware
version 1.3.0 it has been observed that the lack of correct homing causes
a fatal error. This has been corrected with software version 1.4.0 or
higher.

LC Injectors Types
The class "LC Injectors" must be placed within the context of the class "Valve Drives" and
subclass "Valve Types". "Valve Drive" is the most general term encompassing this class.
"Valve Type" is a term that provides further information on the mechanical and software
aspects of a particular Valve Drive. There are three "Valve Types":

• Injection Valve
• Switching Valve (nPort Valve Type)
• Selector Valve

The category "LC Injector Types" has been added to the "Injection Valve" type. The typi-
cal LC Injector parameters, such as Needle Penetration Depth, Penetration Speed, etc.
are listed on the menu. The other two valve types (Switching and Selector Valve Types)
do not require an injection port and are therefore categorized by distinct software classes/
distinct operating software.
Upon selecting the list item LC Injector Types, the following parameters are available for
modification:

Illustration 678: Menu Item ‘LC Injector
Types’.

Illustration 679: List Items ‘LcInjectors’

If in the class "Valve Type" an Injector Valve Type is selected, the three templates under
"LC Injector Types" are provided. The type "LCInject20mLFC" is used if the magnetic ring
adapter for transporting 10 or 20 mL vials, or the Foil Cutter (FC) is attached to the Lower
Needle Guide. If these adapters are used, then the teaching position for the Z-Axis will be
different and this will be taken into consideration by the system when using this type of
LC Injector.
The type, "LcInjector" is used for the standard Lower Needle Guide without any adapter
inserted. The teaching position for this type of Injector is approximately 3 mm lower if no
adapter is used.
The type "LcInjectorSA" is thought for the PAL RSI in correspondence with the use of an
injector valve.
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If more than one LC Injector Type is used, the teaching position for each
type has to be determined separately. For the specification of any addi-
tional or customized type of LC Injector it is necessary to create a new
LC Injector Type, or to make a copy of a predefined LC Injector Type. All
parameters of the new, or copied template can afterwards be edited and
adapted. See "LC Injector Type "Options" Pull-up Menu" below for more
information.

The LC Injector Types show identical parameters, only the type "LC Injector20mLFC" is
listed below.

Illustration 680: LcInjector List Items. Illustration 681: LcInjectors List Items
(contd.).

Item Description
Def Ndl Penetr Depth Allows the Extended User to define the Needle Penetration

Depth in the Injector.
Depenetration Speed Allows the Extended User to define the "depenetration speed"

of the syringe needle from the LC Injector port.
Max Ndl Penetr Depth Sets the upper limit of "Needle Penetration Depth" into the LC

Injector.
Penetration Speed Allows the Extended User to define the syringe needle pene-

tration speed into the LC Injector port.
Position Tolerance This parameter checks the difference between the taught X-

Y-Axes positions against the actual position each time the
PALhead moves to the GC Injector. If the difference is greater
than the "Position Tolerance" of 3.0 mm (default value) then
the PALsystem immediately stops. This is a safety feature to
avoid needle bending. See also the Warning Note below.

Sealing Force The sealing force is used to assure a good seal of the syringe
needle tip to the PALseal, inserted in the LC Injector port.

ZTolerance A tolerance window to give a plus/minus range (expressed in
mm) within which the PALhead must expect an object.
If the value of this item is > 0, this triggers a relative detection
mode and the sensor from the injection unit needle guide is
active.
If the value of this item is set to "0", the sensor of the needle
guide is turned off and the syringe slider moves to an abso-
lute value, the Z-Axis position as specified for the object.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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The LcInjector list items are identically for all injector types.

LC Injector Type "Options" Pull-up Menu
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up following tasks:

Illustration 682: "Options" Pull-up Menu List
Items

Illustration 683: "Options" Pull-up Menu LC
Injector.

Item Description
New LC Injector Type This task allows a new LC Injector Type to be created.
Copy Lc Injector This task allows the present LC Injector to be copied.
Export Lc Injector Type Exports the LcInjector Type template to the USB stick.
Export All Exports all LcInjector Type templates to the USB stick
Delete Lc Injector This task allows the present LC Injector to be deleted.
Reset to Default Resets the PALmodule parameters to default value.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Obstacle
Three types of obstacles can be defined:

• Obstacle
• Pre-Taught Obstacle
• Teach Position

The object "Obstacle" is used for modules from another device, e.g. a large Thermal Con-
ductivity Detector (TCD) from a gas chromatographic system or a column selector valve
from a HPLC System. If such a module exceeds a certain height it could obstruct the
pathway of the PALrobot. The spatial dimension of the "Obstacle" (length, width and
height) can be defined and the position can be teached with the PAlrobot. The PALrobot
will exclude this area from its trajectory and will bypass it.
Another type of obstacle is the "Pre-Taught Obstacle" which, in contrast to the type "Ob-
stacle", is also able to define the position and the spatial dimensions of an obstacle that
resides behind the X-Axis. To avoid collisions between the y-Axis and this obstacle, its
position and spatial dimension has to be known by the PALrobot. Since positions behind
the X-Axis are outside of the PALrobots working range, they are out of reach for the PAL-
head and cannot be approached for teaching. Therefore it is necessary to measure and
specify the corresponding values manually during setup of Pre-Taught Obstacles. An-
other possible application of Pre-Taught Obstacles are obstacles that reside within the
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working area of the PALrobot (in front of the X-Axis), but cannot be approached by the
PALhead because of their height. Those obstacles also need to be manually "Pre-
Taught".
In addition to the "Obstacle" and "Pre-Taught Obstacle" with a definable spatial dimen-
sion, a "Teach Position" can be defined. For a "Teach Position" no spatial dimensions are
defined. The "Teach Position" is thought as a starting point for relative moves or to teach
the position for the placement of a single vial using third-party modules that are not nec-
essarily mounted on the X-Axis of the PAL System.
Upon selecting the list item Obstacle, the following parameters are available for modifica-
tion:

Illustration 684: Menu Item ‘Obstacle’. Illustration 685: List Item ‘Obstacle’.

Illustration 686: Create a ‘New Obstacle’. Illustration 687: Select 'Obstacle'.

Type Obstacle
Create a new Obstacle of type "Obstacle":
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Illustration 688: Select 'New Obstacle'. Illustration 689: Select Type 'Obstacle'.

Illustration 690: Enter a name. Illustration 691: New Obstacle created.

The following parameters can be specified. Extension X,Y, and Z specify the length,
width, and height along the corresponding axis.

Illustration 692: List items for "Obstacle 1" (Example)

Item Description
ExtensionX Extension of the "Obstacle" in the X-Axis direction.
ExtensionY Extension of the "Obstacle" in the Y-Axis direction.
ExtensionZ Extension of the "Obstacle" in the Z-Axis direction.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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The position of the obstacle is determined by teaching it. The teaching point is defined as
the center position on top of the obstacle as shown in the figure below. Select "Teach
PALmodule" from the "Options" Pull-up menu to teach the obstacle.

Illustration 693: Obstacle definition. Illustration 694: Select 'New Obstacle'.

Type Pre-Taught Obstacle
Create a new Obstacle of type ‘Pre-Taught Obstacle’:

Illustration 695: Select Type 'Pre-Taught Ob-
stacle'.

Illustration 696: Enter a name.
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Illustration 697: New Pre-Taught Obstacle
(Obstacle 2) created.

The following parameters can be specified. Extension X, Y and Z specify the length, width
and height of the obstacle along the corresponding axis. Center X, Center Y and Origin Z
specify the coordinates of the center point of the top side of the obstacle in relation to the
reference point on the upper front left corner of the X-Axis.

Illustration 698: List items for 'Pre-Taught Ob-
stacle 2' (Example).

Illustration 699: List items for 'Pre-Taught Ob-
stacle 2' (contd.).
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Illustration 700: Schematic representation of how to determine the coordinates for an obstacle be-
hind the X-Axis.

The values for Center X, Center Y and Origin Z can be entered using the option "Setup
PALmodule" from the options pull-up menu.

To enable a trouble-free homing procedure also in case of obstacles
which are situated behind the X-Axis, the homing strategy "ZExtendYXY"
has to be selected. For details see section "Homing Strategy" below.

Item Description
Center X The x-coordinate of the center of the Pre-Taught Obstacle.
Center Y The y- coordinate of the center of the Pre-Taught Obstacle.

(Note: for obstacles behind the X-Axis, this value has to be
negative!)

ExtensionX Extension of the "Obstacle" in the X-Axis direction.
ExtensionY Extension of the "Obstacle" in the Y-Axis direction.
ExtensionZ Extension of the "Obstacle" in the Z-Axis direction.
Origin Z The z- coordinate on top of the Pre-Taught Obstacle. (Note:

for obstacles that are higher than the reference point on the
upper front left corner of the X-Axis, this value has to be neg-
ative!)

Safety Margin A safety margin around the obstacle can be defined.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Obstacle Pull-up Menu "Options"
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:
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Illustration 701: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu. Illustration 702: List Items ‘Options’ Pull-up
Menu.

Illustration 703: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu. Illustration 704: List Items ‘Options’ Pull-up
Menu.

For a "Teach Position" only the List Items "Check Teaching" and "Teach
PAL module" are available.

Item Description
New Obstacle This task allows a new Obstacle to be created.
Copy Obstacle This task allows the present Obstacle to be copied.
Delete Obstacle This task allows the present Obstacle to be deleted.
Reset to Default Resets the selected PALmodule parameters to default value.
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.

This task serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-,
and Z-positions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point
is off, return to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the
teaching position. Please note that this action can be done
under the "Extended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined, for
teaching.

Setup PALmodule The coordinates of the teaching point have to measured and
entered manually.
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Item Description
Check Position The PALhead will slowly move to the defined position of the

obstacle from the left and from the front side with limited
force. The Y-Axis shall stay away a few centimeters from the
obstacle and not collide with it. If a collision occurs, the obsta-
cle configuration has to be repeated.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Homing Strategy
The homing strategy determines, in which order the three axis of the PALhead are being
homed. The homing strategy can be selected during the installation process as a step in
the installation wizard under the Service Menu item "Installation" , or as list item for "Rob-
otArmLeft" under "Drives (PAldrives)" .
Three different homing strategies can be selected:

• Default
• ZExtendYXY
• ZXY

The default order for homing the 3 axis of the PALhead is Z – Y – X, meaning the Z-Axis
(up and down) of the PALhead is homed first, followed by the Y-Axis (back and forth),
while the X-Axis (right and left) is homed at last.
In case obstacles of the type "Pre-Taught Obstacle" which are situated behind the X-Axis
of the PALrobot have been defined, the default homing strategy may result in a collision
between the Y-Axis and an obstacle behind the X-Axis. To avoid such collisions the hom-
ing strategy "ZExtendYXY" has to be selected.
If "ZExtendYXY" is selected first the Z-Axis is homed, then, after extending the Y-Axis for-
ward, the X-Axis is homed and at last the Y-Axis is homed. By extending the Y-Axis for-
ward prior to homing the X-Axis, a possible collision with an object behind the X-Axis of
the PALrobot can be avoided.
The last strategy "ZXY" offers homing in the order Z – X – Y.

Signals
General Introduction Synchronization Signals.

Synchronization signals are inputs that tell the PALrobot when to wait or
to proceed with a sample-processing step. Output signals are sent from
the PALsystem to external devices to indicate the status or completion of
particular processing steps.

How to set up the Synchronization Signals from the PALsystem to an
External Device?
The synchronization signals have to be set up step-by step. The first step is assigning an
"Input" and an "Output" signal. The next step is to establish what type of contact is re-
quired to receive or send a signal: is it TTL (Transistor-Transistor Logic), a relays contact,
an "Opto coupler" or another type? The required parameters such as "Pulse Duration"
and "Blocking Time" then need to be added. This section will provide information to en-
able the user to copy the default signals and add for example a second output signal if
needed.
An output signal is required to send a start signal to an external device. Typically the
"Switch Out Signal1" (SWOut1) is used for this task.
The assigned signals have to be matched with the pin allocation of the synchronization
cable. See Interfacing the PALrobot to other Devices [} 426] for details.
The second step is to synchronize the signal parameters with the other device, e.g. a GC
System. This step is described in the section "I/O Interface".
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The "Ready" signal from the GC is usually sent to the PALsystem, and a TTL-In signal is
used to receive the "Ready" signal. Depending on the GC manufacturer settings, the
"Ready" signal is set to "active high" or "active low". This synchronization is matched in
the class "I/O Interface".
The third step is to bundle the required Input and Output Signals for a specific chromato-
graphic system, such as a GC System. This bundle can be configured once and tested in
the combination of the PALsystem and the other device. This bundling is described in the
section "Chromatograph System" as the last step in setting up signals.

See also the points "I/O Interface" and "Chromatograph System" in this
section.

Selecting the list item Signals opens up the following parameters:

Illustration 705: Menu List Item ‘Signals’ Illustration 706: List Items Input and Output
Signals.

Input Signal
Select the required Input Signal. Typically used for the Ready Signal (TTL-In).

Illustration 707: List Items Input Signals Illustration 708: Parameter Selection for List
Item ‘Source’
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Input Signal:
Item Description
Signal On The status indicates if the signal has been received. A ticked-

off box means a signal has been received.
Blocking Time This parameter can be used to program a time delay after re-

ceiving the signal (usually the "Ready Signal" from an exter-
nal device).

Source Select the required Input signal for synchronization with an
external device.Usually a TTL-In contact is used to receive
the "Ready Signal" from an external device.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Output Signal
Select the required Output Signal. Typically used for the Start Signal (SWOut1).

Illustration 709: List Items Output Signals. Illustration 710: List Item ‘Output Signal’.

Illustration 711: Pull-down Menu ‘Destination’. Illustration 712: Pull-down Menu ‘Destina-
tionAux’.

Output Signal
Item Description
Signal On The status indicates if the signal has been received. A

crossed-out box means a signal has been received.
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Item Description
Destination Select the required Output signal for synchronization with an

external device. Usually a switch out signal (SWOut) contact
is used to send the "Start Signal" to an external device.

DestinationAux This task allows selecting a second, auxiliary Output Signal,
which will be executed simultaneously as the signal "Destina-
tion".

PulseDuration This parameter allows selecting the length of time over which
the signal is sent.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Signals "Option" Pull-up Menu
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:

Illustration 713: ‘Option’ Pull-up Menu for Sig-
nals.

Illustration 714: ‘Option’ Pull-up Menu for Sig-
nals.

Illustration 715: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu for
List Items.

Illustration 716: Options Pull-up Menu.
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Illustration 717: List Item PulseDuration. Illustration 718: Option Pull-up Menu for List
Item ‘PulseDuration’.

Item Description
New Signal A new In- or Output Signal can be created with this task. A di-

alog window opens which allows the user to assign a unique
name to the new signal. When finished, press "New" and the
entire class with the corresponding parameters is copied over.
Select the required contact, such as a "TTL-In" or a "SWOut"
using the parameter "Source". The signal name does not
need to follow a consecutive order e.g. "Input Signal2", it can
also be a specifically-named signal for example "Inject" or
"Start". Some cycles require a specifically-named signal.
Check the cycle description for specific names.

Copy Input Signal An Input Signal can be copied with this task. The task func-
tions in a similar manner as described above with "New Sig-
nal".

Copy Output Signal With this task an Output Signal can be copied. The task func-
tions in a similar manner as described above with "New Sig-
nal".

Delete Input Signal Delete an Input Signal which is no longer required for the
PALsystem configuration in combination with an external de-
vice.

Delete Output Signal Delete an Output Signal which is no longer required for the
PALsystem configuration in combination with an external de-
vice.

Set Signal This task allows activating the selected signal for the time set
with the parameter "Duration". TIP! Since the "Duration"
time is usually short, one will not see a status change in
the parameter "Signal ON".

Reset to Default Resets the selected PALmodule parameters to default value.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Solvent Modules
Selecting the list item Solvent Modules opens up the following parameters:
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Illustration 719: Menu Items for ‘Solvent Mod-
ules’.

Illustration 720: Menu Item ‘Solvent Module’.

Illustration 721: List Items ‘Positions’. Illustration 722: List Items for ‘Positions’.

Illustration 723: List Items for ‘Posi-
tions’ (contd.).

Illustration 724: Vial Type Selection.

Item Description
Pos1 Large solvent reservoir bottle (100 mL volume) in rear posi-

tion.
Pos2 Large solvent reservoir bottle (100 mL volume) in middle posi-

tion.
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Item Description
Pos3 Large solvent reservoir bottle (100 mL volume) in front posi-

tion.

Selecting one of the positions allows the operator to access the following parameters:

Item Description
Max Ndl Penetr Depth The maximum allowed Needle Penetration can be defined as

a safety measure so that the user cannot destroy the needle
tip by going too far down.The maximum needle penetration
must not exceed the length of the syringe needle, considering
the loss of approx. 12 mm due to the needle guide, etc. For a
typical needle length of 57, or 85 mm for a long needle, the
maximum penetration depth must not exceed 45 or 73 mm.

Def Ndl Penetr Depth The default value of the syringe needle penetration depth in
the reservoir vial is set by this parameter.

Depenetration Speed This parameter allows the user to select the required speed
for pulling the syringe needle out of the reservoir vial.

Diameter This parameter defines the diameter of the solvent reservoir.
Height This parameter defines the height of the solvent reservoir.
Penetration Speed The syringe needle penetration speed is set by this value. It is

recommended to use the default value first. Increasing or de-
creasing this parameter may lead to needle bending.

Vial Type Allows a predefined Vial Type to be selected. For Details see
Section "Vial Types" below.

Volume Defines the volume of the reservoir container.
Z Tolerance A tolerance window to give a plus/minus range (expressed in

mm) in which the Injection Unit must expect an object.
If the value of this item is > 0, this indicates a relative detec-
tion mode and the sensor from the Injection Unit needle guide
is active.
If the value of this item is set to "0" the Needle Guide Drive
detection current is turned off and the syringe slider moves to
an absolute value, the Z-Axis position as specified by the ob-
ject.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Solvent Module "Options" Pull-up Menu
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:

Illustration 725: Menu Item ‘Solvent Module’. Illustration 726: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu.
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Illustration 727: List Items ‘Positions’. Illustration 728: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu for
Positions.

Illustration 729: List Item Parameters. Illustration 730: Pull-up Menu for Positions.

Item Description
New Solvent Module This task allows creating a new Solvent Module.
Delete Solvent Module(1) This task allows deleting the present Solvent Module.
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined again,
for teaching.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

SPME Conditioning Module (only PAL RSI and PAL RTC)
Upon selecting the list item SPME Conditioning Module, the following parameters are
available for modification:
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Illustration 731: Menu Item ‘SPME Condition-
ing Module’.

Illustration 732: List Item Fiber Conditioning
Station.

Illustration 733: List Item Parameters. Illustration 734: List Item Parameters. (contd.)

Item Description
Actual Temp Reads out the actual temperature of the module; read-only

function.
Max Temperature Sets the upper temperature limit.The Maximum Temperature

which can be set is 350 °C, but this parameter is often defined
by the specific needs of the application.

Min Temperature Sets the minimal temperature limit (minimal temperature).
Stdby Temperature The Standby Temperature can be adjusted to the applica-

tion"s requirements. Setting the Standby Temperature using
this function does not yet activate the newly-selected temper-
ature. To activate it, go to the pull-up menu "Options" and se-
lect "Activate Standby Temperature"; see description below.
The Standby Temperature is activated when the PALrobot is
powered up. In routine use, the Standby Temperature is acti-
vated after a job has been terminated. The Standby Tempera-
ture is typically lower than the application temperature.

Temp Setpoint Shows the actual target temperature. Read-only.
Def Ndl Penetr Depth Defines the penetration depth of the SPME Needle in the

module.
Max Ndl Penetr Depth Upper limit of penetration depth of the SPME needle in the

module.
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Item Description
Stdby Temp Control If switched off, the module will not go to standby temperature

if idle.
Temp. Offset The Offset temperature used, if a temperature calibration has

been performed. Possible values are between -10 °C and +10
°C. Read-only.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

SPME Conditioning Module "Options" Pull-up Menu
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:

Illustration 735: List Item Parameters. Illustration 736: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu for
SPME Conditioning Module.

Item Description
Reset to Default Sets the value for the selected item back to the default value.
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined, for
teaching.

Activate Standby Temper-
ature

This task activates the newly-set Standby Temperature.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Stack Modules
Stack Module General Introduction:
"Stack Module" is a generic term: A Stack Module can be a "Stack" or a "Peltier Stack". A
"Stack" is not temperature controlled. Currently two Stacks are available, the Stack 6DW
has three drawers with two slots each, the Stack 12MT has 6 drawers with two slots
each. With respect to the lower height of the drawers, the Stack 12MT can only be used
for Micro titer plates. Two Peltier Stacks are available: Peltier Stack 2DW and Peltier
Stack 6DW. The model "-2DW" has one Drawer with 2 Slots and the model "-6DW" has
three Drawers with 2 slots each. The list items for all stacks (with the exception of those
list items that are related to the temperature control) are identical and are described be-
low.
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All list items that are related to temperature control are only available for
Peltier Stacks.

NOTICE
The Peltier Stack is a temperature controllable Stack, and can
be adjusted through the PALbus protocol. For the power supply
it is mandatory to use a second PALpower Module. Do not use
the same power supply as used for the PALrobot.

Selecting the list item Stack Modulesopens up the following parameters:

Illustration 737: Menu Item ‘’Stack Module’ Illustration 738: Menu List Item ‘Peltier Stack’.

Illustration 739: List Items for Peltier Stack
6DW.

Illustration 740: List Items Peltier Stack 6DW
(contd.).

The Drawers are numbered consecutively. Example Peltier Stack 2,
Drawer # 4. Peltier Stack 1, Drawer numbers 1, 2, and 3.
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Illustration 741: List Items Peltier Stack 6DW
(contd.).

Illustration 742: List Items Peltier Stack 2DW.

Illustration 743: List Items Peltier Stack 2DW
(contd.).

Illustration 744: List Items Peltier Stack 2DW
(contd.).

Illustration 745: List Items ‘Drawer’ Illustration 746: List Items ‘Slot’. Rack Type
selection.
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Illustration 747: List Items ‘Rack’. Rack Type
Selection.

Illustration 748: List Items ‘Rack’. Rack Item
selection

Assigning a Tray Type to the Slot
When the Slot does not yet have a Tray (either a Rack or a Well Plate) assigned to it, the
corresponding field is empty; see figures below. Pressing "Enter" will bring up an empty
page. From the "Options" pull-up menu, select the required Tray (Rack or Well Plate) to
assign to the empty Slot. It is advisable to define a specific name for the selected Rack or
Well Plate, see figures below.

Illustration 749: List Items ‘Drawer’. Illustration 750: Tray Type not assigned yet.
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Illustration 751: Selecting a ‘Rack’ or ‘Well
Plate’.

Illustration 752: Defining a specific name for
the Well Plate.

Select the "Options" pull-up menu to insert/delete a character, or to clear the complete
text. See figure below.

Illustration 753: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu for
editing the Name of the Tray Type.

Illustration 754: Well Plate (Tray Type) as-
signed to Slot.

Illustration 755: Select the corresponding
Plate Type.
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Following the steps described above, "Well Plate" has been assigned to Drawer 3, Slot1.
This "Well Plate" is now associated with Slot1 and the system knows that it belongs to the
Tray Holder "Peltier Stack 6DW". The same procedure should be done for the other slots.
All Trays (Racks or Well Plates) which have been assigned to the Peltier Stack are now
selectable for this type of Tray Holder.
After the Tray Type (Rack or Well Plate) has been assigned to the Slot, it is possible to
perform a so-called 3-corner teaching for the Tray to eliminate a possible inclination of
the Tray in the Drawer (Tray Holder).
Follow the teaching wizard as shown in the figures below.

Illustration 756: ‘Options’ pull-up Menu for
Tray Type.

Illustration 757: 1st Teach Point in Rear Cor-
ner Left Press ‘save’ to continue.

Illustration 758: 2nd Teach Point in Front Cor-
ner Left.

Illustration 759: 3rd Teach Point in Front Cor-
ner Right.

Item Description
Drawer 1
Drawers 1-3
Drawers 1-6

Drawer 1 for Peltier Stack 2DW Module.
Drawers 1-3 for Peltier Stack 6DW Module.
Drawers 1-6 for Stack 12MT.
Press "Enter" to access the list items "Drawer State", "Slot
Count", etc.

Actual Temp
(only available for Peltier
Stacks)

This parameter is for information only.
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Item Description
Max Temperature
(only available for Peltier
Stacks)

The Maximum Temperature which can be set is 40 °C, but
this parameter is
often defined by the specific needs of the user.

Min Temperature
(only available for Peltier
Stacks)

This parameter allows to set the minimum temperature.

Stdby Temperature
(only available for Peltier
Stacks)

The Standby Temperature can be adjusted according to the
application"s requirements. Setting the Standby Temperature
using this function does not yet activate the newly-selected
temperature. To activate it, go to the pull-up menu "Options"
and select "SetStandby Temperature"; see description below.
The Standby Temperature is activated when the PALrobot is
powered up. In routine use, the Standby Temperature is usu-
ally activated after a job has been terminated.The Standby
Temperature is typically around ambient temperature, this
helps to dry out the internal parts of a Peltier Stack (eliminat-
ing condensation).

Temp Setpoint
(only available for Peltier
Stacks)

Shows the actual target temperature. Read-only.

CloseSpeed The speed for closing the drawer can be adapted to a value
between 15 and 100 %. (The default value is 80 %.)

OpenSpeed The speed for opening the drawer can be adapted to a value
between 15 and 100 %. (The default value is 80 %.)

Fan Speed
(only available for Peltier
Stacks)

This parameter shows read-only information, and can be used
for diagnostic purposes.

Stdby Temp Control
(only available for Peltier
Stacks)

If switched off, the module will not go to standby temperature
if idle.

Temp. Offset
(only available for Peltier
Stacks)

The Offset temperature used, if a temperature calibration has
been performed. Possible values are between -10 °C and +10
°C. Read-only.

In the field Drawer "Slot1" to "Slot2" for model "-2DW" or "Slot1" to "Slot6" for
model "-6DW" or "Slot1" to "Slot12" for model "-12MT"
Defines the position of the Tray.Drawer State: Displays the
status of the Stack Drawer position. The status of the drawer
can be checked. Two positions are recognized by the sen-
sors: "Closed" and "Opened".
Caution
Status "Opening" indicates an error. Readout functions only.
SlotCount
Indicates the total number of Slots available in the Stack Mod-
ule.
Magnet Location
It is possible to use either the magnet plate on the right-hand
side or the magnet plate on the left-hand side of the drawer
for opening and closing. The actual setting is displayed.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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Item Description
List Items Tray
(Rack or Well Plate)

CapType
This is a read-only parameter. The parameter can be set in
the class "Rack Item".
RackType
Defines the pattern and sampling sequences of sample loca-
tions within a Rack.
WellPlate Type
Defines the pattern and sampling sequences of sample loca-
tions within a Well Plate.
Rack Item
Defines the Vial specifications.

Peltier Stack "Options" Pull-up Menu
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:

Illustration 760: List Items ‘Peltier Stack’. Illustration 761: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu.

Illustration 762: List Item ‘Slot’. Illustration 763: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu to as-
sign a new Tray Type (Rack or Well Plate).
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Illustration 764: List Items for ‘Rack’. Illustration 765: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu for
Rack Type.

Illustration 766: Check needle penetration. Illustration 767: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu for
Tray Type; Example ‘Well Plate’.

Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined, for
teaching.

Use magnet plates on
left-hand / right-hand side

Determines, if the magnet plate on the left-hand side or the
magnet plate on the right-hand side of the drawer front shall
be used for opening and closing the drawer.

Activate Standby Temper-
ature

This task activates the newly-set Standby Temperature.

Check needle penetration This task allows adjusting the Needle Penetration Depths in
the vial. Manually turn the needle as far down in the vial as re-
quired. The cut-out in the Tray Holder frame as well as in the
Rack allows visual control of the needle tip.
Note: The value found is not stored automatically. This task
allows for a check only. If the needle penetration should be
changed, select the Rack Type to enter the newly-established
Needle Penetration value.
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Item Description
New Rack This task allows creating a new Rack.
New Well Plate This task allows creating a new Well Plate.
Delete Tray Type This task allows deleting the present Tray Type.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Syringe Types
The section "Syringe Types" contains a list of known syringes which are defined in detail.
The syringes manufactured by Hamilton Bonaduz are labeled with the prefix "SYH" and
the syringes manufactured by SGE have the prefix "SGE".
The Syringe Type covers the syringe definitions.
PAL RSI / RTC: Within the class PALtool, the appropriate Syringe Type is selected for the
corresponding tool.
Upon selecting the list item Syringe Type, the following parameters are available for
modification:

Illustration 768: Menu List Item ‘Syringe
Types’

Illustration 769: List Items Syringe Types

Selecting a syringe, for example a 10 µL Liquid Syringe (SYH207807) shows all neces-
sary parameters defining the syringe geometry and its default values for optimal use.
Those parameters can only be viewed, but not changed for all predefined Syringe types.

For the specification of any additional or customized type of Syringe it is
necessary to create a new syringe type or to make a copy of a predefined
Syringe type. All parameters of the new, or copied template can after-
wards be edited and adapted. See "Syringe Type "Options" Pull-up
Menu" for more information.

Please note that the same parameters are used for a liquid syringe and a headspace sy-
ringe. The SPME technique requires additional parameters to be defined; these parame-
ters are listed separately.
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List Item Parameters for LS Syringe (Liquid)

Illustration 770: Menu List Items Syringe
Types. LS Syringe.

Illustration 771: Parameters for LS Syringe.

Illustration 772: Parameters for LS Syringe
(contd.).

Illustration 773: Parameters for LS Syringe
(contd.).

Illustration 774: Parameters for LS Syringe
(contd.).

Illustration 775: Parameters for LS Syringe
(contd.).
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Illustration 776: Parameters for LS Syringe
(contd.).

Illustration 777: Parameters for LS Syringe
(contd.).

List Item Parameters for HS Syringe (Headspace) (only PAL RSI and PAL
RTC)
The only difference in the various syringe parameters between the LS Syringe and the
HS Syringe is the parameter "Gas Inlet Pos". All other parameters are identical and there-
fore not shown again.

Illustration 778: List Items Syringe Types. HS
Syringe.

Illustration 779: Specific Parameter for HS
Syringe.

List Item Parameters for SPME (only PAL RSI and PAL RTC)
In the class "Syringe Types", SPME is also listed. The SPME Technique is the fiber tech-
nique. The fiber itself is connected to a "SPME Holder". This holder can be compared in
the broadest sense to a syringe. The list parameters for "SPME" allow the "operation" of
the holder inserted in the SPME Tool.
Four types of "Holders" are listed in this section. Please be aware of the following distinc-
tions:

• SPME and SPME2: SPME is the traditional holder manufactured by Supelco. SPME2
is the newly-developed holder manufactured by CTC Analytics.

• SPME2-01 and SPME2-02: The suffix "-01" and "-02" refer to the length of the SPME
fiber. "-01": 10 mm length. "-02": 20 mm length.

The Menu List Items are identical for SPME and SPME2 holders.
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For more details see PALtools (only PAL RTC and PAL RSI) [} 289].

Illustration 780: List Items Syringe Types.
SPME (Syringe Type)

Illustration 781: Specific Parameters for
SPME. ‘Fiber Length’

Illustration 782: Specific Parameters for
SPME. ‘Fiber Type’.

Item Description
BottomSense Bottom Sense Function. See Notes below!
Def Aspirate Default Aspirate Flow Rate. µL/s (Fill Speed)
Def Aspirate Acc Default Aspirate Acceleration. µL/s*s
Def Aspirate Delay Default Aspirate Delay (activated at end of aspiration; Pullup

Delay)
Def Dispense Default Dispense Flow Rate. µL/s (Inject Speed)
Def Dispense Acc Default Dispense Acceleration. µL/s*s
Def Dispense Delay Default Dispense Delay Time (after the end of dispense, Pst

Inj Del)
Def Fill Strokes Asp Default Fill Strokes Aspiration Flow Rate. µL/s
Def Fill Strokes Count Default Fill Strokes Count. (Fill Strokes)
Def Fill Strokes Disp Default Fill Strokes Dispense Flow Rate. µL/s
Def Fill Strokes Vol Default Fill Strokes Volume. µL
Def Pen Vel Default Penetration Velocity. mm/s
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Item Description
Max Aspirate Maximum Aspirate Flow Rate. µL/s
Max Dispense Maximum Dispense Flow Rate. µL/s
Max Fill Strokes Asp Maximum Fill Strokes Aspirate Flow Rate. µL/s
Max Fill Strokes Disp Maximum Fill Strokes Dispense Flow Rate. µL/s
Max Pen Depth Maximum Penetration Depth. mm
Max Pen Force Maximum Penetration Force. N
Max Pen Vel Maximum Penetration Velocity. mm/s
Needle Gauge Needle Gauge
Needle Inner Dia Needle Inner Diameter. mm
Needle Length Needle Length. mm
Needle Out Dia Needle Outer Diameter. mm
Plunger Type Plunger Type: Metal or Polymer
Point Style Needle Point Style (Hamilton AS, 5, 3; SGE C, H, LC)
Scale Length Scale Length. mm
Syringe Volume Syringe Volume. µL
GasInPos
(only PAL RSI and PAL
RTC)

Gas Inlet Position. mm; Headspace Tool only. Default Value
73.0 mm.

FiberLength
(only PAL RSI and PAL
RTC)

Fiber Length. mm; SPME Tool only. (10 or 20 mm Fiber
Length.)

FiberType
(only PAL RSI and PAL
RTC)

Fiber Type; SPME Tool only. Currently not active yet.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

The "Bottom Sensing Mode is not active with the PAL LSI.

Bottom Sensing Parameter: Criteria for Syringe Needle.
In order to use the parameter "Bottom Sense" successfully, the following points have to
be considered:

• For successful bottom detection, the syringe needle has to be intact (not bent from
previous uses).

• The needle length should not exceed 65 mm. If longer needles are used, for example
85 mm in length, then the needle gauge 26 and 26S (outer needle diameter 0.47 mm)
is too thin to withstand the touchdown pressure.The needle gauge has to be changed
to Gauge 23 or 23S (outer needle diameter 0.63 mm).

Syringe Type "Options" Pull-up Menu
The Pull-up Menu allows
to create a new Syringe Type definition based on a template ("New Syringe Type")
to make a copy of an existing Syringe Type definition (e.g. "Copy SYH207807")
to export a Syringe Type definition to the USB stick (e.g. Export "SYH207807")

All predefined Syringe Type definitions are write-protected and cannot be
deleted. The corresponding parameters can only be viewed, but not
adapted. Copied or new created Syringe Types can be adapted and also
deleted.
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Illustration 783: Pull-up Menu ‘Syringe Types’ Illustration 784: Templates for new Syringe
Type.

Illustration 785: Templates for new Syringe
Type (contd.)

Illustration 786: Pull-up Menu for a Custom
‘Syringe Type’.

Item Description
New Syringe Type This task allows creating a new Syringe Type template.
Copy Syringe Type This task allows copying the present Syringe Type template.
Export Syringe Type This task allows exporting the present Syringe Type template

to a USB stick.
Export All This task allows exporting all Syringe Type templates at once

to a USB stick.
Delete Syringe Type This task allows deleting the present Syringe Type template.

Tool Adapters (only PAL RTC and PAL RTC)
Selecting the list item Tool Adapter opens up the following parameters:
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Illustration 787: Menu Item ‘Tool Adapter’. Illustration 788: List Item ‘MHE Module’.

Selecting the list item "Tool Adapter" opens the dialog window for "MHE Module", which
is currently the only available Tool Adapter for the PAL System.

Illustration 789: List Item MHE Module
Adapter.

Illustration 790: Parameter MHE Module
Adapter.

Item Description
Z-Tolerance A tolerance window to give a plus/minus range (expressed in

mm) where the Injection Unit must expect an object.
If the value of this item is > 0, this indicates a relative detec-
tion mode and the sensor from the Injection Unit needle guide
is active.
If the value of this item is set to "0" the Needle Guide Drive
detection current is turned off and the syringe slider moves to
an absolute value, the Z-Axis position as specified by the ob-
ject.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Tool Adapter "Options" Pull-up Menu
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:
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Illustration 791: MHE Module ‘Options’ Pull-
up Menu.

Illustration 792: MHE Module ‘Options’ Pull-
up Menu.

Illustration 793: MHE Adapter ‘Options’ Pull-
up Menu.

Illustration 794: Tool Adapter ‘Options’ Pull-
up Menu.

Illustration 795: MHE Adapter ‘Options’ Pull-
up Menu.

Illustration 796: 'Options’ Pull-up Menu for
MHE Adapter.

Item Description
New MHE Module This task allows creating a new MHEmodule.
Delete MHE Module This task allows deleting the present MHEmodule.
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Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined again,
for teaching.

Reset to Default Resets the selected PALmodule parameter to default value.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Tool Stations | Park Station (only PAL RTC)
Tool Station is a generic term for any kind of tool park station. Currently, the following sta-
tion is actively supported:

• Park Station, active PALmodule with three slots for three PALtools.

The Change Station, a passive PALmodule with a single slot for a single
PALtool, is not supported in combination with PAL RTC and PAL3
Firmware version 1.5.0 or higher.

Upon selecting the list item Tool Station, the following parameters are available for modi-
fication:

Illustration 797: Menu Item Tool Stations. Illustration 798: Menu List Items for Tool Sta-
tions.
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Illustration 799: List Items for Park Station. Illustration 800: List Items for Slot.

Item Description
Slot1 to Slot3 A slot can be selected to see which PALtool has been as-

signed to each particular slot.
Tool EEPROM Access Disabling the EEPROM access will electrically isolate the

PALtool from the Park Station. This is a protective measure if
the PALhead positions the attached PALtool in the Park Sta-
tion. For automation, tool change or tool calibration, the auto-
matic disabling and enabling of EEPROM Access is built into
the wizards.
When working with the Virtual Terminal, however, closing the
window of the Virtual Terminal before a task is finished may
cause the Park Station to remain disabled. This feature gives
the operator the possibility to manually control the Park Sta-
tion.

Park Slot Index For information only.
Tool Present Indicates if the PALtool is parked in the Slot (if not present,

the PALtool is either attached to PALhead or not recognized
by the system).

Fiber Protection This parameter allows defining the Slot Position for the SPME
Tool. Please note that this parameter is used for the SPME1
Holder only.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

"Options" Pull-up Menu for Park Station
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:
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Illustration 801: ‘Option’ Pull-up Menu for
Park Station.

Illustration 802: ‘Options’ List Items for Park
Station.

Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined, for
teaching.

ResetEeprom This parameter allows in the case of a broken communication
to the Park Station to re-establish it on the running system,
without shutting down the entire PALsystem.

Park Tool This menu item allows parking a PALtool in a slot without
picking up another tool.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Tools (PAL RSI and PAL RTC)

With the model PAL RSI, the automated tool change feature is not possi-
ble. When checking the path: "Setup | PALmodules | Tools", the only
Tool available is that which is installed in the PALhead.
In order to change the Tool follow the path from the Start Screen "Robo-
tArmLeft | Options" pull-up menu item "Change Tool".
If the new Tool is inserted for the first time, it is necessary to Calibrate
the Tool. The symbol (envelope) for a "Pending Message" will be dis-
played in the Status bar of the display to alert the operator that the cali-
bration has to be done. From the Start Screen, select the required Tool.
From the "Options" pull-up menu, select the list item "Calibrate PAL-
tool". Follow the wizard to assign the valid parameters for your applica-
tion.

In the class Tools, the various PALtool Types are defined. Selecting the list item Tools
opens up the following parameters:
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Illustration 803: Menu Item ‘Tools’. Illustration 804: Menu List Items ‘Tools’.

HS Tool (Headspace Technique)
Selecting the menu list item "HS" opens the dialog window for:

Illustration 805: List Item Parameters for HS
Tool.

Illustration 806: Needle Guide Type Selec-
tion.

Starting with PAL3 Firmware version 2.0.0 the Needle Guide Type "Non-
Magn2mL" is available. If the firmware is downgraded, special attention
has to be paid for. See "Updating the PAL Firmware [} 691]" and "Down-
grading the PAL Firmware [} 691]".

Illustration 807: Syringe Type Selection for HS Tool.
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If the HS Tool is parked, as shown in Figure below in Slot2, the list items for the "Syringe
Heater" are not available. The HS Tool has to be installed in the PALhead.

Illustration 808: HS Tool parked in Slot2. Illustration 809: List Items for Syringe Heater
not available.

Illustration 810: HS Tool installed in PAL-
head.

Illustration 811: List Items for Syringe Heater.

Illustration 812: List Items for Syringe Heater.
(contd.).
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LS Tool (Liquid Injection Technique)
Selecting the menu list item "LS" opens the dialog window for:

Illustration 813: List Items for ‘Tools’. Illustration 814: List Items for LS Tool.

Illustration 815: Needle Guide Type Selec-
tion.

Illustration 816: Syringe Type Selection.

SPME Tool (SPME or Fiber Technique)

Illustration 817: Menu Items ‘Tools’. Illustration 818: List Item Parameters for
SPME.
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Illustration 819: Needle Guide Selection. Illustration 820: Syringe Type Selection.

ITEX Tool
Selecting the menu list item "ITEX" opens the dialog window for:

Illustration 821: List Items for ‘Tools’ Illustration 822: List Items for ITEX Tool.

Illustration 823: List Items for ITEX Tool.
(contd.)

If the ITEX Tool is parked, as shown in Figure below in Slot3, the list items for the "Sy-
ringe Heater" and for the "Trap Heater" are not available. The ITEX Tool has to be in-
stalled in the PALhead.
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Illustration 824: ITEX Tool parked in Slot3. Illustration 825: List Items for Syringe Heater
not available.

Illustration 826: ITEX Tool installed in PAL-
head.

Illustration 827: List Items for Syringe Heater.

Illustration 828: List Items for Syringe Heater.
(contd.)

Illustration 829: ITEX Tool installed in PAL-
head.
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Illustration 830: List Items for Trap Heater. Illustration 831: List Items for Trap Heater.
(contd.)

List Item Parameters for "HS" Tool":
Item Description
SyringeHeater This menu list item is specific for the HS Tool if the HS Tool is

attached to the PALhead. Selecting the item opens the pa-
rameters for:
Actual Temperature
Reads out the actual temperature of the module; read-only
function. MaxTemperature
Sets the upper temperature limit.The Maximum Temperature
which can be set is 200 °C, but this parameter is often defined
by the specific needs of the application.
MinTemperature
Sets the minimal temperature limit (minimal temperature).
StandbyTemperature
The Standby Temperature can be adjusted to the applica-
tion"s requirements. Setting the Standby Temperature using
this function does not yet activate the newly-selected temper-
ature. To activate it, go to the pull-up menu "Options" and se-
lect "Activate Standby Temperature"; see description below.
The Standby Temperature is activated when the PALrobot is
powered up. In routine use, the Standby Temperature is acti-
vated after a job has been terminated. The Standby Tempera-
ture is typically lower than the application temperature.
Temp Setpoint
Shows the actual target temperature. Read-only.
Stdby Temp Control
If switched off, the module will not go to standby temperature
if idle.
Temp. Sensor Gain
The coefficient used, if a temperature calibration has been
performed. Possible values are between 0 and 2. Read-only.
Temp. Sensor Offset
The Offset temperature used, if a temperature calibration has
been performed. Possible values are between -10 °C and +10
°C. Read-only.
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Item Description
Location Location (Slot Position) where the specific PALtool is parked.
Instrument Length Defines total length of the syringe (instrument). Read-only

function.
Length Defines total length of the PALtool. Read-only function.
Ndl Guide Type This parameter defines if an adapter such as the magnetic

ring or the foil cutter is attached to the Needle Guide.
TIP! The Needle Guide Type has to be defined; default
value is "NotSpecified".For more details see Service Menu
Item "Installation" [} 621].

Syringe Type All syringes with the same geometry (barrel diameter, needle
length) and type used with the PALtool (LS, HS or SPME) are
pre-selected by the software and are selectable for use.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

List Item Parameters for "LS" Tool:
Item Description
Location Location (Slot Position) where the specific PALtool is parked.
Instrument Length Defines total length of the syringe (instrument). Read-only

function.
Length Defines total length of the PALtool. Read-only function.
Ndl Guide Type This parameter defines if an adapter such as the magnetic

ring or the foil cutter is attached to the Needle Guide. TIP!
The Needle Guide Type has to be defined, default value is
"NotSpecified". For more details see Service Menu Item "In-
stallation" [} 621].

Syringe Type All syringes with the same geometry (barrel diameter, needle
length) and type used with the PALtool (LS, HS or SPME) are
pre-selected by the software and are selectable for use.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

List Item Parameters for "SPME Tool":
Item Description
Location Location (Slot Position) where the specific PALtool is parked.
Instrument Length Defines total length of the syringe (instrument). Read-only

function.
Length Defines total length of the PALtool. Read-only function.
Ndl Guide Type This parameter defines if an adapter such as the magnetic

ring or the foil cutter is attached to the Needle Guide. TIP!
The Needle Guide Type has to be defined, default value is
"NotSpecified".For more details see Service Menu Item "In-
stallation" [} 621].

Needle Penetration Depth Defines the penetration depth of the Fiber in the vial. Note:
The penetration depth in the injector is in the class "Injectors"
defined.

Syringe Type All syringes with the same geometry (barrel diameter, needle
length) and type used with the PALtool (LS, HS or SPME) are
pre-selected by the software and are selectable for use.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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List Item Parameters for "ITEX" Tool":
Item Description
SyringeHeater/Trap
Heater

This menu list items are specific for the ITEX Tool if the ITEX
Tool is attached to the PALhead. Selecting the items opens
the parameters for:
Actual Temperature
Reads out the actual temperature of the module; read-only
function.
MaxTemperature
Sets the upper temperature limit.The Maximum Temperature
which can be set is 350 °C, but this parameter is often defined
by the specific needs of the application.
MinTemperature
Sets the minimal temperature limit (minimal temperature).
StandbyTemperature
The Standby Temperature can be adjusted to the applica-
tion"s requirements. Setting the Standby Temperature using
this function does not yet activate the newly-selected temper-
ature. To activate it, go to the pull-up menu "Options" and se-
lect "Activate Standby Temperature"; see description below.
The Standby Temperature is activated when the PALrobot is
powered up. In routine use, the Standby Temperature is acti-
vated after a job has been terminated. The Standby Tempera-
ture is typically lower than the application temperature.
Temp Setpoint
Shows the actual target temperature. Read-only.
Stdby Temp Control
If switched off, the module will not go to standby temperature
if idle.
Temp. Sensor Gain
The coefficient used, if a temperature calibration has been
performed. Possible values are between 0 and 2. Read-only.
Temp. Sensor Offset
The Offset temperature used, if a temperature calibration has
been performed. Possible values are between -10 °C and +10
°C. Read-only.

Location Location (Slot Position) where the specific PALtool is parked.
Instrument Length Defines total length of the syringe (instrument). Read-only

function.
Length Defines total length of the PALtool. Read-only function.
Ndl Guide Type This parameter defines if an adapter such as the magnetic

ring or the foil cutter is attached to the Needle Guide. TIP!
The Needle Guide Type has to be defined, default value is
"NotSpecified". For more details see Service Menu Item "In-
stallation" [} 621].

Syringe Type All syringes with the same geometry (barrel diameter, needle
length) and type used with the PALtool (LS, HS, SPME, or
ITEX) are pre-selected by the software and are selectable for
use.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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Tools "Options" Pull-up Menu

HS Tool
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:

Illustration 832: List Item Parameters for HS
Tool.

Illustration 833: Pull-up Menu ‘Options’ for HS
and LS Tool.

Illustration 834: Pull-up Menu List Item ‘Purge
Syringe’.

Illustration 835: List Item ‘Purge Syringe’.

LS Tool
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:
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Illustration 836: List Items Parameters for LS
Tool.

Illustration 837: Pull-up Menu ‘Options’ for LS
Tool.

SPME Tool
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:

Illustration 838: List Item Parameter for
SPME.

Illustration 839: Pull-up Menu ‘Options’ for
SPME.

ITEX Tool
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:
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Illustration 840: List Item Parameter for
SPME.

Illustration 841: Pull-up Menu ‘Options’ for
SPME.

Illustration 842: Parameter ‘Purge Syringe’. Illustration 843: List Item ‘Purge Syringe’.

Item Description
Calibrate PALtool This task allows the calibration of the specified PALtool. Note:

This may be necessary after a PALtool has been accidently
dropped, assuming that the Needle Guide has been bent. A
"re-calibration" will correct for the difference.

Check PALtool Calibra-
tion

A calibration check is activated.

Select Tool
(only PAL RTC)

This task allows selecting another PALtool. The currently-at-
tached tool is first parked and the newly-required tool is
picked up.

Park Tool
(only PAL RTC)

This task allows a PALtool to be parked without picking up an-
other tool from the Park Station.

Purge Syringe This task allows to purge manually a headspace syringe. Only
with HS Tool available.

Configure SPMETool This task allows the SPME Tool to be configured. Fiber Ad-
justment.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

The List Item "Configure SPME Tool" is a feature of the wizard "Service |
Installation | Calibrate SPMETool".
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Naming Convention and Relationship between Software Classes,Tray
Holder, Trays, Tray Types, and Cap Type
The figure below illustrates the interdependency between the various software classes
and subclasses.
The different colors depict the main classes and the parameters assigned to each of
them.
The PAL3 Firmware filters the selection of the subsequent classes based on the selection
of the initial item. The user should be aware of several important points. First, the "Needle
Guide Type" has to be defined. If "Not Specified" is selected under "Needle Guide Type",
the execution of the run will be prohibited. In addition, the "Cap Type" and "Needle Guide
Type" have to be compatible in order to transport a vial. If a mismatch is observed, such
as if a 2 mL vial with a magnetic cap is in use but the "Needle Guide Type" is selected for
a 20 mL vial, then the software will prohibit the execution of the run.
Color Coding
The software classes are labeled in red. All related software classes where a "Vial" is
used are displayed using a green shade and the classes related to "Well Plates" are dis-
played using a blue shade.

Illustration 844: Relationship between Software Classes: Tray Holder, Tray, Tray Type, Cap Type,
and Needle Guide Type.

Software Classes
• The Tray Holder is the basic item encompassed by this software class; all the other

subsequent software categories, such as Tray, Rack Item, and Cap Type are pre-de-
fined by the Tray Holder.

• A Tray is a generic term and can be a "Rack" for holding vials, a "Well Plate" (Deep
Well or MicroTiter Plate), or an "Item Position" for defining the position of a single
Rack Item.

• A Tray Type is linked to each Tray. Depending on the actual "Tray" used, the Tray
Type can be either a Rack Type, a Well Plate Type, or an Item Type.

• The Rack Item depends on the "Rack Type", but the "Well Plate Type" does not have
any rack item associated with it (i.e. the class of software that defines the rack item
does not exist for a Well Plate).
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• The Cap Type is linked to the "Rack Item". This class defines the cap material, and
whether or not the vial is transportable by magnetic force.

• The Sealing Foil is actually not a software subclass but the presence of the Sealing
Foil with a Well Plate is automatically linked to the "Needle Guide Type", which in turn
will determine whether the Foil Cutter will be used.

• The Needle Guide Type is not a software class directly linked to the class "Tray
Holder" and its subclasses; rather, it is linked to the class "Tools". The Needle Guide
Type will determine which adapter has to be used to handle the selected vial or well
plate. Is it necessary to transport a vial, and is a Foil Cutter required to pierce the
Sealing Foil?

Tray Holders
Tray Holders are passive PALmodules. Such a module is described by its geometric de-
sign parameters but there is no control of the module whatsoever through the PALrobot.
A Tray Holder can be a Liquid Cooler (passive PALmodule, using a circulation bath for
heating/cooling) or a Tray Holder / Tray Container without any temperature control.

The two types of Tray Holders, the model "Tray Holder" and "Tray Plate"
appear very similar. The main difference is that the "Tray Holder" can ac-
cept a large Rack which spans all three slots, for example Tray Type
"R60". The "Tray Plate" only accepts all Trays (Racks) which have the
same footprint as a Well Plate. Well Plates are also accepted.

Selecting the list item Tray Holder opens up the following parameters:

Illustration 845: Menu Item ‘Tray Holders’. Illustration 846: List Items for Tray Holders.

Assigned to the class of Tray Holders is the subclass Tray Types. A Tray Type can be ei-
ther a "Rack" or a "Well Plate". The parameters "Rack Type" and "Rack Item" have to be
defined for the "Rack", and the "Well Plate Type" has to be defined for the "Well Plate".
If the required Tray Holder is not assigned yet, use the button "New Tray Holder" and fol-
low the instructions below.
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Illustration 847: Tray Holders List Items. Illustration 848: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu.

Illustration 849: Select required Tray Holder. Illustration 850: Define a Name to the Tray
Plate.

Illustration 851: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu for
Name Definition.

Illustration 852: Tray Plate Assigned.

A second path to create a complete "Tray System", which does include the Tray Holder,
Tray Type and Rack Item, is explained below.
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Illustration 853: Tray Holders List Items. Illustration 854: List Items for ‘Options’ pull-up
Menu.

Illustration 855: Tray System List Items. Illustration 856: Tray Holder Selection.

Illustration 857: Tray Type (Rack) Selection. Illustration 858: Rack Type Selection.
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Illustration 859: Rack Type Selection. Illustration 860: Tray Holder assigned.

After assigning the Tray Holder the wizard dialog continues with the definition of the Tray
Type (Rack, or Well Plate) for each Slot.
If no Rack is assigned yet, use the button "New…" to assign a Rack, or Well Plate to the
particular Slot. The dialog for assigning a name can be started by pressing the Enter But-
ton. See examples described below.

Illustration 861: Tray Holder ‘Options’ Pull-up
Menu.

Illustration 862: Assigning a new Rack to
Slot1.

Illustration 863: ‘Options’ Pull-up menu. Illustration 864: Entering Name for new Rack.
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Illustration 865: New Rack assigned.

Select the required Tray Holder and continue to select list item "Slot". This will open the
dialog window for "Rack", which contains the parameters Cap Type, Rack Type, and
Rack Item.

Tray Holder (Rectangle Description)

Illustration 866: List Item ‘Tray Holder’. Illustration 867: List Items for Tray Holder.

Illustration 868: List Item ‘Rack’. Illustration 869: Rack Type Selection to as-
sign to Rack.
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Illustration 870: Rack Item Selection to assign
to ‘Rack’.

Illustration 871: Well Plate Type Selection to
assign the ‘Well Plate Type’.

Illustration 872: Options Pull-up Menu List
Items for Rack.

Illustration 873: List Item ‘Check needle pene-
tration’.

Item Description
Slot(#) Select the required Slot number to assign a Rack Type and

Rack Item.
Rack(#) Select the required Rack number to assign the Rack Type

and Rack Item.
Cap Type This parameter describes the "Cap Type". Read-only.The def-

inition is made in the class "Rack Item".
Rack Type A list with all predefined Rack Types opens up for selection.
Rack Item A list with all predefined Rack Items opens up for selection.
Well Plate(#) Select the required Well Plate number to assign the Well

Plate Type.
Well Plate Type A list with all predefined Well Plate Types opens up for selec-

tion.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Please note that a passive Tray Holder module can adapt Racks made for
different vial sizes. When the different Racks are used, consider the dif-
ferent vial heights and ensure that the Stack Drawer Magnet, attached to
the lower needle guide, does not catch at front row of vials from behind
the rack.
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Tray Holder "Options" Pull-up Menu
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:

Illustration 874: Tray Holder ‘Options’ Pull-up
Menu.

Illustration 875: Tray Holder ‘Options’ Pull-up
Menu.

Illustration 876: Tray Holder ‘Options’ Pull-up
Menu.

Illustration 877: Tray Holder ‘Options’ Pull-up
Menu List Items.

Illustration 878: Slot ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu. Illustration 879: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu List
Items.
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Illustration 880: Tray Type ‘Options’ Pull-up
Menu.

Illustration 881: Check needle penetration.

Item Description
Create New Tray System This task guides through a wizard which allows to create a

new Tray System: This includes the Tray Holder, Slots, Tray,
Tray Type, and Rack Item.

New Tray Holder This task allows creating a new Tray Holder.
Delete Tray Holder This task allows deleting the present Tray Holder.

Another "Options" pull-up Menu is available when the list items "Slot(#)" and "Rack(#) are
selected:

Item Description
New Rack This task allows creating a new Rack.
New Well Plate This task allows creating a new Well Plate.
Delete Tray Type This task allows deleting the present Tray Type.
Check needle penetration This task allows adjusting the Needle Penetration Depths in

the vial. Manually turn the needle as far down in the vial as re-
quired. The cut-out in the Tray Holder frame as well as in the
Rack allows visual control of the needle tip.
TIP! The value found is not stored automatically. This
task allows a check only. If the needle penetration should
be changed, select the Rack Type to enter the newly-es-
tablished Needle Penetration value.

Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task
serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined, for
teaching.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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Liq Tray Holder (Liquid Cooled Tray Holder)

Illustration 882: Menu Item ‘Tray Holder’. Illustration 883: List Item for Tray Holders.

Illustration 884: List Item for ‘Liq Tray Holder’. Illustration 885: List Item for Slot.

Illustration 886: Rack Type Selection to as-
sign to Rack.

Illustration 887: Rack Item Selection to assign
to Rack.

Liq Tray Holder Pull-up Menu (Liquid Cooled Tray Holder)
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:
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Illustration 888: Tray Holder ‘Options’ Pull-up
Menu.

Illustration 889: Slot ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu.

Illustration 890: Tray Type ‘Options’ Pull-up
Menu. Example Rack 6.

Illustration 891: Check needle penetration.

Item Description
Create New Tray System This task guides through a wizard which allows to create a

new Tray System: This includes the Tray Holder, Slots, Tray,
Tray Type, and Rack Item.

New Tray Holder This task allows creating a new Tray Holder.
Delete Tray Holder This task allows deleting the present Tray Holder.

Another "Options" pull-up Menu is available when the list items "Slot(#)" and "Rack(#) are
selected:

Item Description
New Rack This task allows creating a new Rack.
New Well Plate This task allows creating a new Well Plate.
Delete Tray Type This task allows deleting the present Tray Type.
Check needle penetration This task allows adjusting the Needle Penetration Depths in

the vial. Manually turn the needle as far down in the vial as re-
quired. The cut-out in the Tray Holder frame as well as in the
Rack allows visual control of the needle tip.
Note: The value found is not stored automatically. This task
allows a check only. If the needle penetration should be
changed, select the Rack Type to enter the newly-established
Needle Penetration value.
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Item Description
Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined, for

teaching.
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Tray Container
The purpose of the Tray Container functionality is to facilitate the use of custom Tray
Holders, or of Tray Holders made by other suppliers in conjunction with the PAL System.
To set up a Tray Container for the PAL System, proceed as follows:
Create a new Tray Container within the Tray Holder menu.

Illustration 892: ‘Options’ menu Item ‘New
Tray Holder’.

Illustration 893: Select Type ‘Tray Container’.

Illustration 894: Define a name for the Tray
Container’.

Illustration 895: The Tray Container has been
created.

The characteristics of the Tray Container, e.g. its physical dimensions (for being identified
as obstacle by the PAL System), the teach point and the slot positions for positioning the
tray(s) are contained in the corresponding "Tray Container Type" template. This template,
together with the corresponding "Tray Slot Type" template needs to be provided by the
vendor of the Tray Container, and can be imported using a USB stick:
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Illustration 896: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu. Illustration 897: ‘Maintenance’ List Item ‘Im-
port Templates’.

Illustration 898: Select the ‘Tray Container
Type’ and ‘Tray Slot Type’ templates for im-
port.

Illustration 899: Templates successfully im-
ported.

For custom made solutions it is also possible to create a corresponding
Tray Container Type file directly on the PAL System via the PALterminal.
Please contact your local representative of CTC Analytics for further ad-
vice and information.

After the import of the two templates, the "Tray Container Type" template needs to be as-
signed to the Tray Container:
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Illustration 900: Select the Tray Container
from the Tray Holders.

Illustration 901: Select the ‘Tray Container
Type’ template for the ‘Type’.

Illustration 902: The template is assigned to
the Tray Container and the Slot definitions
are shown.

As a result, the Tray Slot Definitions are shown, as defined within the Tray Container
Type template. The number of slots depends on the type of the Tray Container – each
slot can hold one Tray (Rack or Well Plate).
In a second step, the Tray Slot Type template needs to be assigned to each single Tray
Slot Definition of the Tray Container Type template:
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Illustration 903: Slot Type Definition within the
Tray Slot Definition of the Tray Container
Type template.

Illustration 904: ‘Tray Slot Type’ template
linked to the Slot Type.

Finally the Tray(s) are assigned to the Tray Slot Definition(s) using the Options pull-up
menu:

Illustration 905: Open the Tray Container
menu and select a Tray Slot Definition of the
Tray Container.

Illustration 906: Create a new Tray (Rack or
Well Plate) using the Options pull-up menu.

Illustration 907: Specify a name for the new
Tray.

Illustration 908: The Tray is assigned to the
Tray Slot Definition.
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Illustration 909: Select the Type and adapt
the parameters for the assigned tray.

Besides the predefined Tray Types it is also possible to define custom
ones, or to import a predefined Tray Type template via a USB stick.

Item Description
Tray Slot Def (#) Select the required Tray Slot Definition to assign a Rack.
Rack (#) Select the required Rack number to assign the Rack Type

and Rack Item.
Cap Type This parameter describes the "Cap Type". Read-only.The def-

inition is made in the class "Rack Item".
Rack Item A list with all predefined Vial Types opens up for selection.
Rack Type A list with all predefined Rack Types opens up for selection.
Well Plate (#) Select the required Well Plate number to assign the Well

Plate Type.
Well Plate Type A list with all predefined Well Plate Types opens up for selec-

tion.
Type The Tray Container Type template is assigned to the Type.
Slot Type The Tray Slot Type template is assigned to the Slot Type.

(This functionality is reserved for future use.)

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
Items of the "Options" pull-up menu:

Item Description
New Rack This task allows creating a new Rack.
New Well Plate This task allows creating a new Well Plate.
Delete Tray Type This task allows deleting the present Tray Type.
Check needle penetration This task allows adjusting the Needle Penetration Depths in

the vial. Manually turn the needle as far down in the vial as re-
quired. The cut-out in the Tray Holder frame as well as in the
Rack allows visual control of the needle tip.
Note: The value found is not stored automatically. This task
allows a check only. If the needle penetration should be
changed, select the Rack Type to enter the newly-established
Needle Penetration value.

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined, for
teaching.
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Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Tray Container Types
The Tray Container Type defines the geometry of a specific Tray Container.
This geometry consists of the following information:
The physical dimensions of the Tray Container
The position of the Teach Point
The Slot position(s) for the Tray(s)

This template, together with the corresponding "Tray Slot Type" template
needs to be provided by the vendor of the Tray Container, and can be im-
ported using a USB stick. Nevertheless it is also possible to create a cor-
responding Tray Container Type file directly on the PAL System via the
PALterminal. Please contact your local representative of CTC Analytics
for further advice and information.

Tray Container Type templates can be created, copied, exported to a USB stick, or
deleted. The import of a template is performed via the Maintenance menu.

Illustration 910: ‘Tray Container Types’ Menu. Illustration 911: ‘Options’ Pull-up menu.

The list items of the template contain the following data:

Tray Slot Def (#) Defines the Type and the alignment of a Tray Slot on the Tray Con-
tainer:
Def Offset P..X
Def Offset P..Y
Def Offset P..Z

Coordinates of the origin of the Slot refer-
ence system in relation to the origin of the
Tray Container reference system.

Def Rotation..X
Def Rotation..Y
Def Rotation..Z

This parameters are reserved for future use
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Obstacle (X)
Obstacle (Y)
Obstacle (Z)

Coordinates of the Obstacle (Cuboid). The obstacle is referred to as
the smallest Cuboid which contains the entire Tray Container object.

Obstacle (W)
Obstacle (D)
Obstacle (H)

Width, depth, and height of the Obstacle (Cuboid).

Teach Pos. (X)
Teach Pos. (Y)
Teach Pos. (Z)

Coordinates of the Teach Point of the Tray Container.

All specified coordinates refer to the origin of the local reference system
of the Tray Container.

Illustration 912: ‘Tray Cnt Type 1’ - Example
of Tray Container Type template.

Illustration 913: ‘Tray Cnt Type 1’ – List items
of the Tray Container Type template. (contd.)

Illustration 914: ‘Tray Cnt Type 1’ - List items
of Tray Container Type template. (contd.)

Illustration 915: ‘Tray Slot Def 1’ List Items of
a Tray Slot Definition.
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Illustration 916: ‘Tray Slot Def 1’ List Items of
a Tray Slot Definition. (contd.)

"Options" Pull-up Menu for Tray Container Type

Illustration 917: ‘Tray Container Types’ – Pull-
up menu.

Illustration 918: ‘Tray Cnt Type 1’ – Pull-up
menu.

Item Description
New Tray Container Type This task allows creating a new Tray Container Type.
Copy Tray Container
Type

This task allows copying the present Tray Container Type.

Delete Tray Container
Type

This task allows deleting the present Tray Container
Type.Note: The predefined Tray Container Types are write-
protected, and can therefore not be deleted.

Export Tray Container
Type

Exports the Tray Container Type template to a USB stick.

Export All Exports all Tray Container Type templates to a USB stick.
New Tray Slot Definition Creates a new Tray Slot Definition.
Delete Tray Slot Definition Deletes a Tray Slot Definition.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Tray Slot Types
The Tray Slot Type template consists of no list items. Nevertheless it is necessary to link
the corresponding Tray Slot Type template to each Slot Type in the Tray Slot Definition of
a Tray Container.
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Illustration 919: Menu Item ‘Tray Slot Types’. Illustration 920: Options Pull-up menu ‘Tray
Slot Types’.

Item Description
New Tray Slot Type This task allows creating a new Tray Slot Type.
Delete Tray Slot Type This task allows deleting the present Tray Slot Type.Note:

Predefined Tray Slot Types are write-protected, and can
therefore not be deleted.

Export Tray Slot Type Exports the Tray Slot Type template to a USB stick.
Export All Exports all Tray Slot Type templates to a USB stick.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Tray Types (Rectangle)
Tray Type is a generic term that contains all the information regarding the geometry of
the Tray. Parameters such as how many sample vials are in a column and in a row, the
distance from vial to vial, etc., are all summarized for each Tray Type.
The definition of a Tray is that it can be either a "Rack" which holds vials or a "Well Plate",
e.g. a Microtiter Plate. Therefore, Tray Type is a generic term which can be further speci-
fied as "Rack Type" or "Plate Type".
Selecting the list item Tray Types opens up the following parameters:

Illustration 921: Menu Item ‘Tray Types’. Illustration 922: Menu List Items ‘Tray Types’.

The individual parameters are identical for each Tray Type. The main difference in use
depends on the primary differentiation between "Rack Type" and "Plate Type". In a Rack
Type vials are inserted; the combined height of the Rack and the height of the vial above
the upper surface of the rack give the total height of the Tray Module.
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A Plate (e.g. Deep Well Plate DW96) has no vial inserted and the total height of the Tray
corresponds to the height of the Well Plate.
The second main difference is the order of sample treatment. A Rack Type R32 Liq-
Cooled has the vial numbering in the order of the Y-Axis. In a Well Plate, the numbering
order is according to the X-Axis.
See figures below.

Illustration 923: Rack Type R32 LiqCooled Illustration 924: Well Plate Type MTP96

The individual parameters for a Rack Type with the example "R60" are explained below.
In addition, the difference in vial numbering is highlighted.
Rack R60 List Item Parameters (Example for Rack Type)

Illustration 925: Menu Items ‘Tray Types’. Illustration 926: Menu List Items ‘Tray Types’.

Illustration 927: Rack Type Parameters (Ex-
ample R60).

Illustration 928: Rack Type Parameters (Ex-
ample R60).
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Illustration 929: Rack Type Parameters (Ex-
ample R60).

Illustration 930: Rack Type Parameters (Ex-
ample R60).

Illustration 931: Rack Type Parameters (Ex-
ample R60).

DWP96 List Item Parameters (Example for Well Plate Type)

Illustration 932: List Items ‘Tray Types’. Illustration 933: Well Plate Type Parameters
(Example ‘DWP96’).
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Illustration 934: Well Plate Type Parameters
(Example ‘DWP96’).

Illustration 935: Well Plate Type Parameters
(Example ‘DWP96’).

Illustration 936: Well Plate Type Parameters
(Example ‘DWP96’).

Illustration 937: Well Plate Type Parameters
(Example ‘DWP96’).

Tray Type Parameter Description
1st Sample Offset X Offset distance from "Tray Zero Point" to first position in the

X-Axis direction. Unit: mm.
1st Sample Offset Y Offset distance from "Tray Zero Point" to first position in the

Y-Axis direction.
Unit: mm.

1st Sample Offset Z Offset distance from "Tray Zero Point" to first position in the
Z-Axis direction. Unit: mm. (This parameter is currently not
used with released Tray Types. Value = 0)

Alt Sample Offset X Offset from "Tray Zero Point" to first sample position of stag-
gered row/column in the direction of the X-Axis. Unit: µm.

Alt Sample Offset Y Offset from "Tray Zero Point" to first sample position of stag-
gered row/column in the direction of the Y-Axis. Unit: µm.

Alt Sample Offset Z Offset from "Tray Zero Point" to first sample position of stag-
gered row/column in the direction of the Z-Axis. Unit: µm.(This
parameter is currently not used with released Tray Types.
Value = 0)

Cavity Depth Defines the total depth of the cavity. Unit: mm.
Cavity Diameter Defines the diameter of the cavity. Unit: mm.
Cavity geometry A predefined or custom geometry can be referenced.
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Tray Type Parameter Description
Columns Number of Columns.
Indexing Orientation This parameter defines the order of sampling either in "Direc-

tionX" or in "DirectionY". This nomenclature is used with
PAL3 Firmware versions higher than 1.4.0. Software version
1.4.0 or lower use the nomenclature "Column Direction" or
"Row Direction".Examples: Rack R60: "Column Direction".
Rack VT54: "Row Direction".

Length X Total length of the Tray in the X-Axis direction, outer frame of
Tray is considered.Unit: mm.

Length Y Total length of the Tray in the Y-Axis direction, outer frame of
Tray is considered.Unit: mm.

Length Z Total length of the Tray in the Z-Axis direction, outer frame of
Tray is considered.Unit: mm.

Penetr. Item Index Specifies the position in the Tray where the cut-out for needle
penetration adjustment is located.

Rows Number of Rows.
Slot Offset X Distance from Tray Holder Zero Point to Tray edge in the X-

Axis direction.This parameter is used for Trays which are
larger than the footprint of the Slot, (Oversize).For example,
this parameter is used for the Tray Type Rack R60. Value =
-13.5 mm.

Slot Offset Y Distance from Tray Holder Zero Point to Tray edge in the Y-
Axis direction.This parameter is used for Trays which are
larger than the footprint of the Slot, (Oversize).For example,
this parameter is used for the Tray Type Rack R60. Value =
-13.5 mm.

Slot Offset Z Distance from Tray Holder Zero Point to Tray bottom edge
(support) in the Z-Axis direction.This parameter is used for
Trays which are larger than the footprint of the Slot, (Over-
size).This parameter is for example used for the Tray Type
Rack R60. Value = -3.8 mm.

Slot Span Number of the Tray installed on the Tray Holder.
Examples: Rack R60: Slot Span 3. Rack VT54: Slot Span 1.
Note: A Tray Type with a Slot Span >1 has to be positioned in
"Slot1". The Rack does "span" from "Slot1" to "Slot2" to
"Slot3".

Tot. Column Length X Defines the total length of the Column (X-Axis). The distance
from the center of the first and last well cavities are mea-
sured. Unit: mm.

Tot. Row Length Y Defines the total length of the Row (Y-Axis). The distance
from the center of the first and last well cavities are mea-
sured. Unit: mm.

Uses Adapter When an Adapter is used to compensate for vial height, this
parameter has to be ticked on.The adapter installed plus the
vial height should not exceed the total height of a 20 mL vial.
Example: 10 mL vial plus corresponding adapter should equal
the height of a 20 mL vial.
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Tray Type Parameter Description
Z Tolerance A tolerance window to give a plus/minus range (expressed in

mm) where the Injection Unit must expect an object. If the
value of this item is > 0, this indicates a relative detection
mode and the sensor from the Injection Unit needle guide is
active.If the value of this item is set to "0" the Needle Guide
Drive detection current is turned off and the syringe slider
moves to an absolute value, the Z-Axis position as specified
by the object.
The "Z Tolerance" is calculated in combination with a Rack
from the Vial top. The Rack plate top surface is not used as
reference.
The "Z Tolerance" is calculated in combination with a Well
Plate (MTP) from the plate top surface. Unit: mm.

Def Ndl Penetr Depth
(Parameter used for MTP
only)

This parameter defines the default value for the syringe nee-
dle penetration depth in the Well of the MicroTiter Plate
(MTP).Unit: mm.

Depenetration Speed
(Parameter used for MTP
only)

This parameter defines the speed of the syringe needle de-
penetration from the Well of the MicroTiter Plate (MTP). Unit:
mm/s.

Sealing Foil
(Parameter used for MTP
only)

Setting the mark to "Has Foil" indicates that the plate is
sealed with a foil. The "Foil Piercing Tool" will be applied.

MaxVolume
(Parameter used for MTP
only)

This parameter defines the maximum volume of the Well of a
MicroTiter Plate (MTP). Unit: mL.

Penetration Speed
(Parameter used for MTP
only)

This parameter defines the speed of the syringe needle pene-
tration from the Well of the MicroTiter Plate (MTP). Unit: mm/
s.

Bottom Sense sup.
(Parameter used for MTP
only)

Setting the mark to "Bottom Sense supported" enables the
needle bottom sensing functionality.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

The Tray Type Parameters are illustrated in the Table below:
Tray Type Parameters Illustration
Parameters:
Rows: Number of Rows
Columns: Number of Columns
Definition of Row and Column
Example: Regular order of vials.

Tray Type R32 LiqCooled
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Tray Type Parameters Illustration
Parameters:
Rows: Number of Rows<
Columns: Number of Columns
Definition of Row and Column
Example: Regular order of Vials.

Tray Type VT54
Parameters:
Rows: Number of Rows<
Columns: Number of Columns
Definition of Row and Column
Example: Regular order of Wells.

Tray Type MTP96
Parameters:
Rows: Number of Rows<
Columns: Number of Columns
Definition of Row and Column
Example: Staggered order of vials.

Tray Type R60
Parameters:
Rows: Number of Rows<
Columns: Number of Columns
Definition of Row and Column
Example: Staggered order of vials.

Tray Type R12
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Tray Type Parameters Illustration
Parameters:
Indexing Orientation:
DirectionX (or for Software version
1.4.0 or lower: "Row Direction")
DirectionY (or for Software version
1.4.0 or lower: "Column Direction")

Indexing Orientation
Parameters:
1st Sample Offset X
1st Sample Offset Y
(1st Sample Offset Z)

Tray Type R32 LiqCooled
Parameters:
1st Sample Offset X
1st Sample Offset Y
(1st Sample Offset Z)

Tray Type VT54
Parameters:
Alt Sample Offset X
Alt Sample Offset Y
Alt Sample Offset Z

Tray Type R60
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Tray Type Parameters Illustration
Parameters:
Alt Sample Offset X
Alt Sample Offset Y
Alt Sample Offset Z

Tray Type R12
Parameters:
Length X
Length Y
Length Z
Total Column Length X
Total Row Length Y

Tray Type R32 LiqCooled
Parameters:
Length X
Length Y
Length Z
Total Column Length X
Total Row Length Y

Tray Type VT54
Parameters:
Cavity Depth
Cavity Diameter

Tray Type MTP96
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Tray Type Parameters Illustration
Parameter:
Penetr. Item Index

VT54
Parameter:
Z Tolerance

Tray Type R60
Parameter:
Z Tolerance

Tray Type MTP96
Parameter:
Slot Span
Example: Slot Span = 1

Tray Holder with Tray Type VT54 inserted
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Tray Type Parameters Illustration
Parameter:
Slot Span
Example: Slot Span = 3

Tray Holder with Tray Type R60 inserted.
Parameters:
Slot Offset X
Slot Offset Y
Note that the value has a negative
sign if the Tray is oversize, i.e. if it
is larger than the Tray Holder.

Tray Holder with Tray Type R60 inserted.
Parameter:
Slot Offset Z
Note that the value has a negative
sign if the Tray is not inserted in
the slot, if the support for the Rack
is higher up.

Tray Holder with Tray Type R60 inserted.
Parameter:
Uses Adapter

Agitator
Table 10: Tray Type Parameters
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Tray Types (Custom)
Custom Tray Types allow the definition of custom Racks or custom Well Plates in a very
flexible way.
In contrast to the rectangle Racks and Well Plates, where the sample positions are de-
fined in rows and columns with equal distances between the samples, the location of
each sample is specified independently from all other sample positions via its X-, Y-, and
Z-Offset in relation to the origin of the slot reference system of the Tray Container. The
sequence of the sample positions is defined using the parameter "Index".
The Tray Type definition of a custom Tray should be provided together with the Tray itself
by the vendor and can be imported as template using a USB stick.

For custom made solutions it is also possible to create a corresponding
Custom Tray Type definition directly on the PAL System via the PALter-
minal. Please contact your local representative of CTC Analytics for fur-
ther advice and information.

Illustration 938: Tray Types Menu. Illustration 939: ‘Custom Rack Type’ Menu
items.

Illustration 940: ‘Custom Rack Type’ Menu
items. (contd.)

Illustration 941: ‘Custom Rack Type’ Menu
items. (contd.)
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Illustration 942: Parameters for ‘Cavity 1’. Illustration 943: Option Pull-up menu ‘New
Rack Cavity’.

Illustration 944: ‘Custom Well Plate Type’
Menu items.

Illustration 945: ‘Custom Well Plate Type’
Menu items. (contd.)

Illustration 946: ‘Custom Well Plate Type’
Menu items. (contd.)

Illustration 947: ‘Custom Well Plate Type’
Menu items. (contd.)
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Illustration 948: Parameters for Cavity 1. Illustration 949: Option Pull-up menu ‘New
Well Plate Cavity’.

Tray Type Parameter Description
Cavity Depth Defines the total depth of the cavity. Unit: mm.
Cavity Diameter Defines the diameter of the cavity. Unit: mm.
Length X Total length of the Tray in the X-Axis direction, outer

frame of Tray is considered. Unit: mm.
Length Y Total length of the Tray in the Y-Axis direction, outer

frame of Tray is considered. Unit: mm.
Length Z Total length of the Tray in the Z-Axis direction, outer

frame of Tray is considered. Unit: mm.
Penetr. Item Index Specifies the position in the Tray where the cut-out

for needle penetration adjustment is located.
Slot Offset X Distance from Tray Holder Zero Point to Tray edge in

the X-Axis direction. This parameter is used for
Trays which are larger than the footprint of the Slot,
(Oversize).For example, this parameter is used for
the Tray Type Rack R60. Value = -13.5 mm.

Slot Offset Y Distance from Tray Holder Zero Point to Tray edge in
the Y-Axis direction. This parameter is used for
Trays which are larger than the footprint of the Slot,
(Oversize).For example, this parameter is used for
the Tray Type Rack R60. Value = -13.5 mm.

Slot Offset Z Distance from Tray Holder Zero Point to Tray bottom
edge (support) in the Z-Axis direction. This parame-
ter is used for Trays which are larger than the foot-
print of the Slot, (Oversize).This parameter is for ex-
ample used for the Tray Type Rack R60. Value =
-3.8 mm.

Uses Adapter When an Adapter is used to compensate for vial
height, this parameter has to be ticked on. The
adapter installed plus the vial height should not ex-
ceed the total height of a 20 mL vial. Example: 10
mL vial plus corresponding adapter should equal the
height of a 20 mL vial.
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Tray Type Parameter Description
Z Tolerance A tolerance window to give a plus/minus range (ex-

pressed in mm) where the Injection Unit must expect
an object. If the value of this item is > 0, this indi-
cates a relative detection mode and the sensor from
the Injection Unit needle guide is active.If the value
of this item is set to "0" the Needle Guide Drive de-
tection current is turned off and the syringe slider
moves to an absolute value, the Z-Axis position as
specified by the object.
The "Z Tolerance" is calculated in combination with a
Rack from the Vial top. The Rack plate top surface is
not used as reference.
The "Z Tolerance" is calculated in combination with a
Well Plate (MTP) from the plate top surface. Unit:
mm.

Def Ndl Penetr Depth
(Parameter used for MTP only)

This parameter defines the default value for the sy-
ringe needle penetration depth in the Well of the Mi-
croTiter Plate (MTP). Unit: mm.

Depenetration Speed
(Parameter used for MTP only)

This parameter defines the speed of the syringe nee-
dle de-penetration from the Well of the MicroTiter
Plate (MTP). Unit: mm/s.

Sealing Foil
(Parameter used for MTP only)

Setting the mark to "Has Foil" indicates that the plate
is sealed with a foil. The "Foil Piercing Tool" will be
applied.

MaxVolume
(Parameter used for MTP only)

This parameter defines the maximum volume of the
Well of a MicroTiter Plate (MTP). Unit: mL.

Penetration Speed
(Parameter used for MTP only)

This parameter defines the speed of the syringe nee-
dle penetration from the Well of the MicroTiter Plate
(MTP). Unit: mm/s.

Bottom Sense sup.
(Parameter used for MTP only)

Setting the mark to "Bottom Sense supported" en-
ables the needle bottom sensing functionality.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Tray Types "Options" Pull-up Menu
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:

Illustration 950: Tray Types ‘Options’ Pull-up
Menu.

Illustration 951: Select Type for new Tray
Type.
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Illustration 952: Reset to Default.

Item Description
New TrayType This task allows creating a new Tray Type (Rack or Well

Plate, Rectangle or Custom)
Copy Tray Type This task allows copying a present Tray Type.
Delete Tray Type This task allows deleting the present Tray Type.
Export Tray Type This task allows to export a Tray Type template to a USB

stick.
Export All This task allows to export all Tray Type templates to a USB

stick.
Reset to Default Resets the selected Rack parameter of a copied template to

the default value of the original template.
Note: For newly defined Tray Types the Rack Parameter will
be reset to zero.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Trays
The term Tray is a generic term. A Tray can be a Rack or a Well-plate or an Item Posi-
tion.
A Rack is prepared to accept vials; a well-plate can be typically a Deepwell-plate or a Mi-
crotiter-plate. An Item Position is a defined position for placing one single item, e.g. a vial.
The software has a structure which interlinks the classes "Rack Item", "Rack Type" (or
Well Type) with the Tray. To create a new Tray (Rack) these classes have to be prepared
in the order "Rack Item" followed by "Rack Type". The allocated types are then ready for
selection under the class "Trays".
Trays List Item parameters for "Rack"
Selecting the list item Trays shows the following parameters:
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Illustration 953: Menu Item ‘Trays’. Illustration 954: Menu List Item ‘Trays’.

Illustration 955: Selecting ‘Rack Type’ for
Rack.

Illustration 956: Selecting ‘Rack Item’ for
Rack.

Illustration 957: Selecting ‘Current Index’ for
Rack.

Item Description
Cap Type Read-only parameter. Definition is made in the class "Rack

Item".
Rack Type A Rack Type is assigned to the specified Tray.
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Item Description
Rack Item A Rack Item is assigned to the specified Tray and selected

Rack Type.
Current Index The current position (counter) on the rack.

Trays "Options" Pull-up Menu for Rack
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:

Illustration 958: Trays "Option" Pull-up Menu.

Item Description
New Tray This task allows creating a new Tray.
Delete Rack(#) This task allows deleting the present Rack (Example Rack 3).

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
Another pull-up menu is available from the menu list items "Rack Type" and "Rack Item".
Selecting the item "Check needle penetration" allows checking the needle penetration in
the vial. The position of the cut-out in the Rack is specified in the Tray Type, therefore
this position is known. Starting this task will move the PALhead to the defined vial posi-
tion, where it will wait for manual adjustments. See Figure below, illustrating the cut-out in
the Rack.

Illustration 959: Rack Pull-up Menu. Illustration 960: Rack ‘Check needle penetra-
tion’.
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Item Description
Check needle penetration This task allows adjusting the Needle Penetration Depths in

the vial. Manually turn the needle as far down in the vial as re-
quired. The cut-out in the Tray Holder frame as well as in the
Rack allows visual control of the needle tip.
Note: The value found is not stored automatically. This task
allows a check only. If the needle penetration should be
changed, select the Rack Type to enter the newly-established
Needle Penetration value.

Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task
serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined for the
so-called 3-corner teaching.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Trays List Item parameters for "Well Plate"
Selecting the list item Trays opens up the following parameters:

Illustration 961: Menu List Item ‘Trays’. Illustration 962: Selecting ‘WellPlate
Type’ (with a custom WellPate Type
‘WellPlate1c’)

Trays "Options" Pull-up Menu for "Well Plate"
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:
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Illustration 963: "Options" Pull-up Menu for
Trays.

Illustration 964: "Options" Pull-up Menu for
Well Plates.

Item Description
New Tray This task allows creating a new Tray Type.
Copy Well Plate(#) This task allows copying the present Well Plate.
Delete Well Plate(#) This task allows deleting the present Well Plate.
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined again,
for teaching.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Trays List Item parameters for "Item Position"
Selecting the list item Trays opens up the following parameters:

Illustration 965: Menu List Item ‘Trays’. Illustration 966: Menu List Item 'Item Posi-
tion'.
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Illustration 967: Menu List Item ‘Item Posi-
tion’.

Illustration 968: Menu List Item ‘Item Posi-
tion’.

Illustration 969: Menu List Item ‘Item Posi-
tion’.

Item Description
Item Type The Rack Item can be selected.
Pos. Strip Direction If the value for "Strip Direction Y" is positive, meaning the

PALhead is moving forward in y-direction while stripping a
magnetic vial off, this check box is checked. For a negative
stripping direction (backwards in y-direction), the check box is
unchecked. (Read-only)

Strip Direction X Values between -1 and +1 can bes specified.
The default value "0" means the vial is only stripped off by a
movement in y-direction while no movement of the PALhead
in x-direction is performed.
If the values for "Strip Direction X" and "Strip Direction Y" are
combined by appropriate means, a diagonal movement of the
PALhead during the Strip-Off procedure can be induced. (See
picture below for details.)

Strip Direction Y Values between -1 and +1 can be specified. The default value
"+1", while "Strip Direction X" is set to "0" means the vial is
only stripped off by a positive movement in y-direction.

Strip Height The strip height can be defined. This value determines the
movement of the PALhead in Z-direction prior to stripping the
vial off.
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Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Illustration 970: Strip direction depending on the values for "Strip Direction X" and "Strip Direction
Y".

Trays "Options" Pull-up Menu for "Item Position"
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:

Illustration 971: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu for
Trays.

Illustration 972: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu for
‘Item Position’.

In the case when there is no Tray (Rack, Plate, or Item Position) available, the command
"New Tray" is available with the "Option" Menu Button. Follow the dialog with the se-
lectable options to assign a name.

Item Description
New Tray This task allows creating a new Tray.
Delete Item Position(#) This task allows deleting the present Item Position (Item Posi-

tion 1).
Reset to Default Resets the selected PALmodule parameter to default value.
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Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined again,
for teaching.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Rack Items
The Rack Item Type describes the geometry of the vials or other items, used within racks.
It adds parameters such as syringe needle penetration, strip distance, or Z-Tolerance.
The Rack Item Type is a group of parameters which can be linked to a Rack. Up to now
the following classes of Rack Items are available:

• Vial Type
• Tip Type
• Generic Cap Properties
• Screwable Cap properties

All vial types to be used within Wash Stations or Solvent Modules are de-
fined as "Vial Types".
For the specification of any additional or customized Rack Item it is nec-
essary to create a new Rack Item, or to make a copy of a predefined Rack
Item. All parameters of the new, or copied template can afterwards be
edited and adapted. See "Rack Item "Options" Pull-up Menu" below for
more information. The parameters of the predefined Rack Items are write-
protected.

The PAL RSI will not recognize missing vials reliable if a Rack Item with
"CapType" = "NoCap" is used.

Selecting the list item Rack Items opens up the following parameters:

Illustration 973: Menu Items ‘Rack Items’ Illustration 974: List Items for ‘Rack Items’.
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Vial Type Parameters for 10-CV

Illustration 975: List Items for ‘Rack Items’. Illustration 976: Parameters for Vial Type.

Illustration 977: Parameters for Vial Type
(contd.)

Illustration 978: Parameters for Vial Type
(contd.)

Item Description
Def Ndl Penetr Depth The default value of the syringe needle penetration depth in

the reservoir vial is set by this parameter.
Allow Needle Transport This parameter sets the transport to "Needle Transport". In or-

der to allow another transport as the common "Magnetic
Transport" the syringe needle is inserted in the vial septum. If
the weight of the vial is not too high, the vial sticks to the nee-
dle.All parameter as used for the magnetic transport (such as
stripping of) are not functional.

Cap Properties As cap properties the predefined (or custom) screwable or
generic cap types can be referenced.
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Item Description
Cap Type
TIP! This parameter has
to correspond with the
PALtool parameter
"Needle Guide Type".

The type of cap used for the vial can be defined. The follow-
ing options are available:
NoCap
Mainly used for Well-plates
MagnetCap
A magnetic cap is used to transport a vial, typically from a
Rack to the Agitator.
NonMagneticCap
For applications which do not require the sample vials to be
transported.

Depenetration Speed The speed to retrieve the syringe needle from the vial is de-
fined by this parameter.

Diameter Defines the diameter of the reservoir container.
DisposeInWasteContainer This task is used if e.g. a pipetting tip or a SPE cartridge (ex-

ample ITSP) has to be expelled into a dedicated Waste Con-
tainer. All parameters as used for liquid disposal, such as
rinsing syringe, etc. are not functional.

Finding cavity enabled In case a vial cannot be placed correct into the cavity of a
rack an automatic procedure (“Finding Cavity”) for finding the
correct position can be triggered.

Height Defines the height of the reservoir container.
Interior Geometry A predefined or custom geometry can be referenced.
Max Ndl Penetr Depth The maximum allowed Needle Penetration can be defined as

a safety measure so that the user cannot destroy the needle
tip by going too far down. The maximum needle penetration
must not exceed the length of the syringe needle, considering
the loss of approx. 12 mm due to the needle guide, etc. For a
typical needle length of 57 mm, or 85 mm for a long needle,
the maximum penetration depth must not exceed 45 or 73
mm.

Penetration Speed The syringe needle penetration speed is set by this parame-
ter. It is recommended to use the default value first. Changing
this parameter by increasing or decreasing it may lead to nee-
dle bending.

Strip Distance When a magnetic cap is used, the distance to move the PAL-
head to the side (in the Y-direction) in order to wipe off the
vial can be defined. Measured in mm.

Volume This parameter defines the volume of the vial.
Z Tolerance A tolerance window to give a plus/minus range (expressed in

mm) where the Injection Unit must expect an object.
If the value of this item is > 0, this indicates a relative detec-
tion mode and the sensor from the Injection Unit needle guide
is active.
If the value of this item is set to "0" the sensor of the needle
guide is turned off and the syringe slider moves to an abso-
lute value, the Z-Axis position as specified in the object.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Vial Type Parameters for Tip Type
Item Description
Detection Force The force for checking, if a tip is mounted on the tool.
Dispose in waste Tips are disposed into a waste position if checked.
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Item Description
Drop force The force for placing a tip back into a rack.
Height The total length of the tip.
Height in rack The upper part of the tip protruding out of the rack.
Height in tool The free length of the tip, protruding the tip adapter of the

tool.
Pick up force Force for picking up a tip with the tool.
Required rack The required tip rack.
RequiredTool The required tool.
Strip force The force for stripping a tip off.
Volume, max. The maximum volume that can be aspirated.
Volume, min. The minimum volume that can be aspirated.
Z Tolerance The tolerance in direction of the Z-axis.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Vial Type Parameters for Screwable Cap Properties
Item Description
Closure Force The type of the closure – not editable, by default “Screw”.
Diameter The diameter of the screw cap.
Height The height of the screw cap.
Jaw Chuck Force The force with which the jaw chuck is closed.
Offset An offset can be defined.
Screwing Force The force for closing a vial.
Screwing Speed The speed of closing a vial.
Thread Handedness The handedness of the thread: Right-handed or Left-handed.
Thread Height The height of the thread.
Unscrewing Speed The speed of unscrewing a vial.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Vial Type Parameters for Generic Cap Properties
Item Description
Closure Force The type of the closure – “Other”, “Screw”, “Crimp” or “Snap”.
Diameter The diameter of the generic cap.
Height The height of the generic cap.
Offset An offset can be defined.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

When using the SPME technique, pay special attention to the parameters
"DefNdlPenetrDepth" and "MaxNdlPenetrDepth". The penetration depth
is always the penetration of the needle itself. Remember to also consider
the length of the SPME fiber, 10 or 20 mm length. When the fiber is ex-
posed, it should not touch the bottom of the vial.

Rack Item "Options" Pull-up Menu
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:
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Illustration 979: Vial Type ‘Options’ Pull-up
Menu.

Illustration 980: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu for
Vial Type List Items.

Item Description
New Rack Item This task allows creating a new Vial Type.
Copy Rack Item This task allows copying the present Vial Type.
Delete Rack Item This task allows deleting the present Vial Type.
Export Rack Item Exports the Vial Type template to a USB stick.
Export All Exports all Vial Type templates to a USB stick.
Reset to Default Resets the selected PALmodule parameter to default value.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Valve Drives
This section covers the Valve Drive itself. The actual Valve which will be connected to the
Valve Drive is specified under the class "Valve Type". If an "Injection Valve" is selected,
the third subclass, "LC Injectors" has to be assigned as well.
Selecting the list item Valve Drives opens up the following parameters:

Illustration 981: Menu Item ‘Valve Drives’. Illustration 982: Valve Drive List Item.
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Illustration 983: List Item Parameters for
‘Valve Drive’.

Illustration 984: Selection of ‘Valve Type’.

Illustration 985: Valve Type ‘TwoPosition-
NPorts’

Illustration 986: Valve Type ‘Column Selec-
tor’.

Illustration 987: LcInjectorValve Parameters. Illustration 988: List Items for LcInjectorValve.
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Illustration 989: List Items for LcInjectorValve
(contd.).

Illustration 990: List Items LcInjectors.

Selecting Valve Type "InjectionValve" will automatically add the parame-
ter "LcInjectorValve". If one of the other Valve Types is selected, either
"Two Position-N-Ports" (Switching Valve) or "Column Selector
Valve" (Selector Valve), this parameter is not visible.Changing the Valve
Type will delete the "LC Injector Valve" data which will require the Valve
Type teaching positions to be re-set.
If a Column Selector Valve Type or a Switching Valve Type is part of the
PALsystem configuration it is recommended to protect the PALhead
driving range by using an "Obstacle".
For more details see Valve Drives [} 121].

Item Description
Valve Drive
LcInjectorValve This parameter opens the class LC Injector Valve.
Show Location Activating this parameter lights up the blue LED in the front of

the PAL Drive. This helps to identify the Valve Drive if more
than one is installed.

Actual Position This parameter shows the actual position of the Valve Drive
Shaft.

Valve Type Selects the Valve Type as requested for the application. The
most common Valve Types are pre-configured. Selecting a
Valve Type defines the main class of valve in use: Injection
Valve, Switching Valve, or Column Selector Valve. The class
cannot be changed; the Valve Type is linked to the Valve
Use. See the valve description under each class of "Valve
Type". Path: Options | Setup | Modules | Valve Types.
Please note that the generic templates ("InjectorValve",
"TwoPositionNPorts", and "ColSel6") should not be used. The
templates have default parameters assigned which may not
correspond with the installed Valve Type. See PAL3 Firmware
Items for Valve Drives and Valves [} 136].

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Valve Type "Injector Valve"
Item Description
LcInjectorValve
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Item Description
LcInjector This parameter opens the class LC Injector.
Home Position The "Home Position" is the position when the PALsystem is

powered up. The position is indicated as read-only.
Active Load Position The valve position "Active Load" position (angle) is indicated

as read-only.
LC Injector Type The "valve inlet" adapter which guides the syringe needle into

the valve is selectable. LCInjector: Default value for standard
syringe application.LcInjector20mLFC: Injector type used if
"Foil Cutter" is installed.

Move Delay This timer starts at the moment when the syringe plunger
comes to a stop after filling of the loop. After this delay time,
the valve is switched to the "Inject" position.This is a read-
only value. If a longer delay time is required, it is possible to
change the value in the script.
Default value: 100 ms

Stdby Inject Pos The valve "Standby Inject" position (angle) is indicated as
read-only.

Switch Time The actual time required to switch between the "Injector" or
"Switching" valve positions is indicated as read-only.

Sync Pin Logic The signal logic of the synchronization of a TTL signal from
the Valve Drive to a CDS can be defined with this parameter.
Please note that this synchronization should not be confused
with the Ready/Start Signal synchronization. Currently, the
possibility to define the Ready/Start Signal synchronization is
not yet implemented under Valve Drive.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Item Description
LcInjector
Def Ndl Penetr Depth Defines the default value of the Syringe Needle Penetration

Depth.
Default value: 10 mm.

Depenetration Speed Defines the depenetration speed of the syringe needle from
the LC Injector.
Default value: 50 mm/s.

Max Ndl Penetr Depth This parameter defines the maximum depth of the Syringe
Needle Penetration.Default value: 22 mm.

Penetration Speed Defines the speed at which the syringe needle penetrates into
the LC Injector.
Default value: 50 mm/s.

SealingForce This parameter defines the sealing force of the syringe needle
on the valve seal. The syringe is moved downwards into the
LC Injector until a touch-down is detected, at this moment the
sealing force is built up to ensure that the sample flows into
the loop without leaking back into the valve.
Default value: 15.0 N

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Valve Type "Switching Valve" or "TwoPositionNPort Valve"
Item Description
Menu Items "Valve Drive
(x)"
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Item Description
SwitchValve This parameter opens the class Switch Valve (TwoPosition-

NPorts).
Show Location Activating this parameter lights up the blue LED in the front of

the PAL Drive. This helps to identify the Valve Drive if more
than one is installed.

Actual Position This parameter shows the actual position of the Valve Drive
Shaft.

Valve Type Selects the Valve Type as requested for the application. The
most common Valve Types are pre-configured. Selecting a
Valve Type defines the class of valve in use: Injection Valve,
Switching Valve, or Column Selector Valve. The class cannot
be changed; the Valve Type is linked to the Valve Use. See
the valve description under each class of "Valve Type".Path:
Options | Setup | Modules | Valve Types.
Please note that the generic templates ("InjectorValve",
"TwoPositionNPorts", and "ColSel6") should not be used. The
templates have default parameters assigned which may not
correspond with the installed Valve Type. See PAL3 Firmware
Items for Valve Drives and Valves [} 136].

Menu Items "Switch-
Valve(x)"
Home Position The "Home Position" is the position when the PALsystem is

powered up. The position is indicated as read-only.
Active Load Position The valve position "Active Load" position (angle) is indicated

as read-only.
Move Delay The "valve inlet" adapter which guides the syringe needle into

the valve is selectable. Currently "LcInjector" is the only type
available.
Default Value: 100 ms.

Stdby Inject Pos This timer starts at the moment when the syringe plunger
comes to a stop after the filling of the loop. After this delay
time, the valve is switched to the "Inject" position.This is a
read-only value. If a longer delay time is required, it is possi-
ble to change the value in the script.

Switch Time The valve position "Standby Inject" angle is indicated as read-
only.

Sync Pin Logic The actual time required to switch between the "Injector" or
"Switching" valve positions is indicated as read-only.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Valve Type "Column Selector Valve"
Item Description
Menu Items "Valve Drive
(x)"
SelectorValve(x) This parameter opens the class Selector Valve (ColSel6).
Show Location Activating this parameter lights up the blue LED in the front of

the PAL Drive. This helps to identify the Valve Drive if more
than one is installed.

Actual Position This parameter shows the actual position of the Valve Drive
Shaft.
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Item Description
Valve Type Select the Valve Type as requested for the application. Cur-

rently only one Column Selector Valve Type is available:
ColSel6. This is a Valco/VICI column selector with a Chem-
inert and 6-port valve type. Note: The recommendation is to
connect five columns, and link the sixth position with tubing.
This allows the system to be purged in situations where the
mobile phase has to be changed rapidly, or has to be
washed, neutralized, etc.
The most common Valve Types are pre-configured. Selecting
a Valve Type defines the class of valve used: Injection Valve,
Switching Valve, or Column Selector Valve. The class cannot
be changed; the Valve Type is linked to the Valve Use. See
the valve description under each class of "Valve Type". Path:
Options | Setup | Modules | Valve Types.
Please note that the generic templates ("InjectorValve",
"TwoPositionNPorts", and "ColSel6") should not be used. The
templates have default parameters assigned which may not
correspond with the installed Valve Type. See PAL3 Firmware
Items for Valve Drives and Valves [} 136].

Menu Items "Selector
Valve(x)"
Home Pos. Port The "Home Position" at power-up of the PALsystem is indi-

cated. Read-only value.
Default value: Port 1.

Number of Ports The number of valve ports is indicated. Read-only value.
Default value: 6 ports.

Port Count Direction The direction of the Valve Drive axis is indicated. Read-only
value.
Default value: Clockwise.Note: The Selector Valve Assembly
is connected to the Valve Drive. The parameter "Port Count
Direction" reflects the Valve Drive Actuator which is clutched
to the Selector Actuator. The two connected Valves turn in
opposite directions, one clockwise and the other counter-
clockwise.

Offset Port 1 This parameter allows for an offset correction. Read-only pa-
rameter.
Default value: 0 deg.

Switch Time The actual time required to switch between the "Injector" or
"Switching" valve positions is indicated as read-only.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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Pull-up Menu items for Valve Drive

Illustration 991: Menu Item ‘Options’ in Class
Valve Drive.

Illustration 992: Pull-up Menu ‘Options’.

Item Description
Enable PALdrive This parameter allows the user to "Enable" the Valve Drive

(PALdrive) after the Drive has been "Disabled".
Disable PALdrive Disabling the Valve drive (PALdrive) allows the shaft of the

Valve Drive to be moved manually.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Pull-up Menu items for "Injection" and "Switching" Valve Type
The Pull-up Menu "Options" contains the same parameters for both the "Injection" and
"Switching" valve types.

Illustration 993: Menu Item ‘Options’ in Class
‘LcInjectorValve’.

Illustration 994: Pull-up Menu ‘Options’.

Item Description
MoveToStandbyInjectPo-
sition

This parameter allows the valve position to be toggled from
the "Active Position" (or any other position) to the defined
"Standby Position".

MoveToActiveLoadPosi-
tion

This parameter allows the valve position to be toggled from
the "Standby Position" (or any other position) to the defined
"Active Position".
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Pull-up Menu items for LcInjector (for Injection Valves only)

Illustration 995: Menu Item ‘Options’ in Class
‘LcInjector’ for Injector Valve.

Illustration 996: Pull-up Menu ‘Options’.

Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined, for
teaching.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Valve Types
The class "Valve Type" contains a listing of the following predefined Valve Types:

• Injection Valves
• Switching Valve (Two-Position-N-Port Valves)
• Selector Valve Type (Column Selector)
• Dilutor Valves (only PAL RSI and PAL RTC)

If one of the Valve Types is copied, the attribute for either "Injection",
"Switching", "Dilutor", or "Selector" valve is copied along with it. In order
to create a Valve Type with another attribute, it is mandatory to start with
"New Valve Type".
For the specification of any additional or customized Valve Type it is nec-
essary to create a new Valve Type, or to make a copy of a predefined
Valve Type. All parameters of the new, or copied template can afterwards
be edited and adapted. See ""Options" Pull-up Menu for Valve Type" be-
low for more information. The parameters of the predefined Valve Types
are write-protected.

Selecting the list item Valve Type opens up the following parameters:
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Illustration 997: Menu Item ‘Valve Types’. Illustration 998: Valve Type List Items.

Illustration 999: Valve Type List Items
(contd.).

Illustration 1000: Injection Valve Type.

Illustration 1001: List Items ‘Injection Valve’. Illustration 1002: Switching Valve Type.
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Illustration 1003: List Items ‘Switching
Valves’.

Illustration 1004: Selector Valve Type.

Illustration 1005: List Items ‘Selector Valve’. Illustration 1006: Dilutor Valve Type.

Illustration 1007: List Items ‘Dilutor Valves’. Illustration 1008: List Items ‘Dilutor
Valves’ (cont’d.).
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Illustration 1009: List Items ‘Dilutor
Valves’ (cont’d.).

List Item Parameters for Valve Type "Injection Valve"
Item Description
LcInjectorValve
Home Position The "Home Position" is the position when the PALsystem is

powered up. Possible values are "Load" or "Inject".
Active Load Position The valve position "Active Load" position (angle).
Move Delay This timer starts at the moment when the syringe plunger

comes to a stop after filling of the loop. After this delay time,
the valve is switched to the "Inject" position.Default value: 100
ms.

Stdby Inject Pos The valve "Standby Inject" position (angle).
Switch Time The actual time required to switch between the "Injector" or

"Switching" valve position.
Sync Pin Logic The signal logic of the synchronization of a TTL signal from

the Valve Drive to a CDS can be defined with this parameter.
Please note that this synchronization should not be confused
with the Ready/Start Signal synchronization. Currently, this
option is not implemented in the Valve Drive.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

List Item Parameters for Valve Type "Switching Valve" (Two-Position-N-
Port)
Item Description
Menu Items "Switch-
Valve(x)"
Home Position The "Home Position" is the position when the PALsystem is

powered up. Possible values are "Load" or "Inject".
Active Load Position The valve position "Active Load" position (angle).
Move Delay This timer starts at the moment when the syringe plunger

comes to a stop after filling of the loop. After this delay time,
the valve is switched to the "Inject" position.Default value: 100
ms.

Stdby Inject Pos The valve "Standby Inject" position (angle).
Switch Time The actual time required to switch between the different valve

positions.
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Item Description
Sync Pin Logic The signal logic of the synchronization of a TTL signal from

the Valve Drive to a CDS can be defined with this parameter.
Please note that this synchronization should not be confused
with the Ready/Start Signal synchronization. Currently, this
option is not implemented in the Valve Drive.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

List Item Parameters for Valve Type "Selector Valve"
Item Description
Home Position Port The "Home Position" at power-up of the PALsystem.

Default value: Port 1.
Number of Ports The number of valve ports.

Default value: 6 ports.
Port Count Direction The direction of the Valve Drive axis.

Default value: Clockwise.Note: The Selector Valve Assembly
is connected to the Valve Drive. The parameter "Port Count
Direction" reflects the direction of the Valve Drive Actuator
which is clutched to the Selector Actuator. The two connected
Valves turn in opposite directions, one clockwise and the
other counter-clockwise.

Offset Port 1 This parameter allows for an offset correction.
Default value: 0 deg.

Switch Time The actual time required to switch between the different valve
positions.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

List Item Parameters for Valve Type "Dilutor Valve" (only PAL RSI and
PAL RTC)
Item Description
Home Position Port The "Home Position" at power-up of the PALsystem is indi-

cated. Read-only value.
Default value: Port 1.

Number of Ports The number of valve ports is indicated. Read-only value.
Default value: 6 ports.

Plunger Homing Pos. The port number, used for homing the plunger.
Default value: 2.

Tool Pos. Port The number of the port, the Dilutor Tool is connected to.
Default value: 1.

Offset Port 1-8 This parameter allows for an offset correction.
Default value: 0 deg.
Note: The offset correction can only be entered for the num-
ber of ports specified under "Number of Ports".

Switch Time The actual time required to switch between the different valve
positions.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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"Options" Pull-up Menu for Valve Type

Illustration 1010: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu. Illustration 1011: Valve Type ‘Options’ Pull-up
Menu.

Item Description
New Valve Type This task allows creating a new Valve Type.
Copy Valve Type This task allows copying the present Valve Type.
Delete Valve Type This task allows deleting the present Valve Type.Note: The

predefined Valve Types are write-protected, and can there-
fore not be deleted.

Export Valve Type Exports the Valve Type template to the USB stick.
Export All Exports all Valve Type templates to the USB stick.
Reset to Default Resets the selected Valve Type parameters to default.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

If one of the Valve Types is copied, the attribute for either "Injection",
"Switching", or "Selector" valve is copied along with it. In order to create
a Valve Type with another attribute, it is mandatory to start with "New
Valve Type".
For more details see Valve Drives [} 121].

Vial Types
The Vial Type describes the geometry of the vials used and adds parameters such as de-
fault syringe needle penetration, strip distance or Z-Tolerance. The Vial Type is a group
of parameters which can be linked to a Wash Station or a Solvent Module.
Two different classes of Vial Types are available:

• Wash Vial Type
• Waste Vial Type

Within the same class are the same list items available. The two classes are shown in de-
tail for the 100SR "Wash Vial Type", and for the Waste Vial "Waste Vial Type".

All vial types to be used within Racks are defined under "Rack Items".
For the specification of any additional or customized Vial Type it is nec-
essary to create a new Vial Type, or to make a copy of a predefined Vial
Type. All parameters of the new, or copied template can afterwards be
edited and adapted. See "Vial Type "Options" Pull-up Menu" below for
more information. The parameters of the predefined Vial Types are write-
protected.
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Selecting the list item Vial Types opens up the following parameters:

Illustration 1012: Menu Items ‘Vial Types’ Illustration 1013: List Items for ‘Vial Types’.

Wash Vial Type Parameters for 100SR

Illustration 1014: List Items for ‘Vial Types’. Illustration 1015: Parameters for Vial Type
100SR.

Illustration 1016: Parameters for Vial Type
100SR. (contd.)
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Waste Vial Type Parameters

Illustration 1017: List Items for ‘Vial Type’. Illustration 1018: Parameters for ‘Waste Vial’
Types.

Illustration 1019: Parameters for ‘Waste Vial’
Types (contd.).

Item Description
Def Ndl Penetr Depth The default value of the syringe needle penetration depth in

the reservoir vial is set by this parameter.
Depenetration Speed The speed to retrieve the syringe needle from the vial is de-

fined by this parameter.
Diameter Defines the diameter of the reservoir container.
Height Defines the height of the reservoir container.
Max Ndl Penetr Depth The maximum allowed Needle Penetration can be defined as

a safety measure so that the user cannot destroy the needle
tip by going too far down.The maximum needle penetration
must not exceed the length of the syringe needle, considering
the loss of approx. 12 mm due to the needle guide, etc. For a
typical needle length of 57 mm, or 85 mm for a long needle,
the maximum penetration depth must not exceed 45 or 73
mm.

Penetration Speed The syringe needle penetration speed is set by this parame-
ter.It is recommended to use the default value first. Changing
this parameter by increasing or decreasing it may lead to nee-
dle bending.

Volume This parameter defines the volume of the vial.
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Item Description
Z Tolerance A tolerance window to give a plus/minus range (expressed in

mm) where the Injection Unit must expect an object.
If the value of this item is > 0, this indicates a relative detec-
tion mode and the sensor from the Injection Unit needle guide
is active.
If the value of this item is set to "0" the sensor of the needle
guide is turned off and the syringe slider moves to an abso-
lute value, the Z-Axis position as specified in the object.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

When using the SPME technique, pay special attention to the parameters
"DefNdlPenetrDepth" and "MaxNdlPenetrDepth". The penetration depth
is always the penetration of the needle itself. Remember to also consider
the length of the SPME fiber, 10 or 20 mm length. When the fiber is ex-
posed, it should not touch the bottom of the vial.

Vial Type "Options" Pull-up Menu
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:

Illustration 1020: Vial Type ‘Options’ Pull-up
Menu.

Illustration 1021: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu for
Vial Type List Items.

Item Description
New VialType This task allows creating a new Vial Type.
Copy Vial Type This task allows copying the present Vial Type.
Delete Vial Type This task allows deleting the present Vial Type.
Export Vial Type Exports the Vial Type template to the USB stick.
Export All Exports all Vial Type templates to the USB stick.
Reset to Default Resets the selected PALmodule parameter to default value.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Vial
In this class of "Vials", dedicated vials can be added to the system configuration. The use
of the "Vial" can be specified according to the following categories:

• Wash Vial
• Waste Vial
• Reservoir
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• Attachable
An extra, custom specific vial can be assigned to this class for any use, such as for pro-
viding a dedicated vial for a reagent, internal standard or a dilution vial. If the application
requires a second Waste Vial or an extra Wash Vial, then this extra class of "Vial" could
be used to define the non-standard vial.
The three categories "Wash Vial", "Waste Vial" and "Reservoir" contain the same avail-
able parameters under the "User Access Level".
The category "Attachable" is thought to define the dimensions and the Strip-Distance for
any movable object that can be picked up and transported by a tool with a magnetic nee-
dle guide.
Selecting the list item Vial opens up the following parameters:

Illustration 1022: Menu List ‘Vials’. Illustration 1023: Menu List Items for ‘Vials’.

In the case when there is no Vial (Reservoir, Wash or Waste Vial) available, or another
has to be added to the list, the command "New Vial" is available in the Options Pull-up
Menu for the Extended User Level. Follow the dialog with the selectable possibilities to
assign a name, as shown in the figures below.

Illustration 1024: Menu List ‘Vials’. Illustration 1025: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu for
Vials.
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Illustration 1026: Pull-up Menu ‘Options’ for
‘New Vial.

Illustration 1027: Selection of Vial Types.

Illustration 1028: Defining Name for new Vial. Illustration 1029: Press ‘New’ to accept the
defined Name.

Illustration 1030: New Vial created. Example
Reservoir Vial.

The parameters available for the Vial Type "Reservoir" are slightly different from the pa-
rameters for the Wash and Waste Vials. See the Figures and description below.
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List item parameters for Attachable

Illustration 1031: Menu List Item ‘Reservoir’. Illustration 1032: Parameters for Vial Type
‘Reservoir’.

List item parameters for Reservoir Vial

Illustration 1033: Menu List Item ‘Reservoir’. Illustration 1034: Parameters for Vial Type
‘Reservoir’.

Illustration 1035: Parameters for Vial Types
‘Reservoir’ cont’d.

Illustration 1036: Selection for ‘Vial Types’.
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List Item Parameters for Wash Vial

Illustration 1037: Menu List Item ‘Wash Vial’. Illustration 1038: Parameters for Vial Type
‘Wash Vials’.

Illustration 1039: Parameters for Vial Type
‘Wash Vials’ (contd.).

Illustration 1040: Selection of ‘Vial Types’.

List Item Parameters for Waste Vial

Illustration 1041: Menu List Item ‘Wash Vial’. Illustration 1042: Parameters for Vial Type
‘Waste Vials’.
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Illustration 1043: Parameters for Vial Type
‘Waste Vials’ (contd.).

Illustration 1044: Selection of ‘Vial Types’.

Item Description
Max Ndl Penetr Depths The maximum allowed Needle Penetration can be defined as

a safety measure so that the user cannot destroy the needle
tip by going too far down.The maximum needle penetration
must not exceed the length of the syringe needle, considering
the loss of approx. 12 mm due to the needle guide, etc. For a
typical needle length of 57 mm, or 85 mm for a long needle,
the maximum penetration depth must not exceed 45 or 73
mm.

Def Nd lPenetr Depth The default value of the syringe needle penetration depth in
the reservoir vial is set by this parameter.

Depenetration Speed This parameter allows the user to select the required speed
for pulling the syringe needle out of the reservoir vial.

Diameter Specific for Waste Vial.Defines the diameter of the reservoir
container.

Height Specific for Waste Vial.Defines the height of the reservoir
container.

Penetration Speed The syringe needle penetration speed is set by this value.It is
recommended to use the default value first. Changing this pa-
rameter by increasing or decreasing it may lead to needle
bending.

Vial Type A list with all predefined Vial Types opens up for selection.
Special cases for "Waste Vial":
None
This task is selectable, however if selected in combination
with a Wash Module is an error message (Pending Message)
propagated. Incompatible Type.
WastePort
This type is used for the "Fast Wash" and Large Wash Mod-
ule.
WasteVial
This type is used for Standard Wash Module.
WasteInset
This type is used for Standard Wash Module with inserted
Waste Line Adapter.

Volume Specific for "Wash" and "Waste Vial".Defines the volume of
the reservoir container.
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Item Description
Z Tolerance A tolerance window to give a plus/minus range (expressed in

mm) where theInjection Unit must expect an object.
If the value of this item is > 0, this indicates a relative detec-
tion mode and the sensor from the Injection Unit needle guide
is active.
If the value of this item is set to "0" the sensor of the needle
guide is turned off and the syringe slider moves to an abso-
lute value, the Z-Axis position as specified by the object.

Strip Distance When a magnetic cap is used, the distance to move the PAL-
head to the side (in the Y-direction) in order to wipe off the
vial can be defined. Measured in mm.

Diameter Diameter of the attachable object, measured in mm.
Height Height of the attachable object, measured in mm.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Vial "Options" Pull-up Menu
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:

Illustration 1045: Vial Type Pull-up Menu. Illustration 1046: Vial Pull-up menu ‘Options’.

Item Description
New Vial This task allows creating a new Vial.
Copy Vial This task allows copying the present Vial.Example Wash

Vial1.
Delete Vial This task allows deleting the present Vial.Example Wash

Vial1.

Item Description
Reset to Default Resets the selected Vial parameter to default value.
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined, for
teaching.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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Wash Modules
Four different types of Wash Modules are available with the PAL System:

Illustration 1047: Standard Wash Module.
Passive PALmodule. 5 x 10 mL Vials Used
typically for GC Technique.

Illustration 1048: Large Wash Module. Pas-
sive PALmodule. 2 x 100 mL Vials Used for
GC and HPLC Techniques.

Illustration 1049: Fast Wash Module. Active
PALmodule. Active Pumps to deliver 2 differ-
ent Wash Solvents. Used typically for HPLC
Technique.

Illustration 1050: LCMS Wash Module. Pas-
sive PALmodule. Used only for LCP Tool
(only PAL RSI and PAL RTC).

Selecting the list item Wash Module opens up the following parameters:

Illustration 1051: Menu Item ‘Wash Modules’. Illustration 1052: Menu List Items ‘Wash Mod-
ules’.

Select the required menu list item to access the parameters.
The Fast Wash Module has two Wash and one Waste Position.
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Illustration 1053: Menu Item ‘Fast Wash Mod-
ule’.

Illustration 1054: List Items for ‘Fast Wash
Module’. 2 Positions Wash and 1 Position
‘Waste’.

The two Wash Modules, Standard and Large Wash Module, differ in number of positions
and Wash Vial size. Standard Wash Module accepts 10 mL vials and the Large Volume
Wash Module contains two 100 mL vials and a Waste position with drainage tubing.

Illustration 1055: Menu Item ‘Large Wash’. Illustration 1056: List Items for ‘Large Wash.
2 Positions Wash and 1 Position ‘Waste’.

Illustration 1057: Menu Item ‘Standard Wash’. Illustration 1058: List Items for Standard
Wash. 4 Positions ‘Wash’ and 1 Position
Waste.
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The available menu list parameters are identical for the two Wash Modules (aside from
the number of positions). The example below shows the Figures for the Large Wash
Module.

List Item Parameters for Wash Module "Position" (Example Large Wash
Module Position1)

Illustration 1059: List Item Parameters for
Wash Module. Example Large Wash Module.

Illustration 1060: List Item Parameters for
Wash Module (contd.).

List Item Parameters for Wash Module Position "Waste" (Example Large
Wash Module)

Illustration 1061: List Item Parameters for
‘Waste’. Example Large Wash Module.

Illustration 1062: List Item Parameters for
‘Waste’ (contd.).
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Illustration 1063: Standard and Large Volume
Wash Module. Vial Type Selection in ‘Posi-
tions’.

Illustration 1064: Wash Modules. Vial Type
Selection in ‘Waste’.

List Items Wash Module
Item Description
Pos1 to Pos4 Positions 1 and 2 are available for the "Large Volume" Wash

Module.Positions 1 to 4 are available for the "Standard Wash"
Module.
Each Position can be defined by using the parameters listed
below.

Waste Defines the "Waste" position.

List Item Parameters for Wash Module
Item Description
Max Ndl Penetr Depth The maximum allowed Needle Penetration can be defined as

a safety measure so that the user cannot destroy the needle
tip by going too far down.The maximum needle penetration
must not exceed the length of the syringe needle, considering
the loss of approx. 12 mm due to needle guide, etc. For a typ-
ical needle length of 57 mm, or 85 mm for a long needle, the
maximum penetration depth must not exceed 45 or 73 mm.

Def Ndl Penetr Depth The default value of the syringe needle penetration depth in
the reservoir vial is set by this parameter.

Depenetration Speed This parameter allows the user to select the required speed
for pulling the syringe needle out of the reservoir vial.

Penetration Speed The syringe needle penetration speed is set by this parame-
ter.It is recommended to use the default value first. Changing
this parameter in one or the other direction may lead to nee-
dle bending.

Vial Type Defines the Vial Type of the reservoir container in "Positions"
or the corresponding "Waste Type" in "Waste Position".Selec-
tion for Wash Positions: Vial Types None, 2SR, 10SR, or
100SR.Selection for Waste Position: "None"; Note: If "None"
is selected, an error (Pending Message) will be propagated."
WastePort" (Large Wash and Fast Wash Module); WasteVial
(Standard Wash)."WasteInset" (Standard Wash with inserted
Drainage Adapter).

Volume Defines the volume of the reservoir vial.
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Item Description
Z Tolerance A tolerance window to give a plus/minus range (expressed in

mm) where the Injection Unit must expect an object.
If the value of this item is > 0, this indicates a relative detec-
tion mode and the sensor from the Injection Unit needle guide
is active.
If the value of this item is set to "0" the Needle Guide Drive
detection current is turned off and the syringe slider moves to
an absolute value, the Z-Axis position as specified in the ob-
ject.

Diameter Specific for Waste Vial. Defines the diameter of the reservoir
container.

Height Specific for Waste Vial. Defines the height of the reservoir
container.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Wash Module "Options" Pull-up Menu for "Standard" and "Large Wash"
Module
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:

Illustration 1065: Pull-up Menu for Wash
Module.

Illustration 1066: Pull-up Menu from List Item
‘Wash Module’.

Illustration 1067: Pull-up Menu from Waste
Position Parameter.
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Item Description
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined again,
for teaching.

New Wash Module This task allows creating a new Wash Module.
Delete Wash Module This task allows deleting the present. Wash Module.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

List Item Parameters for Fast Wash Station "Wash"

Illustration 1068: Menu List Items ‘Wash Mod-
ules’.

Illustration 1069: Fast Wash Module Posi-
tions.

Illustration 1070: List Item Parameters for
Fast Wash Module.

Illustration 1071: List Item Parameters for
Fast Wash Module contd.

Item Description
Wash1 / Wash2 Define the two wash positions of the Fast Wash Module.Each

Position can be defined by using the parameters listed below.
Waste Defines the "Waste" position.
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List Item Parameters for Fast Wash Station "Waste"

Illustration 1072: Fast Wash Module List
Items.

Illustration 1073: List Item Parameters for
Fast Wash Module Position ‘Waste’.

Illustration 1074: List Item Parameters for
Fast Wash Module Position ‘Waste’ (contd.).

Illustration 1075: Vial Type Selection for
Waste.

Item Description
MaxFlowRate Sets the upper limit of flow rate for the selected "Wash" Posi-

tion.
PostRinseLiner Allows activating the solvent pump to rinse the wash liner of

the selected "Wash" Position. Number of rinse cycles is se-
lectable after the syringe needle has been removed from the
Wash Module. Note: Without the syringe needle inserted in
the liner, the solvent flow is unrestricted. Expect a higher sol-
vent consumption.

PreRinseLiner Allows activating the solvent pump to rinse the wash liner of
the selected "Wash" Position. Number of rinse cycles is se-
lectable before the syringe needle has been inserted into the
Wash Module. Note: Without the syringe needle inserted in
the liner, the solvent flow is unrestricted. Expect a higher sol-
vent consumption.

Def Ndl Penetr Depth The default value of the syringe needle penetration depth in
the reservoir vial is set by this parameter.

Depenetration Speed This parameter allows the user to select the required speed
for pulling the syringe needle out of the reservoir vial.
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Item Description
Max Ndl Penetr Depth
Access Level "User" for
"Waste" position.

The maximum allowed Needle Penetration can be defined as
a safety measure so that the user cannot destroy the needle
tip by going too far down.The maximum needle penetration
must not exceed the length of the syringe needle, considering
the loss of approx. 12 mm due to needle guide, etc. For a typ-
ical needle length of 57 mm, or 85 mm for a long needle, the
maximum penetration depth must not exceed 45 or 73 mm.

Penetration Speed The syringe needle penetration speed is set by this parame-
ter.It is recommended to use the default value first. Changing
this parameter in one or the other direction may lead to nee-
dle bending.

Z Tolerance A tolerance window to give a plus/minus range (expressed in
mm) where the Injection Unit must expect an object.
If the value of this item is > 0, this indicates a relative detec-
tion mode and the sensor from the Injection Unit needle guide
is active.
If the value of this item is set to "0" the Needle Guide Drive
detection current is turned off and the syringe slider moves to
an absolute value, Z-Axis position as specified in the object.

Diameter Specific for Waste Vial. Defines the diameter of the reservoir
container.

Height Specific for Waste Vial. Defines the height of the reservoir
container.

Vial Type Defines the Vial Type of the reservoir container in "Positions"
or the corresponding "Waste Type" in "Waste Position".Selec-
tion for Wash Positions: Vial Types None, 2SR, 10SR, or
100SR.Selection for Waste Position: "None"; Note: If "None"
is selected, an error (Pending Message) will be propa-
gated."WastePort" (Large Wash and Fast Wash Module);
WasteVial (Standard Wash)."WasteInset" (Standard Wash
with inserted Drainage Adapter).

Volume Defines the volume of the reservoir vial.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Wash Module "Options" Pull-up Menu for Standard and Fast Wash Module
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:

Illustration 1076: Pull-up Menu for Wash
Module.

Illustration 1077: Pull-up Menu from List Item
‘Wash’ Parameter.
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Illustration 1078: List Item for ‘PrimeWash-
Liner’.

Illustration 1079: Pull-up Menu from List Item
‘Waste’ Parameter.

Item Description
Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined again,

for teaching.
Reset to Default Resets the selected PALmodule parameter to default value.
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

New Wash Module This task allows creating a new Wash Module.
PrimeWashLiner This task allows the tubing of the selected Wash Position to

be primed.
Duration Sets the time required for priming.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

List Item Parameters for LCMS Station "Wash" (only PAL RSI and PAL
RTC)(Example LCMS Module Wash1)

Illustration 1080: Menu List Items ‘Wash Mod-
ules’.

Illustration 1081: LCMS Wash Module Posi-
tions.
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Illustration 1082: List Item Parameters for
LCMS Wash Module ‘Wash’.

List Item Parameters for LCMS Station "Waste" (only PAL RSI and PAL
RTC)(Example LCMS Module Wash1)

Illustration 1083: Menu List Items ‘Wash Mod-
ules’.

Illustration 1084: LCMS Wash Module Posi-
tions.

Illustration 1085: List Item Parameters for
LCMS Module ‘Waste’.

Illustration 1086: List Item Parameters for
LCMS Module ‘Waste’ (contd.)
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Item Description
Wash1 / Wash 2 Define the two wash positions of the LCMS Wash Mod-

ule.Each Position can be defined by using the parameters
listed below.

Waste Defines the "Waste" position, can be defined by using the pa-
rameters listed below.

Def Ndl Penetr Depth The default value of the syringe needle penetration depth in
the reservoir vial is set by this parameter.

Depenetration Speed This parameter allows the user to select the required speed
for pulling the syringe needle out of the reservoir vial.

Max Ndl Penetr Depth
Access Level "User" for
"Waste" position.

The maximum allowed Needle Penetration can be defined as
a safety measure so that the user cannot destroy the needle
tip by going too far down.The maximum needle penetration
must not exceed the length of the syringe needle, considering
the loss of approx. 12 mm due to needle guide, etc. For a typ-
ical needle length of 57 mm, or 85 mm for a long needle, the
maximum penetration depth must not exceed 45 or 73 mm.

Penetration Speed The syringe needle penetration speed is set by this parame-
ter.It is recommended to use the default value first. Changing
this parameter in one or the other direction may lead to nee-
dle bending.

Z Tolerance A tolerance window to give a plus/minus range (expressed in
mm) where the Injection Unit must expect an object.
If the value of this item is > 0, this indicates a relative detec-
tion mode and the sensor from the Injection Unit needle guide
is active.
If the value of this item is set to "0" the Needle Guide Drive
detection current is turned off and the syringe slider moves to
an absolute value, Z-Axis position as specified in the object.

Diameter Specific for Waste Vial. Defines the diameter of the reservoir
container.

Height Specific for Waste Vial. Defines the height of the reservoir
container.

Vial Type Defines the Vial Type of the reservoir container in "Positions"
or the corresponding "Waste Type" in "Waste Position".Selec-
tion for Wash Positions: Vial Types None, 2SR, 10SR, or
100SR.Selection for Waste Position: "None"; Note: If "None"
is selected, an error (Pending Message) will be propa-
gated."WastePort" (Large Wash and Fast Wash Module);
WasteVial (Standard Wash)."WasteInset" (Standard Wash
with inserted Drainage Adapter).

Volume Defines the volume of the reservoir vial.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Wash Module "Options" Pull-up Menu for LCMS Wash Module (only PAL
RSI and PAL RTC)
Selecting the pull-up menu "Options" opens up the following tasks:
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Illustration 1087: Pull-up Menu for Wash
Module.

Illustration 1088: Pull-up Menu from List Item
‘Wash Module’.

Illustration 1089: Pull-up Menu from List Item
‘Wash’ Position Parameter.

Illustration 1090: Pull-up Menu from List Item
‘Waste’ Parameter.

Item Description
Teach PALmodule The positions of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes can be defined again,

for teaching.
Reset to Default Resets the selected PALmodule parameter to default value.
Check Teaching Checks the teaching position of the PALmodule.This task

serves as a quick check to determine if the X-, Y-, and Z-posi-
tions are defined correctly. In case a teaching point is off, re-
turn to the Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching po-
sition. Please note that this action can be done under the "Ex-
tended User Level" but not under "User Level".

New Wash Module This task allows creating a new Wash Module.
Delete Wash Module This task allows deleting the present. Wash Module.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Trays
In this class of "Trays", a dedicated Tray can be added to the system configuration. The
use of the "Tray" can be specified according to the following categories:

• Rack
• Well Plate
• Item Position
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An extra, custom specific Tray can be assigned to this class for any use, such as for pro-
viding a dedicated Tray, not assigned to a Tray Holder (maybe attached to another instru-
ment). If the application requires a special positioned Tray, then this extra class of "Tray"
could be used to define the non-standard Tray.
The Item Position is thought for defining the position of one single Rack Item e.g. a vial.
This position can be taught and for items with a magnetic cap, the strip direction and strip
height can be specified. It is up to the user to define the Item itself (or any kind of con-
tainer, surrounding this item) as obstacle, to avoid any collision with the PALhead.
In the case when there is no Tray (Rack or Well Plate) available, or another one has to be
added to the list, the command "New Tray" is available in in the Options Pull-up Menu.
Follow the dialog with the selectable possibilities to assign a name as shown in the fig-
ures below. The example shows how to assign a new Rack (Tray). The same logic is
used to assign a new Well Plate.

Illustration 1091: Menu Item ‘Trays’. Illustration 1092: Empty Menu List. Select
‘Options’ to continue.

Illustration 1093: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu. Illustration 1094: Selection for Trays.
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Illustration 1095: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu for
Naming.

Illustration 1096: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu.

Illustration 1097: Rack Assigned.

Selecting the list item Tray opens up the following parameters:

Illustration 1098: Trays List Item ‘Rack’. Illustration 1099: List Items for ‘Rack’
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Illustration 1100: Trays List Item ‘Well Plate’. Illustration 1101: Well Plate Type Selection.
No List Items for Well Plate available.

Illustration 1102: Tray List Items ‘Item Posi-
tion’.

Illustration 1103: List Items for ‘Item Position’.

Tray Slots
This menu List Item is not implemented yet.

Illustration 1104: Menu Item "Tray Slots".

The Menu Items which are not part of the PALsystem configuration,
showing "(0)" behind the class name, are not listed in the "User" access
level.
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8.1.2 Setup Menu Item "Set Date and Time"
Visible in "Extended User" access level only.
In the "Options" pull-up menu, select the list item Set Date and Time.

Illustration 1105: Start Screen. Illustration 1106: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu
‘Setup’.

Illustration 1107: Setup List Item ‘Set Date
and Time’.

Illustration 1108: List Items ‘Set Date and
Time’.

Illustration 1109: Enter Date. Illustration 1110: Enter Time.
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Illustration 1111: Select Time Zone. Illustration 1112: Check "Disable DST" to
avoid automatic switching to daylight saving
time.

Item Description
Set Date and Time Date: format yyyy-mm-dd

Time: format hh:mm:ss
Time Zone: Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) plus or minus the
hour(s) time deviation from GMT.
Disable DST: Check the checkbox to disable automatic
switching to daylight saving time.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

It is highly recommended to set the "Time Zone", followed by setting the
local time.

8.1.3 Setup Menu Item "Set PALrobot Name"
Visible in "Extended User" access level only.
Selecting the list item "Set PALrobot Name" opens up following tasks:
1. From the "Options" pull-up menu, select the list item Set PALrobot Name;
2. Press ENTER to receive the alphabetical selection of characters or press the "Default
Action" button to change from capital to lower case characters or to numbers;

The name must start with an alphabetical character.
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Illustration 1113: Start Screen. Illustration 1114: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu
‘Setup’.

Illustration 1115: Setup List Item ‘Set PAL-
robot Name’.

Illustration 1116: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu for
Naming.

Illustration 1117: Setting PALrobot Name.

Item Description
Set PALrobot Name Sets a unique name for the PALrobot. This name will be

stored and can be used for identification of the system.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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8.1.4 Setup Menu Item "Setup Network"
Visible in "Extended User" access level only.
In order to select the required network setup according to the user"s laboratory setting,
the following possibilities are available:

Peer-to-Peer connection
The PALrobot is directly connected to the computer via the LAN cable. There is no corpo-
rate network or router connection.

IP Address PALrobot: 192.168.99.230
IP Address computer: 192.168.99.210
Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.0
Default Gateway: not required, leave the field empty (if an ad-

dress is entered, it will not be used)

For more information see "Peer-to-Peer Connection [} 26]".

Corporate Network with DHCP Protocol
Ask the network administrator to verify and integrate the setup within the corporate net-
work. Select the DHCP Protocol; the network will assign an IP Address and a Subnet
Mask to the PALrobot.

Corporate Network with Fixed IP Address
Ask the network administrator to provide the "IP Address", "Subnet Mask" and "Default
Gateway" to configure the PALrobot within the corporate network.
1. Select from the "Options" pull-up menu the list item Setup Network;
2. Select either the mode "DHCP" or enter a unique fixed IP address. See details above.
3. Press "Ok" when finished.

Illustration 1118: Start Screen. Illustration 1119: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu
‘Setup’.
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Illustration 1120: Setup List Item ‘Set PAL-
robot Name.

Illustration 1121: List Items for ‘Setup Net-
work’.

Item Description
Setup Network Defines the Network communication parameters.
DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol.If activated, an IP ad-

dress is dynamically sought throughout the provided net-
work.It is advisable not to use the DHCP mode but to use a
fixed IP address.

IP Address The IP address is a fixed PALsystem address. The IP Ad-
dress is often provided by the network administrator. Default
Address PALrobot: 192.168.99.230.

Subnet Mask The Subnet Mask is used for network configuration, it must be
provided by the network administrator. Default Subnet mask:
255.255.255.0.

Default Gateway Gateway is used if independent networks need to communi-
cate interactively. Communication within the network is pro-
vided by a hub or switch, defined as "Gateway". Default Gate-
way: 192.168.99.1.

MAC Address Unique hardware identification number of the system. (Read
only)

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

8.2 "Local Scripts"
The functionality of the Local Scripts is thought for customers whose CDS does not sup-
port the PAL System. Using local scripts it is possible to create, edit and execute Jobs us-
ing different methods that are based on templates. The templates are provided for differ-
ent injection techniques like Liquid-Injection, ITEX, Headspace or SPME.
The non-editable templates, called "Scripts" are managed within the "Scripts" menu.
Scripts can be deleted and additional scripts can be imported from a connected USB
Stick. "Methods" can be created based on a certain script. A method is a copy of a script
with an editable set of parameters.
Methods, for their part, are used by "Jobs". A job will process a configurable number of
samples according to the parameters of the referenced method. Jobs can be created and
started within the "Job Queue" menu. It is also possible to copy or delete Jobs and to
change the order of the Jobs within the Job Queue.
The Local Scripts function is available from the "Options" pull-up menu.
1. Press the "Option" button to open the pull-up menu and select "Local Scripts".
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Illustration 1122: Start Screen. Illustration 1123: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu.

2. Selecting the menu item "Local Scripts" gives access to the three sub menus as shown
in the figure below.

Illustration 1124: "Local Scripts" List Items.

The "Scripts" menu shows the available Scripts for the different injection techniques.
Scripts can be deleted and additional scripts can be imported from a USB Stick.

Illustration 1125: ‘Scripts’ selected. Illustration 1126: ‘Scripts’ Menu.

The "Methods" menu shows the available Methods. Each method is a copy of a corre-
sponding script. In contrast to the scripts, the parameters of a method can be edited. New
methods can be created, existing ones can be copied or deleted:
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Illustration 1127: ‘Methods’ selected. Illustration 1128: ‘New method’ selected.

A new method is created based on a present script:

Illustration 1129: Script selected. Illustration 1130: Entering name for new
method.

The parameter set of the newly created method can be adapted:

Illustration 1131: New method created. Select
'Edit' method.

Illustration 1132: The parameters of the
method can be adapted.

To create a job, based on a method enter the "Job Queue" menu:
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Illustration 1133: Selecting ‘Job Queue’. Illustration 1134: The current Job Queue is
shown.

New jobs can be created, existing ones can be copied, or deleted.
The order of the present jobs within the queue can be changed – jobs can be moved up-
wards or downwards within the list. (Jobs will always be processed top down). It is possi-
ble to start the processing of the complete queue or of a single job. It is also possible to
start processing only a part of the queue top down, beginning with a certain job.
To create a new job, choose "New Job" and select a method:

Illustration 1135: ‘New Job’ selected. Illustration 1136: ‘Method’ selected.

Enter a name for the new Job and press "New":
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Illustration 1137: Enter a name for the new
job.

Illustration 1138: New job (Job 16) created.

Adapt the parameters "First Sample Index" and "Last Sample Index", defining the total
number of samples to be processed during this job, specify the Injection Volume and se-
lect a predefined rack, if required:

Illustration 1139: Job parameters adapted.

To start a JobQueue, a part of a job queue or a single job, open the Pull up menu for the
Job Queue.
As shown in the figure below “Start” will start the whole JobQueue (beginning with Job 1).
“Start Job 2” will start only the selected Job, and “Start from Job 2” will start the
JobQueue top down, beginning with the selected job (Job 2 in this example).

Illustration 1140: Pull up menu for the "Job Queue"".

Once started, the actual task of the Job or Job Queue is displayed in the upper part of the
screen
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Illustration 1141: Task “Moving to sample po-
sition...” performed.

Illustration 1142: Job 2 done, 5 of 5 samples
done.

8.3 "Maintenance" Menu Items
The Maintenance function is available from the "Options" pull-up menu.
1. Press the "Option" button to open the pull-up menu and select "Maintenance;
2. Selecting the folder "Maintenance" gives access to the various list items as shown in

the figures below.

Illustration 1143: Start Screen. Illustration 1144: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu.
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Illustration 1145: ‘Maintenance’ List Items. Illustration 1146: Options.

In order to be able to perform any action under the section "Mainte-
nance" it is a prerequisite that the system PALdrives have already been
calibrated. See error message in the figure above. From the Start Screen
select "Options" | Service | Calibrate PALdrives.

To correct the situation, select from the Start Screen the list item "RobotArmleft" and fol-
low the instructions as given below.

Illustration 1147: Start Screen List Item ‘Rob-
otArmleft’.

Illustration 1148: ‘RobotarmLeft’ List Items.
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Illustration 1149: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu List
Items.

Illustration 1150: Press ‘Calibrate’ to start the
Process.

Illustration 1151: Press ‘Ok’ to finish Task
‘Calibrate Motors.

Illustration 1152: Start Screen. Notice ‘Green
Status Light’ indicating issue resolved.

The path described above is the shortest path. Other paths are possible
either by selecting section "Setup | Modules | Motors" or by selecting
section "Service | Installation | Calibrate Motors".
How to check if all issues are resolved is described below in section
"Maintenance | Check Configuration".

8.3.1 Maintenance Menu Item "Check PALtool Calibrations" (only
PAL RSI and PAL RTC)
This menu list item allows the operator in the "User" access level to enter into the "Cali-
bration" Wizard" without leaving the menu "Maintenance".
Follow the dialog as shown on the display of the PALterminal or on the screen of the Vir-
tual PALterminal. The wizard will prompt you to change the tool to ensure that every PAL-
tool can be checked. See figures below.
Details are described in "PALtool Referencing and Calibration (only PAL RTC and PAL
RSI) [} 410]".
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Illustration 1153: ‘Maintenance’ List Items. Illustration 1154: Starting PALtool Calibration
Wizard.

Illustration 1155: Change PALtool for Step2. Illustration 1156: Step 2 ‘Check Calibration’
Wizard.

The PALtool Calibration Wizard does guide through until the PALtool"s in the system con-
figuration are checked.

"Options" Pull-up Menu for "Check PALtool Calibration"

Illustration 1157: Check Calibration "Options" Pull-up Menu.

Item Description
Check This task allows checking the calibration position of the in-

stalled PALtool.Please note that this is a check only, changing
the calibration position is not possible under this task.
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Item Description
Previous This task allows going back to the previous step in the wizard.

8.3.2 Maintenance Menu Item "Check Teaching PALmodules"
Selecting "Check Teaching PALmodules" moves the PALhead from one module to the
next, in the order listed in the table "PALmodules". The unit waits at the programmed
teaching point for visual inspection; to continue press the button "Next".
In case a teaching point is off, remember which PALmodule is involved and return to the
Menu "Setup" for readjustment of the teaching position.
The automated check of the teaching positions of all the PALmodules can be intercepted
by pressing the BACK button.

Illustration 1158: ‘Maintenance’ List Items. Illustration 1159: Starting PALmodule ‘Check
Teaching’ Wizard.

Illustration 1160: Press ‘Next’ to continue with
Wizard.

Illustration 1161: Continue ‘Check Teaching’
with next PALmodule.
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"Options" Pull-up Menu for "Check Teaching PALmodule"

Illustration 1162: Check Teaching PALmodules "Options" Pull-up Menu.

Item Description
Check This task allows checking the teaching positions of the cur-

rently activated PALmodules.Please note that this is a check
only, changing the teaching position is not possible under this
task.

Previous This task allows going back to the previous step in the wizard.

8.3.3 Maintenance Menu Item "Check Vial Positions"
"Check Vial Positions" is a universal function to automatically check certain vial positions,
one after another, for accessibility and proper positioning of the vials, using the mounted
Tool.
Once the process is started, the PAL moves to all wash- and solvent- vials, and to the
three vials used for 3-corner teaching of each defined rack. On each position the tool will
freeze for 1 second, before it moves to the next position.
Any collision will terminate the process and trigger a "Move to Home" of the PALhead.
The function is available from User Level.

Illustration 1163: Select 'Check Vial Posi-
tions'.

Illustration 1164: Continue with 'Check'.

8.3.4 Maintenance Menu Item "Replace Unavailable Tool(s)"
"Replace Unavailable Tool" is a function to replace a tool that is no longer available on
the PALrobot but still persists in the PAL3 database, with a new tool of the same Type
(e.g. LS with LS, HS with HS, SPME with SPME etc.).
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If a tool e.g. with the name "LS 3" has been used on a PAL3system and is now no longer
available, its name "LS 3" still persists in the PAL3 database. If another (new) LS tool is
added to the system, it will automatically get the next free name e.g. "LS 4".Using the
functionality "Replace Unavailable Tool" it is possible to replace the unavailable tool with
a new tool of the same type in a way that the new tool will inherit the name of the tool no
longer present on the system. Please see the example below for clarification.
On the PAL System the tools "LS 1" and "HS 1" exist. The tools "HS 2" and "HS 3" have
previously been present on the system, but have been removed lately. A new HS tool is
added to the system and is automatically assigned the name "HS 4", because the un-
available tools "HS 2" and "HS 3" still persist in the database.
The tool "HS 1" shall be replaced by the newly added tool "HS 4" of the same type.

Illustration 1165: A new HS tool was added
and is named ‘HS 4’ automatically.

Illustration 1166: The tool ‘HS 1’ is removed
from the system and shall be replaced with
the newly added tool ‘HS 4’.

The function "Replace Unavailable Tool(s) is called from the Maintenance Menu and the
tool to be replaced (in this example "HS 1") is selected.
(Note: Only unavailable tools exactly matching the type of the newly added tool are of-
fered for selection).

Illustration 1167: Function ‘Replace Unavail-
able Tool(s) is called.

Illustration 1168: Tool HS 1 is selected for re-
placement.

From the dropdown list on the right side, the tool that shall replace the unavailable tool
"HS 1" is selected ("HS 4" in this example).
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Illustration 1169: The tool that shall replace
the unavailable tool is selected from the drop-
down list on the right side.

Illustration 1170: The unavailable tool ‘HS 1’
shall be replaced with the newly added tool
‘HS 4’ of the same type.

After pressing "Save" tool "HS 1" is replaced with the newly added tool "HS 4" which now
adopts the name "HS 1".

Illustration 1171: The newly added tool has now adopted the name "HS 1" of the unavailable tool.

8.3.5 Maintenance Menu Item "Check Configuration"
Selecting "Check Configuration" provides the possibility to check the entire system config-
uration for any mismatches. "Pending Messages" or "Service Issues" which have been
clicked away can be retrieved again.

Illustration 1172: ‘Maintenance’ List Items. Illustration 1173: Screen after selecting
‘Check Configuration’.
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Illustration 1174: List Items including Lines of
‘Pending Messages’ and ‘Service Issues’.

Illustration 1175: Press ‘Enter’ to receive
Overview.

The software checks the entire configuration for any hidden problems. The message
symbol (Envelope) in the Status Line indicates that one or more mismatches have been
detected. Service Issues and Pending Messages are retrieved from the system.
In the access level "User" the Pending Messages are displayed, the messages are avail-
able in full text and can be "clicked away".

Illustration 1176: Pending Message full Text.

The "Service Issues" are visible in the "User" and "Extended User" access levels, but
only in the "Extended User" access level is it possible to take a corrective action. See Fig-
ures below.

Illustration 1177: ‘Service Issues’ in User Ac-
cess Level.

Illustration 1178: ‘Service Issues’ in Extended
User Access Level.
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Illustration 1179: ‘Service Issue’ read only.
User Access Level.

Illustration 1180: ‘Service Issue’ Task not
available. User Access Level.

Illustration 1181: ‘Service Issue’ Extended
User Access Level.

Illustration 1182: ‘Service Issue’. Corrective
Action possible. Extended User Access
Level.

The "Options" pull-up menu for the List Item "Check Configuration" is
not activated, there are no list items defined.

8.3.6 Maintenance Menu Item "Reset Configuration"
Only visible in "Extended User" access level.
Selecting "Reset Configuration" the PAL3 Firmware (Application) resets the configuration
to a standard as defined by CTC Analytics. Currently, the following settings are available:
PAL LSI:
PAL RSI:
PAL RTC: The standard factory settings and a parameter selection for the application
"ITSP"
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Illustration 1183: ‘Maintenance’ List Items. Illustration 1184: ‘Reset Configuration’ List
Items.

Illustration 1185: Activating ‘Factory Settings’.

As pointed out in the "Warning Message" the configuration data will be
lost. This means that in the software, PAL3 Configuration data base will
be deleted and the few parameters such as the X-Axis length and the Sig-
nal settings (see table below) will be reset to default and re-entered. All
other parameters from the PALsystem configuration (e.g. teaching points
for PALmodules, etc.) will be deleted. Consequently, the user has to fol-
low the all the steps in the Installation Wizard again. Path from Start
Screen: Options | Service | Installation. Access level "Extended User" is
required.

List items for "Reset Configuration"
Item Description
Factory Setting
(PAL RTC)

This will restore the factory settings.

Factory Setting ITSP
(PAL RTC)

This will set the basic configuration for the dedicated applica-
tion "ITSP".The dedicated Tray Types and the Waste Con-
tainer for deposing the used ITSP cartridge are configured be-
sides the standard parameters as listed below.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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System Parameters affected by "Reset Configuration"
Item Default Value Settings with "Reset Configuration
IO Interface TTLIn1 and TTLIn2; negative logic; 20 ms Debounce

TimeSWOut1 and SWOut2: PWMOut 35V.
Signals Input Signals: TTLIn1 and TTLIn2 Output Signals: SWOut1

and SWOut2
Chromatography System GC1: Input1, Output1 LC1: Input1, Output1, Output2
Plunger Check Activated (Used in Service Installation Wizard "Calibrate PAL-

tool".)

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

All other parameters are deleted from data base; see Note above.

8.3.7 Maintenance Menu Item "Create Diagnostic Backup"
For details about how to create a diagnostic backup see "Creating a Backup File [} 687]"
in section "PAL Firmware [} 687]".

8.3.8 Maintenance Menu Item "Create Configuration Backup"
For details about how to create a configuration backup see "Creating a Backup File
[} 687]" in section "PAL Firmware".

8.3.9 Maintenance Menu Item "Copy Backup"
For details about how to copy a backup to a USB stick see Copying a Backup file to a
USB stick [} 689] in section "PAL Firmware".

8.3.10 Maintenance Menu Item "Restore Backup"
For details about how to restore a backup see "Restoring a Backup File [} 689]" in sec-
tion "PAL Firmware [} 687]".

8.3.11 Maintenance Menu Item "Import Templates"
Not visible in "User" access level.
Selecting the menu item Import Templates allows the "Extended User" to import one or
more customized templates for the following items:

• LC Injector Types
• Needle Types
• Rack Items
• Syringe Types
• Tray Slot Types
• Tray Types
• Valve Types
• Vial Types
• Tray Container Types
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In most cases those templates will be provided by the vendor of the PAL System, but it is
also possible to import templates, which previously have been exported from the PAL
System to a USB stick. In this way it is possible to exchange customized templates be-
tween different systems.
Starting the process "Import Templates" will automatically execute the following steps:
1. The dialog window shows the operator all available template files which are stored on
the PAL3 USB Stick;

Illustration 1186: ‘Maintenance’ List Items. Illustration 1187: Templates, present on the
PAL3 USB Stick.

2. Select the required template and press "Import".

Illustration 1188: Template selected for Im-
port.

Illustration 1189: Import process completed.

3. When finished, the imported template is shown in the corresponding class (Example:
Syringe Types):
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Illustration 1190: Custom template accessible in software class.

8.3.12 Maintenance Menu Item "Reset PAL"
Selecting the Menu Item "Reset PAL" from the Maintenance Menu will set the System
back and send the PALhead back to the Home Position if necessary.

Illustration 1191: Maintenance Menu Item "Reset PAL".

8.4 "Service" Menu Item
The Menu Item "Service" is only available under the "Extended User Ac-
cess Level". The menu contains two list items, "Installation" and "Create
New Tray System". The item "Installation" is a wizard which guides the
operator through the installation procedure to ensure that all points are
covered and that the status of the PALsystem has been controlled.

8.4.1 Prerequisites
When the PALsystem is powered on, the ‘User Access Level’ is always active by default.
To enable access to the ‘Extended User Level’ press the two ‘Menu Buttons’ simultane-
ously, or if working with a Virtual PALterminal, press the two characters ‘A’ and ‘B’ simul-
taneously on the keyboard.
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Illustration 1192: Start Screen. Access Level
‘User’.

Illustration 1193: Change Access Level.

Illustration 1194: Start Screen. Access Level
‘Extended User’.

When the PALsystem is powered up for the very first time, it is likely that a ‘Message En-
velope’ will appear in the ‘Menu Screen Status Bar’. See example below.
The reason for this message is because a PALrobot cannot be operated as long as the
PALdrives are not calibrated. If this step has not yet been completed, certain PALmod-
ules, such as the Agitator, Vortex Mixer or Peltier Stack, cannot be operated
The message displayed in the example below typically appears upon the very first power-
up of the PALsystem. This message indicates that the Rack item type in the ‘Rack 9’ has
not been set.
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Illustration 1195: Indicating ‘Pending Mes-
sages’

Illustration 1196: List Items of Pending Mes-
sages.

When pending messages are indicated, verify the message(s). If the message can be re-
solved according to the concepts described in the corresponding sections in this manual,
click it away.
See also Error Messages at PALsystem Start-up [} 682] ‘Error Messages at PALsystem
Start-up’.
For confirmation, also check if all cables from the active PALmodules are connected
properly.

8.4.2 Service Menu Item "Installation"
During a new installation of the PALsystem, it is advisable to first config-
ure the Passive PALmodules before activating the "Installation Wizard
Service". One wizard item is "Teaching PALmodules". If the "Passive
PALmodules", such as the Injector, Wash Module, etc. are not yet config-
ured, it will be necessary to restart this wizard again.
The "Quick Reference Guide [} 372]" shows the order of installation. Use
this guide as a reference.
How to perform the configuration steps for the Passive Modules is de-
scribed in "Setup | PALmodules [} 427]".

Press the Options button to open the pull-up menu and select the menu item Service,
then select the list item Installation to start the wizard.

Illustration 1197: Start Screen. Illustration 1198: ‘Options’ Menu List Items.
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Illustration 1199: ‘Service’ List Items.

The Installation wizard begins with the basic setup items like "Regional Settings", "Set
Date and Time", etc.
Some of the list items covered can be accessed under the menu item "Setup". As men-
tioned above, the "Installation" wizard is typically used during the installation process. The
menu item "Setup" will be used during routine operation.
The Installation wizard goes through twelve points (example PAL RTC) step-by-step.
When the PALrobot is powered up for the very first time, specific sections are grayed out
until the section "Calibrate PALdrives" has been completed.
Each step is described in detail below. Each section is ticked off as it is completed.

Illustration 1200: Installation Wizard showing
the twelve Points to be covered.

Illustration 1201: Installation Wizard showing
the twelve Points to be covered.

Installation Wizard showing the 13 Points to be covered. (example PAL RTC)
When the PALsystem is powered on for the very first time, these wizard items which have
to be completed are active (black). The remaining grayed-out wizard items will become
active as soon as the system is calibrated (Calibrate PALdrives) and if the hardware con-
figuration of the PALsystem requires these points to be completed. Example: "Configure
SPME Tool".

Set Regional Settings
Select the wizard item Set Regional Settings to adjust the Language and Language Re-
gion.
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Illustration 1202: Wizard Item ‘Set Regional
Settings’.

Illustration 1203: Wizard Item ‘Set Regional
Settings’.

Illustration 1204: Wizard Item ‘Set Regional
Settings’.

Illustration 1205: Wizard Item ‘Set Regional
Settings’.

Item Description
Language Currently English (United States) is the only possibility.
Regional Settings Region: This item corresponds to the country settings of the

computer operating system. The country setting mainly influ-
ences formatting such as for dates and numbers.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

When a Regional Setting parameter is changed, a reboot of the PALsys-
tem is required.
Please note that the Regional Settings are active for the PALterminal
only, the Virtual PALterminal is dependent on the settings of the com-
puter operating system.

Set Date and Time
Select the wizard item Set Date and Time to adjust the date and time.
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Illustration 1206: Wizard Item ‘Set Date and
Time’.

Illustration 1207: Wizard Item ‘Set Date and
Time’.

Illustration 1208: Wizard Item ‘Set Date and
Time’.

Illustration 1209: Wizard Item ‘Set Date and
Time’.

Illustration 1210: Wizard Item ‘Set Date and
Time’.

Illustration 1211: Wizard Item ‘Set Date and
Time’.
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Illustration 1212: Wizard Item ‘Set Date and
Time’.

Item Description
Date Date format yyyy/mm/dd
Time Time format hh:mm:ss
Time Zone Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) plus or minus the time devia-

tion (in hours) from GMT.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Set PALrobot Name
Select the wizard item Set PALrobot Name to assign a name to the PALrobot for identifi-
cation.

Illustration 1213: Wizard Item "Set PALrobot
Name".

Illustration 1214: Wizard Item "Set PALrobot
Name".
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Illustration 1215: Wizard Item "Set PALrobot
Name".

Illustration 1216: Wizard Item ‘Set Date and
Time’.

1. Press ENTER to receive the alphabetical selection of characters or press the "Default
Action" button to switch from capital to lower case characters or to numbers;

The name has to begin with an alphabetical character and end with an al-
phanumerical character. Special characters or spaces cannot be used to
start or end the name.

2. Press "Options" to access the list items "Insert", "Delete Character" or "Clear Text";
3. Press "Ok" when finished.

Item Description
Set PALrobot Name Sets a unique name for the PALrobot. This name will be

stored and is used for identification of the system.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
Pull-up Menu "Option" – Menu Items

Item Description
Insert Character Allows a character to be inserted. Press "Enter" to receive the

selection of capital letters. Pressing the "Default Action" but-
ton will switch to lower case characters or to the alphanumeric
selection.

Delete Character Deletes the selected character.
Clear Text Clears the full text.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Setup Network
Select the wizard item Setup Network to enable a network communication from the PAL-
system to the computer TCP/IP.
1. Select either the mode "DHCP" or enter a unique fixed IP address. See details below.
2. Press "Ok" when finished.
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Illustration 1217: Wizard Item ‘Setup Network’ Illustration 1218: Wizard Item ‘Setup Network’

The example as shown in the figure above is valid for the situation with a connected net-
work cable. The default addresses are correctly shown for the "peer-to-peer setup as ex-
plained below. Please note that the Default Gateway address is not used, see explana-
tion below.
When the network cable is not connected and a LAN communication is not established,
the previously entered network settings are maintained. The system will recognize that no
network communication is established or possible.
1. Check the connections of the LAN cable. The default addresses or the last defined and
stored addresses should be visible after reentering the "Setup Network" screen;
2. Check the LEDs on the Ethernet connector at the back of the PALsystem;

Illustration 1219: Connector Type RJ45, LEDs for Signal Control.

The LED on the left: Status LED. Yellow color indicates current applied to connector.
The Led on the right: Indicates Ethernet communication status. Green blinking status:
Ethernet communication is established.
For further troubleshooting tips related to LAN communication or interpretation of the LED
status either from PALterminal (or LED X-Axis Side Cover) or the Status LED from the
PALcontrol PCB (backside of the PALrobot) see following sections:

• Menu Screen Status Bar Symbols
• Restoring factory Default Network Settings [} 27]
• PAL3 Firmware Related Points [} 702]

3. When the settings have to be changed, select one Network parameter after the other
and enter the required numbers. The examples below show the default values.
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Illustration 1220: Example of Changing the
Network Addresses.

Illustration 1221: Example of Changing the
Network Addresses.

Illustration 1222: Example of Changing the
Network Addresses.

Item Description
Setup Network Defines the Network communication parameters.
DHCP Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol.If activated, an IP ad-

dress is dynamically sought throughout the provided net-
work.It is advisable not to use the DHCP mode but to use a
fixed IP address instead.

IP Address The IP address is a fixed PALsystem address. The IP Ad-
dress is often provided by the network administrator.
Default address PALrobot: 192.168.99.230.

Subnet Mask The Subnet Mask is used for network configuration, it must be
provided by the network administrator.
Default address PALrobot: 255.255.255.0.

Default Gateway Gateway is used if independent networks need to communi-
cate interactively. Communication within the network is pro-
vided by a hub or switch, defined as the "Gateway". Do not
assign a Default Gateway address.

MAC Address Unique hardware identification number of the system. (Read
only)

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
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In order to select the required network setup according to the user"s laboratory setting,
the following possibilities are available:

Peer-to-Peer connection
The PALrobot is directly connected to the computer via the LAN cable. There is no corpo-
rate network or router connection.
IP Address PALrobot: 192.168.99.230
IP Address computer: 192.168.99.210
Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.0
Default Gateway: Not required, leave the field empty (if an address is entered, it will not
be used)

Corporate Network with DHCP Protocol
Ask the network administrator to verify and integrate the setup within the corporate net-
work.Select the DHCP Protocol; the network will assign an IP Address and a Subnet
Mask to the PALrobot.

Corporate Network with Fixed IP Address
Ask the network administrator to provide the "IP Address", "Subnet Mask" and "Default
Gateway" to configure the PALrobot within the corporate network.

For more information see "Establishing Communication with Computer
[} 25]".

Set Homing Strategy
The homing strategy determines, in which order the three axis of the PALhead are being
homed. The homing strategy can also be selected as list item for "RobotArmLeft" under
"Drives (PAldrives)" (see "Setup Menu Item "PALmodules" [} 427]").
Three different homing strategies can be selected:

• Default
• ZExtendYXY
• ZXY

Illustration 1223: Item ‘Set Homing Strategy’. Illustration 1224: Select 'Homing Strategy'.
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Item Description
Homing Strategy Default

The default order for homing the 3 axis of the PALhead is Z –
Y – X., meaning the Z-Axis (up and down) of the PALhead is
homed first, followed by the Y-Axis (back and forth), while the
X-Axis (right and left) is homed at last.
ZExtendYXY
In case obstacles of the type "Pre-Taught Obstacle", which
are situated behind the X-Axis of the PALrobot have been de-
fined, the default homing strategy may result in a collision be-
tween the Y-Axis and an obstacle behind the X-Axis. To avoid
such collisions the homing strategy "ZExtendYXY" has to be
selected. If "ZExtendYXY" is selected, first the Z-Axis is
homed, then, after extending the Y-Axis forward, the X-Axis is
homed and at last the Y-Axis is homed.
ZXY
The last strategy "ZXY" offers homing in the order Z – X – Y.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Calibrate PALdrives
The "Calibration of PALdrives" is basically a check to determine whether the mechanical
stop points of the various axes can be detected reliably. A clearance distance (offset)
from the mechanical stop point is assigned and stored as the electronic stop point. This
calibration of the axes is mandatory and ensures reliable performance.
This step has to be repeated if a PALdrive has failed, has been replaced or when any
other major error has occurred. This calibration task brings the PALrobot back to reliable
operation.

For the calibration procedure it is mandatory to use a tool with a plunger
coupling. If a tool without plunger coupling (e.g. Dilutor Tool) is used, the
calibration procedure will fail.
Please do not confuse the terms and tasks for "Calibration Drives" as ex-
plained in this section with those for "Calibration Tools" as described in
section "PALtools [} 289]".
PAL RTC: When starting the wizard "Calibrate PALdrives" at least one
PALtool has to be parked in a slot of the PALtool Station. In the PALtool,
a syringe with an inserted plunger has to be installed.

1. Select the wizard item Calibrate PALdrives and follow the dialog. Starting the "Cali-
bration Wizard" guides the user to all steps.
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Illustration 1225: Selecting Wizard Item ‘Cali-
brate PALdrives’.

Illustration 1226: Starting Calibration Wizard
Step

2. Press "Calibrate" to start the first step.
All axes from the PALrobot will be calibrated. Wait until the yellow light stops flashing and
"Next" becomes available; For the PAL LSI and PAL RSI this step completes the "Cali-
bration Wizard" and the PALhead moves back to the "Home" position.
For the PAL RTC the wizard will guide the user through some additional steps:
3. Press "Next" to continue with "Calibrate Coupling" (Step 2) and when finished press
"Next" again to "Calibrate Coupling Sensor". These wizard steps are valid if the PALtool
is not installed in the PALhead of a PAL RTC.
In case the calibration step is activated with an installed PALtool, the system dialog will
ask you to move the PALhead to an empty slot and first Eject the PALtool;

When the PALtool ejection has been completed, the PALtool is no longer
installed in the PALhead. Continuing with "Calibrate PALdrives" in the
"Installation Wizard", the system will detect that the tool is not mounted
and will adapt accordingly to this situation.

Illustration 1227: Step 2: Calibrate Coupling. Illustration 1228: Step3: Calibrate Plunger
Sensor.
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Illustration 1229: Step 4: Mount PALtool. Illustration 1230: Step 5: Calibrate Coupling.

4. Press "Next" to continue with "Calibrate Plunger Sensor" (Step 3) and when finished
press "Next" again to "Calibrate Coupling";
5. Steps 5 and 6 calibrate the coupling of a PALtool. The wizard text explains that the
PALhead has to be moved above the "Coupling Pivots" as shown in the picture;

Please note that the PALhead has to be positioned such that the receiv-
ing holes of the Z-Slider are above the Coupling Pivots of the PALtool
but they should not be engaged.

Upon starting the wizard, the PALrobot automatically turns off the power to enable a man-
ual movement of the PALhead.

Illustration 1231: Step 6: Calibrate Plunger
Sensor.

Illustration 1232: Step 7: Finish Calibration.

6. Step 6, the Sensor of the Plunger Drive is calibrated. When finished, press "Next" to
continue to Step 7;
7. Step 7 completes the "Calibration Wizard" for the PAL RTC. The PALhead moves back
to the "Home" position.
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Set Syringe Adapter (only PAL LSI)

This wizard list item is only available if the Syringe Adapter of the PAL
LSI model has not been defined yet. If the Syringe Adapter has been de-
fined, typically with factory installation, than is this wizard list item not
visible anymore. It can always be accessed at any time with access level
rights for "Service".

After selecting the wizard list item "Set Syringe Adapter", the selection for the Syringe
Adapter is displayed. Currently are for the PAL LSI model two Syringe Adapter types
(Holder) available.

Illustration 1233: Wizard Item ‘Set Syringe
Adapter’.

Illustration 1234: Exchange Syringe List Item.

Illustration 1235: Selection for Syringe
Adapter.

Illustration 1236: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu for
Exchange Syringe.

Teach Exchange Position (only PAL LSI and PAL RSI)
The position "Exchange" can be defined to optimize the position of the PALhead and the
Z-Slider for exchanging the syringe (or the tool in case of the PAL RSI).
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Illustration 1237: Wizard Item ‘Teach Ex-
change Position’.

Illustration 1238: Move the PALhead manu-
ally into desired Position.

Illustration 1239: Press ‘OK’ to return to Wiz-
ard Listing.

1. After selecting the wizard list item "Teach Exchange Position", manually position the
PALhead and the Syringe Slider (in Z-Axis) such that a syringe exchange (or tool ex-
change in case of the PAL RSI)can be handled with convenience;

 CAUTION
Avoid any possible manual contacts with heated zones!

2. Press "Ok" to finish the wizard.

The position can be taught under the list item "RobotArmleft, Options
pull-up menu as well.

Change Tool (only PAL RSI)
This task allows moving the PALhead in the position where the exchange of the PALtool
can be performed conveniently. The position itself has been taught with the previous
menu item "Teach Exchange Position".

This task is also available with a direct access:
Start Screen | RobotArmleft | Options Pull-up menu | Change Tool.
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Illustration 1240: Selecting Wizard item
‘Change Tool’.

Illustration 1241: Press ‘Move’ to allow the
PALhead to move to defined Position.

Illustration 1242: Replace the PALtool. Press
‘Next to continue.

Illustration 1243: Select the Syringe Type.

Remove the PALtool from the PALhead:
1. Manually move the Plunger Coupling Adapter upwards to get enough space to eject
the Syringe Plunger Adapter;
2. Hold the PALtool with one hand to secure and push the black Tool Adapter (Illustration
on display shows the Tool adapter in light blue-greenish color) to the right side.
This releases the PALtool.
Insert the PALtool:
The PALtool is inserted in reversed order from the removal process as described above.
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Illustration 1244: Select the Needle Guide
Type.

Illustration 1245: Press ‘Ok’ to finish the Wiz-
ard.

Teach PALtool Station (only PAL RTC)

The Term PALtool Station is a generic term. It can refer to a Change Sta-
tion (passive PALmodule with single Slot) or a Park Station (active
PALmodule with 3 Slots).The current model of the PAL RTC System in-
cludes only the active PALmodule "Park Station". The section below de-
scribes the teaching of a Park Station. If for any reason a Change Station
(passive PALmodule) has to be installed, its teaching process follows the
same steps.
The explanations below are for information only. The PAL RTC System
does not accept a "Change Station".

How to proceed with different types or configurations of the PALtool
Station?
A PALsystem can be equipped with a Change Station or with one or two Park Stations.
The following configurations are allowed:

• One Change Station
• One or two Park Stations (For the configuration with two Park Stations see the cau-

tionary note below for "Exceptional Circumstances".)
The following configurations are prohibited by the software:

• Two Change Stations
• The combination of a Change Station with a Park Station

The above described rules and limitations are valid for specific OEM con-
figurations but not in combination with PAL3 Firmware version 1.5.0.

Valid PAL RTC System Configurations
The PAL RTC System running with the PAL3 Firmware version 1.5.0 does not accept a
"Change Station". For the PAL RTC System is the configuration with one or two Park Sta-
tion valid.

PALsystem Configuration with two Park Stations
Exceptional Circumstances
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When two Park Stations have to be configured in a PALsystem, it is recommended to fol-
low the procedure described here:
In order to install a PALsystem configuration with two Park Stations follow the steps de-
scribed below:
1. Physically connect both Park Stations at the desired positions of the X-Axis;
2. Define which Park Station will be Park Station1 (Park Station # 1);
3. When the PALsystem is powered off, connect the supplied control cable from the rear
side of Park Station1 to the PALcontrol interface jack marked with "PALbus", or if this is
already occupied to another Active PALmodule with an open jack;
4. DO NOT connect the control cable from Park Station # 2;
5. Power-up the system. The software will assign the module address to "Parkstation1";
6. Turn off the system and connect the provided control cable to Park Station #2;
7. Power-up the system again, the software will recognize the second Park Station and
will assign the address to "ParkStation2".

This procedure allows assigning addresses to the two Park Stations in
the order defined by the operator. It is important to discuss this point
with the operator to avoid confusion of identities between the two Park
Stations.

After completing the steps to assign the addresses to the two Park Stations, keep in mind
the following points:
The slots in the two Park Stations will be identically numbered from 1 - 3. The Address of
the Park Station will enable the system to distinguish between these slots. Example:
Parkstation1; Slot1 | ParkStation2; Slot1

• Following the "Service Wizard", the second point after "Teach PALtool Station" is the
item "Set Reference Point". It is advisable, but not mandatory, to set the reference
point at Park Station #1. It is more likely that the second Park Station will be removed
in the future and not the first one. Removing the Park Station to which the Reference
Point has been assigned would result in elimination of the Reference Point for the
system.

• When the wizard for "Teach PALtool Station" is started, the software will check if the
PALtool (coupled in the PALhead) is parked in the expected position. In case the two
Park Stations are mixed up, the error message as shown below will appear. In such a
case verify the identity of the Park Station and/or the slot position.

Illustration 1246: Error Message: Mix-up of Slot Positions.

Wizard "Teach PALtool Station"

When a Park Station is used in the configuration of the PALsystem, re-
move any other PALtool from the slots before the wizard is started. If this
is not observed, an error message will appear (see below).
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Illustration 1247: Error Message if addressed Slot is occupied.

The wizard "Teach PALtool station" calibrates the position of the slot(-s). The height of
the tool, installed in the slot, is calibrated against the PALhead base plate to define the
coupling distance.
1. Select the wizard item Teach PALtool Station.
The wizard automatically turns off the power to the PALrobot to enable a manual move-
ment of the PALhead to the first Slot.
If you have performed the previous step, Calibration PALdrives, a PALtool should still be
installed. If for any reason there is no installed PALtool, the PALrobot will recognize the
situation and will go through an intermediate step to mount a tool. See figure below.
Step1 of 4 requests the installation of a PALtool if one is not yet mounted to the PAL-
head;

Illustration 1248: Wizard Item ‘Teach PALtool
Station’

Illustration 1249: Mount a PALtool in case
Tool was not installed.

2. If a PALtool has already been installed, the wizard starts with Step1 as shown below.
Step 1 asks the user to place the PALhead manually into the first slot. Ensure that the
guiding pins engage well into the guiding holes of the Park Station. When the PALhead is
correctly in place, press "Save" to store the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes positions; press "Next" to
continue with the wizard.
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Illustration 1250: Wizard ‘Teaching PALtool
Station’. Step1: Move PALhead manually to
Slot1 and position the PALtool. Status LED:
Blue. Press ‘Save’ to continue.

Illustration 1251: Wizard ‘Teaching PALtool
Station’.

3. Repeat the previous steps to teach the positions for Slots 2 and 3. The last step moves
the PALhead back to the "Home" Position.

Illustration 1252: Wizard "Teaching PALtool
Station". Step2: Move PALhead manually to
Slot2 and position the PALtool. Press "Save"
to continue.

Illustration 1253: Wizard "Teaching PALtool
Station". Step3: Move PALhead manually to
Slot3 and position the PALtool. Press "Save"
to continue.
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Illustration 1254: Wizard Step 4 to finish Wiz-
ard.

If the PALsystem configuration contains two Park Stations, the wizard
will continue with teaching "ParkStation2" in the same logical order as
described above.

If a SPME Tool is part of the PALsystem configuration, at this point insert
the SPME Tool in the slot of the Park Station before the next step in the
wizard is activated (Configure SPME Tool). If the SPME Tool is not recog-
nized by the system, the wizard will continue with the wizard point "Set
Reference Point".

Set Reference Point (only PAL RSI and PAL RTC)

The concept of "Referencing and Calibration" is explained in sections
Definitions [} 397] and PALtool Referencing and Calibration (only PAL
RTC and PAL RSI) [} 410]
The Reference Point can be in theory any point within the working range
of the system However for practical reasons it is advisable to select a
fixed teaching such as e.g. on the Tray Holder, barcode reader or Fast
Wash Module. For the PAL RTC the reference point is placed on the Park
Station.

Select the wizard item Set Reference Point and follow the dialog.
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Illustration 1255: Wizard Item ‘Set Reference
Point’.

Illustration 1256: Set the Reference Point.
(PAL RTC) Press ‘Save’ to continue.

Illustration 1257: Set the Reference Point.
(PAL RSI) Press ‘Save’ to continue.

Illustration 1258: Press ‘Next’ to continue.
(PAL RSI)

Manually position the PALhead exactly within the guiding rings of the lunette. Store this
value;
It is advisable to hold the Y-Axis with one hand and with the other hand move the tool
body in a controlled manner to the PALhead teaching position. Do NOT hold the Needle
Guide to move the PALhead. This part is mechanically flexible and holding it could lead to
misalignment.
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Illustration 1259: Press ‘Next’ to continue. Illustration 1260: Step2: Finish Wizard

If more than one PALtool is part of the configuration, it is advisable to re-
peat the task "Set Reference Point" with the other(-s) PALtool(-s) at this
point of installation.
The Park Station (for the PAL RTC) should not change in its position. If
the "Park Station" has been moved to another position, it is necessary to
redefine the Reference Point and recalibrate all the other PALtools.
If for any reason, the referencing (Set Reference Point) has been re-
peated, it is mandatory to recalibrate all PALtools. Using the step "Set
Reference Point" clears any previous calibration data stored for the indi-
vidual tools. Beginning with PAL3 Firmware version 1.4.0 a message will
appear to inform the operator of the necessary steps. Previous software
versions will not give any warning.

Calibrate PALtools (PAL RTC)
The "Calibration of PALdrives" is basically a check to determine whether the mechanical
stop points of the various axes can be detected reliably. A clearance distance (offset)
from the mechanical stop point is assigned and stored as the electronic stop point. This
calibration of the axes is mandatory and ensures reliable performance.
This step has to be repeated if a PALdrive has failed, has been replaced or when any
other major error has occurred. This calibration task brings the PALrobot back to reliable
operation.

Please do not confuse the terms and tasks for "Calibration Drives" as ex-
plained in this section with those for "Calibration Tools" as described in
section "PALtool Referencing and Calibration [} 410]".

To "Calibrate PALtools" follow the steps as described below.
In the example below, the PALtool positioned in Slot1 is the LS Tool (Liquid), in Slot2 the
Headspace Tool (HS Tool), and in Slot3 the SPME Tool.
1. Select the wizard item Calibrate PALdrives and follow the dialog. Starting the "Cali-
bration Wizard" guides the user from steps 1 to;
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Illustration 1261: Wizard Item ‘Calibrate
Tools’.

Illustration 1262: Move the PALtool manually
to the Reference Point.

2. Press "Save" to continue in the wizard. The X-, Y-, and Z-positions will be stored. Se-
lect "Next" to open the window for assigning the Tool parameters. See as an example the
figures below.

Illustration 1263: Set the Reference Point.
Press ‘Next’ to continue.

Illustration 1264: PALtool List Parameters.

Illustration 1265: Assigning Tool Parameter
‘Syringe Type’.

Illustration 1266: Selection for Tool Parame-
ter ‘Needle Guide Type’.
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The Tool Parameter is assigned to the PALtool. This parameter is only
available with the PAL3 Firmware version 1.4.0 (or higher). (This parame-
ter is NOT available with the intermediate software versions 1.3.1/1.3.2.)
Starting with PAL3 Firmware version 2.0.0 the Needle Guide Type "Non-
Magn2mL" is available. If the firmware is downgraded, special attention
has to be paid for. See "Updating PAL Firmware [} 691]" and "Downgrad-
ing the PAL Firware [} 691]".

3. After the first step of PALtool Calibration, the wizard will park the installed PALtool and
pick up the next tool, starting with the tool in Slot1 and consecutively in Slots 2 and 3;

Illustration 1267: Change Tool to prepare for
2nd Tool.

Illustration 1268: Calibrating 2nd Tool, HS
Tool.

Illustration 1269: Selecting ‘Syringe Type’. Illustration 1270: Assigning ‘Needle Guide
Type’ for 2nd Tool.
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Illustration 1271: Prepare for 3rd Tool. Illustration 1272: Calibrating 3rd Tool, SPME
Tool.

Illustration 1273: Assigning Tool Parameter
‘Syringe Type’.

Illustration 1274: Selection for Tool Parame-
ter ‘Syringe Type’.

Illustration 1275: Assigning Tool Parameter
‘Needle Guide Type’.

Illustration 1276: Selection for Tool Parame-
ter ‘Needle Guide Type’.

SPME Tool Adjustment Parameters
As explained in the section "SPME fiber Tool [} 304]" two different SPME Holders exist
and therefore two SPME Tools are available to accept the two versions of the Holder:
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• SPME: SPME Holder manufactured by Supelco (traditional holder, 1st generation
SPME Holder).

• SPME2: SPME Holder manufactured by CTC Analytics (2nd generation SPME
Holder)

Working with the SPME Tool requires two adjustments of the SPME Fiber:
• Fiber Alignment: Fiber position is flush with the needle tip.
• Fiber Standby Position: Fiber inserted 2 mm into sheath metal (needle); (2 mm retrac-

tion is a recommended value).
For the two versions an approximate value for the parameter "Fiber Alignment" and the
recommended value for the parameter "Fiber Standby Position" are given in the table be-
low:

SPME Type Fiber Alignment Fiber Standby Position
SPME 10.8 mm 2.0 mm
SPME2 3.4 mm 2.0 mm

The figures within the wizard are self-explanatory in order to illustrate these points.
1. Adjust the "Fiber alignment"; the fiber tip has to be flush with the needle tip. Adjust the
fiber manually. Turn the fiber downwards until it is clearly visible. Then turn it back so that
it is at the same level as the needle tip and save this value;

Illustration 1277: List Item ‘Fiber Alignment’. Illustration 1278: List Item ‘Fiber Alignment’.
Adjust Fiber Position (flush with the Needle
tip).

2. Adjust the Standby Position Offset. The fiber has to be brought back by at least 2 mm
into the needle (protective shield). The reason for this adjustment is so that the fiber does
not touch the septum during the process of needle penetration. The fiber could stick to
the septum and become damaged or even lost;
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Illustration 1279: List Item Parameter
‘Standby Position Offset’.

Illustration 1280: List Item ‘Standby Position
Offset. Adjust the Fiber Standby Position.

3. When finished, the final wizard step moves the PALhead back to the Home position.

Illustration 1281: Step 8 to finish Wizard "Tool Calibration".

The default value of the Tool Parameter is "NotSpecified". This means that the parameter
has to be specified for the application. The definition can be made at this stage of installa-
tion or later on during routine work. The operator will always be able to change this pa-
rameter to adapt it for another application; note that the Extended User Level is required.

Item Description
NotSpecified Prohibits the execution of a run.
Magn10or20mL Magnetic Ring installed to enable the transport of 10 or 20 mL

vials.
Magn2mL Magnetic Ring not installed but Lower Needle Guide has

Magnets installed to enable transport of a 2 mL vial.
FoilCutter Foil Cutter installed. The Foil Cutter pierces a sealing foil of a

MTP or DW-Plate before the syringe needle penetrates the
well.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
The parameter "CapType" in the class "Vial Type" has to correspond with the Tool "Nee-
dle Guide Type".
Examples:

• Magnetic10/20 | MagnetCap
• Magnetic 2mL | MagneticCap
• Foil Cutter | MTP Plates
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If "NeedleGuide Type" is defined as "NotSpecified", the execution of a
sample run is prohibited even if the "Cap Type is set to "NoCap" or "Non-
MagneticCap".
The Park Station should not change in the position. If the "Station" has
moved its position, it is necessary to redefine the Reference Point and
recalibrate all the other PALtools.
If for any reason, the referencing process (Set Reference Point) has been
repeated, it is mandatory to recalibrate all PALtools. Using the step "Set
Reference Point" clears any previous calibration data stored for the indi-
vidual tools. Beginning with PAL3 Firmware version 1.4.0 a message will
appear to inform the operator of the necessary steps. Previous software
versions will not give any warning.

Calibrate PALtools (PAL RSI)
To "Calibrate PALtools" follow the steps as described below.
The purpose of PALtool "Calibration" and "Referencing" is described in section "PALtool
Referencing and Calibration [} 410]".

As described in section "PALtool Referencing and Calibration [} 410]",
the PALtool which is most frequently used should be used for "Calibra-
tion". This tool can be considered as the "ideal tool". All other tools will
be referenced with respect to the "ideal" PALtool.This step is not neces-
sary if only one PALtool is in use within the entire PALsystem. It is advis-
able to hold the Y-Axis with one hand and with the other hand move the
tool body in a controlled manner to the PALhead teaching position. Do
NOT hold the Needle Guide to move the PALhead. This part is mechani-
cally flexible and holding it could lead to misalignment.

In the example below, is the LS Tool installed in the PALhead.
1. Select the wizard item Calibrate PALtools and follow the dialog;

Illustration 1282: Wizard Item ‘Calibrate
Tools’.

Illustration 1283: Calibration of LS Tool.

2. Press "Save" to continue in the wizard. The X-, Y-, and Z-positions will be stored. Se-
lect "Next" to open the window for assigning the Tool parameters. See figure below.
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Illustration 1284: Press ‘Next’ to continue. Illustration 1285: Assigning Tool Parameter
‘Syringe Type’.

Illustration 1286: Selection for Tool Parame-
ter Needle Guide Type’.

The Tool Parameter is assigned to the PALtool. This parameter is only
available with the PAL3 Firmware version 1.4.0 (or higher). (This parame-
ter is NOT available with the intermediate software versions 1.3.1/1.3.2.)

The default value of the Tool Parameter is "NotSpecified". This means that the parameter
has to be specified for the application. The definition can be made at this stage of installa-
tion or later on during routine work. The operator will always be able to change this pa-
rameter to adapt it for another application; note that the Extended User Level is required.

Item Description
NotSpecified Prohibits the execution of a run.
Magn10or20mL Magnetic Ring installed to enable the transport of 10 or 20 mL

vials.
Magn2mL Magnetic Ring not installed but Lower Needle Guide has

Magnets installed to enable transport of a 2 mL vial.
FoilCutter Foil Cutter installed. The Foil Cutter pierces a sealing foil of a

MTP or DW-Plate before the syringe needle penetrates the
well.

NonMagn2mL The lower Needle Guide has no magnets installed; a mag-
netic ring is not connected to it. Typically used for Microtiter
Plates or for vials with a non-magnetic cap.
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Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".
The parameter "CapType" in the class "Vial Type" has to correspond with the Tool "Nee-
dle Guide Type".
Examples:

• Magnetic10/20 | MagnetCap
• Magnetic 2mL | MagneticCap
• Foil Cutter | MTP Plates

If "NeedleGuide Type" is defined as "NotSpecified", the execution of a
sample run is prohibited even if the "Cap Type is set to "NoCap" or "Non-
MagneticCap".

3. When finished, the final wizard step moves the PALhead back to the Home position;
4. After the PALtool Calibration, it is advisable to calibrate other PALtools from the same
system configuration, if applicable.

If for any reason, the referencing process (Set Reference Point) has been
repeated, it is mandatory to recalibrate all PALtools. Using the step "Set
Reference Point" clears any previous calibration data stored for the indi-
vidual tools. Beginning with PAL3 Firmware version 1.4.0 a message will
appear to inform the operator of the necessary steps. Previous software
versions will not give any warning.

Setup PALmodules
This section describes how to predefine the parameters of the various PALmodules. Typi-
cally, this process is done once at first installation of the PALsystem.
Agitator

Illustration 1287: Wizard List Item "Setup Modules".

Agitator Cover Plate:
Select the Cover Plate Type.
The standard Agitator has a cover without holes. The cover has to be opened to access
the vials with the syringe needle. A new type of Agitator Cover with holes (perforated) has
been developed for the various models of the PAL System. .
NotSpecified: If defined as "NotSpecified", execution of the run is prohibited.
Standard: Known version of the Agitator (Lid without holes). This lid is replaced by the
new type of cover plate with holes, perforated Agitator Cover type.
Perforated: Used for PAL RTC, PAL RSI, and PAL LSI; new type of Agitator (Lid with
holes).
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Illustration 1288: List Items for ‘Setup Mod-
ules’.

Illustration 1289: Selection for Agitator Cover
Plate.

Reserved Positions:
Detailed Description of "Setup Module" Parameters "Reserved Positions" and "Vial Type"
With the list item "Setup Module" it is possible to reserve one or more positions in the Agi-
tator for a source vial, for example, to be able to provide an internal standard solution, a
reagent solution for a derivatization, or any other solution as required by a specific appli-
cation. Possible reserved positions for source vials begin at "Vial Position 6" and count
backwards. In this manner, the first positions are made available for the sample vials.
The vial size can be selected for the remaining free positions and can be selected sepa-
rately for the reserved vial(-s). Please note that for the reserved vials, only one vial size
can be selected.
For routine work, the consequence of this is that vial overlapping will be possible only
within the free available sample vial positions to optimize the throughput.
In terms of script language, the behavior of the following two "Activities" can be summa-
rized below:

• Activity "TransportVial": Allowed for available free sample vial positions and for re-
served vial positions.

• Activity "MoveToObject": Allowed for "reserved" vial positions only.
The reason for this limitation is because in the overlapping mode the sample vial position
is managed by the scheduler.
Examples of "Free available" and "Reserved" Vial Positions are given below; see screen-
shots.
If the Vial Type has to be changed during routine application, this can be done at any
time by going to the Start Screen, selecting the menu item "Agitator", scrolling down to
the list item "Vial Type" and selecting another Vial Type.

40-CV: This "Vial Type" is selectable from the list but it does not physi-
cally fit into the Tray of the Agitator. In addition, the only cap type avail-
able at present is the "NonMagneticCap". Because of this, the vial cannot
be transported using magnetic force as is typically used for a headspace
application.
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Illustration 1290: Reserved Positions: Select-
ing ‘0’.

Illustration 1291: Vial Positions 1-6 available.

Illustration 1292: Reserved Position: Position
6.

Illustration 1293: Vial Positions 1-5 available.

Illustration 1294: Select Vial Type for Re-
served position.

Illustration 1295: Example with 3 Reserved
Positions.

Dilutor (only PAL RSI and PAL RTC)
Step 2 of the Wizard allows setting the parameters of the Dilutor module and the corre-
sponding tool.
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Illustration 1296: Wizard Step 2: Dilutor. Illustration 1297: Wizard Step 2: Dilutor Sy-
ringe Type.

Illustration 1298: Wizard Step 2: Dilutor Valve
type.

Illustration 1299: Wizard Step 3: Link to Dilu-
tor tool.

Illustration 1300: Wizard Step 2: Needle
Guide Type of the Dilutor tool.

Illustration 1301: Wizard Step 3: Needle Type
of the Dilutor tool.
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Illustration 1302: Wizard Step 2: Transfer
Tube volume.

Press "Next" to continue within the wizard.

Injector
Step 3 of the Wizard allows setting the syringe "Minimum Needle Penetration Depth"
value in the "Injectors", LC Injector and/or GC Injector (SSL); if applicable.

Illustration 1303: Wizard Step 3: Injector. Illustration 1304: Wizard Step 3: Injector Sy-
ringe Needle Penetration.

Press "Next" to continue within the wizard.

Valve Type
This Wizard step allows setting the Valve Type which is required by the configuration or
application.
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Illustration 1305: Wizard step 4: Valve Type. Illustration 1306: Select the required Valve
Type.

Press "Next" to finish the wizard.
The predefined Valve Types are Injector Valve, Switching Valve, or Selector Valve. Do
not select one of the generic Valve Types which will also show up in the list. The default
values for this type of valve will be applied if the user selects a generic Valve Type, e.g.
"TwoPositionNPort". For more details see "Valve Drives [} 121]".

Item Description
Valve Drive
Valve Type Injector Valve

Switching Valve (TwoPositionNPort)
Selector Valve (Column Selector valve, Example ColSel6.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Teach PALmodules
The term "Teaching" is used for the definition of the X-, Y-, and Z-Axes positions for each
PALmodule.
See also Defining Object Positions [} 397].
Please note the difference between "active" and "passive" PALmodules. Active modules
are recognized automatically by the system when connected to the PALbus and at the
next restart of the system.
Passive modules are not automatically recognized, they have to be added to the configu-
ration. Passive PALmodules, such as Tray Holder, Wash Module, etc. have to be added
first. See also the "Quick Installation Guide for the PAL System".
1. Select the wizard item "Teach PALmodule". A dialog will guide the operator through
this teaching wizard. Upon starting the wizard, the PALrobot automatically turns off the
current to enable a manual movement of the PALhead to the various PALmodules config-
ured within the PALsystem;
2. PAL RTC: If the wizard is started without an attached PALtool, it first moves the PAL-
head to the first slot of the Park Station picks up the provided tool and waits for the next
command;
3. The teaching order follows the order of the objects listed as shown in Setup/PALmod-
ules (pull-up menu "Options"). During the teaching process, it is always possible to de-
mand a fine tuning or to go back to a previous position or module. See the various possi-
bilities under the "Options" pull-up menu;
4. The number of steps in the wizard depends on the number of PALmodules within the
specific PALsystem;
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It is advisable to hold the Y-Axis with one hand and with the other hand
move the tool body in a controlled manner to the PALhead teaching posi-
tion. Do NOT hold the Needle Guide to move the PALhead. This part is
mechanically flexible and holding it could lead to misalignment.

5. When the wizard is started, the first PALmodule will be displayed; an arrow indicates
the teaching position. Follow the instructions given. As a general description, move the
PALhead manually to the indicated Teaching Position; adjust the lower needle guide per-
fectly within the center of the lunette ring. Without the magnetic ring attached, use the in-
ner ring for teaching;
6. The Lower Needle Guide should be centered on the lunette with the bottom of the
Lower Needle Guide lightly touching its surface. For PALmodules without a lunette, such
as the Agitator, it is necessary to insert a vial (with the corresponding adapter if required)
and use the vial cap surface as the reference for the Z-Axis value;
7. The teaching process for the "active PALmodules" is described in the corresponding
sections, starting with the "Agitator [} 51]" Module;
8. When you are satisfied with the teaching, press "Save" and continue by pressing
"Next" to get to the following PALmodule. If in doubt, proceed with the fine tuning.

Active PALmodules

Illustration 1307: Selecting Wizard Item
‘Teach PALmodule’.

Illustration 1308: Agitator Teaching Position.

Illustration 1309: Vortex Mixer Teaching Posi-
tion.

Illustration 1310: Barcode Reader Teaching
Position.
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It is mandatory to insert a vial into the Agitator or Vortex Mixer to teach
the X-,Y- and Z-Axes positions.

Illustration 1311: SPME Conditioning Module. Illustration 1312: OC Actuator Teaching Posi-
tion.

Illustration 1313: Peltier Stack 2DW Module. Illustration 1314: Peltier Stack 6DW Module.

Illustration 1315: Valve Drive Module Illustration 1316: Fast Wash Module.
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Passive PALmodules

Illustration 1317: GC Injector. Illustration 1318: Solvent Module.

Illustration 1319: MHE Module. Illustration 1320: Liquid Tray Holder.

Illustration 1321: Tray Holder. Illustration 1322: Tray Plate.
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Illustration 1323: Large Wash Module. Illustration 1324: Standard Wash Module.

Illustration 1325: LCMS-Wash (only PAL RSI
and PAL RTC)

Illustration 1326: Obstacle.

An "Obstacle" is a module from another device, e.g. a large Thermal Con-
ductivity Detector (TCD) from a gas chromatographic system or a Col-
umn Selector Valve Type from the HPLC technique. If such a module ex-
ceeds at a certain height, it could obstruct the pathway of the PALrobot.
The dimensions and position of the "Obstacle" can be defined. The PAL-
robot will exclude this area from its routine trajectory and will bypass
it.Another example of Obstacle is the combination of the OC-Injector with
a Peltier Stack. The body of the Thermo OC-injector is positioned below
the top cover of the GC. Because of this, the Tool will touch the top cover
when the PALhead is moved to the OCI position. Define an obstacle
around the OCI to prevent a collision.

In cases where Vial Types are defined the following teaching points are defined.
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Illustration 1327: Reservoir Vial. Illustration 1328: Wash Vial.

Illustration 1329: Waste Vial.

Options Pull-up Menu
Opening the pull-up menu "Options" will provide the list items specific to each PALmod-
ule. The various functionalities are described in the section "The menu structure [} 427]".

Illustration 1330: ‘Options’ Pull-up Menu. Ex-
ample ‘Injector’.

Illustration 1331: Pull-up Menu ‘Options’.
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Item Description
Check Checks the teaching positions of the selected PALmodule.
Teach Allows the user to teach the X-,Y-,Z-Positions of the selected

PALmodule.
Previous Returns to the previous task within the wizard.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

Check Teaching PALmodules
This section allows the operator to check and verify the teaching positions of all modules
included in the PALsystem configuration, including active and passive modules.
1. Select the wizard item "Check Teaching PALmodules";
2. Press "Check" to activate the wizard. The PALhead moves to the first module in the
list, positions itself at the Teaching Point and waits for the next command. This gives the
operator the chance to verify the position;

A fine tuning is not foreseen in this section. If a fine tuning is necessary,
refer back to the section "Installation | Teach PALmodule", or from the
start screen activate the pull-up menu "Options" and select "Setup |
PALmodules".

3. Modules which have no direct access to the teaching point (lunette) such as the Agita-
tor or the Vortex Mixer are treated the same way as for a routine run. In other words, the
cover of the Agitator is opened automatically or in combination with the MHE Adapter
(only PAL RSI and PAL RTC) it moves the PALhead to the side to wipe off the Vial in
case of the Agitator or in the case of the MHE Module the MHE Adapter;

Illustration 1332: Wizard Item ‘Check Teach-
ing PALmodules’.

Illustration 1333: Check Teaching of Agitator.
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Illustration 1334: Press ‘Next’ to continue with
wizard.

Illustration 1335: Check teaching of Vortex
Mixer.

4. Press "Next" to continue within the wizard; the PALhead moves to the next PALmod-
ule. The figure above is the only example shown for this wizard; all other modules are
treated in the same manner as described above.
The pull-up menu "Previous" gives the option to move one step back to the previous mod-
ule and verify the teaching position again.

Illustration 1336: Options Pull-up Menu of
Modules.

Illustration 1337: Options Pull-up Menu.

It is mandatory to insert a vial into the Agitator or Vortex Mixer to teach
the X-,Y- and Z-Axes positions. If a vial is not inserted, the Z-Axis value
could be out of range, resulting in an error. This error will be observed
later on during routine work.

Calibrate Decapper(s)
During calibration the forces are measured that are needed for opening and closing the
bracket and the jaw chuck. These measured values are used as core values for the cal-
culation of the actual forces from the percentages specified under the parameters "Jaw
Chuck Force" and "Screwing Force".
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Illustration 1338: Item 'Calibrate Decapper(s)'. Illustration 1339: Start the calibration with
'Calibrate'.

Exchange Syringe (Only PAL LSI)
This task allows moving the PALhead in the position where the exchange of the syringe
can be performed conveniently. The position itself has been taught with the previous
menu item "Teach Exchange Position".

This task is also available with a direct access: Start Screen | RobotArm-
left | Options Pull-up menu | Exchange Syringe

Illustration 1340: Selecting Wizard item ‘Ex-
change Syringe’.

Illustration 1341: Press ‘Move’ to allow the
PALhead to move to defined Position.
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Illustration 1342: Replace the Syringe. Press
‘Next to continue.

Illustration 1343: Select the Syringe Type.

Remove the syringe from the PAL LSI Adapter:
1. Manually move the Plunger Coupling Adapter upwards to get enough space to eject
the Syringe Plunger Adapter;
2. Lift up the Releasing Holding Pin of the coupling device and let it spring. The Ejector is
a spring-loaded ball-bearing device, the releasing kick forces the ejection of the Syringe
Plunger Adapter;
3. Disengage the fixation of the syringe by turning the black polymer Bayonet Nut to the
left side.
4. Lift up the syringe carefully out of Syringe Adapter.
5. Insert the new syringe:
The syringe is inserted in reversed order from the removal process as described above.

Illustration 1344: Select the Needle Guide
Type.

Illustration 1345: Press ‘Ok’ to finish the Wiz-
ard.

Create Configuration Backup File
It is highly recommended to back up the PALsystem after completing the "Installation"
wizard.
Backup, Restore and Updates are explained in section "PAL Firmware [} 687]".
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1. Select the wizard item Create Configuration Backup and follow the dialog. The pro-
posed name for the backup file is "After Installation"; the file is tagged with the current
date and time. The file name can be changed by the operator. Press the ENTER button
to open the alphanumeric characters or use the pull-up menu "Options" to insert or delete
a character; see examples below;

Illustration 1346: Creating a Backup File of
the PAL3 Firmware. File Description.

Illustration 1347: Creating a Backup File of
the PAL3 Firmware. File Description.

Illustration 1348: Creating a Backup File of
the PAL3 Firmware. File Description.

Illustration 1349: Creating a Backup File of
the PAL3 Firmware. File Description.

2. After defining the file name, press "Start" to begin the process. The blue blinking light
indicates that the process has been executed. The progress of the backup is visible on
the screen, to inform the operator of the percentage of the backup completed;

If an error is detected at the same time that an action needs to be exe-
cuted according to the "Blue Status Light", then the yellow status light
will dominate.

3. This process takes a few minutes. After completion, press "Exit" to finish the installa-
tion wizard.
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Illustration 1350: Process "Configuration Backup" completed.

The Backup file is stored in the PAL SDcard, which is installed on the
PALcontrol board. This file can be saved on the PAL3 USB Stick, see
Section Maintenance Menu Item "Create Configuration Backup" [} 617].
The file can also be used to make a "Restore" of the PAL3 Firmware.
Please note that the "Restore" option is only available with access level
rights for the Extended User.
For more details on the content and use of the Configuration Backup File
see "PAL Firmware [} 687]".

This last task of the "Installation Wizard" in the section "Service" completes the installa-
tion.
Press "Ok" to return to the Start Screen.

Illustration 1351: Completion of ‘Installation
Wizard’.

Illustration 1352: Start Screen.

Please note that every single task of the "Installation Wizard" can be ac-
cessed any time, either for checking a position, calibrating the Drives,
etc. It is not mandatory to start with the first task "Set Regional Settings"
and go through the entire wizard point-by-point.

8.4.3 Service Menu Item "Create New Tray System"
The Menu Item "Service" is only available under the "Extended User Ac-
cess Level".
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Selecting the menu item Create New Tray System  enables the user to define a com-
bined system of a Tray Holder, along with its associated Tray Type and Rack Item. This
task is mainly used if a custom specific Tray Holder will be used.
1. Select the menu item "Create New Tray Type";

Illustration 1353: Start Screen. Illustration 1354: Selecting ‘Option’ Menu
Item ‘Service’.

Illustration 1355: Selecting Menu Item ‘Create
New Tray System’.

Illustration 1356: Tray System Wizard.

2. By opening the individual list items, pre-selected parameters are available for modifica-
tion;
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Illustration 1357: List Items for ‘Tray System
Wizard’.

Illustration 1358: Selecting ‘Tray Holder’
Choices’.

Illustration 1359: Selecting ‘Rack’ Choices. Illustration 1360: Selecting ‘Rack Type’
Choices.

The Tray can be either a "Rack" or a "Well Plate". Accordingly, the choices are prese-
lected for "Rack Type" or "Well Plate Type". The figures above show screen shots for the
example "Rack", illustrating the corresponding "Tray Types" and "Tray Items".

Illustration 1361: ‘Number of Racks’ for Well
Plate ‘MTP96’.

Illustration 1362: Number of Racks for Rack
Type ‘R60’.
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In the example showing the selection of a Rack Type "MTP96", the pa-
rameter "Rack Item" is grayed-out, see figure above. For a Well Plate,
this parameter is obsolete as the geometry of the "Well Plate" is already
defined and no Vials will be used.In the examples above the parameter
"Number of Racks" is grayed out. The Rack R60 spans over 3 Slot posi-
tions and the Well Plate uses one Slot position. The number of Racks
(Trays) which can be installed in this particular Tray Holder is provided
for information only (grayed out).

3. Pressing "New" will create the newly-defined "Tray System". This Tray System is
actually a complete setup of "Tray Holder", "Tray", "Tray Type", and "Rack Item".
The wizard will close and the software will return to the Start Screen.

How to use the newly-created "Tray System"?
The newly-created "Tray System" is visible on the Start Screens or by using the path from
the "Options" pull-up Menu: Setup | PALmodules | Tray Holders
Example: Newly-created Tray Holder 2 with Rack VT54 assigned.

Illustration 1363: Tray Holder2 displayed on
Start Screen.

Illustration 1364: Tray Holder2 displayed in
‘PALmodules’.

Illustration 1365: Select Slot of Tray Holder. Illustration 1366: Selection for Rack Type.
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Illustration 1367: Selection for Rack Item.

Example: Newly-created Tray Holder 4 with Well Plate DWP96 assigned.

Illustration 1368: Tray Holder4 displayed on
Start Screen.

Illustration 1369: Tray Holder4 displayed in
‘PALmodules’.

Illustration 1370: Select Slot of Tray Holder. Illustration 1371: Well Plate Assigned.
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Illustration 1372: Select Well Plate Type.

The "Tray" which has been created within this wizard is not available as
a single "Tray". The Tray is available in the pre-defined combination only.
Typically used for a custom-specified Tray Holder.

Item Description
Trayholder TrayCoolerRectangular: Liq Cooled Tray Holder.TrayHolder-

Rectangular: Standard Tray Holder (passive PALmodule).
Tray Slot Tray Slot Rectangular, currently the only supported type.
Tray Rack Rectangular, currently the only supported type.
Tray Type Supported Rack Types:VT15, VT54, R32 LiqCooled, R60,

VT70, VT12. See "Naming Conventions [} 718]" for details.
Rack Item Supported Vial Types:1-CV, 2-CV, 10-CV, 20-CV, 40-CV.

Regular Vials.2-SR, 10-SR. Vials combined with correspond-
ing adapter, Solvent Reservoir.

Number of Racks Defines the numbers of Racks which can be placed in the
Tray Holder.
Examples:
- Well Plates: 3 Plates can be physically positioned on the
Standard Tray Holder.
- Rack R60: One Rack can be physically positioned on the
Standard Tray Holder.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

8.4.4 Teach Home Position
This task is not part of the "Service | Installation" wizard but during the
installation process it is highly recommended to discussed this point
with the operator. The path for accessing this task can be found by enter-
ing the module "RobotArmLeft".

The "Home Position" is the position the PALhead is moved to at the end of a task, for ex-
ample when it returns to standby. By default, this position is at the far left side of the PAL-
robot X-Axis. It is highly recommended to optimize this position according to the final con-
figuration of each PALsystem.
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The optimization of the "Home Position" is done for several reasons. The first reason is
for convenience, in order to have the PALhead in a preferred standby position. Another
reason could be to save time. If the PALhead always has to travel from the far left X-Axis
position to a PALmodule, this will require more travel time, but if the "Home Position" is
close to e.g a Tray Holder, then the time to pick up a sample solution is minimized.
Another aspect that has to be considered is the position of the Agitator. If an Agitator is
installed at the far left side of the X-Axis (similar position to the "Home Position") it is pos-
sible that the PALhead collides with the catch or spring located on the lid of the Agitator
during its trajectory to the "Home Position". This collision can be avoided by placing the
Agitator more towards the right or changing the PALhead "Home Position" such that the
two positions do not overlap.

Changing Home Position
In order to be able to "Change" or to "Teach the Home Position", follow the path de-
scribed below.
There are two ways to get to the Menu item "Teach Home Position". The first and most
direct way is to use the short cut from the Start Screen with the menu item "RobotArm-
Left".

Illustration 1373: Menu Item ‘RobotArmLeft’. Illustration 1374: Screen ‘RobotArmLeft’.

The second path to reach the same screen is the following:
Select from Start Screen the "Options" pull-up menu. Select "Setup" and continue with
"PALmodules".

Illustration 1375: Pull-up Menu Parameter
‘PALmodules’

Illustration 1376: List Parameter ‘Drives’.
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Illustration 1377: List Item ‘RobotArmLeft’. Illustration 1378: RobotArmLeft ‘List Items’

The second path requires several additional "clicks" but for the sake of flexibility, both
ways are described here. During the "Setup" procedure it may be easier to access the
screen "RobotArmLeft".
Select the pullup Menu "Options", under the screen "RobotArmLeft".

Illustration 1379: Select ‘Options’ Pull-up
Menu.

Illustration 1380: ‘Options’ Pull-up Parame-
ters.

Illustration 1381: Teach Home Position. Illustration 1382: Press ‘Next’ to finish Teach-
ing.
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Move the PALhead to the required position and save the X-, Y-, Z- Axes Positions as the
new "Home Position". Press "Next", followed by "Ok" to leave this wizard.

Teach Exchange Position (only PAL LSI)

For the PAL LSI this task is not part of the "Service | Installation" wizard
but during the installation process it is highly recommended to discuss
this point with the operator.The path for accessing this task can be found
by entering the module "RobotArmLeft".

The "Exchange Position" is the position the PALhead is moved to for changing the sy-
ringe. By default, this position is at the far left side of the PALrobot X-Axis. It is highly rec-
ommended to optimize this position according to the final configuration of each PALsys-
tem.
The optimization of the "Exchange Position" is done mainly to get easy access to the Sy-
ringe Adapter to avoid syringe needle bending or syringe glass barrel breaking if the posi-
tion would be in a restricted access. It shall protect the operator that during the process of
exchanging the syringe a contact with heated zones can be avoided. Unnecessary bend-
ing or stretching shall be avoided to keep ones balance to avoid accidently tripping over.

Changing "Exchange Position"
In order to be able to teach the "Exchange Position", follow the path described below.
There are two ways to get to the Menu item "Teach Exchange Position". The first and
most direct way is to use the short cut from the Start Screen with the menu item "Robo-
tArmLeft".

Illustration 1383: Menu Item ‘RobotArmLeft’. Illustration 1384: Screen ‘RobotArmLeft’.

The second path to reach the same screen is the following:
Select from Start Screen the "Options" pull-up menu. Select "Setup" and continue with
"PALmodules".
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Illustration 1385: Pull-up Menu Parameter
‘PALmodules’

Illustration 1386: List Parameter ‘Drives’.

Illustration 1387: List Item ‘RobotArmLeft’. Illustration 1388: RobotArmLeft ‘List Items’.

The second path requires several additional "clicks" but for the sake of flexibility, both
ways are described here. During the "Setup" procedure it may be easier to access the
screen "RobotArmLeft".
Select the pull-up Menu "Options", under the screen "RobotArmLeft".

Illustration 1389: Select ‘Options’ Pull-up
Menu.

Illustration 1390: ‘Options’ Pull-up Parame-
ters.
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Illustration 1391: Teach Exchange Position. Illustration 1392: Press ‘Ok’ to finish Teach-
ing.

Move the PALhead to the required position and save the X-, Y-, Z- Axes Positions as the
new "Exchange Position". Press "Ok" to leave this wizard.

Pay attention to the position of the Z-Axis. The Syringe Adapter should
be positioned lower than the PALhead Cover enabling free access
Plunger Coupling Adapter.

8.4.5 Service / Maintenance Menu Item "Reset Configuration"
The Menu Item "Reset Configuration" can be found in the Service Menu as well as in the
Maintenance Menu.
Selecting "Reset Configuration" the PAL3 Firmware (Application) resets the configuration
to a standard as defined by CTC Analytics. Currently, the standard factory settings and a
parameter selection for the application "ITSP" are available. Details see below.

Illustration 1393: ‘Maintenance’ List Items. Illustration 1394: Activating ‘Factory Settings’.
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Illustration 1395: ‘Reset Configuration’ List
Items.

As pointed out in the "Warning Message" the configuration data will be
lost. This means that in the software, PAL3 Configuration data base will
be deleted and the few parameters such as the Signal settings (see table
below) will be reset to default and re-entered. All other parameters from
the PALsystem configuration (e.g. teaching points for PALmodules, etc.)
will be deleted. Consequently, the user has to follow the all the steps in
the Installation Wizard again. Path from Start Screen: Options | Service |
Installation. Access level "Extended User" is required.

List items for "Reset Configuration"
Item Description
Factory Setting This will restore the factory settings.
Factory Setting ITSP This will set the basic configuration for the dedicated applica-

tion "ITSP".The dedicated Tray Types and the Waste Con-
tainer for deposing the used ITSP cartridge are configured be-
sides the standard parameters as listed below.

Items displayed in green are only visible in the access level "Extended User".

System Parameters affected by "Reset Configuration"
Item Default Value Settings with "Reset Configuration
IO Interface TTLIn1 and TTLIn2; negative logic; 20 ms Debounce

TimeSWOut1 and SWOut2: PWMOut 35V.
Signals Input Signals: TTLIn1 and TTLIn2 Output Signals: SWOut1

and SWOut2
Chromatography System GC1: Input1, Output1LC1: Input1, Output1, Output2
Plunger Check Activated (Used in Service Installation Wizard "Calibrate PAL-

tool".)

All other parameters are deleted form data base; see Warning Note
above.

8.4.6 Maintenance Menu Item "Reset PAL"
Selecting the Menu Item "Reset PAL" from the Maintenance Menu will set the System
back and send the PALhead back to the Home Position if necessary.
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8.5 "Help" Menu Item
The Help function is not fully implemented yet. The figure below shows the rudimentary
PALterminal Help screen.

Illustration 1396: Help Screen for PALterminal

8.6 "About" Menu Item
The menu item About provides information on which software version is currently in-
stalled on the particular PALrobot.

Illustration 1397: The About screen.

8.7 "Shutdown" Menu Item
The menu item Shutdown gives the operator the possibility to shut down the PALsystem
in a controlled manner. The main advantage of this automated shut down is that the PAL-
tool is parked. If the system is shut down by simply turning off the power supply, the slider
will move very slowly downwards and parts of the PALtool, particularly the syringe nee-
dle, can touch the bench surface or any other object. This can damage the syringe nee-
dle.
The following steps are automatically executed during a controlled Shutdown:

• The PALhead moves to an empty position of the Park Station, engages and remains
in this position.

• The software shuts down, closes the application and disables the axes.
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Illustration 1398: Security question prior to shutdown

After the PALsystem has completed the shutdown procedure, it is neces-
sary to turn off the power at the power supply (switch at PALpower). To
restart the PALsystem after the "shutdown" process, toggle the switch of
the power supply, turn it off – wait approx. 30 seconds – and then turn on
the power to the system.
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9 How to Start the PAL System

9.1 Prerequisites
The prerequisites are that the PAL System and all PALmodules are already installed.

• For the PAL RTC a syringe of the appropriate type, or several syringes (PALtools) if a
Park Station is used, named using the appropriate Method, should be installed in the
Park Station and positioned in the Slot.

• For the PAL RSI a syringe of the appropriate type should be installed in the PALtool (-
s).

• For the PAL LSI a syringe of the appropriate type should be installed in the Syringe
Adapter.

9.2 Starting the PAL System
Turn on the PALpower and observe the software loading process. The following start
screen may appear.
The content or the "Menu List Items" are depending to the PALsystem configuration.

Illustration 1399: Start Screen PALrobot; Ex-
ample (Depending on Configuration)

Illustration 1400: Start Screen for PAL RSI
and PAL LSI with the function key "Change
Syringe".

The PALmodules listed on the Start Screen are all "active" and "passive" PALmodules
which are part of the PALsystem configuration. The classes "I/O Interfaces", the "Chro-
matographic Systems", and the PALtools are indicated as well. The only exception are
the "Obstacles" which are not displayed on the Start Screen.
Example of a PALsystem configuration, reflecting in the menu list items of the Start
Screen:
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Illustration 1401: Example Start Screen. Illustration 1402: Example Start Screen, con-
tinued.

Illustration 1403: Example Start Screen, con-
tinued.

Illustration 1404: Example Start Screen, con-
tinued.

Illustration 1405: Example Start Screen, con-
tinued.

Illustration 1406: Example Start Screen, con-
tinued.
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9.3 Error Messages at PALsystem Start-up
In case any error occurs during the start-up process, a blinking "Envelope" symbol will ap-
pear in the start screen Status Line to indicate a pending message and/or a "Service Is-
sue"; see figure below.
The envelope symbol indicates that there is a "Pending Message" or a "Service Issue"
found. When powered up, the PALsystem is always in the "User" access level. In this
level, the message symbol in the status line is visible but the "User" has no rights to ac-
knowledge or take the necessary action to resolve the error.

Illustration 1407: Pending Message in 'User'
level.

Illustration 1408: Service Issue displayed in
'User' level.

The example used for illustration is a disconnected PALmodule. This triggers both a "Ser-
vice Issue" and "Pending Message". Once the original PALmodule has been recon-
nected, the "Extended User" level must be activated in order to take the necessary action

Illustration 1409: Message displayed in 'User'
level.

Illustration 1410: Access change to 'Extended
User' level.

Changing the Access Level to "Extended User" allows the user to see details of the mes-
sages by selecting each message line and pressing "Enter". The "Extended User" level
also allows the operator to select between the available options for resolving each service
issue.
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Illustration 1411: Extended user level. Service
issue 'Valve Drive Missing'.

Illustration 1412: Extended user level. Op-
tions for resolving the service issue.

The message retrieved from the "Service Issue" provides self-explanatory options for re-
solving the problem. Activating the list item "Valve Drive is Missing" gives the user the
choice between removing the PALmodule in question, or to returning to the menu without
any change. The second choice, "Back without change", gives you the possibility to cor-
rect the situation by other means, such as by turning off the PALsystem and checking the
PALbus cable daisy chaining. In case such an error is observed, check all connections,
try to eliminate the source of the problem, and the software will ask you to reboot the sys-
tem.
The "Pending Message" in this example is that the reconnected LcInjector (Injector Valve)
has not been taught yet.

Illustration 1413: Pending message. Illustration 1414: Detailed description of
'Pending Message'.

To retrieve the message, follow these steps:
1. Change the Access Level to "Extended User".
2. Press the "Options" key to access the pull-up menu for further information;
3. Select the menu item "Service Issues" or/and "Pending Messages" to receive detailed

information on the error messages.
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Illustration 1415: Service issue listed. Illustration 1416: Service issue indicated.

Illustration 1417: Resolving 'Service Issue'.

The message retrieved from the "Service Issue" provides self-explanatory options for re-
solving the problem. Activating the list item "Valve Drive 2 is Missing" gives the user the
choice between removing the PALmodule in question, or to returning to the menu without
any change. The second choice, "Back without change", gives you the possibility to cor-
rect the situation by other means, such as by turning off the PALsystem and checking the
PALbus cable daisy chaining. In case such an error is observed, check all connections,
try to eliminate the source of the problem, and the software will ask you to reboot the sys-
tem.
A common reason for an error as illustrated below is that the PALhead has been blocked
during the boot-up procedure. During this process, the presence of all active PALmodules
is verified. If one is not found (or if it is not possible to check its functions such as "Hom-
ing"), an error is recorded (Pending Messages). The example below shows the resulting
error that the homing could not be executed.
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Illustration 1418: List item 'Pending Mes-
sages'.

Illustration 1419: 'Pending Messages' indi-
cated.

Pending Messages derive typically from a collision during the homing process. Check the
homing path of all axes and reboot the system again.
Another type of "Pending Message" is indicated by the "Exclamation mark" warning sym-
bol. This "Pending Message" typically appears if e.g. a new, uncalibrated PALtool has just
been inserted, and is not yet known to the PALsystem. See figure below which illustrates
this typical case.

Illustration 1420: Pending Message.

After resolving the "Service Issues" and/or "Pending Messages" the system has to be re-
booted. When the PALsystem has restarted, it highly recommended selecting the menu
item "Check Configuration" under the class "Maintenance". Please note that this menu
item is available in both "User" and "Extended User" access levels.
Activating this item will check the entire system for any open issues. If all of them are re-
solved, the green status light will be displayed. If a "Message" envelope is displayed once
more, this again indicates an unresolved issue. Continue as described above to resolve
the open issue and check the system again under "Check Configuration".
Path from Start Screen: Pull-up menu "Options" | Maintenance | Check Configuration.
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Illustration 1421: 'Options' pull-up menu item
'Maintenance'.

Illustration 1422: Menu item 'Check Configu-
ration'.

For further details on resolving error messages, refer to "Troubleshooting [} 693]".

Please note that the PALrobot always starts up in the "User" access
level. If the "Extended User" mode is required, the user has to change
the access level. See section Access Levels [} 39].
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10 PAL Firmware
"PAL Firmware" is the product name for all software and persistent data, which are lo-
cated in the PALcontrol or on the PALdevices. It consists mainly of:

• Operating System (OS)
• PAL Application Software
• PAL Configuration (Persistent Data, Data Base)
• PALdevice Firmware

(Firmware of all active PALmodules which are part of the specific PALrobot configura-
tion)

• Presets - the presets define a model configuration such as liquid injection or liquid
and headspace injection technique, etc. See also Maintenance Menu Item "Reset
Configuration" .

The PAL Firmware is delivered as a file with the extension "*.cont". The filename is built
with respect to the following filename convention:
Software edition - Encryption - Product Name - Firmware Version - Build Version - TFS
ChangeSetID.cont
All individual parts of the filename separated by the minus sign.
Example:
CTC-CTC-PAL System-2.3.0.1-2.3.16111.1442-C22479.cont

10.1 Creating a Backup File
NOTICE
During any of the operations described below, it is mandatory
that the PALsystem is not disconnected from the power supply.
If the power supply is interrupted during such a process, the
booting commands may become corrupted which will lead to a
system which can no longer be started. In such a case the PAL-
control board has to be returned to the factory, in order for the
boot loader to be reconfigured.

Two different types of backup files are provided:
• Configuration Backup: The Configuration Backup file is used solely for restoration of

a certain system configuration.
The limited content of the Configuration Backup file is therefore the main distinction
from the Diagnostic Backup as described below.

• Diagnostic Backup: As the name suggests, the primary use of this Diagnostic
Backup file is to support and troubleshoot a PALsystem. For this purpose, it is neces-
sary to send the file by E-mail to the technical support center of the CTC Analytics
representative. Along with the Diagnostic Backup file, the accompanying file descrip-
tion as well the PAL Firmware version used should be provided.
The Diagnostic Backup file can also be used for a restoration procedure. For more
details see "Restoring a Backup File".

The differences between the two backup files are summarized in the table below:

Item Configuration
Backup

Diagnostic
Backup

PAL Firmware packages included in Backup file
Operating System (OS) No No
PAL Application Software No Yes
PAL Configuration (Persistent Data, Data Base) Yes Yes
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Item Configuration
Backup

Diagnostic
Backup

PALdevice Firmware No Yes
Presets No Yes
File Details
File Extension *.pack *.pack
File Size (approximately) up to 4 MB up to 24 MB
Time required to save Backup File (approximately) up to 5 min. up to 15 min.
Availability in Access Level - User

- Extended User
-Extended User

Purpose of use Restore - Diagnostics
- Troubleshoot-
ing
- Restore

Using the option "Create Backup" creates a backup file of the PALrobot in its current sta-
tus. This backup file is stored on the internal memory on the PALcontrol board. Only one
backup file at a time can be stored on the internal memory of the PALcontrol board. If
more than one backup file shall be kept, it can be copied to a USB stick using the "Copy
Backup" functionality.

Only one backup file (regardless of its type) at a time can be stored on
the internal memory of the PALcontrol board. Each newly created backup
file will overwrite the previous one. If more than one backup file shall be
kept (e.g. a configuration backup and a diagnostic backup), the files can
be copied to a USB stick using the "Copy Backup" functionality after cre-
ation.

Creating a Configuration Backup
Path (in User mode or Extended User mode):
Start Screen ➨ Options ➨ Maintenance ➨ Create Configuration Backup

1. Select Create Configuration Backup.
2. Optional: Enter a comment describing the backup file for later identification. (See

"Entering Text on the PALterminal")
3. Press START to trigger the creation of the file.
ð The backup file is being created. The display shows the current progress in per-

cent.
ð The configuration backup file has been created on the internal memory of the PAL-

control board.

Creating a Diagnostic Backup
Path (in extended User mode):
Start Screen ➨ Options ➨ Maintenance ➨ Create Diagnostic Backup

1. Select Create Diagnostic Backup.
2. Press CREATE to trigger the creation of the file.
ð The backup file is being created. The display shows the current progress in per-

cent. TIP! File size and time required to create backup files are highly depen-
dent on the PAL RTC configuration. Creation of a Diagnostic Backup file
can take up to 15 minutes and exceed file size of up to 24 MB.

ð The diagnostic backup file has been created on the internal memory of the PALcon-
trol board.
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10.2 Copying a Backup file to a USB stick
Only one backup file at a time can be stored on the internal memory of the PALboard.
For being able to keep more than one backup file, it can be copied from the internal mem-
ory to a USB stick after creation.

It is good practice to store the backup file in a safe place, if possible on a
net-server. It is recommended to keep an authorized backup file outside
of the user"s premises.

Path (in User mode or Extended User mode):
Start Screen ➨ Options ➨ Maintenance ➨ Copy Backup
ü A backup file (diagnostics or configuration) has been created.

1. Insert a USB stick into the USB port of the PALboard.
2. Select Copy Backup.
3. Press START to start copying the file.
ð If not yet present, a folder "Backup" in the main directory of the USB will be cre-

ated.
ð The backup file will be copied to the Folder "Backup" on the USB stick. The file exten-

sion is "*.pack".
The file has the following name convention:
Date_Time_DiagnosticsBackup_Number.pack or Date_Time_Configura-
tionBackup_Number.pack

[Date_Time: yyyyMMdd_HHmm]

10.3 Restoring a Backup File
NOTICE
If the power supply is interrupted during a restore process, the
booting commands may become corrupted which will lead to a
system which can no longer be started. In such a case the PAL-
control board has to be returned to the factory, in order for the
boot loader to be reconfigured.

Both the diagnostic as well as the configuration backup can be used for restoration of a
PAL System configuration. It doesn"t matter, if the backup file in question is stored on the
internal memory of the PALsystem or on an external USB stick. If the backup file is
copied to a USB stick, it will be placed in a "Backup" folder automatically. If no "Backup"
folder is present in the root directory of the USB stick, it will be created. Only backup files
stored within this folder will be recognized by the PALsystem and offered for restoration if
the USB stick is connected to the PAL System.
The backup process is mainly thought for bringing a certain configuration back on the
same instrument, the backup file has been created on. Therefore the version of the
firmware on the instrument has to match the original version of the backup file. At least
the first to digits (e.g. 2.4.X) have to be identical, otherwise the restore process can not
be executed.
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If for any reason a configuration file shall be restored on an instrument
with a different firmware version, it is necessary to perform an update or
downgrade first, to adapt the firmware version of the instrument to the
firmware version, the backup file has been created with.
It is possible to restore a certain configuration file on an identical instru-
ment with the same firmware version. In this case the configuration will
be restored without any teaching information. This approach might be
meaningful if several instruments should be operated with exactly the
same configuration.

Path (in extended User mode):
Start Screen ➨ Options ➨ Maintenance ➨ Restore Backup
ü In minimum one matching backup file (diagnostic or configuration) is present either in

the internal memory or on an external USB stick.
1. Select Restore Backup.
2. Select the desired file stored either internally or on a PAL USB Stick. TIP! The file

named with "User Backup" is the file stored on the PAL SDcard. The other
files named with "Copied Backup File" are the files which have been copied
from the PALrobot onto the USB device.

3. Press RESTORE.
ð The automatic execution of the restoration process starts.
ð The user is requested to remove an eventually present USB stick and to trigger a

Reboot.
4. Press YES to trigger the restart of the system.
ð The PALsystem is rebooted.

ð The PALsystem has been restored with the FWversion, all custom settings, tem-
plates, the configuration of all modules together with the teaching information with re-
spect to the selected Backup file.

Incompatible Backup
At the start of the Restore process, the compatibility of the selected Restore file is
checked against the PAL3 Application and installed PALkey of the PALrobot. If an incom-
patibility is detected, the process of restoring will be aborted and the error message as
shown in the figure below will be displayed.
Be aware that an older backup file may contain a PAL3 Software version which is no
longer compatible with the installed PALdevice Firmware of an active PALmodule.

Illustration 1423: Example ‘Installation
Backup File’.

Illustration 1424: Example ‘Incompatible
Backup File’.
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10.4 Updating the PAL Firmware
All versions of the PAL Firmware, starting with version 3.1.0 can be upgraded to any sub-
sequent firmware version.
To update the firmware of the PALsystem proceed as follows:
ü A backup file of the system has been created and stored on a USB stick (not in the di-

rectory "Autorun") or on any other safe drive outside of the PALsystem. (In case the
update process fails, this backup file can be used to restore the initial system status.)

ü A matching PAL Firmware package as provided by CTC Analytics ("*.cont" file) is
available. The PAL Firmware package has to match with the PALkey of the PALsys-
tem. (An OEM specific Firmware package will not match with the dedicated PALkey
from CTC Analytics or an other OEM partner.)
1. If not already present, create a folder "Autorun" on a USB stick and place the File

"*.cont" in it. Note: The correct spelling of the folder name "Autorun" is mandatory.
2. Make sure there is only one "*.cont" file within the "Autorun" folder.
3. Turn the PALsystem off.
4. Insert the prepared USB stick into the USB port.
5. Turn the PALsystem on again.
ð The PALfirmware is automatically updated. (The update procedure can last more

than 15 minutes.)
6. After successful termination of the update procedure the new firmware version

can checked in the "About" screen.
7. Remove the USB stick.
8. Select Start Screen ➨ Options ➨ Maintenance ➨ Reset Configuration and

choose the dedicated configuration for the PALsystem to load the presets with a
neutralized database.

ð The PALsystem shows pending messages and/or service issues (because the
database has been set back). As a result the PALrobot has to be calibrated and
all positions have to be taught again.

9. Select the access level "Extended User".
10. Follow the installation wizzard under Start Screen ➨ Options ➨ Service ➨ In-

stallation.
11. Copy the backup file that has been created during the last step of the wizard to a

USB stick and transfer it to a safe place outside of the PALsystem.

10.5 Downgrading the PAL Firmware
Keep in mind that the functional range of the PAL firmware has been in-
creased and support for new models has been added with specific new
versions. Therefore a downgrade of the firmware has to be well-consid-
ered.

All versions of the PAL Firmware can be downgraded to any subsequent firmware version
higher than or equal to version 3.1.0. Make sure you have a matching backup file for the
target version of the firmware - otherwise you will need to set up the whole system from
scratch again.
To downgrade the firmware of the PALsystem proceed as follows:
ü A backup file of the system has been created and stored on a USB stick (not in the di-

rectory "Autorun") or on any other safe drive outside of the PALsystem. (In case the
downgrade process fails, this backup file can be used to restore the initial system sta-
tus.)
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ü A matching PAL Firmware package of a lower firmware version than the actually in-
stalled one as provided by CTC Analytics ("*.cont" file) is available. The PAL
Firmware package has to match with the PALkey of the PALsystem. (An OEM spe-
cific Firmware package will not match with the dedicated PALkey from CTC Analytics
or an other OEM partner.)
1. If not already present, create a folder "Autorun" on a USB stick and place the File

"*.cont" in it. (The correct spelling of the folder name "Autorun" is mandatory.)
2. Make sure there is only one "*.cont" file within the "Autorun" folder.
3. Create an empty text file with the name "force.txt" within the "Autorun" folder. In

Windows context menu ➨ New ➨ Text Document. The "force.txt" file will be
automatically deleted during the downgrade procedure. If the procedure has to be
repeated for any reason, this file has to be added again manually.

4. Turn the PALsystem off.
5. Insert the prepared USB stick into the USB port.
6. Turn the PALsystem on again.
ð The PALfirmware is automatically downgraded. (The downgrade procedure can

last more than 15 minutes.)
7. After successful termination of the downgrade procedure the new firmware ver-

sion can checked in the "About" screen.
8. Remove the USB stick.
9. Select Start Screen ➨ Options ➨ Maintenance ➨ Reset Configuration and

choose the dedicated configuration for the PALsystem to load the presets with a
neutralized database.

ð The PALsystem shows pending messages and/or service issues (because the
database has been set back). As a result the PALrobot has to be calibrated and
all positions have to be taught again.

10. If a backup file of the firmware version the system has been downgraded to is
available and the system has not been altered in the meantime, this backup file
can be restored. See "Restoring a backup file [} 689]"

11. If no backup file is available, or if the system shows service issues or pending
messages after a backup file has been restored, proceed with the next step.

12. Select the access level "Extended User".
13. Follow the installation wizzard under Start Screen ➨ Options ➨ Service ➨ In-

stallation.
14. Copy the backup file that has been created during the last step of the wizard to a

USB stick and transfer it to a safe place outside of the PALsystem.
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11 Troubleshooting

11.1 Troubleshooting
This section gives the PALrobot user a quick overview of possible causes and recom-
mended actions which can be taken to eliminate an erratic behavior.Please note that it is
not possible to compile a complete list, and this does not replace the troubleshooting
guides for chromatographic techniques as provided by its manufacturer(s).

11.1.1 General Points regarding Chromatographic Effects
Troubleshooting GC Technique

Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

Very low or no
detector signal is
observed.

Clogged syringe. Remove syringe and aspirate/dis-
pense liquid manually. Clean sy-
ringe.

Bent syringe needle or bent
plunger.

Inspect and/or change syringe.
Note: Bottom Sensing using a long
needle (85mm) has a high risk of
needle bending.How to remove a
syringe with a bent needle or
plunger is explained below under
point 21.5.

No sample liquid is injected. Check and/or Check Needle Pene-
tration into sample vial.

Sample volume too low. Increase sample volume.
Wrong setting of syringe needle
penetration in GC injector.

Check NdlPenetrationDepth set-
tings and compare with GC manu-
facturer recommended parame-
ters.

Syringe does not
fill properly.

Air bubbles below syringe plunger.
It is possible that air bubbles re-
main below the plunger after the
first pullup. If the plunger is moved
up and down several times, these
air bubbles are worked out.

Increase method parameter "Def
Fill Strokes Count" (Fill Strokes).
Check the method parameters
"Def Aspirate" (Fill Speed) and
"Def Aspirate Delay" (Pullup De-
lay).

Wrong type of syringe assigned to
tool holder.

Check the syringe parameters to
ensure that the correct syringe
type is assigned to the tool holder.
Verify the scale length parameter.

Syringe needle penetration depth
in vial incorrect.

Check the syringe needle penetra-
tion depth in the sample vial.

Syringe plunger polymer tip worn
out.

Manually check the tightness of
the polymer plunger tip. When in
doubt, replace the plunger.

Glass barrel cracked. Check the integrity of the syringe.
When in doubt, replace the sy-
ringe.

Sample peaks/
responses are
not reproducible.

Dirty syringe. Increase "PstCln Slv1/Slv2" values
in method.Use "PreClnSlv1/Slv2"
and PreClnSpl".

Syringe pressure difference. Increase Pullup Delay value.
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Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

Vacuum created in sample vial. Reduce Sample volume in sample
vial. Use "PrePressureVial" mode.

Highly volatile solvent. Use gastight syringe and sample
tray cooling.

Improperly crimped vials. Check vial cap by attempting to ro-
tate by hand. Loose caps may
cause selective loss of volatile
compounds from the sample. Ad-
just crimping tool correctly.

Method Parameters. Check recommended Method Pa-
rameters. The following parame-
ters are crucial and should be veri-
fied first:
- "Def Aspirate Flow Rate" (Fill
Speed)
- "Def Aspirate Delay" (Pullup De-
lay)
- "Def Dispense Flow Rate" (Injec-
tion Speed)
- "Def Dispense Delay" (Post Inj
Delay)
Note that for dedicated cycles, cer-
tain parameters are locked.

Excessive carry-
over between
samples.

Dirty syringe. Increase Pst Inj Slv1/2 values in
method. Use PreClnSlv1/Slv2 and
PreClnSpl. Check and, if neces-
sary, replace vial septa from
Wash/Waste vials.

Inappropriate wash solvent(s). Use appropriate wash solvents(s).
Wash Solvent and Waste vial
septa too tight.

Check if the syringe fills completely
when washing. If several cleaning
cycles are programmed and many
samples are processed, then vac-
uum in the Wash Solvent vials and
overpressure in the Waste vials
may build up. Cut away a segment
of the Solvent and Waste septa to
ensure equalization of pressure.

Wash solvent level too low. Check the solvent volume in the
Wash Vial and/or check the sy-
ringe needle penetration in the vial.

Solvent level in Waste vial to high. Check the volume of the solvent in
the Waste Vial. Check also the
needle penetration into the waste
vial. The needle should not touch
the liquid at all.

Unexplained col-
lisions of Injec-
tion Unit.

Object(s) not defined correctly. Define Object(s) correctly. See
"Defining Object Positions - Teach-
ing, Referencing and Calibration
[} 397]".

Object missed
by Syringe Nee-
dle. (only PAL
RTC)

If several PALtools are used from
a Park Station, have the tools cali-
brated to compensate for any devi-
ations.

Check the PALtool calibration as
described in "PALtool Referencing
and Calibration (only PAL RTC
and PAL RSI) [} 410]".
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Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

Unexpected col-
lision on Tray
Holder.

Wrong Vial Type settings in Tray
Type (Rack Type).

Check the settings in Tray Type
(Rack Type).

11.1.2 Headspace Technique Points regarding Chromatographic
Effects (PAL RTC and PAL RSI)
Troubleshooting Headspace Technique

Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

Sample peaks or
responses are
not reproducible.

Dirty syringe. Increase method value "Syr
Purge".

Syringe pressure differences. Increase Pullup delay value.
Vacuum created in sample vials. Reduce sample volume.
Improperly crimped vials. Check vial cap by attempting to ro-

tate manually. Loose caps may
cause selective loss of more
volatile components from sample.
Adjust crimping tool correctly.

None or too low syringe purge gas
pressure.

Check pressure at purge gas regu-
lator (0.5 bar) during the syringe
purging period. Check gas flow at
syringe needle tip.

Method parameters. Check recommended Method Pa-
rameters.The following parameters
are crucial and should be verified
first:
- "Def Aspirate Flow Rate" (Fill
Speed)
- "Def Aspirate Delay" (Pullup De-
lay)
- "Def Dispense Flow Rate" (Injec-
tion Speed)
- "Def Dispense Delay" (Post Inj
Delay)

Back pressure of GC column too
high.

Check the back pressure of the
GC column. If the pressure is too
high the electronic flow control de-
vice (EPC or EFC) of the GC could
experience overload at the mo-
ment of sample injection. This will
lead to uncontrolled opening of the
split valve until the pressure falls
back into a controllable range.

Peak distortion
or tailing.

Method Parameters. See recommended actions above.
Needle penetration speed in GC
Injector.

Check the parameter for injection
technique. If all changes give no
positive result, check the "Injector
Depenetration Speed".

Solvent not suitable for application. Check the boiling point of the sol-
vent and try to change the solvent
(when e.g. a high boiling point or-
ganic solvent is used as matrix).
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Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

GC Injector liner not suitable. Check the liner geometry accord-
ing to the recommendations of the
GC manufacturer.

GC related parameters. Any parameter such as the injec-
tor, oven or detector temperature
can contribute to bad peak shape.
Check the column type and con-
nections (square cut connections).
Check troubleshooting guide of the
GC Manufacturer.

Excessive carry-
over between
samples.

Dirty syringe. Increase method value "Syr
Purge".Set the value of the method
parameter "Syringe Temp" 10 °C
above the Agitator temperature,
"Incubat Temp".

None or too low Syringe Purge gas
pressure.

Check pressure at purge gas regu-
lator (0.5 bar) during Syringe
Purge period. Check gas purge
flow at syringe needle tip.

Unexplained
chromatographic
peaks.

Dirty purge gas. Check the purge gas supply for im-
purities.

Faulty tempera-
ture read-out.
e.g. value: -99
°C.

HS-syringe cartridge (holder) tem-
perature heater, over- temperature
fuse or sensor broken.
Agitator temperature heater, over-
temperature fuse or sensor bro-
ken.
SPME Fiber Conditioning Module
temperature heater or sensor bro-
ken.

Contact your CTC Analytics repre-
sentative.

11.1.3 HPLC Technique regarding Chromatographic Effects
Troubleshooting HPLC Technique

Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

No or very low
detector signal is
observed.

Clogged Syringe, Needle or Hold-
ing Loop.

Remove syringe and aspirate/dis-
pense liquid manually. Clean sy-
ringe and/or needle/Holding Loop.

Bent needle. Check X-,Y-, Z-Axes positions.
Check vial or well-plate septum.

No sample liquid injected. Check and/or Check Needle Pene-
tration into sample vial.

Sample volume too low. Increase sample volume.
The valve needle guide and/or
needle seal are not properly in-
stalled.

Check valve needle guide and
seal.

The valve ports are not plumbed
correctly to the pump and/or detec-
tion system.

Check plumbing connections.
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Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

Wrong Valve Type specified. Check Valve Type by selecting the
path from the start Screen: Valve
Drive | Valve Type. (Extended
User).

Sample is back-
ing up on the
valve needle
guide.

High restriction in valve flow path. Check the restriction of sample
loop, valve waste tube or clogged
connection (ferrules or tubing dis-
torted).

Valve needle seal (PALseal) leaks. Check needle PALseal integrity.
The needle penetration depth for
the injection valve is not set cor-
rectly.

Check the Injection Valve Needle
Penetration

Syringe does not
fill properly.

Solvent path blocked. Prime the system or inspect it to
identify the reason for clogging.

Syringe plunger tip worn out. Replace syringe plunger. Check if
glass barrel is scratched (dam-
aged). If in doubt, replace the en-
tire syringe at once.

Sample peaks/
responses are
not reproducible.

Dirty syringe. Clean the syringe manually with
adequate solvents.

Syringe pressure differences.Air
bubbles in the syringe, cavitation.

Increase Pullup Delay value.

Vacuum created in sample vial. Reduce sample volume in sample
vial.

Excessive carry-
over between
samples.

Loose, unstable or wrong connec-
tion.

Check all connections within the
PALsystem, such as injection loop
connections, or valve plumbing
connections, etc.

Inappropriate wash solvent(s). Use appropriate wash solvent(s).
Waste tubing ID at injection valve
is too small, causing waste liquid
to be pulled back, by capillary ac-
tion, into the rotor groove.

Replace the waste tubing with
larger ID tubing.

Excessive carry-
over between
samples.

Dirty needle or valve injection port. Check the washing parameters
and verify to composition of the
wash solvents.

Inappropriate wash solvent compo-
sition.

Use appropriate wash solvent. Ob-
serve also the order of use for bio-
logical samples. The first wash is
always an aqueous solution fol-
lowed by organic solvents.

Waste tubing ID at injection valve
is too small, causing waste liquid
to be pulled back, by capillary ac-
tion, into rotor groove.

Replace the waste tubing with
larger ID tubing.

Damaged or grooved valve rotor. Replace valve rotor.
Valve needle seal (PALseal) leaks. Replace PALseal..
Micro Pumps of Fast Wash Module
questionable, defect.

Verify the functionality of the Micro
Pumps.Is solvent flowing when ac-
tive?
Check the position of the solvent
reservoir bottles. Bottles should
not be lower than 50 cm as the po-
sition of the Micro Pumps.
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Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

Peak distortion
or tailing.

Method Parameters. Check method parameters. Criti-
cally are "Injection Speed" and de-
lay Time before valve switch.

Solvent for analytical solution not
suitable.

Change solvent composition to a
lower polarity (in case of reversed
phase chromatography).

Tubing internal diameter Check tubing internal diameters for
connection tubings and injection
loop. See recommendations as
given with poster "Tips&Hints for
HPLC Technique"
(CTC Analytics).

Bad connections Connection tubing"s not square cut
or wrong type of nuts/ferrules in-
stalled

HPLC related problems Any parameter like flow rate, com-
position of mobile phase or wash
solvent, column selection (diame-
ter, pore size, etc.) can contribute
to "bad peak shape".

11.1.4 ITSP Technique (only PAL RTC)
Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

ITSP modules
not properly rec-
ognized by PAL-
system.

Firmware version not appropriate. Check the firmware version of the
PALsystem:Path from Start
Screen: "Options" Pull-up Menu |
select menu item "About".PAL
RTC Firmware version 2.0.0 or
higher is required.

Tray Type "ITSP" not defined. Check selected Tray Type.
Problems related
to ITSP tech-
nique or chro-
matographic
problems.

ITSP technique The basic technical aspects are
explained in the user guide for the
ITSP technique. See documents
provided by MicroLiter Analytical
Supplies, Inc.

Chromatographic problems:Sam-
ple solvent, wash solvents, or ex-
traction solvent not adequate.

Check the various parameters of
the solvents, such polarity, elution
strength, miscibility, etc.

Sample solution concentration too
high.

Dilution of sample solution with an
appropriate solvent can be indi-
cated.

General understanding of ITSP
technique.

See documents and application
notes provided by MicroLiter ana-
lytical Supplies, Inc.

11.1.5 General Points related to PALrobot
Troubleshooting General Points PALrobot
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Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

Active PALmod-
ule not recog-
nized, not visible
on PALterminal
or Virtual PAL-
terminal.

Cable from active PALmodule to
PALbus not connected or defec-
tive.
Software.

Check the cable and/or connec-
tions from the active PALmodule in
question to the PALbus or to an-
other active PALmodule. Restart
the PALrobot; if still not recog-
nized, restore the PAL3 Firmware.

PALdevice firmware not loaded or
not on current level to match with
PAL3 Firmware version.

Restore the backup file.
Reload a complete new PAL3
Firmware package.

PALtool not rec-
ognized or mis-
match with sy-
ringe(only PAL
RTC and PAL
RSI)

Syringe diameter mismatch with
Tool Holder.

Check the syringe diameter with
the Tool Holder specifications. See
"PALtools (only PAL RTC and PAL
RSI) [} 289]" for reference value
tables. Repeat the wizard as de-
scribed in "Service Menu Item "In-
stallation" [} 621]".

Needle Guide Length does not
match with inserted syringe needle
length.

Check the syringe needle length.
If a mismatch is observed change
the PALtool or the syringe type.
See "PALtools (only PAL RTC and
PAL RSI) [} 289]" for reference
value tables. Repeat the wizard as
described in "Service Menu Item
"Installation" [} 621]".

Wrong Tool Holder for syringe
type.

Check the specs for the Tool
Holder and compare data with the
syringe used. See "PALtools (only
PAL RTC and PAL RSI) [} 289]"
for reference value tables.Repeat
the syringe wizard as described in
"Service Menu Item "Installa-
tion" [} 621]".

PCB from PALtool Holder or from
Park Station defective.

Check the integrity of the PCB and
the contacts.
When in doubt, contact your CTC
Analytics representative for techni-
cal assistance.

Liquid Syringe
wears out
rapidly.

Liquid syringe not primed. Do not insert a liquid syringe with-
out priming with the solvent which
will be used by the application.

Headspace sy-
ringe contami-
nated with or-
ganic solvents.
(only PAL RTC
and PAL RSI)

Headspace syringe. To avoid saturation of the polymer
plunger tip with an organic solvent
it is highly recommended not to
prime a headspace syringe at all.
Possible traces of organic solvents
can cause ghost peaks in the next
analysis.
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Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

SPME Fiber dis-
integrates
quickly. (only
PAL RTC and
PAL RSI)

Fiber heated without gas protec-
tion.

The SPME fiber has to be ther-
mally cleaned after each analysis.
Keeping the fiber without gas pro-
tection destroys the polymer coat-
ing. Ensure that the fiber is always
heated in an environment under
gas protection. An inert gas of high
purity is required, typically nitrogen
or helium.

Homing Failed
(only PAL RTC
and PAL RSI)

PALtool not listed in software If a tool is physically mounted, but
not listed in the terminal: the instru-
ment needs to be homed (home
PALhead). If homing did not help,
check the physical contacts. It is
also possible that the tool is cor-
rupt.

Start-up Error
(only PAL RTC)

Error Message displayed If after startup, errors are displayed
(message on terminal) check if the
park station is enabled (parameter
"ToolEepromAccess" in park sta-
tion).
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Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

Plunger cannot
be coupled.

Plunger Coupling Device in closed
position.

PAL LSI:
The Plunger Coupling Adapter has
to be opened manually. Move the
Releasing Holding Pin from the
Plunger Adapter manually up and
down to force the Ejector to be
moved. If necessary use an ade-
quate tool (maybe a syringe
plunger adapter) to check the
spring.
PAL RSI:
The Plunger Coupling Device has
to be opened manually. Turn OFF
the power from the PALsystem
and follow the instructions as de-
scribed below in "Manually Remov-
ing a PALtool from the PALhead
(only PAL RTC and PAL RSI)
[} 710]".
PAL RTC
The Plunger Coupling Device has
to be opened manually. Turn OFF
the power from the PALsystem
and follow the instructions as de-
scribed below in "Manually Remov-
ing a PALtool from the PALhead
(only PAL RTC and PAL RSI)
[} 710]".
After receiving free access to the
Plunger and Needle Guide Cou-
pling Blocks make following steps:
Remove the inserted PALtool man-
ually.
Press the Plunger Coupling Device
upwards. The device spring has to
engage in "OPEN" position.

PALtool cannot
be Ejected (only
PAL RTC)

Plunger bent If the instrument ejected (dis-
mounted) a PALtool automatically,
but the plunger still sticks to the
coupling, check the plunger.

Plunger cannot
be Ejected (only
PAL LSI)

Plunger bent If the manual ejection of the sy-
ringe plunger adapter fails, the
plunger still sticks to the coupling,
check the plunger condition and/or
check the Ejector movement in the
Plunger Coupling Adapter.

Time and Date
wrong

Low Battery on the PALcontrol
PCB.

Ask the representative of CTC An-
alytics for a service. If battery volt-
age is lower than 3 V the battery is
suspect and if lower than 2 V the
battery has to be replaced.
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Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

PALhead misses
a position
(PALmodule,
Vial, etc.)
(only PAL RTC
and PAL RSI)

X-,Y-, and Z-axes positions are off Check teaching positions. Note, in
case of Thermo Trace Injectors it
is necessary to check the positions
again after the GC system has
reached the operating tempera-
ture.
Check configuration for a possible
mismatch with specified Tray
Holder, Tray (Rack Type or Well
Plate Type) and Vial Type and
Needle Guide Type.

Reference Point of the Tool Station
has been changed.

When a PAL Tool Station (Change
or Park Station) is shifted in the X-
Position or if for any reason the
process "Set Reference Point" has
been repeated, it is mandatory to
recalibrate the PAltools – all tools
which are used with the specific
PALSystem.

Guide Rollers
are not moving
(sticky).

The PALsystem or part of it has
been stored at lower temperature,
typically for transport reasons.
The grease (Pal Lub) has a high
viscosity.

Allow the system to warm up time
to adjust to ambient temperature
(approx. 20 °C).If the system has
been stored below -25 °C (-13 °F)
it may be necessary to clean all
parts from grease and re-apply
grease again.

11.1.6 PAL3 Firmware Related Points
When the PALrobot system is connected to a corporate network contact
the network administrator for assistance to provide the "IP Adddress,
"Subnet Mask" and "Default gateway".

Troubleshooting PALcontrol Software

Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

Backup / Re-
store not possi-
ble

Use of terminal and virtual terminal
in parallel during backup/restore
Backup file not recognized cor-
rectly

Do not use terminal and virtual ter-
minal in parallel during backup/re-
store
Reboot the autosampler

Update and/or
Downgrade
process not pos-
sible.

- PALkey does not match with file
to "update" or "downgrade".
"*.pack" file used instead of
"*.cont" file.
"*.cont" not in File directory "Au-
torun".
"force.txt" file not used for down-
grading.
USB Stick with more than one par-
tition used.

Carefully check Section 10: "PAL
Firmware" of this manual to find
any source of mismatch.
If not successful:
Check for any "Pending Message"
or "Service Issue".
Create a "Diagnostics File" and
send it for evaluation to your repre-
sentative from CTC Analytics.
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Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

Red LED at Con-
trol Board is
blinking continu-
ously.

- Firmware update error
- Hardware error

- Reboot the autosampler
- Reinstall the firmware

Error Message:
"A fatal error oc-
curred. Please
reboot. Applica-
tion is corrupt."

PALkey changed or replaced. When the PALkey of the PALsys-
tem is changed or replaced, it is
mandatory use the text file
"force.txt" to install PAL3
Firmware. This is true for "Up-
dates" or "Downgrading".

11.1.7 PAL3 USB Stick (Memory Drive) related Issues
The USB stick is a commercially available standard USB memory stick with at least 100
MB memory size. No special formatting of the drive (stick) is necessary; on the contrary, it
is mandatory that only one partition is defined. If two partitions are defined, subsequent
errors will occur. Access to the PALsystem will be denied.

Commercially available USB sticks with encrypting software installed,
and secure USB drives, have typically two partitions. This type of USB
drive cannot be utilized in combination with the PAL System.

The following software types of the USB memory drive are compatible with the PAL Sys-
tem:

• FAT
• FAT32
• The software "NTFS" is NOT supported. If a USB Stick with this software is used, the

stick will not be recognized by the PAL3 Firmware.
• Starting with PAL3 Firmware version 1.5.0 a USB Stick with software version 3.0 can

be operated.With PAL3 Firmware versions lower than 1.5.0 USB sticks can be oper-
ated with software version 2.X.X only.

PAL Control Software = PAL3 Firmware

Recognition Time of the USB Stick.
PAL3 Firmware version < 1.5.0 : Time-out after 10 s.
PAL3 Firmware version ≥ 1.5.0 : Time-out after 30 s.
(Definition of Recognition Time:
The time used from the moment the stick is connected to the PAL System
until the USB symbol is displayed on the PALterminal.)

11.1.8 LAN Communication Problems using Peer-to-Peer
Connections
Troubleshooting LAN Communication Peer-to-Peer
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Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

LAN communi-
cation

Network cable may not be plugged
into:- PALrobot or - Company net-
work or PC

Check if the network cable is
plugged into the autosampler and
the local company network or PC.
Ask your local Network administra-
tor for assistance with TCP/IP set-
tings.

Verify that the IP Address is cor-
rect.

Check the IP Address settings in
the computer and in the PALsys-
tem. Is DHCP mode active?

Verify that the Basic Communica-
tion is possible.

Check the status of the LED.
Use the "ping" command to verify
the communication. Details are de-
scribed below in the point "Corpo-
rate Network".

Red LED at Con-
trol Board is
blinking continu-
ously."STATUS"
LED

- Firmware update error
- Hardware error

- Reboot the autosampler.
- Reinstall the firmware.

Illustration 1425: LAN Communication, Detail LED

11.1.8.1 LAN Communication Problems within Corporate Network
Troubleshooting LAN Communication Corporate Network

Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

Red LED at Con-
trol Board is
blinking continu-
ously.

- Firmware update error
- Hardware error

- Reboot the autosampler
- Reinstall the firmware

LAN communi-
cation

Network cable may not be plugged
into:
- PALrobot or
- Company network or PC

Check if the network cable is
plugged into the autosampler and
the local company network or PC.
Ask your local Network administra-
tor for assistance with TCP/IP set-
tings.
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Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

Verify that the…
- IP Address- Subnet Mask
- Default Gateway
…is correct.

Check the settings in the computer
and in the PALsystem.
Please note that the "Default Gate-
way" setting is required in a corpo-
rate network. The network admin-
istrator has to be contacted for
support.

If DHCP mode is used, check set-
tings.

Check DHCP settings.

Verify that the Basic Communica-
tion is possible.

Check the status of the LED. See
figure in section above.
Use the "ping" command to verify
the communication.Details are de-
scribed below.

Communication problem related
corporate network.

Check LAN cables.
Reboot the Switch (hub if used).
Simplify the setup by making the
connection "peer-to-peer" as de-
scribed in "Peer–to–Peer Connec-
tion [} 26]". Be aware that the IP
settings in the computer and PAL-
system have to be changed ac-
cordingly.
If "peer-to-peer" is not successful:-
replace the LAN cables- replace
the workstation (computer)- reload
the PAL3 Firmware- replace the
PALcontrol PCB
If "peer-to-peer" is successful:- re-
place the switch (hub if used)- ask
network administrator for support.

Latency time in network The PAL3 Firmware is designed to
accept a rather high latency time.
However if the latency time within
a network is above 500 msec it
should be evaluated.

11.1.8.2 LAN Communication Problems related to Network Interface Card
(NIC)
A Network Interface Controller, also known as a network interface card, network adapter,
LAN adapter or similar terms, is a computer hardware component which connects a com-
puter to a computer network. In short it is called "NIC".
Troubleshooting LAN Communication "NIC"

Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

No LAN Commu-
nication

Network not plugged in Check connections.
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Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

Network Cable plugged into wrong
NIC.

It is possible that more than one
NIC is present on the PC. Select
network connections settings on
the computer, plug in the cable,
and check if the status changes
from "unplugged" to "connected".

IP Address setting in PALrobot
wrongly assigned.

Check the IP-address entered on
the PAL Terminal (or Virtual Termi-
nal)

IP Address setting in CDS soft-
ware wrongly assigned.

Check the IP address entered in
the CDS software.

Subnet mask wrongly assigned. Ask network administrator for de-
tails.

Default gateway setting wrong. Ask network administrator for de-
tails.

IP address on PC NIC not valid. The IP address has to be in the
correct range such that both the in-
strument and the PC are in the
same network and subnetwork.
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Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

Wrong LAN cables. Straight wired Cat. 5 LAN cable is
used for most setups. The only ex-
ception is if a direct connection
from PC to instrument is used and
the NIC does not have Auto-nego-
tiation or Autosensing (the possibil-
ity to detect the correct transmis-
sion parameters and set them ac-
cordingly between NICs).
The network administrator may
support and check if so-called -
MDI-X- Auto MDI(X) ports are
used within the network.
Check if straight or crossed wired
cable (vice-versa) solves the prob-
lem or work with a corresponding
LAN adapter (MDI) to test commu-
nication.
Check the communication by using
the PING command:
Ping is a command that can be
used in the command prompt of
Windows. Start the program
"CMD" and a black window will ap-
pear. Type in "ping [IP-Address of
PAL]"
and press enter.
The picture above shows a suc-
cessful communication with the
PAL and confirms that the Network
requirements for communication
are fulfilled.
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Illustration 1426: Reset Button and Status LED

Symptom or Er-
ror Message

Possible Cause Recommended Action

LAN Communi-
cation inter-
rupted or unsta-
ble

Firewall or Virus Scanner acti-
vated.

Check for any installed firewall or
virus scanner software which may
cause interferences. For details
see "Hardware and Software Re-
quirements [} 369]".

Screen Saver activated. Check for any monitor screen
saver which may cause interfer-
ences. The best screen saver is
turning off the monitor.
For details see "Hardware and
Software Requirements [} 369]".

Computer hard disk power man-
agement activated.

Check if the power management
option is turned off. For details see
"Hardware and Software Require-
ments [} 369]".

Troubleshooting Checks for LAN Communication
When the network cable is not connected and a LAN communication is not established,
the previously entered network settings are maintained. The system will recognize that no
network communication is established or possible.
1.
Check the connections of the LAN cable. The default addresses or the last addresses to
be defined and stored should be visible after reentering the "Setup Network" screen;
2.
Check the LEDs on the Ethernet connector at the back of the PALsystem.

Illustration 1427: Connector Type RJ45LEDs for Signal Control.
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LAN Communication LEDs
The LED on the left:
Status LED. Orange color indicates current applied to connector.
The LED on the right:
Indicates Ethernet communication status. Green blinking status: Ethernet communication
is established.

PALsystem Status LED at PALterminal Status Bar or at X-Axis Side Cover
Status LED at PALterminal or X-Axis Side Cover.
1.
Check the Status LED at the PALterminal status bar or at the front of the end cover of the
X-Axis, right hand side. The following list describes the different LED statuses and the
corresponding tasks or errors they signify.

Illustration 1428: PALsystem Status LED at X-Axis Side Cover.

PALsystem Status LED

PALsystem Status LED Color LED status
Successful Booting Process
Power OFF Off Off
PALsystem booting yellow blinking fast

Updating Software blue blinking fast

Application software initial-
ized(start loading software)

yellow blinking normal

Application working green blinking normal

Application "Ready" green steady ON

Errors during Booting Process
Software failed to start applica-
tion(Application validation failed)

yellow steady ON

Application software is not installed yellow steady ON

Fatal error yellow steady ON

LED Status during Operation
Configuration error yellow blinking normal

Activity execution error yellow steady ON

Backup / Restore executed blue Blinking normal

Manual operation (waiting for in-
puts)

blue steady ON

PALsystem working green blinking normal
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PALsystem Status LED Color LED status
PALsystem Ready / Idle green steady ON

Fatal error yellow steady ON

LED Status at PALcontrol PCB
The status LED at the back of the PALrobot, part of the PALcontrol PCB, has limited
functionality.
During the PALSystem booting-up process, the following status changes can be ob-
served:

Illustration 1429: PALcontrol Status LED and Reset Button.

PALsystem Status LED Color LED status
Successful Booting Process
Power OFF Off Off
PALsystem booting red steady ON

Software OS initialized red blinking fast

Application software initialized green blinking normal

PALsystem "Ready" green steady on

Observing the status of the PALcontrol LED is also important when restoring the network
settings to factory default. This task is described in "Restoring Factory Default Network
Settings [} 27]".

11.1.9 Manually Removing a PALtool from the PALhead (only PAL
RTC and PAL RSI)

11.1.9.1 PAL RTC - Manually Removing a PALtool from the PALhead
When a syringe plunger or needle is bent during an automated procedure, it is likely that
the PALtool can no longer be parked in the PALtool Station. The decoupling mechanisms
can be blocked by the distorted part of the syringe. In such situations, it is important that
the user can manually remove the PALtool from the PALhead. Follow the steps described
below:

NOTICE
Turn off the power to the PALrobot before any repair steps are
taken.

1. Turn Off the power to the PALsystem;
2. Move the PALhead manually to a position where it is easily accessible, preferably to an
empty slot of the PALtool Station. Manually pull down the Z-Axis to gain easy access to
the lower part;
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Illustration 1430: Moving PALhead to a Convenient Position.

3. Remove the front cover by loosening the screw at bottom of the cover;

Illustration 1431: Removing the Front Cover

4. Locate the Plunger Coupling Block (left side of the PALhead) and move the block
manually approximately 50 mm upwards;

Illustration 1432: Move the Plunger Coupling Block up.
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5. Locate the Plunger Coupling Device underneath the block; push it up to decouple the
plunger adapter;

Illustration 1433: Push up the Plunger Coupling Device.

6. Locate the Tool Coupling Block (spring-loaded device), best accessible from the
backside of the PALhead.
Press the Tool Guide Coupling Block downwards, at the same time this decouples the
Needle Guide and the Tool Coupling;

Illustration 1434: Pressing the Tool Coupling Block downwards to Decouple Tool and Needle Guide
Couplers.

The Needle Guide Coupling Block has a cut-out for the finger which allows to lift up the
coupling block easier.

If the PALhead is not parked in a Slot, hold the PALtool with one hand
before the Tool Coupling Button is pressed.

7. Reinstall the previously removed front cover.

 WARNING
For safety reasons, do NOT operate the PALsystem before rein-
stalling the outer cover.
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11.1.9.2 PAL RSI - Manually Removing a PALtool from the PALhead
When a syringe plunger or needle is bent during an automated procedure, it is likely that
the PALtool can no longer be parked in the PALtool Station. The decoupling mechanisms
can be blocked by the distorted part of the syringe. In such situations, it is important that
the user can manually remove the PALtool from the PALhead. Follow the steps described
below:

NOTICE
Turn off the power to the PALrobot before any repair steps are
taken.

1. Turn Off the power to the PALsystem;
2. Move the PALhead manually to a position where it is easily accessible. Manually pull
down the Z-Axis to gain easy access to the lower part;

Illustration 1435: Moving PALhead to a Convenient Position.

3. Move manually the Plunger Coupling Adapter upwards to get easy access. Lift up the
adapter to release Syringe Plunger Adapter;

Illustration 1436: Moving Plunger Coupling Adapter upwards and Release Syringe Plunger Adapter.

4. Hold with one hand the PALtool and press the black "Tool Adapter" to the right side.
This does disengage the PALtool.
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Illustration 1437: Disengage the PALtool.
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12 Maintenance

12.1 Maintenance
Regular maintenance procedures help to ensure the accuracy and precision of the PAL
System. Suggested intervals for maintenance procedures are given below to ensure unin-
terrupted operation.

Working with Hazardous Material, Decontamination
When working with hazardous materials such as radioactivity, biologically hazardous ma-
terial, etc., it is important to train all operators how to respond in case of spills or contami-
nation.
Depending on the class of hazardous material, the appropriate measures have to be
taken immediately. Therefore, the chemicals or solvents needed for decontamination
have to be on hand.
Any parts of the equipment which can potentially be contaminated, such as the sample
vial rack, syringe tool, wash module, etc., should be cleaned regularly. The waste solvent
from cleaning and any hardware which needs to be disposed of has to be properly elimi-
nated with all the necessary precautions, abiding by national and international regula-
tions. See also the printed booklet "Safety Information and Warnings for Users of the PAL
System" that is delivered together with each PAL System for further information.
When preparing for decontamination, ensure that the solvent or chemical to be used will
not damage or react with the surface, dye (color) of the instrument, table or other nearby
objects.
If in doubt, please contact your CTC Analytics representative to verify the compatibility of
the type or composition of solvents with the PAL System.
It is the user"s (operator"s) responsibility to handle hazardous chemicals or biological
compounds including (but not limited to) bacterial or viral samples and the associated
waste safely, according to international and local regulations.

Maintenance steps
If you use the system extensively (for example, nights and weekends), or if you use cor-
rosive solvents, you may need to perform the maintenance procedures more frequently.

Maintenance Step Interval
Cleaning the PALrobot including the sur-
faces of all PALmodules.Use only a soft lint-
free cloth dampened with mild soap and
water.

Weekly or as needed.

Check the functionality and integrity of the
PALsystem including all PALmodules.

Weekly or as needed.

Clean syringe. Daily or as needed.
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Maintenance Step Interval
Replace the syringe plunger. The Syringe Plunger for a liquid syringe

(Metal Plunger sealing against glass)
should be cleaned on a regular basis with
an aqueous alcohol solution.
Be aware that this plunger type should not
be used for samples with a high amount of
matrices, for clinical or residue analysis. A
polymer plunger tip would be more suitable.
The Syringe Plunger for a gas-tight syringe
(polymer tip) has to be replaced on a regu-
lar basis. The interval is highly dependent
on the application, throughput, quality of
sample solution (presence of particles, etc.)
and type of washing solvent.
It is advisable to check the tightness of the
plunger on a regular basis to gain experi-
ence with the application.

Wash and Waste Solvent reservoirs
(Standard or Large Wash Module)

Weekly or as needed.
Replace the septum to avoid carry-over.

Wash and Waste Solvent reservoirs
(Fast Wash Module)

Weekly or as needed.
Check the solvent frit for contamination or
biological growth in the solvent reservoir
bottle.
Check solvent lines and connectors for in-
tegrity.
Check glass liners in the wash block for in-
tegrity and ensure free flow in the wash
block.
Check waste line for blockage.

HPLC Valve Drive including Valve. Monthly or as needed.
Check the functionality of the Valve Drive.
Check the integrity of the Valve Rotor and
Stator.
Check the integrity of the various lines and
connectors.
Check the integrity and free flow of solvent
in the waste line.

HPLC Injector Valve Inlet. Monthly or as needed.
Check the flat seal in valve port #1 for in-
tegrity. Expected life span will vary with
condition of syringe needle tip.
Note: If the Needle Seal as used with PAL/
PAL-xt System is used (PFA Tubing with
Ferrule), it is necessary to check the seal
weekly.

Cleaning the PALrobot when working with
hazardous material.

For regular cleaning and maintenance or af-
ter a spill, see point 2 below.
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NOTICE
Cleaning PALhead interior: DO NOT use a silicon spray to clean
any spindle.
Use dry, lint-free wipes or cloths to clean a spindle. DO NOT use grease for
all spindles which are built into the PALhead. The guiding bushings have
Teflon coating inside to ensure smooth movement. Detailed instructions are
provided in the PM procedure.

The other steps are described in the "Preventative Maintenance Procedure" document.
Specific kits for the GC or the HPLC techniques are available. The kits include the parts
which must be changed annually.

• PAL3 PM Kit for HPLC technique
• PAL3 PM Kit for GC technique

Contact your CTC Analytics representative to perform an annual preventative mainte-
nance on the PAL System.

NOTICE
There are no operator-serviceable or replaceable parts inside
the power supplies of the PAL System. In case of a failure, con-
tact a CTC Analytics representative.
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13 Addendum

13.1 Disposal
Disposal
Do not dispose of this equipment or parts thereof unsorted in municipal waste.
Follow local municipal waste regulations for proper disposal provisions to reduce the en-
vironmental impact of waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE).
European Union customers: Call your local customer service representative responsible
for the PAL System for complimentary equipment pick-up and recycling.

The customer has to ensure that the PALsystem has not been contami-
nated by any hazardous chemical or biological compounds including
(but not limited to) bacteria or viruses.
Any part which has had direct contact with the analytical sample must be
identified and must undergo an appropriate decontamination procedure
prior to shipping for disposal. Potentially dangerous components are:
Syringes, Valves, Loops, Tubing, Vials and Well Plates.
Any critical parts sent for disposal must be handled according to na-
tional laws for hazardous compounds.
The customer and the service engineer/technician are fully responsible
for enforcing these requirements. CTC Analytics AG will hold the repre-
sentative and/or customer responsible if these regulations are not ob-
served.

13.2 Naming Convention
The common terms and PALsystem specific terms are defined.

MHE Adapter
The "MHE Adapter" has a built-in needle and is used as the tool to release the pressure
from the vial.The MHE Adapter is equipped with a vent outlet connector. This allows con-
nection of a vent line. In cases toxic gases are released from the vial (used in application)
the venting line can be positioned into a neutralizing agent or to a fume hood to protect
the operator and environment.

MHE Needle, Gauge 22, PST 5, 46 mm length.
The MHE Needle is a dedicated needle used for the MHE Adapter only.Length: 46 mm,
Gauge 22, Point style 5 (side hole needle tip).

MHE Adapter Holder
Holder to park the MHE Adapter in between the cycles or in standby position.

LCMS-P Module
This term describes the entire assembly of the module.

Pump Module
The Pump Module is the assembly with the two Micro Pumps built-in including the elec-
tronic board.
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LCP Tool
This term describes the tool itself as part of the LCMS-P Module.

Mounting Bracket
The Mounting bracket is used for fixing the Dilutor Module to the X-Axis. It contains two
holders for the Guiding Wire.

Solvent Reservoir Kit
The Solvent reservoir kit consists of one reservoir bottles (1 L) with tubing (PFA) and one
glass frit with pore size 40 µm.

Transfer Tubing Kit
The transfer tubing connects the Pump Module and the LCP Tool.

Guiding Wire
The Wire integrated into the Transfer Tube.

LCMS Wash
A specific wash module available as an option for the PALsystem

LCP Manifold
The lower part of the LCP Tool with the screw connections for the Transfer Tubings and
the Syringe.

Dilutor Module
This term describes the entire assembly of the Module.

Dilutor Syringe Module
The Dilutor Syringe Module is the active PALmodule carrying the Dilutor Syringe and the
Dilutor Valve.

Dilutor Tool
This term describes the tool itself as part of the Dilutor Module.

Dilutor Valve
The Dilutor Valve is placed on the Dilutor Syringe Module and one of its ports is con-
nected to the Dilutor Syringe. Currently two types are available:

• 2-Port (3P) PTFE Valve
• 6-Port (6+) Ceramic Valve

Mounting Bracket
The Mounting bracket is used for fixing the Dilutor Module to the X-Axis. It contains two
holders for the Guiding Wire.

Solvent Reservoir Kit
The Solvent reservoir kit consists of one reservoir bottle (1 L) with tubing (PFA) and one
glass frits with pore size 40 µm.
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Transfer Tubing Kit
The transfer tubing connects the Dilutor Module and Dilutor Tool. It consists of the PFA
Tubing, the Guiding Wire and connection fittings.

Guiding Wire
The Wire integrated into the Transfer Tubing.

PAL System
PAL System is the brand name for the entire PAL System product family. The product
family includes not only the PAL instruments but also the various optional PALmodules.

PALsystem
Refers specifically to the PAL System. This term encompasses the complete system, in-
cluding all optional PALmodules, such an Agitator, a Peltier Stack, etc. The term PALsys-
tem applies to the entire system that is tailored for a specific application, such as for liquid
injection, headspace or SPME technique.

PALrobot
The term PALrobot is a generic term referring to the PAL System. PALrobot is most often
used to refer to the basic unit, meaning the X-,Y-,Axes, PALhead, and installed
PALpower.

PALbase
PALbase is the combination of the X- and Y-Axes, with or without the electronics in-
stalled.

PALhead
Refers to the entire injection unit consisting of Z-Axis, the Needle Guide Drive and the
Plunger Drive. The cover (PALhead Cover) is also considered as part of the entire unit.

PALmodule
PALmodule is a generic term. It can refer to both "active" and "passive" PALmodules.

Active PALmodule
A PALmodule which is controlled by the PALbus via active control is defined as an "active
PALmodule".
An active PALmodule requires a PALdevice Firmware which is part of the PAL Firmware.
An active PALmodule is recognized when connected to the PALbus; it can be de-acti-
vated but not deleted.

Passive PALModule
A static PALmodule, e.g. a non-temperature programmable Tray Holder; does not require
any control or checks through the PALbus.
A passive PALmodule requires an object template which is part of the PALcontrol Soft-
ware. A specific PALdevice Firmware is not required. A passive PALmodule cannot be
deactivated but it can be deleted.

Composite PALmodule
An active PALmodule consisting of one or more PALdevices which also communicate
with the PALbus, but in slave functionality. A typical example is the PALhead.
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PALdevice
A PALdevice is a single active PALmodule communicating with the PALbus but in slave
functionality. Each PALdevice requires a device firmware which is part of the PAL
Firmware.

PALdrive
A "PALdrive" is a generic term for the new generation of "motors" used for the axes. The
PALdrive uses the logic of a servo drive with electronic and software control.
The various PALdrives are specified using the suffix of where the drive is located, such
as PALdrive-X or PALdrive-Z.

PALtool
PALtool is a generic term for the holder of a syringe or SPME Fiber. Three different PAL-
tools are used: Syringe Tool for liquid sample syringes; Headspace Tool for gaseous
sample syringes (Headspace technique) and the SPME Tool for the SPME Fiber tech-
nique.
A PALtool consists of the lower and upper needle guides, the electronic identification,
heating and purge gas connections if required, the coupling pivots for the tool itself and
the needle guide. A PALtool is designed for a specific syringe type tailored for the appli-
cation (liquid, headspace or SPME), with a specific glass barrel outer diameter and nee-
dle length.The concept of the "PALtool" is used with the PAL System design-dependent
subclasses PAL RTC and PAL RSI. The PAL LSI uses a fixed syringe Adapter instead.

PAL Control Software
The PAL Control software is the entire software package of the "Operating System": PAL
Application Software, PAL Configuration and various PALdevice Firmware"s. File exten-
sion: *.pack.

PAL Firmware
Starting with software version 2.0 was the "PAL Control Software" renamed to "PAL
Firmware". The definition is identical as described above with "PAL Control Software".

PALdevice Firmware
The PALdevice Firmware is the software for an active PALmodule. The Device Firmware
is part of the PAL Firmware.

Activity
An "Activity" is the lowest level of command available with the PAL Firmware. "Activities"
are dependent on the PAL Firmware (PAL Application Software) version and are down-
loaded to the program from the PALrobot when the initial PAL connection is made (these
are updated during the run time on a regular basis).
Activities are grouped in various classes:
- Public: These Activities are available for the user to build a custom -defined script.
- Private: These Activities are not available for the user to build a script. They are neces-
sary for internal control and the integration of the PALrobot into another CDS system
(Chromatography Data Handling Software).

Script
A "Script" is created by building a sequence of PALrobot operations, which are linked by
a series of PAL "Activities".
A "Script" is an executable procedure.
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Method
A Method is an executable procedure defined by the PAL Sample Control software. For
the operator, certain parameters can be modified in order to define how the samples are
processed.

Method Parameters
Method Parameters are associated with the Script operations. The operator can assign
specific parameter values in order to define how a processing operation should be per-
formed.

PALobjects
PALobjects are data structures describing the properties of physical modules, such as
Tray Holders, Agitators, PALdrives, etc.

PALmodule Type
Unique identification of a PALmodule, defines the MachineObject description of the de-
vice in the context of the entire PALsystem.

PALmodule ID
Unique identification of a PALmodule.

Tray Holder
A Tray Holder can hold one or more trays. Each Tray Holder has a reference position (X-,
Y-, Z-coordinates) that defines its location. A Tray Holder is a passive PALmodule. The
type "Tray Holder" can accept a large Rack which spans all three slots, such as the Tray
Type "R60".

Tray Plate
A Tray Plate can hold one or more trays. Each Tray Plate has a reference position (X-,
Y-, Z-coordinates) that defines its location. A Tray Plate is a passive PALmodule. The
type "Tray Plate cannot accept a large Rack which spans all three slots, such as the Tray
Type "R60". The Tray Plate only accepts all Trays (Racks) which have the same footprint
as a Well Plate. Well Plates are also accepted.

Slot
A Slot is the physical place where a Tray can be positioned in the Tray Holder.

Tray
A tray is generic term. A tray can be a "Rack" for holding vials or a Well Plate for holding
Deepwell plates or Microtiter plates. A Tray holds multiple samples. Trays are defined by
designating the Tray Type (see below) and the Tray Holder. Tray names are used to
identify the sample source within a PAL Job.

Rack
A Tray which holds vials is called "Rack". A Rack with the same footprint as a Well Plate
has the abbreviation "VT" (example: VT15) and a Rack with the size to cover all three
slots of a Tray Holder has the abbreviation "R" (example: R60).

Rack Item
The physical dimensions of Vials that are handled within racks and the parameters re-
quired for automation, such as "Needle Penetration Depth" or "Penetration Speed", are
described by the various item parameters of the Rack Item.
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Well Plate
The term "Well Plate" is a generic term used for all types of Well Plates. The most com-
mon Well Plates are "Deepwell Plates" (example DW96 or DW384) or "Microtiter
Plates" (example: MT96 or MT384).
The Well Plates have a standardized footprint. The Stack Module drawers are designed
to accept Well Plates. Passive Tray Holders for the PALrobot have three slots, each one
designed with the footprint dimensions of a Well Plate.

Tray Type
A Tray Type is a generic term. A Tray Type can be a "Rack Type" (for vials) or a "Well
Plate Type" (for Well plates).
The Tray Type defines the pattern and sampling sequence of sample locations within a
Tray.

Vial Type
The physical dimensions of Wash Vials and Waste Vials and the parameters required for
automation, such as "Needle Penetration Depth" or "Penetration Speed", are described
by the various item parameters of the Vial Type.

Cap Type
The "Cap Type" describes the material of the vial cap, which in turn determines whether
or not a vial can be transported.

Sealing Foil
Specifying that a Well Plate is sealed with a foil allows the option of selecting the Foil Cut-
ter under "Needle Guide Type".

Needle Guide Type
The "Needle Guide Type is a selectable parameter in the software class "Tools". This pa-
rameter allows the user to select the required tool that is mounted to the Lower Needle
Guide of the PALtool or of the Syringe Adapter as used for the PAL LSI model. For exam-
ple, the user can select the large magnetic ring for transporting 10/20 mL vials or the Foil
Cutter for use with sealed Well Plates.

Stack Module
A Stack Module is a generic term. It can be a "Stack" or a "Peltier Stack".
A Stack is a type of Tray Holder that is designed to hold microplates or racks with the
same footprint. A six-drawer Stack holds 12 standard micro-plates, two in each drawer.
A three-drawer Stack holds six deep-well micro-plates, two in each drawer.

Stack
A "Stack" is a passive PALmodule, a Tray Holder with a drawer system. It is not tempera-
ture controllable.

Peltier Stack
A "Peltier Stack" is an active PALmodule, a Tray Holder with a drawer system. It is tem-
perature controllable.

13.3 Tray Types
Following Tray Types are currently supported:
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Tray Type Tray Description
VT12 Rack with same footprint as Well Plate; 12 positions (3 x 4); Pattern:

Staggered+for 40 mL vials with OD 27 mm and height 100 mm.
VT15 Rack with same footprint as Well Plate; 15 positions (3 x 5); Pattern:

Regularfor 10 and 20 mL vials with OD 23 mm and height 47/78 mm.
VT54 Rack with same footprint as Well Plate; 54 positions (6 x 9); Pattern:

Regularfor 2 mL vials with OD 12 mm and height 34 mm.
VT70 Rack with same footprint as Well Plate; 70 positions (7 x 10); Pattern:

Regularfor 1 mL vials with OD 7.5 mm and height 45 mm.
Viewing window in position 68 (for needle penetration check).

R60 Rack with footprint for entire Tray Holder (passive Tray Holder with 3
Slots);60 positions (6 x 10); Pattern Staggered+;for 10 and 20 mL vials
with OD 23 and height 47/78 mm;
Viewing window in position 60 (for needle penetration check).

R32 LiqCooled Rack with footprint for LiqCooled Tray Holder;32 positions (4 x 8); Pat-
tern Regular;for 20 mL vials with OD 23 and height 78 mm.

DWP96 Well Plate Type. Deep Well Plate DW96. 96 positions (8 x 12); Pattern:
Regular.Plate Height: 43.0 mm; Well Cavity Depth: 39.0 mm; Well
Cavity Diameter: 7.0 mm.

MTP96 Well Plate Type. Microtiter Plate MT96. 96 positions (8 x 12); Pattern:
Regular.Plate Height: 14.6 mm; Well Cavity Depth: 10.9 mm; Well
Cavity Diameter: 7.0 mm.

MTP384 Well Plate Type. Microtiter Plate MT384. 384 positions (24 x 16); Pat-
tern: Regular.Plate Height: 14.4 mm; Well Cavity Depth: 11.5 mm; Well
Cavity Diameter: 3.7 mm.

13.4 Tray Holder, Tray Types and Cap Types
The figure below illustrates the interdependency between the various software classes
and subclasses.
The different colors depict the main classes and the parameters assigned to each of
them.
The PAL Control Software filters the selection of the subsequent classes based on the
selection of the initial item. The user should be aware of several important points. First,
the "Needle Guide Type" has to be defined. If "Not Specified" is selected under "Needle
Guide Type", the execution of the run will be prohibited. In addition, the "Cap Type" and
"Needle Guide Type" have to be compatible in order to transport a vial. If a mismatch is
observed, such as if a 2 mL vial with a magnetic cap is in use but the "Needle Guide
Type" is selected for a 20 mL vial, then the software will prohibit the execution of the run.

Color Coding
The software classes are labeled in red. All related software classes where a "Vial" is
used are displayed using a green shade and the classes related to "Well Plates" are dis-
played using a blue shade.
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Illustration 1438: Relationship between Software Classes: Tray Holder, Tray, Tray Type, Cap Type,
and Needle Guide Type.

Software Classes
• The Tray Holder is the basic item encompassed by this software class; all the other

subsequent software categories, such as Tray, Rack Item, and Cap Type are pre-de-
fined by the Tray Holder.

• A Tray is a generic term and can be a "Rack" for holding vials, a "Well Plate" (Deep
Well or MicroTiter Plate), or an "Item Position" for defining the position of a single
Rack Item.

• A Tray Type is linked to each Tray. Depending on the actual "Tray" used, the Tray
Type can be either a Rack Type, a Well Plate Type, or an Item Type.

• The Rack Item depends on the "Rack Type", but the "Well Plate Type" does not have
any Rack Item associated with it (i.e. the class of software that defines the vial type
does not exist for a Well Plate).

• The Cap Type is linked to the "Rack Item". This class defines the cap material, and
whether or not the vial is transportable by magnetic force.

• The Sealing Foil is actually not a software subclass but the presence of the Sealing
Foil with a Well Plate is automatically linked to the "Needle Guide Type", which in turn
will determine whether the Foil Cutter will be used.

• The Needle Guide Type is not a software class directly linked to the class "Tray
Holder" and its subclasses; rather, it is linked to the class "Tools". The Needle Guide
Type will determine which adapter has to be used to handle the selected vial or well
plate. Is it necessary to transport a vial, and is a Foil Cutter required to pierce the
Sealing Foil?

13.5 Type Plate
The two type plates of the PAL are located on the right and on the rear side of the X-Axis.
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Illustration 1439: Key of Type Plate located on the right side of the X-Axis (example)

Illustration 1440: Key of Type Plate located on the rear side of the X-Axis (example)
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13.6 Document Release History
Edition PAL Firmware Version Reason for Change Date
01 1.3.0 First Edition September 2012
02 1.4.0 Content Changes to

adapt for software version
1.4.0. Minor format and
content changes.

March 2012

03 1.4.0 Software version 1.3.2
added. Minor format and
content changes.

May 2012

04 1.5.0 Content Changes to
adapt for software version
1.5.0. Minor format and
content changes.

January 2013

04.1 1.5.0 Minor format and content
changes.

February 2013

04.2 1.5.0 Documents structure
adapted to enable ex-
tended search in pdf. Mi-
nor format and content
changes.

March 2013

05 2.0.0 Content Changes to
adapt for firmware version
2.0.0. Minor format and
content changes.

February 2014

06 2.1.1 Content Changes to
adapt for firmware version
2.1.1. Minor format and
content changes.

July 2014

07 2.2.X Content Changes to
adapt for firmware version
2.2.X. Minor format and
content changes. RSI and
LSI Manual integrated.

March 2015

08 2.3.X Content Changes to
adapt for firmware version
2.3.X. Minor format and
content changes.

January 2016

09 2.4.X Content Changes to
adapt for firmware version
2.4.X. Minor format and
content changes.

March 2017

10 2.5.X Content Changes to
adapt for firmware version
2.5.X. Minor format and
content changes.

June 2018

13.7 Spare Parts and Replacement Modules
Spare Parts are listed below, sorted by module or use.
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13.7.1 Replacement Modules

PALterminal, Mounting Kits, Upgrade Kits for HS or SPME
TechniqueModules with corresponding Accessories
PNo Description
PALterminal
PAL3-Terminal PALterminal for PAL System
PALmodules
PAL3-Agitator Agitator for the incubation and agitation of up to 6 x 20 mL

vials
PAL3-VortexMixer Vortex Mixer Module holds 1 x 2mL, 10 mL, or 20 mL vials.

Agitation speed up to 2000 rpm.
PAL3-BarcodeReader Barcode Reader with 2 active laser scanners for all standard

vials containing 1 dimension (1-D) barcode in a horizontal ori-
entation

PAL3-WashFast Fast Wash Module for two solvents (Needle Gauge 19 to 26),
consisting of:
1 pc Wash Module with two wash positions and one Waste
position
1 pc Pump Module with two solvent pumps
2 pc 1 liter solvent bottles with tubings and frits
1 pc PALbus cable

PAL3-WashFast-HF The HF Fast Wash module is a more powerful version of the
standard Fast Wash Module. With its increased maximum
flow rate it can also be used as a solvent filling station.

PAL3-LiqCooler The module "Liq Cooled Tray Cooler" is a passive PALmod-
ule. In the bottom section of the Tray Holder, there is an open
tube. Liquid from an external bath is circulated into the Tray
Cooler through this tube; the liquid can be either heated or
cooled. Note that the temperature control has to occur in the
external circulation bath which is not part of the delivery.
Holds one Rack for 32 2 mL vials. Temperature range: 4 °C -
70 °C.

PAL3-PeltierStack2DW Peltier Stack 2 DW 4°C- 40°C for 2pcs Standard Well Plates,
Racks VT15, VT54 or VT70
Including Power Supply and cables

PAL3-PeltierStack6DW Peltier Stack 6 DW 4°C- 40°C for 6pcs Standard Well Plates,
Racks VT15, VT54 or VT70
Including Power Supply and cables

PAL3-PeltierStack12MT Peltier Stack 12 MT 4°C- 40°C for 12pcs Microtiter Plates with
96 or 384 positions
Including Power Supply and cables

PAL3-Stack6DW Stack 6DW for 6pcs Standard Well Plates, Racks VT15, VT54
or VT70

PAL3-Stack12MT Stack 12 MT for 12pcs Microtiter Plates with 96 or 384 posi-
tions
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PNo Description
Valve Drives and Valve
Types

• PAL3-ValveDrive-V - PALdrive with adapter for Valco/VICI
valves

• PAL3-ValveDrive-R - Valvedrive with adapter for Rheo-
dyne valves

• PAL3-Kit-LCVlv - Kit Waste Tubing
• PAL3-ColumnHolder - Column Holder for Valve Drive with

clamps for columns OD 4.6. mm
• PAL3-LCInj-G22 - LcInjector Needle Guide for PAL Sys-

tem, stainless steel, Gauge 22, used for Valco/VICI and
Rheodyne injection valves

PAL3-Extension Extension Module providing multiple interfaces for steering
and control:

• 2 x AnalogIn
• 3 x Analog Power Output
• 1 x Temperature Control
• 4 x Contact Closure
• 1 x Temperature Sensing
• 6 x Digital I/O (TTLIn or TTLOut)
• 1 x Stepper Motor Drive (Motor)
• 1 x Stepper Motor Drive (Home)

PAL3-SPME-Cond
(only PAL RTC and PAL
RSI)

SPME Fiber Conditioning Module for the conditioning of
SPME fibers
Second fiber position for a replacement fibre

PAL3-MHE-Module
(only PAL RTC and PAL
RSI)

Multiple Headspace Module, consisting of MHE Adapter (nee-
dle gauge 22, pst 5) and MHE Adapter Holder

PAL3-OC-Actuator-TMO
(only PAL RTC and PAL
RSI)

The OC Injector is a GC Injector which allows inserting the sy-
ringe needle directly into the analytical column, the On-col-
umn Injector. The Actuator allows the opening and closing of
the On-column Injector when the syringe needle is inserted or
removed. This PALobject "OC Injector" is a combination of
the On-column Injector and the Actuator to open and close
the rotary valve of the injector.
The OC Injector Module as provided with the PALsystem con-
sists mainly of an electronic box and the PALbus daisy chain
cable. The electronic module is laid out to activate the OC Ac-
tuator, the injector type manufactured by Thermo Fisher Sci-
entific.

PAL3-DilutorSingle /
PAL3-DilutorMulti
(only PAL RTC and PAL
RSI)

Spare Parts for Dilutor Syringe Module
1 pc Syringe 100 µL, Scale 60 mm PAL3-SYDIL-21834
1 pc Syringe 1 mL, Scale 60 mm PAL3-SYDIL-21835
1 pc Syringe 5 mL, Scale 60 mm PAL3-SYDIL-21836
1 pc Syringe 10 mL, Scale 60 mm PAL3-SYDIL-21837
Spare Parts for Dilutor Tool
1 pc Needle Kit (set of 3)Length 51 mm, Gauge 22, PST 3
NDL-S-22-3
1 pc Needle Kit (set of 3)Length 51 mm, Gauge 23, PST AS
NDL-S-23-AS
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PNo Description
PAL3-LCMS-P Module
(only PAL RTC and PAL
RSI)

Spare Parts for Pump Module
1 pc Aspiration Tubing 1/8” for solvent bottles PAL3-DilAspKit
1 pc Transfer Tubing 1/116” for LCMS-P Tool PAL3-TubeL-
CMS
Spare Parts for LCMS-P Tool
1 pc Needle Kit (set of 3) PAL3-LCMS-Ndl
1 pc Needle Kit coated (set of 3) PAL3LCMS-Ndl-C
1 pc Replacement Syringe PAL3-SYH-207128
1 pc Wash Module for LCMS-P Tool PAL3-WashLCMS

PAL3-SPME-ArrowCond
(only PAL RTC and PAL
RSI)

The SPME Arrow Conditioning Module is an optional device
used for the SPME (Solid Phase Micro Extraction) technique
in combination with the SPME Arrows.
Its purpose is to condition a SPME Arrow or clean an Arrow
between chromatographic runs.

PAL3-HeatexStirrer
(only PAL RTC and PAL
RSI)

The PAL Heatex Stirrer is an active PALmodule which mixes
samples rapidly applying a cycloid shaped mixing pattern
without the need for stir bars. For SPME headspace and im-
mersion sampling the special design ensures that the delicate
fiber is not damaged. The temperature can be set in the range
of 40 to 150 °C.

PAL3-Decapper The "DeCapper" is an active PALmodule which can be used
for opening and closing of vials. Vial sizes of 2 mL to 20 mL
are suitable. The DeCapper Module is delivered with to col-
lecting pans of different sizes.

PAL3-FlowCell The PAL Flow Cell Holder is an optional device used for any
"flow-through" sampling application. The concept is that the
medium which has to be monitored (or analyzed) is pumped
through the cell. The PAL System can take up a sample
aliquot from the cell according to a given time interval, such
as sampling every five minutes for analysis.
The media flowing through the cell can be in gaseous or liquid
form.
The Flow Cell Holder comes with one Flow Cell, but can be
enhanced to carry up to six Flow Cells.

PAL3-ParkStation-
RTC(only PAL RTC)

Park Station to hold three PALtools for automated tool
change, consisting of 1pc Park Station 1 pc PALbus cable

PAL3-Trayholder Tray Holder for up to 3 different MTP, DW plates or sample
racks VT12, VT15, VT54, VT70 or 1 sample rack R60

PAL3-SolventModule Solvent Module for 3x 100mL solvent bottles
PAL3-WashStd Standard Wash Module for up to 4x 10mL solvent vials and

1x 10mL waste vial
PAL3-WashLarge Large Wash Module for 2x 100mL solvent vials and one

waste position
Upgrade Kits HS and SPME (only PAL RTC and PAL RSI)
PAL3-HS-Upgrade Headspace Injection Technique upgrade kit for a PAL RTC

System configured for liquid injection. Includes Agitator, HS
Tool and Pressure regulator.

PAL3-SPME-Kit USA PAL3 SPME Kit for USA, Norway & South Korea.
PAL3-SPME-Kit PAL3 SPME Kit (not to be sold in the USA)
Mounting Kits
PAL3-Kit-Trace Mounting Kit for Thermo Trace GC Ultra
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PNo Description
PAL3-Adapter-TraceGC Kit of adapters for Thermo Trace GC Ultra injectors: consists

of one adapter for SSL/packed/purge packed injector and one
adapter for PTV

PAL3-Kit-Trace1300 Mounting Kit for Thermo Trace 1300/1310 GC
PAL3-Adap-Trace1300-
GC

Adapter for Thermo Trace 1300 GC injectors, suitable for SSL
or PTV injector

PAL3-Kit-Focus Mounting kit for Thermo Focus GC
PAL3-Adapter-FocusGC Adapter kit for Thermo Focus GC injectors: consists of one

adapter for SSL/packed/purge packed injector
PAL3-Kit-7890-D Mounting Kit for Agilent GC models 6890 / 7890
PAL3-Kit-7890-S Mounting Kit for Agilent GC models 6890 / 7890 ( side mount-

ing )
PAL3-Kit-S2010 Mounting Kit for Shimadzu GC model 2010
PAL3-Kit-Bruker-451 Mounting Kit for Bruker GC model 451
PAL3-Kit-Standalone 2 pcs Standard Support PAL System, 215mm, incl. PAL Inter-

face Cable
Accessories for GC
Technique
PAL3-Rack VT12-TMO Sample Rack for 12 vials of 40 mL. Vials are not included.
PAL3-Rack VT15-TMO Sample Rack for 15 vials of 10/20 ml. Vials are not included.
PAL3-Rack VT54-TMO Sample Rack for 54 vials of 2 mL. Vials are not included.
PAL3Rack VT70-TMO Sample Rack for 70 vials of 0.8/ 0.7/ 0.5 mL. Vials are not in-

cluded
PAL3Rack R60-TMO Aluminum Sample Rack for 60 vials of 10/20 mL. Vials are not

included.
PAL3-WashVial-100ml 100mL solvent vial for Large Wash Module or Solvent Module

completed
with snap cap (PE) and septum (Silicon/PTFE, one piece)

PAL3-Kit-WashVial-10ml 10 mL solvent vial for Standard Wash Module completed with
snap caps and seals (set of 10)

PAL3-Kit-WashVial-Caps Snap cap (PE) and septum (Silicon/PTFE) for 10mL/100mL
vials
for Standard Wash Module (set of 10)

PAL3-AdapStdWash-2ml Adapter for Standard Wash Module to place 2mL vial instead
of the 10mL wash vial

PAL3-AdapStdWash-
Waste

Waste Adapter for Standard Wash Module

PAL3-Agi-InsSet-10ml Set of 6x inserts for the Agitator to place 10mL vials instead of
the 20mL vials

PAL3-Agi-InsSet-2ml Set of 6x inserts for the Agitator to place 2mL vials instead of
the 20mL vials

Valve Drive and Valves
PAL3-ValveDrive-R Valve Drive Module for Rheodyne valves (without valve) con-

sisting of: 1 pc Valve Drive Module1 pc PALbus cable
PAL3-ValveDrive-V Valve Drive Module for Valco valves (without valve) consisting

of:
1 pc Valve Drive Module
1 pc PALbus cable

PAL3-C2V-2006D-CTC-K 6-port Cheminert Injection Valve 0.40mm bore size
incl. LcInjector Needle Guide, PALseal G22, PAL3-Kit LCVlv
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PNo Description
PAL3-C2V-3006D-CTC-K 6-port Cheminert Injection Valve, 0.75mm bore size

incl. PALseal (Gauge 22) and PAL3-KitLCVlv
Prep Application, Flow Rate 5 to 100mL/min

PAL3-C72VU-6676D-
CTC-K

6-port Cheminert Injection Valve18"500 psi 50C liq, 0.15 mm
bore size,
incl. 2µL and 20µL loop. 20uL loop installed.
incl. LCInjector Needle Guide, PALseal, PAL3-Kit LCVlv

PAL3-C72VX-1670D-
CTC-K

10 port Cheminert injection valve, 15"000 psi 75°C, 0.25 mm
bore size

PAL3-C72VX-1676D-
CTC-K

6-port Cheminert Injection Valve, 15"000 psi 75°C, 0.25 mm
bore size

PAL3-PD718-110-K 6-port Rheodyne Injection Valve 0.28mm bore size and MBB
functionality, stainless steel rotor seal (RPC-13 coated)
Pressure up to 1200 bar, incl. LcInjector Needle Guide,
PALseal
without Sample Loop

PAL3-PD718-202 10-port Rheodyne Injection Valve 0.15mm bore size
SPC3 coated stator and RPC-13 coated rotor seal
Pressure up to 1200 bar

PAL3-DCI4WK.5/1-CTC-
K

Valco W-Type LC-Valve 4-Port, Internal sample loop 0.5/1.0
µL,
5000 psi 50°C, 0.40 mm bore size,
incl. LCInjector Needle Guide, PALseal and Kit LCVlv"

PAL3-C5F-1004D-CTC Selector Valve 8-port 0.25mm bore size, 1000psi
PAL3-ColSel6 Column Selector Valve for up to 6 columns, consists of

2 pc 6-port Cheminert valves, bore size 0.25mm
Accessories for HPLC Technique
PAL3-Rack VT15-TMO Sample Rack for 15 vials of 10/20 ml. Vials are not included.
PAL3-Rack VT54-TMO Sample Rack for 54 vials of 2 mL. Vials are not included.
PAL3Rack VT70-TMO Sample Rack for 70 vials of 1mL. Vials are not included
PAL3Rack R60-TMO Aluminum Sample Rack for 60 vials of 10/20 mL. Vials are not

included.
PAL3-WashVial-100ml 100mL solvent vial for Large Wash Module or Solvent Module

completed
with snap cap (PE) and septum (Silicon/PTFE, one piece)

PAL3-Kit-WashVial-10ml 10 mL solvent vial for Standard Wash Module completed with
snap caps and seals (set of 10)

PAL3-Kit-WashVial-Caps Snap cap (PE) and septum (Silicon/PTFE) for 10mL/100mL
vials
for Standard Wash Module (set of 10)

PAL3-AdapStdWash-2ml Adapter for Standard Wash Module to place 2mL vial instead
of the 10mL wash vial

PAL3-AdapStdWash-
Waste

Waste Adapter for Standard Wash Module

PAL3-ColumnHolder Column Holder for Valve Drive with clamps for columns OD
4.6mm

PAL3-FoilCutter Foil cutter to pierce sealing foils prior to the needle penetra-
tion into Well Plates
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PNo Description
PAL3-NdlSeal PALseal (PEEK) Gauge 22 for Valco and Rheodyne valves

(use together with LCInjector Needle Guide PNo. PAL3-LCInj-
G22)
Pack of 5 pcs

PAL3-LCInj-G22 LcInjector Needle Guide for PAL System, stainless steel,
Gauge 22, used for Valco/VICI and Rheodyne injection
valves.

PAL3-KIT LCVlv Kit Waste-Tubing for Valco/VICI and Rheodyne Valves

PALtools and Accessories (only RTC and RSI)
PNo Description
PAL3-TH-D757-TMO Universal Liquid Syringe Tool for syringes of 0.5 µL, 1.0 µL, 5

µL, 10 µL, 25 µL, 50 µL or 100 µL with a needle length of 57
mm. Syringes not included

PAL3-TH-D785-TMO Universal Liquid Syringe Tool for syringes of 0.5 µL, 1.0 µL, 5
µL, 10 µL, 25 µL, 50 µL or 100 µL with a needle length of 85
mm. Syringes not included

PAL3-TH-D857-TMO Universal Liquid Syringe Tool for syringes of 250 µL, 500 µL
or 1000 µL with a needle length of 57 mm. Syringes not in-
cluded.

PAL3-TH-D885-TMO Universal Liquid Syringe Tool for syringes of 250 µL, 500 µL
or 1000 µL with a needle length of 85 mm. Syringes not in-
cluded.

PAL3-TH-D1857-TMO Universal Liquid Syringe Tool for a syringe of 10000 µL with a
needle length of 57 mm. Syringes not included.

PAL3-TH-HS1000-TMO Headspace Syringe Tool for a 1000 µL syringe with a needle
length of 65 mm. Syringe not included.

PAL3-TH-HS2500-TMO Headspace Syringe Tool for a 2500 µL syringe with a needle
length of 65 mm. Syringe not included.

PAL3-TH-HS5000-TMO Headspace Syringe Tool for a 5000 µL syringe with a needle
length of 65 mm. Syringe not included.

PAL3-HS1000-O-ring kit 10 pcs of O-Ring for HS Syringe 1000 µL
PAL3-HS2500-O-ring kit 10 pcs of O-Ring for HS Syringe 2500 µL
PAL3-HS5000-O-ring kit 10 pcs of O-Ring for HS Syringe 5000 µL

Syringes
Syringes are listed in the separate "Quick Search" documents.

Cables
PNo Description
PAL3-BusCable-250mm PALbus Cable, length 250 mm
PAL3-BusCable-850 PALbus Cable, length 250 mm
PAL3-DC-Cable-2m DC cable from Power supply To PALsystem, length 2 m
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PM Kit
PNo Description
PAL3-PM-GC-KIT Preventive Maintenance Kit for PAL System configuration, GC

Technique
PAL3-PM-LC-KIT Preventive Maintenance Kit for PAL System configuration,

HPLC Technique

13.8 Analytical Background

13.8.1 Quantification from MHE Measurements
The raw data from analytical samples deriving from MHE measurements must be treated
differently from those deriving from a classic, static headspace experiment.
In general, software packages for chromatographic data handling are not designed to
cope in an automated manner with MHE raw data.
Raw data can be extracted from a chromatogram resulting from a single GC run into an
Excel spreadsheet.
An example is given below.
A sample Excel spreadsheet with a template is provided for quantification using the MHE
technique.
An example with explanations is given in the document "Example of the MHE Quantita-
tion Technique".

13.8.1.1 Example of Quantitative Determination Acetone and 2-Propanol in
Granulate Samples
The determination of residual solvents, such as acetone and 2-propanol in granulates as
used in the production of pharmaceutical products, is most often performed by
headspace analysis.
Often, the analysis is performed as a standard, single extraction determination with quan-
titation based on direct comparison to the response from gas standards. The drawback of
this procedure is that it neglects any sample with matrix interaction. This can lead to the
analyte not residing entirely in the gas phase (the headspace) in its distribution between
the condensed phase and the headspace. In this case, the analyte amount will be under-
estimated, in other words, the determined amount of analyte will be lower than the true
value.
In contrast, a true measure of the total content of the analyte can be obtained by applying
multiple headspace extraction (MHE).
In the following simple example, we briefly outline the practical steps involved in such an
MHE-determination.
In the current example, we set out to determine the residual content of acetone and 2-
propanol in samples of polyvinyl pyrrolidone-bound 5-amino salicylic acid (5-ASA) granu-
late. For simplicity, we discuss the determination of the acetone content only. The deter-
mination of the 2-propanol content is, of course, performed using a similar procedure.
A three-level calibration curve (double determination at each level) is used for the quanti-
tation – thus a total of six calibration samples are run. In this particular example, we use
the calibration curve to determine the acetone content in one sample – in practice the
number of samples will obviously be larger.
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Procedure for Determining Acetone Content
The steps for determining the acetone content are outlined in the example below:

• A Each of the six calibration standards is subjected to a 5-point MHE – that is, each
sample is extracted five times (for normal routine operation three extractions are usu-
ally employed; a larger number of extractions obviously increases the "quality" of the
determination);

• B For each of the six calibration samples, the five areas from the five extractions are
taken into account in determining the "total area";

• C An external standard calibration curve is established for acetone by plotting the cal-
culated "total area" as a function of the amount of acetone in the standard; (Please
remember that each of the "total areas" is a result of the MHE calculation for 5 extrac-
tions).

• D The "total area" is determined for any one of the real samples; from this value and
the calibration curve the total content of the analyte is calculated.

A Performing the actual MHE Measurements.
The parameters of the actual MHE measurements (such as incubation time, incubation
temperature, injection parameters and more) can be controlled using the MHE cycle that
is part of the MHE kit.

B Determination of the Total Area.
As we are performing a multiple headspace extraction to determine the "total area", we
can expect a functional relationship of the type
A = A(0) * exp(-k * n), where n is the extraction number.
See Step 1 in figure below.
Therefore, by plotting the natural logarithm of the area as a function of the extraction
number, we can expect a linear relationship, from which the constants "A(0)" and "k" can
be directly determined by means of standard linear regression techniques.
Finally, the "total area" can be determined as
A = A(0)/(1-exp(-k)).
The linear regression determination of the constants, as well as the determination of the
"total area", can be easily performed using a simple Excel setup (the Excel-sheet below
shows the MHE-data for one of the calibration samples):
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Illustration 1441: Sample Excel Setup for MHE Quantitation

The following is an overview of each of the steps involved in completing and interpreting
the data shown the Excel spreadsheet above:
Step 1: The measured analyte area corresponding to each of the extraction steps is typed
in here (marked with orange). Excel calculates the natural logarithm of the areas for the
preparation of the linear regression step; refer to Step 3; see below.
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Illustration 1442: Entering measured areas of Calibration standard Analyte

Step 2: The natural logarithm of the measured analyte areas are plotted against the ex-
traction number. Usually, this curve will show good linearity. The "validity" of the MHE
procedure can be judged from this curve: if equilibrium exists, the curve will be linear, and
the MHE procedure will work

Illustration 1443: Linear Regression for Calibration Standard Analyte

Step 3: The built-in Excel function for linear regression, LINEST (UK version; please note
that the name of this function may be different in other language versions of Excel), is
used for the calculation of the parameters of the linear regression fit of the area data. The
LINEST function is used in "matrix mode".
The two parameters that are used in the subsequent calculation are shown in orange in
the example below.
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Illustration 1444: Calculation of Linear Regression for Calibration Standard Analyte

Step 4: The "total area" is the limit value of the geometric sum - the two parameters that
are needed for the calculation of the sum are directly determined by the linear regression.
They are the slope and the intercept of the regression curve, respectively. The "total
area" is the "result" of the MHE determination (shown in orange, in the figure below).

Illustration 1445: Calculation of "total area" of Calibration Standard Analyte

C Construction of the Calibration Curve.
For each of the calibration samples the resulting total area (determined according to the
description above) is plotted against the amount of analyte.
In this example we have three concentration levels of standards, each determined twice –
thus the calibration curve comprises six points in total.
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Illustration 1446: Calibration Curve: Total Area versus Amount of Acetone

D Calculation of the Analyte Content in Real Samples.
From the MHE measurements of each of the actual samples, an MHE plot is generated
(again from the five MHE extractions). A typical example yields an MHE curve as shown
below:

Illustration 1447: MHE Plot of Analyte from an Analytical Sample

The "total area" is determined from the MHE-plot above.
The plot shown in the figure above is part of the Excel Spreadsheet calculation.
Consequently, the acetone content can be determined as follows:
1. Calculate the total area using the Excel spreadsheet.
In this example the total area is 101.1
2. Compare the total area against the calibration plot, from which the amount can be de-
termined as 19 µg.
All of the calculations described above can be performed using the supplied Excel tem-
plate file together with ordinary external standard calibration calculations.
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13.8.1.2 Principles of Multiple Headspace Extraction (MHE)

Introduction
The multiple headspace technique is used in instances where interfering matrices interact
with the analyte, such as by partial adsorption, or if a solid analyte contains low concen-
trations of moisture. Whenever it is impossible to prepare the calibration standard using
an identical matrix to that of the actual sample, single point calibration using the static
headspace technique will fail.
The term multiple headspace extraction (MHE) is partially self-descriptive. To determine
the quantity of an analyte, sampling is carried out by repeated extraction of gas from the
same vial above a sample solution containing the analyte (known as the headspace). The
method thus approaches continuous gas extraction but is carried out in a stepwise fash-
ion.
In concept, the procedure is analogous to the multiple extraction of a sample from a sim-
ple elution column, where each passage of eluate through the column reduces the
amount of analyte contained in a subsequent passage. The peak area from any given ex-
traction will be smaller than that of the previous extraction step. The sum of the peaks will
be proportional to the total content of the analyte.
A quantitative determination of the total amount of analyte present in a sample depends
on the relationship between peak area and the amount of analyte. The sum of the
amounts of analyte that are removed will eventually equal the total amount of analyte in
the original sample if the extractions are continued to infinity.
Theoretically, summing up the peaks obtained from an infinite number of column extrac-
tions would allow calculation of the absolute amount of analyte in a sample. In practice, it
is sufficient to carry out a limited number of extractions, permitting a determination of the
underlying exponential relationship between the measured area and the number of ex-
tractions, in turn allowing for the determination of the total amount of analyte in the sam-
ple.
The effect of the sample matrix is eliminated by extracting the entire amount of the ana-
lyte. Contrary to the situation that exists in single-headspace extraction, it is therefore
possible to use calibration standards that are not prepared with the same matrix as the
actual samples. For MHE to provide meaningful results, the only prerequisite is that equi-
librium must exist with respect to the analytes in terms of the distribution between the
phases in the headspace vial.

Instrumentation in MHE
In normal extraction using headspace gas chromatographic technique with a gastight sy-
ringe, the following steps are employed in order to sample an aliquot of the headspace
gas:
The vial is thermostatted in order for equilibrium to be established between the phases in
the headspace vial.
The gastight syringe is used to introduce an aliquot of headspace gas to the GC.
Loop-injection headspace samplers use a pressurization step to start the headspace cy-
cle. The vial is pressurized to a preselected value, usually using Helium gas, which is
also often the carrier gas. The pressure is selected so that it is always greater than the
pressure increase due to sample heating and vapor pressure of the sample.
The sample is introduced onto the GC column for analysis and the system is ready for the
next sampling after cleaning.
In MHE, equilibrium must be reestablished in the headspace following each extraction.
With a syringe-based system the following steps would normally be employed:

• The vial is thermostatted in order for the equilibrium to be established between the
phases in the headspace vial.

• The vial is pressurized.
• The gastight syringe is used to introduce an aliquot of headspace gas to the GC.
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• The vial is vented. This is accomplished by a specially designed venting tool that
punctures the septum. The pressurized headspace gas vents through the MHE
Adapter needle (venting tool) to atmospheric pressure;

• Equilibrium is established again before the next analysis (Step 1).
• This procedure is repeated a number of times; typically three to five samplings are

performed from a single vial (analytical sample and standard).
• The main steps are illustrated above, see "MHE Cycle Step-by-Step [} 271]".

Examples:
In the following examples, we will briefly go through the basics of multiple headspace ex-
traction (MHE).
We will look at four examples ("situations") of equilibrium between the condensed (solid
or liquid) phase and the gas phase (the headspace). The examples will be shown in in-
creasing complexity with respect to the equilibrium distribution and removal of the
headspace between subsequent extractions.
In each of the four cases described below, the complexity of the equilibrium distribution
and of the removal of the headspace between subsequent extractions will be increased.
The final conclusion is that the MHE method will work in most cases, with the only prereq-
uisite that the distribution of the analyte between the gas and the condensed phases is
actually governed by an equilibrium.

Situation 1
The equilibrium between the solid phase and the gas phase is assumed to be a 50/50-
distribution. In the course of each extraction, "all" of the headspace is removed/ex-
changed.
The measured area of the analyte peak is "A". 
"A(ref)" is the area we would measure if all of the analyte were in the headspace (corre-
sponding to the measured signal from a similar gas standard).

"A(0)" is the measured area of the analyte peak from the first extraction. 
With 50% of the analyte present in the headspace, this amounts to:
A(0) = ½ * A(ref)
The total area that is determined over a number of subsequent extractions is:
A(tot) = A(0) + ½ * A(0) + ¼ * A(0) + 1/8 * A(0) + ……, or
A(tot) = A0 / (1-½) = 2 * A0
However, A(0) = ½ * A(ref) and therefore:
A(tot) = A(ref)
Thus, it would be correct to determine the total amount of analyte by comparing the mea-
sured sum of analyte areas to a calibration measurement with data from a single determi-
nation of a gas standard.

Situation 2
The equilibrium between the condensed phase and the headspace is assumed to be
25/75 (with 75% in the gas phase). Furthermore, we assume that the entire headspace is
exchanged during the course of each extraction step.
The measured area of the analyte peak is "A".
"A(ref)" is the area that would be measured if all of the analyte were present in the
headspace (again corresponding to the measured signal from a similar gas standard).
"A(0)" is the actual area measured from the first extraction with 75% of the analyte in the
gas phase:
A(0) = ¾ * A(ref)
The total area determined by the MHE procedure is:
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A(tot) = A(0) + ¼ * A(0) + 1/16 * A(0) + ……, or
A(tot) = A(0) / (1-¼) = 4/3 * A(0)
However, A(0) = ¾ * A(ref) and therefore:
A(tot) = A(ref)
In this case, we also arrive at the correct value by determining the total amount of analyte
by comparing the measured sum of analyte areas to a calibration measurement using
data from a single determination of a gas standard.
The conclusion is, when in equilibrium, the relative ratio of the condensed phase versus
the headspace plays no role in the amount of analyte content that is determined from an
MHE-series.
Furthermore, it can be concluded that quantification based on a single determination from
a gas standard will, in this particular case, yield the correct result, assuming that the en-
tire headspace is removed/exchanged during each extraction step.

Situation 3
The equilibrium between the condensed phase and the headspace is assumed to be
50/50.
Furthermore, we assume that only a part of the headspace is removed between each
sampling. The relative amount of the headspace removed between each successive ex-
traction is constant and is denoted "α".
The measured area of the analyte peak is "A". "A(ref)" is the area that would be mea-
sured if all of the analyte were present in the headspace (again corresponding to the
measured signal from a similar gas standard).
"A(0)" is the actual area measured from the first extraction with 50% of the analyte in the
gas phase:
A(0) = ½ * A(ref).
The total area determined by MHE is:
A(tot) = A(0) + (1-σ * ½) * A(0) + (1-α * ½)2 * A(0) + ……, or
A(tot) = A(0) / (1-(1-α * ½)) = A(0) * 2/α
However, A(0) = ½ * A(ref) and thus:
A(tot) = ½ * A(ref) * 2/α, or
A(tot) = A(ref)/α
If α=1 (the entire headspace is exchanged between each extraction) then:
A(tot) = A(ref)
If α = ½ (half of the headspace is exchanged between each extraction step) then:
A(tot) = 2 * A(ref)
In this case A(tot) will be over-determined by a factor of two relative to A(ref). In other
words, the content of analyte will be over-determined by a factor of two.

Situation 4.
Similar to Situations 1 to 3 as described above, the general description for an equilibrium
distribution with β being the relative amount of the analyte in the gas phase (in the
headspace) and α being the relative amount of the headspace that is exchanged between
each successive extraction, is given by:
A(tot) = β * A(ref) * (1 + (1-α * β) + (1-α * β)2 + …)
Using the expression for the geometric sum yields:
A(tot) = β * A(ref)/(1-(1-α * β)) = β * A(ref) * 1/(α * β)
or:
A(tot) = A(ref)/α
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That is: the total area, A(tot), will be over-determined by a factor of 1/α relative to A(ref).
In other words, the content of analyte will be over-determined by the factor 1/α. Thus the
total area will depend on the amount of headspace removed during each successive ex-
traction, but it will not depend on the position of the equilibrium (β).

Conclusion
If the headspace is only partially removed/exchanged between each extraction, the total
area that results from the MHE determination will be greater than A(ref) (where A(ref) de-
notes the area from a pure gas standard measured only once).
Therefore, if MHE quantification is performed based on a singly-determined gas standard,
the amount of analyte in the sample will be overestimated by a factor of 1/α, with α being
the amount of the headspace that is removed/exchanged between each successive ex-
traction.
If the MHE quantification is based on gas standards that are subjected to the same MHE
extraction sequences as the actual samples, there will be no overestimation. The amount
calculated will be correct.
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